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Sampling Techniques • 1n Forest Inventories 
YRJO ILVESSALO 

ABSTRACT 

The sampling technique in forest inventories is highly dependent on the general natural and economic conditions 
and what constitutes the aim of the inventory. 

Where forestry is fairly intensive, studies ought to be made on at least: 
1. The forest area and its distribution int<? quality classes. 
2. The proportions of different species and age classes or felling classes of the forest area. 
3. The growing stock and its structure. 
4. The annual growth, including the variations of growth due to climatic reasons. 
5. The treatment and silvicultural condition of the forests as a basis for development of silviculture. 
6. The felling quantity and forest balance. 
Aerial maps provide a very valuable basis but ground survey is the principal method. This can be: 
1. Continuous line survey with measurement of land and trees continuously. 
2. Sample plot survey, limited entirely or mainly to sample plots measured at regular distances. 
3. Combination of continuous line-survey and sample plots in which every stand touched by the line is ocularly 

estimated by a trained forester; the ocular estimates are made at the sample plots, too, and checked by detailed meas• 
urements; on this basis all the ocular estimates on the lines are corrected before calculation. All the principal results 
must be checked by statistical analysis. 

INTRODUCriON 

Forest inventories. in the sense of a nation-wide national 
survey, have attracted ever more and more attention during 
the last thirty years or so. The experimental surveys in Nor
way, Sweden and Finland carried out in 1909-1912, are prob
ably to be considered as preliminary tests. The methods used 
were studied and developed with a view to a survey of all the 
forests of the country. 

These experimental surveys led to the survey in the 1920's 
of all the forests in these three countries. The continued 
development of the forests and the changes in forest resources 
occasioned by fellings as well as the growing needs of forestry 
have since led to a renewed national survey. In Finland, 
National Survey II was effected in 1936-1938, and in S1veden 
and Norway it is being carried out now. 

A similar systematic inventory of the forests of the whole 
country, on a very big scale, is being taken in the United 
States. And elsewhere also corresponding measures have been 
taken, at least to some extent. But data on forest resources, 
over most of the globe, are unfortunately still very summary 
and inadequate. 

Before carrying out a national survey the task and investiga
tions to be included should be considered in detail. On the 
basis of parallel, equidistant survey lines a very comprehen
sive, objective picture may be obtained of the area to be 
investigated, from both a biological and an economic aspect. 
For example, National Survey III, to be inaugurated in Fin
land in the course of the next few years, is planned to con
stitute a comprehensive forestry-geographico-biological in
vestigation. 

The aim proper of a national survey is not only to create 
forest statistics but also to provide an adequate basis for the 
present requirements of forestry, silviculture and forest in
dustry in general, and for the planning of their development. 
A large amount of valuable material for investigations of 
various kinds is collected at the same time. 

In the three northern European countries, Finland, Sweden 
and Norway, the National Survey, as a rule, is limited to 
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observations and measurements to be made on the surn:y 
lines and sample plots themselves. The amount of felling 
of forests has been ascertained through an entirely separate 
investigation. 

The National Survey at present in progress in the United 
States comprises a very great number of tasks that cannot be 
carried out on the survey lines or the sample plots, but require 
several parallel investigations and collections of material. 

The sampling technique to be used in a forest inventory is 
highly dependent on the general natural and economic COil· 

ditions and on what constitutes the aim of the study. If estima
tion of forest resources in districts still remote is involved, 
the method may be entirely different from that adopted in 
districts where forestry is fairly intensive. The northern 
European countries for instance are closer to the latter. In 
the following the conditions in tiliese countries, and primarily 
in Finland. best-known to the author. are taken as a starting
point. 

WHAT IS TO BE STUDIED 

As a basis, the forest area must be known. The concept of 
forest land has to be defined. The division of forest land by 
quality classes must be worked out. These are often classified 
by height of stand; in Finland natural forest site types, nminly 
based on ground vegetation, are used. Further, the possibilities 
of increasing forest area and of the improvement of its quality 
by drainage and afforestation of swamps. and by afforestation 
of forest lands that have remained bare, must be made clear. 

As a combination of area and tree stand, the distribution 
of forest area into groups should be defined, at least by 
principal species of trees, e.g., forests dominated by pine, by 
spruce, etc. This provides a great part of the basis of planning 
the treatment of forests, as the forests of different tree species 
in most cases require different silvicultural methods. 

If yield tables for normal stands are available for the 
natural quality classes of forest soils in use, and the frequenc; 
of forests of the different tree species on the soils of different 
quality classes is studied, it will be seen to what extent sil-
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viculture should tend to bring about a change in tree species 
in order to increase the yield. 

Both from a biological and an economic point of view it is 
important to obtain a picture of the distribution of the area 
of forests consisting of l'he different tree species by age classes 
-e.g., under 20, 21 to 40, 41 to 60 years etc.; or by less variable 
classes of origin -e.g., 18(Jl-182{), 1821-1840, etc. Although 
age is by no means always a decisive factor in the treatment 
of forests, a great deal of assistance on this point can, how· 
ever, be obtained on the basis of it. 

Parallel with age classes or sometimes instead of them, classes 
reflecting the size of growing stock are used, e.g., saw-timber, 
pole-timber, etc. or those reflecting the stage of development 
of the forest e.g., at the stage of seedling stand, thinning, 
regeneration, etc., or such felling classes may be separated 
in greater detail. 

Growing stock. From the point of view of forest utilization, 
the growing stock and its structure are often of the ?;reatest 
importance in a forest inventory. Calculation of volume 
presupposes practical volume tables adaptable for the forests 
in question. 

The mean volume (cub. metres per hectare) gh·cs a good 
idea of the growing stock and the wood quantities to be 
obtained by fellings. If the mean volume by tree species, by 
quality classes and by age classes is known, and yield tables 
are available for the quality classes used, the mean volumes 
of present-day forests and of normal forests can be compared. 
A basis is thus obtained for the judging of growing stoLk in 
present-day forests. 

To obtain a picture of the structure of the growing stock. 
its distribution by tree species into breast height diameter 
classes must be made clear. The most valuable part of the 
growing stock, the stock of standing saw-timber, must be 
studied in detail: the quantity and quality o[ >aw-timber 
trees and the amount and quality of the logs of different 
sizes contained in them. This is of importance particularly 
with forests of felling age. For forests under felling age, know
ledge of the quality of the small trees is also of importance 
because the new principal stands will be grown from them 
by silvicultural measures, e.g., by appropriate thinning and 
pruning. 

The distribution of growing stock into treatment (felling) 
and age classes increases the possible uses of the results and 
facilitates the calculation of the volume to be cut, as one part 
of the growing stock will be used unbarked, e.g., for firewood, 
and the other without bark, both kinds of grovdng stock 
should be estimated. 

Annual growth. Although growth is the correct measure of 
comparison for the felling quantity of forests under normal 
age class distribution only, it is nevertheless of very great 
importance in a forest inventory. 

Growth is studied on the basis of borings made at breast 
height and of estimation of height and form increment. Such 
an increment percentage method presupposes that tables {or 
calculation of increment percentage, suitable for the forests 
to be surveyed, are available. 

The usual procedure is first to ascertain the average growth 
(cub. metres per hectare). If this is ascertained by quality 
classes, by tree species and age classes, and if yield tables 
worked out for natural quality classes are available, a reliable 
idea of the possibilities of improving the growth of the forests 
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can be obtained by making comparisons. In this way a basis 
is obtainable for planning forest improvement work. 

Total annual growth is ascertained from tree species ex
cluding bark, as the growth of the bark is entirely different 
from that of the tree, and as bark is only utilized in part. 

As a rule, growth is studied on the basis of the annual rings 
of the ten preceding years. The variation, due to climatical 
reasons, in the growth of trees must be taken into considera
tion in the study by means of special borings effected for 
this purpose, as this variation is of considerable importance 
in the interpretation of growth results. .For instance, the 
growth investigation years, 1913-1922, of Finnish Survey I 
reprc:;ented, in their mean value, a level exceeding the average 
run of growth of pine by approximately 10 per cent, while 
the growth investigation years 1927-1936 of Survey II came 
up to, at the most, the normal level. If this difference brought 
about by climatical reasons had not existed, the growth of 
pine in hoth the surveys would have been the same, althoug-h 
the area of forests dominated by pine decreased by ap
proximately 10 per cent. The growth-increasing effect of sil
viculture would not have been detected without this in
vestigation. 

Treatment and silvicultuml condition of the foTesls. This 
important basis required for the development of silviculture 
can be included in the survey by examining, along the survey 
lines, how each of the stands coinciding with the line has 
been treated, say, within the last ten years; what the silvicul
tural condition is like at present; and what silvicultural 
measures are required and will be suitable, say, within the 
next ten-year period. Particular attention must be paid here 
to the planning of fellings that should be effected and that 
may be effected. ln this way a foundation is created for the 
study of the existing deficiencies in silviculture, for the plan
ning of future silviculture and the various fellings and, in 
general, for the various measures involved in it and for the 
calculation of their extent. 

The future amount of felling. By estimating the quantity 
of wood to be obtained by felling as a percentage of the total 
volume of each stand planned to be cut, we can arrive at a 
basis for the calculation of the so-called silvicultural felling 
amount. By comparing this amount of felling with growth 
and with calculations of the volume to be cut arrived at by 
other methods, the correct estimate of the amount of felling 
to be recommended, say, for the next ten-year period, can be 
formed. By trial markings effected on the sample plots an 
estimation can, in addition, be worked out for the distribution 
of the amount of felling between the different classe> of 
timber, provided suitable tables are available for this purpose. 

Forest balance. For working out a forest balance it must 
be known, further, how big the amount of felling has been 
recently. Attempts have been made to ascertain this by study
ing the stumps encountered on the survey line and on the 
sample plots, e.g., by trying to estimate the amount of wood 
indicated as having been felled during the last ten years. 
This in most cases has failed but the method can perhaps be 
developed until it becomes serviceable. 

In Finland, for instance, the amount of felling has been 
estimated in an entirely different way. In order to ascertain 
quantities of wood consumed on the farms, approximately 
2,000 sample farms have been chosen by lot, and their con
sumption of wood during one year has been ascertained by 
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the provision of accurate measuring and bookkeeping of all 
wood felled and consumed supervised by a trained forester. 
Other consumption of wood has been ascertained on the basis 
of statistiCs compiled annually and derived from question
naires. The amount of logging waste, loss in floating if timber 
is transported by water, etc., have been ascertained by means 
of separate investigations. 

In addition to the tasks mentioned above, the survey, for 
instance in Finland, has been extended to comprise soil in
vestigations by means of pits dug on sample plots, investiga
tions into the vegetation of the forest site types and into 
the spreading of plant species, the game, the density and 
height conditions of the stands, practicability of swamp 
drainage, suitability for cultivation of soils, etc. 

SAMPLING METIIODS 

Bearing in mind the tasks outlined above it will be ap
preciated that aerial survey cannot lead to adequate results 
and that ground survey, in such a far-reaching survey, must 
constitute the fundamental method. But aerial maps provide 
a very valuable basis for ground survey as well. 

Ground survey has a choice of several methods. They can 
be grouped as follows: 

Continuous line-survey, in ~which measurement of land and 
trees is continuously etiected along a line of a certain width. 
The method requires a survey group of considerable size, and 
is relatively slow and expensive. The width of the line is 
difficult to maintain accurately, over a length of time, though 
methods have been developed to eliminate the error arising 
in this respect. The method can be expected to lead to more 
accurate results than the following methods, from which, how
ever, fully satisfactory results can be obtained more rapidly 
and at much smaller cost. 

Sample plot survey, in which t!Ie survey is limited, entirely 
or at least in its main features, to sample plots to be measured 
at regular distances on t!Ie line. The sample plots have the 
shape of a circle, short rectangle, or square of short sides. The 
area of the sample plots has generally been kept very small, 
to a radius ol 5 to 6 metres, in which case t!Iey often comprise 
accidental groups of trees which are not typical of the stands 
with which t},c-y coincide. This method requires a consider
ably smaller survey group and is much quicker and cheaper 
than the previous method. 

Combination of continuous line-survey and samj;le fJlots. 

(a) Cor,tinuous line survey comprises a land estimation 
and a tree-tally, say, from a 15 em. diameter limit upwards. 
On the sample plot the tree tally includes smaller trees also, 
and the tree stand is measured in detail. The rapidity, cost 
and accuracy of this method, in general, can be expected to 
come between Methods l and 2. 

(b) The survey lines are run crosswise at right angles, the 
land is estimated on them, and sample plots measured at fixed 
distances in both directions (used in Sweden in the provinces 
(liin) last surveyed). The survey lines thus form a network 
of squares. On the advantages of this method the writer has 
no opinion to offer as yet. 

(c) In Finland a method differing from all those mentioned 
above has already been employed in two national surveys, the 
method being a combination of ocular estimation taking 
place continuously on the survey lines and of sample plots 
measured at fixed distances. 
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Study and estimation of soil and stand are carried out 
continuously along the survey lines, in every stand touched 
by the line, by applying the method of ocular estimation 
much used and developed in Finland. This study comprises 
estimation of the kinds of land use, the forest site type, the 
composition of tree species, the age class, the density class, 
the dominant height, the volume (cub. metres per hectare) 
and growth (cub. metres per hectare), the definition of t!Ie 
recent treatment of the stand, of its present silvicultural 
condition, and the silvicultural measures to be taken in the 
following first and second ten-year periods, as weH as, on the 
basis of these, the estimation of the quantity of wood to be 
obtained by felling as a percentage of the total volume. 

The sections of line run between the sample plots, once 
they have had to be measured, are thus utilized to as great 
an extent as possible. The length of each stand on the line 
can be defined by the continuous measurement of the line. 

A similar ocular estimation is carried out for each sample 
plot. In order to effect this on an area of approximately the 
same extent as on the line, and so that the sample plot may 
be representative of the stand, the radius of a circular sample 
plot is fixed at 17.844 metres, an area of 0.1 hectare. Sub
sequently, detailed examination and measurement of soil and 
tree stand are carried out on the sample plots; also, a trial 
marking is effected to ascertain the quantity and structure of 
wood to be obtained by felling, as well as the quantities of the 
different classes of timber it will yield. 

The calculation work is carried out during the winter 
season, the first task being to compare the results of the ocular 
estimation of each of the appraisers, e.g., volume, growth, 
felling percentage, etc., with the corresponding calculated 
results from sample plots. The comparison as a rule is effected 
by means of correlation calculation. This gives, for each of 
the appraisers, a regression line indicating the average re· 
lationship of his ocular estimation to the calculated amounts 
which are to be considered as real. Should the former differ 
from the latter, a correction is entered in each blank form 
of ocular estimation before the calculation of results is con
tinued. 

This method presupposes that the foresters heading the 
survey groups are well acquainted with ocular estimation, and 
to ensure this they are trained on sample plots and sample 
lines prior to beginning of the work. To serve as a guide for 
the estimation, auxiliary tables have been prepared. The 
interdependence of the results of ocular estimation and of 
calculation has proved very definite: the correlation co
efficient, as a rule, has been very high, and its standard error 
quite small. 

On the sample plots in Finland, for instance, the soil has 
first been investigated by measuring the different soil horizons 
in a pit dug for the purpose, by studying the superficial 
deposit, the stoniness of the soil, and the gradient of the soil 
surface. In order to ascertain with certainty the forest site 
type, the composition of ground vegetation has subsequently 
been described by employing a five-grade abundance scale. 
The trees have been calipered into 2.5 em. classes. Of standing 
sample trees, the number of which on each sample plot has 
amounted to 10 to 18, the following measurements have been 
taken: thickness of bark at breast height, the radial increment 
of the five and ten most recent years, the taper class of the 
trees d. 1.3 to d. 6.0 metres, and the crown layer. Regarding 
trees yielding at least one saw-log, the quantity, size and 
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quality of the logs to be obtained has been estimated. By trial 
marking the quantity of wood to be obtained in felling and 
its structure have been ascertained. 

This survey method has proved a quick and cheap one, 
which yields an abundance of material (or the clarification 
of forest resources and of the condition of forests. 

CALCULATION OF RESULTS 

The number of forms resulting from the estimation is so 
large that the results are best calculated by means of machines 
for statistical calculations (Hollerith, Powers etc.) based on 
the punched-card system. The blank form for field work 
should be so designed that the survey results are transferable 
as easily as possible from it to the punched card. It may be 
practicable, too, to enter the survey results in field work 
directly on a punched card, which will considerably expedite 
the calculation work. 

The reliability of survey results, at least as far as the main 
points are concerned, must be checked with the aid of sta
tistical analysis, which has been highly developed for this 
purpose. 

SGRVEY AREA UNITS 

The areas into which the country is to be divided for 
survey purposes are dependent on the uses of the survey 
results. The areas must already have been distinguished at the 
field work stage unless their demarcations can be sufficiently 
clearly defined later. 

For the planning of the development of silviculture and 
forestry in general, the results are required according to 
forestry administra;tive districts. In view of the needs of the 
woodworking industry the results have to be calculated accord
ing to those districts in which the raw material purchases of 
the different indu&trial regions, broadly speaking, are cen
tralized. If mere exploitation is in question the districts have 
to be of the kind from which serviceable wood goes to ports 
of export through more or less similar channels. 

The survey should be carried out in such a way that maps 
based on it could be made to show, broadly, the occurrence 
of forest land, of forests of different species, etc., in the various 
parts of the country. If employing, for instance, survey method 
3 (c) described above, this can be done. 

In one and the same area forests belonging to different 
groups of owners may differ widely from each other both as 
regards growing stock and its utilization, and as regards the 
treatment of forests. For this reason the results should be 
calculated separately by groups of owners, e.g., state, private, 
communes, companies, etc. This is probably best done by 
entering on the field-work maps in advance along the survey 
lines the land ownership of the various groups of proprietors 
on the basis of all available information. In the course ot the 
field work these entries may often be checked by local in
quiries, or local guides: 

CONCENTRATED OR CONTINUOGS SURVEY 

A national survey carried out once must be renewed sooner 
or later, as the forests grow, are felled, or destroyed by 
natural phenomena, and new forests replace them. The inter
vals. number of years, at which the survey has to be renewed 
is dependent on several factors, e.g., the rapidity of forest 
development, the intensity of fellings, the amount of forest 
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improvement work, etc. The general opinion seems to be that 
the interval should not exceed fifteen years, at least in more 
or less intensive conditions. 

But another question is whether the survey of the forests 
of the whole country, by employing a great amount of labour, 
should be concentrated into a few successive years, or whether 
it should be carried out by less labour and, say, within fifteen 
years, a fresh start made immediately on the completion 
of the survey. In the former case the results in their entirety 
may be concentrated into a few years. In the latter case again 
the initial results are of fairly old date by the time the results 
of the concluding part become available, and consequently, 
the compilation of the results for the whole country will be 
difficult. 

Both methods are applied. In Finland, for instance, the 
survey has been concentrated into three years while in Sweden 
and Norway it is being effected as a continuous process. 

If competent labour is available for centralized survey work, 
this can be facilitated by joint training imparted, in different 
kinds of forests on trial lines and on the sample plots, before 
the work begins, and by detailed instructions and continuous 
guidance while the work goes on; a centralized survey may 
well prove successful. Continuous survey requires much less 
labour but fluctuations are likely to take place, as surveying 
of forests is not congenial or easy work, for which reason many 
a forester, after acquiring a great deal of experience and being 
developed by his survey work, leaves the job for a better and 
more congenial one. 

These two methods can also be combined. The survey can 
be effected first for the whole country by employing fairly 
large distances between lines, and then be continued by 
diminishing the distances according to requirement, so that 
results of adequate reliability can be obtained for area units 
to be distinguished in the survey. In this way investigation 
material can be speedily obtained sufficient for calculations 
which both bear on the whole country and cover the points 
of greatest importance. 

In order to ascertain the world's forest resources and the 
condition of forests, national surveys should speedily be 
effected. The method to be chosen will have to be the one 
best suited to conditions and the aim. But at the same time 
the aspiration should be to make the results mutually compar
able to as great an extent as possible, which is another 
prerequisite for the preparation of statistics for the whole 
world. 
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Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to Forest 
Inventories 
JAMES G. OSBORNE 

ABSTRACT 

The United States national forest survey, operating on extremely limited funds makes the maximum feasible use 
of data from previous surveys, aerial photographs, and efficient sampling designs for cost reduction. Statistical methods 
are utilit.ed in calculating intensities of survey required and evaluating the reliability of the statistics obtained. They are 
also used in determining the most effective survey design. 

Required regional precision standards are discussed. Fundamental considerations in the selection of a specific re· 
gional survey design are enumerated and the effect of these on the survey design in two widely dissimilar regions of 
the United States is illustrated. Examples are given of the application of the statistical principles of optimum allocation 
in assigning plots to forest type and stand-size classes in stratified sampling. Other points illustrated are the principle of 
allocating plots to dusters and separate locations according to cost considerations, and the allocation of effort to each 
of three forest survey steps- total forest area determination, determination of area by stand-size classes, and determina· 
tion of volumes by stand-size class -for minimum sampling error. Subjects requiring further research are mentioned. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the use of statistical 
methods in the inventory of forest resources throughout large 
areas. The techniques are applicable, with suitable modifica· 
tions, to smaller areas, but the experience described here is 
that of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture in its 
conduct of the :Forest Survey of the United States since the 
survey was resumed in 1946. 

Faced with stringent financial limitations, the Forest Service 
must employ every available means to increase efficiency 
and reduce the costs of the survey. The most useful aids to 
efficiency and cost reduction in a survey of this type fall into 
three broad classes: (l) statistical information, (2) aerial 
photographs, and (3) improved sampling designs. The sta
tistical information includes data from previous forest sur
veys, canvasses of industries, localized private and public 
timber cruises, vegetative cover and land use maps, and so 
forth. 

The statistical problem is to design a survey that makes 
the most profitable use of the aforementioned aids and the 
funds available for field sampling. The design also must 
provide for modifications to supply special information re
quired locally. Another objective is to make the maximum 
provision feasible for periodic resurveys to bring the initial 
survey up to date. These added considerations often conflict 
with the specific purposes of the initial inventory and result 
in compromise survey plans that are not the best available 
for any one general objective. 

SPECIFIC USES OF STATISTICAL METHODS IN THE FOREST SURVEY 

The specific uses for which statistical methods have proved 
to be of value are: 

1. To evaluate the available and suitable survey designs to 

determine which is most efficient or cheapest. 

2. To calculate the intensity of sampling required to 
achieve the level of accuracy prescribed and thus avoid over
sampling or under-sampling. 

3. To measure the accuracy and set limits of confidence, on 
a probability basis, for critical statistics. 

4. To calculate the best allocation of funds to photographs 
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and field plots, and the allocation of lield plots to each 
stratum for minimum error, if stratified sampling is used. 

5. To compare clusters of plots with individual plots and 
determine the most efficient number of plots per cluster 
considering travel and plot measurement costs. 

6. To compare the efficiency of permanent- and temporary 
- plot systems of survey with particular reference to problems 
and costs of resurveys. 

POLICY DECISIONS AFFECTING USE OF STATISTICAL :'IIETHODS 

At the outset, the Forest Service decided that the accuracy 
of forest survey results should be measurable and that the 
confidence limits, at specified probability levels, of several 
of the critical statistics should be published with information 
releases. This practice not only makes possible confident 
interpretation of the published statistics by all users, but also 
permits assessment of the accuracy of national and regional 
figures obtained by combining statistics for States or smaller 
units. 

The limits of the sampling error in application to selected 
subject matter were also set for each region. To assure a degree 
of inter·regional balance in survey intensity, specific accuracy 
standards were set for total cubic volumes and the regions arc 
required to approach these standards as nearly as possible. 

Allowable volume, drain and growth estimate errors were 
specified on the basis of an allowable percentage error per 
billion cubic feet of growing stock. The allowable errors for 
commercial and non-commercial forest areas were specified 
on the basis of one million acres of each. 

INTERPRETATION OF PRECISION REQUIREMENTS 

As used in the forest survey, the term "error" has a some· 
what technical definition. The prescribed error refers to the 
standard error of an estimate (such as the total cubic volume 
within a specified area) and when appended to the estimate 
shows the limits of confidence with probability .68 (or roughly 
2 : 3). These allowable errors are those arising from sampling 
fluctuations only. ·with regard to total cubic volume, for 
example, this error is purely the sampling error of volumes as 
measured and takes no account of other sources of error. It i-. 
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recognized by the administrators of the forest survey that the 
sampling error so measured understates the real error, since 
it does not take into account the variation of individual-tree 
Yolumes around volume-table estimates based on average 
values, variation of individual-tree cull from estimates based 
on averages, or fluctuations in utilization practices. 

STATISTICAL FORMULAE USED TO CALCULATE SURVEY INTENSITY, 

A:-ID PRECISION OBTAINED 

A statistical formula, appropriate to each regional survey 
design, is developed for calculation of the sampling error. 
'When the survey of an area has been completed, the data 
obtained are used with this formula to calculate the confidence 
limits of critical statistics at the prescribed probability level. 

Before any data are collected, the best available estimates 
of the factors in the error formula are inserted and the inten
sity of survey needed to achieve the required accuracy is cal
culated. These estimates, which consist of volume variances 
within forest-type and stand-size classes, together with sam
pling variances of determination of areas in these classes are 
based, if possible, on regional experience. 

Ft:NDAM.E!\TAL CONSIDERATIONS IN St:RVEY DES!G:<I 

Regional differences with regard to three fundamental bases 
of survey design have resulted in the adoption of a different 
design in each. These regional differences occur in respect to 
(l) characteristic physiography, (2) nature and quality of the 
survey aids available, and (3) relative importance of the 
Yarious products of the survey. 

Important physiographic elements are the ruggedness of 
the topography and the accessibility o[ sample plot locations. 
Here the road systems and the difficulties of foot travel must 
be considered. Important also are the sizes of areas of rel
atively uniform forest type, site and stand size. 

The important survey aids mentioned earlier vary in avail
ability and quality among regions. As an example of inter
regional variance, in one region aerial photographs were made 
for use in the survey, hence are current and of good quality; 
in another the photographs available are so old or of such 
poor quality as to be of liule value. 

OSBORNE 

Regional differences in the relative importance attached to 
some products of the survey may be illustrated as follows. In 
some of the western regions, an accurate and detailed map 
showing forest types, sites and stand sizes is commonly con
sidered the most valuable product. In some of the eastern 
regions little interest is expressed in such maps but accurate 
localized data on timber volumes by species and quality, 
forest stand condition data, and accurate information with 
regard to the industrial capabilities of the area are of the 
utmost importance. 

The regional survey designs as presently constituted, there
fore, are the results of efforts to utilize the information avail
able regionally to the greatest advantage. I shall discuss the 
inventory methods adopted for only two of the eight regions 
currently being surveyed. My purpose is to illustrate the wide 
contrast in survey designs and provide examples of the adapta
tion of modern statistical methods to the planning and 
detailed execution of regional surveys. 

THE CALIFORNIA REGION SURVEY 

In the California region the preparation of a type map 
which is as complete, detailed and accurate as possible is 
of primary importance. This region is well adapted to a wr
vey based on a forest type map because (1) a vegetative type 
map was made some ten years before the survey was started, 
(2) relatively good photographs are available, and (3) the 
physiographical conditions in that region are suited to this 
method. The topography is rugged and the land-use pattern 
has been rather stable and relatively uniform over large areas. 
Also, the forest types tend to be extensive. 

Forest areas by the forest-type and age classes are estimated 
from line transect measurements on maps which are prepared 
from stereoscopic examination of aerial photographs supple
mented by ground reconnaissance. Timber volumes are ob
tained by sampling each of the type and age classes. In 
sampling these classes the number of plots to be measured 
in each is calculated on the basis of statistically optimum 
allocation. By this process the number of plots allocated to 

· a class is proportional to the product of the area in the class, 
multiplied by the standard deviation of plot volumes within 

Comparison of Number and Allocation of Sampling Locations in the Coast Range Pine and Douglas-Fir Sub-regions of 

California for a 4.21 per cent Sampling Error by Optimum and Proportional Allocation 

Optimum allocation Proportional allocatiort Difference 

Age class Saw-timber No.qf Acres per No. of Acres per No.qf 
density locations location locations locations locations 

(a) {b) (b-a) 
Old growth ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . I 7 5,614 4 9,824 -3 

2 l 8,659 1 8,659 0 
3 I 15,319 1 15,319 0 
4 1 16,651 2 8,326 I 

Old growth-young growth ......................... , l 48 7,091 32 10,636 -16 
2 52 10,196 49 10,820 -3 
3 66 ll,545 71 10,732 5 
4 24 14,514 32 10,886 8 

Young growth-old growth ......................... . l 12 9,325 11 ll,020 -2 
2 29 11,162 30 10,790 l 
3 35 14,330 46 10,903 II 
4 24 18,094 40 10,856 16 

Young growth ............................ , ...... . 1 5 10,124 5 10,124 0 
2 2 11,656 2 11,656 0 
3 4 16,485 6 10,990 2 
4 5 28,907 13 ll, 118 8 
5 3 46,624 13 10,759 10 

Total or average ............................. , ... . 320 12,080 358 10,798 38 
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the class. This allocation of plots gives greater efficiency than 
allocation proportional to area alone, since it assigns a dis
proportionately large number of plots to the more variable 
stand classes for which a larger sample is needed. 

The following table shows the effects of this method of 
allocation on the distribution and number of sample locations 
needed to meet the prescribed sampling accuracy in an area 
in the California region. 

A statistical study of comparative local and sub-region wide 
plot variation and of travel costs relative to plot-establishment 
and measurement costs indicated substantial gains from dus
ters of plots instead of a single plot at a location. In 
this sub-region the most efficient expenditure of travel
measurement and plot-measurement time dictates the es
tablishment of three plots at intervals of 2 to 4 chains at 
each randomly selected location. 

THE SOUTH-EASTERN REGION SURVEY 

In the south-eastern states a resurvey is being conducted 
to bring the initial survey up-to.date. The need for a detailed 
forest-type and stand-size class map is relatively slight. The 
topography is generally flat to rolling and the pattern of 
land-use extremely variable. Forest and cultivated areas form 
a patchwork mosaic of small, irregularly shaped areas. Forest 
types also tend to be variable because of the characteristic 
intermixture of bottom lands with drier rolling land. The 
survey design employed in this region differs markedly from 
that in California. 

In this region the forest survey takes the form of a three
step procedure of aerial photograph study and field plot 
establishment and measurement. These three steps are (1) 
examination of a large number of locations on aerial photo. 
graphs to estimate the proportion of the total area in forest 
land within a political unit, (2) stereoscopic study and 
measurement of a sample of the locations which were clas
sified as forest in the first step to estimate the proportion of 
the forest land in each type and stand-size class, and (3) 
field measurement of volume, growth, etc., of plots at a 
sample of the locations classified stereoscopically as being in 
each of the recognized stand-size classes. 

A survey of this type can be varied widely with respect to the 
effort spent in each of these three steps. The cost of an obser
vation in each of these three steps varies greatly. For example, 
in South Carolina it was found that a single determination of 
whether a location is forest or non-forest cost approximately 
$.0025. The cost of determining the stand-size class stereo
scopically for a single forest location was $.225, while the cost 
of a single field measurement was $5.00. The statistical 
problem is that of calculating the number of determinations 
which should be made at each of these steps as well as the 
allocation of field plots to the various stand-size classes to 
obtain the minimum sampling error for total volume. Ex
perience in South Carolina (embracing about II million acres 
of commercial forest land) indicated that with a total expen
diture of $19,700, approximately ll7,000 photographic loca
tions should be classified as forest or non-forest, 28,000 forest 
locations should be classified by stand-size class, and 2,600 
field plots should be measured. Optimum allocation of field 
plots by stand-size class dictated that field plots should be 
taken at the rate of one field plot for each 275 locations that 
were photographically classified as poorly stocked or denuded, 
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one for each 98 locations classified as seedling and sapling, 
one for each 17 locations classified as pole-timber, one for 
each 7 small saw-timber locations and one for each 3 large 
saw-timber locations. 

It was recognized that in allocating plots to stand-size classes 
for minimum error in volume determination, the numbers 
allotted to some stand-size classes may be inadequate for deter
mining one or more of the other required statistics such as 
growth, drain, or rate of restocking and for adjusting for 
errors in determining stand-size class area, based on aerial 
photographs. In order to assure a better basis for these 
statistics the sampling rates indicated above were revised so 
that a field plot was <taken for every 30 locations classified 
on the photographs as poorly stocked or denuded, or as seed
ling and sapling, and one for every eight classified as small 
saw-timber. 

:FACTORS AFFECTING THE DESIRABILITY OF USING 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

The foregoing examples of the survey designs in the 
United States may suggest that it is always, advantageous to 
use aerial photographs extensively. This, however, is not true 
in the experience of the Forest Service. The extent to which 
photographs may be profitably used seems to depend upon 
several considerations. Principal among these are (l) physical 
availability of photographs and the costs involved in gaining 
access to them, (2) quality of the photographs as to scale and 
type of film, and (3) age of the photographs. The importance 
of the last consideration increases with increase in the rate of 
change of the forest resource as a result of growth, cutting, 
fire, clearing of forest land for agriculture, abandonment of 
crop lands to natural or artificial reafforestation, etc.; more
over, age of the photographs usually is the determining con
sideration, as the following example will illustrate. 

In one state we found that because the photographs were 
old, timber stands were poor and much decayed, and wide
spread fire and cutting had occurred, only 277, or 51 per cent, 
of 542 field plots, were in the stand-size class assigned to them 
from stereoscopic classification. The error of the estimate of 
volume based on photographic classification and stratified 
sampling was calculated to be greater than would have been 
obtained from completely random sampling with photo
graphic determination of forest area only. Further calculation 
indicated, however, that had the photographs been recent and 
of good enough quality to indicate all ground locations as 
being in the same stand-size class as indicated by the stereo
scopic classification, the error would have been approximately 
only one-half as large. 

NEEDS :FOR FUR'IllER RESEARCH 

Forest Service experience has shown that substantial gaim 
in accuracy as well as additional information usually can be 
obtained through the use of aerial photographs and through 
the use of data acquired in connexion with other surveys and 
cruises. Space has permitted little discussion of the latter here. 
We think still greater gains are possible through the usc oi 
repeat photographs for estimation of changes in the forest 
resource, and through improvement of photographs .to yield 
more information. It seems entirely feasible to construct 
aerial photograph stand-volume tables to enable more detailed 
stratification and sampling through regression. Research in 
these fields is urgently needed. 
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Continuing research is needed also to determine the most 
efficient size and shape of sample plot for the various forest 
types and stand-size classes, taking account of relative costs of 
measurement and variability among plots. l'urther research 
is needed to determine the most efficient sizes o1 sub-plots on 
which trees of various sizes should be measured. 
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Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to the Estimation 
of Forest Areas, Timber Volumes, Growth and Drain 
BERTIL MATERN 

Partial surveys to assess the area of forest land and the 
volume and the growth of standing trees have been under
taken for il long time in the Scandinavian countries. A sys
tematic strip survey was described as early as 181.10. (10) 1 In 
the beginning, strip surveys as. well as sample plot surveys 
were used in individual forests for purposes of forest manage
ment and commerce. Later the development of methods for 
forest survey were greatly advanced by nation-wide forest 
inventories. In Sweden a tentative survey of the province of 
Varmland was made in 1911. A survey of the whole country 
was carried out in 1923-1929. (7) A second inventory was 
started in 1938. (2, 8) This paper is mainly concerned with 
the national surveys, since they are of more interest from a 
statistical point of view. 

In the survey of a province the corner-stone is a system of 
equi-distant lines. The distance between the lines varies from 
10 km. (6.2 miles) in the northern part of the country to 
I km. (0.62 miles) in the southernmost province. These lines 
are laid out by compass throughout the whole province. The 
course of the lines over various types of land (pasture, bog, 
forest land of various site classes, age classes etc.) is recorded. 
Since some of the classifications involve a certain amount of 
subjective judgment, a type of check has been introduced in 
recent years. At present two networks of lines intersecting at 
right angles are used. Thus every part of a province is sur
veyed by two different crews. 

In this way, estimates of the total area of different kinds 
of land are obtained. The further process of estimating basal 
area, volumes, growths etc., of various classes of trees is carried 
out in two stages. In the first stage, trees are classified accord
ing to species and breast height diameter. At present, trees of 
a diameter < 20 em. (8 in.) are grouped in 2.5 centimetre 
classes and the larger trees in 5 em. classes. In the survey of 
1923-1929, all trees with diameter > 15 em. falling within 
a distance of 5 metres (16.4 ft.) from a rope which was used 
to demarcate the survey line were listed. Smaller trees were 
likewise counted in a 10-metre wide strip, but only along 
certain predetermined stretches of the line. Border trees were 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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included on the right hand of the rope and excluded on the 
left. A bar 2.5 metres long was used to measure the distances 
from the rope. To check the measurements, the distance from 
the rope of every sample tree (vide infra) was recorded. These 
records showed a deficit of trees at distances > 4 metres and 
< 1 metre. Thus the actual width of the strip seems to have 
been too small (by some 3 per cent) , and further the compass 
men dragging the rope seem to have had a slight tendency to 
walk in openings of the forests. Therefore, as also for psy
chological reasons - the consciousness of the surveying crew of 
the check might introduce subjective errors - this method 
was abandoned in the second national inventory. (5) In 
1938-1944 the trees in strips along the survey lines were still 
recorded. To demarcate the borders of the strips, two drag 
ropes were used. The men dragging the ropes were to try to 
hold a distance of 10 metres between them. In estimating the 
total number of trees, the actual width of the strips was used. 
In the first year, this width was determined as the average 
of measurements at regular intervals along the lines. In sub
sequent years, the measurements were made in connexion 
with sample tree observations, thus at irregular intervals. In 
this case the harmonic mean should be used in determining 
the average width. (2) Although this method was considered 
to give more reliable information on the number of trees, a 
complication arose from the fact that, as soon as an observa
tion of strip breadth was made, the distance between the 
ropes might be adjusted to closer agreement with the ideal 
I 0 metres. Thus the breadths reported might be biased. 

In 1941 circular sample plots were introduced for the 
counting of smaller trees. The reason was that they were 
easily laid out on the ground. To do this a bar of fixed length 
was rotated over the plot with one end over a pole placed 
at the centre of the plot. Since the number of taller t:rees 
was recorded separately for each circular sample plot as well 
as for whole strips, data were at hand for comparing the 
estimates of a strip survey and a sample plot survey. The latter 
turned out to have a precision not very much lower than the 
strip survey. Because of these findings and the considerable 
saving in time and labour, all enumerations of trees are now 
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restricted to sample plots. At present sample plots of radius 
of 6.64 metres (21.8 ft.) are placed at regular intervals -
averaging 400 metres (0.25 miles) along the survey lines. 
Some foresters have advocated that all classification of the 
land should be confined to sample plots. It has been found 
that the classifications involving a subjective judgment have 
given results on the portions of the lines in the immediate 
vicinity of the sample plots slightly different from those on 
the other portions, apparently owing to the more detailed 
observations made on the ·plots. Thus, e.g., observations from 
the line survey of the area of forests belonging to different 
cutting classes cannot be used as concomitant variates to 
correct the estimates of tree numbers obtained from the 
sample plots. 

Although it is felt that the locating and demarcation of a 
circular sample plot is carried out by more careful methods 
than those used when all trees in 10-metre wide strips arc 
enumerated, a bias may still be present. Investigations on this 
point are being carried out at present at the Forest Research 
Institute of Sweden. Though a preliminary examination of 
the data gave no al<~rming results, the importance of strictly 
adhering to automatic rules for locating and demarcation of 
the plot has been further stressed. 

The last stage in assessing volume, growth etc., consists of 
recording data of sample trees. Previously, sample trees were 
selected among the trees enumerated, according to certain 
quotas. Thus, e.g., of trees with a diameter 30 to 35 em., every 
twentieth tree was a sample tree. The rules applied at present 
are seen from the following examples: all trees of diameter 
> 25 em. which are counted on the circular sample plots arc 
also taken as sample trees; of trees with diameters in the 
interval 20 to 25 em., those falling in a smaller circle with 
radius of 5 metres are selected, etc. From the sample trees, 
recordings are made of exact diameter, height, crown height, 
bark thickness and so on. No sample trees are felled, and 
therefore the volume and volume growth of the sample trees 
must be detennined from tables. In the first national survey, 
the tables used were based on the so-called form point method. 
Thus the subjectively determined form points of the sample 
trees had a substantial influence on the volume estimates. At 
present, use is made of volume tables which express the 
volume as a function of diameter, height, crown height and, 
for certain species, bark thickness at breast height. (5) These 
tables have been worked out as a result of a regression analysis 
carried out on trees felled and measured in sections on the 
experimental plots of the Forest Research Institute of Sweden. 
Simpler tables expressing the volume as a function of diameter 
and height are used to estimate the volume of a sample tree 
at some fixed earlier date with the aid of recordings of in
crement in height and diameter carried out on all sample 
trees. In this way the total growth is estimated. An attempt 
has also been made to estimate the total volume of trees felled 
in the interval between the two national surveys. ( 1) At present 
a trial inventory of recent cuttings has also been attempted 
with the aid of examinations of stumps. 

The final estimate of the volume ol trees belonging to a 
specral class then takes the form A X n X v, where A is the 
total area of forest land as obtained from the line survey, 
n is the number of trees per unit of area of the sample plots, 
v is the average volume of sample trees. Similar formulae give 
the total basal area, the increment in basal area and volume 
and so forth. Thus the estimates are formed by a repeated 
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use of the principle of double sampling. A further stage has 
been introduced for some regions where good maps are avail
able. In these cases the lengths through forest land of all 
lines surveyed on the ground, and of a certain number of 
intermediate lines, have been estimated from the maps. In 
combining these estimates with the field observations the 
simple method exemplified in the above formula was replaced 
by regression analysis. (9) 

As seen from this short and in some respects simplified 
description the sampling is systematic in all stages of the :.ur
vey. A random selection of sampling units seems never to 
have been used in Swedish forest surveys. As far as the sample 
plot method is concerned, the difficulties of a random location 
of the separate plots have appeared prohibitive. l'urthermore 
the precision of a systematic sample has been shown to be 
greater than that of an unrestricted or even highly stratified 
random sample involving the same amount of time and 
labour. 

An analysis of a large number of inventories of separate 
forest3 has given information about the precision of systematic 
strip surveys. (ll) These inventories have been split into a 
number of systematic samples of lower intensity than the 
original survey, and the variances of the estimates formed 
from these samples have then been smoothed. In this way 
approximate formulae have been obtained for the standard 
errors of estimates of forest land and volume. The problem 
of assessing the precision of a systematic survey from the data 
of the survey itself has been much discussed. Formulae have 
been given based on differences of the values observed on 
subsequent lines. (3, ll) Another formula is built upon a 
breaking up of ~he lines into shorter sections, and eliminates 
variations in the two directions by the method used for 
estimating error variation in a Latin square. (·1) An investiga· 
tion using a two-dimensional set of random variables as a 
model for the phenomenon under observation has shown that 
under fairly general conditions certain formulae based on 
variations between strip sections of specified length and loca
tion give standard error estimates of rather limited bias. (9) 
When two interpenetrating samples of the same intensity are 
independently taken the precision is easily estimated by well
known formulae. 
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Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to the Estimation 
of Forest Areas, Timber Volumes, Growth and Drain 
K. R. NAIR 

ABSTRACT 

In India sampling for estimating timber volumes and growth have been done in three ways: (1) Sample Plot 
method for regular even-aged forests; (2) Linear or "tree increment" plot method for irregular uneven-aged foreets1 
and (3) partial enumeration of standing crop in large forest tracts. 

The precision of the standard Indian Sample Plot methods has been tested by Champion and Kakuai. Their pub· 
lished papers on the subject have been reproduced as appendix I and II in this paper. Both authors ascribed presence 
of large differences between observed and expected volumes per acre, in some of the sample plots they studied, to the 
selection of insufficiently representative sample trees. 

Owing to the general overfelling of the forests of India and in particular the felling of special sizes of selected 
species during the war, the need was felt for devising a suitable sampling technique for estimation of war damage and 
volume of standing timber. With the help of extensive data of a completely enumerated forest tract, it waa demon· 
trated that sampling can give estimates of volumes of standing timber sufficiently reliable for practical purposes. 
Relative advantages of systematic sampling as opposed to random sampling are still under examination from the sta• 
tistical point of view. 

It is gratifying that UNSCCUR should include the subject 
of sampling techniques in its deliberations. India has played 
a leading role in the development of these techniques, es
pecially in estimating area and yield of agricultural crops- a 
fact which received recognition by the appointment of the 
leading Indian Statistician, Professor I•. C. Mahalanobis, 
F.R.S. to the Chairmanship of the Sub-Commission on Sta
tistical Sampling of the United Nations Statistical Commis
sion. The report of this Sub-Commission which met in full 
session in September 1947 has been published. It contains 
detailed recommendations on use of sampling techniques. 

In writing an "experience" paper on sampling techniques 
as applied to forestry in India, I am at a disadvantage as my 
experience in this field is limited to little over one year. I can 
therefore only act as a "medium" for summarizing the past 
experience of forest research officers in India, as recorded in 
published accounts. 

One of the main sources of information on the progress of 
forest research in India is the Proceedings of the Silviwltural 
Conferences which ordinarily meet once in five years at Dehra 
Dun. The first Conference met in 1918 and the most recent 
one in the series was the Seventh Conference which met 
in 1946. 

SAMPLING FOR ESTIMATION OF FOREST AREAS 

Estimation of area under forests is no longer a serious 
problem in India. Although vast in area, India is also very 
thickly populated and there is little forest land which has 
not been surveyed and mapped out. 

II 

No doubt, sampling techniques could be adopted in the 
estimation of forest areas. As an example, the \\.Titer can cite 
the Swedish National Forest Survey of 1923-1929 of which 
he has seen only a short account published in English. It is 
presumed that details of the technique of this sample survey 
and of improvements in technique in more recent surveys will 
be presented to the conference by a representative of that 
country. 

SAMPLING FOR ESTIMATING TIMBER VOLUMES, YIELD ETC. 

This problem has been tackled in India under three main 
techniques. (I) sample plot method for regular even-aged 
forests; (2) linear or "tree increment" plot method for ir
regular uneven-aged forests; and (3) partial enumeration of 
standing crop in large forest tracts. 

Sample plot methods. 

The Sample Plot procedure followed in India is based on 
Schwappach's form factor method. The rule for selection of 
sample plots is that they ''should be selected in crops of all 
ages, and should be well distributed over the whole range of 
quality, types and geographical distribution of the species". 
There is very little scope for random selection. The choice of 
the exact location of the sample plot is left to the judgment 
of the local officers and this is perhaps as it should be. 

Having laid out a sample plot, the Indian method consisted 
in selecting not less than 6 (and, not more than 12) sample 
trees for measurement. They were as a rule, selected from trees 
marked for thinnings, to obviate the need for measuring 
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heights of standing trees. The rule laid down was that "a 
sample tree of a given diameter should be representative of 
its diameter class in height, form and crown development". 
In actual practice, however, the sample trees selected covered 
only the full range of diameters. 

Mr. Laurie, the Central Silviculturist, said as follows at the 
Fifth Silvicultural Conference, 1939 (p. 252 of the proceed
ings): 

"In compiling yield tables it is invariably found that ir
regularity of the data was due to a great extent to imperfect 
selection of sample trees. There were two main defects 
generally, namely: 

(I) Sample trees were not sufficiently nearly representa
tive of their crop height and diameters. 

(2) Sample trees were usually inadequate for the larger 
diameter classes. 

In India we are very fortunate in having a relatively simple 
and easy procedure for measuring sample trees. Silviculturists 
may be thankful that they do not have to do sample plot work 
as it is done in some countries, such as Finland, where a com
plete set of sample trees is measured for each canopy class 
involving 24 to 30 trees in each plot instead of our 6 to 10. 
If we are to obtain satisfactory results with our small number 
of sample trees great care must be taken that those trees are 
really representative of the crop. The new proposals stiffen 
up the rules for the selection of sample trees a little, and 
involve the measurement of a number (not less than 12) of 
standing heights and the drawing of a height/diameter curve 
in the field. The sample trees are then selected so that their 
heights fall within 3 per cent of the value given by the curve 
for the same diameter. A number of silviculturists do this 
already, but it is desirable that it should be adopted as a 
standard procedure." 

In 1934, Mr. Champion made a test of the precision of the 
standard Indian Sample Plot methods and three years later, 
Mr. Kakazai made a similar study. Their papers are reproduced 
as appendix I and II of this paper. Both the papers ascribe 
large differences, wherever they have occurred to the selection 
of insufficiently representative sample trees. 

From the point of view of modern sampling technique an 
excellent opportunity was missed in these studies to test 
whether selection of the sample trees at random from all the 
trees in the plot with or without stratification into different 
diameter groups would have given estimates of volume with 
sufficient precision for practical purposes. Further, the extent 
of improvement in precision by increasing the number of 
sample trees from 6 to say 12, 15 or 20 would also have been 
worth while. Without some such study it is difficult to suggest 
an efficient sampling technique for selection of trees for 
measurement within individual sample plots. 

Linear Sample Plots for irregular crops. 
Based on the Standard Sample Plot procedure we have now 

volume and yield tables for a good number of important 
Indian species of timber. These tables, however, only touch 
the fringe of the problem of the collection of growth statistics, 
since only a very small per cent of total area is actually under 
uniform systems. Since the Standard Sample Plot procedure 
was not applicable to our mixed forests, some Provinces, not
ably Bengal, the United Provinces and Madras laid out a 
number of "linear sample plots" which later came to be 
known as "Tree Increment" plots. 

Bengal was the pioneer in the field. With the object of 
obtaining facts as to distribution and percentage of specie8 in 
different types of forest and at the same time to get some idea 
as to the diameter increment of the individual species, Mr. 
Shebbeare, Silviculturist, Bengal, started in 1923 to lay out 
linear sample plots in the forests of the Buxa and Jalpaiguri 
divisions. 

The method of laying out these lines was described by Mr. 
Homfray at the Third Silvicultural Conference, 1929 as 
follows: 

"Lines were marked on the map at random and laid out on 
the ground afterwards; this prevented any attempt to select 
the best areas which might be the case if lines were selected 
on the ground. The width of the line was one chain and the 
length might have varied from ;!1 to 2 miles until it reached 
some convenient boundary. Every tree of 5 in. diameter and 
over at breast height whose centre occurred within the lines 
was numbered by a tin plate. Trees under 5 in. diameter were 
ignored. Diameter measurements were taken every two years 
for the first four years and thereafter every three years." 

In the United Provinces and Madras the linear plots were 
not laid out at random. At the Fourth Silvicultural Con
ference, 1934, the methods used by these two Provinces were 
described. In the case of United Provinces, Mr. Mobbs said: 

"The lines certainly include almost every possible sub-type. 
\Vhat is not certain, however, and can never be certain, is 
that the proportion of these sub-types is more or less the same 
as their proportions in the main types as a whole." 

As regards the Madras plots, .\'Ir. Laurie, the Provincial Sil
viculturist, said: 

"It is assumed that the plots have been selected so as to cover 
the whole range of quality and geographical distribution to be 
studied and that the plots are typical of the forests as regards 
uniformity and density, and that they will give diameter in
crement data for trees of every crown and canopy class." 
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For want of a standard procedure not much progress was 
made in the analysis of the data collected at successive 
measurements from these linear plots. At the 1939 Silvicultural 
Conference the subject came up for discussion. Mr. Laurie, the 
Central Silviculturist said: 

"It is, as pointed out at the last conference by Champion, 
generally impracticable to run a sufficient length of line to 
give a proper sample of the forest in which all changes o[ 
type, quality and distribution of size classes in the forest are 
proportionally represented. Depending upon the variation 
encountered such a sample might have to cover from about 
10 to 25 per cent of the area to be reliable, i.e., a similar pro
portion of the area to t!hat required for a working plan enu
meration." 

In an appendix to Mr. Laurie's paper a standard procedure 
for laying out linear sample plots was proposed which laid 
down that the lines should be first marked at random on a 
contour map of the area in a direction more or less at right 
angle to the contour. 

The war intervened and hampered further progress in the 
linear sample plot method. 

Partial enumeration. 
The Sixth Silvicultural Conference was held in 1945 soon 

after the end of the war when the question of enumeration of 
forests, both regular and irregular, for revision of working 
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plans necessitated by heavy war fellings and for post-war deve
lopment plans loomed large. In a paper presented to the Con
ference, Dr. Griffith, the Central Silviculturist, pointed out 
the desira:bility of adopting methods of random sampling in 
forest enumerations. He said that this was the current practice 
in America in their timber "cruises" and quoted examples 
from a recent book "Sampling Methods in Forestry and Range 
Management" by F. X. Schumacher and R. A. Chapman which 
went to demonstrate the superiority of random sampling over 
systematic strip sampling. 

Dr. Griffith had in hand some data of complete enumeration 
comprising an area of 17,000 acres in a Madras forest in which 
the estimated timber volume was available for every 1}1 acre 
(3 chains X 5 chains) plot of the area. For each species (53 
species in all) records were kept by 1 foot breast height girth 
classes from 3 ft. to 8 ft. and over and also the number of poles 
up to 3 ft. in girth. Breast height girth measurements were 
converted to volumes from local volume tables, poles being 
recorded separately. 

Dr. Griffith tried out various sampling schemes "on paper" 
with these data and also on data (not so good) supplied by 
some other provinces. In a paper read at the Seventh Silvicul
tural Conference in 1946 he summarized the main results of 
his investigations. He concluded that: 

"Systematic sampling in general gives us rather more accur
ate and more precise estimates than random sampling pro
vided it is carried out with a full appreciation of the probable 
trends of the fertility gradients of the forest." 

Whether this conclusion may turn out to be true or not for 
the specific data used by Dr. Griffith, his methods of calculat
ing the sampling error of his estimates were open to serious 
criticism as pointed out by Dr. Finney. To quote the latter: 

"Though a systematic sample may be expected usually to 
give an estimate more precise than would the corresponding 
stratified random sample, this is not necessarily true. For some 
types of variation the precision for the systematic might be 
lower, and no general statistical theory can state that one will 
always be better." 

ln the 1942 edition of their book on "Forest Mensuration" 
Bruce and Schumacher discuss the conflicting advantages of 
the systematic and random methods of sampling. They say: 

"Systematic Sampling is much more commonly used than 
random sampling in estimating the true characteristics of 
forest populations on confined areas". 

Again, for systematic sampling, they list a number of 
advantages that circular plots possess compared to strips. W'e 
have no experience in India of working with circular plot> in 
forest enumerations. Dr. Griffith's study is limited to sys
tematic strip sampling. It is seldom that you will come across 
a forest where the individual strips will be of the same length 
and area. In the Madras data Dr. Griffith found that the 
strips varied in area from 20 to 70 acres. This variation in 
size of the sampling unit can be avoided if plots o£ definite 
shape (circular or rectangular) and size are used as sampling 
units instead of strips. 

There is another important point, namely, errors of the 
enumerating party. These errors will be there whether it is 
a complete enumeration or a partial enumeration, unless the 
field staff consists of well-trained men. Methods have been 
developed by Professor Mahalanobis for controlling this 
source of error by his technique of inter-penetrating sub-
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samples. There is a great need for this type of statistkal 
control 111 forest sampling. 

ADDENDUM 

Since preparing the paper as presented above, l came 
across two important contributions on the subject of systematic 
sampling published by Dr. D. J. Finney and by Dr. F. Yates. 
Dr. Finney's paper is a piece of applied statistical research 
based on specific data of timber surveys conducted in India 
and in the USA. It is written in non-technical language as a 
sequel to the earlier paper published by him in the same 
journal a year ago. 

By obtaining correct values of precision of systematic sam
pling for the Indian data with the aid of the principle of 
"end-corrections" put forward by Dr. Yates, Dr. Finney made 
amendment for Dr. Griffith's earlier errors in handling these 
data and was also able to make valid comparisons between 
this precision and that attainable by stratified random samples. 
He found that systematic sampling gave more precise estimates 
of volume per acre than stratified random sampling. 

'Vhether a stratified random or systematic sample was used, 
the Indian data examined by Dr. Finney clearly indicated 
that a sampling intensity of 20 per cent (i.e., 1 strip in 5) 
of the whole forest was fairly certain to give an estimate within 
5 per cent of the truth, a sampling intensity of 10 per cent 
(i.e., 1 strip in 10) would have given est'imates within 10 per 
cent of the truth, and a sampling intensity of 5 per cent 
(i.e., l strip in 20) within 15 per cent of the truth. 

Although for both the Indian and American data examined, 
systematic sampling proved more precise than stratified 
random sampling, Dr. Finney recommends the latter method 
of sampling. This is because it is impossible to make any fully 
reliable estimate of the sampling error from the systematic 
sampling results themselves. Statisticians have, however, taken 
up the question in earnest as is clear from the profound stud) 
recently made by Dr. Yates. 
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APPENDIX I 

A TEST OF THE PRECISION OF THE STANDARD INDIAN SAMPLE PLOT METHODS 

by 

H. G. Champion, Silviculturist, F.R.l. 

Although a good deal of misconception is prevalent as to 
the real purpose and value of the many crop increment sample 
plots maintained throughout our forests by the research divi
sions, at least so much is generally known that by periodic 
callipering, supplemented by the felling and detailed mea
surement of a few sample trees, the research officer aims at 
determining the volume increment laid down by the trees in 
the plot. Further, among the better informed, it is also known 
that the methods followed for determining the increment of 
the plot from sample tree measurements were developed from 
the procedure arrived at by that outstanding German forester, 
Dr. Adam Schwappach. Finally, our research officers all know 
the points in which we have departed from Schwappach's 
procedure and the reasons for such amendments, but unless 
the writer is mistaken not many of them would like to state 
how close to the true crop volumes and increments their 
measurements work out, on the average or in the individual 
case. 

In order to collect information on this point, it is the 
practice to measure up all the trees in a plot when for any 
reason it is found desirable or possible to clear-fell it. Ob
viously, only reasonably normal plots are of any use for the 
purpose and chances do not often occur. A few years ago, 
however, an opportunity arose in Buxa division in Bengal 
when two sal plots were to be closed as all the surroune1ing 
forest was to be clear felled. 

The Research Officer first selected a set of sample trees in 
the usual way except that as the plot was to be dear-felled, 
he was able to take trees the removal of which would have 
caused gaps in the canopy. He chose however only the 
minimum number accepted, six, in place of the eight to ten 
ordinarily taken whenever possible. All trees in the plot were 
then felled and each was measured up fully as though it were 
a sample tree. The measurements were sent to the Rc:>earch 
Institute for computation of crop volume, "Which wa:> done in 
three ways: 

(i) The standard procedure was followed. drawing height 
and form factor curves through the points given by the six 
selected sample trees. 

(ii) The same method was followed, but the points supplied 
by all the trees were used for drawing the curves. 

(iii) The volume of each tree was calculated separately and 
the volumes totalled giving the volume by direct measurement. 

The three results were compared and the reasons for such 
differences as occurred were sought. Some of these differences 
could easily be ascribed to details of mathematical procedure 
such as rounding off, and are unimportant since when the 
plot data are used for compiling yield tables, they will cancel 
out. The remainder are ascribable either to faulty curve draw
jug through the points provided by the sample trees, which is 
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remediable to some extent, or to the selection of insufficiently 
representative sample trees. 

In this example, it eventuated that the volumes of stem 
timber calculated from the six sample trees were 5 per cent 
too high and 1 per cent too high, respectively, in the two 
plots. Of the 5 per cent, l per cent was fortuitous and 4 per 
cent had to be ascribed to the selection of sample trees. The 
agreement for small-wood (from 8 in. down to 2 in. diameter 
over bark) was as expected less close, and in fact, for one 
plot was very great, (for the two plots, the difl:erences hom 
the directly determined values were 47 per cent and 6 per 
cent). The reason for this unexpectedly high deviation was 
at once apparent when the small-wood figures of the six 
sample trees were compared with those of the rest of the trees. 
Somehow or other, no less than four of the six trees have 
small-wood volumes so conspicuously lower than the other 
trees of similar diameter (even only one-quarter to two-fifths 
of the average figure) that it is difficult to ascribe their in
clusion to mere coincidence. Something must have gone wrong 
with the measuring or recording of these trees. The dis
crepancy is actually all in the branch small-wood and so is 
of no importance in any case, and more than this, on our 
latest procedure, we no longer measure branch small-wood in 
each tree but utilize average values derived from the large 
number of such measurements which have accumulated as 
a result of twenty years of sample plot work. 

It must be mentioned that the precision attained in deter
mining standing crop volume as in the above example, and 
precision in crop increment as the difl:ercnce of two successive 
measurements, are very different matters. Thus if we found 
our volume measurements were liable to vary 5 per cent either 
way from the true value, in any given example, it might 
happen that the error would be minus for the first and plus 
for the second measurement. An increment of 10 per cent of 
the average volume would then be recorded even if the crop 
had not grown at all, and 10 per cent in any case is more than 
most plots put on in the usual five-year interval. It is clear 
that the volume increment obtained as the difference of two 
measurements on the sample tree method at a five-year or 
even ten-year period is liable to be very misleading, though 
rapid and uniform growth may render good values obtainable 
under special conditions. Basal area mcrement is of course a 
different matter, though here also big errors arc by no means 
impossible. 

The examples referred to in this note are not the only 
Indian ones we have, but as attention has just been directed 
to them, it was thought that it might be of interest to a wider 
circle than would ordinarily hear of it. A tabulated com
parison is appended for those who like figures. 

(Extracted from "Indian Forester", L.X., 1934, 683-686). 
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Comparison of Crop Figures by the Form Factor Height Curve Method, With Those by Direct Measurements after Clear Felling 

Shorea robusta in Sample Plots I and 2, Buxa division 

Form Factor Volume per acre 
-~~-~--~· ------~-~··-·-~ 

Sample Procedure Average Stem Stem Total Average Basal area Stem Stem Branch Total Remarks 
Plot .No. (see rwtes) height timber small-wood small-wood diameter per acre timber small-wood small-wood 

Feet Inches sq.ft. cub.ft. cub.jt. cuh.jt. cuh.jt. 
(I) 81 .237 .127 .182 12.1 110.57 2,119 I, 133 494 3,746 

-0.7%a -1.0% -14.7% 5.7% --4.3% aDue to 
grouping. 

(2) 80 .233 .Ill .164 2,064 979 
1.6% -1.2% 471 3,514 

10.8% 2.0% 

(3) 80 .239 .110 .169 109.8 2,097 967 522 3,586 

:l (I) 88 .324 .029 .075 16.6 84.01 2,392 211 343b 2,946 bThe branch 
-1.4% -4.7% 8.5% 46.9'70 2.3% small-wood of 

sample trees 
(2) 88 .316 .029 .099 2,339 216 518 3,073 37, 14,10 and 

--2.5% 6.0% -2.7% ·-2.7% 23 is surpris-
ingly less tban 

(3) 86 .320 .032 .103 82.8 2,280 229 50"1: 3,013 that of other 
trees of the 
same dia-
meter. 

The percentage figures are the differences from (3) (3) Felled tree measurements direct, deriving averages in the same 
(I) Standard procedure (from Form Factor Height curve method) way as (I) and (2) 

using a normal selection of 6 sample trees. 
(2) Standard procedure (from Form Factor Height curve metbod) 

using all trees in the plot as sample trees. 

APPENDIX II 

PRECISION OF THE STANDARD INDIAN SAMPLE PLOT METHOD 

by 

M. A. Kakazai, Statistical Assistant Silviculturist, F.R.l. 

In an article in the Indian Forester of October 1934 the 
Central Silviculturist dealt with the value and purpose of 
crop increment sample plots. He also discussed the precision 
of the estimates of crop statistics calculated by the Standard 
Indian Sample Plot method as laid down in Silviculture 
Research Manual, vol. II (The Statistical Code), by comparing 
them with actual measurements of two plots in Buxa clear· 
felled immediately after taking the standard measurements. 

As several more sample plots have been dear-felled since 
it was considered desirable to study figures from all such plots, 
the results of this study are summarized in a tabular form 
below. 

The figures of percentage differences in the statistics cal
culated by the two methods for sample plots 1 and 2 of lluxa 
division given in this table do not agree with the figures in 
the paper referred to as they have been based on the actual 
statistics instead of the calculated statistics. 

The statistics of sample plots in natural crops have been 
tabulated separately from those of sample plots in plantations. 
The results show that estimates of crop statistics by the 
Standard Indian Sample Plot method of strictly even-aged 
plots in plantations involve errors of the same magnitude as 
occur in the estimates of crop statistics of plots in natural 
forests with an appreciable range of age. 
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Differences exceeding 5 per cent were examined wit.h a view 
to finding out any special reasons for them and the following 
notes deal with the sample plots in which they occurred. 

Lahore S.P. 27. The actual volumes of stem timber and Hem 
small-wood of 18 stems of 7 in. tO 8 in. 'd,b.h. had to 'be 
obtained by drawing volume curves from data of other trees 
inside the plot and this curve had to be extrapolated down
wards thus reducing the value of the figures corresponding to 
actuals. This may have reduced the figure of actual timber 
which affected the total volume also. 

Buxa S.Ps. 1 and 2. The causes for the big differences in 
stem small-wood are difficult to ascribe; however, the great 
divergency in volumes of stem small-wood in trees of same 
size renders it impossible to select truly representative sample 
trees and the stem small-wood is unimportant in these mature 
crops. 

Mrmtgomery S.Ps. 5, 6 and B. The measurements of timber 
in stems of 7 to 8 in. cl.b.h. were accidentally omitted and 
similarly the timber in a few trees above 8 in. d.b.h. was also 
not taken. The actual volumes of stem timber and stem small
wood of 25, 15 and 46 stems in plots, 5, 6 and 8 respectively 
were therefore obtained in the same way as described for 
sample plot 27 Lahore and this may have caused the large 
difference. 
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Further, the stern timber form factor curves of sample plots 
5 and 6 had to be drawn on two points only which could not 
he expected to give reliable curves. 

Lastly an examination of the record of heights of all the 
tree' of sample plot 8 showed that the heights of sample trees 
,,·ere mperior to the heights of other trees of same size in the 
plot thus causing a higher estimate of average height which 
naturally affected the volume in the same way. 

SUMMARY 

.\H the statistics of three sample plots, out of nine t>tuclied, 
:~11 in U.P., in natural torests, agreed within 5 per cent. 

The value of actual statistics of four sample plots (all in 
the Punjab three in plantations and one in natural forests) 
was reduced by the omission of the measurement of timber 
in many stems, so that the comparison does not constitute a 
real test of the precision of the Standard Indian Sample Plot 
method. 

In the two Bengal plots only the unimportant stem small· 
wood showed a significant difference. 

(Extracted from "Indian Forester", LXIII, 1937, 31--:!4). 

Comparison of Crop Statistics Obtained by (1) The Form Sector- Height Curve Method Using about 6 Selected Sample Trees 

only. (2) The Direct Measurements after Clear-Felling. 

.S'pecies and 
division 

Basal area 
per acre 

Average 
diameter 

Average 
height 

Stem timber 
volume per acre 

Stem smallwwood 
volume per acre 

Total volume 
(incl. bran<h) 

per acre 
~----------- --------

(A) I?-; SAMPLE PLOTS IN NATURAL CROPS 

lJalbergia si.rsoo: 
Lansdowne I 1935 

J'Avrus alba: 
Lahore 27 1934 

Shotca robusta; 

45 6 5L5 

14 6 66.9 

51,3 +0.4 12.7 12.6 .,-0.8 75 

66.6 +0.5 8.1 8.0 + 1.3 53 

73 +2.7 

52 1.9 

865 

586 

883 - 2.3 

515 ·'-13.8 

315 

913 

301 + 4.7 1500 

878 4.0 1664 

I455 

1565 

+3.1 

+6.3 

Buxa 1927 74 6 110.6 109.8 +0.7 12.1 12.1 0 81 80 +1.3 2,ll9 2,097 1.0 1,133 967 +17.2 3746 3586 +4.5 

Buxa 2 1927 93 6 84.0 82.8 + 1.4 16.6 16.5 + 0.6 88 86 t 2.3 2,392 2,280 4.9 211 229 7.9 2946 3013 --2.2 

Rarunagar 36 1934 102 113.4 112.5 +OJl 19.5 19.4 -:-0.5 106 106 0 3,650 3,580 + 2.0 233 225 + 3.6 3916• 3980* -1.6 

Bahraich 12 1935 103 6 138.0 137.2 +0.6 21.6 21.6 0 103 103 0 4,079 4,038 J Ui 184 193 4.7 4617* 4457* +3.6 

(B) IN SAMPLE PLOTS ON PLANTATIONS 

Dalbergia slssoo: 
:\1ontgommery 5 1934 15 8 61.6 60.7 + 1.5 6.4 6.4 0 46 45 +2.2 !29 136 - 5.0 1,114 1089 2.3 1345 1313 +2.4 

6 1934 13 62.5 61.9 1.0 6.1 6.1 0 44 44 0 146 136 7.4 1,121 1044 ~- 7.4 1348 1248 +8.0 

8 1934 15 12 55.1 54.6 +0.9 7.0 7.0 0 50 47 -'-6.4 200 177 +13.0 935 883 + 5.9 1195 1146 +4.3 

*Branch small~wood volume is not included. 

Forest Inventory Methods • 1n 
J. J. I. FESTENESSI 

Of all Argentina's forest areas, the most important is un· 
doubtcdly the Chaco Park. It contains, among other varieties 
of trees, a species of great economic value, the red quebracho; 
the industrialization of this tree represents an investment of 
some 200 million pesos. The park comprise> all the forest 
stands belonging· to the territories of Chaco and Formosa, as 
well as those situated in the provinces of Santiago del Estero, 
the eastern part of Salta, Tucuman, Catamarca and La Rioja, 
the north·west of C6rdoba and the north of Santa Fe; its total 
area may be estimated at approximately 170,000 '-<J· km. of 
forests. 

Generally speaking, these forest areas are situated on liar 
ground with occasional slight depressions; their height above 
sea-level gradually increases from <:ast to west, as illustrated by 

1 Original text: Spanish. 

the Chaco Park 1 
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the following examples; Resistencia (50 metres above Mea
level) and Formosa (63 metres above sea-level) in the extreme 
cast, Comandantc Fontana (104 metres above sea-level) and 
A via 1'crai (96 metres above sea-level) in the central zone and 
Embarcacion (286 metres above sea·level) and Taco l'ozo 
(256 metres above sea-level) in the west. 

The dep-ressions, which collect water and thus form marshes, 
are to be found mainly in the eastern and central regions. 

Owing to their latitude (23 degrees to 30 degrees South) 
and rainfall, these forests may be considered as of the semi
humid subtropical type, though there are marked differences 
in humidity as the rainfall gradually decreases irom east to 
west. The annual average temperature varies fn}m 19 de
grees C to 23 degrees C and the mean annual rainfall from 
600 mm. to 1,000 mm. 
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The wooded areas of the Chaco Park consist of hetero
geneous forests of medium-sized trees; they have a distinctly 
small proportion of lianas and epiphytal plants, and a dense 
tangled undergrowth of many thorny shrubs, Bromeliaceae 
and Cactaceae. 

Another feature of the region is the existence of open spaces 
covered with herbaceous vegetation, commonly known as 
pampas, and surrounded by forests of considerable size. Else
where, the open spaces are interspersed with clumps of forest, 
forming islets or islands of trees. 

Since the treeless areas are used for agriculture and stock
farming, activities which are restricted by woodlands, the 
forest areas are slowly but surely losing ground - a change 
which may be attributed to the hand of man. 

As previously mentioned, the most valuable species among 
the forest types of the Chaco Park is undoubtedly the red 
quebracho. Under this common denomination there are two 
species belonging to the Schinopsis genus of the Anacardiaceae 
family, the Schinopsis Balansae and the Schinopszs Lorentzii, 
commonly known as the Chaco quebracho and the Santiago 
quebracho. 

The following trees are also to be found in the regiOn: 
urunday (Astronium Balansae), quayacan (Caesalpinia mela
nocarpa), guayabi (Patagonula americana), white quebracho 
(Aspidosperma quebracho blanco), palo Ianza (Phyllostylon 
1·hamnoides), palo santo (Bulnesia Sarmien/.oi), espina de 
corona (Gleditsia amorphoides), lapacho (Tabebuia ipe), itin 
(Prosopis Kuntzei), ibira-pita (Rupprechtia polystachia), algar
robo (Pmsopis), ibiraro (Pterogyne nitens), timbo (Enterolo
bium contortisiliquum), Francisco Alvarez (Luhea divaricata) 
and so on. 

Many variations are to be found in the composition of the 
forest, as each district contains the species best adapted to 
local conditions. 

The Chaco Park may be divided, according to rainfall, into 
two zones, the eastern or humid zone and the western or 
dry zone. 

There is no dear dividing line between them; on the con
trary, the change occurs gradually. For that reason, and on the 
basis of personal observations and forest inventory studies, 
a third intermediate or transitional zone may be considered 
to exist, comprising the overlapping marginal districts of the 
two zones. 

[f the Chaco red quebracho (Schinopsis Balansae) and the 
Santiago red qucbracho (Schinopsis Lorenzii) arc taken as 
typical components of the forests in the humid and dry regions 
respectively, the areas in which both are found together would 
constitute the intermediate zone. 

The trees in the humid region grow to a greater height than 
those in the dry region, while those in the transitional zone 
are midway between the two. It will be seen later, when we 
consider the studies undertaken in the different zones, how 
the composition of the forest varies from cast to west. 

In tche humid region there are two unusual features- "cor
ridor" woods and palm groves. 

The former are situated along the numerous watercourses 
flowing into the Paraguay and Parana rivers, in a zone that 
has abundant rainfall, and in appearance they resemble the 
humid subtropical forest. These "corridors" of trees along 
the rivers and streams are narrow, and of varying length. 
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The palm groves extend further towards the west, forming 
dusters that alternate with the "islands" of trees, and some
times threaten to invade the open spaces. 

The intermediate and dry zones contain a smaller number 
of species, with characteristics adapted to the low rainfall and 
small amount of humidity in the atmmphere. 

Having outlined the salient features of the Chaco Park, we 
shall now consider the methods used to make an inventory of 
the forest stands of which it is composed. 

Owing to the administrative subdivision of the territories in 
which the forest areas are situated, inventories arc generally 
based on domains of 10,000 hectares, comprising four sub
divisions of a league of 2,500 hectares each. 

The procedure consists of: (1) Field work and (2) Office 
work. 

(1) Field work: this is the work done on the spot, the col· 
lection of basic data for the office work which produces the 
final results. It entails: 

(a) General reconnaissance of the area to be inventoried; 
(b) Surveying; 
(c) Estimation and inventory of the volume of standing 

timber, on the basis of sample plots. 

In many cases, in order to avoid any difficulties that might 
arise in the volumetric calculation of the specimens invento
ried, volume tables based on local data were compiled for given 
species. 

vVhen the technical experts arrive in the area to be surveyed, 
they carry out a preliminary reconnaissance before planning 
the work to be done. 

This preliminary work is extremely useful since it gives the 
experts an idea of the situation and general aspects of the 
pampas and forest areas, and the most suitable places in which 
to pitch their camps. 

They then proceed to survey the area in question. 

It may happen that an aerial photogrammetric survey of the 
district exists, in which case the procedure is simplified, but so 
far very few forest zones have been surveyed in this way. 

The National Forestry Administration, realizing the impor
tance of aerial photography to the speed and accuracy of the 
inventory work, has made plans for the aerial surveying of 
large forest areas, and some of this work is already under way. 

vVhere no aerial photographs have been taken, topographic 
surveying has to be used. The methods are simple but give 
excellent practical results, especially in flat terrain such as 
that on which the forests of the Chaco Park arc situated. 
Speedy compass surveying is used for this purpose; starting 
from a fixed point, generally a measure post on the dividing 
line of the plot, the boundary of the stand is drawn as a poly
gon, and at the same time a sketch of its contour is made. 

For added .precision, all the necessary angles and distances 
of secondary points are measured. 

The polygons thus obtained are fttted together at a given 
point (measurement post on the dividing line) to verify the 
accuracy of the work done. 

On the basis of these data, the general plan is drawn, usually 
on a scale of l : 10,000 or 1 : 20,000. 

After the plan of the area has been made, the inventory of 
the trees is begun. The first step in this direction is their clas
sification, i.e., their division into forest types, a very important 
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operation without which the results would bear no relation to 
reality. 

As previously mentioned, the forest of the Chaco Park offers 
progressive variations as the observer proceeds from east to 
west, with the appearance of some species and the disappear
ance of others, and changes in the proportion in which they 
are represented in the whole. 

Although the areas generally covered by surveys might lead 
one to suppose that such variations are imperceptible, it would 
be wrong to attribute uniform characteristics to a whole forest 
area of, say, 10,000 hectares; on the contrary, the species form 
distinct groups or associations according to the age of the trees 
and their facility for adaptation to a given type of soil or the 
variations in depth of the underground moisture. 

After the different types of trees have been classified, the 
total volume is estimated, by means of sample plots l 0 metres 
wide and of varying length generally 500 or 1,000 metres, so 
that the area surveyed in each case represents Y:2 or l hectare, 
300 to 500 metres apart, their number depending on the area 
of the forest concerned. 

What criterion is applied in the industrial classification of 
the species? In the first place, we must dilferentiate between 
the forest proper, composed of the tallest and the most valu
able specimens, and the subforest, comprising shrubs of minor 
importance, which for that reason will only be briefly men
tioned in the present report. 

In the forest proper, the trees are grouped, according to 
their diameter at 1.30 metres from the ground, in three main 
classes: 

(a) Small trees (latizal): specimens up to 20 em. in diameter. 
(b) Medium trees (fustal bajo): specimens 21 to 30 em. in 

diameter. 
(c) Large trees (fustal alto): specimens over 31 em. in dia

meter. 

The latizal is composed of young trees and represents the 
future of the forest. The reproductive potential of the forest 
as a whole may be estimated on a basis of the proportion of the 
various species comprising the latizal, and their shape and 
condition. 

The fustal bajo comprises the intermediate trees which, 
though not usually profitable to exploit immediately, will 
ultimately become so. The fustal alto represents with some 
exceptions, the volume ready for immediate exploitation. 

The procedure adopted for the inventory of the trees by 
means of sample plots is as follows: 

When the plot has been selected and the route to be fol
lowed has been decided upon, a path is opened up by job
workers using machetes. This operation is indispen$able as 
the extremely dense undergrowth would impede the progress 
of the surveyor. 

When the way has been cleared for the requisite distance, 
the expert and his three assistants make an inventory of all the 
trees within 5 metres on both sides of the path. The assistants 
record the diameters of the trees, taking the measurements 
with a caliper or tree compass. 

After the species and diameters have been noted, each tree 
has to be classified. Growing trees belonging to the latizal 
group may be classified as being in good, average, or bad con
dition; the former must in every case be healthy, the others 
may be healthy or unhealthy. 

The trees belonging to both types of fustal must necessarily 
be considered from the industrial point of view; here it is im
portant to know to what use the wood of the different trees 
will be put, since it would not be logical to apply the ~>arne 
criterion both to a species such as lapacho, which supplies 
timber for sawmills, and a species such as quebracho, which is 
used to obtain tanning extract. 

We must refer, however briefly, to the exploitation of red 
quebracho, as it is the most valuable species of the Chaco area. 
and describe its particular characteristics. 

In the first place, industry uses only the heartwood of this 
species, leaving the bark and sapwood on the spot as waste. 
The heartwood of the trunk and also of branches as small as 
8 em. in diameter is used in the industrial process, this being 
almost unique in {Grest exploitation; the figure for the total 
volume of tanning wood should therefore be understood to 
mean the duramen of the trunk and of the large and small 
branches. 

The following table shows the proportion of tanning wood 
to total volume: 

Diameter of tree 
in centrimetres 

21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 

Tanning wood 
Percentage of total 

''olume 

14.5-21 
20.4-26 
25.4 30.8 
30 -34.8 
34 38.6 
37.9-42 
41.4-45 
44.3-47.6 
47.4-49.8 
50.2-52.2 
52.3-54.3 

In conclusion, the trees in both groups of fustal may be 
classified as: first-class merchantable timber, consisting of 
trees that are consistently healthy, of excellent shape and with 
long trunks; and second-class merchantable timber, trees that 
are industrially utilizable though slightly defective in shape, 
and not consistently healthy. 

The remaining specimens in the fustal groups which have 
defects making them unsuitable for industrial use or are badly 
affected by diseases are considered as unmerchantable, whether 
healthy or unhealthy. The term "unmerchantable" should be 
understood in the industrial sense since the trees included in 
this class are intended for fuel. 

Dead trees are classified as merchantable or unmerchantable 
according to whether or not they are capable of industrial use. 

In addition, for purposes of volumetric analysis, the length 
of trunk of the various specimens inventoried is noted. 

The office work of calculating the volume of timber in the 
area is then carried out on the basis of the data obtained from 
the field work. 

First, the specimens inventoried in the plots of each forest 
type are grouped in categories per 5 em. of diameter and ac
cording to industrial condition and state of health, with a view 
to ascertaining the number of trees per hectare in each cate
gory. 

The number of each type of tree existing in the area is cal
culated by applying the average number of trees per hectare. 
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as obtained from the sample plots, ~o the figures. taken .from 
the plan showing the area covered by each type. 

The cubic volume is ascertained on the basis of these data 
by means of dendrometric tables for each species. These tables 
are obtained from the measurement of a certain number of 
sample felled trees, where the volumes of trunks, large 
branches or secondary trunks and small branches have been 
calculated. In the case of species of which only the duramen is 
used, such as quebracho, volumes are expressed in heart-wood. 

Lastly, in order to facilitate reading of the data, summary 
tables are drawn up for every league, showing the condition 
and volume of total standing timber and of immediately ex
ploitable timber. 

In order to give an exact idea of the composition and state 
of the forests, tables are also drawn up showing the per<.ent· 
ages of the components and their general condition. The for· 
mer gives the percentage of each species in the whole forest, 
and in each diametric category in relation to the total number 
of trees of each type. 

The latter shows the percentage of unhealthy trees in the 
area, per species and diameter. 

Thus the forestry inventory of a given region ot the Chaco 
Park is completed. The technical report of each study carried 
out is supplemented by data on the geographical situation, 
communications, climate, soils, water, population and flora of 
the area studied; it also comments on the figures for the 
volume, proportion and condition of the various species, and 
states the conclusions to be drawn from the work done. 

As the area covered by the forests of the Chaco Park amounts 
to some 17 million hectares, the part which has so far been 
studied represents only a very small proportion of the whole, 
but the distribution of the various trees enables a general 
opinion to be formed on the composition and wealth of the 
forest. 

Thus in the eastern zone we find the Chaco red quebracho 
together with urunday, espina de cmona, guayacan, red timbo, 
lapacho, ibiraro, guayabi, white quebracho, algarrobo etc. 

The intermediate zone has the Santiago red quebracho and 
itln, the proportion of urunday and lapacho is smaller, the red 
timbo and ibiraro practically disappear, and the numbers of 
white quebracho, guayacan, guayabi etc. increase. 

In the dry region the Chaco quebracho gradually disappears 
and the only species remaining are those adapted to the con
ditions, such as itin and white quebracho; one species, the palo 
santo, occurs locally in the west of Formosa and the east of 
Salta. 
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The volume of red quebracho (both specie~) calcul,ated only 
for the territories of Chaco and Formosa amounts io approxi
mately 95 million metric tons, and all the species togeth~r 
for both territories come to a total of some 267 million metric 
tons. 

The forest inventories carried out so far enable u~ to cal
culate for the territories of Chaco and Formosa a volume of 
8 to lO metric tons of red quebracho tanning wood per hectare 
in places of lesser richness, increasing to 10 to 15 metric tons 
in areas of medium yield and to 15 to 18 metric tons in the 
richest parts. 

At the present time only the duramen of the Chaco red 
quebracho is used for the preparation of extract, because it 
has the highest tannin content. 

In the evaluation of the State·owned forests made in 1948 
for the territories of Chaco and Formosa, the volume of red 
quebracho as raw material for the preparation of tanning 
extract was taken as a basis, and an average production of 
10 metric tons per hectare was calculated for the forest areas 
of both territories. 

Taking the figure of 7,900,000 hectares as the total forest 
area for both territories, the volume of timber would be 79 
million metric tons which, converted into extract, would 
amount to 24 million metric tons. 

The commercial value of this production is $500 in national 
currency per metric ton after deduction of expenses of pre
paration, freight etc. from its f.o.b. value of $800 so that the 
total commercial value for both territories would amount to 
12 thousand million Argentine pesos, a figure that speaks for 
itself and gives a true idea of the economic importance of the 
timber resources of the Chaco Park. 
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Technical Development in Air Surveys and Interpretation 
of Forestry Data Therefrom 
H. E. SEELY 

ABSTRACT 

The subject is introduced with a discussion of the revolutionary effect of air photography in the mapping of 
topographical features and in the investigation of natural resources, particularly the forests. At the same time the mul· 
tiple use of air photographs and their economical application are stressed. 

The various classes of air photography and the compilation of basic maps therefrom are described briefly from 
the viewpoint of the forester. 

The amount of fine detail available in air photographs and the best manner of making them readily usable by the 
forester are discussed. 

The paper includes information and advice on the making of forest maps from air photographs. 
Special forest photography, the making of quantitative timber estimates, together with the deriving of qualitative 

information, particularly species identification, from air photographs are dealt with. 

\Vith the development of aircraft as a means of transporta
tion the air camera entered the field of practical application 
and challenged the surveyor and the research specialist to 
explore its potentialities. The result has been the growth of 
air photogrammetry as a new branch of engineering scieiJce, 
giving rise to a new group of technicians and demanding new 
methods, materials and equipment in photography, surveying 
and mapping. This is possibly the most revolutionary develop
ment in the history of mapping and represents a most im
portant advance in the investigation of natural resources 

Man's enterprise has provided nothing which is more suited 
to a study of the surface of the earth than the air protograpb. 
which from its elevated vantage point secures a comprehensive 
record, providing detailed documentary evidence of the com
plex appearance of the earth's surface. This wealth o£ informa
tion is made more intelligible by the stereoscope, which pro
vides the semblance of a small-scale model of the land surface, 
wherein hills, trees, and other objects appear in their natural 
three-dimensional character. 

Air surveys enable vast areas to be covered in the most 
expeditious and effective manner, thus acceleratmg the pto
duction of the maps which are essential for the efficient 
development of natural resources. Happily the air photograph 
has multiple uses in providing information on resources as 
well as topographical features and applies economically to 
the over-all development of the various resources of a region. 

Of all natural resources (including soil, forests, minerals and 
water-supply) none is better adapted to detailed study by air 
photography than the forest. Unless of a special or restricted 
nature, forest surveys should never be made without the 
benefit of air photography. A practically simultaneous record 
of the forests may be obtained over large areas, this being of 
special importance in the case of a growing and self-per
petuating resource in which the interplay of growth and 
depletion should be carefully watched. 

CLASSES OF AIR PHOTOGRAPHY 

:\ir photography may be divided into the following m;Jin 
classes: 

'Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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l. Vertical, in which the photographs arc taken with the 
camera axis pointed downward as nearly as possible in a 
vertical direction. Other classes may include vertical photo
graphs in their composition. 

2. Oblique, in which the photographs are taken with the 
camera axis intentionally tilted either in a high-angle or low
angle direction. High-angle obliques usually include the hori
zon, which acts as an important basis of control. Low-angle 
obliques are intermediate between high-angle obliques and 
verticals. Other classes may include oblique photographs in 
their composition. 

3. Composite> in which multi-lens cameras obtain two or 
more low-angle obliques either with or without a central 
vertical. The obliques are rectified so that the resultant assem
bly resembles a vertical photograph. 

4. Trimetrogon, composed of a central vertical, a port 
oblique and a starboard oblique. The set of three simul
taneous exposures covers an area from horizon to horizon. 

5. Forestry tri-camem, which resembles trimetrogon photo· 
graphy except that the side photographs are low-angle obliques 
instead of high-angle obliques. (4) 1 Further differences occur 
in matters of the focal lengths of the lenses and the camera 
mountings. Though this class is of comparatively ret'ent origin 
it is mentioned here because it is at once economical and 
informative when the demand is solely for forest data. This 
class will be referred to again under the heading (>f special 
forest photography. 

MAPPING ~fETHODS 

The compilation of a map from air photographs is usually 
based on the principles both of surveying as required in the 
establishment of ground control, and of photogrammctry as 
necessary in the solution of problems related to the perspective 
characteristics of air photographs. 

The construction of a basic map showing streams, lakes and 
other prominent features is of prime importance to the 
forester and the advantages of air photographs for map-making 
cannot fail to attract his attention. l'\ot only is the basic map 
essential as a framework on which to base the network of forest 
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type lines but it also serves many other forestry purposes, A 
basic map is a most important guide to routes of travel and 
accessibility of timber. When contouring or other third-dimen
sional information is included, the usefulness of the map in 
relation to the cutting and transportation ot wood is greatly 
augmented. ·Furthermore, the fine detail of topographical 
features which is generally obtainabl~ from air photo~;raphs 
may provide sufficient control for forest survey lines, llms 
eliminating the cutting of costly base lines. 

In some cases the forester may be content with less elaborate 
methods than are necessary in a comprehensive and systematic 
programme oi mapping. In territory where limited develop
ment has taken place he is often anxious to obtain a forest 
map immediately after the taking of the air photographs 
rather than to wait for the extension of ground control by 
the surveyor. In these circumstances it has been recognized 
by all concerned that provisional maps may well be made 
from air photographs by means of simpler methods and that 
temporary ignorance of the exat:t geographical setting of the 
map, and failure to adhere to the regular standard of accuracy. 
are not serious drawbacks. Paradoxically, however, the forester 
may ask that the map show more detail than would otherwise 
he demanded. 

The radial intersection method (1) is employed extensively 
in mapping from vertical air photographs and provides a 
graphical solution based on the angle-true properties of :ines 
drawn from the photo plumb-point, with the result that a 
suitable map may be made regardless of the displacements 
which are produced in the photographs by dlfkrences of 
elevation in the land surface. The forester is interested in this 
method because of its general application but he may some
times prefer a more serviceable procedure. 

The slotted template method (l), or the comparable slotted 
arm method is also used for verticals, and is based mainly on 
the same principles as the radial intersection method, but 
employs a mechanical means which facilitates an over-all 
adjustment and provides flexibility in conforming to control 
points. These methods are of particular value to rhe forester 
in the production of maps where there is a minimum of 
ground control. 

In the case of oblique photography the use of perspective 
grids (I) has been a very valuable method of compilation. 
Obliques, particularly high-angle obliques, have their best 
application in areas of low relief, as otherwise displacemenb 
caused by differences of elevation present a problem in map
ping. Oblique photography has served the forester very well in 
many instances in the past but has now been largely super
seded by 'trimetrogon photography, with which it has much in 
common. 

Trimetrogon mapping (l) has been employed mcc<:ssfully 
fur aeronautical charts and, in many instances, for the initial 
mapping of a region. Slotted arm equipment, as above men
tioned, and other special plotting devices have been developed 
for mapping from trimetrogons. They are of interest to the 
forester in the preliminary investigation of undeveloped ter
ritory. 

The use of air photographs or portions thereof put together 
in the form of a mosaic (l) often <!ppeals to the forester 
because it shows pictorial detail in assembled form. On the 
other hand it represents uninterpreted information and if 
lines and symbols are added it begins to take on the char-
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acteristics of an ordinary forest map and loses pictorial detail 
because of the obscuring effect of the markings. An ordinary 
forest map has superior clarity and boldness, especially when 
colour has been added to accentuate the various forest types. 
Often the forester may prefer the map to the mosaic especially 
when he can view the pictorial detail by examination of the 
loose photographs under the stereoscope. The construction of 
a mosaic becomes more difficult in hilly country because of 
displacements in the photographs, but when a mosaic t:al! be 
assembled with ease it may, in ccr·tain circumstances, serve as 
a ready mapping method bet:ause a rough map can be traced 
from it directly. On the other hand, the construction of a 
so-called controlled mosaic is dc.:pendent upon the prior com
pilation of a map, or at least of control data as required for 
map making. 

The principles of the stereoscope, with its three-dimensional 
qualities, have been milized in the construction of various 
instruments, both simple and complex, to increase the scope 
and accuracy of plotting from air photographs, with particular 
emphasis in the matter of contours. Elaborate sterco-plotti.ng 
machines such as the Aerocartograph and the Stereoplani
graph are seldom of interest (5) to the forester. The Multiplex 
is simpler and its practical application is aided by its capacity 
for "bridging" considerable distances where no control exJsts. 
W'hile the stereometer or parallax bar, the parallax wedge, 
and similar devices are of interest to the forester in con lOuring 
and determining tree heights, he will probably find that hi;, 
most commonly used instruments are the simple mirror stereo
scope and the even simpler lens stereoscope. These com
paratively inexpensive stereoscopes are very valuable in the 
interpretation of the air photographs, not only for depicting 
slopes and grades for logging and transportation but also for 
the investigation of forest sub-types and individual trees. 

The most popular instruments in current use for the trans
ferring of the forest type lines from the photograph to the 
map are those in which a semi-coated mirror is employed to 
provide superposed views of map and photo, one intage being 
obtained by reflection and the other by direct transmission. 

While the forester may, to a large extent, be interested in 
the same plotting equipment and stereoscopes as other m,ers 
of air photographs he will use his own special devit:es for the 
measurement of tree heights, tree crowns .. and oown closure. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC DETAIL 

The forester is particularly anxious to secure a maxmlUm 
of detail in the air photographs. The resolving power of the 
lens and that of the photographic emulsion are the chief limit· 
ing factors in regard to definition in the negative. Acc.ordingly 
the general practice is to int:rease the scale of photography 
when greater detail is required. Another factor is thal of 
blurring caused by the travel of the aircraft during the instant 
of exposure. This blurring is not noticeable except with very 
large scales. In the Sonne continuous-strip camera the film 
moves to keep pace with the ground speed. A compromise is 
being tried in which the film in an ordinary air camera will 
move during the instant of exposure. In the absence of such 
devices, fast shuuer speed is beneficial. 

The forester will wekome future developments in the 
securing of sharper detail but in the meantime he t:an adopt 
the alternative of taking sampling photographs at large ;;calc 
to supplement the general coverage photographs. 
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Prints on glossy paper (l) give greater detail than those 
made 'l>ith a semi-matte surface. Transparencies on film are 
superior to paper prints in point of detail but are not yet 
widely used because of lack of facility in production and use. 

Enlargements seldom provide more detail than contact 
prints and are bulky, expensive, and inconvenient for use 
with ordinary stereoscopes. On the other hand, eniargements 
provide more space for marking and measuring. The use of 
magnifying stereoscopes on contact prints is generally prefer
able to the employment of enlargements. 

On account of varying conditions it is difficult to specify 
the most suitable scale or scales at wh,irh the photographs will 
be most useful to the forester. Often a scale of I : 15,84{) 
(1,320 k to l in.) may be suitable for general forest inventory 
while at the same time the compiler of the basic map might 
be satisfied with a very much smaller scale. For special forestry 
work scales larger than the above will be required. 

SEASONAL CONDITIONS 

Related to the matter of the resolution of detail in the 
photographs are the effects of seasonal changes, particularly 
foliage, sunlight, and snow. The shedding of the foliage of 
deciduous species allows the trees to be seen in greater detail 
and in some latitudes snow forms a bright background against 
which trees and tree shadows appear more clearly. On the 
other hand, snow obscures fine detail on the surface of the 
ground. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS 

Air photography may be conducted by governmental air 
personnel, either military or civil, or by private air survey 
companies. A specially trained staff is required for flying, 
photography, and processing. In addition to suitable aircraft 
it is necessary to employ highly specialized cameras, camera 
mountings, accessory instruments, and equipment. Accord
ingly, the . forester will usually depend completely on the 
photographic specialist up to the stage of the delivery of the 
photographs. 

FOREST MAPS 

The construction of a basic map from the air photographs 
provides the foundation for the preparation of a forest map 
such as is usually desirable and often invaluable in forested 
regions. The forest map may be of a large-scale detailed 
nature as required to facilitate cutting operations or special 
forest working plans, or, alternatively. may be of medium or 
small scale containing only general information suitable for 
broad forest inventory purposes. Often it is desirable to have 
both types of forest maps on hand, the detaiied maps being 
restricted to the scene of cutting operations and vicinity while 
the general maps would cover the whole forest. The high wst 
of detailed forest maps and the high probability of their be
coming obsolete through cutting, fire, wind, insects, disease, 
and other depleting factors on the one hand, and regeneration 
and growth on the other hand, argue against their preparation 
save in cases of intensive development- The general forest 
inventory maps are particularly suited to remote timber lands, 
areas of young growth, inferior species, or poor forest sites; 
at the same time they provide a concise picture of all forest 
lands, thus facilitating general planning. The general maps 
also are a valuable aid in the compilation of forest inventory 
figures, because the data collected in intensive forest surveys 
may be correlated in the form of ledger entries with the sub-
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divisions shown on the general maps. Air photography is 
making it more feasible economically to plan for the produc
tion of a suitable supply of these forest maps. 

Where basic maps are being used for the production of a 
series of published map sheets it becomes a comparatively 
simple matter to prepare and issue a series of forest maps 
produced by the photolithographic process (3). The procedure 
is faster than the ordinary method of preparing tracings and 
printing on sensitized paper, because advantage is takeu of 
the existing plates already prepared for the purposes of the 
series of basic maps. Thus the draughtsman is not forced to 
redraw and reletter the features which appear on the basic 
map. A similar saving is introduced in the wlouring of the 
maps, whereby in a single step colour plates are made which 
will serve for thousands of copies, whereas in hand colouring 
a corresponding step must be carried out for each additional 
copy. Furthermore, quantity production of map sheets be
comes possible because of the relatively negligible cost of 
printing additional copies. 

In the preparation of forest maps from air photographs 
it will often be advantageous to classify in accordance with 
type, crown closure, and height, these being variables which 
are most readily determinable from the air pi10tographs. 
Sometimes the photographs will also yield information on 
species, sites, sub-types, number of trees per unit area, width 
of crown, degree of homogeneity of the stands, and other 
data which, together with the afore-mentioned variables, 
may provide a basis for both quantitative and qualitative 
classifications. 

SPECIAL FOREST PHOTOGRAPHY 

The value of an economical and expeditious method of 
forest air photography, such as the forestry tri-camera (4), 
is peculiarly apparent when the necessity for rephotograph· 
ing occurs. The dynamic conditions obtaining in forest 
stands, where cutting, growth, fire, wind, disease, and imect 
infestations may change the entire character of an area in a 
very short space of time, obviously demand a means of 
rapidly assessing such changed conditions, and the forestry 
tri-camera method has been specially designed for this pur
pose. It gives an optimum angle of view which facilitates 
accurate tree measurements and reliable identification of 
species. At the same time the method provides economical 
coverage by foregoing certain features which are essential 
for basic mapping purposes but which are needless for forest 
survey purposes. While maintaining equivalent scale, the 
method permits the flight lines to be spaced 2.87 times a~ 
wide as in the case of ordinary vertical photography as taken 
with a 6-in. (15 em.) lens. Thus maximum forestry information 
is available at minimum cost. 

In the initial photography of a forested region it is usual 
to compromise between the small scale favoured by the com
piler of the basic map and the large scale desired by the 
forester. However, it may become desirable to have two photo
graphic operations, one for basic mapping and the other for 
forest survey purposes. The two operations might, in some 
cases, prove more economical than a single compromise opera
tion, because the reduced cost of each might largely compen
sate for the expense of separating the operations and also the 
basic mapper and the forester would save much time and 
labour. 
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QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES , 

There is no do~bt that estimates of timber quantities can 
be made by measuring tree images in air photographs. The 
real questions, however, are what degree of accuracy is attain
able and how does the cost compare with that of equivalent 
ground-work. The answer to the first question is that the de
gree of accuracy of air estimates, like that of ground estimates, 
is chiefly governed by the data available. The intensity of 
detail in the air photograph, like the intensity of a forest 
survey on the ground, governs the accuracy of the estimates. 
Factors affecting photographic detail, including seasonal· 
changes, have been dealt. with above. The answer to the second 
question is that under favourable conditions suitable quan
titative estimates may be made with less cost from the air than 
from ground-work. Air estimating is more apt to show its 
superiority over ground work in broad forest inventory than 
in detailed forest surveys. However, the air method encounters 
considerable obstacles in very dense evergreen stands of vary
ing height, in cases where the trees are close to the border line 
of merchantable size, and in regions where there is little or . 
no occurrence of deciduous species or of snow-covered ground. 
In small-scale photographs, of course, estimation is handi
capped by lack of good resolution of the fine detail. 

Quantitative estimating from air photographs is based on 
measuring, and sometimes counting, the tree images. Tree 
heights are determined by measuring the images of the trees 
or their shadows. Crown widths and crown closure rna)' also 
be measured or estimated as required in the quantitative 
technique. Use is made of data analogous to volume tables as 
ernploJed in timber estimates made from ground work. 

One of the strong points of the air photograph is the man
ner in which it facilitates the grouping and delimitation of 
the various forest classifications. Thus it permits a measure of 
correlation between air estimates and ground work whereby 
quantity classes may be delineated and then sampled in the 
field. Especially in present circumstances the purely air me
thod of estimating meets with difficulties, some of which are 
referred to above. Thus the combined use of air and ground 
methods is employed far more extensively than the purely air 
method. Though the combination applies well to the forest 
as a whole it is not possible to go farther and correlate 
effectively in any way the air estimate and the ground estimate 
of an individual stand. 

QUALITATIVE INFORMATION 

Field sampling may generally be applied very effectively to 
elucidate the qualitative information ·which the air photo· 
graph shows in regard to species, site, height in relation to 
age, composition of the stand, defect, and related conditions. 

'Without the aid of field work the identification of species 
in air photographs is generally difficult and o!ten impossible, 
though the use of large-scale sampling photographo would be 
of great assistance. After the fall of their foliag·e deciduous 
trees may be distinguished from evergreens. Certain desired 
distinctions may occasionally be obtained by a process of 
elimination in cases where very few species are present; by the 
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. aid of site_ cJa~sification from air photogr<fp9,s; by knowledge 
of the forest associations and successions; by shape, texture, 
and light-reflecting qualities of crown; by tone of foliage, 
particularly in the case of autumn 'colouration; and by phe
nological changes. A further approach to the identification of 
species is through the use of special films and filters, the most 
striking example being in the case of the employment of infra
red (6), which generally provides great contrast between the 
foliage of broad-leaved trees and that of needle-bearing 
species. While shadows are dark in infra-red photographs the 
foliage appears very light. The result is a great variety of tones, 
these being governed by the degree of shadow between and 
within the crowns, which does not neces~arily vary in acwr
dance with the species. However, with the aid of ground 
identification to establish a key for each set of photographic 
and forest conditions it would appear that the pronounced 
contrasts of infra-red could often be employed for spedes 
identification to a greater extent than in the comparable use 
of the ordinary panchromatic film. On the other hand, infra
red, on account of its veiy dark shadows, masks a great deal 
of detail. A limited use may be found in the future for colour 
photography in special problems of species identification. 

If a key to site classification is established by ground-work 
it will often be possible to extend the classification throughout 
the air photographs. The land form as visible under the stereo· 
scope, together with other photographic detail which can be 
interpreted in the light of the field investigation of geological 
and soil conditions, is often conducive to the effective use of 
air photographs for site classification. Study of the nature of 
the existing forest by means of the photographs sometimes 
provides in itself a good indication of the forest site (2). 

FINAL REMARKS 

No attempt has been made in this paper to enter into the 
technical details of the subject, particularly of the techniques 
and equipment which have been, and are being, developed. 
Air photograrnmetry and the kindred scientific advances aris
ing therefrom are comparatively new in origin and applica
tion. A vast field still awaits exploration, even though progress 
to date has been beyond our expectations. Those concerned 
with forests and other resources will be well advised to follow 
closely developments in this field. 
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United States Experience in the Use of Air Surveys 
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ABSTRACT 

Air surveys are widely used in the United States for forest mapping and inventory purposes. Photographs are 
taken by both public and private agencies. For forestry, modified infra-red pictures of 1:15,840 scale are widely used as 
well as conventional panchromatic photography. Forest maps are largely prepared by transferring detail from the pho· 
tographs with simple projector or camera ludda devices onto a control network prepared by radial line triangulation. 
Forest stands are classified according to vegetation type and broken down into stand-size classes on the basis of tree height, 
stand density, and crown diameter. Volume estimates may in some cases be made directly from the photographic in· 
formation, but in most cases the photographic data are used rather to control the field survey. The intensity and lo
cation of ground sampling is determined by information obtained from the photographs. Either the stand map may be 
used to provide this control, or sample plots may be located directly on the aerial photographs to accomplish the same 
purpose where no stand map is available. In this way, much more than half of the amount of ground sampling can be 
eliminated without sacrificing accuracy. In California, greater emphasis is placed upon complete vegetation mapping 
than elsewhere in the country. A discussion of practices in this state provides an insight in techniques and problems in 
the western United States. 

A general discussion of the use of air surveys in forest in
ventory in the United States recently appeared in Unasylva. 
Also, present knowledge of the subject in this country has 
been summarized within the past year in book form. In the 
present paper, therefore, material in the above two sources 
will be largely omitted. Instead, the practices currently being 
followed in the United States will be stressed, together with 
those recent developments which seem both technically feas
ible and economically possible. 

The use of air surveys in forest inventory may conveniently 
be considered in four parts: (l) aerial photographs, (2) aerial 
surveying or photogrammetry, (3) photo-interpretation, and 
(4) forestry applications, including forest mapping and forest 
inventory. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Aerial photography in the United States is largely taken by 
private air survey firms under government contract. Standard 
specifications established by a committee of the American 
Society of Photogrammetry are used ·with minor modifications. 
Most photographs are nine inches square. 

The largest buyer of photographs is the United States De· 
partment of Agriculture which in the period 1938-1947 con
tracted for more than two million square miles of photography 
despite the fact that little photography for non-military pur
poses was undertaken between 1942 and I 945. These photo
graphs were mostly taken at a scale of l : 20,000 with an 8!4 in. 
focal length lens, and in 1948 cost on ~he average $2.50 per 
square mile. They are used by the "Field Production and Mar
keting Administration, the Forest Service, the Soil Conserva
tion Service and other agencies. 

Other major public agencies using large quantities of aerial 
photographs are the Geological Survey of the Department of 
Interior, which prefers small scale photography taken with a 
5~ in. or other wide angle lens for Multiplex mapping; the 

'The material on experience in California was prepared by Robert 
N. Colwell, Assistant Professor of Forestry, l;niversity of California, 
Berkeley, Calif. Information on the Pacific Northwest was provided by 
Richard C. Wilson of the Pacific Northwest Forest Experiment 
Station, U.S. Forest Service. 
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Department of the Army; and the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
of the Department of Commerce, which takes considerable 
photography with its own nine-lens camera. States, counties, 
and municipalities are also purchasers of photographs. In 
addition, about one-quarter of a million square miles have 
been photographed within the last decade for private use, the 
major buyers being oil companies, mining companies, pulp 
companies, and lumber companies. Private photography for 
forestry use generally costs in the neighborhood of six to ten 
dollars per square mile for tracts more than one hundred 
square miles in extent. In all, about 70 per cent of the country 
has been photographed from the air. 

Most photography is taken with panchromatic film with a 
yellow (minus blue) filter. For forestry purposes, however, 
considerable photoJ:,rraphy is taken with infra-red film, gener
ally with a minus blue or other filter that allows a limited 
amount of visible as well as infra-red radiation to reach the 
photographic emulsion. The modified infra-red technique 
greatly increases the possibility of species differentiation with
out producing excessive contrasts, but at the expense of 
obscuring some subordinate detail by the black shadow. Since 
the introduction of this technique in 1945, the U.S. Forest 
Service has contracted for about thirty-seven thousand square 
miles of modified infra-red photography while an additional 
large amount has been taken for private wood-using industries 
and minor political divisions. 

The 1 : 2(),000 scale is used in many cases for forestry work, 
especially where existing U.S. Department of Agriculture 
photographs must be employed. Most foresters, however, pre
fer the 1 : 15,840 (four inches to the mile) scale which is suf
ficiently large for fairly precise photo-interpretation yet suf
ficiently small for economy. The largest amount of photo
graphy specifically for forest survey purposes is taken at this 
scale. Several projects have been undertaken at a scale of 
I : 12,000, esp~cially in the Pacific Northwest. The added 
precision of photo-interpretation obtained, though, generally 
does not justify the additional cost of photography and of all 
subsequent operations. The use of larger scale photograph) 
is limited to small tracts. 
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The 8~-in. focal length lens is most generally used for forest 
survey. The 6-in. lens has proven excellent over fiat terrain 
because of the greater exaggeration of the vertical dimension 
obtained, but its use results in excessive distortion of the pic
torial image where the relief exceeds a few hundred feet. In 
very mountainous terrain, the 12-in. lens has proven most 
satisfactory for the common forestry scales. 

Most fore~try photography is taken in the season of full 
foliage because of the importance of deciduous hardwoods 
throughout the eastern United States, and the concentration 
of good flying weather in the summer in the western United 
States. In mountainous country summer photography is desir
able to avoid obscuring shadows of ·the slopes. Photography, 
when leaves are off the deciduous trees, is restricted to those 
areas where the deciduous trees are of rio economic value and 
to times when the snow cover is light or non-existent. 

AERIAL SURVEYING 

Photogrammetric techniques are now employed by practic
ally all major map-making agencies. In forest survey the 
standard techniques are generally used, although emphasis is 
placed on relatively crude methods that will yield satisfactory 
results at the lowest costs. Radial line plots, generally carried 
out with the slotted or mechanical templets, are almost uni
versally used to bridge ground control to form a network o[ 
photographic control points. The standard commercial quota
tion on a radial line layout is one dollar per photograph, 
exclusive of f,1TOund control. 

Simple instruments arc widely used to transfer planimetric 
detail from the contact prints to the radial line control net
work. Most commonly used arc the Reflecting Projector, 
Multiswpe, Radial Planimetric Plotter, and camera Iucida 
devices of the Sketchmaster type. Such devices range in cost 
from ;,lightly more than one hundred to about $2,000. and 
permit the transfer of planimetric detail of from three to 
30 square miles per man-day, depending upon the scale of the 
photographs, instrument used, amount of detail, and desired 
accuracy. 

One consulting firm in the Pacific Northwest is success
fully using the Multiplex system for topographic and plani
metric mapping, but the instrument is too expensive and the 
rate of production too low to justify the device except where 
the terrain is rough and the forest values high. For topo
graphic mapping, the new Kclsh Plotter which is undergoing 
development by the U.S. Geological Survey, is a relatively low 
cost instrument capable of doing much of the work previously 
done by the Multiplex. Other low cost topographic mapping 
instruments are also finding increased use. 

PHOTO-INTERPRETATION 

Photo-interpretation of forest tree and stand detail is lar
gely confined to the identification of species and site, and the 
mcasurcmen t of area, tree height, crown diameter, crown 
closure, and crown counts. In the last few years, considerable 
information has been gathered as to the precision of such 
photo-interpretation. For accurate work, trained interpreters 
must be familiar with local forests and must have high quality 
photographs of recent date. If only poor quality or out-of-date 
photographs are available, conventional ground methods will 
frequently give better results at lower costs. 

The widespread usc of infra-red photography has greatly 
simplified the problem of distinguishing hardwoods from soft-
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woods and has made possible the identification of several 
important species. The Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
and Region 9 of the U.S. Forest Service, among others, have 
been active in developing keys for the identification of broad 
forest types on photographs and in preparing stereograms 
illustrating these types. On the other hand, efforts to make a 
highly precise breakdown of the forest into types have largely 
been unsuccessful. For example, the North-eastern Forest Ex
periment Station in a test of type mapping in Maine found 
that about half of the stands were incorrectly typed when a 
large number of possible classificMions were set up. Similarly, 
bald cypress cannot readily be distinguished from black gum 
in southern swamps, nor can the various southern pines be 
distinguished from one another in many instances. 

The identification of site has been s.tudied by the Central 
States Forest Experiment Stati(m and others. It is now believed 
that site can be recognized to the extent that it is correlated 
with topography, major variation in soil moisture, and those 
geological and soil characteristics that arc visible in the stereo
scopic image. The identification of species and site requires 
an ecological approach, and can be most successfully done by 
a trained ecologist or forester with extensive field experience 
in the region being studied. 

Recent tests by the Harvard Forest and others have demon
strated clearly that tree heights can be accurately measured by 
simple parallax devices, and that crown diameters can be 
equally well evaluated with simple micrometer scales. With 
good quality I ; 15,840 photographs, average tree height errors 
should not exceed five feet nor average crown diameter errors 
exceed three feet. The evaluation of crown closure and the 
counting of number of crowns per unit area, however, are sub
ject to greater error. Pending further developments, these two 
items ~hould only be grouped into fairly broad strata. 
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Many simple interpretive devices have been designed, par
ticularly by the several U.S. Forest Experiment Stations. 
Parallax wedges, micrometer wedges, crown density scales, dot 
acreage grids, and scale rules arc available at cost on trans
parencies from a number of agencies and are widely used. 
There is, nevertheless, considerable room for improvement in 
the designing and engineering of these simple photogram
mctric aids. 

The general trend in photo-interpretation seems to be 
along the lines of using specially trained personnel and re
quiring detailed and careful work. ]<or instance, the Central 
States Forest Experiment Station, among others, uses highly 
trained photo-interpreters who spend several minutes analyz
ing each plot established on aerial photographs and who are 
required to tabulate a series of determinations and mea
surements made on this plot. The work is bcs.t done by a 
forester with highly trained vision and an ecological back
ground. The average photogrammetri&t docs not have the 
woods knowledge to do this work satisfactorily. 

FORESTRY APPLICATIONS 

Aerial photographs arc a useful tool in many aspects of 
management. The major systematized uses to which they are 
put arc in forest mapping and forest inventory. In both, 
aerial photographic methods are being rapidly accepted as 
standard. 

The value of aerial photographs in forest mapping is ob
vious, especially if the photographs are specially taken to 
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emphasize forest type differences. Photo-interpreters ordinarily 
experience little difficulty in recognizing typt lines or in 
distinguishing broad types. Considerable error is likely to be 
encountered, however, if he tries to map all the minor varia
tions in composition. The comments made concerning species 
identification in the previous section apply here. 

In general, the most satisfactory fores-t stand maps made 
from aerial photographs are those in which the stands are 
classified on ,the basis of those variables actually recognizable 
on the aerial photographs, particularly forest type, stand 
height, stand density, and topographic site. Such a classifica
tion need not appear on the final map. A merchantability or 
stand-size classification may well be substituted for it at this 
stage. Efforts to map directly from aerial photographs into 
merchantability classes have proved less satisfactory, although 
this procedure is frequently adopted for economic and prac
tical reasons. In any event, considerable field checking is 
necessary to insure accuracy. The checking may be done before 
or after the photographic work. One consulting firm uses a 
light aircraft to check the stand map prepared from photo
graphs, but most field checking is made from automobiles and 
concentrated along road-side areas. 

Costs of forest mapping from aerial photographs are low. 
The combined costs of photo-interpretation, planimetric 
mapping, field checking, and drafting, but excluding the cost 
of photography and radial line control plot, range from about 
$5 to $20 per square mile. 

Little actual volume estimation from aerial photographs is 
'done, although experiments at the Harvard Forest indicate 
that such estimates if carefully made will be within fifteen 
per cent of the total gross volume under many conditions. In 
general, the photographs are used to determine the areas of 
the various forest classes or strata and to provide a rough 
estimate of class volume for the purpose of ~tratifying the 
field survey. 

Two general approaches are used, one in which the photo
graphs are used to prepare a forest stand map and the map is 
then used to control the field survey; and one in which plots 
are established and evaluated on the aerial photographs, 
calculated numbers of these plots then being relocated and 
measured in the field. The first, or stand approach, is that 
used in most intensive surveys, such as are carried out by pulp 
companies and other private concerns. Tests at the Harvard 
Forest indicate that the use of aerial photographs to determine 
stand class areas and to stratify the field cruise reduces by 
approximately two-thirds the amount of ground work ntces.
sary for a given degree of accuracy. This type ol approach has 
been adopted to extensive forest surveys by the Lake States 
Forest Experiment Station. Their area sampling technique 
involves the random selection of 40-acre tracts or quarter
sections of 160 acres. These chosen areas are type-mapped to 

provide information concerning the distribution and areas of 
forest classes. The same areas are then sampled on the ground, 
a procedure in which the intensity of sampling is determined 
by the volume, value, and variation of each class being 
sampled. Simply by varying the sampling pattern, the same 
procedure may be used for any desired intensity of cruise 
designed to give any desired accuracy. 

The photo-plot type of cruise has been used for small 
tracts with satisfactory results, but finds its rna jor application 
in regional forest surveys. The techniques evolved by the 
North-eastern Forest Experiment Station typify its operation. 
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First, a large number of plots are systematically distributed 
over the aerial photographs. In a typical survey unit, one plot 
is allocated to each 475 acres. These are classified into forest 
and non-forest land. The forest plots are studied under a 
stereoscope and classified according to forest type and stand
size class. About one-tenth of these plots are then located in 
the field, and accurate measurements of volume, growth, cull, 
site, quality etc. are determined. The percentage ot photo
plots visited in the field varies with the value and variance 
of the forest class, being highest for high value and hetero
geneous classes and lowest for low value homogeneous classes. 

Practically all users seem highly satisfied with the accuracies 
of forest inventories combining both photographic and field 
work. The use of photographs not only reduces the amount 
of field work necessary for the same degree of accuracy. but 
also reduces the costs of the entire inventory by 50 per cent 
or more. Extensive inventories may be made for as little as 
$5 per square mile, excluding the costs of photography, while 
highly precise intensive surveys may be made tor about $50 
per square mile, also excluding photography. 

CALIF'ORNIA EXPERIENCE 

The use of aerial photographs for forestry purposes in the 
Pacific Coa8t states differs from that in the rest of the country 
in that greater emphasis is placed on vegetation mapping. 

Vertical photographs are more useful than obliques for 
most forestry purposes in California. Photos taken during the 
late spring and summer months arc preferred to those taken 
at other times of the year. Tests were recently conducted in 
the two chief timber-producing regions of Calitornia (the 
redwood region of the north coast and the pine region of the 
interior) for the purpose of determining the most useful film· 
filter combination for forestry purposes, with special \'mphasis 
on requirements for the Forest Survey. Panchromatic film used 
with a yellow (minus-blue) filter was found to yield slightly 
more information of the type needed for the California Forest 
Survey than does panchromatic film used with a green filter, 
and much more than is obtainable from infra-red minus-blue 
photography. Much of the information desired by foresters 
can be more easily and accurately interpreted at the 1 : 15,000 
photo-scale than at 1 : 20,000. The 1 : 20,000 photo-scale, how
ever, has proved satisfactory for planimetric and topographic 
mapping of forested areas in California with the required 
degree of accuracy. 

In making planimetric maps from aerial photos, the U.S. 
Forest Service in California plots a network of field control 
points on a Poly conic grid, scale 1 : 24,000 and then establishes 
the positions of photogrammetric control points by me
chanical radial triangulation. Planimetric detail is then trans
ferred from photos to the map with the aid of a KEK plotter. 

ln making inventory of California's timber resource as part 
of the nation-wide Forest Survey, the Forest Service first 
classifies vegetation with the aid of aerial photographs. From 
stereoscopic study alone are obtained (a) the kind of vegeta
tion cover or other condition occupying the land, (b) the age 
structure of tree stands based on the proportions of age classes 
present, (c) the densities of timber stands and all woody. vegeta
tion, and (d) the segregation of timber croplands from other 
lands. Then from ground observations, aided by whatever 
the photos can reveal, is obtained the species composition of 
the vegetational areas. This classification provides the area 
inventory of the various timber and other vegetation types, 
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gives a stratification of timber stands that mmimizes the 
ground sampling needed to reliably estimate timber volumes 
and growth, and provides an "in place" delineation of the 
yegetation classes that makes the Survey locally useful. 

In California, the U.S. Forest SeiTice makes use of aerial 
photos for timber cruising in the following ways: ( 1) The area 
to be cruised is first stratified on aerial pho•tos as to its age 
class and density; (2) with the aid of the photos a planimetric 
map is prepared on which the strata are plotted; (3) the photos 
and map are used to plan the direction, spacing and location 
of cruise strips with due regard to topography, timber density 
and accessibility; (4) survey crews usc the photos in the field 
while determining timber volumes, growth and merchant
ability on the cruise &trips. The over-all cost of this method 
usually is not more than 50 per cent as great as that of the 
conventional ground method. 

THOMSON 
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Technical Developments in Air Survey and the Interpretation 
of Forestry Data Therefrom New Zealand Experience 
A. P. THOMSON 

ABSTRACT 

Recent developments in air survey and air photo interpretation now make it possible to carry out rapid and effi
cient surveys of a nation's forest resources. The basic use of aerial photographs is in map making, and by providing 
accurate forest type and condition-class maps, they enable area figures to be obtained without recourse to sampling 
methods. They are further of very great value in controlling the field sampling for volume estimation. On occasions 
they may be used to obtain direct estimates of volumes without going on to the ground at all. Their contribution to the 
design of the National Forest Survey is described briefly; and their limitations for direct volume estimates, with partic
ular reference to New Zealand conditions, are stressed. 

By providing a bird's·eye view of the distribution of associations in virgin forests, aerial photographs are a useful 
tool in the hands of forest ecologists; they enable primary ecological survey to be done more thoroughly and more ef· 
ficiently than ever before. New Zealand experience in this use of photographs is described. 

Few countries outside Europe have as yet an adequate 
knowledge of the extent and composition of their forest re
sources. ·without such knowledge it is impossible to formulate 
intelligent forest conseiTation policies and it is premature to 
attempt detailed forest planning. The recently developed 
techniques of aerial survey and air photo interpretation 
provide the means whereby the requisite knowledge can be 
gained more cheaply, more rapidly and more efficiently than 
ever before. It is in this sphere then, the making of cheap 
and accurate forest inventories, that aerial photographs find 
their largest use in forestry, and it is here that they arc of 
the most importance from a national or an international 
point of view. 

fhey are, however, of great and increa;.ing value for a 
1·ariety of other forestry purposes. Thus, they may be used to 
advantage for many types of detailed forest mapping; for 
planning of communication systems and extraction routes: for 
rapid surveys of fire, insect and wind damage; for siting saw-
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mills, villages and fire look-outs; for assembling and inter
preting working plans data; and for controlling actual oper
ations in the forest. They are a new tool which sometimes will 
help the forester to obtain more accurate data, very often will 
help him to get it more quickly, and always will give him a 
balanced over-all picture previously impossible to obtain. 

It is not possible in a short paper of this nature to discuss 
the latest developments in all fields, even in Forest Survey, nor 
in fact is this necessary since it has already been done, mo>t 
comprehensively, in two recent publications (1) (2)1 • All that 
will be attempted is to describe New Zealand experience in 
those particular aspects of Forest SuiTcy work where aerial 
photographs have proved to be of most value. For the sake 
of convenience the discussion will be under the two headings 
of Forest Inventory and Primary Ecological Survey. The 
preparation of planimetric or topographic maps, which is the 
basic use of aerial photographs, is common to both. 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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FOREST INVENTORY 

New Zealand's National Forest Survey, described elsewhere 
(3) is one example of many forest inventories now being car
ried out by a combination of air survey and ground sampling 
methods. The salient point~ are: 

1. Provision of complete photographic cover over the whole 
forest area. The photographs are vertical overlapping prints 
at a scale of 4 in. to one mile. They are taken at 10,890 ft. 
with a 8)/.j in. lens camera, and have much the same specifica
tion as to tip, tilt, overlaps, etc. as are laid down by the United 
States Department of Agriculture. (4) 

2. Delineation of forest type boundaries and of merchant
ability and protection forest limits on the photographs. The 
type boundaries may represent differences in forest association 
or differences in volume per acre within the same association. 

3. Ground sampling to give volume per acre in each type, 
using a systematic double phase line plot survey. 

4. Preparation of accurate type boundary maps by approved 
photogrammetric methods (Multiplex and Wild A6 plotter). 

5. Multiplication of type areas by volume per acre averages 
to give final inventory figures. 

In this procedure aerial photographs perform three main 
functions. Firstly, by providing accurate area. figures, they 
eliminate one major source of sampling error. The whole 
allowable error can be thrown into the volume per acre 
estimate and thus the intensity of sampling necessary for any 
given degree of accuracy can be grea.tly reduced. Secondly. by 
drawing type boundaries, the original heterogeneous forest 
area is divided into comparatively homogeneous groups - in 
other words, the population is stratified. The ground survey 
can then be designed to take this stratification into account 
and can concentrate the sampling in the more important and 
more valuable forest types. Thirdly, the photographs serve as 
field maps and direct the actual movements of parties on the 
ground. 

It will be seen that aerial photographs are used to control 
the ground survey but not to provide any direct estimate of 
volume. It may be asked why this is so. The answers are per
haps peculiar to New Zealand conditions but will illustrate 
some of the more important limitations in the use of air 
photos for direct measurements. In normal ground mensura
tion techniques the reference points for measuring tree volume 
are d.b.h. and either total or merchantable height (for New 
Zealand indigenous species it is always merchantable height). 
On aerial photographs the only available reference points are 
total height and crown diameter. Tree volumes may be ob
tained only if strong correlations exist between crown dia
meter and stem diameter, between total height and stem 
diameter or between total height and stem volume. Alter
natively the problem may be approached by attempting to 
estimate crop rather than individual tree volumes. Aerial 
photographs can give direct measurements of density and of 
crown closure and these in turn may be correlated with 
average stem diameter and with basal area. The success of 
any method measuring volume directly from photographs 
depends firstly on the accuracy of the measurements which 
can be taken, and secondly on the strength of one or more of 
the above-mentioned correlations. In New Zealand it is seldom 
possible to make accurate measurements either of total height 
or of crown diameter. Even if it were possible, the correlations 

with stem diameter, basal area or o-op volume are all too weak 
to be of any value. 

In explanation, the sub-tropical rain forests of New Zealand 
are so dense, particularly in the lower tiers, that ground level 
cannot be seen on the photographs. The shadow-height me
thod of measuring total heights is quite inapplicable, as the 
shadows are lost amongst the crowns of the lower tier trees 
and shrubs. Parallax methods are equally unsuitable since the 
floating dot cannot be got down to the ground. In both cases 
the difficulties inherent in the nature of the vegetation arc 
aggravated by the fact that the topography is generally steep 
and broken. 
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Total height as a reference point is thus ruled out. This 
in any case is of no great concern, for so variable is the in
cidence of upper-log defect in the commercially importam 
podocarp species, that total height bears no com.istent re
lationship to merchantable height and hence to merchantable 
volume. For some species, an approximate crown diameter, 
diameter relationship exists but this again is of little use ii 
merchantable heights cannot he obtained. Further, the major 
timber producing species, rimu, tends in old age to become 
overcrown by a giant Iiane which ultimately kills its host and 
develops into a large tree itself. The rimu crown may thm 
consist of rimu foliage entirely, of a mixture of rimu and the 
Iiane, rata; or of nothing else but rata. Under suc{1 circum
stances, the measurement of crown diameter is meaningless. 

Crown closure has not been studied, but it is difficult to sec: 
what information it could yield. Cmwn closure in fact is al
most always complete, but the constituent species are mixed 
and contain many valueless hardwoods. There is certainly no 
relationship between total crown closure and basal area of 
merchantable species; and it would be difficult to establish am 
correlation between closure of the more scattered podocarp 
crowns and the volume which they represent. 

The only other feature which can be measured on photos i, 
stand density and this does .show some promise in New Ze"
land. At present it is not being measured since photo-inter
pretation has not reached the stage where individual specie:; 
can be recognized with certainty. If the use of dift:erent films 
and filters permitted more accurate species recognition, the 
whole design of the forest survey would be drastically altered: 
in this case stand density could be got directly from the photos 
and thus another major source of sampling error eliminated 
from the ground survey. ·without doubt stand density in New 
Zealand is the major component in volume per acre variance 
and, far more than any other factor, determines the size of the 
sample which must be taken. If accurate tree counts, by species. 
could be made on the photographs, the amount of field work 
necessary would be reduced to negligible proportions. 

It will be seen that the techniques of estimating volumes 
directly from air photographs have not proved to be of use in 
the dense mixed subtropical forests typical of New Zealand. 
The limitations of these techniques are very real and it is only 
for certain forest types, and under certain restricted condi
tions, that they are completely successful. This point is stressed 
for some recent forest literature suggests that they may have a 
wide and general application; in fact the reverse is the case. 

A final consideration. The limitations of aerial photographs. 
in a sense are one of their advantages. As has been stressed 
their use in conjunction with ground survey provides the most 
efficient means of deriving certain types of forestry data. It 
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would be a great pity if aerial photo techniques were so perfect
ed that the forester never or rarely had to go on to the ground 
for normal mensurational purposes. That would be the final 
triumph of the desk over the dirt forester and would vitiate 
the advantages which air photos undoubtedly possess. Like 
statistical method, aerial photography is a tool to be used with 
discretion, judgment and great common sense. 

PRIMARY ECOLOGICAL SURVEY 

In countries where there have been recent climate and soil 
changes or where, as in New Zealand, these changes are still 
occurring, the existing forests will not be climatic climax asso
ciations. They will instead be in a process of adjustment to 
present climate and soil conditions and as plant associations 
they will be unstable. Management of such forests is possible 
only if they can be split into their constituent associations, if 
the ecological status of each can be defined, and if the direc
tion and rate of change can be measured. Here the bird's-eye 
aerial view is indispensable, for not only does it enable the 
present distribution to be mapped in detail, but also, as one 
writer has put it, "it portrays the whole forest area as a com
posite unit instead of as random items along a line of march". 
Such a tool has never before been in the hands of forest ecolo
gists, who more often than not have been forced to proceed 
with intensive ecological studies unrelated to any compre
hensive framework of fact or theory. Primary ecological survey 
with all that it implies is now both possible and practicable. 

New Zealand has been quick to realize this and has evolved 
a Forest Survey procedure which combines extensive ecological 
survey with the more straightforward appraisal of timber re
sources. Extra time and cost are involved but are justified by 
the results. Thus, for one major forest region. the present dis
tribution of associations, interpreted in terms of climate, topo
graphy and soil, has been successful in explaining the eco
logical changes taking place, and in determining the exact 
course of plant succession (5). The practical significance is 
that those forest associations which are amenable to silvicul
tural treatment can be delimited, and that forest management 
can proceed with the sure knowledge that it is based upon a 

Summary of Discussion 

Mr. lLVESSALO summarized his introductory paper on 
"Sampling Techniques in Forest Inventories". The sampling 
technique was largely dependent on the aim of the inventory 
and on the general nature of forest and economic conditions. 
'Where forestry was fairly intensive, studies should be made on 
at least the following points: the forest area and its distribu
tion into quality classes; the proportions of different species 
and age classes or felling classes of the forest area; the growing 
stock and its structure, the annual growth, including the varia
tions of growth due to climatic reasons; the treatment and 
silvicultural condition of the forests as a ba:,is for the develop
ment of silviculture; the felling quantity and forest balance. 

Aerial maps were very valuable, but ground survey was still 
the basic method. Ground survey could take the form of: first, 
continuous line survey with measurement of land and trees 
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

sound ecological foundation. This represents a major achieve
ment in the exacting task of placing New Zealand's indigenous 
forests on a sustained yield basis; it would not have been pos· 
sible without the intelligent use of suitable air photographs. 

It will be seen that basically New Zealand's forest survey, 
by placing a great deal of emphasis on vegetation and soil in 
its field sampling, is approaching what should be the ideal 
resource survey in undeveloped areas. Herein lies its greatest 
weakness, for a full regional survey can properly be under· 
taken not by foresters alone but by a team of specialists in 
different fields. A country's vegetation and soil are of CO!It(;fn, 
amongst pure scientists, to the botanist, the pedologist and 
the geologist; and in the applied realm to the agriculturist, 
the hydrologist, the soil conservator and the land use admini
strator. All are working fundamentally to the same end, which 
is the wisest possible use of natural resources. All can derive 
great benefit from the combined use of air photographs and 
systematic ground study. Their interests and their problems 
overlap. For various reasons, therefore, their efforts should be 
combined and the complete evaluation of any soil-based re
source should be done by an integrated team of specialists in 
the relevant fields. This approach is recommended to all un
developed countries which have not yet undertaken a compre
hensive regional survey. It is the only efficient way to collect 
all the data necessary to implement a national policy of '"con
servation by wise use". 
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continuously; second, sample plot survey, limited entirely or 
mainly to sample plots measured at regular distances; and 
third, a combination of continuous line survey and sample 
plots in which every stand touched by the line was ocularly 
estimated by a trained forester. Ocular estimates must also be 
made at the sample plots and 'hecked by detailed measure
ments and, on that basis, all the ocular estimates on the lines 
must be corrected before calculation. All the principal results 
should be checked by statistical analysis. 

In the final part of his paper he had dealt with the rival 
merits of concentrated or continuous survey and had suggested 
the c:ombination of the two methods. 

Mr. J. G. OsBoRNE summarized his paper on the "Adaptation 
of ~Iodern Statistical ?v:Iethods to Forest Inventories". 

The United States National Forest Survey, operating on 
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extremely limited funds, made the maximum feasible use of 
data from previous surveys, aerial photographs and efficient 
sampling designs for cost reduction. Statistical methods were 
utilized in calculating the intensity of the survey required and 
in evaluating the reliability of the statistic~ obtained. They 
were also used in determining the most effective survey design. 

vVith regard to the question of resurveys mentioned under 
point (i on page 4 of the paper, he said that, when the original 
survey had been started in 1928, there had been no guarantee 
that adequate finances would be provided for future surveys. 
That guarantee had since been given so it was possible to plan 
for resurveys. 

He stressed the importance of obtaining accurate statistics 
and of ensuring that the same standards of accuracy prevailed 
throughout the country. He also referred to the special inter
pretation of precision requirements used by the United States 
National Forest Survey. 

The remainder of his paper dealt with the fundamental con
siderations in survey design with special reference to the 
regional differences existing in the United States. He had given 
examples of surveys taken in two widely differing regions. 

He further touched on the desirability of using aerial photo
graphs and emphasized the need for such photographs to be 
recent and of good quality. 

Mr. VELANDER summarized the paper prepared by Mr. Berti! 
:VIatem on the "Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to 

the Estimation of Forest Areas, Timber Volume&, Growth and 
Drain". 

Apart from the general survey in Sweden a more specific 
one was being carried out by means of very accmate sampling 
of plots selected throughout the country in order to ascertain 
the effects of the silvicultural methods used and to decide on 
future policies. 

The CHAIRMAN introduced the paper prepared by Dr. Nair 
on the sampling methods in India. The paper outlined three 
methods: the sample plot method for regular even-aged forests; 
the linear or "tree increment" plot method for iiTegular 
uneven-aged forests; and the partial enumeration of standing 
crop in large forest tracts. Papers by Mr. Champion and Mr. 
Kakazai on the precision of the standard Indian sample plot 
method were attached to Mr. Nair's paper. 

He drew attention to the statement at ,the foot of page 71 

that the &trips in the Madras region varied in area from 20 to 
70 acres and asked Mr. Osborne what was the nonnal area tor 
plots in the United States. 

Mr. J. G. OSBORNE replied that the sample plots in the 
United States were usually one-fifth of an acre in area. 

The CHAIR:VIAN said that Mr. Nair had recommended that 
the sample plots in India should also have a fixed uniform 
area. 

He further asked Mr. Osborne whether any errors had ever 
been noticed as a result of personal differences in the tech
niques used by the individuals making the ground ;,urvey. 

\Vith regard to the relative advantages of systematic sampl· 
ns opposed to random sampling mentioned in J'.lr. Nair's 

paper. he did not personally think that there wa» any essential 
conflict between the two methods. Indeed. they might even 
be combined. 

1 See page 13 of these proceedings. 

Referring to page ll of Mr. llvessalo's paper, he agreed that 
the concentrated and continuous survey methods might be 
combined and suggested that a thin sample might be taken 
each year in order to provide a type of control chart such as 
those used in industry. In that way a great deal of information 
might be obtained at a low cost. 

Lord ROili!IOSON said that after the ·war-devastation of forests 
in the United Kingdom it had become a matter of great ur
gency to have full details of the state of the woodland,;. A 
complete census or survey of all woodlands of over five acres 
had been initiated in order to determine the areas needing 
regeneration. lt was also important to know the rate of growth 
in British forests, so that cutting could be brought below 
growth and the reserves of standing timber gradually rebuilt. 
Accordingly, random circular sample plots were bemg used to 
determme the rate of growth. The cost of the survey, seven
pence per acre, was very high but the circumstances were 
desperate. It was hoped that such a complete survey would 
make it possible to check the efficiency of the various sampling 
methods used. 

Mr. Jhessalo had said that allowances were made for 
climatic variations in interpreting various surveys in 1-'inland. 
He would like to know how those variations could be cal
culated, in view of the other complications affecting growth 
that might arise. 

Secondly, in his experience, ocular estimates were ol.ten 
mi>leading. He asked what the degree of accuracy was in 
Finland as compared with other systems, and how field workers 
were trained to make satisfactory ocular estimates. 

Mr. lLVESSAL.O said, in answer to the Chairman, that every 
effort was made to keep survey work uniform. Survey groups 
were provided with printed instructions and there were 
supervisors to check the work done in the field. 
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In answer to Lord Robinson's two points, he said that Fin
land possessed increment records going back some fifty years 
and on the basis of that long experience it was possible to ob
serve and interpret climatic variations. 'With regard to ocular 
estimates, the average results had been checked by sample 
plots and it had been found that the margin of error was 
small. 

Mr. H. A. lVlEYER said that it was important that there 
should be comparable data for permanent sample plots. lVIr. 
Osborne had said that little importance was attached to pos
sible errors in the United States volume tables. It seemed to 
him desirable, however, that unified volume tables should be 
available. He was anxious to know whether any attempt had 
been made to set up a series of unified, gradually differing 
volume tables in units of cubic feet or cubic metres. The use 
of such tables would make it possible to compare data from 
different countries. Only relative accuracy would be needed. 
Mr. J. G. OslloRxE said that the United States services were in 
fact checking the volume tables used and reducing the errors 
as far as possible. He had meant to indicate only that possible 
errors were not taken into account in estimating the sampling 
error. He agreed that it was important to have comparable 
tables. In the United States a series of form-class tables was 
used, not tables based simply on height and diameter as in 
some other countries. 

'With regard to the question by the Chairman, he said that 
measurement bias was relatively non-existent. All results were 
checked by field supervisors and there were also permanently 
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relocatable sample plots which were re-examined and re
tallied. United States field stations were planning to usc wn
trol charts to determine the accuracy of surveys. vVhen errors 
were discovered, special effort would be made to eliminate 
them in the future. The only source of bias encountered was 
in the drain phase of the survey. There, the field >lations 
were entirely dependent on the reporters, in other words, the 
industrial users and landowners. That was the weakest stage 
in the survey process and an effort was being made to eliminate 
it and obtain the entire information from sample plots. 

Mr. lLvESSALO said that in Finland the volume table results 
were frequently checked and were found to have worked 
well. He wondered, in connexion with Mr. Osborne's paper, 
whether it was enough to append the standard error to the 
sample only once. In the North European countries, the stan
dard error was taken at least twice. 

Mr. J. G. OsBOR.i'!E said that in the practice of the United 
States Forest Service the statement of error as a single standard 
error was simply a matter of policy and was therefore stated 
conventionally as such. 

Mr. HARRISON replied to Mr. Meyer's query regarding com
parable volume tables for international comparisons. During 
the previous year, FAO had completed its first preliminary 
survey of the world's forest resources. The statistics received 
had varied in standard but had in most cases been satisfactory, 
the weakest being those for volume. The problem ot the non
comparability of volume statistics had subsequently been faced 
by the European Forestry and Fores-t Products Commission 
and it would probably make a further investigation. There 
were the widest variations of practice to contend with as well 
as the variations in the volume tables, but the question had 
been recognized and steps were being taken to remedy the 
situation. 

Mr. SPtiRR said that he had been working on the theory of 
volume tables for some years. He hoped to publish samples of 
new ~tandardized volume tables which would be more accurate 
than the tables currently in use in the United States. It had 
been discovered that the differences in existing tables were 
due more to technique than to variations in trees, and he felt 
that much progress had been made in improving volume 
computation methods, at leas.t with respect to northern trees. 

Mr. VELANDER recalled that, in summarizing Mr. Matern's 
paper, he had omitted the paragraph dealing with volume 
tables. Use was currently being made in Sweden of volume 
tables expressing the volume as a function of diameter, height, 
crown height and, in the case of certain species, bark thickness 
at breast height. The tables had been worked out as result of 
a regression analysis carried out on trees fclhcd and measured 
in sections on the experimental plots of the Forest Research 
Institute of Sweden. 

The CHAIRivtAN said that the regression method had been 
used in India and non-linear regression methods had been 
found to be useful. 

Mr. h..VESSALO said that form-class table~ were used in Fin
land, form being based on the relationship between d.b.h. and 
diameter at six metres height. 

Mr. H. A. MEYER said that it was encouraging to know that 
differences in technique accounted for more variation than 
differences in species. Future tables would be able to combine 
many species and only a fairly simple series would be needed. 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the paper on "Forest In· 
ventory Methods in the Chaco Park", by Mr. J. ]. L Fes-tencs>i 
of Argentina. This paper had been received too late to be 
reproduced. 

Mr. SEELY summarized his paper on "Technical Develop
ment in Air Surve)'s and Interpretation of Forestry Data 
Therefrom". 

He introduced the subject with a discussion of the reYo
lutionary effect of air photography on the mapping of topo
graphical features and the investigation of natural resources, 
particularly forests. At the same time he stressed the multiple 
use of air photographs and their commercial application. He 
g<tve a brief description of the various classes of air photo
graphy and the compilation of basic maps from photographs. 
He discussed the amount of fine detail available in air photo
graphs and the best manner of making them readily usable 
by foresters and suggested that large-scale photographs of 
sample points would be of advantage in interpreting the 
general coverage in greater detail. The paper included infor
mation and advice on the making of forest maps from air 
photographs, and also dealt with special forest photography, 
still in its infancy, in connexion with quantitative timber 
estimates and qualitative information, particularly the iden
tification of species. 

In introducing his paper entitled "United States Experience 
in the Use of Air Surveys in Forest Inventory", Mr. SPt:RR said 
that, instead of giving a resume of its contents, he proposed 
to emphasize some of the implications of aerial photography 
for forest survey and inventory. In spite of its rather dramatic 
aspects, air mrvey applied principles of photogrammetry 
known for many )'Cars, hut it was not until the present period 
of air consciousness and decreased costs that air survey had 
found widespread application. 

Aerial photographs provided completely unbiased basic 
material from which a system of statistical stratification could 
be evolved. Although the use of aerial photography alone had 
often proved to be surprisingly accurate - in one case, for 
example, a check-up had shown a deviation from accuracy of 
only I 5 per cent - it was idle to contrast the results of aerial 
photography with those of field work. Indeed. the chief virtue 
of air survey lay in its role as an aid to ground survey and 
up to two-thirds of field work could be saved by basing ground 
sampling operations on aerial photographs. 
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In the United States aerial photography was current!}' 
recognized as an essential part of forest surveys. 

Mr. Spurr stressed that photographic processes and mate
rials must be of the highest quality and he reiterated the 
emphasis placed by Mr. Osborne on the need for recent 
photographs if they were to be of any value as a basis lor 
interpretation. 

Indeed, interpretation o£ the photographs, the essential 
process, was primarily ecological, and, since success depended 
chiefly on interpretative skill rather than on map-making or 
engineering knowledge, it was easier to train the biologi-;L or 
ecologist in photogrammetry than vice versa. 

He urged that in the planning of air-ground surveys an 
effort be made not only to fit aerial photography to the field 
survey but the field survey to the aerial photographs. If the 
latter factor were ignored, aerial photographs might proye tn 
be as much of a hindrance as an aid. 
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The CHAIRMAN saw in air surveys a most promising approach 
to the work of sampling with the possible saving ot two-thirds 
in costs, and in an analogous field, that of land utilization, he 
estimated that costs might be reduced by as much as three
quarters. 

Mr. CROMER stated that in Australia it was felt that normal 
lens stereoscopic apparatus, in addition to inducing eye· 
strain, had not kept pace with the needs of photographic 
interpretation. He described an improved stereoscope deve
loped by a group of workers in Tasmania. Noting the reference 
in Mr. Seely's paper to the superiority of glossy over semi-matt 
prints, Mr. Cromer wondered whether aluminium foil had 
ever been tried for contact prints. 

Mr. SEELY did not know of aluminium foil having been so 
used. There was some investigation of the possibility of using 
transparencies, including vinylite, but so far, in actual prac
tice, the glossy prim provided the greatest detaiL 

Mr. DE GRYSE spoke of the importance of aerial photo
graphs in surveys of insect damage, since the repeated ground 
~urveys that that problem required were so expensive. How
ever, unless vegetation in a given area was completely dead, 
black and white photographs had little value since they did 
not show well enough the varied degrees of intem;ity of infcst:J.
tion. In that connexion, he had recently examined some colour 
photographs made by the United States Navy and he felt that 
aerial colour photography might prove to be very valuable 
for that purpose. 

The CHAIRMAN regretted the absence of Mr. Thomson, who 
had prepared a paper on "Technical Developments in Air 
Survey and the Interpretation of Forestry Data Therefrom -
New Zealand Experience". 

Lord RoBINSON called attention to the role of aerial photo
graphy in a survey of British Commonwealth forest reserves 
that was scheduled for completion in December 1957. The 
resolution concerning that survey, adopted by British Com
monwealth foresters two years. previously, specifically men
tioned aerial photography along with other new techniques. 

Mr. HARRISON referred to the Third World Forestry Con
gress in Helsinki where a resolution concerning air survey had 
been adopted. As he recalled the terms of the resolution, the 
Congress had felt that, while the use of air survey would vary 
from country to country, all countries should re-examine 
their position to make certain that they were obtaining the 
maximum benefit from that new method. In Scandinavia, an 
area where strip survey had long been established, he believed 
that the resolution was being implemented. 

Mr. STORIE, who said that his specialty was soils rather than 
forestry, remarked that air survey could provide information 
in fields closely related to forestry. For example, an air forest 
survey in California had yielded much valuable data on the 
soil. Air survey could be valuable in determining salinity and 
alkalinity of soils as well as other factors affecting soil pro
ductivity. 
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Mr. ILVESSAI.o remarked that the soil was not forgotten in 
the course of forest surveys in Finland. Pits were usually dug 
and much soil information was thus gathered. 

Mr. J. G. OsBORNE recalled that, in the course of air surveys 
of forests in the Rocky Mountain area of the United States, 
there had been much discussion of soil and water analysis on 
the basis of aerial photographs and he wondered to what 
extent such photographs would be helpful in soil analysis. 

Mr. STORIE reported that aerial photographs had made it 
possible to determine the shallowness of soils. 

Mr. CoROTHIE pointed out some special conditions obtaining 
in the tropical forests of South America and wondered how 
effective aerial photography would be in making qualitative 
analysis in areas where species were as varied and closely 
situated as they were in South America. 

Mr. SEELY felt that, in addition to the other advantages to 
be derived from an air survey of tropical forests, some system 
for special application to the distinctive features o( species 
in the tropics could be worked out. 

Mr. HARRISON called attention to the interest 'FAO had in 
the problem. The limited amount of experimental work that 
had recently been done was most encouraging. He invited 
Mr. Corothie to consult him for details. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the current discussion showed 
the value of international scientific conferences. 

Mr. SP!JRR referred Mr. Corothie to the work of Professor 
Colwell, of the University of California, and of others on 
tropical forest surveys. He recalled that he had him&eH seen 
some aerial photographs of Venezuelan forests and was much 
impressed with the possibilities, but he emphasized again 
the importance of having a trained ecologist interpret such 
material. 

Mr. CROMER summed up the results of Australian experience 
with aerial photography of jungle areas in the Solomons and 
other tropical islands during the war. Experience had shown 
that, while such things as accessibility, density and tall and 
short jungle could be determined from the photographs, 
species identification in jungle was virtually impossible, al
though there had been some success in identifying species 
in other associations. 

Mr. CoROTHIE stated that his enquiry had been prompted 
by the fact that the Government of Venezuela was consider
ing an air survey of its forests with the use of helicopters. 
He still wondered how practicable this would be in view of 
the tropical conditions and physical difficulties ol the coun
try. Perhaps, after all, that immense task would have to be 
begun with ground survey techniques. 

Mr. HARRISON was of the opinion that, if a complete 
ecological survey had to be made, an air survey would offer 
enormous assistance in dividing up the area to be surveyed, 
in other words, in providing a systematic stratification. 
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Forest Fire Control 
A. A. BROWN 

ABSTRACT 

The author points out the relation of the importance of adequate protection of the forest from fire to the estab
lishment of a successful programme of conservation, and describes briefly the over-all principles and the scientific meth· 
ods and techniques that have been developed in the U.S.A. in dealing with the problems of controlling forest fires 
and forest fire losses. The chief principles he describes are: analysis of the fire problem as it exists on a forest area; 
then the development of a systematic plan for application of measures and of providing equipment and facilities to 
deal with the problem effectively. In this process, the development of a system for detecting forest fires promptly, 
either by fixed lookouts or by use of airplanes, the development of adequate communication and transportation 
systems in the area, the selection and use of proper equipment, and the recruiting and training of men to create an ef· 
ficient fire organi:tation are each dealt with briefly and reference is made to recent developments. The use of airplanes 
and the future possibilities of helicopters and other forms of new equipment, which are currently being tested by the 
U.S. Forest Service, are also discussed. 

Detailed references to the various developments and activities mentioned in the paper are separately listed and 
can be supplied by the author or by the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, on request. 

There is a famous old recipe for rabbit stew that starts of! 
with, "first catch your rabbit". Protection of the forest has that 
kind of relation to any conservation programme. Adequate pro
tection of the forest must first be established before advanced 
measures for wise management and utilization have meaning. 
To accomplish it, more than one destructive agency must usual
ly be dealt with. But fire is the most universal and most imme
diately destructive of all. 

In the United States of America our foresters had to begin 
as fire fighters and fire has continued to challenge them for the 
past fony years. In some of our western states foresters have 
often contended that control of destructive fires is 90 per cent 
of the problem of keeping our forests productive, and it has 
engaged much of the time and attention of the leaders of the 
Forest Service. From this effort has come a great deal of develop
ment and much progress. Even so, we recognize that much re
mains to be accomplished. 

Most of our problems of controlling damage by fire are not 
at all distinctive to North America but are problems common, 
in varying degrees, to all countries interested in maintaining 
their natural resources. In recognition of this community of 
interest, and in the hope that experience and results here may 
be helpful to other interested countries and land management 
agencies, I shall endeavour to outline some of the common 
principles of developing an effective fire control programme as 
they have become established from experience in the United 
States of America, and to describe briefly the modern technics 
that are being applied. 

ANALYSIS OF THE FIRE PROBLEM 

The first requirement in setting up an effective programme 
of protection against fire is an analysis of the existing situation. 
In making such an analysis it is necessary to determine the pre
valence and magnitude of fire damage and to determine exactly 
how it occurs. Only after this has been done is it possible to set 
up a well balanced programme for remedial action. Information 
sought in the analysis usually includes: 

(1) Value and importance of wild land resources in need of 
protection from fire. 

(2) Magnitude of fire damage and its nature and severity 
under various circumstances. 

(3) Number and distribution of fires, both geographically 
and by season of the year. 

(4) Causes of fires and classes of people responsible. 
(5) Forest fuels in which fires burn and the relative inflam

mability of forest cover, both by forest types and by various 
conditions within these types. 

(6) Seasonal and climatic relationships. 
(7) Interrelationships between fire damage and other deve

lopments and trends in the country. 

When accurate information of this kind is available, plans 
for an effective fire control programme can be formulated. Such 
a programme usually consists of three parts: "prevention," "pre
suppression," and "suppression." 

More specifically: 
A. Prevention of fires or prevention of damage through 

measures taken in advance to keep fires from starting or 
spreading. 

B. Development of a fire control organization and of the 
necessary facilities and equipment to enable prompt action on 
fires that do start. 

C. Fire-fighting methods and techniques in control of fires. 

PREVENTION OF HRES 

Usually fires reflect the activities of people in the locality. 
Consequently, the problem of preventing all fires caused by man 
involves all of the problems of governing people wisely for the 
public benefit. 

In our thinking here we have given a special meaning to two 
terms that help to define the prevention problem of an area. 
These are forest fire "hazard" and forest fire "risk." 

By "fire hazard" we refer to both the inflammability of forest 
fuels and the difficulty of controlling a fire burning in them. 
It represents the degree of threat from fire after a fire is started. 
It is usually measured by classifying the kind, amount, and con
dition of fuels present. 

By "fire risk" we refer to the degree of exposure to sources of 
fire. It represents the relative probability of fires starting, and 
is measured by the number of fires to be expected per unit of 
area per year or other period. 
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These terms are mentioned because they are useful in deve
loping the fire prevention programme. If both fire risk and fire 
hazard are very low, there is little or no fire problem. Similarly, 
if either is absent there is no fire-fighting to do. On the other 
hand if either or both are high, the task becomes difficult. Pre
vention of fires concerns itself with both these factors, and three 
kinds of measures are used. The emphasis given to each should 
vary according to the nature of the problem. These three 
methods of approach may be listed as follows: 

(1) Public education. 
(2) Regulation of use of the forest, and of fire. 
(3) Measures to control fire hazards. 
(!) Education of the public to recognize and appreciate the 

damage done by forest fires is very important. In a democratic 
country, forest fire laws and regulations succeed in their pur
pose only if recognized as desirable and supported by a majority 
of the people. Education of the public, too, in what to do to 
avoid starting fires can greatly reduce the number of fires started 
by visitors and travelers in the forests. This kind of educational 
work has been given a great deal of emphasis by the U.S. Forest 
Service and other fire control agencies over a period of years. 
At present is has the sponsorship of the National Association 
of Advertisers and has gained both in coverage and in the suc
cess of its appeal through expert assistance. l shall not go into 
the details of this programme, but sample materials can be 
supplied to interested individuals. 

(2) Educating the people on the undesirability of uncon
trolled fires is not a complete solution in itself. Always there are 
a few individuals who hope to benefit by burning land not their 
own or who customarily use fire for various other purposes, but 
find it inconvenient to take the necessary precautions to guard 
against escaping fire. Some persons set fires for malicious 
reasons. Many are careless. Certain laws and regulations are 
essential to prevent these small minorities from doing great 
public damage. Where individuals have need to use fire on 
their own lands regulations should be designed to permit such 
use but to so regulate it that it will not endanger adjoining 
forest property. Sound legislation that will provide wise enforce
ment of fire regulations is an exacting programme in itself that 
deserves the best efforts of conservationists in every country. 

(3) The third important method in preventing fires or in 
lessening their severity consists of measures to reduce or elimi
nate fire hazards. In this country these have mostly been con
fined to regulations in timber sale permits which provide for 
eliminating a prescribed proportion of debris left after logging 
operations on timber land. At one time it was common to re· 
quire that all branches and deadwood in timber cutting areas 
be piled and burned. In later years such provisions have been 
modified a great deal and where the resulting extra fire hazard 
will reduce naturally in a period of six years or less, it is now 
common to require burning only along roads and other areas 
of high fire risk. The extra fire hazard is then offset by intensi
fying the protection of the area for a corresponding period of 
years. The best solution de,pends upon the effects of a particular 
method on the remaining stand of timber, as well as on the 
danger of fire. Where some use of fire is desirable in regenerat· 
ing the stand the disposal of debris by burning can be used 
much more freely than where fire is entirely destructive. 

On certain of our pine lands along the Gulf of Mexico, where 
the soil is composed of sand, our most desirable pine timber 
species have maintained their place against competition because 
of frequent fires even under natural conditions of the past. 
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Under complete protection inflammable ground fuels accumu
late and less desirable species come in. We are finding that 
some use of fire in these areas is desirable both to avoid excessive 
fire hazards and to aid the regeneration and maintenance of a 
valuable stand of pine. In such instances, fire must be carefully 
controlled and used only under the right conditions in order 
to avoid undue damage. 

Throughout our earlier history, destructive fires have tended 
to follow the exploitation of the forest. Insufficient public edu
cation and lack of proper regulatory laws had a part in creating 
these situations. However, an even more important factor was 
the unutilized dead and down material which was left in the 
woods from logging operations in virgin stands. Great areas 
were created on which there was a heavy, unbroken cover of dry 
forest fuel in which it was very difficult to control a fire. Good 
utilization of the timber cut and good forest practice can go a 
long way in reducing the forest fire hazard. Where a consider
able volume of dangerous fuel is inevitable and it is not desir
able to dispose of it by burning, various systems of breaking up 
the hazard areas into small blocks with green areas or barriers 
left between them have been worked out. 

In much of our forest country in the Northwest, a single fire 
burning through timber kills all of the timber but consumes 
very little of the wood on the ground. After the fire a much more 
serious fire hazard exists than before. Forest managers are still 
struggling with this problem, since in many cases serious fuel 
hazards may persist for as long as seventy years if nothing is 
done to alleviate them. Standing dead trees known as "snags" 
in old burns in our Douglas fir region make control of fires 
particularly difficult and it has been found necessary to fell them 
as a fire protective measure before any new planting is under
taken. The motorized chain-saw now makes such operations 
feasible. Even in areas where standing dead trees do not persist, 
the presence of an excessive amount of dead material on the 
ground adds to the cost of fire protection and increases the fire 
loss to such an extent that clean-up of many areas of this kind 
by use of fire is now being considered, but has not yet been 
undertaken on a large scale. Technics for using fire safely to 
reduce forest fuel hazards have had careful study, both in burn
ing debris left from logging and in eliminating inflammable 
ground cover in pine stands in the South. Further information 
on these techniques is available if desired. 

As the utilization o£ all forest material improves, the solution 
of the problem of extreme fire hazards of this kind becomes 
much easier. I believe this is well borne out by the absence of 
large fires in the well-managed and closely utilized forests of 
much of Europe. In other words, destructive exploitation of 
forests creates serious problems of protection from fire and its 
avoidance is a valuable fire prevention measure. 

DEVELOPJ!'<G THE FIRE ORGANIZATIO!'< 

It is never possible to prevent all fires under all conditions. 
For that reason, it is essential that a fire control organization 
and the proper facilities to permit it to function be developed 
for every wild land area. The requirements for an efficient or
ganization arc quite exacting since it must be prepared to mn
trol a fire promptly at any time and on any part of the area for 
which it is responsible. A few men with simple equipment can 
control a forest fire when it is still small. But an hour's delay may 
so increase its size and momentum that the efforts of fifty men 
are futile. So prompt action is the essence of successful forest fire 
control. This old and simple principle is just as important in 
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forest fire fighting as in industrial and municipal fire fighting. 
But fast action is much harder to attain in forest areas. Distances 
are greater and accessibility is normally much poorer. To get 
reasonably fast action on fires in any part of the protected area 
from the moment a fire starts, systematic planning of the forest 
fire organization becomes necessary. 

Planning must concern itself with many things. Special forest 
facilities are essential as well as the employment and training of 
fire fighters. Communication and transportation throughout the 
forest area must be provided in some form and will determine 
many of the limitations in getting action on fires. In order to 
reduce the time required to get action on forest fires, perform
ance has been broken down into the essential steps that are 
normally involved in fire control and separate attention is given 
to each. 

Detection of Fires 

The first essential in developing a fire control organization is 
to provide a dependable means of discovering fires quickly after 
they start. In much of our forest country the principal depend
ence in the past has been the establishment of a system of fire 
look-outs. Systematic development of a network of fire look
outs, giving maximum "coverage" of territory with the mini
mum number of look-out points, has been the subject of special 
studies and technics have been very well worked out. The de
sign of glass look-out observatories for locations selected as 
look-outs has also gone through considerable evolution and 
modern structures serve their purpose very efficiently. A plan
ned system of fixed look-outs developed in this way is particu
larly valuable where lightning fires are frequent in inaccessible 
areas. They are most valuable where both fire hazards and risks 
are high and where fast control action is essential. At best it is 
impossible to design a system of fixed fire look-outs in rugged 
terrain from which all of the protected territory will be visible 
to one or more look-outs without incurring excessive costs. Con
sequently, it is always necessary to stop short of a completely 
dependable detection system. 

In recent years, increasing use is being made of airplanes to 
supplement fire detection from fixed look-outs, and in some 
areas even to replace stationary look-outs. It has been found 
that successful and thorough detection of fires from an aircraft 
is possible. But careful planning is necessary and trained ob
servers are required. The visibility of small smokes under vari
ous atmospheric conditions must be taken into account. The 
position of tlte sun and the topographic location are also im
portant. With a knowledge of these relationships, it is possible 
to plan aerial patrols over a forest area which will give depend
able detection under many circumstances. Aerial patrol is par
ticularly valuable where the liability from fires is intermittent 
and it is possible to isolate the times and places where fires may 
be expected. This is true of some of our mountain country where 
the chief risk from fire is from lightning. Because of the flexi
bility of aerial detection, it is possible to concentrate on the 
areas in which lightning is known to strike, for periods imme
diately following a lightning storm. Aerial patrol is also valuable 
in forest country where chief dependence is placed on local 
residents to discover and report fires. The plane can function 
to confirm reports and to supplement such services whenever 
fire danger is high. 

In forest country which is well populated, it is possible, too, 
to develop an efficient system of detection and reporting of fires 
through the people who live or work in the area. To accomplish 

this, advance training and co-operative arrangements are neces
sary and communication must be provided. Even where help 
from local residents cannot be fully effective, their participation 
is highly desirable and can be most helpful in promoting the 
prevention of fires. 

Through a system of fixed look-outs, it is possible to discover 
and report the correct location of fires within fifteen minutes 
of their ignition during daylight hours. By the use of planes 
this period is usually somewhat extended, since the expense of 
operation usually does not permit nearby observation of any 
one area at such frequent intervals. Detection by local co-opera
tors and residents is often very prompt because they are close 
to the point where the fire starts. Delays here are most likely 
to result from inadequate communication, but may result, too, 
from absence of an observer at a critical time. At best some 
supplemental provision is usually desirable to increase the cer
tainty that no unreasonable delay will occur. 

Reporting Fires 

The mere discovery of a forest fire has no significance unless 
the fire and its location can be reported promptly to someone 
prepared to take action to control it. This makes a system of 
adequate communication an indispensable part of any detection 
system. 

The design of communication systems to serve this function 
effectively and to unify the fire organization has also been given 
systematic study. Principal dependence in the past has been on 
telephone lines for both administration and protection of the 
forests. Traditionally, the single-strand grounded telephone line 
has characterized our undeveloped forest country because it is 
least expensive. For a long period of time it served as the 
nervous system for our protection organization. In time many 
of these telephone lines have been replaced by the more costly 
but more dependable two-wire metallic circuits. The develop
ment of effective telephone line systems to serve the protection 
organization has been described, and the technics of such plan
ning can also be made available to interested persons. 

More recently. radios have become more and more depend
able and are now replacing many telephone lines which were 
needed only for fire purposes. Our national Forest Service has 
pioneered in the development of radios suitable for fire control 
activities, through a radio laboratory developed for the pur
pose. At first, radios served only to supplement the telephone 
system and served a critical need in actual fire fighting, par
ticularly on fires remote from other communication. Gradually 
they are replacing our mountain phone lines for all forms of 
communication service. 

Recently FM (Frequency Modulation) equipment has been 
accepted as the standard for future use in place of AM (Ampli
tude Modulation) equipment formerly used. The development 
of radio equipment and its adaptation to fire control work is 
a story in itself which I shall not attempt to tell here. Much 
data are available, however, to those particularly inerested in 
this field. · 

If communication facilities are available in a protection area 
so that prompt report of a fire can be transmitted, the develop
ment of an effective fire organization can proceed. Dependable 
provisions for quickly receiving and acting on reports of fires 
are essential characteristics of such an organization. A respons
ible forest officer must be available at such points to transform 
these reports into action. Where fires are frequent and fire 
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hazards are high, especially trained dispatchers at these com
munication centres are necessary. These men must know at all 
times what man-power and equipment are available and where 
they are located. It is their responsibility to use available re
·;ources to the utmost advantage to get prompt control of each 
iire reported. Usually the dispatcher is fully responsible only for 
the first action. His superior officer immediately goes to the fire 
and directs further action after observing conditions on the 
:;round. 

Transportation 

To make quick action possible, either rapid means of trans
portation must be provided, or a considerable number of men 
must be distributed at strategic points throughout the protected 
area. The means of travel and the routes of transportation be
come highly important factors in reducing the time of initial 
attack on fires. 

Traditionally, much of our forest country has been accessible 
only by trail, and much travelling on foot or by horse, over 
trails, is still necessary. In order to get action soon enough in 
our mountain country where fires were prevalent, but roads 
were absent, it was necessary to place a considerable number 
of men throughout the areas. Much of our earlier forest road 
>ystem was designed for the purpose of enabling fewer men to 
get to more fires within acceptable limits of time. The continued 
development of forest roads has contributed very markedly to 
the progress made in holding down fire losses. However, much 
roadless area remains and we have several blocks of I million 
acres, or more, in our national forest system which can be 
reached only by trail. 

\Vherever the fire problem is serious, the maintenance of an 
adequate force of fire fighters for such areas has been a con
siderable burden. Since 1939, a rather dramatic solution of this 
problem of fighting fires in such areas has been worked out 
through the organization of a trained force of parachute fire 
fighters. These fire fighters control fires with conventional tools 
and by the usual methods, but are transported and dropped to 
the scene of the fire from an airplane. Equipment and supplies 
are also delivered by parachute. This method has attracted much 
attention and has required a great deal of intensive develop
ment and training to make it function safely and dependably. 
This has been accomplished. The advantages of using parachute 
fire fighters are, first, more speed and dependability in getting 
fire-fighting forces to the point where they are needed, and, 
secondly, more flexibility in using small crews of trained men 
instead of depending only upon the men who are nearest to· 
the location of the fire. 

Control of fires by parachute fire fighters has been slightly 
more costly than by previous methods by ground forces main
tained throughout the forest. However, this has been more than 
offset by surer control of fires in their early stages, and with a 
<·onsequent saving in the cost and losses from a reduced num
ber of large fires. 

There is one handicap in using parachute fire fighters effi
ciently. After they extinguish a fire, there is often much time 
lost in getting them back to their base ready for the next fire. 
Because of the absence of nearby roads, foot travel and pack
horses must be resorted to in getting them out to a road or 
landing field. When many fires occur in a short period, this 
delay becomes serious and greatly increases the number of sud1 
men temporarily needed. Tests are now being made to deter-
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mine whether this problem may be solved by the use of heli
copters. The helicopters now available still lack ability to 
operate at high elevations or to carry adequate loads. However, 
this type of aircraft offers so many advantages over the con
ventional airplane for operations in rugged country that all our 
fire control men are following its further development with 
much interest, in the belief that it is the fire fighting aircraft 
of the future. It has already demonstrated very marked advan
tages in fire fighting operations on a big fire which will be men
tioned later. 

The use of aerial methods may overcome many of the forest 
fire fighting problems typical of undeveloped forest areas with
out awaiting the development of improved transportation 
systems on the ground. If so, recent experience in the use of 
aerial facilities in this country can prove valuable to countries 
which have only recently adopted an active programme for 
control of fires on their wild lands. However, I should like to 
give a word of caution at this point. The use of aircraft is 
assuming increasing importance in fire control work, and I am 
sure it will continue. But so far it functions as a supplement 
rather than as the primary protection system. 'Well organized 
and trained ground forces continue to be the backbone of an 
efficient fire control organization in the more accessible areas. 

Another factor is the high cost of aerial operations. So far 
we find such operations profitable only under certain conditions 
in roadless country or in fire emergencies. \Ve expect that the 
use will be expanded, particularly as the helicopter becomes 
perfected and is available at a lower cost. In the meantime, we 
expect that our principal dependence will continue to be the 
use of well trained and organized ground forces, supplemented 
by modern equipment. 

Fire Equipment 

Forest fire fighting always requires some kind of equipment 
to make the efforts of man effective. Over the years, specialized 
hand tools have gradually evolved which are particularly suited 
to the ground cover and terrain in our various forest types. 
Such tools are described and listed in the fire equipment hand
book developed by the Forest Service. Hand tools must con
tinue to play an important part in fire fighting in all forest 
regions of the United States of America. However, mechanized 
equipment has gradually become more important as our forests 
have become more accessible and as technological advances have 
improved such equipment for forest fire use. I shall not attempt 
to describe in detail the many kinds of equipment now used 
in forest fire control. It will suffice to mention the general 
classes of equipment that are of most importance. 

Water-using equipment has had a long history of develop
ment among fire-fighting agencies of this country, but it has not 
been possible to use it universally in many regions. Increased 
accessibility and the practicability of transporting pumps and 
other water-using equipment by air and delivering them by 
parachute to remote places have greatly increased the ability 
to apply water to a high proportion of our forest fires. This 
equipment ranges from small back-pack cans with a simple 
pump to large tank trucks equipped with fog nozzles and 
various types of hose to a standard comparable to municipal 
fire equipment. The use of proper nozzles for the conditions 
peculiar to forest fire fighting and experimentation with che
micals and wetting agents to improve the extinguishing action 
of water give promise of further improving efficiency. A report 
has been completed recently on the results of study of hose 
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nozzles. Investigations are in progress on the value of "surface 
active" or wetting agents. 

Transportation equipments has always been important and 
is a special problem in forest country because of rugged terrain 
and lack of roads. In inaccesible areas chief dependence was 
placed on pack mules and horses and many of those animals 
are still used. However, the availability nearly everywhere of 
airplanes to transport and deliver fire equipment and supplies 
by parachute has greatly reduced this dependence, and if heli
copters can be used generally in the future the pack mule may 
no longer be needed. 

There has been considerable evolution, too, in recent years 
in the developmem of wheeled equipment such as the "four
wheel drive" and other types of motorized equipment which 
are more suitable for hauling loads on steep and narrow roads. 

The developments in radio equipment have already been 
mentioned. 

The next class of equipment most important to forest fire 
control is mechanized equipment suitable for constructing 
cleared fire control lines around the perimeter of fires. Specially 
constructed plows have long been used. In our southern pine 
country, ploughs drawn by a small tractor which can be hauled 
on a truck have become the chief dependence. The so-called 
bulldozer tractor with a blade in front has been playing an in
creasing pan in the construction of fire control lines in heavy 
brush cover in California and in other places where there is 
heavy logging debris following timber-cutting operations. 

We still lack light machines to substitute for hand work in 
areas where heavier equipment cannot be employed. Efforts 
are now being devoted to the development of light fire line 
builders which can be used almost everywhere that men can 
travel on foot. Models of two machines designed for this pur
pose are now ready for testing. 

A long list of miscellaneous items of equipment might be 
cited, since in addition to tools used for actual fire-fighting 
many other facilities are needed to establish camps, to supply 
light at night, to feed fire fighters, and the like. Delivery of hot 
food to the fire line by parachute or by helicopter are the most 
recent developments. 

Search for the very best equipment to meet each requirement 
and improvement of existing equipment is so important to the 
fire control activity that special attention has been given to fire 
equipment development by the Forest Service. An active equip
ment improvement programme is carried on by devoting spe
cial funds and special direction to this purpose. 

Afaintaining a Forest Fire Organization 

The task of recruiting, training and managing an efficient 
forest fire organization is also an essential part of planning and 
setting up a system of fire control. This complex job involves 
all the problems of administrative and personnel management 
that are found in organizing activities for other purposes, either 
under public or private control. This is part of the subject be
ing discussed by Mr S. B. Shaw in the Forest Section Meeting 
on 26 August. However, a few of the special problems of main· 
taining an efficient fire control organization should be stressed. 

The most important is the tendency for danger of fires to 

fluctuate rapidly from day to clay and from one season to the 
next. For that reason, the need for fire fighters also varies great
ly. A second, rather distinctive factor is that the forest fire or-
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ganization must usually be widely disseminated over a large 
area. This makes it impossible to closely centralize authority 
and supervision. A third element is the emergency nature of 
forest fire-f1ghting which requires the organization to be ready 
to act at any time and be prepared to get to the scene of the fire, 
regardless of its location, before it can do excessive damage or 
before it becomes m1controllable. 

The problem of developing an efficient fire organization has 
required the time and attention of forest administrators for 
many years. T'he general pattern, as developed by the U.S. For
est Service, is that of imposing responsibility for fire control on 
the forest officer who has administrative responsibility for the 
forest unit, rather than to organize a separate fire department 
as is clone in cities. This provides the administrative basis for 
the fire organization. In addition, in our more difficult fire 
country, a small quota of skilled fire control men are employed 
year-long to reinforce this base . .For the most part, the regular 
fire organization is then employed for the forest fire season only. 
The forest fire-fighting season itself has been studied with care 
in the process of fire control planning. The normal season is 
well established for each forest region and administrative unit. 
Often it is possible to employ some men for fire activities during 
the fire season and to use them on other forest projects for the 
remainder of the year. \Vherever this can be done it increases 
the quota of experienced men in the fire organization. A further 
step which has been most valuable in some forest regions of the 
United States of America is that of developing an organization 
of local co-operators or wardens among the residents of the 
forest area, and who agree to fight fires or perform other func
tions in fire control work whenever needed. A system of this 
kind can greatly strengthen the regular fire organization and 
has the advantage of more permanence and greater economy 
than some of the other provisions. 

In any case, the maintenance of an effective fire organization 
requires careful recruiting of men and thorough training each 
year to prepare them for the seasonal fire control job. 

Fire control plans for the national forests are based on pro
viding the facilities and men that will be needed to control all 
fires in the average year or in the so-called "average worst" year, 
which represents the average of the more difficult years. In such 
seasons it is expected that the regular organization will control 
70 to 80 per cent of the fires that occur without the employment 
of outside help. For the remainder it is expected that nearby 
sources of labour will usually be sufficient to accomplish control. 
But emergency provisions must always be in readiness to make 
extra help and equipment available in sufficient forces to deal 
with the fire which gets beyond the resources of the local force. 

The need of something better than the opinion of the local 
administrator on the strength of the fire force needed at any 
given time has led to the development of special scales o~ 
measurement methods, which we term "fire danger meters"
They are designed to show how much danger there is from 
fire each day. These are used as a guide by the administrator 
and have proved very valuable in managing the fire control 
organization. The so-called fire danger meter brings together 
into a single rating the variable elements which increase or 
decrease the danger that fires will start and spread. These ele
ments consists of the presence or the absence of human activitie& 
or lightning in the area that may start fires, plus the dryness 
of fuels and the weather conditions at the time. Atmospheric 
humidity, wind velocity, and moisture content of fuels are each 
of special importance in determining this composite index. 
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Fire danger meters following this general pattern have been 
developed for each of our national forest regions. Each differs 
somewhat to fit local conditions and ideas and none of them 
has yet reached a state of scientific precision. Nevertheless, 
they have proved to be very valuable administrative tools and 
are in routine use by the Forest Service and by many of the 
other protection organizations in the United States. Such de
vices have been described in some detail in literature in the 
last ten years and information in respect to them can be fur 
nished if desired. 

The problem of training men in forest fire control and of 
giving them the esprit de corps which is so necessary to an ef. 
fective fighting organization cannot be overstressed. There are 
no special formulae for attaining this other than through good 
training, good leadership, and the example of the forest officer 
who must carry the over-all responsibility. Fair treatment of 
employees, adequate compensation for their services and the 
recruiting of men interested in the forests all play an important 
part. 

FIRE FIGHTING ~IETHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

The best techniques to use in controlling fires under various 
burning conditions and in different forest fuels continue to be 
a dynamic subject. Much has been learned by experience in 
every locality and the best method of controlling small fires is 
well known among our experienced fire fighters. Essentially, 
dependence is placed on robbing the forest fire of fuel. This is 
accomplished by clearing lines to mineral soil at the fire edge, 
{)r by creating fire lines farther back and burning out the inter
vening fueL In flashy fuels where fire spreads rapidly, more 
dependence is placed on indirect methods of creating barriers 
ahead of the fire or of using natural barriers from which to 
back-fire against the spread of the advancing fire front. But in 
general direct methods are used on small fires. 

On fires that reacl1 large size (300 acres or more) the fire
fighting job becomes a problem in organization and manage
ment of men and machines and in large-scale fire strategy. This 
is a most exacting responsibility of the forest officer in charge. 
For successful accomplishment it requires organizing ability, 
experience and training. The principles of organization in
volved have become well recognized. Recently they have been 
given special study in an effort to improve their application. 
A description of this study as carried out in our Californi<• 
region is the most recent contribution to this subject. 

How to control and extinguish fires in different fuels, what 
tools to use, and how to organize men for best accomplishment 
are well described in handbooks developed by fire control men 
in each of our national forest regions. 

The more difficult problems in fighting a large fire arise from 
the impossibility of accurately forecasting the exact behaviour 
<Jf the fire and in the difficulty of maintaining unified control 
and leadership of fire-fighting forces when a large area is in
Yolved in mountain country. Modern developments which show 
most promise of solving these problems are the use of the heli
copter, which permits fast but thorough inspection of the fire 
control operation and of the fire itself at close range from over
head, and the use of small portable radios on the fire line which 
can keep the fire boss in touch with the progress on every part 
of the operation at all times. A further factor on which we 
expect a great deal of progress in the future, and on which 
notable advances already have been made, is the detailed local 
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forecasting of expected changes in the weather which may 
affect the strategy and tactics of the fire-fighting operation. 

KEEPII\G THE FIRE CONTROL AGHVITY IN PROPER BALANCE 

Because of the emergency nature of fire-fighting and the great 
variety of skills and accomplishments required to attain success, 
it is difficult to keep the desirable activities which contribute to 
that success in proper balance. If the fire organization and its 
activities are not in proper balance, it either fails to accom
plish its purpose or else does so at excessive cost. Proper co
ordination is particularly difficult both on forest units having 
extreme fire hazards and in those where the danger of fires 
becomes serious only at infrequent intervals. 

It is necessary always to keep in mind that the control of fires 
is not an end in itself, but is a means to successful conserva
tion and management of wild lands in the public interest. If at 
any time the cost of protection exceeds the benefits to be de
rived, it becomes unsound as a public undertaking until the 
proper balance has been restored. Similarly, a protection system 
which is inadequate to reduce fire losses is only slightly better 
than none. The forester and conservationist are often handi
capped in developing a fire organization adequate to the job 
they are expected to do, because of lack of understanding by 
other groups and interests of the damage being done by fires, 
and of the scope and complexity of the job. This again gives 
point to the necessary part that public education must play in 
protecting forest lands everywhere from fire. 
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Some Modern Aspects of Forest Fire Control • 1n Canada 
H. W. BEALL 

ABSTRACT 

Fire is still a major cause of forest depletion in Canada. Nevertheless substantial progress in the development of 
fire-control methods and equipment has been made during the past fifty years. Until recently most of these advances 
have been chiefly concerned with the engineering aspects of forest-fire protection, but increased attention is now being 
paid to fire-control organization and planning. 

~lost forest protective agencies in Canada provide for the measurement of prevailing fire danger as a basis for plan· 
ning fire-control operations. A method developed by the Dominion Forest Service requires for practical application 
only the daily observation of certain weather elements, the weighing of sample fuels being unnecessary. The reliability 
of this system has been verified in areas where the necessary research has been conducted. 

The Dominion Forest Service has recently developed a system of forest-fire protection standards adapted to the 
widely varying conditions of access and forest values encountered in Canada. Both burned-area and elapsed-time ob· 
jectives are included. 

A detailed fire-control plan has 'been prepared for the Petawawa Forest Experiment Station. Similar planning 
procedures are being developed elsewhere with a view to providing the degree of protection necessary for intensive 
forest management. 

CANADA's F'OREST FIRE PROBLEM 

Fire has long been a major factor of forest depletion in 
Canada. Although the number of fires in relation to forest area 
is not as great as in more densely populated countries, over five 
thousand occur, on the average, each year. This number has 
remained relatively constant during the past three decades-an 
indication that prevention measures have barely kept pace with 
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the growth of population and with the increasing use of the 
forests both for industrial and recreational purposes. 

According to the latest available statistics (1938-1947}, more 
than I million acres of productive forest land are burned an
nually, on the average. Merchantable timber alone on this. 
burnt area-amounting in a normal year to nearly 300 million 
cub. ft.-is equal to half the annual consumption of Canada':; 
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pulp and paper industry. These huge losses occur in sp~te. of 
an estimated yearly expenditure of between 7 and 8 million 
dollars for fire protection on 900,000 square miles of forest land. 
Such facts as these may give some idea of the magnitude of the 
fire problem with which Canadian foresters have to deal. 

PROGRESS IN FIRE CONTROL MEASURES 

The first forest-fire "patrols" in Canada were organized be
tween fifty and sixty years ago. They were completely unspecia
lized, the functions of prevention and detection, and much of 
::he work of suppression, being carried out by one man in each 
district. 

During the past half-century substantial progress has un
questionably been made. Look-out systems, supplemented by 
aircraft, have largely replaced the more primitive detection 
patrols. Telephone and radio provide speedy communication 
over wide areas. Roads and trails are making much of the pre
sently exploitable timberland accessible for the rapid move
ment of suppression forces, while air transport is used in the 
remoter districts by nearly all forest protection services. Hand 
tools are giving way to power pumps, tank trucks, bulldozers 
and other mechanical aids to fire-fighting. The possibilities of 
still newer developments are now being explored. Among these 
may be mentioned the helicopter, fire-retardant chemicals and 
artificially induced precipitation. 

It will be observed that nearly all these advances have been 
chiefly concerned with the introduction of more equipment and 
improvements, and more costly and complicated machinery. 
But if effective use is to be made of such developments, funda
mental changes· in fire-control organization and management 
are also necessary. Increased mechanization demands superior 
skills and higher standards of training on the part of personnel. 
Careful planning of every phase of fire-control operations is 
essential if protection services are to take full advantage of the 
technical developments which science has placed at their dis
posal. In the interests of economy the state of mobilization of 
fire-protection forces must be geared to prevailing conditions 
of fire danger. Only by this means can prompt and effective 
action be assured when potentially serious fire outbreaks occur, 
without incurring the risk of wasteful over-expenditure during 
periods of low hazard. 

Undoubtedly, developments in forest-fire control planning 
in Canada, have, with a few notable exceptions, tended until 
recently to lag behind those in fire-control engineering. It is 
with the planning aspects of forest fire protection that this 
paper is chiefly concerned. 

MEASUREMENT OF FOREST FIRE DANGER 

A basic requirement for intelligent fire-control planning is 
a reliable, objective measure of day-to-day and season-to-season 
changes in forest inflammability and other variable factors of 
fire danger. In addition to its usefulness as an indicator of the 
state of preparedness to be maintained by protection services, 
a fire-danger index provides a basis for regulating public travel 
and for the use of fire on forest lands. Moreover, it permits 
comparisons of the severity of fire seasons, and the effectiveness 
of protection measures, between different regions and different 
years. 

Fire danger is made up principally of "hazard", which refers 
to inflammability and other characteristics of fuels, and "risk", 
which has to do with the prevalence of fire-starting agencies. 
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The hazard factor, which is greatly affected by cumulative 
weather influences, is usually the most variable and the most 
difficult to measure and predict. 

The need for a systematic evaluation of forest fire danger 
has long been recognized. A variety of danger-rating methods 
has been developed and succesfully applied in widely scattered 
countries. Among the outstanding workers in this field, mention 
may be made of Gisborne in the United States, Nesterov in 
Russia, Wallace in Australia, and Wright in Canada. 

Art intensive study of the relationship between weather and 
forest inflammability was begun by Wright at the Petawawa 
Forest Experiment Station of the Dominion Forest Service 
some twenty years ago (9) 1 • His first forest fire hazard tables 
were published in 1933, and in all subsequent developments of 
the Wright system the essential features of these original tables 
have been retained. The latest edition of the tables (3) provides 
for fire-danger measurement in a variety of forest types and 
regions between the Atlantic Coast and the Rocky Mountains. 
It is now the most widely used method of fire-danger measure
ment in Canada. Continuous research is in progress with a 
view to its further improvement and adaptation to regional 
and local conditions. 

The Wright system depends fundamentally on two relation
ships: 

(i) The relation between fire behaviour and the moisture 
content of the "critical" fuels, or materials in which fires usually 
start and spread. 

(ii) The relation between fuel moisture content and the 
weather elements which control it. 

This method differs from that of Gisborne and others in that 
measurement of fuel moisture is required only for research 
purposes. Once the fire-danger tables have been constructed, 
"indicator sticks" and weighing apparatus are not needed for 
practical application; the prevailing degree of fire danger is 
determined by daily observation of the appropriate weather 
elements only. Experience shows that fuel moisture can be esti
mated with a high degree of accuracy by this means (I). 

A further point of difference between the Wright system and 
most others is in the nature of the "control" used in the eva
luation of forest fire danger. By Wright's method, reliance in 
constructing the basic tables is largely placed on the observa· 
tion of small test fires, supplemented by actual fire observation. 
After the system has been in use in a particular region for 
several years, final adjustments may be made on a basis of fire 
experience in the area. At the same time, modification of the 
procedure may be effected, so that, from the standpoint of prac
tical application, it is rendered as simple as possible consistent 
with reliability. 

The accuracy of the system as an indicator of critical fire
danger conditions is illustrated by actual fire experience in two 
National Parks in Mid-Western Canada during a recent eight
year period. "Extreme" danger was indicated on only 5 per cent 
of the days during the average fire season, yet nearly half the 
total number of fires occurred on "extreme" days, and these 
were responsible for more than three-quarters of the whole 
area burned. "High" danger, which occurred on I I per cent of 
the days, resulted in 27 per cent of the fires and 20 per cent of 
the burned area. During the remaining 84 per cent of the fire 
season only about one-quarter of the fires, and 2 per cent of the 
burned area occurred. 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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The Wright system is particularly well suited to the fore
casting of forest-fire danger, since predicted weather values may 
be applied in the tables just as readily as observed values. How
ever, in common with all danger-rating methods, the reliability 
of such forecasts is governed by the availability and accuracy of 
the weather predictions themselves. In recent years the Meteoro
logical Division of the Department of Transport has provided 
a fire-weather forecasting service to forest protective agencies 
in Canada. These forecasts, which normally cover a thirty-six 
hour period, contain all the data necessary for predictions of 
forest fire hazard. 

:\:lost of the forest-fire control agencies in Canada now em
ploy some system of fire-danger measnrement in at least the 
more intensively protected regions. On the whole, satisfactory 
progress has been made in this basic aspect of fire-control 
planning. 

STANDARDS OF AD.EQUATE FIRE PROTECTION 

In the long-term view, the development of fire-control plans 
must be guided by well-defined aims and objectives. For many 
years it was tacitly assumed that the facilities and accomplish
ments of forest-fire protection in Canada were so far short of 
"acceptable" that a detailed specification of ultimate objectives 
was by no means urgently needed. However, the development 
of modern fire-control techniques, together with greatly in
creased expenditnres on fire protection, have rendered the early 
clarification of fire-control standards desirable. During the past 
three years the Dominion Forest Service has been engaged on 
a study of basic standards of adequate forest-fire protection 
suited to the requirements of the various forest regions of 
Canada. A preliminary report on this study is to be prepared 
for publication prior to the date of the present Conference. 

'While it is generally agreed that the best fire-control practice 
will be achieved when combined damage and cost are held to 
a minimum, practical difficulties preclude the specification of 
objectives in those terms. The primary objectives proposed by 
the Dominion ,Forest Service, in common with those adopted 
by the United States Forest Service some years ago, are there
fore expressed in terms of acceptable burned area. When cal
culated as a percentage and classified according to region, land 
use, and forest or other cover type, the area burned on a forest 
unit in a given period of years may be made to serve as a satis
factory index of the effectiveness of fire control on that unit. 
.Moreover, by taking into account both values requiring pro
tection and factors which affect the difficulty of protection, 
burned-area objectives may be determined on a basis compatible 
with the "least loss" theory. 

Owing to the great diversity of forest values and the great 
variation in accessibility of forest lands in Canada, the country 
has been divided into thirteen zones, within which acceptable 
average annual burning rates have been calculated for experi
mental, recreational, productive and non-productive forest 
areas, and for non-forested areas. Twenty-eight productive 
forest types are recognized. Burned-area objectives vary from 
0.02 per cent per year for experimental forests, to 3 per cent 
for non-forested lands in the more remote zones. These values 
are arrived at by means o[ a formula which will permit the 
future :,ubstitution of more precise factual data for certain 
factors concerning which only subjective estimates are at pre
sent available. Moreover, individual factors may be revised to 
conform with future changes in forest values. 

A method has also been developed by which secondary ob
jectives may be calculated in terms of elapsed time for the per
formance of specific fire-control operations in order to meet 
burned-area requirements. This provides for a reduction of 
elapsed-time values proportionate to the existing degree of over
burning. Basically, the method depends on the close relation
ship which has been found to exist in a given forest unit be
tween total burned area and the average size of a very small 
percentage of the largest fires in the total. By means of a simple 
scatter diagram in which, from past fire records, elapsed times 
are plotted over areas for the larger individual fires, elapsed
time objectives designed to hold burned area to the acceptable 
value may be determined for a given region. Since these ob
jectives are applicable to the most severe burning conditions on 
record, they afford a rational basis for planning fire-control 
operations. 

In the development of these objectives, data from widely
dispersed forest areas were employed. The methods seem to be 
sufficiently adaptable for use under the wide range of forest, 
climatic and topographic conditions encountered in Canada. 

FIRE-CO:\ITROL PLANS 

Both burned-area objectives and fire-danger ratings are now 
being incorporated in the planning procedures of forest-fire 
protection services in Canada (7). A recent example of a forest
fire control plan for a specific area is that prepared for the 
Petawawa Forest Experiment Station of the Dominion Forest 
Service (4). The degree of protection required at this station 
is much higher than commercial timber values alone would 
justify, being largely concerned with research investments and 
the knowledge that is expected to accrue therefrom. 

The intention of the Petawawa fire-control plan is to leave as 
little as possible to chance or memory, by committing to paper 
all pertinent information relating to the fire protection service. 
It includes a statement of fire-control policy; burned-area and 
elapsed-time objectives; legislation and agreements which form 
the basis of fire control authority; equipment and facilities re
quired for prevention, detection, communication, transport 
and suppression; the state of preparedness to be maintained at 
each degree of fire-danger; training and duties of each member 
of the protection force; and inspection and reporting proce
dures. The past fire history of the station is summarized by 
means of maps, charts and graphs. Maps showing fuel types, 
areas visible from look-outs, transport routes and travel times 
and fire-fighting facilities are also mcluded. 

The intensity of fire protection specified in this plan is of 
a higher order than would be economically feasible in most of 
Canada's forests today. Nevertheless it may serve in some re
spects as a prototype for future planning operations. The appli
cation of intensive forest management can proceed no faster 
than the planning and development of adequate protection 
measures. 
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Forest Fire Control in Tropical Countries Experience • 1n 
Cambodia1 

P. ALLOUARD 

ABSTRACT 

In tropical countries, the problem of forest fires relates to bush fires which every year ravage immense areas of 
savanna. The fires are lit by man to make pasture land, to hunt, to clear the land, or simply for amusement. It is prob
able that many savannas owe their origin to moving cultivation of areas cleared by fire. The elimination of bush fires 
themselves is a question of authority and discipline. It is facilitated by the establishment of the necessary conditions, 
the opening of roads, the regulation of movement, appropriate propaganda and the methodical development of the sa
vanna. In Cambodia, important results have been obtained by the establishment of a well-organized forest service, the 
concentration of efforts on well-equipped :~:ones, the development of cutting for firewood on the savanna and the 
opening of roads and fire· breaks. Improvement of the methods of fighting bush fires raises a number of problems which 
are outlined. It would also be desirable to co-ordinate international experiments on a small number of units of 10,000 
to 30,000 hectares on which the efforts of the various technical services concerned would be concentrated. 

The author of this paper has been employed for seventeen years in various appointments in the Forest Services of 
Southern French Indo-China, particularly in Cambodia. During the course of his career, he has also travelled for re
search purposes in most of the tropical countries bordering the Indian Ocean and in various countries in Africa. 

THE PROBLEM OF FOREST FIRES IN TROPICAL COUNTRIES 

The menace which must be fought is not a true forest fire, 
such as occurs in coniferous forests in temperate climates. It is 
only a bush fire which burns the grasses of the more or less 
heavily-wooded savannas which cover immense areas in the 
tropical zones; the fires normally spare the trees which in the 
savanna are usually of species which resist such fires. However, 
bush fires are serious inasmuch as they recur practically every 
year and therefore substantially destroy on each occasion the 
biological organization of the soils over which they sweep. In 
tropical climates, marked by violent rains and well-defined but 
relatively short dry seasons, bush fires result in the gradual 
sterilization and deterioration of the soil, making it unfit for 
agricultural production and resulting in a general diminution 
of the plant life it can support. In many cases, there are other 
consequences: intensive erosion, increased washing and proba
bly an effect on the climate. Moreover, the grassy plains which 
are formed are of only limited value as pasture land. 

In most tropical countries a larger part of the annual crops 
are grown after clearing by burning the vegetation. After a few 
years' cropping, the land is generally abandoned and consider
ably impoverished. Frequently the farmer returns to it after a 
more or less prolonged fallow period insufficient to permit the 
reconstitution of a soil equivalent to the original soil. The pro
cess of impoverishing the land continues and results in vege· 
tation of the savanna type where bush fires are subsequently 
a regular feature. 
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As a result the already immense area of savanna in tropical 
countries is increasing year by year. It is probable that most 
tropical savannas owe their origin to the deterioration of soils 
which were at some time cleared by man. 

However, on the other hand, recent experience in a number 
of countries has repeatedly shown that in many cases, if the 
passage of bush fires is stopped for a sufficient length of time, 
varying from 5 to 30 years according to circumstances, forest 
vegetation is re-established and is generally immune thereafter 
from the passage of the annual fire. 

It is to be assumed that the above-mentioned facts which are 
described in many works, are no longer a matter of dispute and 
1 shall not dwell on them at greater length in this paper. 

\Ve shall examine the control of bush fires and its relation
ship to the general developmem of the countries in which it is 
carried out. Particular attention will be paid to what has been 
achieved in this field in Cambodia but the ideas expressed also 
take into account achievements in other tropical countries. 

THE CAUSES OF BUSH FIRES 

Man is almost always the cause, direct or indirect, of bush 
fires. The principal circumstances in whkh such human inter
vention occurs are as follows: 

l. Fires staTted for grazing reasons. Towards the end of the 
dry season in savanna regions, the only vegetation available for 
cattle is withered and difficult to digest. However, at that season, 

1 Original text: French. 
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a savanna swept by bush fire is covered, after a few weeks, with 
tender, fresh shoots which are good food for cattle. It is under
standable therefore that pastoral communities should be 
tempted to set fire to their savannas. 

Nevertheless, there is generally no proper relation between 
the real needs of the cattle and the immense areas which are 
burned every year on this pretext. 

2. Fires started for hunting. Lines of fires are started by the 
natives to drive the game towards the hunters or into traps. 
In other cases, hunters start a fire so that herbivorous game will 
feed on the young shoots which appear after the fire and so 
gather in known places. 

3. Clearing by fire, as described above, causes sparks which 
are carried by the wind and frequently set fire to neighbouring 
savannas. 

4. Various careless actions by persons travelling in savanna 
regions: unextinguished camp fires, movement at night by the 
light of torches, cigarettes, fires lit by persons gathering honey 
etc. Such careless actions occur all the more frequently because 
their authors are generally unaware that what they are doing 
is dangerous. 

5. In many cases, a bush fire is lighted simply to make move
ment easier or to clear the ground (for example: road menders 
responsible for maintaining the sides of roads). It is true that 
it is much easier to move about the savanna on blackened but 
cleared soil than through tall grass. The fact that this ease of 
movement is obtained with the minimum of effort increases 
the temptation. 

6. Bush fires are frequently started by industrial machines, 
railways and steam engines of various sorts. 

7. Sometimes fires are started on the pretext of making the 
land healthier and eliminating fevers. In fact, this has no effect 
on most of the diseases which can be transmitted to man, and 
on malaria in particular, although it probably does have an 
effect on some insects which attack cattle, notably ticks. 

8. It also sometimes happens that fires are started merely 
for amusement or because it is an opportunity to set in motion, 
without any effort, a phenomenon which extends over a wide 
area. 

THE CONTROL OF BUSH FIRES 

The work of controlling bush fires falls into two parts: first, 
the abolition of the practice of clearing land for cultivation by 
fire, which is a cause of the extension of savannas; and second, 
the prevention of bush fires themselves. 

Abolition of the pmctice of clearing land by fire 

This method of cultivation which seems primitive to people 
living in temperate countries is a consequence of the tropical 
climate which, if special precautions are not taken by the 
farmer, generally makes it impossible to grow annual crops 
on the same ground for many years, as the soil becomes im
poverished too rapidly. The farmer only abandons his land be
cause he has to. When he need not do so, one can be certain 
that he will not. This is the case along the banks of rivers or 
in deltas where the soil is fertilized every year by the alluvium 
deposited by river-flooding. It also occurs whenever farmers 
have been able to develop a method of cultivation which ex
hausts the soil less. The most interesting example of this is 
the cultivation of rice on flooded terraces which has made it 
possible for extremely thickly populated regions to develop in 

the Far East. It must also be recognized that, apart from the 
irrigated rice-fields, little is known about methods of annual 
cropping adapted to the permanent utilization of the soil in 
tropical countries, except in special cases (very rich soils). It 
is certain in any case that the use of fertilizers, the making of 
terraces and proper rotation are in themselves considerable 
improvements. Moreover, there are crops which are not annual 

crops of trees or shrubs (fruit trees, industrial crops, coffee. 
palm trees and so on) by means of which the soil can be 
conserved. 

There can be no doubt, however, that the introduction of 
absolutely new methods of cultivation necessitates considerable 
development on the part of farmers. It can only be achieved 
after long and patient education backed by sufficient resources. 
A decision by the authorities seeking to eliminate clearing by 
fire immediately would run the risk either of not being applied 
or of condemning the people who use this method to depri
vation of part of their livelihood. 

The stabilization of cropping is, therefore, a difficult pro
blem which presupposes a profound modification of the man· 
ner of life of the agricultural population. This development 
also raises the problem of the modernization of every aspect of 
the life of such populations. 

As the subject of the present paper is more especially the 
problem of bush fires themselves, I shall not consider this 
question in further detail here. It is nevertheless true that the 
two problems are closely related. 

Elimination of bush fires 

Unlike what has been said regarding clearings, the elimi
nation of bush fires should not in most cases involve serious 
disturbances in the manner of life of the populations. 
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The only case in which some difficulty might arise is that of 
bush fires lighted for grazing purposes. The outright elimi
nation of such fires would force the populations who use them 
to make serious changes in their methods of stockraising. These 
changes are not impossible but have hardly ever been carried 
out by people at the stage of development of those with whom 
we are dealing. However this may be, the populations could. 
without serious loss, limit their bush fires to the areas they 
really require, which would in itself be an immense step for
ward. 

The small elfort which would be required on the part of the 
populations to eliminate bush fires in their territories would 
impose upon them a burden small in proportion to the advan
tages which would result from it. However, this small effort 
would have to be made by populations who are frequently scat
tered over the whole area of the country. The problem is there
fore not so simple as it may seem on a priori grounds. 

In practice, the elimination of bush fires is a question of 
authority or discipline. 

The need for the exercise of authority will decrease as the 
populations more fully realize the usefulness of the work to be 
done and help in it of their own accord. It cannot be doubted 
that results obtained with the support of the population will 
be much more effective and an attempt must be made to create 
a proper psychological atmosphere. However, in almost every 
case, some use of authority will be necessary, at any rate in the 
early stages. 

If the authority or discipline is sufficient and is exercised 
continually for a sufficiently long period of time, the reaffore-
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station of the savannas will be achieved. Cases where results 
have been obtained solely through the good will of the popu
lation are very rare but a fairly large number of cases can be 
mentioned in which very conclusive results have been obtained 
by the use of authority exercised over a certain period of time. 
Generally the results were obtained where the population was 
small and where the authority could make itself felt directly 
without great difficulty, and because the person exercising the 
authority was directly interested in the question of bush fires. 
In almost all these cases, the results did not long survive the 
departure of the person concerned. 

The need for continuity over a period of time is particularly 
important when dealing with bush fires. In fact, when there 
has been no fire for several years, the grasses become increasing
ly dense and thick. They then constitute admirable fuel for 
a raging fire (which is more difficult to halt than an annual 
fire). It is only after some time (three to ten years) that the 
situation begins to change, principally because the young 
shoots of bushes which appear begin to predominate over the 
grasses, and are less easily destroyed by a single fire. In some 
countries, the risk, which persists throug·hout the first years of 
protection, that the work accomplished may be destroyed has 
resulted in the theory of protection b)' prematuTe fires. The 
principle is deliberately to set the savanna on fire before the 
vegetation is completely parched. Only limited damage is 
caused by the fire but a sufficient quantity of dry material is 
burned to prevent a subsequent fire spreading. Savannas pro
tected by this method are rehabilitated much less quickly than 
when fires are completely eliminated, but the results are quite 
good. In the long run it is an expensive method to be employed 
in countries where it is impossible to ensure the maintenance 
of sufficient authority throughout the period required for the 
rehabilitation of the savannas to be protected. 

PREREQUISITES FOR THE !'ROPER ORGAl\:IZATIO~ 

FOR BUSH·FIRE CONTROL 

A first principle, which should not be lost sight of, is that 
work must be limited to areas which can be given effective 
protection. 

On the other hand experience has shown that bush-fire con
trol can be greatly facilitated by a number of measures designed 
to facilitate the work in hand and to create a suitable psycho
logical atmosphere: 

I. Facilitation of the exercise of authority (whether the 
function of a central authority or of a local organization) by 
fJmviding it with means of showing itself on the spot as often 
as possible. This includes the provision of roads to enable the 
various agents of the authority to move about rapidly. A dirt
road system, or inexpensive tracks (they need only be practic
able in the dry season) will be sufficient to permit movement 
l>y car or on a bicycle. The presence of the authorities is in
tended not so much to catch offenders red-handed as to make it 
possible to establish contact in the villages with the population 
which has to be influenced and also to bring about the effective 
use of means of education, propaganda and general progress 
which will lead to a development of the people's attitude to 
bush fires. In practice it has been shown that the policy of being 
on the spot was one of the most important fa(:tors in achieving 
success. 

2. To regulate the movement of the population in savanna 
regions during the fire season. It is obvious that if the move-
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ment of the population can be canalized during this season 
over certain routes that can be controlled and protected by fire 
breaks, the causes of fire will be greatly reduced. At this point 
we return to the foregoing argument, with the additional point 
that the roads established to enable authority to be exercised 
on the spot also serve to canalize the movements of the popu
lation. If the regulation of movement is to be easily effected, 
the routes chosen must also meet the requirements of the popu
lation and should if possible be better to use than those which 
existed before. It is therefore useful to study "controlled routes" 
and to draw up a suitable road programme. (In general, the 
very large number of paths or rough tracks criss-crossing the 
terrain in all directions is a feature of savanna regions. The 
establishment of a co-ordinated network will reduce the num
ber greatly; if it is coupled with a simultaneous improvement 
of the state of the roads, it will stand a good chance of being 
adopted by the populations themselves. This will be the case 
for example if tracks and paths are replaced by roads on which 
a car or cycle can be used, provided with bridges, embankments 
in swamps, etc. Its potential value will be increased if the 
routes are provided with amenities appreciated in the dry 
season by the people who are accustomed to light bush fires, 
such as wells, camp shelters, various facilities for cattle, fruit 
trees etc.) . 

3. Propaganda directed to local authMities at vm·ious levels, 
(down to and including communal authorities and, where ap
propriate, religious authorities) to make them understand the 
importance of the work in hand, by pamphlets, articles in the 
Press, lectures, films and more especially by excursions during 
which they will be shown, in a region not too far from their 
own, experimental and demonstration areas (comparison be
tween two contiguous plots, one burned regularly and the 
other protected, the results being shown by photographs taken 
at regular intervals) to zones whose economic development has 
been improved by bush-fire control (development of forestry in 
stands reconstituted as a result of the halting of bush fires 
etc. ... ) or conversely has been retarded by fires (especially 
zones in the process of being converted into savannas). 

4. Similar propaganda directed at the general population, 
by making contact with it and by making use of the personal 
activities of various officials of the administration (if possible 
those living in the neighbourhood), primary education, various 
other methods such as festivals, rewards etc. 

5. Use of economic interests likely to profit by the progress 
which will be caused: local transport firms which will benefit 
from the roads and will help, by providing the inhabitants 
with speedy transport, to reduce the time they spend in the 
savannas; forestry undertakings (if the district is suitable for 
exploitation) to which the value, however remote, of reafforc
station1 can more easily be explained. 

1In this connexion, mention should be made of the excellent results 
obtained on the Annamite plains when it wa~ decided during the war 
to tap for resin the stands which are found on the savannas which had 
previously been burned every year. It was obvious that if the fire 
reached a pine which was being tapped it would completely destroy 
it, whereas before tapping there had been hardly any danger. Persons 
engaged in tapping were therefore made responsible for bush fires 
approaching their stands, A.s the protection was in their immediate 
personal interest since fire would immediately destroy their business, 
they proved to be very efficient in this respect. Practically the whole 
region where tapping was carried on was protected in this way against 
bush fires for several years. 
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6. Gradual achievement of agricultural progress in the re
gion in order to reduce the importance of the gathering of food 
or other products in the forest, or of hunting, and thus further 
to decrease the causes of the movement of people in the 
savanna. 

THE CONTROL OF BUSH FIRES IN CAMBODIA 

General conditions 

Cambodia is a country with an area of 175,000 sq. km. There 
are approximately 3 million hectares of dense forest and 5 mil
lion hectares of scattered forest or savanna subject to bush fires. 
The populations of 3,500,000 inhabitants is unevenly distri
buted. The savanna regions are particularly thinly populated. 
There has been a Forest Service for almost forty years but it 
has only begun to exercise its technical activities intensively on 
a certain scale during the last fifteen years. The total area of 
forests designated as reserves is now 3,200 million hectares and 
in zones with a certain degree of economic development, almost 
all the land given over to forestry is now designated as reserves. 
A general road network, which is fairly well-developed for a 
tropical country, serves the inhabited regions and provides a 
fairly large number of roads penetrating the savanna regions. 
At present the average annual forestry production is 300,000 
steres of firewood (obtained entirely by methodical cutting to 
ensure continuity of output) and 150,000 cub. metres of timber. 

Administrative organization of bush-fire control 

(a) On the highest level, a commission for the whole of 
French Indo-China, known as the Bush Fires Commission, con
sisting of the Head of the Forestry Service and a senior repre
sentative of the administrative authority of each country in 
the Union, meets annually to examine the results achieved and 
to propose what action should be taken. The meeting takes 
place each year in a different country and includes inspections 
on the spot. 

(b) The whole country is divided into three zones the 
boundaries of which we are defined every year by the Bush 
Fires Commission: 

Green zone, in which a sustained and concentrated effort 
will be made, and in which there must be no fires. The green 
zone must include areas where there is methodical cutting for 
firewood. 

Red zone, including regions in which there will be a certain 
amount of propaganda and administrative action and in which 
the provincial authorities will be requested to exercise their 
authority, but where no special works will be undertaken for 
the sole purpose of stopping firc:s. 

·white zone, in which no direct action is to be taken for the 
time being. 

(c) Bush fire-fighting activities in the green zone are the 
responsibility of the Forestry Service. For the present these 
activities are confined to the forest reserves. In agricultural 
regions, the Agricultural Service helps by educating the popu
lc.tion. However, due to lack of resources, this worL has not been 
1·ery effective to date. 

(d) Every year, one or two months before the fire danger 
season, the supreme authority, at the request of the Forestry 
Service, submits to each Chid of Province and to the chiefs of 
the technical services, a circular reminding them of the impor
tance of the danger accompanied, where appropriate, by in
formation regarding measures to be taken. The Forest \1\Tardens 
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of each province will be responsible, in their own sphere, for 
facilitating the work of the Chiefs of Province. At the same 
time, the Forest Services try, through the Press, radio and the 
personal work of each warden, to create a suitable attitude 
throughout the country. 

A month after the end of the fire season, the Chiefs of Pro
vinces and the chiefs of technical services are required to submit 
to the supreme authority a report on the results of their work. 
These reports are then centralized by the Forest Service, to
gether with those received from its own wardens regarding the 
zones for which they are directly responsible. 

In each commune in the forest region in the green zone, one 
or more members of the communal council, known as the 
Chumtop Araryabal, are made especially responsible for fight
ing bush fires during the five danger months. They receive 
monthly remuneration from the Forest Service and a bonus if 
there are no fires. They are required to use their personal in
fluence on the population to prevent fires, to assemble the 
population to extinguish them and, if need be, to serve as 
foremen for the various works required to control fires in their 
sector. 

The forest regulations provide for the imposition of collec
tive fines on villages where fires have been reported. The fines 
may take the form of forced labour. In practice, this measure 
has to be applied with a certain amount of tact and the penal
ties are only imposed in the case of obvious maliciousness. 

Techniques adopted 

(a) Roads 
Three types have been adopted: 
Dirt roads, made to permit the passage of touring cars at any 

season and of six-ton lorries in the dry season. Roadway 3.50 
metres wide provided with necessary embankments and 
bridges. Surface, either of rammed earth properly cambered or 
in very sandy soil, with a flat surface covered with a thin layer 
of laterite gravel. 

Dry-season roads practicable for jeeps, consisting of a strip 
3.50 metres wide cleared of stumps and roughly levelled, with
out bridges and following ridges where possible. 

Cart roads roughly made to permit the passage of jeeps 
during the dry season. 

(b) Types of fire-break 
These consist of strips 20 to 50 metres wide according to the 

seriousness of the fire hazard. To prepare these strips, they 
must first be bordered every year with two open lines I metre 
wide to guide the fire. This last operation is the main part of 
the work and must be started six weeks before the strip is set 
on fire. 

(c) Establishment of a fae-break network 
In the first place, in savanna regions, a fire-break is made on 

each side of the roads along which traffic is concentrated. 

In savanna zones where there is methodical cutting of fire
wood, the cut areas, or at any rate some of them, are trans
formed into fire-breaks so as to establish a rough pattern of 
500 metres squares. The passage of fire through a newly-cut 
area is extremely serious and must be absolutely avoided. 

In other districts, fire-breaks are laid out in kilometre squares 
running north~ south and east-west. This method may not be 
the most rational one since the length of the fire-breaks would 
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probably be greatly reduced if they could be laid out by being 
divided into portions that would be less simplified but would 
make better use of topographical advantages, for example, by 
making use of existing forest in the bottoms of valleys, or the 
patches of dense forests which exist in some places; or by estab
lishing fire-breaks along the line of watercourses and ridges. 
However, a network of this kind can only be established after 
a previous survey which may take a long time when the per
sonnel available is insufficiently trained. The kilometre square 
system also has the advantage of greatly simplifying the work 
of the staff as regards reports, work programmes and subsequent 
surveys. 

(d) Material. The forest wardens in charge of divisions (sec
tors including 10,000 to 30,000 hectares of forest) are equipped 
wherever possible with a jeep and trailer providing transport 
for eight persons. Ordinary forest rangers have bicycles. 

(e) ObsenJation posts. These are established at high points 
and are served by a cycle track. \Vhen the watcher sees a fire, 
he goes to the nearest village and finds a team which goes to 
the spot immediately. 

(/) Method of cutting firewood in savannas. Numerous ex
periments have shown that if the primary object is to secure 
che speediest possible re-establishment of a dense forest growth 
in place of a savanna, the best method is thorough dear-cutting 
in which all the trees and bushes, even those of which no use 
can be made, are cut to ground-level. Most of the savanna spe
cies coppice well and are propagated principally by means of 
suckers. The removal of the cover, however scanty, provided by 
the original stand results in a much denser vegetation of sprouts 
and suckers of the same year, which are consolidated much 
more quickly than the original planting. It has been found that 
the area is consolidated sometimes two or three times more 
quickly than one merely protected against fire. (However, there 
is a danger in the method since during the first two or three 
years the young sprouts or shoots are extremely sensitive to 
bush fires and if one occurs rehabilitation may be seriously 
endangered. As a precautionary measure a small number of 
trees per hectare are retained to provide suckers and seeds, 
although savannas are regenerated by seeds only to a small ex
tent). Some saplings may also be retained in the hope that they 
will provide timber at a later date. However, there is little hope 
as growth on the savannas is slow after a certain diameter has 
been reached. However, if the object is to consolidate the vege
tation, only a very small number of trees must be retained and 
the soil must be provided with light as in a coppice cutting. 

RESULTS OBTAINED IN CAMBODIA 

Public opinion 

A situation has now been created in which responsible 
leaders know that bush fires are a menace which must be com
bated, and the measures proposed for this purpose generally 
meet with a favourable reception at this level. 

A favourable attitude is also making itself felt among the 
executive personnel of the various technical services. 

All the ranks of the Forest Service are now imbued with the 
idea that a fire in the green zone means the destruction of the 
results of hard work. 

Generally speaking, the mass of the population does not as 
yet understand the value of bush-fire control; however, in 
regions in the green zone, people are beginning to realize that 
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fire is something prohibited by the administration. Moreover, 
woodcutters in savanna regions where firewood has been cut 
methodically for some time, have now clearly assimilated the 
idea that the protection of the cut areas after cutting will pro
vide them with new timber after a relatively short time (20 to 
30 years), which will be much more profitable than the first. 

This development of public opinion may seem slight, but it 
represents a great step forward in comparison with what the 
state of affairs was fifteen years ago. 

Physical achievements 

The road network established by the Forest Service in the 
form of dirt roads practicable at all seasons has a total length of 
1,400 km., of which 400 km. can be said to have been built for 
the purposes of bush-fire control. There are also 500 km. of cut 
tracks, rough roads etc. which are practicable in the dry season. 

An area of 8,000 hectares can be regarded as having conso
lidated stands, immune from danger from fire. These are prin
cipally areas where firewood was cut, some of which are now 
again in the coppice stage. In these cases, it has been noted that 
the stand's productive capacity has been increased threefold. 

An area of 40,000 hectares, protected for about ten years, is 
in the process of rehabilitation. Here again old cut areas are 
mainly concerned. 

An area of 100,000 hectares is in the process of equipment~ 
kilometre squares, road networks, appointment of supervising 
staff, organization of cutting. 

The reader may wonder at the small area protected in com
parison with the immense areas which are burned every year 
(2 to 3 million hectares). However, it must be borne in mind 
that the areas concerned are equipped with forestry facilities 
which are in many cases fairly complete (roads, housing for 
staff, surveys, organization of methodical cutting, education of 
the population) ensuring their development and where there 
are means of effectively controlling bush fires. This method of 
prudent, solid development is now preferred to a drive for 
striking but unconsolidated results (several hundreds of thou
sands of hectares protected for a number of years), as were 
sometimes achieved in the past. 

The present position 

Regardless of the important results described above, it would 
be misleading not to point out that for some years now Cam
bodia has been suffering from the difficulties inherent in the 
general situation in the Far East and that a reduction in the 
stability and the efficacy of authority compromises to some ex
tent the permanence of the results obtained in bush-fire control. 
If there are no improvements in this respect, it may possibly be 
of advantage to modify the general ideas adopted and among 
other things to restrict the intensive campaign to firewood 
stands where it cannot be avoided and to limit control else
where to the premature fire method. 

F.XAMINATION OF DESIRABLE IMPROVEMEJ>TS AJ:;D QUESTIONS 

CONCERNING OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Use of aircraft to extinguish bush fires 

I have shown that the organization of bush-fire control coH

sisted largely in the opening of roads and the promotion on 
suitable lines of economic, educational and social development 
in the regions to be protected. This requires very large re
sources and is economic only in regions sufficiently populated 
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and developed. However, savanna regions are almost always 
thinly populated and have slight economic resources. It is im
possible to conceive of the control of large areas by the intensive 
methods I have described. If it were possible merely to drop 
extinguishing bombs from aircraft on to located fires, it would 
be a great step forward as bush fires are always small and easily 
extinguished. Small bombs should be enough to stop them and 
consequently small, inexpensive and easily operated aircraft 
would suffice. 

In some forests in the United States, aircraft are used to fight 
fires. However, they are used principally to parachute fire
fighting teams who return to the roads as best as they can. In 
the hinterland of tropical regions, the roads are frequently too 
few to enable them to return in a reasonable time. Moreover 
the small size of each fire taken individually, and the fact that 
the hazard is spread, during a short period, over enormous areas 
do not justify the cost of an expensive complete organization 
for parachuting teams to each fire. 

However, according to published information, tests have 
been made with extinguishing bombs. Water bombs were used. 
Although the water was treated so as to secure a substantial in
crease in its extinguishing power, the bombs are heavy. It may 
be possible, for bush fires, to devise lighter but adequate bombs. 

A practical solution of this problem would perhaps make it 
possible completely to revolutionize the present principles of 
fighting bush fires if it were possible to avoid the cost of roads 
and fire-breaks. 

Standardization of j;ropaganda media 

The problems of bush-fire control frequently arise in a 
similar fom1 in many tropical countries. On the other hand, 
many of the means of propaganda are too expensive to be pre
pared individually by some of the countries and could possibly 
be used in more than one country if the work was undertaken 
in the appropriate way so that each country could adapt them 
to its own conditions. 

This is true of films, pamphlets illustrated with photographs 
and drawings, teaching materials, models, methods of using 
material and working methods. In many cases it will be suffi· 
cient to make a translation and to adapt the drawings. The rest 
will be merely executive work which can be rapidly carried out. 
Moreover, in many cases the publication of results achieved 
abroad may engender an effective competitive spirit and stimu
late activities. 

Development of the utilization of savanna wood 

'Ve have seen that, given proper co-ordination, bush-fire 
control could be greatly facilitated by the general economic and 
social progress of the regions concerned. One method of stimu
lating such progress is to promote a reasonable exploitation of 
the wood (especially the firewood) and secondary forest products 
of the savannas. It is true that in most cases the savanna regions 
are too far from export markets or consumption markets, eyen 
in their own country, to permit of the expansion of this type of 
tlevelopment beyond a certain point. Nevertheless this develop· 
ment must be fostered wherever possible, primarily because it 
will result in direct income for the populations who benefit by 
it and sometimes because the consumers who will share in it 
will also find it to their advantage, but also because of the in
direct adYantages which will result for the country as a whole 
from the prevention of bush fires. 
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In this connexion, it is an astonishing fact that often in zones 
surrounded by savannas wood was originally used to provide 
the motive power for power-stations, railways etc. but has gra· 
dually been replaced by coal or oil, often on the grounds that 
wood was hard to come by and expensive. Generally, instead 
of this regrettable situation there would have been a gradual 
improvement if the wood had been methodically exploited with 
an eye to the possibilities of regeneration. 

Furthermore, efforts must be made to develop the use of tim
ber from the savannas to improve housing and the local econo
my of the region. As regards exports, which would be almost 
economic in some zones, they could be developed by publicizing 
the qualities of savanna woods, many of which have the advan· 
tage of being rot proof and possessing mechanical strength which 
should be of use. 

Perfection of various equiprnent adapted to savanna woods 

To secure the development of savanna regions, it would be 
desirable to have equipment well adapted to the conditions, 
which are somewhat special, but which recur to a greater or 
lesser extent in savannas in all tropical countries. These con
ditions are, inter alia, facilities for the movement of motor ve
hicles and the presence of hardwood species of small dimensions, 
not all of which are Yery straight. However, these stands have 
the advantage, rare in tropical countries, of being in well de
fined regions, and consisting of a small number of species, which 
makes it possible to consider their standardized use. The specia
lization of equipment would affect principally that used in saw
mills. to cut firewood and timber and to manufacture fibre 
panels (with the few soft species often found mixed with the 
stands). All the equipment must be considered with a view to 
the employment of a minimum of labour. 

Development of methods of stabilizing pasture land in savanna 
regions 

Processes and working methods for use in such regions do not 
seem to be well developed. Any progress made will facilitate the 
control of bush fires. 

Method for the general economic development of savanna 
regions 

Bush-fire control will be facilitated by anything that can be 
achieved to promote the progress of agriculture in savanna 
regions (especially the elimination of transient cropping after 
clearing by fire), health conditions, and education adapted to 
the state of development of the people and to the ideas which 
must be impressed upon them_ 

Construction of inexf;ensive roads 

\Ve have seen that the question of roads was of fundamental 
importance. Considerable assistance will therefore be provided 
by the results of general studies of the construction and main
tenance in tropical countries of inexpensive roads meeting the 
requirements we have defined above. Primitive equipment, 
relatively well adapted to the requirements, must also be 
developed. 

Flame-throwers to open fire-breaks 

Once a fire-break system reaches a certain length in kilo· 
metres, its preparation necessitates a good deal of work every 
year. It is now done by hand and must be done in a fairly short 
period of time. :\'aturally the fire-break must be burnt before the 
fire season but if this is done too soon, it burns badly and work 
must be begun again. Moreover, this season is also the grain 
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lmrvest season and there are therefore great difficulties regard
ing labour. An attempt must therefore be made to mechanize 
the preparation of fire-breaks. In many savannas where the 
grass is already high ploughing is slow, and if the trees are rela
tively dose together, expensive, as the stumps must be removed. 

Another serviceable method would be the use of flame
throwers. The flame-thrower would be towed by a tractor. To 
be economic, it would have to be fed with gas by a wood-gas 
generator fitted with a compressor making it possible to burn 
a strip 10 to 15 metres wide. It would be put into operation two 
months before the fire period and the preparation of the fire
break would be completed in a single operation. 

Obviously the flame would have to be sufficiently strong to 
kill the vegetation completely so as to eliminate any risk of its 
growing again before the bush-fire season. 

Radio stations 

The use of simple radio-telephony receiving and transmitting 
sets would be of great assistance in maintaining contact with 
obervation posts. Sets of this kind are probably on the market, 
possibly among surplus military stocks. 

It would be helpful if forestry services could be advised on 
this subject and standardized material adopted. 

Development of the Aerial Sumeying of Savannas 

The establishment of a fire-break network and plan of cam
paign (particularly as regards the establishment of controlled 
means of communications) is greatly facilitated when there are 
detailed maps showing among other things strips of forests, 
patches of dense forest and ridges. Information on the degree 
of afforestation may also be extremely valuable. It is desirable 
that methods of dealing with these problems, from the point of 
view of tropical countries, should be developed and that the 
methods and material should be standardized. 

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS 

The main lessons that can be learned from experience in 
Cambodia are as follows: 

A. Need for government with stable authority which can be 
maintained over a sufficient period. 

B. Limitation of the areas to be protected to those with suf
ficient means of protection, unless new techniques revolutionize 
methods of bush-fire control. Division of the country into three 
zones (green, red, white). 

C. Need for entrusting bush-fire control to a properly or
ganized Forest Service, at least in forest reserves and, if the oc
casion arises, in pastoral regions. Protection in agricultural 
zones may, if it is considered preferable, be entrusted to an
other service, the Agricultural Service or the Soil-Conservation 
Service. 
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D. Previous demarcation of forest zones (and if need be ex
tensive pastoral zones) and agricultural zones is a matter which 
must precede the general organization of bush-fire control as 
the problems and methods of fighting fires will not be the same 
in the various cases since they must be co-ordinated with the 
future utilization of the land. 

E. Bush-fire control will be considerably facilitated by the 
economic and social development of the populations of the 
zones concerned provided the development is co-ordinated ac
cordingly. 

F. It is desirable that the technical problems outlined above 
should be studied. 

Finally, bush-fire control being part of a complex of tech
nical, economic and social problems, it is considered desirable 
that the various problems should be studied not individually 
on small experimental areas, but as a whole and on a scale 
corresponding to existing conditions. 

For example, in units of 10,000 to 30,000 hectares, with a 
population of 500 to 3,000 inhabitants, bush-fire control and 
the economic and social progress of the region might be placed 
under the direction of one person responsible for testing and 
applying in the region the various techniques or methods of 
education and propaganda appropriate to the local conditions. 
There should be no hesitation in concentrating a major effort 
on relatively small units with the help of sufficient resources to 
carry out all the experiments desirable, to cut short the experi
mental period and to perfect efficient methods the cost of which 
is in accordance with the economic potentialities of the regions 
to be protected. 

·when satisfactory results have been obtained in such a zone, 
their subsequent extension to other zones will be a simple mat
ter, as the various improvements achieved in the first unit will 
make it possible to avoid experimentation and false starts, while 
the example of the success already obtained will simplify pro
paganda. 

A small number of international units, under the sponsorship 
of the United Nations, corresponding to the various types of 
population and living conditions in savannas in various tro· 
pical countries, might be envisaged. 

On the other hand, in countries which have the necessary 
financial resources, similar units would be established in each 
type of region. 

Of course, large-scale exchanges of information between the 
various international and even national stations should be en
sured, Suitable propaganda should be organized, particularly 
by getting representatives of the populations to be educated to 
visit the experimental areas. 
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Protection of Forests - Forest Fire Control 1 

R.JOLAIN 

ABSTRACT 

The protection of forests against fires is a complicated question. 
During the last fifty years it has, in a number of countries, been the object of studies which have had considerable 

practical success and which have made it possible to establish basic protection methods of proved effectiveness. 
It must be reali:z:ed, however, that these initial, scattered results represent only the opening stage: adesirabledevel· 

opment would be the growth of co-operation between the various interested countries under the auspices of the 
United Nations, so that the effort may be concentrated. 

The purpose of such co-operation might be: to define the elements of the problem- the nature of the subjects 
suitable for experiment; to determine the limits of future research; periodically to centrali:z:e and to disseminate the 
results obtained. 

This would seem to be the best way of countering the threat and growing danger from fire to the forests of the 
world. 

The general and growing danger of forest fires, which are 
not peculiar to hot, dry countries, but are common at most 
latitudes, and their economic, ecological and climatological 
consequences have led to a series of studies on this question. 

Research of this kind and its application to forest protection 
is comparatively recent and goes back hardly further than the 
beginning of the century. Although, despite its complexity, the 
problem may now be regarded as well defined, a critical exami
nation should be made of the methods used and the results 
obtained. 

These methods and solutions are based upon general prin
ciples which apply to all the forests of the world; and principles 
peculiar to a given area and given types of forests have been 
derived from the general principles. This has led to great diver· 
sity in the trend and development of research and its resulting 
practical methods. For example, the fires and the resulting 
damage in North America due to such factors as the extent of 
the wooded areas, their greater inaccessibility and the incom
plete clearance of the felling areas through a less complete 
utilization of lumber products, were on a scale that raised a very 
different problem (proceeding from a common starting point) 
from that of the forests of Europe. 

The question, however, has been generally approached from 
these three points of view: 

Study of causes; 
Study and improvement of preventive measures; 
Study and utilization of suitable fire-fighting methods. 

CAUSES OF FIRE 

Before the causes of fires can be eliminated or reduced, their 
nature and frequency must be known. 

One of the first objectives sought was the enumeration, classi
fication and tabulation of these causes. 

They are generally divided into two groups: causes due to 
man-accidental: campfires, forest workers' fires, land clearing 
fires; or intentional: fires started by incendiaries, bush-burning 
fires. Causes not due to human action: fires caused by lightning, 
minor electrical phenomena, fermentation and friction. 

Any systematic classification should bring out the frequency 
and harmfulness of these causes and the time and place of their 

1 Original text: French. 

occurrence. For example, campfires made at regular seasons and 
usually in easily accessible places are much less harmful than 
incendiary fires, which are usually started in remote areas and 
in unfavourable atmospheric conditions, or than the localized 
fires caused by lightning, chiefly notable for their multiplicity 
and spontaneity. 

It should be noted that statistics, to be exact, should include 
all fires, including those which did not spread beyond the 
original site. 

A classification of this sort, however, seems somewhat rudi
mentary. A fire is not only determined by an initial cause, but 
also by other factors favourable to its outbreak and spread. 

Methodical research in North America has sought to deter
mine these factors. A study and summary has been made of the 
influence of the following different climatic factors: the relative 
and absolute importance of the atmospheric humidity and of 
moisture content of the dead vegetation and their interdepen
dence, the direction and velocity of the wind, and the conditions 
of the grass cover; all of the foregoing are factors governing 
the degree of inflammability. Sufficient progress has been made 
with these studies to allow of regional tables being drawn up 
for estimating fire hazards. This must be regarded as the first 
systematic scientific effort to deal with this question. It is to be 
hoped that similar attempts will be made and carried through 
in other parts of the world. 

Another indirect factor to be taken into consideration along 
with the climatic factors is the actual make-up of the stands. 
Experience has shown that unmixed coniferous stands, whether 
of artificial or natural origin, are, at certain ages, particularly 
vulnerable to fire, as they are moreover to damage by fungoid 
growths and insects. This should be carefully allowed for in 
forestry by the application of suitable treatment and the intro
duction of the climax concept. 

so 

Preventive measures and fire-fighting methods will be based 
upon a scientific knowledge of the causes of fires defined in 
this way. 

STUDY AND IMPROVEMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

An organization of this kind is essentially flexible. It may be 
conceived: either as an "economy" organization with the cost 
of preventive measures reduced to a minimum defined by a 
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ratio between the cost involved and the value of the property 
to be protected; or as an elaborate organization with the prin
cipal objective of attacking a fire as soon as possible after its 
ignition. 

Each of these has its advantages and disadvantages, depend
ing closely on the forestry situation of the given country and on 
the economic value or general interest ascribed to it. 

It would appear therefore that either system may be used: 
the first, in economically weak areas where the forests have been 
considerably damaged, where they are reduced in value or 
where the population densily is low; the second, in economical!} 
strong areas where the forests are of great value and which are 
densely populated. 

\Vhatever the system adopted, forest fire protection must be 
based on simple methods which are lasting, well-tried and as 
economical as possible. 

These methods derive from an over-all study of the climatic 
factors, topography and accessibility of the area, and the cus
toms and the mental habits of its inhabitants. 

The basic principles behind all these preventive methods is 
to make clear lanes on the ground and through the crowns on 
the upper levels of the forest, which will slow down or stop the 
spread of fires either directly or by serving as bases for defence; 
organization of water-points, and setting up fire-fighting teams 
and stores of equipment. 

These methods do not vary to any appreciable extent from 
one country to another and may be classified as follows: meas
ures taken within the forest; measures taken outside the forest. 

They may relate to unbroken stretches of forest and include 
clearing of the undergrowth, controlled burning of the living 
or dead cover, slash burning, pruning and thinning out of the 
lower branches; or to broken-up areas, and include the various 
types of fire-breaks-crop-planted, undergrowth cleared but not 
uprooted, planted with fire-resisting vegetation-roads and 
paths. 

Should the vegetation be destroyed by controlled burning? 

Opinion is divided as to the relative effectiveness and econ
omy of these two methods but is generally based merely on 
empirical data or traditional practice. It would seem that study 
should be directed towards solving the important problem of 
maintaining, on cleared ground and at smaller cost, the fire
breaks upon which fire-fighting depends. 

These immediate protection measures should be accompanied 
by more long-term measures which may be described as plant
protection measures. 

The effect of such measures is to destroy the homogeneity of 
unbroken stretches of coniferous stands by breaking them up 
with the help of fire-breaks consisting of wide inset rows of leafy 
trees forming living screens of vegetation supported by natural 
defence lines, or man-made defence lines such as roads or paths; 
or to incorporate fire-resisting varieties of trees at the lower 
branch level, or to create a principal level of similar trees. 

The final objective is the achievement of an equilibrium 
which will be relatively stable in relation to ecological factors
naturally or artificially to induce the stands to evolve slowly 
back towards the natural primitive state. 

Research is being carried on in France along these lines and 
practical work of this kind is being carried out, notably in the 
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reconstitution of the Landes maritime pine forest which has 
been seriously damaged by fire during the last eight years. 

Special mention should be made of the bush fires which 
systematically ravage the forests of tropical countries. Each year 
enormous stretches are affected by these fires and gradually 
turned into savannah; the causes are to be sought in the tem
porary clearing of the ground for cultivation, and extensive 
grazing. 

When this practice is repeated to the point of becoming an 
annual feature, it leads to the partial, or even total, disappear
ance of the woodland and its replacement by savannah covered 
with grass or hushes and, ultimately, to the destruction of the 
vegetal cover and of the humus. 

If, however, before this stage is reached, the bush fires are 
checked for a prolonged period, varying in duration according 
to circumstances, forest vegetation will grow up again which 
will usually resist the annual passage of the fire. 

The reduction and suppression of bush fires would be an im
mense contribution to the improvement of the world's forests. 
It is a long-term task closely Iinke! up with a completely new 
pastoral and agricultural policy planned on the following lines: 
confining protective efforts to areas which can be protected 
with certainty; reserving part of the savannah for the fonnation 
of a separate controlled grazing area, altering stock-raising 
methods and substituting intensive stock-raising for extensive 
and nomadic pasturing; introducing new methods of cultivation 
linked up with the gradual enlightenment of the farmer by 
means of education and publicity. 

Everything would clearly have to be along these lines. 

The passage of appropriate laws and regulations and a care
ful education of the public should proceed in step with these 
prevention measures. 

The laws and regulations relate to: prohibitions against light· 
ing fires, incinerating, grazing flocks or assembly in groups in 
the forest, valid for a given period or area; safety measures to be 
taken by the railway companies and by motorized road vehicles; 
compulsory services to be rendered in case of fire; monetary 
contributions, forest landowners being assessed in proportion 
to the size of their property; authorization to employ emergency 
measures, such as lighting counter-fires in forests belonging to 
others; penalties-fines, imprisonment. 

In the North African areas under French rule and in a num
ber of colonies, communities have been made responsible for all 
fires breaking out in their territory. This measure, which pro
vided for the payment of fines of varying amounts, does not 
seem to have given concrete results and is tending to disappear. 

These legislative measures, however, are meeting with lack of 
understanding, indifference, ill-will or misunderstanding of 
their real interests on the part of the people even in the count
ries of very old civilizations. 

The idea to be thoroughly grasped is that many of the causes 
of fire due to man will disappear as soon as he becomes alive 
to the social and general importance of conserving forest re
sources. 

A State which is aware of its duties should strive to achieve 
this end by educating the public as soon as it reaches a certain 
stage of development and also by encouraging voluntary efforts 
by giving financial assistance to private organizations and by 
granting them certain powers. 
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STUDY AND UTILIZATION OF SUITABLE FIRE-FIGHTING METHODS 

If fire prevention may be likened to strategy, fire-fighting it
self is a question of tactics. But the one is directly dependent on 
the other, and any success in fire-fighting is closely related to 
the preparatory measures. 

This is now generally admitted. 

Nevertheless, although systematic studies have been made of 
the development of these tactics and have been disseminated in 
the form of instruction manuals, particularly in the United 
States, the effort for better tactics is still, in many cases, based 
on empiricism and improvization. 

Two principles have come to be recognized as essential: speed 
of detection; speed of intervention. 

These considerations govern all measures and action. 

Speedy detection requires an observation system, either fixed 
(look-<>uts) or mobile (aircraft, helicopters) judiciously distri
buted and fully equipped to spot a fire immediately and to 
transmit exact and complete particulars of its characteristics. 
In this connexion aircraft patrols with photographer-<>bservers 
appear to be clearly superior from the point of view of visibility, 
speed and precision, a circumstance which compensates for their 
lack of continuity. While it seems that this method should be 
used almost exclusively in areas where distances are great and 
access is difficult, there would be less advantage in using it in 
the forest zones of Europe, where areas are smaller and split up 
by roads. 

The use of aircraft might also be limited by considerations 
of economy if it proved to be too expensive. 

Experience has shown that it is useful to instal, alongside this 
loose system of observation, particularly in mountainous areas, 
a tighter observation network, using patrols, mounted if pos
sible but otherwise on foot. These patrols cover prescribed 
routes across the most exposed parts of the forests. Being in 
almost constant contact with the users of the forest, campers 
and tourists, they also become thoroughly familiar with the ter
rain and the stands, and, by rapid and sometimes immediate 
intervention, eliminate the cause of a number of forest fires. 
Their limited radius of action has been much extended by the 
usc of radio receiver-transmitters. Moreover, the observations 
they are required to make can contribute much to research. 
Prior to 1939 a patrol system of this kind functioned success
fully in Esterel (South of France). 

Speed of intervention is governed by: 
(a) The density and condition of the system of access roads; 
(b) The use of motorized equipment adapted to the area; 
(c) The use of specialized teams provided with suitable tools 

and regularly supplied; 
(d) Unity of command and the drawing up of a plan of 

action. 

Several of these conditions may be applicable only to vast 
expanses requiring protection, but some of them arc present 
in any organization. 

An inadequate system of roads may be offset by the use of 
fire-fighters parachuted from airplanes. Trials carried out in 
1945 in the state of Idaho in the United States over very rugged 
country with few roads appear to have given results which could 
not have been obtained by ordinary methods. The bombard
ment of fire areas with fire-extinguishing foam, which is capable 
of being used with the high precision of air bombing, has also 
been tested. 
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Wheeled equipment and tools have come in for extensive 
study backed up by experiment; this is undoubtedly one of the 
fields in which research has been carried to the greatest lengths. 

The use of trained teams of specialists familiar with and used 
to the terrain and fire-fighting is an essential condition. 

A number of countries have arrangements whereby troops 
are used to fight the more severe fires. Experience has shown 
that this has not given the expected results except in the case 
of troops on manoeuvres and directly responsible. The person· 
nel supplied, even if adequate in number, consists of largely 
inexperienced men and cadres whose number and comparative 
enthusiasm do not make up for their lack of technical know· 
ledge, and whom it is sometimes unwise to introduce into an 
unknown area. What these troops achieve usually bears no re
lation to the results desired and is out of proportion to their 
maitenance costs. 

Unity of command should be ensured by a chief responsible 
for operations and provided with the necessary legal powers to 
take emergency measures appropriate to the circumstances, such 
as the use of counter-fires in private forests. 

Unity of command, where it exists, is actually most difficult 
to maintain on the spot in the case of large fires because of the 
length of the defence lines, topographic features, lack of visi
bility, variations in meteorological conditions and the absence 
of strategic roads. Separate study, it would appear, should be 
undertaken on the control of operations by wireless from a 
command post but it does not yet seem to have been begun 
in a rational manner. 

The fire-fighting tactics actually employed on the spot call 
for no special remarks. They consist of practical measures gov
erned by the various factors involved and hence are variable 
to suit the particular problems. While there is no question of 
going into details, something should be said about the use of 
counter-fires which have been the subject of controversy. 

A counter-fire is a double-edged weapon which can stop a 
forest fire altogether, just as it can also cause it to spread. 

It appears to be well established, however, that if started 
under certain prescribed conditions such fires are definitely 
effective and the element of risk is small. 

In certain circumstances, moreover, it IS the only possible 
weapon. 

Fire-fighting does not end with the control of the fire; 
careful observation must be continued until there is no longer 
any danger of its flaring up again. This perhaps is one of the 
most difficult things to achieve. Quite often it happens that 
through fatigue, carelessness or for some other reason, fire
fighters, particularly volunteers, leave a site prematurely once 
the main fires have been extinguished. The result is nearly 
always a fresh flare-up and a second fire often more serious 
than the first. 

Mistakes such as these, which often nullify great efforts and 
appreciably increase the damage caused, must be actively com
bated. 

The above arc the main critical comments suggested by the 
problem of protecting forests against fire as at present under
stood. To these a consideration of a general nature must be 
added. 
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Any thorough study must be based upon statistics, which do 
not appear to have been given their rightful place. Sometimes 
they are found to be lacking, at others inadequate. 

One of the essential points to which attention must be given 
is the determination of the limits of these statistics, the defini
tion of their basic data on an international scale. In countries 
where forest protection is in the hands of a well-established 
specialized department using scientific methods, this can easily 
and quickly be done, on the basis of standard fire reports veri
fied by meteorological observation. 

This task, as well as the centralization and dissemination of 
all studies on the question, would seem properly to be a matter 
for the United Nations. 

CROMER 
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Fire Weather Forecasting in Australia 
D. A. N. CROMER 

ABSTRACT 

Almost the whole of Australia's forest area is subject to recurring forest fires. In the past, fire protection has not 
received the attention desirable. This has been partly due to public apathy and partly to the remarkable recovery most 
eucalypts make after fire. 

In the efforts to combat forest fires, there have been considerable developments in fire weather forecasting. Many 
of the difficulties which have arisen are meteorological, including the isolated position of the continent and the different 
weather phases which prevail. 

Fire weather research commenced in Western Australia in 1933. It was found that a reliable measure of current 
fire danger could not be ascertained from observations of the usual weather elements. The system now includes con· 
sideration of the moisture contents of wood cylinders, averaged personal estimates, the synoptic situation, dose 
liaison with the Meteorological Bureau and the use of radio. 

The writer attempted to take into account the cumulative effect of prolonged dry weather when correlating 
hygrothermographic observations with wood cylinder moisture contents and occurrence of fires in New South Wales. 

Fundamental work has been largely completed, but much remains to be done in adapting the various systems to 
the diverse climates of the continent. 

Almost the whole of Australia's forest area is subject to re
curring forest fires although conditions vary throughout the 
continent. The exception is the tropical rain-forest region of 
North Queensland where only in most unusual circumstances 
of very infrequent occurrence will a fire run through the jungle. 
.From a conservation viewpoint the fire protection of forest 
areas is of paramount importance, but the reason this aspect 
has not in the past received the attention it deserves is due to 
the remarkable recovery made by the majority of eucalypt spe· 
cies from the effects of fire. These species, when mature, even 
after a severe fire are generally capable of throwing out epi
cormic branches and reforming a crown, while recovery from a 
butt burn extending into the centre of the tree and covering up 
to half the circumference of the trunk is not unusual. The abi
lity of seedlings and saplings to coppice vigorously after fire 
means that regeneration is re-established in a comparatively 
short time. One notable exception to this habit is E. regnam 
which is completely killed by severe fire. 

Because the debris is removed from the forest floor and in 
a year or so to the untrained eye the stand looks much the same 
as before, it is not surprising that under these circumstances 
the public should hold the view that fires are not detrimental. 
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The hidden harmful effects of the formation of defects such as 
gum veins, shakes and dry sides, together with considerable loss 
of increment are overlooked. The danger of bush fires affects 
public opinion only when the loss of tangible assets such as 
sawmills, houses, stock and human lives are involved. Legis
lation cannot usually anticipate public opinion by more than 
a small margin, consequently it has only been over the last 
decade that suitable legislation has been enacted to control in
discriminate burning and restrict the lighting of fires to safe 
periods. Even at the present time the legislation in some States 
is not adequate. Arising from the disastrous fires in Victoria 
during the 1938/39 season the report of the Royal Commission 
on Forest Fires (I) 1 has done much to assist in this regard. 

The majority of forest fires in Australia originate on private 
property adjacent to State Forests, hence Forest Authorities are 
concerned with the suppression of fires outside the areas under 
their direct control. Assistance has come in recent years through 
the formation of several categories of Bush Fire Brigades in 
country centres, controlled by independent agencies which, how
ever, co-operate very closely with the Forest Services. 

One trend in the efforts to combat forest fires has been the 

~ 1 Numb.;'rs within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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development of fire weather forecasting in order that authori
ties might receive warning of probable future conditions and be 
in a position to organize their resources of men and equipment 
against possible contingencies. 

Before considering this development it should be explained 
that two distinct weather phases occur in Australia, viz., prac
tically the whole of southern Australia is a region of winter 
rainfall with high summer temperatures and drought, while 
northern Australia receives summer rains. The territory in be
tween the·se conditions embracing coastal New South '>Vales has 
the benefit of uniform rainfall (2) . 

Difficulties associated with the forecasting of weather in 
Australia arise from the isolation of the island continent, lead
ing to an almost complete lack of observing stations in the 
surrounding oceans from which the weather cycles originate. 
The general movement of weather fronts from west to east as
sists forecasting in the central and south-eastern regions but 
this is in turn affected by southerly influences, while in northern 
New South Wales and Queensland tropical cyclonic disturb
ances may move at a speed which renders forecasting extremely 
difficult. 

It is natural, therefore, that fire weather forecasting has been 
of slow development and fraught with difficulties. 

Fire weather research commenced in Western Australia in 
1933 when a full meteorological station was set up in the heart 
of the Jarrah belt at Dwellingup as described by Wallace (3). 
It was found that a reliable measure of current fire danger 
could not be ascertained from observations of the usual weather 
elements, nor was it possible to make satisfactory determina
tions of the moisture content of the actual leaf litter (4) (i.e., 
the duff moisture content of American workers). Consequently 
recourse was had to the measurement of the moisture content 
of wood cylinders and for this purpose Y2 in. cylinders of Pinus 
radiata proved suitable. 

It has long been realized in many quarters that the moisture 
contents of such "hazard sticks" do not of themselves provide 
a measure of fire danger and this aspect has been overcome in 
Western Australia by correlation with the averaged personal 
estimates of Forest Officers. Several years' observations enabled 
a simple graph to be constructed of fire hazard against wood
cylinder moisture content, with corrections for the wheathering 
of the cylinders throughout the season. 

In applying such estimates of current fire hazard to forecasts 
for the following day it is necessary to consider in conjunction 
with past hazards the synoptic situation as determined by the 
Meteorological Bureau. For this purpose close liaison is main
tained with that Bureau and in addition the Western Australian 
Forest Officer charged with the responsibility has been trained 
as a forecaster by the Meteorological Bureau. 

The use of radio has resulted in rapid communication of 
meteorological information and the immediate distribution of 
fire-danger warnings and forecasts. 

Elaborating on the present practice in that State the proce
dure is for the fire weather station to report at 3 p.m. each day 
to the Divisional Meteorologist, Perth, particulars of current 
fire hazard and weather elements. The Meteorological Bureau 
then assesses probable conditions in the light of its own infor
mation and the additional data supplied and issues a forecast 
for the following day to the Press and the Australian Broad
casting Commission. The broadcasting of this forecast for 
public benefit over the National network has become routine. 

At 4.15 p.m. a tentative forecast is broadcast by the Fire 
Weather Station to all look-out towers, offices and out-stations 
within the Forest Service. However, the matter does not rest 
here. At 7 a.m. the following morning subsidiary stations radio 
meteorological data and wood cylinder moisture contents to 
the Fire Weather Station where the final forecast for the day is 
formulated (based on probable maxima from 7 a.m. measure
ments) and broadcast at 7.30 a.m. as before, enabling district 
officers to take appropriate action. Periodic measurements 
throughout the day and radio communication allow for modi
fications of the estimated fire danger should unexpected con
ditions develop. By the above procedure the Forests Depart
ment of Western Australia obtains forecasts which quite satis
factorily meet its requirements under conditions of high sum
mer temperatures and drought. 

'>\food-cylinder moisture contents have been used to varying 
degrees in all States except Queensland, where the fire danger 
is less intense then elsewhere. In most cases such determinations 
have been related to empirical scales, based on mean personal 
estimates or adapted to meet local conditions in the light of 
experience. None of these danger scales, however, takes into 
account fully the cumulative effect of prolonged dry weather 
which results in increasing inflammability of the forest fuels. 

The writer (5) attempted to take this factor into account 
when correlating hygrothermographic observations with wood
cylinder moisture contents and the occurrence of fires in nor
thern New South Wales. The method followed paralleled that 
of Nesterov (6) who accumulated certain weather elements each 
day to give an index of inflammability. To describe this system 
briefly it can be stated that the basic foundation is the deter
mination of a "burning conditions index" for each day from 
the graphical representation of temperature and relative humi
dity (an alignment chart enables this to be measured at any 
instant from wet and dry bulb readings). The summation of the 
maximum burning condition indices for each day after rain 
was correlated with wood-cylinder moisture contents (obviating 
the necessity for determining same) and was assumed to re
present fuel inflammability. The danger rating at any given 
time can be obtained by adding to the above summation the 
current burning conditions index. Thus it can be seen that 
the danger rating in a specific case may not commence from 
zero but from a level determined by the accumulation of pre
vious conditions. As the burning conditions index may be either 
positive or negative the influence of mild conditions is taken 
into account. 
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In view of the ease with which the index can be assessed for 
any station reporting wet and dry bulb temperatures, the 
method was adopted by the Divisional Meteorologist for New 
South Wales as the basis for fire weather forecasts, taking into 
account also the synoptic situation. It is stressed that in its pre
sent form the method is not applicable to regions with winter 
rainfall and dry summers, but a recalculation of the regression 
equation and modification of the danger scale could undoubted
ly be effected to meet conditions in any specific locality. In the 
meantime further research into the efficacy of the hygrothermo
graphic method is being conducted at various centres in New 
South Wales. 

The Central Weather Bureau, Melbourne, has given a great 
deal of attention to this question, and has modified the Grass 
Fire Hazard Tables of Beall (7) for use in Australia. These 
provisional Grass Fire Hazard Tables were first issued in 1946 
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and revised in 1947 (8) on the basis of experience gained in 
the 1946/47 fire season in Victoria. The tables are based on the 
percentage of green grass, days since rain, and relative humidity 
with corrections for wind and season. In Victoria weekly reports 
of the percentage of green grass are obtained through the Coun
try Fire Authority, and the method is more suitable for pasture 
and savanna woodland than for dense forest country. The 
Forests Commission of Victoria reports wood cylinder moisture 
contents from several centres to the Central Weather Bureau 
and receives forecasts for distribution through the Forest Service 
radio network. 

The inherent deficiency of systems not fully incorporating 
previous conditions has led the State Electricity Commission of 
Victoria to devise its own danger rating method. This body is 
concerned with the protection of comparatively small forest 
areas but embracing valuable assets in addition to timber. The 
method, as yet unpublished, involves the use of an accumulat
ing hazard index based on temperature and rainfall, to which 
is added a burning index indicating current conditions derived 
from Weather Bureau information, wind, relative humidity and 
temperature. This system is likely to prove of immense value 
under the dangerous conditions which frequently obtain in 
Victoria. 

CRAIGHEAD & HUTCHINS 

Much remains to be done in adapting the various systems of 
fire danger rating to regions of diverse climate throughout 
Australia. The fundamental work, however, has largely been 
carried out, and it remains for executive action to put these 
results into effect, so that in the light of experience such modi
fications as prove necessary for a particular region may be in
corporated. It is recognized, nevertheless, that Australian fire 
weather forecasting must be of a short term regional type only, 
in view of the over-all meteorological difficulties previously 
mentioned. 
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The Control of Insects and Diseases in North American 
Forests 
F. C. CRAIGHEAD 

L. M. HUTCHINS 

Insects and diseases have periodically taken a heavy toll of 
the mature timber stands of this continent. Likewise they have 
waged a war of gradual attrition through the life of the stands 
and may be largely responsible for their character at any one 
time in their life history. These changes are plainly observable 
as the stands develop and are often recorded in the rings of 
older trees for as much as 400 years. Such attrition and such 
losses were of little economic consequence until about 1900, 
when the lumbermen began to realize that our mature stands 
of high-quality timber were not inexhaustible. 

Some of these typical insect and disease phenomena might be 
briefly described. Two bark beetle outbreaks, one in 'West Vir· 
ginia from 1890 to 1892 and another in the Black Hills of 
South Dakota about 1900, destroyed from 1,000 to 2,000 million 
board ft. of high-quality timber, the former spruce and the 
latter pine. These outbreaks were of special significance in that 
they stimulated action leading to the intensive study of inse<:ts 
in the forests, which resulted in the establishment, in 1906, of a 
Division of Forest Insect Investigations in the Bureau of Ento
mology and Plant Quarantine, with a small appropriation and 
the appointment of Dr. A. D. Hopkins as forest entomologist. 

The western pine beetle, particularly in the stands of pon
derosa pine in eastern Oregon and north-eastern California, 
has destroyed more than 6,000 million board ft. of mature pine 
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of a twenty-five-year period. This was more than the lumber
men removed or fire destroyed during the same period. 

Defoliators such as the larch sawfly in the north-eastern 
United States and Canada, the tussock moth in Oregon and 
California, the spruce budworm in eastern Canada and north· 
western United States, and the pandora moth in ponderosa 
stands of California and Oregon have taken even greater toll 
from time to time than the bark beetles. The spruce budworm 
outbreak in north-eastern United States and Canada from 1910 
to 1920 destroyed the equivalent of twenty-five years of pulp
wood supply for American paper requirements. Cenain des
tructive insects, such as the gypsy moth and the brown-tail moth, 
have also been introduced, and the total expenditures for their 
control have exceeded amounts spent on native insects. 

The mounting importance of forest diseases was attracting 
serious attention by 1907, and in that year the Division of 
Forest Pathology was organized in the Bureau of Plant Industry, 
with Dr. Haven :Metcalf as forest pathologist in charge. Heart 
rots, less important in our young timber than in the primitive 
stands, are nevertheless responsible for a cull increment ap
proaching 1 ,500 million board feet of timber per year in 
the United States. In the Black Hills 25 per cent of the saw
timber volume on 1.2 million acres of National Forest land 
was found to be cull due to decay of the heartwood by a fungus. 
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The dwarf mistletoes, stem rusts and root-rot fungi have cluo
nically reduced growth and continue to kill trees or make them 
vulnerable to insect attack. 

Serious losses have resulted from introduced parasitic diseases 
that in their native environments were apparently of little con
sequence. The white pine blister rust, introduced on nursery 
stock from Europe shortly before 1900 and repeatedly during 
the next decade, has spread throughout most of the commercial 
range of the white pine species. Millions of dollars are spent 
annually to protect the most valuable stands by eradicating the 
species of Ribes that serve as alternate hosts; on millions of 
acres no control is practicable and the white pines will be lost. 
The chestnut blight, which came into this country on nursery 
stock from Asia, was first reported in New York City in 1904. 
It spread rapidly and has practically wiped out the chestnut in 
eastern United States. The so-called Dutch elm disease was 
brought into this country on veneer logs from Europe in the 
early 1930's. Already one of its European vectors, Scolytus mul
tistriatus (Marsh.), had been established. The disease spread 
rapidly through elm stands in New Jersey, New York and Con
necticut, and now has reached places as far west as Denver, 
Colorado, and as far north as eastern Canada. Injurious insects 
and diseases are migrating from this continent to foreign coun
tries as well. For example. Douglas-fir needle diseases have 
ruined promising plantations of that species in central Europe. 
Serious loss and degrade to high-quality hardwood lumber go
ing into foreign markets have resulted from infestation by 
certain powder-post beetles. 

Early attempts (1893-1895) at insect control in this country 
were aimed at the reduction of bark beetle outbreaks in spruce 
in West Virginia and in pine in the Black Hills National Forest. 
These attempts were inadequate in the light of present-day 
knowledge. Information on the habits of these insects was quite 
incomplete. and only crude hand equipment was available for 
treatment of infestations. Nevertheless, many successful bark 
beetle control projects were conducted. They were apparently 
justifiable on the basis of values of the timber saved in com
parison with the costs of operations. In early work lodgepole 
and smaller ponderosa pine could be treated by hand methods 
at $1 to $2 per tree. The cost increased to $6 and $7 per tree 
for average-size lodgepole, primarily because of the high costs 
of labour. The costs gradually became prohibitive and stimu
lated the development of cheaper means of control through the 
usc of chemical sprays and powerful automotive equipment 
that could carry the work into areas where formerly materials 
were transported by pack animals. Early outbreaks of defolia
tors could not be treated in an economical manner, that is, 
when the costs of timber saved were considered. Arsenical sprays 
were available, but the power equipment was expensive and 
heavy and could not be taken into the woods. In gypsy moth 
roadside spraying the hose was carried a mile or more into the 
woods, but the costs soared to $25-$50 per acre and could be 
justified only on the basis of preventing this insect from spread-

through all the hardwood forests of eastern United States. 

\Vith the advent of the airplane numerous attempts, begin
ning about 1915, were made in the application of arsenical 
sprays and dusts. These efforts never proved to be successful 
in the forests, although they were utilized extensively for the 
control of agricultural pests. Later the development of DDT 
and related chemicals, which were many times more toxic than 
arsenicals, made it possible to treat large areas of woodland 
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at a cost of $1 to $3 per acre. This field has developed rapidly 
since the war, and it now appears that we have a practical 
means of suppressing extensive outbreaks of defoliators in our 
forests quickly and economically. Certainly it has proved eco
nomical to protect timber stands of high commercial value until 
they could be utilized. 

From the time of the earliest control efforts entomologists, 
pathologists and foresters have realized that destructive out
breaks of native pests are conditioned by certain environmental 
factors, such as preponderance of host-favourable species, age 
of stand, rate of growth of the trees-characteristics that can 
theoretically be modified through good forestry practises to 
bring about the prevention of insect outbreaks through fore>t 
management. Much study has been given to these possibilities, 
and a number of recommendations have been made for pre
venting losses from such insects as the western pine beetle, the 
white pine weevil, and the spruce budworm. In one case of 
selective logging for the control of the western pine beetle in 
ponderosa pine in Oregon and Washington, the recommenda
tions have been fairly well tested. Even here still more time is 
required before we can be positive that the method is foolproof. 
Other recommendations are yet to be tried out in a practical 
way, but the increasing cost of crude forest products and a grow
ing interest in forest management by many of the paper and 
pulp companies and larger lumber industries indicate more 
progress in the near future. 

Much can also be done to control diseases by silvicultural 
methods. The more serious native diseases are chronic and con
tinuous in their action rather than sporadic and epidemic. They 
cannot be met by direct control methods to the extent possible 
with the more spectacular insect outbreaks. Even against intro
duced epidemic forest diseases, eradication or other direct action 
has not proved generally practicable. The nearest approach to 
direct control has been in the eradication of alternate host 
plants of the white pine blister rust, already mentioned, and 
the apparently succesful eradication of a small infection focm 
of the European larch canker. Possibilities in the protection of 
ornamental trees by chemical control of insect vectors are be
ing explored, bnt even this measure is not likely to become 
practicable for most forest areas. Sanitation can be practiced. 
for example, in the case of the destructive dwarf mistletoes, ill 
places where the removal by girdling of infected wolf trees will 
both release young stands growing under them and remove the 
sources of infection. In the lone case of the needle disease of 
very young long-leaf pine in the South, carefully controlled 
burning every three or four years at the beginning of a rotation 
has been found valuable in eliminating infection sources, and 
for white pine blister rust under special circumstances fire will 
probably prove a usable adjunct to other methods of destroying 
Ribes. In forest nurseries, of course, various direct control 
measures are applied. Choice of site and control of seed source. 
species composition and stand density have already done some~ 
thing and can do much more to improve the future health of 
plantations or young natural stands when more is known about 
the environmental relations of the diseases. In the prevention 
of butt rot, control of fire and avoidance of excessive scarring 
during logging are important. Pruning with the joint purpose 
of removing avenues of entry of heart rots and increasing the 
yield of clear lumber has sometimes been found practicable. 
The principal reliance against heart rots and some types of 
killing will probably be in early utilization of high-risk trees or 
stands and in the selection of low~risk trees as crop trees in 
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stand-improvement operations. Selection or breeding of strains 
or hybrids resistant to several of the more important diseases is 
under way, and there is promise of immediate practical value 
from these activities for three of the shade-tree diseases. 

The future for the prevention and control of destructive 
forest insects and diseases in the United States and Canada 
looks better than at any time in the past. The increased value 
of forest products, the fact that private land owners are be
ginning to recognize timber as a crop deserving some care, and 
the funds available in the United States under the Knute-Van
denberg Act for stand improvement on National Forests arc 
beginning to result in a more intensive management of forest 
lands, and are expected to make possible more adaptations of 
management practises to reduce damage from all causes. 

In recognition of the need for early suppression of pest out
breaks, the 80th Congress passed the so-called Forest Pest Act, 
Public Law No. 110, which provides for a more effective system 
of detection surveys and for co-operative control with land
managing agencies. Arrangements for financial aid to the States 
and to private timberland owners are set up. In Canada a 
Forest Insect Control Board, which has recently been organized, 
has taken steps to bring about concerted action by all timber
land managing agencies, both private and provincial, as well as 
for means for stimulating research and development of control 
methods for these destructive forest pests. In the United States 
it is expected that, beginning 1 July 1949, the authorized system 
of detection surveys for insects and diseases will be adequately 
implemented to cover all the susceptible forest types in the 
United States. These surveys will be conducted on the theory 
that incipient insect outbreaks can be stamped out at little cost 
in comparison with the tremendous expenditures of recent years 
when outbreaks developed unchecked as they did during the 
recent war. Additional surveys will also be helpful against di
seases, and should improve the chances of determining whether 
a suppression campaign is practicable. Against most diseases 
adequate defence requires research on enough of the influenc
ing factors to learn their relation to management practises; sur-

DE GRYSE 

veys to determine local prevalence; and technical advisory and 
demonstration service by specially assigned pathologists to ex
tension foresters, landowners and managers in order to get 
research findings into use. 

:\:fore adequate inspection and quarantines at our ports and 
airfields are needed to prevent the introduction of destructive 
pests. It has been proposed that our valuable timber species be 
planted on suitable sites in various foreign countries and the 
effect on them of pests native to the respective countries be stu
died. The information gained should make it easier to prevent 
the entry of insects found to be dangerous, or to recognize them 
promptly after entry. This plan has much support and appears 
to be wholly sound and reasonable. \Ve hope that it can be put 
into operation in the ncar future. The proposal is for reciprocal 
co-operative action by which we would furnish American plant
ing stock to other continents and in turn would plant here and 
keep under observation the species for which other countries 
wish information as to their susceptibility to American insects 
and diseases. 

The need for expanding the research to develop methods of 
control of forest pests is being firmly supported by private in
dustries and Federal agencies. Over three-fourths of a million 
dollars is now being spent annually for investigations of forest 
pests in the United States, and a similar amount is spent in 
Canada. Direct control practices against these pests need fur
ther refinement and development. They must be cheapened as 
labour costs increase, and they must be adapted to changing 
practises in logging and utilization. Chemical control of forest 
pests is corning to the fore and has tremendous possibilities, 
particularly in the adaptation of the airplane and the new in
secticides to defoliator outbreaks. In addition to biological in
Yestigations and the development of better direct control meas
ures, much more effort is needed in testing the possibilities of 
avoiding serious outbreaks through silvicultural practises. Gra
dually as the possibilities of silvicultural control of both insects 
and disease become more evident better forestry practises will 
be stimulated. 

Control of Forest Insects in Canada 
J. J. DE GRYSE 

ABSTRACT 

The Canadian forest, with its comparatively poor flora and its extensive tracts of uniform composition, is ex· 
tremely susceptible to large· scale insect infestations. The vastness of such calamities calls for a special approach in any 
attempts at repression of outbreaks. Timely detection of outbreaks is a basic requirement in all control operations. 
Operation of the Forest Insect Survey is described. Preventive procedures, based on appropriate forest management, 
are preferable to remedial measures. Among the latter, biological control through the distribution of parasites, pred· 
ators and diseases, is, normally, of greater value than chemical or mechanical control. A brief account of experience in 
these different fields is presented. 

THE PRINCIPAL INSECT INFESTATIOl'iS 

The extensive, often even-aged, stands of uniform composi
tion which constitute the greater part of the Canadian forest 
offer ideal conditions for the development of catastrophic insect 
outbreaks. It is rather interesting that, although hundreds of 
potentially injurious insect species inhabit the northern forests, 
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only a few ever become economically important. Outstanding 
among these are the spruce budworm, Choristoneura fumife
mna (Clem.); the European spruce sawfly, Gilpinia hercyniae 
(Htg.); the larch sawfly, Pristiphora erichsoni (Htg.); the hem
lock looper, Lambdina fiscellaria (Guen.); the black-headed 
budworm, Acleris variana (Fern.); jack-pine sawflies, Neodi-
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prion (Spp.); the balsam woolly aphid, Adelges piceae (Ratz.); 
the eastern spruce beetle, Dendroctonus piceaperda (Hopk.); 
the mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus monticolae (Hopk.); 
and the western pine beetle Dendroctonus brevicomis (Lee.). 

The destruction caused by these insects in recent times is 
beyond all computation and may be taken as mute evidence 
of the inadequacy of the majority of control operations at
tempted in the past. Most of these failures may be ascribed, 
at least in part, to the lack of facilities for the prompt detection 
of infestation foci in the early stages of their development. 

CANADIAN FOREST INSECT SURVEY 

To remedy this shortcoming, the Canadian Forest Insect 
Survey was formally organized in 1936 as a specialized activity 
in forest entomology. It is a co-operative project in which the 
personnel of the Dominion and Provincial forest services and 
of the industry take an active part by sending reports on insect 
occurrence accompanied by sample collections, to ten regional 
centres, where all the material submitted is carefully classified, 
recorded and reared in well equipped insectaries. Approxi
mately 2,500 observers, stationed in nearly all accessible parts 
of the forest contribute regularly. They receive personal direc
tions from a corps of 70 trained forest insect rangers who are 
employed largely in maintaining contacts with outside co-opera
tors and in making special, intensive surveys of the territory 
assigned to them. When necessary, ground surveys are supple
mented by aerial reconnaissance. A floating laboratory, installed 
on a seagoing vessel, is used in surveying the forests of the 
British Columbia coast. During the summer of 1948, a total ot 
24,515 reports and insect collections was received from the field 
men and approximately 100,000 rearing experiments were 
undertaken in the various insectaries. It is readily seen that an 
undertaking of this kind yields valuable information not only 
on insect outbreaks but also on the biology and epidemiology 
of all species under observation. The Forest Insect Survey pub
lishes an annual report giving a popular statement on the 
insects of greatest economic importance. It is hoped that a com
plete technical report covering the last ten years of operation 
will be made available in the not too distant future. 

PREVENTIVE PROCEDURES 

Perhaps one of the most important considerations to be kept 
in mind in attempting an appraisal of the forest insect problem 
in Canada is the fact that, in our day, the forests of the country 
are in a state of transition. The natural forests inherited by the 
white man from the aborigines may, at the present rate of de
pletion, meet the requirements of the industries for the next 
fifty or sixty years. During that period a new forest must be 
planned lest a hiatus of unproductive years be interposed be
tween the disappearance of the last of the old and the com
mercial maturity of the first new forest stands. To the forest 
entomologist this means that, while taking care of the emer
gencies of the moment, he must ever be alert to the require
ments of the future. If his recommendations for the scientific 
management of the present forest can be integrated with the 
designs for the planned forest of tomorrow, he will make a 
material contribution to the creation and maintenance of a 
resource which, if not absolutely immune to insect attack, will, 
at least, be sufficiently resistant to weather the onslaughts of 
periodic outbreaks. Such is the case for preventive entomology 
through regulation of the insect's food supply as opposed to 
remedial entomology through the application of control meas-
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ures ex post facto. Prevention is the prime objective of all 
serious-minded research workers in forest entomology. 

A determined effort in this direction is being made at the 
Green River experiment station in New Brunswick, where in
tensive research in forest management as a method of prevent
ing or reducing insect in jury is now in progress. The project 
was initiated in 1944 by the Division of Entomology in co
operation with the Dominion Forest Service, the Provincial 
Department of Lands and Forests of New Brunswick and the 
Fraser Companies Limited. Valuable information on the effects 
of various types of cutting on both sustained yield and the 
reduction of insect hazard is gradually accumulating, but the 
ultimate success of the experiment is contingent on the rate of 
development of the spruce budworm outbreak which is present
ly menacing the Green River watershed. Meanwhile, similar 
studies will be undertaken at other strategic points in different 
parts of the country. 

Awareness of the significance of scientific forest management 
in its relation to insect control brings to mind an international 
aspect of the subject under discussion. For many years, Cana
dian entomologists have taken a deep mterest in the forestry 
practices in European countries. Conversely, European ento
mologists have evinced a similar interest in the natural succes
sion of event under conditions obtaining in our virgin forests. 
A cursory perusal of the literature is sufficient to convince the 
reader that there are still many misunderstandings on both 
sides. It may not be amiss, therefore, to suggest that a more or 
less systematic exchange of ideas and occasionally of research 
personnel would greatly benefit all concerned. 

REMEDIAL PROCEDURES 

Important as they may be, long-range plans for the future do 
not absolve the entomologist from his responsibility for the 
present. Emergencies must be dealt with as they arise and the 
call for the use of direct control measures is ever pressing. 
Fortunately, many remedial expedients possess lasting charac
teristics which will be of definite value when used in combi
nation with preventive procedures. This is particularly true of 
biological control methods. Such regulatory factors as parasites, 
predators and diseases, once firmly established as part and 
parcel of the ecological complex of a population are most 
likely to exert a permanent influence on the fate of the bio
coenose to which they appertain. Until recent years, the prin
cipal emphasis in biological control, as practised in Canada, 
has been placed on the introduction and propagation of insect 
parasites and predators to combat various pests of exotic origin. 
The Commonwealth Bureau of Biological Control undertakes 
the collection of parasite material in foreign countries and the 
Dominion Laboratory of Biological Control at Belleville, Ont. 
is charged with the propagation and liberation of introduced 
species. Several interesting cases of successful introductions are 
on record. Among these the importation and establishment of 
M esoleius aulicus (Grav.), a parasite of the larch sawfly, is out
standing. At the time of the great sawfly outbreak which swept 
over Eastern Canada, from the Atlantic coast to the region of 
the Great Lakes, during the early years of the century, several 
colonies of Mesoleius collected in England were liberated in 
the provinces of Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba. Although the 
parasite became established, it made little or no impression on 
the infestation of that day. However, in subsequent years, it 
repeatedly showed its value as a control factor by effectively re
pressing severe outbreaks of the sawfly in the new larch stands 
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now replacing those which were destroyed in the course of the 
first attack. As the larch approaches maturity it is probable that 
it will lose some of its resistance to repeated defoliation and 
that the protective action of the parasite will be materially re
duced. To counteract such an eventuality, prompt utilization 
of larch as soon as it reaches commercial size is recommended. 
This combination of cultural and biological control methods 
should tend to prevent serious losses in future. 

The introduction of Aiesoleius marks the start of biological 
control activities in Canada. Since that time, insect parasites 
and predators have been used in combating a number of other 
forest pests. The largest single operation of this kind was under
taken in the fight against the European spruce sawfly between 
1931 and 1938. Although several parasitic species introduced at 
that time have become succesfully established and are becoming 
increasingly effective, they played only a secondary role in 
bringing about the decline of the sawfly outbreak. A virus 
disease, which was ftrst observed about 1934, and which spread 
with phenomenal rapidity over the entire infested territory, 
caused such tremendous mortality in the sample population as 
to reduce it to endemic levels in the short span of about four 
years. The disease is highly specific and, so far, all attempts at 
inoculating native species have resulted in failure. It seems 
probable, therefore, that it is of European origin and that it 
may have been accidentally introduced with shipments of the 
parasites. The virus is transmitted per os. Advantage has been 
taken of this fact and suspensions of the polyhedral bodies, 
sprayed on the food plant, have been used in the artificial dis
semination of the disease in new centres of infestation. 

It is only natural that the spectacular decline of the European 
spruce sawfly outbreak should have served as a strong incentive 
to renewed interest in the possibilities of diseases as control 
factors in insect epidemics. A further stimulus was provided 
through recent, somewhat similar, occurrences in connexion 
with outbreaks of the hemlock looper and the black-headed 
budworm in British Columbia. Furthermore, recent advances 
in virology, bacteriology and mycology have removed many of 
the objections and broken down many of the prejudices for
merly held against the use of pathogenic organisms. The time 
seemed ripe for action, and research on the subject was under· 
taken in earnest. After a period of preliminary investigations, 
it was decided to embark on a formal programme of studies 
and to erect a special laboratory for the purpose. A modern, 
well-equipped building is now under construction at Sault Ste. 
Marie, Ontario. It will serve as a national centre for funda
mental research and mass propagation. In addition, several 
field establishments will eventually be organized in other parts 
of Canada to undertake the epidemiological studies under local 
conditions. 

In the immediate future special attention will be devoted 
to diseases of the spruce budworm, our most destructive forest 
insect. A virus disease, recently discovered in Ontario, and 
several bacterial and fungus diseases are already under active 
investigation. A capsule virus which attacks a European fir bud
worm, Cacoecia murinana (Hb.) is also being tested for its po
tentiality of infecting the Canadian spruce budworm. Our ex
perience in the field of entomopathology is admittedly limited, 
but the progress so far is very encouraging. 

At the same time, there is no desire to create the impression 
that the use of diseases is the one and only answer to our insect 
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problems. On the contrary, it is fully realized tl1at every known 
method of control has its place in the war against forest pests. 
The choice of the remedy to be employed must be determined 
by a careful study of the nature of the individual case. In 
general, because of the tremendous areas usually involved in 
Canadian outbreaks, the prevailing tendency is to make use of 
methods based on the action of biological factors rather than 
on chemical or mechanical control measures. On occasions, 
however, especially in dealing with small outbreaks or in pro· 
tecting extremely valuable stands likely to be utilized in the 
near future, insecticides or mechanical procedures may offer 
deftnite advantages. If ever the Canadian forests should be 
placed under intensive management, it may become necessary 
to modify our policy. 
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The Control of Forest 
Great Britain 

Diseases and Insect • 1n Pests 

T. R. PEACE 

ABSTRACT 

The flora of Great Britain is relatively poor in tree species and very poor in conifers and there have therefore been 
numerous introductions of exotic species for arboricultural purposes and for forest planting. These have afforded op· 
portunities for the introduction of insect pests and fungal diseases. 

The extensive schemes of planting undertaken by the State after 1919 have provided conditions suitable for the 
spread both of native and of foreign pests and diseases and research work on these problems has been actively carried 
out both by the Forestry Commission and by the universities since that date. 

No steps were taken to exclude new diseases until 1927 when the discovery of the Dutch Elm Disease led to an 
Order prohibiting the import of elms. In 1933 another Order came into force, prohibiting the import of plants of all 
the coniferous species important in British Forestry and this restriction will shortly be extended to Castanea and to 
Populus. The only Order affecting a tree disease within Great Britain itself is directed against the watermark disease of 
the cricket-bat willow. 

Recently some concern has been caused by the introduction of the beetles Ips sexdentatus and Ips typographus, 
the former mainly in unpeeled pitwood from France, and the latter in spruce logs from Germany. 

The control of diseases and insect pests in the forest requires an increasing amount of international co-operation. 

The native flora of the British Isles is relatively poor in broad· 
leaved trees, and very poor indeed in conifers. So from a com· 
paratively early date there have been numerous introductions 
of trees from abroad usually for arboricultural purposes, but 
in some cases for forest planting. Naturally these imports have 
provided ready opportunities for the introduction of insect 
pests and fungal disease, and there is no doubt that several 
such injurious introductions have occurred. However, before 
1919 there was no State Forest Service, and large-scale planting 
was only carried out on a small number of private estates. Out
breaks of diseases and pests were in consequence restricted, and 
did not generally attract much attention. Several fungi and in
sects, almost certainly introduced well before 1919, were not 
recorded tillla ter. 

After 1919 and the setting up of the Forestry Commission, 
large scale coniferous planting was started on a much wider 
scale than had been done before in Great Britain. It was not 
long before pests and diseases began to make their appearance. 
From then till the present day more and more fungi and in· 
sects have come to be recognized as menaces to the health of 
our forests, and while many of these are natives and have in
creased to serious proportions merely because the extensive 
plantations provided better conditions for spread, others are 
known to have been imported. In some instances one can be 
sure of this because of the complete lack of records in the past, 
and in others it can be assumed, because they are specific to an 
introduced tree species and cannot, therefore, have been in the 
country before the introduction of their host. In the case of 
Douglas fir, for instance, the insect Adelges cooleyi, and the 
fungi Rhabdocline pseudotsugae and Phaeocryptopus gaumanii 
are all confined to the genus Pseudostsuga and must have been 
introduced on imported plants. In the case of larch the same 
applies to the Large Larch Sawfly, Lygaeonematus erichsoni, 
the Larch Leaf Miner, Coleophora laricella, and to the Leaf 
Cast fungus, Meria laricis. 

Before 1919 most of the work done on forest disease and 
pests had been of a systematic nature, merely recording the 
insect or fungus concerned. In a few instances, such as larch 
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canker, associated with the fungus Dasyscypha, the disease had 
been described and for a limited number of pests and diseases 
recommendations on control measures had been published; but 
after the start of large scale planting of trees, it soon became 
apparent that insect pests and fungal diseases were likely to 
become increasingly serious as larger areas were covered with 
trees, and it was realized that research into diseases to discover 
their actual importance and if necessary to find control meas
ures, would be required. From 1919 research work on forest 
insects and diseases has proceeded at a steadily increasing tem
po, not only under the wing of the Forestry Commission, but 
also to some extent at the universities. Many diseases and pests 
still remain more or less unstudied, and with others, while the 
cause and often its life history are known, it has not yet been 
possible to suggest practicable control measures. However, feas
ible control measures have already been suggested for a number 
of diseases and pests. It need hardly be stressed that the large 
areas covered, the frequently rough and difficult nature of the 
ground, the height and impenetrability of the crop, when past 
its early stages, and the comparatively low value per acre, all 
make direct control of forest diseases more difficult than is 
normally the case with diseases and pests on agricultural crops. 

No steps were taken to exclude new diseases, until the dis
covery in 1927 that the so called Dutch Elm Disease, caused 
by the fungus Ceratostomella ulmi, had reached England, when 
an Order was immediately introduced forbidding the import of 
elms. The following season, when it was possible to search 
widely for the disease, it was found to be scattered over the 
whole of south England, and the original intention of requir
ing all diseased elms to be felled had to be abandoned. It is 
now known that the disease was established in the country for 
several years before 1927. It was still felt that imported elms 
might start the disease in areas hitherto unaffected, and for this 
reason the Order remained in force until 1949, but will shortly 
be repealed. 

By 1933 it was realized that it was a definite mistake to wait 
until a disease was in the country before legislating against it, 
and that even waiting till some disease or pest became a real 
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threat, because of its severity or proximity abroad, was probably 
a mistaken policy. In that year all the coniferous genera con· 
3idered of real importance to British forestry were included in 
a Prohibition of Import Order. These were Abies, Lari, Picea, 
Pinus, Pseudotsuga, Sequoia, Thuya and Tsuga. Cupressus and 
Chamaecyparis were omitted because, although Chamaecyparis 
lawsoniana, Lawson's Cypress, has some minor status as a forest 
tree, prohibition would have seriously interfered with the nur
sery trade in ornamental varieties of this species. Also very few 
pests or diseases of this tree have been recorded. The issue of 
the Prohibition Order was not directed primarily against any 
particular disease or insect, but was intended as a general safe
guard against the many potential dangers known and unknown. 
It was considered possible that a fungus or insect might quickly 
reach dangerous proportions before legislation could be put 
into force, unless a Prohibition Order was already in being. 

In 1933 few hardwood genera were of outstanding importance 
for forestry, and the numbers imported were small. For this 
reason only conifers were included in the Order, except, of 
course, that elm still maintained its place. There is still no 
reason to include hardwoods in the same general way as coni
fers; but the appearance of Endothia parasitica, the Chestnut 
Blight, in Italy, just before the last war, though only reported 
in 1946, will lead to the inclusion of that genus in the Order 
in 1949. At the same time the genus Populus will be included, 
but for rather different reasons, and on a slightly different basis. 
In the case of the conifers and Castanea licences can be issued 
for the import of small quantities of plants for instructional, 
scientific or similar purposes; but in the case of Populus licences 
covering large quantities for normal use will be issued, provided 
the Forestry Commission is satisfied that the import of that 
particular variety is desirable, and that the stock imported is 
true to name. This provision is based on the very distinct 
varietal susceptibility shown by poplars to bacterial canker, 
and on the close botanical similarity between different pop
lar varieties. The canker is already firmly established in this 
country, so that there is no point in trying to keep it out, but it 
is obviously desirable to prevent the importation of varieties, 
which will develop canker after planting. In view of the fact 
that stress is to be laid on correct naming, it is hoped that this 
Order will encourage other countries to follow Holland in 
supplying to nursery firms certified cuttings guaranteed true 
to name. Such a step has been taken for four of the best poplars 
for timber production in this country; though it is not possible 
to extend this service to include inspection of certified stocks in 
the nurseries to which they have been supplied, as is done in 
Holland. 

Only in one instance has internal legislation been taken 
against a tree disease in Great Britain, and that applies to 
cricket-bat willow, Salix caerulea, which is grown on a very 
short rotation, twelve to twenty years, and planted mainly 
along rivers and ditches on farms, so that it can hardly be re
garded as a forest tree. In 1933 an Order was introduced apply
ing only to the county of Essex (the chief bat-willow growing 
area), and requiring the destruction of infected trees. This was 
applied with increasing vigour till 1940, when war-time con
ditions rendered further inspection impossible. During the pe
riod 1940-1944 while the actual operation of the Order was 
suspended the disease again made headway, but subsequent 
progress in control has been very encouraging. In 1944, when 
of course all properties were being inspected for the first time 
since the work was restarted, there were 19 per cent of willows 
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infected. Over the whole period 1944 till October 1948, first 
and repeat inspections gave an average of 14 per cent infected. 
But, in the summer of 1948, by which time most of the main 
willow-growing areas had been inspected at least once, repeat 
inspections gave a percentage infection of only 3!/z per cent. 
It was realized, however, that the disease would re-enter the 
country from neighbouring areas, where willow was grown but 
was of less commercial importance, and in addition the bat
willow plantings in south Suffolk were considered worthy of 
protection for their own sake. So in 1948 the Order was ex
tended to cover the whole of the county of Suffolk, and parts 
of the counties of Middlesex and Hertford adjacent to Essex. 
Further extensions and the possibility of requiring certification 
as disease-free of the unrooted sets, which are used for planting, 
are now under consideration. 

In practice the Prohibition of Import Orders are taken to 
apply only to trees with foliage, sprays of foliage etc. Import 
of seed and timber has, as far as these Orders are concerned, 
been unrestricted. It must be admitted that both seeds and 
timber, particularly if the latter still carries bark, have definite 
potential dangers. Some fungal diseases are known to be seed
borne, and insects do attack seed, though in general such seed
feeding insects do not attack other parts of the tree. Megastignus 
spermotrophus, the Douglas Fir Seed Fly, is such an insect, and 
must at some time have been introduced with Douglas fir seed. 
Bark unfortunately is a much greater danger. It was on un
barked elm burl logs, and on rough crates of elm slabbing still 
carrying some bark that the Elm Disease fungus Ceratostomella 
ulmi and its carrier, Scolytus multistriatus, the Elm Bark Beetle 
reached America; the beetle however, appeared to have reached 
the States at a much earlier date than the fungus. 

More recently two potentially dangerous bark beetles Ips 
sexdentatus and Ips typographus have reached this country 
from the continent in unbarked logs. The former established 
itself in pine plantations in South Wales having reached that 
area in unbarked pine pitprops supplied to the collieries main· 
ly from France and Portugal but also from Germany. At first 
the insect seemed to have gained a firm hold, but recently, partly 
no doubt on account of the felling of infested trees, the popu
lation of the beetle seems to have greatly lessened, though it is 
yet too soon to suggest that it is completely under control. As 
an insurance, should it regain activity, arrangements have been 
made for the collection of parasites and insect predators in 
France and in Germany and for their shipment to this country. 

Ips typographus, which attacks spruce, arrived mainly in un
barked spruce logs from Germany. Eventually it proved pos
sible to arrange for most of these logs to be barked before 
export, and as far as possible unbarked consignments were 
diverted to sawmills in towns, where the infection of surround· 
ing trees was unlikely. Such measures appear to have been 
successful. since there is no record of Ips typographus having 
established itself in this country. A third bark beetle Dendroc
tonus micans, which has severely damaged Sitka spruce in 
Schleswig, and has now been recorded as near as Holland, must 
also be regarded as a potential danger. At the moment insistence 
on the barking of imported logs before shipment would present 
numerous and almost insuperable difficulties, but it must be 
admitted that logs with bark do form a serious breach in our 
defences. 

In the case of insects the collection and transference of para
sites and predators is one of the most fruitful fields for inter
national co-operation, and it should be pointed out that as well 
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as receiving the Ips parasites mentioned above, the Forestry 
Commission has exported large quantities of parasitized grubs 
of the cockchafer Melonontha, to the United States and Mau
ritius. It is possible in the future that this exchange may extend 
to include fungi with antibiotic properties against disease 
organisms. 

There is no doubt that the control of forest diseases and 
pests does require a growing amount of international co-opera
tion. Study of an insect or fungus where it is already established 
will often yield valuable information on the possibilities of its 
spread to other countries, and the danger should it do so. Early 
notification of the spread or sudden increase in activity of 
known pathogens, or of the appearance of new ones is of the 
utmost importance, and may well result in the imposition of 
quarantines in time for them to be useful. But it must be rea
lized that quarantine measures in the face of the increasing speed 
and ease of travel, are unlikely to be of ultimate value. Nor are 
increasing restrictions on the free movements of goods desirable. 
The final defence will lie more on other lines, such as the breed-

ing or selection of resistant trees, the wider use of parasites, 
improved chemical control, and general sanitation measures, 
which can often be combined with normal silvicultural opera
tions. The outstanding example of the latter was the successful 
control of the pint beetle .~1yelophilus piniperda during the 
course of the extensive fellings in the Scottish pine forests in 
the recent world war. 

Testing of trees from uninfected areas for resistance to insect 
or fungal attack, in countries where the trouble is already esta
blished, is one important factor in disease control. Recently 
seeds, plants and grafting material of Castanea have been sent 
from this country to Italy and the United States, so that we shall 
know more about their susceptibility to the fungus Endothia. 
In the field of quarantine it is important that the exporter 
should realize that he has an obligation to supply only healthy 
stock, and that such freedom from disease and insects is more 
likely to be gained by general sanitation measures applied to 
a whole nursery, or even to a larger area, than by the most 
meticulous examination of the actual plants to be exported. 

The Control of Forest Diseases and Insect Pests1 

A. PFEFFER 

ABSTRACT 

Forest protection in the interests of forest economy requires the following: 
1. The supply of an adequate number of foresters able to identify insect pests, to keep a check on their numbers 

and to take the necessary action. 
2. The maintenance of special research institutes staffed by experts investigating effective methods of using in• 

secticides and biological control action (introduction of parasites, biophages and infections). 
3. Recognition of the forest as a water-control agent and not merely as a source of raw materials. For this reason 

legislative provisions must deal with administrative and auxiliary forestry staff, and prescribe the duty of forest man• 
agement to check the breeding of insect pests and to destroy all infestations. Legislation must also prevent outbreaks 
from being used as an excuse for forest exploitation and must restrict gradng, from which a forest can suffer much 
more than from insect pests. 

4. The establishment of closer international relations in co-operation between research institutes, in the study of 
pests in frontier forests, and in the exchange of experience, publications and specialists. 

Forest protection against plant pests also requires a trained forestry staff to keep the stands healthy, so as to reduce 
the danger of parasites imported from abroad. It requires intensified study by research institutes of genetic or re· 
pressive measures of pest control, and the passage of legislation against grazing and tires, which destroy forests already 
damaged by infestations. 

Forest pest control is possible and practicable, its effectiveness 
depending on the following factors: 

(1) Identification of the pest (qualitative examination); 
(2) Knowledge of the incidence of the pest in the forest 

(quantitative examination); 
(3) Observance by the forest owner of all measures to pre

vent the spread of the injurious insect; 
(4) Public interest in the adoption and implementation of 

such measures in forests (legislation); 
(5) Destruction of injurious insects by technical methods 

(mechanical control) ; 
(6) Biological methods of destruction (biological control) ; 
(7) Public interest in forest-pest control (legislation). 

' Original text: French. 
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Im:NTIFICATION OF THE PEST 

Forest owners, whether they are individuals or corporations, 
take notice of excessive numbers of injurious insects only when 
their property is threatened with destruction. For this reason it 
is essential for forest management to be in the hands of staff 
who are skilled in their profession and able to distinguish 
injurious insects from less dangerous or harmless species. The 
chief of the service should possess at least a certificate of secon
dary education, preferably a university degree, with the neces
sary knowledge of entomology and forest protection. Naturally, 
only forests of a certain size can be managed by men of this 
kind. The services of a specially-trained forester can be obtained 
for smaller forests if the owners combine to support him. 

Assistant foresters, in particular, are in daily contact with 
forestry work and should therefore have sufficient elementary 
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instruction in forest protection to identify the principal pests 
in their district.2 In order to bring about a steady decrease in 
the amount of damage to a forest caused by insects, it is essential 
to have an adequate number of suitably-trained principal and 
assistant foresters. 3 As the species met with are often little known 
or unknown to the foresters, specialists must help them to de
cide doubtful cases. Responsibility for this belongs to the fores
try research institutes specializing in forest protection or to the 
appropriate university institutions, which must of course be 
staffed by specialists, whose scientific training depends upon 
the cultural level of the particular country.4 

In view of the lack of information about certain pests, it 
would be very desirable if the names of specialists working in 
the various countries, and also publications and collectors' 
items, could be exchanged internationally. This work could 
well be undertaken by the research institutes, and begin with 
the compilation of a directory listing all the institutes engaged 
in the study of forest pests. These institutes would then draw 
up an annual list of specialists and of literature on forest pro
tection for their particular country. An adequate supply of 
published works, pamphlets and films is essential for the in
formation of foresters as well as of the public.5 The Inter
national Association of Forestry Research Institutes could also 

useful assistance. 

KNOWLEDGE OF TilE INCJDF,NCE OF l'ESTS IN A FOREST 

In certain areas destructive species are not sufficiently numer
ous to endanger the forests as a whole. In forests under manage
ment, however, the numbers of pests must be carefully watched 
so that the need for action may be appreciated in time. Such 
action includes, in central Europe, the use of well-placed tree· 
snares to catch bostryces (Scolytidae, or bark beetles), of turf 
traps for hylobes (Hylobius or pine weevil), of sticky tapes to 
keep a record of the numbers of hibernating caterpillars of the 
pine bombyx (Dendrolinus pini L) or the hatched caterpillars 
of the nun moth (Liparis monacha L.), and the determination 
of the number of many butterflies and Tenthredinidae (saw
flies) by counting the number of chrysalises hibernating on a 
few square metres of leafy litter. The number of fully-formed 
insects or their larvae in the upper branches can easily be deter
mined by comparing the amount of excrement dropped on a 
given paper surface in a given time. An excellent method of 
computing the number of destructive Iepidoptera consists in 
the attraction of the males by newly-hatched females enclosed 
in small cages which are placed in the middle of sticky patches 
attached to the trees. In order to keep a permanent and effective 
check on injurious insects the foresters must be able clearly to 
distinguish the injurious from the harmless species and to take 

2In Czechoslovakia assistant foresters attend, in addition to the 
primary schools of seven to eight classes, a one-year course at one of the 
special forestry training schools, of which there are eight in Czecho
slovakia at the present time. 

•In Czechoslovakia, in accordance with Government Decree No. 
15/1939, in force in Bohemia and Moravia, the owner of a forest of 
more than 575 hectares (1,400 acres) is obliged to employ a qualified 
manager assisted by an adequate staff. In accordance with Govern
ment Decree No. 178/1940, the owners of smaller forests in these two 
provinces constitute forest societies sharing a certificated forester. 

•czechoslovakia now has two Forestry Research Institutes special
izing in forest protection, maintained by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
and three Forest Protection Institutes incorporated in the Forestry 
High Schools. 

•A film has been made in Czechoslovakia on the nun moth (Liparis 
monacha L.) and another on the bostryces ( Scolytidae or bark beetles). 
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the proper action at the biologically-favourable moment. Mere
ly to instal tree-traps against bostryces (Scolytidae, or bark 
beetles) requires a certain knowledge of the habits and needs 
of the injurious species, since a badly-placed tree-trap will be 
visited only by harmless species. While special knowledge is 
required for the identification of pests, a knowledge of their 
biology commensurate with its importance in pest control i:; 
even more necessary. 

OBSERVANCE BY THE FOREST OWNER OF ALL MEASURES TO PREVE:\T 

THE SPREAD OF INJURIOUS INSECTS 

The forest owner should manage his property in such a way 
as not to favour the multiplication of injurious insects. In Cen
tral Europe favourable conditions for rapid breeding are pro
vided, in stands of resinous trees for example, by a rapid suc· 
cession of clear-fellings (Hylobius, or pine weevil), the recutting 
of tree-tops left after felling, or over-tardy use of trees brought 
down by wind or snow (Bostryces or other xylophagous insects). 
Even the method of planting young stands may affect the num
ber of injurious insects present when the stands come to middle 
age. In Central Europe the cultivation of the spruce (Picea 
excelsa) below the limit of its natural growth has created an 
environment favourable to the development of the nun moth 
(Liparis monacha L.). The type of plantation, even if sound, 
may affect the multiplication of certain forest pests. 

PUBLIC I:-ITEREST 1:-1 THE ADOPTION AND 1.\fPI.EMENTATION OF 

SANITARY MEASURES IN FORESTS (LEGISLATION) 

On very large estates the method of management depends 
upon the system selected by the forest manager, but on small 
estates it depends upon the owner himself. Hence the foresight 
and skill of the forestry staff can by themselves play a consider
able part in the healthy growth of the estate. In most countries 
forests are regarded as something more than a mere source of 
raw materials. Apart from the indirect services they render to 
a country, forests help in water control, and it is this function 
which is leading the public to concern itself with the way in 
which an owner manages his forest. For this reason the State 
supervises the execution of a forestry plan governing the 
method of exploitation over a considerable period. The mini
mum size of the forests on which an economic plan is based is 
as important as the actual measures contained in the plan. If 
these measures concern merely the successive exploitation of 
the stands without regard to possible damage, the sylvicultural 
value of the plan is not very great. The establishment of the 
plan must therefore be put into the hands of qualified foresters 
and supervised by the State. Such supervision should not extend 
merely to the rate of exploitation of the forests, but should aim 
also at preserving the health of the stands. The public super
visors must therefore be first-class specialists conscientiously per
forming their duty of checking forestry plans both before their 
adoption and in the course of their implernentation.r. 

6In Czechoslovakia a forest owner is compelled to have an economic 
plan under Forestry Act No. 37JI928, Government Decree No. 
97/1930 and Government Decree No. 35/1944. If the owner is a 
corporation, the plan must cover any forest land regardless of extent; 
if an individual, it must cover any estate of over fifty hectares ( 123 
acres). Foresters possessing certificates of secondary or university 
studies may compile these plans after obtaining authorization to do so 
by means of a special official examination. The State supervises the 
plans by means of special officials possessing university certificates and 
belonging to the departmental offices; each of these supervises ap
proximately 86,000 hectares (210,000 acres) of forest land. 
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Thus the State takes care that the forests are managed in 
accordance with measures set out in a plan covering a consider
able period, and that the forest managers have the necessary 
qualifications. As their forests have diminished in size, more
over, a number of countries have taken still further measures 
to protect them. In some areas, for example, the trunks of resin
ous trees must be stripped of their bark in time to check the 
breeding of bostryces (Scolytidae, or bark beetles), while in 
others clear-felling over large areas is prohibited.' 

Should any threat from injurious insects arise, a forest owner 
must be compelled to use every means of checking their breed
ing, to save not only his own forest but neighbouring forests 
also. By their relatively rapid multiplication the pests spread 
into the country around their original location; and since it is 
much more difficult to destroy them over vast stretches of wood
land than in the fields, their condition must be investigated 
with the greatest care. Aware of the importance of the forests 
for the country as a whole, the State has in many areas made 
it compulsory to use every means of checking the breeding of 
injurious insects.s 

There is a legal basis for these public measures in that much 
of the destruction caused by pests is initiated by other damage 
(wind and snow damage, fires etc.) and that it is possible for 
the forester, by taking immediate economic action, to prevent 
the evolution of the pests. 

TECH!'i!CAL METHODS Of' SUPPRESSION 

\Vhen infestation occurs, the object is to prevent the insects 
from reaching trees or entire stands, to drive them back by 
means of suitable materials or to destroy them directly. Wing
less insects can be kept off very simply throughout their life 
cycle by means of isolating furrows. With the same object stands 
or nurseries of trees are isolated from the rest of the forest by 
means of sticky strips of wood placed on the ground. Sticky 
bands are attached to tree-trunks in order to prevent caterpillars 
and larvae hibernating in the fallen leaves from reaching the 
upper branches. Glue itself, moreover, is effective in suppressing 
pyrales (Evetria, or leaf-roller moths) in pine buds. The quality 
and cost of the glue and the cost of the necessary labour are 
all very important. Control methods are employed chiefly in 
nurseries and young plantations against the larvae of the melo
lonthidae (Scarabeaeidae, or leaf-borne beetles) or of the hy· 
lobes (Hylobius, or pine weevil). The direct destruction of cer
tain insects by crushing or shaking is confined solely to nur
series, plantations and certain parts of timber stands. Decisive 
factors in the use of such methods are accessibility, cost and 
effectiveness. It is always preferable to begin by attracting the 
injurious insects to a place where it will be easier to destroy 
them en masse. For this purpose clods of turf are used against 
certain caterpillars in nurseries, strips of bark covered with 

'In Czechoslovakia, under Government Decree No. 82/1943 and 
Act No. 206/1948. Supervisory institutions check the execution of 
these measures. Indirectly this process hinders the rapid breeding of 
forest pests. 

8 In Czechoslovakia bv articles 50 and 51 of Forest Act No. 250/1852 
and articles 13 and 14 or' Decree No. 31/1879. Under Act No. 250/1852 
it is the owner's duty to use every means of checking the breeding of 
insects. Should the owner or forestry staff find themselves in difficul
ties, the Forestry Control Office must be informed of the situation; it 
then, after consultation with the experts, decides what control 
measures are to be employed. Since qualified staff administer only 
forests above a certain size, and smaller estates would be left in
adequately supervised, the Act lays down the rule that any citizen 
may report the presence of pests in a forest. 
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clods of turf against the hylobes (Hylobius, or pine weevil), 
and tree-traps against bostryces. It is possible by these methods 
to destroy the insects in certain places only and thus to localize 
them without aiming at their complete destruction. 

Insecticides have been used in forestry for more than twenty
five years, against saw-fly caterpillars and pseudo-caterpillars 
which damage leaves and needles. Powdered insecticides are 
generally used, being easier to handle, while liquid insecticides 
are reserved for nurseries, plantations and avenues. Contact 
insecticides are very effective against caterpillars and other 
smooth larvae; hairy caterpillars can only be destroyed by them 
when very young, as they become very resistant to them in the 
higher stages. Owing to the rapid effect of contact insecticides, 
intestinal insecticides are being forced out of current use and 
reserved for special cases. The poisons are sprinkled into the 
upper branches from an aircraft with a daily capacity of 400 
hectares (1,000 acres), or from the ground by means of dusters 
with one-twentieth of this capacity. Motor-driven dusters should 
be portable, regular in operation and able to spray the upper 
branches of trees at a height of at least fifteen metres. Aircraft 
must be very manoeuvrable, must be able to carry at least 
500 kg. and must not be too fast. Their speed is always high 
enough for use as the driving force in disseminating the poison. 
The disadvantage of aerial dusting lies in the choice of the 
temporary airfield, which in mountainous country presents 
great difficulties. This disadvantage is obviated by the use of 
the helicopter, but this, on the other hand, has a fairly low 
carrying capacity and cannot develop sufficient speed to activate 
the poison sprayer, which must be fitted with a special motor, 
thus reducing the carrying capacity of the aircraft. Its slow 
speed has the further disadvantage that delicate parts are 
clogged by the insecticide. The use of aircraft, as of mechanical 
dusters, depends on the strength of the air currents: the atmos
phere in forests is relatively calm early in the morning or late 
at night, so that the number of operating hours is very small. 
Another factor in the use of this control method is the weather. 
In Central Europe, for example, just when the time is right 
(around 10 June) for the destruction of the nun moth (Liparis 
monacha L.) and other pests, a rainy period regularly super
venes, accompanied by a drop in temperature after-effects of 
the monsoons. 

The use of insecticides presupposes considerable preparatory 
work in the several institutes. A decision has to be taken as to 
which insecticide is best suited to the given pest, and at what 
stage in its life cycle the pest itself may most easily be destroyed. 
Insecticides are much less effective, for example, against very 
young caterpillars, whose number-and hence the extent of the 
outbreak itself-is very hard to establish. 

In short, it is always necessary in insect control to know the 
most suitable method of defence or control and to determine 
where and when the control is to be applied. For example, the 
best method of combating the bostryces (Scolytidae, or bark 
beetles) is to use tree·traps and to remove the bark at the right 
time, since the use of insecticides is less economical in time, 
labour and expense. This expense factor must always be kept 
in mind, as forests are never as profitable as vineyards or hop
gardens. The timing of the control action depends upon the 
biology of the pests, and on the labour and apparatus available. 
These factors dearly determine the beginning and the duration 
of the action. Meanwhile careful attention must be given to the 
total area covered by the infestation. The number of workers, 
the quantity of apparatus necessary and the area of the stands 
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to be treated must be decided in the light of these data. It is 
usual to treat only middle-aged stands because of the value and 
yield of the various species. Insect damage is heaviest in nur
series and young stands in which the value of the tree trunks 
destroyed increases-in managed forests-year by year until the 
productive age is reached; for this reason they must be given 
very careful attention. In stands approaching productive age 
the value of counter-measures becomes problematical. It is not 
possible to poison all the caterpillars of the nun moth (Liparis 
monacha L.) when infestation occurs, but thirty-year to sixty
year old stands, in which damage causes the heaviest economic 
loss, can be saved Older stands, even if considerably damaged, 
can by now yield a profit, and younger stands are less seriously 
affected and can recover more easily. 

The extent to which forests are protected against pests de
pends always on the circumspection of the forestry staff. Anti
pest action, even on an enormous scale, may be spoiled by a lack 
of trained personnel. Insects injure the forest species or cause 
them to decay. The immediate felling of mature trees attacked 
or decayed through the inroads of insects under the bark can 
save the bulk of the timber for working or consumption. If 
grazing does not destroy forests damaged by insects and their 
powers of regeneration, they will recover in the course of a few 
decades with their re-growth assured. Grazing, on the other 
hand, ruins them completely. 

BiOLOGICAL METHODS OF DESTRVCTION 

Technical methods of destruction are confined to certain 
places in the forest infested by insects. They would be more 
effective if the natural enemies of the pests could be multiplied. 
These enemies could orr the one hand check the development 
of the pests, and on the other reduce their numbers during an 
infestation to harmless proportions. 

In middle-aged unmixed stands which are even-a~~;ed through 
plantation, the infiuence of insectivorous birds is almost imper
ceptible; the stands cannot supply them in normal times with 
either sufficient food or with places suitable for nesting. The 
number of insectivorous birds can therefore be increased by 
improving their nesting conditions,9 in densely-inhabited areas, 
by planting and training bushy border strips and undergrowth, 
and above all by action against their enemies.lO A basic factor 
is bird protection by means of legislation and the education and 
training of the population. The installation of breeding cages 
is effective only in the neighbourhood of dwellings where the 
birds are better protected against their enemies. Wild pigs con· 
stitute an excellent sanitary police force in the forests but can
not be allowed in densely populated areas because of the 
damage they do to crops. Whenever breeding on a considerable 
scale develops, pigs of Hungarian stock may be introduced into 
medium-sized forests to destroy the insects passing through the 
process of metamorphosis in the fallen leaves. The worst 
enemies of pests are themselves insects. 

Current experimentation shows the introduction of specific 
zoophages to be the least difficult process. The drawback is the 
limited number of suitable species, which is disproportionate to 
the cost of this action, since the artificial breeding of the com
mon enemies of the pests does not give quick results. For 

9 The planting of acacia (locust tree) stands in Central Europe is 
wholly unsuitable. The acacia buds relatively late and is thus not 
selected for nest building. 

10 Ninety-two thousand stray domestic cats were killed in one year 
in the forests of Czechoslovakia. 
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example, the comparatively easy breeding of the ant Formica 
rufa pratensis depends on the amount of light and dryness at 
the place selected in the stands. Ants, calosomes and carnivorous 
gymnocerates (predacious bugs) are, like birds, polyphagous 
creatures which in time of infestation disperse throughout the 
entire forest. They pursue injurious insects and harmless or 
useful species alike, and for this reason attempts have been 
made to use parasites dependent on a specific host. Of these 
the most preferred are parasitic or predatory species which 
have a numerous progeny or a rapid evolution, thus producing 
more generations annually than their hosts. Where the parasite 
has several generations annually and the host has one only, an 
alternative host must be found in the stands to accommodate 
the parasite once the life cycle of the pest has been completed. 
It is also necessary never to overlook hyperparasitism which 
reduces the effects of parasitism proper. Biological control is 
possible, but requires much preliminary laboratory work and 
a greater number of specialists than does the preparation of 
technical control methods. 

The first step is to determine all the parasitic species and 
then to eliminate those which may from time to time be hyper· 
parasitic or polyphagous. This laboratory work must be fol
lowed up by the provision of an adequate number of living 
parasites. To transport the parasites and rear them in the labo
ratory if necessary presents problems of considerable difficulty. 
For this reason parasitic ichneumonidae (parasitic wasps) or 
tachina flies can be introduced only at considerable expense 
and are effective only against imported pests. Artificial infesta
tion (by bacteria, mycelia or polyhedra) can be accomplished 
in the laboratory but is very difficult in the forest. The sole 
guarantee of success in undertakings of this kind is the esablish
ment of institutes for research and investigation staffed by an 
adequate number of specialists. International co-operation can 
play a useful part in the solution of these problems, particularly 
where pests are imported from countries with institutes which 
can provide valuable information. This would be supplemented 
by international directories compiled by the research institutes 
and containing the names of persons specializing in the various 
families o,f hosts and parasites and in the various diseases. 
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PUBLIC INTEREST IN FOREST-PEST CONTROL 

Most countries no longer regard their forests merely as a 
source of timber and consequently have a greater interest in 
the application of insect pest-control measures. Any action 
taken during an infestation by an owner surrounded by neigh
bours who remained indifferent to the struggle or did not carry 
out the prescribed measures would be ineffective and pointless. 
Hence legislation should apply to all forest owners and should 
authorize officials to carry out preventive or control measures, 
where necessary, at the expense of negligent owners. This 
apathy is often involuntary but may in certain cases be inten
tional, with the object of securing authorization to cut more 
timber than the forest exploitation plan allows, and so to bene
fit financially at the expense of future gains.ll 

It is essential, for insect pest control to be effective, to know 
biology of the pests thoroughly, to know what methods are 

11 In Czechoslovakia the duty of destroying insect pests in forests is 
laid down by Act No. 250/1852, articles 50 and 51, and by Act No. 
31/1879, articles 14 and 15. If the infested portion of timber exceeds 
5 per cent of the quantity laid down under the forest plan, or if it is 
taken from a continuous area exceeding 0.2 hectares (0.5 acres), then 
under Act No. 37/1928 and Government Decrees Nos. 97/1930 and 
35/l944 official authorization must be obtained. 
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necessary, to have a skilled forestry staff, and furthermore to 
have laws under which all forest owners can if necessary be 
compelled to carry out the control measures. 

CO:'ITROL OF PLANT PESTS 

Forest damage is caused not only by insects but also by a 
large number of plant pests, including weeds, fungi, alga-like 
fungi, bacteria and rust fungi. Their attack on the body of the 
tree is usually unseen and is often not noticed for a long time. 
Control measures are in general somewhat uncommon and 
have little effect. Preventive measures produce the best results: 
for example, the destruction of the elm scolytids (Scolytidae, 
or bark beetles) checks the evolution of graphium (Dutch elm 
disease); the selection of species in forests under management 
lessens the attack of the fungus Armillaria meUea Mell.; the 
prevention of the damage due to the stripping of bark by wild
life lessens the attack of the cryptogam Trametes pini Fr.; and 
cultivation leads to the destruction of the intermediate hosts. 
In nurseries which have an abundance of mineral foods, the 
number of pine trees destroyed by the cryptogam Lophoder
mium pini Schrad is smaller than in nurseries where the soil is 
poor. In general, the damage caused by these parasites is not 
as serious as that caused by insect pests, and for this reason the 
legislative measures dealing with them are neither as numerous 
nor as strict. For the most part these are confined to ordering 
quarantine for imported species or to the destruction of the 
intermediate hosts. There is no doubt that here too the finest 

method is the use of an adequate number of suitably-trained 
forestry staff able to distinguish the infected trees in time and 
to reduce by their immediate removal the danger of future in
festations. Parasitic fungi imported from abroad constitute a 
serious problem because in their new surroundings they become 
extremely virulent owing to the low resistance of the hosts, 
whose structure has hitherto been adjusted to their indigenous 
foes. It is essential on the one hand to intensify quarantine 
measures by means of international co-operation, and on the 
other hand to find a solution in the choice of resistant trees 
or species and to grow the type of tree obtained from their 
crossing in the forest. Agriculture, which for the most part 
deals with annual plants, has an easier task than forestry, which 
deals with a cycle which may last several decades. Solutions 
must be found not only for purely phytopathological problems 
but also for a large number of genetic problems which, in their 
turn, call for expert specialists. 

In forests damaged by plant parasites the weakened stands 
must be protected against grazing or fires, which utterly devas
tate them and cause greater destruction than the parasites them
selves. 

Neighbouring countries should report to each other as quick
ly as possible details about insect and plant pests in their fron
tier regions and, if necessary, should co-operate in the control 
action. Such co-operation could be effected through the agency 
of the International Association of Forestry Research Institutes. 

Gypsy Moth (Lymantria Dispar L.) Control by Means of 
Spraying from Aircraft 
IVAN SPAIC 

The Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia is a land rich 
in timber. Forests cover a surface of 8,200,000 hectares or ap
proximately 30 per cent of the total area of the Federation. 
About 80 per cent of the wooded areas consist of deciduous 
forests, while resinous woods account for the remainder. The 
greatest percentage of the deciduous woods consists of beech 
trees which grow in hilly or mountainous areas. In the plains, 
and particularly in the area between the Sava and the Drava 
rivers, there are pedanculate oak stands (phytocoenosis-Quer
ceto-Genistetum elatae Horv.) known throughout the world as 
the Slavonic oak. These forests are known far beyond the 
borders of our country because of the outstanding qualities of 
this species of oak (Quncus pedunculata) which is in its op
timum here. 

Forty years ago these valuable trees used to die out perio
dically in large numbers, and this caused tremendous losses to 
the forest economy, disturbing normal production. In the 
course of the last forty years an average of 100,000 cub. metres 
of precious Slavonic oak died out every year. 

Among the numerous factors in the ravaging of the oak 
forests in the plains, including erroneous methods of cultivation, 
drainage and parasites, particularly caterpillars (microsphaera 
alphitoides Griff. et Maubl, Armillaria Mellea, Buprestidae, 
Cerambecidae and so on), the gypsy moth (Lymantria Dis par) 
is of particular significance. Mass infestations of this harmful 
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insect used to occur in these forests at intervals of three to eight 
years. The harmful effect of the gypsy moth caterpillar consists 
not only in yearly losses in timber production, but particularly 
in the fact that the gypsy moth, by defoliating the trees, makes 
it possible for the other numerous parasites to carry on their 
destructive work, causing mass decay of the stand. After the 
caterpillars have eaten the first foliage, the second foliage is 
attacked and destroyed by the honey fungus (M icrosphaera 
Alphitoides). The physiologically exhausted trees, which have 
lost their foliage twice within a year, are now attacked by the 
other aforementioned parasites, which can in a normal way not 
harm healthy and strong trees. If these attacks occur over several 
successive years, and if the other erroneous methods of culti
vation and reclamation (monocultivation, bad thinning, drain
age, etc.) are taken into account, the dying out of these precious 
forests is easily understood. 

As can be seen from the above, an important protective 
measure is the control of the gypsy moth, whereby the destruc
tive activities of the other parasites are also inhibited. 

Gypsy moth control has in the course of the last twenty-fin: 
years been carried out exclusively by the destruction of the 
nests of insect eggs, either by abrasion or by covering them 
with various chemicals. This potentially useful method of con
trol did not, however, yield particularly satisfactory results, 
because the control was not carried out according to plan in 
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compact areas and in a latent stage, but in the various forests 
and at the time when the multiplication of the gypsy moths was 
at its height. Gypsy moth control by means of aircraft had never 
been carried out in the old Yugoslavia. 

Infestation by gypsy moths began again in 1946 and reached 
its climax in 1948, as regards the intensity of the attack and the 
immensity of the areas infested. 

During the autumn and winter of 1948-1949 the Minisu·y of 
Forestry and the Ministry of Agriculture of the Federal People's 
Republic of Yugoslavia jointly organized and carried out large 
~calc actions for the destruction of the gypsy moth eggs; 
:~,846,000 people took part in this action and 488,000 hectares 
o.f infested forest areas, comprising 27,510,836 trees, were 
cleansed of gypsy moth eggs. 

In order to discover a more effective means of gypsy moth 
control, tests were carried out with aircraft on May ll and 12, 
1947. The tests were of an experimental character and were 
jointly carried out by the Institute for Forestry Research of 
the Ministry of Forestry of the People's Republic of Croatia, 
and the Entomology Institute of the Forestry and Agriculture 
Faculty, both in Zagreb. The control was effected in forests 
situated in the neighbourhood of the town of Vinkovci and 
covered a total area of 243 hectares. The insecticide used was 
DDT powder produced in the United States dissolved in 
mineral oil in concentration of 26.8 per cent of active substance. 
The insecticide was deposited in the forest by a PT I 7 aircraft 
which had been especially adapted to this purpose. A total of 
186 kg. of this chemical was deposited in the whole area, or an 
average of 0.76 kg. to every hectare. The results were not satis
factory. However, in view of the experimental character of the 
tests, these results were important because they led to the con
clusion that the dose used had been too small and that larger 
quantities of insecticides to every surface unit should be tried. 
The result of these tests was that extensive preparations were 
made for the continuation of the experiment in 1948. In the 
course of these preparations the forests to be experimented on 
were carefully selected. The degree of infestation by gypsy 
moths was ascertained by objective methods. These methods 
consist in drawing diagonal or other appropriate lines in every 
section, and classifying the trees situated on the line into in
fested atid non-infested trees. The gypsy moth egg nests are 
counted on the infested trees and are classified into those that 
can be reached (under 6 metres) and those that cannot be 
reached (above 6 metres). In this way the percentage of infested 
trees in the forests was ascertained, as well as the average 
number of egg nests on each tree and the percentage of nests 
that can be reached. This data was of importance for selecting 
the method of control and for deciding whether control by 
aircraft or the destruction of egg nests from the ground was 
to be attempted. 

In order to ascertain the toxicity of the insecticide the 
method of observing the rate of defoliation on the basis of the 
quantities of caterpillar excrement was applied. Test boards 
of I sq. metre were made for this purpose and were provided 
with low borders so that the wind should not blow away the 
light grains of the excrement. Under the crowns of the sample 
trees two boards were placed on opposite sides of the trunks. 
The excrement collected on the boards was measured every 
day at 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. On these boards the dead and poisoned 
caterpillars were also counted every two hours during the day. 
The poisoned caterpillars can be distinguished from the healthy 
ones by their convulsive movements. In order to obtain the 
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most reliable data possible, the criterion for ascertammg 
whether a caterpillar had been poisoned or not was a very 
rigorous one, and only in cases where no doubt was possible 
were caterpillars registered as such. 

Alongside these preparations which were being carried out 
on the spot and for purposes of organization, our chemists, 
who had produced the Yugoslav DDT powder known as "Pan
takan", were also preparing their campaign. A chemical con
taining 16.5 per cent of DDT active substance dissolved in 
mineral oil was prepared for the 1948 tests. 

The forests of ·western Kusara (895 hectares), of Rastovica 
(775 hectares), and of Luscic-Grabarje (856 hectares), totalling 
a surface of 2,526 hectares, were chosen for the tests. These 
three forests, situated in the Sava plain south of the town of 
Vinkovci, were very badly infested and threatened with com
plete defoliation. The first two of these forests underwent 
treatment, while the third was not treated at first but simply 
observed in order to obtain comparative data. 

The spraying of the forests of the \Vestern Kusara was car
ried out from May 5 to 10. This forest was treated with "Pan
takan" in the ratio of 2.5 kg. per hectare. At the time of the 
spraying the greater part of the caterpillars had already moulted 
twice, i.e., were in their third phase of development. How
ever, the forest contained caterpillars in both earlier and more 
advanced stages of development. 

A few hours after the spraying had been effected, there were 
numerous caterpillars on the forest roads and trees. Some of 
them showed signs of convulsion while others moved about 
alertly and endeavoured to climb the trees. 

The toxicity of the insecticide was best shown on the test 
boards. The morning after the treatment, excrement found on 
the boards was only half as much as had been the case 24 hour>;. 
before. The number of dead and poisoned caterpillars had 
increased considerably. The decrease in the quantity of excre
ment continued daily, and seven or eight days after the treat
ment, had disappeared completely. This is natural because 
there were no longer caterpillars on the trees. While only a 
few had died on the trees, many had fallen on the ground and 
died as a result of the poisoning and of the resulting convul
sions. This explains why Figure I shows a markedly small 
number of dead caterpillars as compared to the number of 
poisoned caterpillars. 

The \Vestern Kusara had been completely saved from de
foliation, and the caterpillars had been so completely destroyed 
that it was difficult to find a living caterpillar in the forest. 
The third forest, whid1 had not been treated, as well as the 
other neighbouring forests not included in the experiment, 
were completely defoliated. 

The forest of Rastovica was treated in the period between 
May II and 14 with "Pantakan" which was deposited here 
in a ratio of 3.0 kg. per hectare. At the time of the spraying 
the greater part of the caterpillars had already moulted three 
times, i.e., had reached the fourth stage of their development. 
Just as in Western Kusara, the effect of the insecticide was im
mediately felt in Rastovica too. The quantity of excrement on 
the test boards rapidly decreased immediately following the 
first day's spraying, and continued decreasing steadily. On the 
eighth or ninth day there was practically no excrement on the 
boards. The number of dead and poisoned caterpillars rapidly 
increased after the first treatment and then gradually decreased. 
(See Figure I) . 
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* Figure l. Data from test tree No. 1 (1948) in forest of Rastovica. Star indicates day of spraying. Solid line shows number of poisoned cater
pillars found, dotted line number of dead caterpillars. Black bars represent measurements at 6 a.m., white bars measurements at 6 p.m. 

Thus the forest of Rastovica was also saved from defoliation, 
and the caterpillars were for the greater part destroyed. Defo
liation was observed only in the most badly infested sectors, 
where it had taken place before the spraying, and there was 
no further deterioration after the treatment. 

The Luscic-Grabarje forest, which was to serve for com
parison, was almost completely defoliated. After the spraying 
of Western Kusara and Rastovica had been completed, and the 
comparative data had been collected, the Luscic-Grabarje forest 
was also treated. This was not intended to save the forest from 
defoliation, it was too late for that, but simply to try to destroy 
the caterpillars and thus prevent a new infestation in 1948-
1949. The spraying of Luscic-Grabarje was carried out with 
American-produced DDT, which contained 20 per cent of ac-
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tive DDT substance dissolved in mineral oil; 3.0 kg. of insecti
cides per hectare were deposited in Luscic and 3.5 in Grabarje. 
The spraying took place between May 21 and 26. The cater
pillars were already at the time in the final phase of their devel
opment, and on May 27 the first pupas were found. The success 
of the spraying was assessed from the number of egg nests laid 
in the autumn of 1948, when a very small number of new nests 
was observed. 

The results of the 1948 tests were satisfactory. The forests of 
Western Kusara and Rastovica were saved from defoliation 
and the caterpillars infesting them were destroyed. The effec
tiveness of the insecticide was demonstrated, as can be seen 
from Figure 2 which gives a comparative picture of the rate 
of defoliation in the treated and non-treated forests. 
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Figure 2. Comparative data showing defoliation in treated and control forests. Stars indicate day of treatment for Western Kusara, Rastovica, 

and Grabarje respecth·ely. Bars represent combined daily totals of 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. measurements 
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The sequence of the treatment and the success achieved in 
the different forests, show that the results of the control were 
the more satisfactory where the caterpillars were in the earliest 
stages of their development. The conclusion may be drawn, 
on the basis of the complete success achieved in \.Yestern Ku· 
sara, that the most favourable period for applying this method 
of control is the time when the greater part of the caterpillars 
are in the second or third phase of development. The results 
of the test show that the quantity of chemicals necessary in this 
period need not exceed 2.5 kg. per hectare. Further investiga· 
tlons were to show whether this quantity could be even smaller. 

That the younger caterpillars arc most easily affected by the 
DDT can be seen from the data on Table l which shows how 
the number involved in the defoliation decreased owing to the 
effect of insecticides in Western Kusara and Rastovica. As 
mentioned earlier, Rastovica was treated after \.Yestern Kusara, 
so that the caterpillars were somewhat older at the time of 
spraying. The differences in the course of elimination are not 
large, but characteristic nevertheless. The fact that the number 
of caterpillars decreased somewhat more slowly in Rastovica, 
confirms the need of controlling the pests in the earlier phases 
of their development. 

Table 1. The Course of Elimination of Caterpillars Taking 
Part in Defoliation, Owing to the Effect of Insecticides 

Forest OntiMrlayof-,-----::--
section treatment 1 3 

Days following treatment 
4 5 6 7 6 

Average no. of poi.roned and dead caterpillars an test hoards 
\Vest ern 

Kusara 9.9 30.3 37.5 15.2 4.5 1.4 0.7 0.4 0.1 

9 10 

H.astovica 4.7 29.6 23.7 14.9 5.7 6.0 5.0 2.2 3.2 1.8 0.2 

It was not observed that caterpillars recover from DDT 
poison, and in addition to the caterpillars the following insects, 
showing unmistakable signs of poisoning, were found on the 
test boards: 

Coleoptera: Agrilus viridis L., Agrilus coeruleus Rossi, Rhyn
dlites aenovirens Mask., Subphyllobius virideaeris Laigh., 
Pseudomylocerus sinuatus Fabr., Metallites atomarius Oliv., 
Ceutorrhynchus spec., Cantharis rustica L., Taphrorychus spec., 
Calosoma sycophanta L., Calosoma Inquisitor L., Cleridae fam. 

Hymenoptera: Apis, ellifica L., Vespa vulgaris L., Pimpla 
spec,. Ophio spec., Chalcidiae fam. 

Diptere: Tachina spec., Musca spec., Tipula spec. 
Neuroptera: Panorpa spec. Raphidia. 
Orthoptera: Gryllus campestris L. 

Some of these insects are typical forest parasites the control 
of which otherwise consists solely in a strict observance of 
forest regulations. 

The cost of the control measures amounted to 393 dinars 
per hectare, which is less than the yearly increment of these 
forests per hectare, so that these measures pay off in the same 
year. 

In 1949 further researches in this method of gypsy moth 
<ontrol were carried out, primarily for the purpose of decreas· 
ing the cost of control per hectare. Moreover certain other 
observations were made which could not be effected in 1948, 
and mention will be made of them further on. 

Detailed preparations were made for the 1949 tests also. Be
sides the additional test which it was intended to carry out, 
large scale control operations with aircraft were planned for 
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this year on the basis of the results of the 1948 tests. Special 
airplanes were constructed for this purpose in Yugoslavia. 
They were equipped with spraying apparatus also constructed 
by Yugoslav engineers. 

Eighty per cent of the costs involved in gypsy moth control 
by aircraft in 1948 were accounted for by the cost of insecti· 
cides. An essential reduction in the expense of this method of 
control can therefore be achieved only through reduction of 
the cost of insecticides. This reduction may be achieved either 
through the use of chemicals of lesser concentration or through 
the depositing of smaller quantities of insecticides per hectare, 
or by both of these methods. In the forest of Mrsunsjki Lug the 
effect of a 5 per cent concentration of "Pantakan" was tested, 
and in the forest of Jelas a lO per cent concentration was de
posited in a ratio of 2.5 kg. per hectare. In the forest of Donja 
Dolca the effect of a 10 per cent concentration of "Pantakan" 
in a ratio of 2.0 kg. per hectare was tested. 

The toxicity of the insecticides was ascertained by the method 
described above, i.e., by the method of observing the defoliation 
on the basis of the quantity of caterpillar excrement collected 
on the test boards. It was ascertained that these concentrations 
and quantities were adequate to save a forest from defoliation. 
All three of these forests retained their foliage intact, while the 
forests which had not been treated were completely defoliated. 

Figure 3 shows the effect of insecticides on test tree No. 8 
in the forest of Mrsunsjki Lug where 98 per cent of the cater· 
pillars were destroyed. Similar data were obtained from the 
other forests tested. The reason why the caterpillars were not 
completely destroyed, as had been the case in 1948 in the forest 
of Western Kusara, lay in the very unfavorable atmospheric 
conditions prevailing in May 1949. It rained practically every 
day, which undoubtedly caused a part of the insecticides to be 
washed off the leaves, thus making it possible for a certain 
number of caterpillars to survive the treatment. However, the 
percentage of caterpillars destroyed, as well as the condition 
of the forests after the treatment, are completely satisfactory. 
In the course of the tests the duration of the effect of the in· 
secticides was observed (see Table 2) . Despite the rainy weather, 
the insecticides displayed a great measure of toxicity and of 
resistance to the effect of the rain. It can be seen from Table 2 
that the mortality rate of the caterpillars was very high even 
after the insecticides have been exposed to the rain for 12 days. 
The insecticide was largely washed off the topmost leaves on 
the trees, which permitted a certain number of caterpillars to 
survive. 

Table 2. Duration of Effect of Insecticide 
On the day of spraying and on eleven successive days, leaves were 
gathered from the treated forest and placed in different insectariums, 
each containing fifty healthy caterpillars from untreated trees. Similar 
insectariums with leaves. fr9m .an . untreated forest were kept for 

control purposes. 
Leaves taken from the forest 

x days after treatment ... 4 5 6 8 9 10 II 12 
Percentage of surviving 

caterpillars fed by poison-
ed leaves .....•......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 10 20 6 

Percentage of surviving 
caterpillars fed by healthy 
leaves., ............... 26 26 46 28 38 60 36 62 46 64 52 48 

In the course of the spraying the rapidity of the air current 
was measured. It was ascertained that the greatest permissible 
rapidity of the air current which does not preclude the possi
bility of treatment amounts to 1 metre per second. 
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Figure 3" Data for test tree No.8, Mrsunsiki Lug (1949). Star indicates day of treatment. Black bars represent 6 a.m. measurements, white ban 

6 p.m. measurements. Some measurements are missing, due to rain-water collecting on boards 

In comparing the results of the 1948 and the 1949 tests, one 
can draw the conclusion that there is no essential difference 
in the effectiveness of the chemicals having the above concen
trations if the insecticide is used in a ratio of 2.5 kg. per hectare. 
By the use of smaller quantities of insecticides per hectare of 
forest area, forests can be saved from more intensive defoliation. 
Whether this quantity is efficient for the complete destruction 
of caterpillars may be ascertained under more favourable atmo
spheric conditions. 

In summing up the results of these investigations we may 
say that the use of aircraft affords a new means of effective 
gypsy moth control in the forests of the Slavonic plains. This 
means was successfully applied in 1949 to extensive forest 
areas, as well as to orchards threatened by the gypsy moth. 
(See Table 3). 

These results demonstrate that the correct application of the 

Summary of Discussion 

The CHAIRMAN, in introducing the subject of forest fire con
trol, referred to the tragic events in Gascony currently reported 
in the Press. He expressed his sympathy to Mr. Jolain and to 
the French people on the loss of resources and especially on 
the heavy loss of life. He also paid a tribute to the United 
States "smoke-jumpers" who had lost their lives. 

Mr. A. A. BROWN summarized his paper entitled "Forest Fire 
Control"'. By way of introduction he stated that his paper was 
a non-technical review of the fire-control problem as a whole 
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techniques of gypsy moth control by means of chemicals sprayed 
from aircraft, along with other methods, such as the destruction 
of egg nests, the biological method, etc., together with other 
scientific methods such as the cultivation of mixed stands, cor· 
rect thinning, rational draining, rigorous observance of forest 
regulations, etc. are essential to the maintenance of the Slavonic 
oak forest. These methods, correctly used, will prevent the 
further dying out of these precious forests. 

Table 3. Development of Application of Gypsy Moth Control 
by Means of Spraying from Aircraft in FPR Y from 1947 

to 1949 

rear Treated area in Deposit of DDT F~ving !tours .Number of 
in hectares in kg. participating 

aircraft 

1947 243 186 [.5 l 

1948 2,526 7.405 51.0 

1949 24,216 55,799 350.5 11 

and undoubtedly fell far short of answering many of the tech
nical questions in which his colleagues might be interested. 
There was, however, an extensive bibliography available. He 
had outlined the necessary steps in developing a successful fire 
organization. In summarizing the remedial measures dealt with 
by his paper, Mr. Brown stressed that the first step was to 
prevent fires from starting; the second, to stop fires while they 
were still small; and finally, to deal successfully with large fires. 
fn connexion with the system of detection, Mr. Brown empha-
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>ized the increasing use of radio communications and aircraft 
in the United States, including the use of so-called "smoke
jumpers". 

While there had been a gradual mechanization of forest fire
lighting equipment in the United States, Mr. Brown pointed 
out that there were huge areas in which nine out of ten forest 
Jires were fought by hand methods. He thought that it would 
be a long time before mechanized fire-fighting became the most 
general method and emphasized the need to maintain a certain 
balance in the methods employed. 

Mr. BEALL, in introducing his paper entitled "Some Modern 
. \spects of Forest Fire Control in Canada," pointed out that 
more than a million acres of productive forest land, and rough
ly the same area of non-productive land were burned in the 
average year in Canada. The development of forest fire-fighting 
t!quipment and methods used in his country roughly paralleled 
those in the United States. While until fairly recently there had 
been a tendency to stress the development of mechanized equip
ment, more attention was currently being paid to the organiza
tion and training of the protection forces and to the planning 
of fire-control operations. 

Mr. Beall pointed out that in Canada the system most com
monly used for fire-danger measurement was the "Wright Sy
stem" which depended fundamentally on two relationships: 
the relation between fire behaviour and the amount of moisture 
wntained in the "critical" fuels, and the relation between the 
fuel moisture and the weather elements which controlled it. 
In view of the complex nature of those relationships when such 
factors as wind, precipitation and temperature were taken into 
wnsideration, a graphic method of multiple correlation analysis 
had been used in preparing fire-danger tables capable of ex
pressing adequately the curvilinear joint functions involved. 
That statistical method had proved most valuable. For example, 
"extreme" danger had been indicated in a typical region on 
only five per cent of the days during the average fire season, 
and yet nearly half the total number of fires, responsible for 
seventy-eight per cent of the whole area burned, had occurred 
during those days. During eighty-four per cent of the fire season, 
when moderate or lower danger was indicated by the danger
rating system, only two per cent of the total burned area had 
been involved. 

Mr. Beall devoted the latter part of his summary to the section 
of his paper dealing with the basic standards of adequate forest 
fire protection. 

Mr. JoLAlN, on behalf of the people of France, thanked the 
Chairman for the sympathy he had expressed. Before present
ing his own paper, Mr. Jolain summarized the paper prepared 
by Mr. Allouard on "Forest Fire Control in Tropical Countries
Experience in Cambodia". Forest fires in tropical countries 
were not like those that occurred in temperate climates; they 
were mainly bush fires which burned the grasses of extensive 
savannas but normally spared the trees. The fires were started 
intentionally for various purposes: to provide pasture land, to 
aid in hunting, to clear the land or simply for amusement. 
·whatever the motives for starting them, the fires resulted in 
a gradual decline in the vitality of the soil until it had to be 
abandoned entirely. Virgin areas were then subjected to the 
same process with equally disastrous results. The ultimate 
elimination of bush fires was thus a question of authority and 
discipline, appropriate propaganda, opening of roads and the 
methodical development of the savanna. Good results had been 
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obtained in Cambodia by the development of roads and fire
breaks, the annual division of the country into three zones for 
variable treatment and the use of specialized organization and 
equipment. 

In presenting his own paper, on "Protection of Forests -
Forest Fire Control", Mr. Jolain pointed out that in spite of 
its temperate climate France was subject to great forest con
flagrations when weather conditions were unfavourable. The 
current year, with its dry spring and summer, had been a case 
in point and Gascony alone had suffered 150 fires covering a 
total area of 100,000 hectares from the beginning of the year 
to 15 August . 

He had noted the methodical research in North America 
into how climatic factors affected the degree of inflammability 
and that regional fire-danger tables were being produced. He 
hoped that similar work would be undertaken in other parts 
of the world. 

Mr. Jolain then proceeded to outline his analysis of existing 
preventive measures and fire-fighting methods. 

Mr. CROMER introduced his paper on "Fire \Veather Fore
casting in Australia" and dwelt briefly on the two opposing 
methods in current use. The first had been developed by Wal
lace in Western Australia and was based on the measurement 
of the moisture content of )1 inch cylinders of pinus radiata. 
Such moisture contents were converted to danger ratings by 
reference to a graph prepared from a long series of averaged 
personal estimates of forest officers. The method worked ex
tremely well and he wished to commend it to any country which 
might be beginning fire weather forecasting. 

The second method was aimed at determining the fire hazard 
from certain weather elements without the measurement of 
wood cylinder moisture contents and, in that respect, it was 
similar to the Wright system used in Canada. In one specific 
instance the method was based on a modified hygrothermo
graph, the only elements measured being temperature, humi· 
dity and rainfall. The modification consisted in doubling the 
temperature scale and recording both elements on the same 
chart. The two graphs thus produced would normally ap
proach each other in the daytime and diverge during the night. 
Sometimes, however, they would cross and, from that point 
onwards, conditions would favour the spread of forest fires. 
The greater the divergence between the two graphs after that 
point the worse the fire would be. 

Graphs could, of course, be drawn very simply from half
hourly or hourly readings of wet and dry bulb thermometers 
to serve the same purpose. 

The method he had just outlined represented an entirely new 
approach to the problem and he invited those interested in the 
subject to analyse the conditions which had governed forest 
fires in the past to see if their conclusions tallied with his ex
perience. He himself had never yet heard of a serious forest fire 
occurring at a time when the graphs had not crossed, or of one 
which was readily controlled until they had recrossed. The 
daily preparation of such graphs provided a visual indication 
of the development towards conditions of maximum fire hazard 
and precautions could be taken accordingly. 

Mr. SHOW said that the papers which had just been intro
duced were evidence of the remarkable and encouraging pro· 
gress in the science of forest fire control - a science which had 
only started in recent years. 
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He referred to the concluding sentence of Mr. Jolain's paper 
which recommended that the United Nations should centralize 
and disseminate all studies on the subject, and stated that such 
work was already being carried out by the Food and Agricul
tural Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN said that, in spite of the progress made, cata
strophic forest fires still occurred in many areas of the world. 
There were, however, some countries, notably the Scandinavian 
ones, where the fire hazard had been reduced to what might 
be termed an insurable risk. He asked Mr. Ilvessalo if he could 

some information about the methods used in the Scan
dinavian countries. 

Mr. lLVESSALO replied that forest fires were less prevalent in 
the Scandinavian countries because the rainfall was more evenly 
divided over the whole summer. There were, moreover, many 
lakes and swamps which prevented fires from spreading. Even 
in the Scandinavian countries, however, the problem had not 
been entirely eradicated since catastrophic forest fires did occur 
approximately once every ten years. 

The measures used were similar to those in other countries. 
Apart from the usual measures, a law had been passed in Fin
land providing that all the able-bodied people in a community 
should help to fight any forest fires which might occur and 
that they should be paid for their work from the community 
funds. 

It was a common practice to insure forests in Finland and 
about 40 per cent of the forests were actually insured. 

Mr. DE SouzA DA C.uuRA gave some information about forest 
fire control in PortugaL In the case of privately owned woods 
there was a deplorable lack of properly trained fire-fighting 
squads and he therefore recommended that the regular local 
fire brigades should receive special training in dealing with 
forest fires. 

In the case of the State forests, the problems in the mountain 
areas differed widely from those in the plains. 

In the plains, there was an efficient fire control service. The 
pine forests were divided into sections by fire traces and each 
section was numbered and marked on the map so that it could 
be easily identified. There were also trenched fire-belts around 
the boundaries of the forests. The fire traces and lanes were all 
kept properly cleared of surface growth and wide strips along 
the railway lines were planted with broad-leaved trees. There 
were also well equipped observation towers and the forest 
guards were well trained. 

During the season of greatest hazard the vigilance was further 
increased by frequent patrolling of known danger spots. Fur
thermore, attempts were made to reduce the inflammability of 
the forests by silvicultural methods. 

Thus the forests in the plains were well protected and the 
figures showing the incidence of fires gave evidence of the ef
fectiveness of that protection. 

In the mountain areas, however, such factors as inaccessibility 
and the high cost of erecting observation towers made it ex
tremely difficult to carry out adequate protective measures. 

The relatively high incidence of forest fires in the southern 
region was chiefly due to the very hot and dry weather which 
prevailed there in the summer. 

The figures giving the incidence of forest fires throughout 
the country showed that there was still plenty of room for im
provement in the fire-fighting methods. 
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Mr. CLEPPER spoke of the situation in the United States and 
said that, particularly in the South, there are still millions of 
acres of forest land without any organized protection against 
fires. There is also a continuing lack of respect for the law, and 
fires are still started by incendiaries or simply through care
lessness. 

In his opinion, important developments may be expected 
from the research being carried out by a joint committee of 
the Society of American Foresters and the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers. 

The CHAIRMAN emphasized the need to give the fire-fighting 
teams special training in the technique of dealing with forest 
fires and asked if there was any system for preparing dummy 
fires for that purpose in the United States. 

Mr. A. A. BRowN said that, although dummy fires were used 
to a certain extent, most of the training was done by lighting 
real fires. Only in that way could the fire-fighting teams be 
taught how to handle a forest fire properly. If special training 
were not given, the fire brigades would treat a forest fire in 
the same way as a burning building, when the technique re
quired was really quite different. 

The prevention of forest fires was very largely a question of 
public education and, in the United States, the National Ad· 
vertising Council had co-operated greatly in publicising the 
danger of forest fires. 

Mr. Tt;NSTELL asked if the recent experiments on the use 
of wetting agents had given any beneficial results. 

Mr. A. A. BRowN replied that the experiments had not yet 
been completed. It appeared, however, that the advantages of 
using wetting agents had been over-estimated. The experiments 
had shown that the effectiveness of water, applied in the con
ventional way, was only increased by 15 per cent with the ad
dition of wetting agents. Nevertheless, laboratory tests show 
that it should be possible to at least double the efficiency of 
plain water. To achieve the full advantage, more skilled tech
niques are called for and the need of giving fire crews special 
training in applying either water or wetting agent solutions 
has become obvious from these studies. 

The CHAIJU>IAN called upon the authors of papers to open the 
discussion of the topic of the control of injurious insects and 
tree diseases. 

Mr. R. C. BRowN introduced the paper on the "Control of 
Insects and Diseases in North American Forests" from the 
entomological aspect on behalf of Mr. Craighead, one of the 
co-authors of the paper. 

Mr. HuTCHINs took up the subject of forest pathology on 
which he and Mr. Craighead had collaborated in the paper. 
By 1907, the threat of disease to United States forest resources 
had attracted serious attention and a special division had been 
organized within the Bureau of Plant Industry that year to deal 
with forest pathology. The control of forest diseases was even 
more difficult than that of diseases in argicultural crops, because 
there were many stages during which the trees might be at
tacked, in contrast to the comparatively short cycle of rotation 
crops. 

Besides tree diseases endemic in North America, much 
trouble was caused by parasitic diseases introduced from abroad. 
He gave as examples the white pine blister rust introduced 
from Europe, whicl1 had spread with alarming rapidity through 
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most of the commercial range of the white pine species; the 
chestnut blight from Asia, spread by wind-blown spores, which 
had wiped out the chestnut forests of the Appalachians; and 
the Dutch elm disease, introduced in the early nineteen-thirties, 
which was seriously threatening elm stands throughout New 
England. In all three, efforts had been made to develop resist
ant trees for use in plantations and for ornamental purposes. 
In the case of the chestnut blight, a pathologist had been sent 
to Asia to study local resistant trees and American hybrids were 
being produced from the Asian resistant strain. 

The problem of heart rot was also an important one in 
United States forests- among ponderosa pine in the Dakotas, 
for example. There the disease could be controlled by vigorous 
pruning. Further difficulty was caused by canker and leaf blight. 
A vascular wilt carried on pruning tools was affecting maple 
and sycamore, and an oak wilt, to which the comman red oak 
was particularly susceptible, was currently spreading in the 
central states and causing grave concern. 

Forest diseases were, of course, easier to control when the 
cause was known and identified. However, there were cases of 
contagious diseases, the cause of which was not known. Forty 
million acres in the Piedmont region were being threatened by 
little leaf disease among the short leaf pines. In Montana, Idaho 
<J.nd Washington, a poll blight, a type of chlorosis causing yel
lowing of the leaves, was attacking full-grown specimens of 
the western white pine. Its cause also was unknown. 

Forest pathology extended to the protection and conservation 
of cut timber against moulds, decays and sap stains. In build
ing, it had been discovered that the simple expedient of placing 
tar creosote roofing paper over the soil, particularly in houses 
without basements, did much to prevent the condensation of 
moisture in the building timbers and subsequent decay. 

The forest industry was the fourth largest in the United 
States: thirteen million people owed their livelihood to it. Of 
the United States' eight hundred species of forest trees, one 
hundred were commercially important. Each had its own disease 
problem. To date, relevantly little had been accomplished, but 
after the vast inroads that had been made on United States 
evergreen forests, it was gradually being recognized that some
thing must be done to conserve and restore forest resources. 
Forest scientists, faced with the problem already confronting 
their colleagues in agriculture, were being drawn into closer 
co-operation with biologists, ecologists and entomologists. 

Mr. Hutchins concluded by summarizing a resolution adopt· 
cd by the American Phytopathological Society, in December 
1947, recommending the development of co-ope~:ative agree
ments with foreign countries interested in safe plant exchange 
on a mutually beneficial basis. Such activities were to include 
test planting of United States species in foreign countries in 
order to ascertain their reaction to foreign pests and diseases, 
and vice versa. 

Mr. DE GRYSE said, in introducing his paper on the "Control 
of I<orest Insects in Canada", that he fully agreed with the 
principles expressed by the preceding speakers and would con
fine himself to showing how those principles were applied in 
Canada. Wi~h forest pests as with forest fires, early detection 
was of prime importance. In the past, both Canada and the 
United States had suffered from enonnous insect infestations, 
but for the last ten years Canada has possessed a very efficient 
forest Insect Survey. In 1948, a total of 24,515 reports and in-
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sect collections had been received from some 2,500 field ob
servers. l'rom those reports it was possible to build up a body 
of biological and epidemiological information of great interest. 

He also stressed the importance of forest management in pre
venting insect outbreaks. Research was being carried out in 
that direction at tbe Green River Experiment Station in New 
Brunswick and much important information had already been 
accumulated on the effects of various types of cutting on both 
sustained yield and the reduction of insect hazard. Unfor
tunately, the project itself was endangered by the approach of 
the spruce budworm outbreak threatening the Green River 
watershed. 

He spoke next of the remedial procedures used in Canada, 
dealing first with biological control methods, including the use 
of parasites, predators and diseases. At first, the principal em
phasis had been on parasites. As an example of the successful 
introduction of an insect parasite, he gave the case of the larch 
sawfly parasite, mesoleius aulicus, imported from the United 
Kingdom. The parasite had had little effect at first, but had 
proved its value as a control factor in later years. It would 
probably lose its effectiveness as the larch stands approached 
maturity, but the remedy would then be early utilization of 
the larch before the control effect was exhausted - a combina 
tion of biology and sylviculture. 

In the campaign against the spruce sawfly, a virus disease had 
been discovered which had caused an exceedingly high morta· 
lity rate among the sawfly population. This discovery bad sti· 
mulated great interest in the possibilities of diseases as control 
factors in insect infestations. He referred to the laboratory for 
fundamental research into that subject currently being con
structed at Sault Sainte Marie, Ontario, and extended an invita
tion to his colleagues to inspect the work being done there. His 
emphasis on the possibilities of entomopathology did not mean 
that Canada was opposed to the use of chemical or mechanical 
methods, but, while such methods were so expensive and the 
forest areas in Canada so vast. Canadian research would pro· 
bably continue to be concentrated on the biological aspect of 
control. 

The CHAIRMAN was particularly interested to hear of the suc
cess of tbe introduction into Canada of mesoleius aulicus. He 
himself had been responsible for collecting and sending the 
specimens of the parasite from the United Kingdom in 1910. 

Mr. MACDONALD introduced Mr. Peace's paper on "The 
Control of Forest Diseases and Insect Pests in Great Britain". 
He opened with a brief general account of the situation in the 
United Kingdom. The forest flora natural to the United King
dom was very limited, and in the past thirty years there had 
been much planting of exotic trees. Such conditions could lend 
themselves to the development of insect outbreaks and some 
trouble had in fact been experienced among the larches. How
ever, the climate and the absence of land frontiers afforded 
some protection. 

The paper summarized certain administrative and legislative 
measures that had been adopted to minimize the risk. In 1927 
an order had been issued against the import of elms as a pro
tection against Dutch elm disease and in 1933 a general Pro· 
hibition of Import Order was introduced, affecting the most 
important coniferous trees. The order would probably be 
extended to cover the poplar and the chestnut, with approved 
varieties of poplar only being actmitted. There was only one 
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instance of internal legislation against a tree disease, in the 
case of the cricket~bat willow. 

The import of seed and timber was so far uncontrolled. 
Both presented certain dangers, and bark beetles had been 
introduced into the country in unbarked pit props. 

It was felt, however, that the main defence against diseases 
lay along other lines, such as the selection of resistant trees, 
the wider use of parasites, improved chemical control and 
better sanitation in the forests. The whole field called for ex~ 
tended international co-operation and the United Kingdom 
was more than willing to do her share. 

Mr. HELVEY wished to put before the meeting his invention 
in connexion with the use of insecticide against spot infestation 
in inaccessible places, where the expense of air operations was 
not justified. He had carried out experiments with a small ver
tical-flying rocket carrying a load of insecticide for dusting the 
tops of tall inaccessible trees, a low~flying horizontal rocket for 
use in areas of undergrowth where tractors could not penetrate, 
and a smoke candle releasing insecticide, similar to the smoke 
screens used during the war. The fire hazard presented by the 
rockets had proved to be negligible, and the low~flying rocket 
had been particularly successful in depositing insecticide in the 
bark of trees. 
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Mr. JoLAIN said that much was being done in France to fight 
insect infestation, but with its land frontiers the country was 
susceptible to infiltration from abroad. Natural forests in the 
Vosges and the Jura had suffered from an outbreak affecting 
Switzerland and South Germany. He believed that large stands 
of one species were to be avoided, since disease spread most 
rapidly in those conditions. Sylvicultural methods could thus 
assist other methods of control. He also believed that it was 
important to investigate the ecological condition of the soil. 
Biological and chemical changes in the soil could weaken trees 
and make them more susceptible to disease. 

Mr. DE SouzA DA CAMARA wished to ask Mr. Hutchins whether 
the chestnut hybrids being produced in the United States were 
resisting the chestnut blight successfully. 

Mr. HUTCHINS said that the first generation hybrids were not 
successful but that the third generation displayed greater resist
ance. Specimens of the resistant trees had been sent to the 
Netherlands and Italy where the blight was active. It was acth·e 
also in Spain, but the resistant trees had not yet been tried 
out there. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the papers on "The Control 
of Forest Diseases and Insect Pests" by A. Pfeffer and on 
"Gypsy Moth Control by Means of Spraying from Airaaft" 
by Ivan Spaic, both received too late to be reproduced. 
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Forest Management - Working Plans and Their Adaptation 
to Changing Conditions1 

STEFAN DUSCHEK 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of forest management is to regulate all forest work in such a way as best to achieve the results aimed 
at by the management. Like forestry itself, forest management has evolved from primitive beginnings to the most 
highly developed methods. The results are laid down in working plans, which are revised and improved at certain inter• 
vals. The function of these plans in to provide the forestry operations with a solid basis and at the same time to ensure, 
by systematic guidance, that they develop to a higher level. The experience of countries of long established forest man· 
agement, such as those of Central and Western Europe, can therefore be helpful in the planned development of new 
forestry systems in undeveloped countries; but only if it is applied with proper wisdom. 

The most important idea underlying European forest management is that of conservation. The function of con· 
servation is "to obtain wood in such quantities and by such means that future generations are ensured a constant supply 
and one as stable and plentiful as possible". The idea of conservation is an example of the evolution which has taken 
place in the direction of increasing intensity. It is extremely important for young countries to allocate their forest areas 
appropriately among the different types of land utilli:ation, and to develop their cultivation systems according to plan: 
e.g., in high mountain country the sequence from the lower to the upper ranges should be first cultivated forest, then 
semi-cultivated forest and, finally, protective forest. The protective forest is the main source of the indirect benefits 
derived from forests and these are of enormous importance for general agriculture. 

FOREWORD 

As applied to forestry, the term "management" has a 
double meaning in English. In its broader sense it includes 
all those measures which the manager must apply in his 
work in order to achieve his aim (French: exploitation, 
German: Forstbetrieb ). In its narrower seme it means forest 
organization; the formulation of the working plans, i.e., 
only some of all the above-mentioned measures (French: 
amenagement). According to the definition of an eminent 
writer, the function of forest management is: "to time and 
space all operations in a particular forest in such a way as 
best to achieve the aims of the management". In this modern 
sense forest management therefore includes all operational 
measures, ordering them systematically and leaving their im
plementation to the forestry concern. For the purposes of the 
following statement, this dual significance of the word "man
agement" may be disregarded. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND AIMS OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 

The countries of Central and Western Europe, which have 
behind them a long history of settlement, discovered centuries 
ago, in their densely populated areas, that the growing de
mand on the forests exhausted their stock, causing a danger 
of shortage. State intervention became necessary, and so·called 
"forest orders" were issued (fifteenth and sixteenth centuries) 
from which forest management developed in the eighteenth 
century. Forest management is the method of obtaining wood, 
a raw material available only in restricted quantities and re
newable only at a limited rate, in such quantities and by such 
means that future generations, {OO, are secured a constant sup
ply and one as stable and plentiful as possible. Thus was born 
the concept of conservation, an important mental achieve
ment on the part of the foresters and a valuable contribution 
to general economic development. 

The danger of a shortage of wood which alarmed ·western 

1 Orginal text: German. 
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and Central Europe at the close of the Middle Ages, has now 
become an urgent problem for the whole world. The FAO 
undertook the task of conducting a thorough investigation of 
the world timber &upply. Its finding was that a ;,hortage of 
wood exists throughout the whole world and threatens to be
come critical. One of its causes is that 75 per cent of the world's 
forest areas are exploited with no thought for the necessity of 
sustained wood production. Hence the need to introduce 
conservative forest management throughout the world. The 
FAD's investigations give the encouraging assurance, however, 
that with conservative management and a proper husuanding 
of the productive power of the forests, the needs not only of 
the present population but also of a greatly increased future 
population can be met. The FAO therefore urgently appeals 
for forest conservation and good forest management. 

The science of forestry has undergone a long period of de· 
velopment in the European homelands, so that we now have 
at our disposal highly developed methods and a forest situation 
permitting consistently high rates of increment. The Swiss and 
French silvicultural systems are models; but in the rest of 
Central Europe, too, there are (or, least there were until the 
recent war) intensive forestry systems with exemplary man
agement. In newly opened countries the situation has been 
following a similar line of development, broadly speaking, to 
that in countries of long-established silviculture. 

Nevertheless, the development of conservative forestry, 
which took place slowly and imperceptibly in Europe, must, 
it is true, be hastened in new countries. The application of 
the experience gained in Europe can help to convert the virgin 
forests of newly opened areas into managed forests while 
avoiding the transitional stage of forest depletion. Europe 
itself furnishes enough examples from forest history to show 
that this is technically possible. Here, from the Middle Ages 
until the eighteenth century, almost untapped mountain 
forests existed in many places beside densely populated plains 
where the woodlands had been ravaged and timber was scarce. 
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By the timely application to these mountain woods of the 
latest forestry methods, prudent Governments and large-scale 
private forest-owners prevented their devastation and turned 
virgin forests directly into modern forest conservation systems. 
Examples are the Vosges, the Jura, the Bohemian Forest and 
the Carpathian Mountains. If international co-operation suc
ceeds in achieving similar successes in the new countries, then 
forest management will have made a tremendous contribution 
to human welfare. 

Many European forests have undergone a development 
from simple fuel-wood exploitation to industrial wood produc
t.ion. Where they were previously coppice, or coppice with 
~.tandards, the transition took the form of a conversion to high 
forest. Coniferous woods which are never found as coppice, or 
coppice with standards, were adapted to the new purposes in 
a different and less conspicuous way: their rate o! rotation 
was revised and appropriate changes made in their rhythm of 
working and transportation system. Industrial wood must be 
of a superior quality, and must, in particular, be cut only 
during the period of dormancy. It must be transported as 
'luickly as possible. If wood is left lying in the forest over 
a whole summer, the quality of the timber is seriously im
paired or even destroyed. 

The normal aims of forestry are generally taken to be the 
production of wood or financial profit, and on that basis a 
distinction is made between natural and money economy. It 
must be stressed, however, that both of these are only special 
cases. Very commonly forestry must simultaneously serve a 
variety of purposes in one and the same area. F'or example, in 
addition to providing wood or producing financial profit, it 
must also serve the requirements of recreation, hunting and 
pasturage, help to conserve water for stream-How and reduce 
the effect of storms on neighbouring agricultural land, not to 
speak of many other purposes. Proper forest management 
must, of course, devise a forestry system which will provide 
the best solution, or at least the best compromise, for all these 
,.imultaneous demands. 

THE ELEMENTS OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 

The main concepts involved in forest management are con
servation, management system, working unit, area, increment, 
age-class relation, standing crop, rotation, normal forest and 
'cutting budget. 

(a) The idea of conservation, which has already been defined 
n its essentials, is the best example of progressive evolution 

m forestry. Originally the purpose of conservation was merely 
to ensure the yearly supply of wood for all uses within fairly 
small areas. For this purpose forest areas to be cut, and later 
timber volumes, were spaced over fairly long periods of time, 
and even over a whole period of rotation, some allowance 
being made for anticipated increment. Gradually the idea of 
sustained increment came into the foreground. Efforts were 
made to define it more and more clearly, while at the same 
time production techniques strove to increase increment to 
the maximum. This is possible only by careful cultivation of 
1the quality of the soil. Thus from the original idea of sus
tained exploitation sprang the idea of conservation of wood 
production by care of the forest soil. 

A second development in the idea of conservation con
cerned the revenue derived from the forest. The first stage 
was again the endeavour to ensure a constant supply of wood 
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from the forest. Then came the desire for as stable a financial 
return as possible. This led to a correspondingly stable dis
tribution of consumption; and further refinements were the 
even distribution of particularly valuable types of wood and 
the endeavour to maintain costs at a constant level. In this 
regard the maintenance in mountain regions of stable trans
port costs is particularly important, and a prerequisite of this 
is the equal exploitation of near and distant areas. ·what we 
find in many regions- sometimes in entire countries- is the 
contrary phenomenon: stands well-placed for transportation 
are felled, leaving standing timber only in the most remote 
valleys and on the highest, inaccessible slopes of the moun
tains. 

(b) There are three systems of forest management: coppice, 
coppice with standards and high forest. 

Coppice (NiedeTwald): reproduction by sprouting; simple 
fuel-wood production. 

Coppice with standards (Mittelwald): reproduction p~rtly 
by sprouting and partly by seeding; fuel-wood and industrial 
wood production combined. Primarily fuel-wood-producing 
types, the coppice with standards and the coppice had their 
heyday in former centuries. With the transition to industrial 
wood production, they were often converted into high forest. 
Since at the time they flourished the transportation ol wood 
was far more primitive and therefore more difficult than it is 
today, it frequently occurred in extensive forest regions that 
the wooded fringes bordering on populated areas took the 
form of coppice or coppice with standards, while the heart of 
the forest, far from all settlements, consisted of high forest, 
or even of virgin forest untouched by the woodman's axe. 

High forest: reproduction by seeding; maximum growing 
stock simultaneously with maximum increment. It is found in 
two forms: namely, high forest cut by compartments, i.e., 
in stands renewed simultaneously or within short reproduc
tion periods, so that the age differences are not too great and 
disappear after maturity; and selection forest, in which trees 
of all age groups are found together in a very small area. 
Regions of intensive forest cultivation, notably Switzerland 
and France, have always favoured the selection forest. It is 
most conducive to the conservation of soil fertility, yields the 
greatest increment and is certainly the most intensive type of 
management as yet in view; but it is not applicable every
where. 

(c) Of importance to forestry throughout the world is the 
idea of the working unit. A working unit includes areas which 
are under the same management system, have the same rota
tion or serve the same economic purpose. 

In undeveloped areas the existing forest must, before any 
thought is given to forest management, be devoted at least 
on broad lines, to some definite economic purpose. f'or ex
ample, in areas of primitive economy but dense population, 
forests for future cultivation and forests intended !or pasture 
or for clearing, will all have to be separated off. For many 
wooded mountain areas in Europe, which were not settled 
until fairly recent times (e.g., the Bohemian f"orest, end of 
the eighteenth century), we have documentary records of the 
deliberations which took place on this subject and the eco
nomic measures taken. 

The cleared areas of virgin forest have yielded timber 
volumes which, over the centuries, are enormous and represent 
a tremendous capital contribution to the development of the 
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nations. Considering that cleared virgin forests are fully 
productive, the quantities and value of the wood they have 
provided can scarcely be over-estimated. Certainly they stand 
comparison with any other form of investment in national 
economic development. At the end of the period of settlement, 
every newly developed country experiences what may be 
called a wood age. Consider, for example, the extent to which 
wood is still used for house building in North America. 

Not all that part of the virgin forest set aside for cultivation 
can be considered as productive. The agricultural population 
needs considerable contributions from the forest for its mb
sistence and work. If such contributions are to be made with
out allowing agriculture to interfere with the main purpose 
of yield, then a further separation is necessary between sub
sistence forest and economic forest. In highly developed coun
tries this has been effected largely by division of ownership: 
The subsistence forest is owned by farmers, while the eco
nomic forest consists of great areas of fore~t land owned by the 
State or by private individuals. 

In mountain forests a separation must be made, for a num
ber of important reasons, between three working units. First, 
the protective forest, at the highest level of vegetation; no 
deliberate utilization. Such forest is self-reproductive and 
protects the crops at lower levels. It protects its soil from 
erosion and regulates water supply. At the next lower level 
there is the semi-cultivated forest, which may be exploited 
with care but should not be cut clear, as this would endanger 
the soil and the forest at lower levels. At the lowest level, we 
have the cultivated forest, which may be exploited to the full. 
If this threefold division had always and everywhere been 
observed, countless mountain regions throughout the earth 
would still be covered by millions of square kilometres of 
forest, and the plains would have been spared the ravages of 
floods, sandstorms and all the other dire consequences of forest 
devastation. · 

The protective forests found on mountains in all climatic 
zones, and particularly in the tropics, are the principal sources 
of the indirect benefits derived from forests, the chief of which 
are: the partial absorption and storage of precipitation by 
means of soil porosity, and the gradual transmission oi water 
to the river systems, thereby maintaining a steady flow of 
water in the streams; the protection of the soil from erosion 
by wind or water; the equalization of microclimatic soil con
ditions; the maintenance of soil life (the chief source of 
fertility), and the reduction of evaporation from the soil. 

To this group of protective forests belong also those forests 
which owing to improper exploitation (e.g., excessive use for 
pasturage) have been depleted or, for the same reason, fail to 
reproduce themselves, or in which, finally, all the existing 
stems have been crippled by wild-life. Forest management first 
protects such forests from further abuse (by fencing them in, 
for example), and subsequently exacts no yield from them for 
a certain period. 

.(d) Forest area. Where the forest area is not known from 
general land surveys. it is ascertained by special forest surveys, 
for which purpose photogrammetry, particularly from the air, 
is now frequently employed. In the future it will pwbably 
be the only method of survey used. It can be used for purposes 
ranging from superficial sketching of hitherto unopened areas 
to the most detailed photography of old cultivated forests. 
High-altitude obliques serve for preliminary reconnaissance, 
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and low-altitude vertical photographs are used for thorough 
inspection. The literature of forestry has made us familiar 
with extensive photogrammetrical plans, made, for forestry 
purposes, in many parts of the globe- in Canada, Burma and 
Northern Rhodesia, for example. 

Even before the recent war photogrammetry began to be 
used for estimating timber volumes. In not too dense forests, 
particularly of broad-leaved species, it is easy to count trees in 
aerial photographs. It is no longer a difficult problem even 
to measure the height of the trees by the length of the shadow. 
All that then remains in determining the timber volume is 
to measure the diameter of the tree at breast height. Since this 
cannot be measured directly, an attempt is made to find a 
definite ratio between the diameter of the crown and the 
diameter of the trunk at breast height. Here too practical 
solutions seem to be possible. 

(e) Increment is the visible product of the active strength 
of the site, and is manifested every year, in each tree, by the 
gain of an annual ring and an increase in height. The total 
annual increment on all trees on one hectare of timberland, 
expressed in solid cubic metres, gives the volume increment. 
The equivalent amount of wood may be taken from the fo!'est 
each year in the form of mature timber. 

In addition to the volume increment, there is the important 
consideration of qualitative increment. In all types of timber, 
utility and therewith price, increases in direct proportion to 
diameter. While the trunk grows in height, it incTeases in 
volume, and the price per solid cubic metre periodically rises 
by one step. Protracted research work in forestry has proved 
that total increment depends on the quality of the soil and 
the type of the wood rather than on the number of stems; 
though this has a decisive influence on the value of the 
increment. Stands which are not properly tended by improve
ment cutting are dense, but the individual trees remain weak 
and of low value. Improvement cutting greatly reduces the 
number of stems, but the increment remains the same or even 
increases, and is distributed over fewer but thicker trees, each 
having greater individual value. 

(f) Age-class relationship in forests cut by compartments. 

Stands are divided into twenty-year groups according to 
their real age, or where there is some variation, according to 
their average age. The group from 1 to 20 years is called 
Class I, the group from 21 to 40 years Class II, and so 
forth. In a whole forest system the age-classes are not equally 
represented by area; sometimes the older age-classes pre
dominate, sometimes the middle-aged or younger stands. In 
a normal age-class distribution equal areas of all age-classes 
are represented within the period of rotation. A comparison 
of the actual age-class relation with the normal relation gives 
a good picture of the inner structure of the forest. 

In selection forests age-class relation is replaced by diameter
class relation. The trees are measured stem-wise at breast 
height and classified into diameter-groups by steps of 5 em . 
These, in thurn, are divided into three classes: large, medium 
and small timber. The proportion of 20 per cent small, 
30 per cent medium and 50 per large timber has come 
to be considered as the standard. 

(g) The standing crop is the total volume of the trees and 
stands comprising one working unit or an entire forest system. 
In an even-aged forest it is computed by stands and then 
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totalled. The method of computing the standing crop reflects 
the intensity of the forest management system. In crude types 
of exploitation an over-all estimate of the total volume of 
the forest often suffices. The next stage is purely vhual estima
tion by stands; then volume assessment with the help of yield 
tables and the estimated or measured heights of the stands; 
next sampling by areas and finally the stem-wise measurement 
of entire stands or working units. This latter survey method 
is the general practice in intensive selection forests. The actual 
standing crop is called the real crop. as opposed to the normal 
crop, a concept derived from that of the normal forest. 

The standing crop is always composed of two parts: the 
f1eTmanent stand, comprising the strongest trees used only 
when they have reached the age of exploitability, and the 
transient wood. which loses its function during the life of the 
stand and is cut down in the process of thinning. 

In Europe the practice has been more or less generally 
adopted of assessing the standing timber as "barkless" (deTb
holz)2. Unfortunately no agreement has as yet been reached as 
to whether the entire standing crop should be included in the 
working plans: i.e., either the standing crop, the prepared 
timber or logging crop. The "inventory system" used for selec
tion forests is based on the standing crop, and I solid cubic 
metre is called a "silva" (Silve ). 

(h) In accordance with the general laws of growth, in
crement is very rapid in youth, reaching a maximum rate, then 
decreasing slowly and ceasing completely only in old age. Ex
ploitation takes place during the period of declining growth, 
known as the felling age. The period from the planting of the 
~tand to the felling age is called the period of mtation. In 
forests cut by compartments, rotation is based on periods of 
years, while in selection forests it is determined by a gi\'en 
minimum diameter of the tree. The idea of rotation, too, has 
undergone a historical evolution. Technical rotation produces 
wood of suitable strength for some definite purpose. Simple 
fuel-wood production requires rotation for maximum yield, for 
here the only consideration is the highest possible volume, 
while the dimensions and form of the tree arc of no impor
tance. Mention should also be made of rotation fm· maximum 
gmund-Tent (best return from the stock capital) and mtation 
for maximum forest rent (highest absolute net profit from the 
forest), these two concepts having exercised European forestry 
science for decades. 

In the latest methods of forest management rotation plays a 
less important part. Stands are not cut when they have reached 
a certain age, but rather when the soil is best prepared for 
reproduction and the stand, owing to a decline in the number 
of stems, no longer yields full increment. 

(z) The normal forest i> an ideal concept used for studying 
the conditions for perfect conservation. A normal forest is one 
in which the increment, the areas of the different age classes 
and the arrangement of the stands in relation to the prevailing 
wind correspond to ideal standards. Selection forests require 
no arrangement by stands, and the normal age-class relation is 
replaced by a normal diameter-class relationship. If all the 
conditions of normality are present the growing stock is stan
dard. Forest management attempts to achieve the normal 

2 The term "derbholz" is used to signify the total volume, withou 
the bark, of a single tree or whole stand exclusive of the part at the 
top which is smaller than 7 centimetres in diameter and exclusive of 
the branches smaller than 7 centimetres in diameter. 
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forest by fixing the cutting budget in such a way as to reduce 
excessive stocks and increase sub-normal stocks. 

(k) The work of forest management culminates in the 
cutting budget, which fixes the timber volume whtch may be 
taken annually from the forest in question. (See below). 

METHODS OF FOREST MENSURATION 

Three different tables are used for this work. 
(a) The volume table. This table shows the timber volume 

(for each type of wood, and frequently for each age class), 
corresponding to each tree height and breast-height diameter. 
It is also used for evaluating the results obtained from stem
wise mensuration of whole stands. 

(b) The taTi{f method used under the "inventory system"'. 
For each forest region and type of wood a uniform average 
height is fixed according to the various breast-height dia
meters, and the corresponding volume in silvas (Silven) fixed 
for every such height and diameter. 

(c) The yield table, classified according to quality-class and 
type of wood, indicates the number of trees, average height 
and timber-volume of the permanent and transient timber in 
whole stands, according to age group. It is used for forests of 
approximately uniform age and for pure or not too greatly 
mixed stands. 

:VIETHODS OF DETER.'\HNING YIELDS OR CU1"l'ING BUDGETS 

"The function of forest management is to time and space 
forestry operations in such a way as to fix the yield and re
gulate the work." Regulation by time answers the question: 
how much timber may be exploited? Regulation by space 
answers the questions: where, how and in what order is exploi
tation to be effected? In many systems these two tasks are com
bined; in others they are distinct. The need to regulate yield 
or determine the cutting budget has led to a number of basic 
solutions, which may he divided into the following groups: 

(a) Au~a method: This was the elementary method used in 
the initial stages of forest managemcn t. For the whole period of 
rotation the working area is divided beforehand into cutting 
areas. Yield and spatial arrangement are determined in one 
working-process. Today this method is used only for coppice. 

(b) Periodic method: Rotation is divided into exploitation 
periods, usually of twenty years, and the working area dis
tributed among these exploitation periods with the help of 
a table, each division being fitted into the periodic order on 
the basis of its prospective logging maturity. Thi& method 
makes it easier than under the area system to avoid culling 
stands which are too young or too old. The periodic method 
disposes of order in space and time in one working-process; 
but it is now out-of-date because it led to a preference for 
pure stands of a single species and to the formation ofexten
sive areas of even-aged trees, with serious detriment to sil
viculture. 

(c) Age-class method: The area to be exploited is fixed for 
the next period of management only, so that the age-class 
relation is gradually brought closer to the standard. The log
ging rate for the area is fixed above or below normal according 
as the old stands are more or less extensive than normal. This 
method is suitably only for forests cut by compartments, and 
determines the timing only. Spacing is nearly always effected 
through management by stands, which is combined with the 
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age-class method. The aim of management by stands is, as far 
as possible, to cut each stand when it has reached maturity. 
The combination of these two methods represents the most 
productive system of forest management known at present 
for forests of approximately even-aged trees. In forests under 
management for decades it is further improved by the fact 
that the results of former periods of management indicate the 
direction in which the standing crop and increment have 
developed in accordance with previous cutting budgets; i.e., 
by applying the historical method. This brings the manage
ment of forests cut by compartments more closely into line 
with the inventory system used in selection forests. 

(d) Standard growing stock methods: The extent of ex
ploitation is determined by the standard and real growing 
stock and increment. There are a number of such methods, 
all based on the following formula: 

real yield real increment + 
real growing stock - standard growing stock 

The compensation period is the period of years set for 
achievement of standard conditions. Standard growing stock 
methods, which are applicable in both even-aged and selection 
forests, ret,>Ulate only the yield, leaving the working plan to 

a separate operation. 

(e) Increment methods: These methods are applied in selec
tion forests, where area cannot be used as a basis for man
agement. At the time when the working plan is first established 
the total growing stock is measured, and the increment and 
cutting budget are carefully estimated only. Not until the 
process is repeated after a short period is it possible to 
measure the increment, too, on the basis of the following 
formula: 

Initial stock + increment final stock + exploitation. 
Increment methods have been adopted exclusively in Swiss 
forest management, in the form of the "inventory system" 
(worked out by Biolley, with French precursors, in french 
Switzerland). The standing crop is inventoried in diameter
classes rising by 5 em, and these are divided into three groups, 
namely, large, medium and small wood. The target dia
meter-class distribution is 20 per cent small, 30 per cent 
medium and 50 per cent large timber. A special cutting rate 
is fixed for each group and an optimum stock, leading towards 
the most advantageous ratio of stock to increment, determined. 

Increment methods are steadily gaining in importance. 
Modern forestry science considers the selection type of forest 
as ideal, and strives to achieve it because the selection forest 
preserves the productive power of the soil better than any 
other method of silviculture. It is true that in Centtal Europe, 
as a result of the predominance of other management systems 
(particularly the periodic system), even-aged forests have 
increased excessively, at the expense of soil quality and in
crement, as also of proper selection of species; but this process 
is now on the wane. It must be noted, however, that in many 
regions an approximately even age-composition is most suit· 
able for forests. The selection forest requires a rather high 
amount of precipitation; and in addition species with high 
light-requirements (in Europe pines, larches, oaks) arc not so 
well adapted to forests of uneven age-composition. 

(f) In virgin forests to be opened for the first time, forest 
management is faced with one of the two following alter
natives: 

(i) A few rare and precious species are utilized stem-wise. 
This is the way the opening of the tropical virgin forest 
almost always begins. By taking an inventory of the 
mature stems of these precious types and estimating, 
even roughly, the period necessary for regrowth to ex
ploitability, some steps are taken towards conservation, 
though this may be a mere estimate. The management 
authorities must mark the trees to be used. 

(ii) Whole s.tands are exploited. It must be noted at this 
point that generally speaking virgin forest has no in· 
crement but is rich in volume; and these large timber
volumes must be preserved until the new cultivated 
forest, with its high increment but low volume, supplies 
its first exploitable crops of mature timber. 

In concluding this chapter on methods of regulating yield, 
attention must be called to the noteworthy fact that forestry 
frequently begins with primitive selective cutting and ends 
with the highly-developed selection forest. Between these ex
tremes we often have cultivated forests with even-aged stands. 
The disadvantages of this form are, of course, clearly re
cognized today; but it nevertheless represents a tremendous 
improvement over the disordered forests which are usually the 
legacy of unregulated primitive selection. 
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METHODS OF SPACING 

It has already been mentioned that in many management 
systems spacing is often combined with timing; while in other 
systems it is dealt with by an independent operation, and is 
often, indeed, considered as the concern not of forest organiza
tion but of the manager. 

Coppice and the undercrop of coppice with standards are 
clear cut by compartments. The overwood of coppice with 
standards is always selectively cut. In high forest, on the other 
hand, methods of spacing are so varied that only the main 
groups can be mentioned. 

(a) Clear cutting. All the trees in a specified area are cut 
simultaneously. In extensive or broad dear cutting the width 
of one cutting area is at least several tree-lengths. For many 
types of timber, (e.g., Pinus maritima) this method is per
fectly efficient; but for others (e.g., spruce) the consequences 
are an overgrowth of weeds in the cleared areas and the im
poverishment of the humus and soil life; while plantation 
and the strip method of reproduction are rendered more 
difficult. Narrow clearings of one or two tree-lengths in 
breadth avoid both these disadvantages. Generally speaking 
clear cutting is now rightly considered as harmful to the soil. 
In certain stages of economic development, however, it is 
indispensable. In undeveloped countries there must be a 
certain concentration of cuttings, for othenvise logging opera
tions and timber transportation would be too costly. 

(b) Partial clem·ing. The trees in a given area are cleared 
gradually, the rate and timing being adjusted in most cases 
to the rate of reforestation. The more rapidly and the more 
surely this proceeds, the shorter the reproduction-period, 
which varies between ten and forty years. The age-intervals 
in the new stand reflect this reproduction-period. In selection 
forest the reproduction-period is continuous, and trees of all 
ages are embraced in one area. 

(c) One special method of spacing common to many of the 
highly developed forestry systems in Central Europe is grow· 
ing·stock improvement cutting. It involves partial clearings 
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which are intentionally not based on reproduction, but aim 
at the greatest possible improvement of the best trees. Since 
this normally goes hand in hand with the best care of soil pro
ductivity it is believed that reproduction will be maintained 
more or less incidentally. If the number of growing trees 
in the area unit ever falls below a given minimum, increment 
can no longer be maintained at the maximum, and then, even 
under this method of management, reproduction must become 
the primary consideration. The writer used this method over 
a number of years on a large-scale Central European forestry 
concern covering 80,000 hectares, with such good results that 
he was able to meet even the high war-time timber demand 
without clear cutting. 

(d) A distinction is made, according to the form of the 
cutting compartment, between partial clearings by strip, 
group and area. 

(e) In Central Europe, where the shallow,rooted spruce is 
one of the most numerous components of the forest stock, and 
where storm damage is consequently frequent, the idea of 
cutting sequence has acquired great importance. The most 
dangerous and common storm usually comes from the west. 
In exploiting stands it is therefore customary to begin [rom 
the east, so that the young outer fringes of the stand, com
prising stems not yet adapted to storm-effect and therefore 
particularly vulnerable, are never exposed. 

MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS 

The forest areas to be regulated are demarcated and divided 
into wood-production and non-wood production areas. The 
wood-production area is sub-divided into wmking units (and 
also, in large forests, into working districts). The forest is then 
split mto compartments by a grid and the sections marked 
off by timber-cleared lines which run straight in flat land, but 
in mountain country are adapted to suit the terrain, e.g., 
valleys, ridges, ravines, paths. Normally, in mountain country, 
the compartment is also supposed to represent the unit of 
timber transportation. The compartment is the unit - in 
selection fo.rests the smallest unit- of forest management. In 
even-aged forests each compartment is again subdivided into 
stands by species and age-class. 

The stand survey indicates briefly all the characteristics re
quired for stand assessment: species, mixture, age, and in 
selection forests, diameter-class distribution, origin, density 
and standing crop. Under modern forest management pro
cedure the stand survey is supplemented by photographs. 

After the preparatory work, the elements of future organiza
tion are mapped out in their broad outlines; i.e., the man
agement system, the species according to site, the rotation and, 
in selection forests, the target crop and period of rotation; 
that is the period after which the same area may be re
exploited. 
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All these particulars, together with instructions for the 
reproduction and improvement of the stands, are compiled 
in the "Working Rules". 

After fixing the cutting rate, the cutting plan is formulated. 
This indicates which stands are to be exploited and what 
method of exploitation is to be employed. A similar cutting 
plan is also drawn up for the thinnings. Finally there is a 
planting plan, which shows the plantation work to be carried 
out in the period of management. The written statement of 
all these management operations is called the ''Working 
Plan". 
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In view of the far-reaching importance of this work, the 
tasks involved in forest management and the drafting of 
working plans should always be entrusted only to experienced 
professional foresters who are expert in all branches of forestry 
and have worked under varied conditions. 

MAINTENANCE OF THE WORKING PLAN 

The working plan is not drawn up once for all. Changes 
occurring with time necessitate its further development, for 
tion are mapped out in their broad outlines; i.e., the mana
gement system, the species according to site, the rotation and, 
which purpose supplementary work is carried out and re
visions made. The supplements record economic events and 
current changes; e.g., changes in area, exploitation and repro
duction, and often financial returns, secondary yields, etc. The 
revisions record changes in the state of the forest at certain 
intervals varying between six and twenty years, but usually 
of ten years, outline a new working plan, fix a new cutting 
budget and improve the working rules and forest maps. The 
more frequent the revisions, the greater the accuracy with 
which the cutting budget can be determined, because previous 
exploitations recorded in successive revisions make it possible, 
in conjunction with the corresponding age-class and diameter
class relationships and growing stocks, to judge what cutting 
budget will bring the forest closer to the target condition of 
maximum increment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Forest management in India continues to be inspired by the ideal of sustained yield enunciated by Dr. Brandis in 
1856. Following the prescribed pattern to a fault, Indian working plans have shown resilient adaptability to changes 
brought about by industrial advancement actuated by two major wars. Management practices in legally constituted 
State forests have reacted to recent trends in management and development of silvicultural technique. Increased de· 
mand for structural timber during the post•war period; new demands for lesser known timbers for manufacture of 
bobbins, matches, plywood, paper and rayon; and the inordinate demand for firewood find reflection in recent work· 
ing plans. No less important is the bearing which mechanized transport, disposal, conversion and treatment of forest 
produce has had on forest management. 

The progressive realization of the role of forests in the economy of a predominantly agricultural country like 
India has attracted the attention of Provincial Governments to the need of the conservation of private forests and the 
creation of firewood and fodder reserves on wastelands and State lands such as canal banks, railway lands, camping 
grounds etc. Management of such forests is particularly designed to provide firewood to divert farmyard manure from 
vUlage hearths to village fields. 

INTRODUCTION 

The sustained utilization of forest resources while ensuring 
their conservation in perpetuity constitutes the quintessence 
of forest management. To secure continuity of forests both 
in space and time, it is imperative that their exploitation 
during a given period should not ~;Xceed the amount of 
growth they put on (increment) in that period. The yield 
(trees cut annually) must, therefore, be co-related with the 
increment of a forest. Forest capital yields a dividend in the 
shape of annual increment which may be collected year alter 
year in perpetuity. In actual practise, however, a portion of 
increment is left uncut (or re-invested, to use hnancial par· 
lance), to build up deficient growing stock and to lay by a 
reserve as a provision against accidents, natural calamities and 
national emergency. 

The above-mentioned principle of sustained yield as origin
ally enunciated by Sir Dietrich Brandis in 1856 when he did 
the first working plan of Pegu forests in Burma continues to 
be the keynote of the Indian working plans. (2) 1 As a result 
of their central control for close on half a century, the pattern 
laid down for working plans has seldom varied, their under
lying principles never. 

A distinction must, however, be made between the degree 
of control exercised in the State and other forests. The stan· 
dard of management obtaining in the State forests constituted 
under legislation enacted about seventy-five years ago is im
bued with traditional efficiency which is neither feasible nor 
attainable in other forests which have come to attract the 
attention of provincial governments only during comparat· 
ively recent years. 

Less rigid and unorthodox management has been devised 
for such forests comprising mostly privately owned and com
munity forests and State treelands in rural areas. The mana
gement of these forests merits, therefore, special notice distinct 
from the technique evolved in State forests. 

MANAGEMENT OF STATE FORESTS 

Chief among the various factors responsible for the evolu-
tion of forest management in the State forests are: 

(1) Objects of management; 
(2) Silvicultural technique; 

I Numbesr within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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(3) Demand for forest produce; and 
(4) Transport, conversion and treatment. 
For, the slightest variation in any of these items must needs 

reflect itself in the management of a forest. A detailed discus· 
sion of these factors will indicate their cumulative influence 
on recent management practices developed in Indian forests. 

Objects of management 

The objects for which a forest is maintained by the State 
naturally determine its management. Thus, the maritime pine 
(Pinus maritima) forest in Landes which has for its object 
the supply of pit-props for coal mines must obviously be 
managed differently from the chir pine (Pinus longifolia) 
forests maintained to protect Himalayan slopes. Not infre
quently the economic motif is subordinated to aesthetic con· 
siderations which justify the retention of a tree as long as it 
is beautiful. Along hill slopes where protection constitutes the 
chief object of management, no tree may be felled, until it is 
dead. Roadside avenues in the tropics are managed not for 
profit but for the provision of shade against the. blazing hot 
sun. (4) Obviously, therefore, no tree may be felled as long as 
it provides shade. Plantations raised for the specific purpose 
of supplying firewood or tan barks, on the other hand, are 
clearfelled after short intervals (rotation). 

Working plans react to the least little change of emphasi'> 
in the objects of management. Thus, with the cessation of 
trade relations with South Africa and consequent stoppage of 
the import of wattle (Acacia deett1Tens) tan bark, the manage
ment of babul (Acacia arabica) plantations is being modified 
in the United Provinces to meet this unforeseen demand. In 
the Central Provinces, accent on the provision of grazing 
facilities has determined the formation of pasture working 
circles based on periodic closures. 

Silvicultural technique 

The management of a forest is influenced to a large extent 
by the method adopted for its perpetuation. Various silvicul· 
tural systems such as artificial planting; natural regeneration 
involving manipulation of soil, its cover and canopy; and 
vegetative propagation of the same root stock (coppice), call 
for different plans of management. 

Increase in yields has been effected during recent years by 
the development of new silvicultural techniques in the regcnc· 
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ration of forests. Thus, in the Eastern States Agency (Orissa) 
forests, the selection system has given place to concentrated 
regeneration fellings. The working plans of the more acces
sible forests of the Keonjhar State call for complete removal 
of overwood from regeneration areas. Recent strides made in 
the solution of the problem of sal (Shorea robusta) regenera
tion have not been without far-reaching effect on its manage
ment in the United Provinces. Similarly, the introduction of 
taungyas2 as a means of regenerating teak (Tectona grandis), 
sal and miscellaneous forests and the recourse to artificial 
regeneration in supplementing natural regeneration have 
been responsible for releasing mature trees which would have 
been otherwise retained as seed bearers and standards. (1) 
On the other hand, the study of the price relations for teak has 
resulted in the adoption of longer rotations and smaller yields 
which fetch higher prices in the Central Provinces. 

Demand for forest produce 

(i) General 

The variation in demand for forest produce vitally affects 
the objects of management in response to which working plans 
must adjust themselves. While the demand for forest products 
progressively increases with the general industrial advan
cement of a country, its even tenor undergoes wild fluctuations 
by the interposition of wars. Thus, while our working plans 
withstood the strain of the First World War, the exigencies of 
the Second ·world War made such heavy demands on our 
forest resources that the prescribed sequences of fellings were 
honoured more in their breach than in their observance. The 
unlimited demand for construction timber, railway sleepers, 
beams, transmission poles, ballis (props) and producer gas 
charcoal soon threw most working plans out of gear. 

(ii) Post-war demand 

(a) Timbers. With the cessation of hostilities, the demand 
for timber did not diminish. Post"war reconstruction projects, 
house-building schemes and the provision of shelters and 
shops for the refugees from Pakistan have considerably step
ped up the demand for timber. The situation has been further 
aggravated by timber being employed as a substitute for 
cement and iron both of which are in short supply. 

(b) Softwoods. The demand for matches, plywood, packing 
cases and tea chests has inordinately increased since Japan 
went off the timber market. Semal(Bombax malabaricum)and 
gutel (Trewis nudifiora), for which there was no demand until 
the twenties, are now vital for the match industry. In the 
United Provinces, the yield of semal is calculated very much 
as Brandis calculated his yield for teak (vide appendix I). 
The exploitable diameter has been reduced to step up the 
yield. Tests carried out recently in collaboration with the 
Western India Match Factory have revealed that arroo (Ailan
thus excelsa) is an eminently suitable species for the manufac
ture of matches, being superior to semal both in colour and 
strength. ·working plans under revision contemplate the utili
zation of excess semal stocks during the next 30 years a 

2 Taungya is a Burmese expression for shifting cultivation. The 
method was originally resorted to in artificial regeneration of teak 
forests in Burma by permitting cultivation of paddy and cotton on 
strips ofland between the lines of teak seedlings. The cultivator, under 
this system, gets land free of rent for four or five years, as a quid pro quo 
for his labour expended on looking after the young plants. In areas 
where there is land hunger the bumper crops which virgin forest land 
yields attract sufficient men to depend upon this method as a means 
of regenerating forests. 
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period in which arroo would come to supplement match wood 
supphes. Semal having been ear-marked for matches, special 
felling schemes have been drawn up for kanju (Hoioptelia 
integrifolia) as the next best material for packing cases. Simi
larly, haldu (Adina cordifolia) is exclusively worked for the 
manufacture of bobbins. Bamboo (Dend1·ocatamus stnctus) is 
used for the manufacture of paper pulp; spruce (Picea mo
rinda) and silver fir (Abies webbiana) for rayon; while hollong 
(Dipterocm·pus macrocarpus, Assam) and holiock (Termmalia 
myriocarpa Assam) find their way into the plywood industry 
for tea chests. The demand for solai (Boswellia serrata) for 
newsprint has occasioned the formation of an overlapping 
working circle in the Central Provinces. The discovery of mul
berry (Morus alba)- which came up as a weed in the Changa 
Manga plantations in the Punjab and was long regarded as 
such- as a species suitable for sportswear, has radically chang
ed the management of these plantations. 
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Of recent years, special attention has come to be devoted to 
the perpetuation of softwoods. No longer may these species be 
exploited without any thought for their future. Revised work
ing plans now prescribe special measures for their artificial 
and natural regeneration. Softwood plantations now occupy 
the place of pride in some of the divisions. 

(c) Firewood. No single factor has affected forest manage
ment during recent years so much as the demand for firewood. 
Indifferent as the supplies were before, the deterioration in 
the movement of mineral coal has thrown an additional bur
den on firewood resources. Industry which until recently was 
geared to coal power has had to turn to firewood to keep its 
wheels going. The desperate situation so created would have 
taken an ugly turn had not some of the Provincial Govern
ments resorted to carefully devised control of the distribution 
of firewood. The priority assigned to the movement of fire
wood has averted a firewood famine which threatened to 
render food unavailable in large cities. 

The inordinate demand for firewood has proved a bles'iing 
in disguise. Distant coupes whence firewood extraction was 
uneconomic came to be exploited with the rise in fuel prices. 
Subsidiary silvicultural operations and thinnings in young 
crops which were often neglected due to lack of demand for 
their yield began to receive the attention they deserved and 
valueless species unfit for anything else have been utilized as 
firewood. 

TranspoTt, conveTsion and treatment 

Of recent years, improved communications, mechanized 
transport, labour saving devices in conversion and treatment 
of timbers with creosote and chemicals have come to play an 
important role in the utilization of species considered inacces
sible or valueless before. 

MANAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL FORESTS 

Balanced land-use 

Recent trends in some provinces which aim at developing 
forestry as a hand-maid of agriculture deserve special notice. 
The continuous encroachment of the plough resulting in the 
wanton destruction of village forests, more particularly in 
densely populated regions, such as the Gangetic basin, has 
completely upset the agronomical balance between agricul
ture, forestry, grazing grounds, habitations and communica
tions. The progressive disappearance of treelands from the 
countryside has compelled the cultivator to burn the bulk of 
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his farmyard manure which should have gone to replenish his 
fields. The low, if not diminishing, crop returns from im
poverished fields find an easy escape in further extension of 
cultivation, establishing a vicious circle out of which there is 
no escape. What is needed in such regions is the restoration of 
a balanced land-use, providing each group of villages with its 
complement of cultivation, pastures and treelands (3). 

Fuel-fodder reserves 

Of late, the attention of Provincial Governments has been 
focussed on the need of creating fuel and fodder reserves as a 
means of reconstructing the rural economy. Besides providing 
cheap fuel for diverting cowdung manure from village hearths 
to village fields, such reserves would ensure cooler tempera
tures, act as wind-break and arrest both wind-borne and fluvial 
erosion (5). 

In the United Provinces, about a hundred thousand acres of 
wasteland have been acquired for the creation of fuel and 
fodder reserves. In addition, all State lands such as roadside 
avenues, canal banks, railway station yards, crown lands and 
camping grounds have been geared into an integrated scheme 
for supplementing supplies of firewood, fodder and timber for 
agricultural implements. Working plans drawn up for the 
management of canal plantations are being revised with par
ticular emphasis on raising more firewood on short rotation in 
preference to large timber. Stretched like a ribbon, these plan
tations serve a densely populated and intensely cultivated 
area. Roadside avenues are now renovated according to work
ing plans with a definite aesthetic bias. 

Private forests control 

The prospects of quick returns being absent, private owners 
of forests are apt to sacrifice their capital for immediate gain. 
The State alone can assume the responsibility of acting as a 
custodian of forest wealth in the interest of the common weal. 
As an earnest toward the conservation of forest resources for 
the benefit of agriculturists, Private Forests Control Acts have 
been passed in Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and United Provinces. 

Other provinces are considering legislation on similar lines. 
The conservation of forest resources as a national asset is 
justified not only for their role in the rural economy of the 
country but also on climatic and physical grounds. Recent 
legislation in the matter of control of private forests centres 
around their manag·ement according to a working plan. 

Cultivators' own trees 

Until quite recently, a tenant had no proprietary right in 
the trees which grew on his holdings. With the amendment of 
the U.P. Tenancy Act (No. XVII of 19;:\9) which conferred 
upon the cultivator the right to own trees, the position has 
changed. Cultivators are being encouraged to raise a couple of 
babul (Acacia arabica) trees per acre. The species selened 
provides excellent fodder, firewood, tanning bark and timber. 
Being a deep rooted species, babul does not compete for nutri
ment in the upper layers of soil which support agricultural 
tTops. Above all, its attenuated leaf-surface further reduced by 
lopping does not shade crops underneath so as to affect pro
duction. The idea has caught on and spread during the last 
decade. An average of two trees to an acre would account for 
68 million trees in the Gangetic basin alone in the United 
Provinces, or the equivalent of 2 million acres of babul planta
tions with thirty-four trees to an acre. 
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APPENDIX 

YIELD REGULATIONS FOR THE SEMAL WORKING CIRCLE 

in 

Tarai and Bhabar Estates Forests, United Provinces 

Scattered throughout the tract, semal occurs frequently 
associated with other miscellaneous species. Spasmodic 
regeneration, which establishes itself under the protection 
of thorny bushes of beri (Zizyphus jujuba) is supplemented 
by artificial regeneration. Selection fellings are prescribed, 
the exploitable diameter limit being 28 inches at breast 
height. The yield is by number of trees. 

To ensure the sustained supply of exploitable trees 
(class I over 28 in. diameter), the annual yield must be 
placed at a figure representing the number (x) of class II 
trees (20 in. to 28 in.) which pass into the class I (over 28 
in.) per annum. We have thus: 

where, 

1 
x -(II- z per cent of II) 

t 

t is the time which class II trees take to pass into 
class I and which, although actually thriteen yearsl 
has been placed at fifteen years for safety. 

z represents the percentage of class II trees which 
disappear in t years and has been assumed to be 15 

lVide Volume Tables and Diameter Growth Cur,,e for semal ( Bom
bax malabaricum) Indian Forest Records, Vol. xv, Part IV, 1932, I. D. 
Mahendru. 
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per cent in the felling cycle of fiftPen years. Detailed 
calculations of the annual yield are given below: 

Enumerations offit trees indicate: 
class I (over 28 in. diameter). 32,635. 
class II (20 to 28 in. diameter): 39,103. 

I 
Annual yield (II- z per cent of II). 

t 

I =IS (39,103 15 per cent of 39,103). 

= 2,200 trees approximately. 

EKLUND 

The yield, it will be seen, is based upon the passage of 
class II trees into class I. At the end of the felling cycle the 
position of class I would be: 

Existing class I trees 32,635 
Recruitment during the 
period = 33,238 

Total = 65,873 

Removed during the period = 2,200 X 15 or 33,000 
Balance 32,873 

a position slightly better. 

Forest Management and Working Plans and Their 
Adaptation to Changing Conditions 
BO EKLUND 

ABSTRACT 

The forests play a very important part in the national economy of a well forested country such as Sweden. Thus it 
may be seen that a very detailed planning of forest management is of vital importance, not only for the country as a 
whole, but also for provinces, watershed areas etc., down to privately owned forests. 

During the whole of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, an overwhelming part of the utili· 
:tation of the Swedish forests consisted of exploitation. During the last three decades, however, the Swedish forests are 
more and more being managed on a sustained yield basis. 

The author briefly deals with the method which has been worked out by the Forest Research Institute of Sweden 
for making possible the calculation of the amount of future fellings, as well as the need for regeneration and stand· 
management for larger areas (mainly provinces and watershed areas). Felling calculations are carried out in the form of 
both ten-year forecasts and long•term forecasts. In the first case the calculations are based on direct observations of the 
felling requirements, which are made in connexion with the present second National Forest Survey. The long-term 
forecasts, on the other hand, are built on the results of both the National Forest Survey and the modern so-called 
production research. This latter makes it possible to survey the future effects of various programmes of procedure for 
the Swedish forests with respect to the form and intensity of thinnings in conjunction with the time for reproduction 
felling. After the extent of felling has been fixed the calculations can also be expanded to include the requirements for 
regeneration and stand-management measures. 

The forests and the forestry industries play a very important 
part in the Swedish national economy. Thus forestry products 
nf different kinds, primarily pulp, paper and sawed lumber, 
make up more than half of the total value of Swedish exports. 
The wood-manufacturing industries have gradually been ex
panded to such a great capacity that competition for raw 
materials has become very keen. For a long time it has been 
feared that in the long run the forest resources would not be 
,ufficient to satisfy the fast increasing demand for timber. Con
sequently during the years 1923-1929 the first national forest 
~urvey was carried out. In this way there was obtained tor the 
first time an objective picture of the forest resources of the 
country, wtih respect to the extent of the standing crop. its 
composition and growth. 

During past decades the pattern of the utilization of Swed
ish forests has gradually changed. This is primarily due to the 
fact that the virgin forests in northern Sweden, whkh fur
nished one of the prerequisites for the great expansion of the 
Swedish lumber industry toward the end of the nineteenth 
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century, were gradually cleared out, and as a result lost their 
importance. This exploitation of standing crops, in many 
cases long untouched, and often made up of timber of a large 
size and very high quality, had already begun more than a 
century ago in the southern parts of the country. In northern 
Sweden there still exist forests of a more or less pronounced 
natural character, but these are decreasing in size and impor
tance from year to year. Swedish forestry, whid1 from it> be
ginning took the form of exploitation of the seemingly in
exhaustible virgin forest resources, has therefore had to be 
converted to forests managed on a sustained yield basis. This 
important adaptation of forestry is actually carried out in 
large parts of the country. There is much to be done, however, 
before the productive capacity of our timber land and forest 
resources can be utilized in the most rational manner. 

A characteristic feature of the exploitation of forestry is 
that the total timber production of a standing crop is cleared 
out all at once or in a couple of stages. In producing forestry. 
the harvest of wood is carried out gradually in the form of 
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periodical thinnings. This begins as soon as the stand attains 
such dimensions that the wood received from the thinnings 
may be profitably utilized in the form of firewood, pulp wood 
etc., and is periodically repeated until the reproduction of the 
stand becomes cutTent. In the coniferous forests, which hold 
incomparably the greatest economic position in Swedish for· 
estry, reproduction cutting takes place at about eighty to 
ninety years of age in the south and about a hundred and 
twenty-five to a hundred and fifty years of age in the north. 
When market conditions allow, however, the greater part of 
the forest yield has already been removed through thinnings 
before reproduction cutting. 

This particular characteristic of producing forestry com
plicates to a great extent the calculations which must be made 
to get an idea of the quantity of timber available for felling. 
In several respects such felling calculations are necessary for 
owners of forests of various sizes. It is not least important from 
the standpoint of the national economy that cutting calcula
tions are made for larger areas, e.g., river or watershed areas or 
whole counties, and even the country as a whole. Only in this 
manner can one acquire the possibility of surveying the future 
development of the forests and the quantities of timber which 
can be removed during various periods and under various con
ditions. Such felling calculations are made at the government's 
Forest Research Institute of Sweden, to which the national 
forest survey is now attached in the form of a special division, 
the Statistical Division. 

The first national forest survey took place in the years 
1923-1929 in the form of a systematic strip survey of the 
country as a whole. It was aimed at giving reliable data on the 
area of timber land, the extent and composition of the stand
ing crop as well as its growth, both for the various counties and 
river areas and for the country as a whole. The increased im
portance of the forests for the Swedish social economy, to
gether with a feared overcutting in certain parts of the coun· 
try, has necessitated a repeated and more detailed inventory 
of the forest resources. Thus another national forest survey was 
started in 1938. This is still under way, and is intended as a 
permanently functioning institution, in which the country will 
eventually be covered by repeated inventories. From many 
points of view this will be extremely valuable. Through 
periodic inventories we are able to ascertain the condition of 
the Swedish forests and the changes arising therein. Thus 
there is obtained. for example, a good check on the effec
tiveness of a cutting-programme applied. 

The cutting calculations, which have been worked out up 
to now by the Forest Research Institute on the basis of the 
statistical material of the National Forest Survey, have been 
set up in the form of so-called Ten-Year Forecasts and Long
Term Forecasts. The former forecasts are based on so-called 
test markings of trees in a large number of small sample plots 
systematically laid out over a surveyed area. On these sample 
plots the trees marked and registered are those which, from 
the point of view of silviculture, would have been removed at 
the time of the survey if cutting took place at this time. In 
addition records were made as to whether this cutting ought 
to take place within the next five years or during the follow
ing five-year period, or if it ought to be postponed longer 
because otherwise an insufficient cutting would be obtained. 
After certain adjustments on the basis of the above-named 
records, the amount of wood products secured from the cutting 
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of the marked sample plots have been totalled and converted 
to include the total forest land for the area in question. For 
the older forests, which from the standpoint of silviculture 
should have undergone reproduction cutting, the time at 
which this removal shall be calculated to take place is then 
studied, partly with respect to a fair equality in the cuttings, 
and partly with respect to the possibilities of carrying out the 
necessary work to obtain new forests in place of the old one>. 

This method with short-range cutting calculations has the 
undeniable advantage of being based on a direct observation 
of the prevailing forest conditions. On the other hand, it i& 
true that the results of the markings are influenced by sub
jective estimations as to how the forest should be most suitably 
managed. The method can, however, only be used for the 
calculation of the quantity of cutting at the first felling after 
the survey. The range of the calculations must therefore be 
limited to ten years. 

In the long-term forecasts, the method of calculation de
signed by the Forestry Division of the Forest Research Institute, 
a quite different line of reasoning is followed, through which 
the cutting calculations become more objective. Furthermore 
the calculations can be extended to cover several decades in 
the future and indicate various programmes of procedure with 
a choice of both the method and degree of thinning and the 
time for the reproduction cutting of the stand. The method 
of procedure which is used in the cutting calculations becomes 
complicated, however, and we can only briefly allude to it 
here. 

The cutting calculations are carried out with dose co
operation between the Forestry Division and the Statistical 
Division. The latter furnishes necessary basic information 
concerning the dividing of the fore>t land and the standing 
crop into quality classes, and within these into tree species and 
age groups. The forest lands and the standing crop are divided 
into several groups which must be treated separately in the 
cutting calculations. 

The next stage in the cutting calculations is to apply the 
so-called production research result to the existing group 
material. This takes place in the Institute's Forestry Division, 
in which division the methods of production research have 
been worked out by Professor Henrik Petterson along lines 
greatly differing from the traditional methods for the setting 
up of yield tables. But, first, a few words on this important 
branch of research. 

Since the beginning of the 1930's production research at 
the Forest Research Institute has been primarily directed 
toward the exploration of the laws for the growth of forests 
under various conditions with respect to the circumstances of 
the habitat, and the degree and frequency of thinning. The 
scientific material for these extensive and time-comuming 
investigations is primarily furnished by the [nstitute's stand
ing sample plots numbering some 900. These were begun as 
early as 1902 and are laid out over practically the whole 
country. The development of the stands on the sample plots 
has then been followed by careful evaluations repeated about 
every fifth year. At the same time the sample plot has been 
managed in conformity with a previously determined form 
and degree of thinning. The observation material from the 
standing sample plots is then subjected to a very thorough 
rna them a tical-statistical analysis. 
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By means of production research we have an opportunity 
to compare the results of production with various forms of 
management. In this manner an objective picture is sewred 
as to which forest management programme is most favourable 
under different conditions. As a rule, each thinning brings 
with it certain after-effects which extend far into the future 
development of the stand. Generally this necessitates the ex
tension of the comparison to include the remaining life of the 
stand. This is done by working out a yield table for each 
management alternative to be tested. 

A yield table takes into account primarily a certain quality 
and a certain thinning programme. The development of the 
'tand as set forth in the yield table can be interrupted at dif
ferent times by reproduction cuttings. The choice of the 
thinning programme in conjunction with the time for repro
duction cutting defines the management programme for the 
stand. 

The stem distribution in untouched stands is analysed in 
order to ascertain the starting point for the development of 
the stand. This can be suitably reproduced by the curve of 
normal probability. The statistical analysis has therefore been 
aimed at determining the stem distribution for different ages 
.of the stand and for various qualities. Different forms of 
thinning cause stem distributions which differ from the one 
that is normal at the starting point. By considering parts of 
the normal distribution only, the development of the number 
of trees as a result of various thinning programmes can be 
determined through a series of arithmetic operations. 

After the development of the number of trees within dif
ferent diameter classes has been determined, the next step is 
to calculate the diameter development. For various reawns 
the investigations have been directed toward a study of the 
growth of the mean diameters of the stand. In this manner 
the results of the evaluations of the Institute's standing sample 
plots have been smoothed into increment functions, through 
regression analysis. (These results can be considered as repre
senting short intervals of development with respect to the 
growth between two thinnings for the widest degree of com
binations of stand structure and grade of thinning.) These 
increment functions generalize the growth observations and 
afford a calculation of the five-year growth in per cent of 
the mean diameter. The character of the stand comprises a 
part of the functions as a dependent variable. Independent 
variables, for instance for the increment function (growth) 
for pine in northern Sweden, are composed of the sum of the 
diameters per hectare before the first thinning, the age of 
the stand, the number of years elapsed since the first thinning 
and the number of trees and mean diameter per hectare after 
the thinning at the beginning of the period. 

'With the aid of these functions, the development of the 
mean diameters is calculated step by step for all thinnings. 
Since different yield tables are worked out for different 
qualities, the development of the height- defined as the upper 
height of the stand has been studied. In this way it has been 
possible to determine the height within different diameter 
classes. Through a series of continuous and lengthy calcula
tions it has been possible to assemble the results o{ the statis
tical analyses in the form of yield tables, which reveal the 
development of the stand, the yield and result in quantity 
and value with different combinations of circumstances with 
respect to qualities, stand structure and management pro-
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gramme. Consequently it is possible to compare on an objec
tive basis the results of the different management programmes 
from exactly the ~arne starting point, with respect to the 
current stand. Beginning with comparisons made in this way 
we may determine which method is most suitable for each 
special case. 

Returning to the long-term forecasts, we have briefly touched 
upon the material which furnishes their foundation, the 
procedure for arriving at the statistical functions oi the rela
tions and the yield tables, which are prerequisites for an 
explanation of the form of the development of the forest with 
the application of different management programmes. The 
calculations include a period of forty years in the future from 
the time of the forest survey. The time has been made this 
length so that it is possible to obtain firm evidence of the 
trend of the development, but no longer, since the growth 
calculations would then be too uncertain. The cutting cal
culations, however, are not intended to serve as a guide 
beyond the next National Forest Survey, i.e .• in about fifteen 
year~. 

The cutting calculations hitherto carried out have included 
the upper and middle parts oi Norrland, and here vanous 
management programmes have been tested. It is assumed that 
the groups, divided into classes o£ site and age, will be thinned 
for the first time within five years, and thereafter every ten 
years until their development is interrupted by reprocluctwn 
cutting. The calculations have been greatly complicated by 
the fact that the increment functions take into consideration 
separate stands, whereas the cutting calculations include 
groups of stands. 

The calculations have been made on the basis of two thinn
ing programmes, namely medium-strong and strong thinning. 
In each case the effect of both normal and late reproduction 
cutting has been tested. By normal reproduction cutting is 
meant felling at that age within each site class at which the 
current stands ought to be cut, from the standpoint of silvicul
ture. The late ages of reproduction cutting are figured into 
the calculations primarily with a view to the need tor re
serving mature stands for the overcoming of a possible future 
timber shortage. 

The results of the long-term forecasts are presented in tables, 
which include both the yearly cutting of various assortments 
of timber, and the supply of the same assortments at the 
beginning and end of the forty-year period. Through these 
results there is obtained an indication as to which management 
programme is the most desirable. 

The cutting calculations hitherto carried out for parts of 
northern Sweden have shown that, with few exceptions, a 
management programme consisting of medium-strong thin
ning in conjunction with late reproduction cutting is to be 
preferred. This restrictive programme is necessary if the al
ready scarce supply of raw timber in these parts of the country 
is not to be further diminished. By reason of the concentra
tion of the Swedish forest industry within this area, it is of the 
utmost importance that the very scarce basis of raw material is 
not too quickly reduced to an even greater extent. 

The cutting calculations, however, touch on only one phase 
of the process of forest production. Seen at long range, the 
calculations for the quantities of timber which may be re
moved from our forests through improvement and reproduc-
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tion cutting must be supplemented by calculations for the 
future requirements of regeneration measures. This part of 
forestry planning is also attached to the Institute. As in the 
case of the cutting forecasts, there is co-operation between the 
Forestry Division and the Stati;;,tical Division, utilizing the 
results and experiences of regeneration research. 

This branch of research, which together with production 
research maintains a dominant position in the research pro
gramme of the forestry division, has as its purpose the in
vestigating of the conditions under which natural reaffor
estation may be obtained, the eventual characteristics of this 
natural afforestation and the determining of the possibilities 
for improving the results of reafforestation through more 
rational cutting management, scarifying and burning over of 
clear cut areas. 

The National Forest Survey of 1938-1942 has for northern 
Sweden furnished statistical verification on how difficult it 
actually is to obtain, within a reasonable time, a satisfactory 
natural reafforestation in this part of the country after logging 
operations. Only through forestation in the form of sowing 
or planting may adequate regeneration results be obtained 
in most cases. Reafforestation research seeks to investigate the 
biological prerequisites for various forms of forestation and 
the requisite means to attain a better afforestation result. The 
research aims also, however, at improving the method of 
artificial regeneration and reducing the costs for afforestation 
labour. 

As is the case with cutting calculations, the results of the 

National Forest Survey furnish a foundation for the planning 
of regeneration measures. The requirements and kinds of 
regeneration measures can be judged with the support of 
regeneration research on the basis of the forest survey's classifi
cation of forest land into forest types, so-called cutting classes 
and areas at various heights above sea-level, in conjunction 
with the extent of regeneration areas that can be expected 
gradually to develop according to long-term cutting calcula
tions. In this manner attempts are made to select the measures 
for each combination of height above sea-level and iorest type 
so that they are at the same time biologically snitable and 
economically justifiable. 

The calculations hitherto carried out have resulted in an 
account of the yearly demand, applied with respect to the 
area, for regeneration measures, such as the removal of logging 
waste from a cutting area, scarifying and burning for natural 
reproduction and sowing, as well as for afforestation both in 
the form of sowing and planting. Starting with this informa
tion, calculations are then made for the labour requirements 
and the quantities of seeds and plants which must be secured 
to carry out the plan. 

Herein has been presented a brief and fragmentary report 
of the present means applied by the Forest Research Institute 
to calculate the quantity of future cuttings in the Swed.ish 
forests, and at the same time the extent of the sacrifices which 
are necessary to enable us to carry out forestry on a sustained 
yield basis in the future. Without thorough planning, we run 
great risk of losing control of our great natural resource- the 
Swedish forest. 

The Forest Resources of Mexico1 

E. DUPRE CENICEROS 

THE VEGETATION OF MEXICO ACCORDING TO ITS 
BOTANICO-GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS 

Mexico may be divided into three main botanico-geo
graphical regions: hot, temperate and cool. 

HOT REGION 

(a) Humid hot region. This includes the coast and sand 
dunes. It comprises a coastal strip varying in width and 
mainly composed of sand. The vegetation consists of Gm
mineae and Ciperaceae and, at the river mouths, mainly Rhy
zophoraceae, Araceae and others. 

(b) Very humid hot region. This includes the tropical forest 
and the land sloping down to the ocean. The sub-region ot 
tropical forest is situated on the lower parts of the coast, 
watered by small and large rivers. The temperature is higher 
and more constant than on the western slopes and the vegeta
tion is here seen in its full splendour, consisting mainly of 
Swietenia sp. Cedrela sp., Achras :wpota L., Bosinum alicas
trum Sw., palms and so forth. 

The other sub-region comprises the vegetation of Orizaba, 

1 Original text: Spanish. 
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Cordoba, Jalapa and other similar places and mainly consists 
of Ficus, Urera, Jatropha curcas L., 1\Jimosae, Liquidamba1· 
styTaciflua L., Erythrina sp., Bromeliaceae, among others. 

An almost identical flora occurs on the western slopes, 
wherever the topographical and climatological conditions are 
similar to those of the places already mentioned. 

(c) Dry hot region. This includes the southern central 
plateau and a strip parallel to the coast. This region is char
acterized by a high temperature, dryness, with only slight 
annual and daily temperature variations. In the mountainous 
part and between Tehuacan and Oaxaca, all forms of cactu:> 
predominate, in particular Lemaireocercus Weberi, Cereus. 
with its very characteristic innumerable vertical stems. Gener
ally speaking, this region is barren, both on account of its 
topography and the lack of rain during most of the year: 
mountains predominate and these are usually high in the 
state of .Morelos and part of Guerrero. 

The sub-region comprised by the strip parallel to the coast 
is characterized by the abundance of leguminosae in the form 
of prickly bushes such as Ipomoea murucoides, Roem, Acacia 
cornigera (I) H' ill d., Dodonaea viscosa, and others. 
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TEMPORATE REGION 

(a) Dry temperate region. This includes the southern plains 
with the valleys of Mexico, Toluca, Puebla, Morelia and 
Tlaxcala, and a considerable part of the plains of Queretaro, 
Guanajuato, Aguascalicntes and southern San Luis Potosi. 

Spring is the hotter and drier season and advances quickly, 
with the result that during May and June the vegetation 
is withered and sparse. The contrast is very great during 
the rainy season, which is the flowering period. From Novem
ber to June the region looks barren, and yet it is very 
fertile, its produce serving to supply a large part of the 
country with food. Owing to its generally healthy climate 
it is the more populated part and has been tilled ;ince before 
the Spanish Conquest. The typical vegetation is Pinus lei
ophylla Schl. and Cham., P. Cembmides Zucc., Arbustus sp. 

(b) Very dry temperate region. This includes the central 
plains, with the plains and undulating country of Durango, 
the northern part of San Luis Potosi and Zacatecas, the 
southern part of Coahuila and Nuevo I~e6n; it is char
acterized by a low rainfall. The soil is permanently dry and 
hence this area is barren. The typical vegetation is Dnsyli
rion durangense Trel., Parthenium argentatum A. Gray., 
Euphorbia cerifera Ale., Agave lechuguilla Toney, Yucca 
and Samuela-carnerosana. Trel. 

(c) Very dry temperate region. This includes the northern 
plains. The plains of the States of Chihuahua and the north 
of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas, bordering on the 
United States of America, are characterized by their severe 
winter and summer. The vegetation consists of Agaves, Yuccas, 
Euphm·bia cerifem Ale., Crotolaria sagittalis, Dalea sp., Astra
galus sp., Neomammillarias, Cents, OfJuntias, Larrea mexi
cana, M oric, Fouquierias, Pmsopis etc. 

(d) Humid temperate region. This includes the valleys of 
the central plateau, that is to say all those places in the 
central and southern parts of the plateau which are char
acterized by a mean annual temperature of 15 degrees to 
!7 degrees (with less marked fluctuations than in the plains) 
and the presence of a certain amount of water, which keeps the 
:~round and atmosphere humid. 

Among the typical trees and shrubs found there are the 
alnus, Abies sp., Quercus and various Cupressus and Pinus, 
which encroach into this region, though thriving best in the 
cool region of the high mountains. 

COOL REGION 

The third main region, slightly humid, comprises the sum
mits of the high mountains, where the characteristic vegetation 
consists of Abies, Pinus, Lupinus sp., Baccaris, glutinosa Pers., 
Arctostaphylos pungens H.B.K., juniperus- nwnticula l\1ar
tinez. 

FOREST COEFFICIENT 
The mrface of our country has been classified as follows: 

Thousand hectares 

Land covered by forests .... _ ............ . 
Land covered by xerophilous vegetation ..... . 
Cultivated and cultivable area ............. . 
Pastureland in plains and undulating country 
Pastureland in hilly country ......... _ ..... . 
Area not utilizable for agriculture ......... . 

45,000 
20,000 
23,400 
66,500 
30,000 
11,500 

Total area ................................ 196,400 

DUPRE CENICEROS 

CLASSIFICATION OF MEXICAN FORESTS 

The land covered by forests may be divided as follows: 
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Hectares 

Coniferous forests .. _ ................. 12,581,332 
Forests of leaf-bearing trees ............ 14,877,037 
Forests capable of producing firewood only 

(including ilex) ...... _ ..... 17,541,631 

Total 45,000,000 
Surface covered by xerophilous vegetation, 20,000,000 

The forests of leaf-bearing trees in Mexico are composed 
of a variety of species, including mahogany, the red cedar. 
the Primavera, and a hundred other common species which 
produce both soft and hard woods. 

The areas covered by the so-called valuable species and the 
Chico zapata are as follows: 

Hectari!S 

Area covered by valuable species . . . . . . . . 2,000,000 
Area covered by zapota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000,000 

RESOURCES 

The resources in Mexico's most important timber products 
are as follows: 

Million cub. metres 

Coniferous woods suitable for sawing (logs) 6,000 
Woods ofleaf-bearing trees suitable for .. 

sawing (logs) .................. _. 
Firewood and charcoal from forests ... . 

producing only firewood (logs) ..... . 
Precious woods (logs) . _ ........... . 

10,000 

4,000 
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Kilogrammes 

Chicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000,000 
Palm fibre (ixtle de palma) ............ 20,000,000 
Agave fibre (ixtle de lechuguilla) . . . . . . . . 10,000,000 
Candelilla wax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000,000 
Oil of turpentine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,200,000 

AVERAGE ANNUAL PRODUCTION CALCULATED OVER 
THE FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1941-1945 

Conifer wood (logs) ............... . 
·wood ofleaf-bearing trees (common .. _. 

species) (logs) .... _ .............. . 
Firewood and charcoal (logs) ....... . 
Precious woods (logs) .......... _ .. . 

Chicle ................. _ ....... . 
Palm fibre ....................... . 
Agave fibre ...... _ .............. . 
Candelilla wax ................... . 
Oil of turpentine ................... . 

Cub. metres 

2,654,000 

150,000 
2,250,000 

82,000 
Kilogrammes 

6,644,689 
14,000,000 
7,000,000 
2,400,000 
4,000,000 

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPORT FIGURES FOR THE 
FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1941-1945 

Conifer wood (logs) .......... _ .... . 
Wood of leaf-bearing trees (common .. 

species) (logs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Firewood and charcoal (logs) ....... . 
Precious woods (logs) ............... . 

Cub. metres 

243,233 

14,222 
8,977 

28,967 
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Chicle ........................... . 
Palm fibre ....................... . 
Agave fibre ....................... . 
Candelilla wax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Oil of turpentine ................... . 

Kilogrammes 

6,024,196 
9,056,950 
4,000,769 
3,383,662 
2,600,000 

AVERAGE ANl\'UAL CONSUMPTION OF THE PRODUCTS 
STUDIED, IN THE FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1941-1945 

Conifer wood (logs) . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Wood of leaf-bearing trees ....... . 

(common species) (logs) ....... . 
Firewood and charcoal (logs) ..... . 
Precious woods (logs) ........... . 

Chicle ..................... · · · 
Palm fibre ..................... . 
Agave fibre ................... . 
Candelilla wax ................. . 
Oil of turpentine ............... . 

Cub. metres 

2,410, 717,000 

135,778,000 
2,241,023,000 

30,000,000 

Kilogrammes 

950,000 
4,943,050 
3,943,050 

175,000 
1,400,000 

POTENTIAL FOREST RESOURCES AND THEIR PRESENT 
UTILIZATION 

The following conclusions may be drawn from an analysis 
of the data shown in the tables expressing the resources and 
present utilization of the products studied: 

CONIFER WOODS 

The volume of wood worked is obviously conservative, as it 
appears to be less than the volume which can be worked. But 
it must be borne in mind that operations have been concen· 
trated in places within an economically accessible radius, i.e., 
forests whence the products can be shipped easily; some forests 
in the States of Chihuahua, Durango and Guerrero have not 
yet been worked on account of the lack of means of communi· 
cation; accordingly, work has been intensive in the States of 
Morelos, Mexico, Puebla, Michoaca.n, Hidalgo, Jalisco etc. 

The measures to be taken are: (1) partial cessation of work 
in the exhausted sections; and (2) regeneration of those forests 
by the prevention and control of fires and restriction of 
pastu10age. 

The working of virgin forests requires large funds for the 

creation of means of transportation, these forests having 
hitherto been considered inaccessible. 

COMMON TROPICAL WOODS 

Mexico at present has an excess of common woods; the 
States of Veracruz, Oaxaca, Tabasco, Chiapas, Campeche and 
the Territory of Quintana Roo contain abundant forests 
capable not only of satisfying domestic needs but suitable, in 
part, for export. 

It is estimated that, for the present, 50 per cent of the total 
of these resources could be used to meet the requirements of 
the country's railway system and to make up the deficit in tim
ber for commerce caused by the non-utilization of the pine 
forests in the States of Mexico, Puebla and other prohibited 
zones, while the remaining 50 per cent could be exported. 

The problem of working this vast area consists, fir;tly, in 
opening up transportation routes, for which large funds are 
required, and, secondly, in Mexico's need to unde1 take re
search, mainly in order to discover the physical and mechanical 
properties of these type-s of wood and so determine their best 
uses. 

VALUAULE WOODS, PALM FIBRE, AGAVE FIBRE, CANDELILLA WAX 

AND OIL OF TURPENTINE 

The data given in the preceding tables show that the con· 
sumption of valuable woods, palm and agave fibres, candelilla 
wax and turpentine is far below the possibilities, which means 
that Mexico for the time being has an excess which could well 
be exported, if and when the Government sees fit. 

CHICLE 

A comparison o[ the consumption and production of chicle 
and its possibilities shows that Mexico possesses a surplus 
which could well continue to be exported so long as it is 
economic to do so. The quantity exported should of course 
not be as much as in recent years, as the forests in the State of 
Campeche and the Territory of Quintana Roo, the main pro· 
ducing areas, have been badly worked; not only has tapping 
persisted, but also most of the trees which were too young 
to be touched were tapped. 

As a means of protecting the Acharas zapata L., it is pro· 
posed that a limit of 3 million kg. should be imposed. 

Selection of Silvicultural Techniques1 

LEON SCHAEFFER 
ABSTRACT 

Formerly practised according to the extensive method, forest production must now be intensified. 
The principles governing the choice of a system of silviculture should on the one hand be adapted to environmental 

conditions and on the other hand answer the requirements of good management. Biological or cultural principles place 
the silviculturalist in close dependence on natural laws: they relate to the choice and mixture of species, resistance to 
external influences, soil conservation, regeneration and the control of growth. 

The economic principles should be established with due regard to available resources and with a view to producing 
the maximum quantity of useful products by the least costly procedure. 

Only experiments enable one to choose among the various systems. Experiments may be carried out on a large 
scale or on small experimental plantations. It now becomes necessary to judge from effects which are not very apparent 
and to use modern statistical methods, which alone render possible a correct appraisal of uncertain observations. 

Experimental forestry will gain by adopting certain methods which have enabled experimental agriculture to make 
great progress. 

1 Original text: French. 
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EXTENSIVE AND INTENSIVE CULTIVATION 

Like agriculture, silviculture began with methods of ex
ploitation that were frankly extensive. At first, agriculture 
employed the method of burn-beating, which consisted in 
cultivating for a short time land that had been temporarily 
fertilized by the passage of fire. Other systems, also extemive, 
consisted in cultivating only a single privileged field situated 
near the dwelling by concentrating upon it the fertilizing 
substances obtained from surplus matter; or. as was the case 
in the early stages of the colonization of new countries, 
in extracting from the soil the maximum harvests without 
making any restitution and without concern for the future. 
At the beginning of the history of agriculture, life in a closed 
economy prevented any kind of specialization. The peasant 
was a Robinson Crusoe who attempted to produce all that 
was necessary for the subsistence of his family: bread, oil, 
beverages, clothing, ploughing instruments etc. These primi
tive practices have been increasingly abandoned, for they 
involve a waste of resources, exhaust the soil and show great 
improvidence. 

The first attempts to exploit the forests were, however, 
carried out under the influence of similar ideas. In one form 
or another the method was to collect the harvest without con
sideration, thus involving an enormous wastage of timber. 
The trees chosen for felling were the most valuable and best· 
placed trees in the more accessible parts of the forests, while 
others were left undisturbed. These frequently disastrous 
methods of exploitation were the result of life in a closed 
economy, the uncertainty of transport and the lack of mineral 
fuel. Dense forests were impoverished, sometimes for c.en
turies, and rich stands containing a wealth of high-quality 
timber were reduced to the condition of coppices no longer 
providing anything but cheap timber. 

Agriculture reacted to this situation by adopting more in
tensive systems of cultivation. Thanks to land-improvement, 
drainage systems and the use of manures, the agriculturalist 
has succeeded in cultivating areas formerly abandoned to the 
production of what would grow on them spontaneously. 
Transport facilities and rapidity of communications have 
provided him with new outlets; he has chosen new plants and 
specialized in the kind best adapted to the environment. A 
thorough study of production costs has enabled him to dis
cover the least expensive means of production. 

The advantages resulting from the substitution of these 
mw ways for the old techniques were so clear that mere 
observations of a purely qualitative nature were sufhcient to 
m;1ke them apparent. More recently, however, a more ad
vanced stage of progress has been entered upon. It has been 
necessary to judge from effects which were less obvious: the 
shades of advantage noted when two varieties or two methods 
of treatment were simultaneously used have given rise to 

uncertain interpretations. In order to ascertain what those 
differences revealed it was necessary to develop the expc· 
rimental method. 

Should the methods which have succeeded so well in 
agriculture be adopted in silviculture? It appears that a reply 
may be given to that question once the two problem:-, we are 
about to study have been solved. 

In choosing a system o£ silviculture, is the same freedom 
possible as in deciding on a type of agriculture, or are nar
rc-wer principles to be followed? What subjects most obviously 
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require research, and along what lines should experiment be 
developed? 

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE CHOICE OF A SYSTEM OF SILVICULTURE 

ADAPTED TO GIVEN FOREST CONDITIONS AND SATISFYING THE 

REQUIRE:I<IENTS OF GOOD MANAGEMENT 

The principles governing the choice of a system of silvicul
ture should on the one hand be adapted to environmental con
ditions and on the other hand answer the requirements of 
good management. They are, therefore, of two kinds: bio
logical or cultural principles on the one hand, and economic 
principles on the other hand. 

Biological or cultuml principles 

In many languages the term which has been adopted for 
the technique of forestry has been modelled on that applied 
to the cultivation of fields (silvi- culture, agri-culture, Wald
bau, Acker-bau). The choice of these terms may lead one to 

suppose that the silviculturalist is able to exercise in his 
sphere of action an influence as profound as that exercised by 
the agriculturalist in his. \Vhile cultivated plants, however, 
are easy enough to reduce to servitude, forest trees will do no 
more than let themselves be tamed, The silviculturalist must 
put himself to school with nature, take her as a model, seek 
to understand her in order to conserve the essential elements 
and encourage their action. Observation of the virgin forest 
reveals to us the essential laws of natural biological phe
nomena. \Vithout being, properly speaking, an organism, the 
forest is a community of lives, a biological entity. 

This dependence of the silviculturalist in regard to natural 
forces is shown in the choice of species to be planted. lt is 
true that the application of the principles of genetics and the 
use of methods for the improvement of plants makes useful 
progress possible in forestry. The idea of a sub-species of 
races and of strains should be dominant in the mind of the 
silviculturalist. The conformation of trees, the structure of 
the wood, resistance to cold, diseases, etc. are conditioned by 
interesting peculiarities which are the result of mutations 
and are hereditary. To utilize judiciously the "stationary 
types", to make profitable use of advantageous mutations, is 
to exercise conservational selection. 

One might go further and make a creative selection. Hy
bridization makes it possible to obtain new forms of forest 
trees not existing in nature which often have greater strength 
than their parents or successfully combine the parental char
acteristics. 

Nevertheless, in forestry, progress is necessarily ;,lower and 
more difficult. In agriculture, production is on an annual 
basis and may be planned in accordance with the fluctuations 
of the market and the outlets available at the time. Varieties 
providing a good yield are comparatively easy to discover and 
may immediately be put into cultivation over very extensive 
areas. That is not the case in silviculture. Species may be 
changed only when the existing crop has reached maturity, 
which in view of the length of time needed for the production 
of timber, may require a long time. Such changes are more
over more hazardous, because the dangers connected with an 
exceptional year an abnormal drought or a severe cold 
threaten trees for almost the whole of their lives, and thus 
there is the risk of losing more or less complete!}' the fruits 
of many years of effort. 
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Hence the cultivation of new species, especially if single 
crop cultivation is intended, can only he undertaken with 
great prudence and in association with many precautions. 

The mixture of species is a matter of general observation 
in most natural woodlands worthy of the name of forest, and 
is almost universally recognized as a rule from which it is not 
permissible to depart if it is desired to obtain solid and 
resistant stands. 

However well adapted they may be by origin and the mix
ture of species to the severities of their immediate environ
ment, trees are not immune from all dangers. A maximum 
protection against external influences must be achieved, and 
that can be done by arranging the plantatiOns in the best way 
to enable them to stand up to the violence of the wind, to 
avoid its drying action and to resist excessive heat etc. 

Lastly, care must be taken to see that the soil is kept in 
good condition. The silviculturalist's work in this respect is 
quite different from that of the agriculturalist. While the 
improvements introduced by the latter may be numerous and 
varied, those introduced by the silviculturalist are rare and, 
in fact, are confined to certain drainage measures and the 
administration of cheap manure, and perhaps, also, the in
noculation of inert soils with active constituents. The silvicul
turali>t must therefore be careful not to harm the soil by 
introducing acidifying species or by adopting certain inade
quate methods of treatment. Damage is sometimes limited in 
time and one is not always defenceless: remedies are possible. 
That is often the case in regard to rises in the water-level, 
which may be corrected by the reinstallation of vegetation or 
by drainage. There are, however, more serious dangers: the 
impoverishment of surface horizons, sterilization of the soil 
and erosion, which may result in lasting disorders. Soil con
servation is a principle not to be underestimated, for its 
neglect may involve serious damage which may not be ob
served until it is too late. 

Natural regeneration, which ensures the fulfilment of most 
of the above requirements is, therefore, actively sought. Me· 
thods of treatment or systems of silviculture are most often 
based on the various ways of obtaining natural regeneration. 
The coppice and high forest methods are distinguished by the 
different regenerative processes they employ. The various 
types of chronologically homogeneous stands are then dis
tinguished by the form and extent of the fellings (large areas 
completely cleared, narrow clearings, clearings along the edge 
of the wood). The material available may be exploited more 
or less rapidly, either by an overall clearing carried om at 
one time or by successive fellings extending over more or less 
lengthy periods. The choice of technique will be determined 
by the greater or less distance at which dissemination can be 
effected, the delicate nature of the young plants and their 
ability to support the competition of the fully-grown trees. 
According to the particular treatment favoured, the tendency 
is towards either theoretical selection felling or the chrono
logically homogeneous stand. The cultivation of forests 
containing trees at all stages of growth has its adherents and 
is, moreover, in certain circumstances, necessary. 

It is not sufficient to ensure the perpetuation of the forest, 
for left to itself and abandoned without care the forest would 
not give the most useful products. Thus, the need for a con
trolled growth of plantations is apparent. In this connexion 
it is possible to contrast systems based on the different kinds 
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of thinnings (thinnings from below, thinnings from above, 
selective thinnings), on their periodicity (4, 6, 10, 12 years), 
and on their intensity (weak, concentrated, graduated). One 
may reach the position in which two stages are superimposed, 
in which additional reserves are conserved and in which the 
growth of certain types is stimulated by isolating them from 
the rest of the plantation, etc. 

Lastly, it is possible to make use of a combination of several 
techniques, keeping some trees standing above the coppices 
(coppice with standards), applying simultaneously various 
arrangements of regenerative fellings (corner fellings and pro
gressive fellings), effecting an alternation of agricultural a·ops 
with forest products or lastly by organizing the harvesting of 
"accessory products" such as pine resin and cork. 

Economic principles 

The silviculturalist who was guided exclusively by bio
logical or cultural principles would incontestably produce 
forests which satisfied our aesthetic needs. That is the case 
when beauty is the main purpose of forest management. In 
certain picturesque sites, one cannot risk spoiling a landscape 
by brutal fellings. In the neighbourhood of towns, the con
venience of tourists or promenaders must be considered. In 
such cases, the forests must be treated with due regard for 
artistic requirements. But the occasions on which man may 
abandon himself to his inspiration are comparatively rare, 
and preoccupation with material interests most often obliges 
him to act by calculation. Taking account of the resources at 
his disposal, he attempts to produce the maximum of useful 
products by employing the least costly processes. 

Means available 

Before deciding on any system of cultivation, one must not 
only take into account the physical environment: the avail
able labour and transport resources must also be thoroughly 
examined. 

A plentiful supply of skilled labour, a trained and devoted 
management and inspectorate, these make refinement of 
cultivation possible. On the other hand, a scanty supply of 
labour and a deficiency of staff make it necessary to use only 
extensive systems. Concentrated fellings and the complete 
clearing of large areas, require the least skill and knowledge 
on the part of those who exploit the forests or manage them. 
They are also the most suited to the introduction of machines 
to offset a shortage of manual labour. They are, on the other 
hand, condemned on biological principle. 

With regard to management, the psychological advantages 
to be gained from the definite allocation of responsibilities 
must not be ignored. When the period adopted for regenera
tion is short, the manager who has started a plantatioll is the 
one who brings it to its final phase. His reputation depend~ on 
the success of the operation, and his work wlll be stimulated 
accordingly. If, on the other hand, the period is long, responsi
bilities will be distributed amongst several successive man
agers whose respective contributions are difficult to assess. 

The condition of the system of drainage channels, the im
provement of means of transport and facilities for cutting up 
the timber are also to be taken into consideration. It is useless 
to attempt to produce large trees if the roads will not bear 
heavy loads, or if the sawmills are not equipped to deal with 
big timber. One is forced by the necessity of constructing 
provisional installations, such as railways, cables and dray-
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roads, to adopt a particular method of exploitation, and to 
make concentrated fellings which could have been avoided 
if there had been a good drainage system. 

The most useful p1oducts 

The value of forest products depends on species, size and 
quality. 

Each species has its characteristic uses. The hard deciduous 
woods are the most precious, provided that the trees have 
attained considerable diameters. The time necessary to obtain 
this result is rather long, for their growth is in most cases 
slow. The extreme variety of uses to which conifers may be 
put and their great productive capacities have been res
ponsible for their extensive cultivation even in areas which 
were not absolutely suited to them and often in defiance of 
biological principles. 

The length, and especially the thickness of the trunks, help 
to increase their value. The price of a cubic metre of wood 
of a given species usually increases with the diameter of the 
trunk. The reasons for this premium on thickness are tech
nical: better yield in sawing-up and the possibility of radial 
sawing and of rotary veneering, etc. 

Preference is therefore often given to timber with large 
dimensions and consequently to timber felled at the more 
advanced ages. Progress in the timber industry, however, rnay 
introduce changes in this respect which it is difficult to foresee. 

The situation is somewhat similar with regard to the quality 
of the timber. The soundness of the wood, the low proportion 
of sapwood, the absence of knots and irregularities of all kinds 
give the products a greater value. These qualities are to a large 
extent the result of the treatment applied. 

The least costly processes 

The question of cost supplements the considerations just 
reviewed. It is not sufficient to obtain the maximum quantity 
of products, to raise the gross yield to a high leveL Attention 
must also be given to the expenses involved and the capital 
invested: what must be aimed at is the best net yield. 

Too systematic an application of these ideas has, however, 
given bad results in certain cases. The efton to achieve the 
highest rate of investment has sometimes led to an appreciable 
reduction in capital and to a marked lowering of felling ages. 
This tendency was accompanied by neglect of biological prin
ciples and, after some years, it had to be admitted that the 
policy was mistaken. An excessively strict application of the 
criterion of financial exploitability and the systematic attempt 
to achieve the greatest "ground rent" are to be considered bad 
principles. 

ESTABLISHl\.fENT OF APPROPRIATE RESEARCH PROGRA:IIi\lES IN THE 

FIELD OF SILVICULTURE, SPECIAL ATTENTION BEING GIVEN 

TO STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Among the many principles mentioned abm·e, technique 
is in danger of being thwarted, for the economic point of view 
does not necessarily accord with biological or cultural re
quirements. Even to attain a given objective ther(' may be a 
choice of several ways, and new ones may be discovered. Only 
experiment can throw light on the value of the various pos
sible solutions. 

General organization 

After having long remained the special field of individual 
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research workers, experimental work in forestry is now very 
far from being limited to the resources available to an indi
vidual worker. Research projects are in almost all cases long
term projects. The experiments have to be continued over 
many years so as to bring to light the slow changes that may 
take place. Such problems may be tackled only by an ad
ministrative body with specialized staff and records, and with 
established methods and traditions. That is why in many 
countries there are publicly-financed research stations. 

To co-ordinate their activities, the research stations haYe 
associated themselves in an International Union. This associa
tion, established in 1890, has already demonstrated its use
fulness by recommending to its members certain subjects for 
study and by facilitating exchanges of views. There stands to 
its credit the unification of research methods and the organiza
tion of the exchange of publications. In this work it is as
sociated with the Sub-Committee on Research of the Standing 
Advisory Committee on Forestry of the FAO, and the tasks of 
each of these two bodies have been defined. 

It is not possible to draw up a list of the problems which 
the research sta~ions have to solve. Such a list would be both 
too long and too variable. On the one hand, research may be 
conducted along the lines of all the biological or economic 
principles reviewed in the preceding pages, since their applica
tion raises specific questions. At the same time, however, owing 
to differences in local conditions and the evolution of eco
nomic factors, the solutions discovered will rarely be of general 
application. 

Hence the list of problems may be drawn up only locally 
and must be frequently revised in accordance with priority 
of needs. Certain problems are solved rapidly, while others 
require much time. In fixing the order of urgency, an attempt 
will be made to secure a harmonious combination of long-term 
and short-term research projects. The former will encourage 
the research workers and calm the impatience of the public, 
while the latter will establish the reputation of the stations. 

Detailed provisions 

The question of the scale on which the experiment,; are 
to be carried out is obviously an important one. Small ex
perimental plantations lend themselves to the application of 
minutely-elaborated adjustments which make it possible to 
minimize the mistakes that can be described as "mechanical": 
mistakes made in the classification of the trees owing to defec
tive measuring instruments or omissions. On the other hand, 
with small parcels of land, the "area error" is significant: it 
arises from the fact that the precisely-calcul::tted geometrical 
area differs from the nutritional area of the trees included in 
it, for the geometrical limits do not correspond to the actual 
limits occupied hy the roots or to those of the column of air 
occupied by the crowns. In this respect large-scale experimen
tation as recommended by Gurnaud for the application of the 
Control Method deserves great confidence. 

The Control Method has above all been devised to provide 
an experimental basis for treatment resulting from com
parisons of stock. In practice, however, the comparisons affect 
only the volumes produced. Taking the idea a little further, 
one might seek to devise a control by value. The difficulty 
encountered is that which occurs in all problems affecting 
estimates relating to growing plantations. It is not enough 
to estimate them at their consumption value, for the ideas of 
interim value and production costs must also be taken int(} 
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account. It is only, however, by drawing up complete and 
strictly systematic accounting records for comparable stands 
of timber that any attempt can be made to reach a full and 
practical solution of the problems to which the forestry section 
of the FAO attributes with justification such great importance, 
problems such as the preference to be given to particular 
methods of regeneration, the reasons for the choice of the ages 
at which trees should be felled etc. The most serious difficulty 
is precisely that of finding large plantations comparable from 
all points of view and differing only in regard to the factors 
to be studied, the difficulty of applying the rule of "all other 
things being equal". 

The elimination of the accidental causes of variation may 
be effected only with difficulty in a physical laboratory; there 
can obviously be no question of securing it in experiments 
carried out in the open by the agronomist or silviculturist. H 
two pieces of land are used for an experiment, there is nothing 
to enable one to ascertain whether the difference observed is 
the result of two comparable variable factors (as for example 
two methods of treatment) or of differences between the two 
pieces of land themselves due to heterogeneity of the soil 
(nature of the basic rock, micro-relief, previous cultivation). 
Hence it becomes necessary to arrange repetitions of the ex
periment. But in that case it is observed that the results ob
tained for the same treatment on different pieces of ground 
display considerable variations. One is therefore led to make 
an estimate of the extent of such variations and to attempt to 
find the margin of probable error in an individual observa
tion. It may then be asked whether the difterence observed 
between the averages of the observations makes it possible to 

affinn that the divergence is really significant and cannot be 
imputed to accidental fluctations. Lastly, it must still be 
decided whether the fluctuation observed ought not to be 
broken down into those of its nrious elements which are 
imputable to particular analysable causes. There we have the 
two important ideas on which modern statistical methods are 
based: "comparison of averages" and "analysis of variations". 

Because it is impossible to repeat an experiment in cultiva· 
tion very often, there is a tendency to conclude that statistical 
methods are not suitable. Actually, however small the number 
of observations, it is always possible to establish a probability. 
If the sampling takes into account the conditions of chance, 
the probabilities of fortuitous deviations will be very small. 
It is not necessary that the number of observations should be 
great since the laws of chance come into full play every time 
an individual is drawn for sampling purposes without definite 
choice from a given population. 

Repetitions may be carried out by any of three methods: 
the "couple method", the "block method" and lastly the 
"method of the Latin square". The couple method is to group 
in homogeneous pairs the observations to be made for the 
comparison of two varieties or two kinds of treatment. This 
method makes it possible to increase the accuracy ol the ex
periment by eliminating deviations due to the environnH'IJt: 
the portions of land to be compared may for example be two 
elongated rectangles adjacent along their longest sides, so that 
the heterogeneity of the soil affects the two neighbouring 
pieces of land as equally as possible. The principle of the block 
method and the method of the Latin square. both due to 
Fisher, is first of all to eliminate, as in the first method, a 
considerable part of the heterogeneity of the soil by a suitable 
arrangement of the portions of land under observation; and 
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then to introduce the element of chance in order that the 
fertility variations should be purely a "contingent variable". 
That is an example of the importance of the part to be played 
by chance in modern statistical methods, particularly in 
sampling. 

This problem of sampling may, however, be dealt with in 
various ways. In addition to chance sampling, the method of 
"directed sampling" may also be applied. When it is desired 
to ascertain the speed of growth of the trees in a plantation 
by borings with the Pressler Borer, the advice usually given 
is to bore all the trees growing on areas typical of the average 
composition of the portion of ground or forest. This advice 
is given so as to avoid the temptation to bore only the 
dominant trees. It is quite certain, however, that different 
results would be obtained if the borings were taken strictly 
at random. 

Interpretation of the results 

In many research projects, the large number and over
lapping of the factors of variation necessitate recourse to a 
technique of interpretation. Among the factors of variation, 
it will be necessary to try first of all to discover the maximum 
of factors that may be "placed under control". The remainder, 
consisting of what cannot be controlled, or at any rate of 
what has not been taken into account, constitutes chance. Hut 
the variations to which the factors placed under control give 
rise will perhaps be very insignificant, and the differences in 
yield observed to result from two methods of experimelltal 
treatment may be only small percentages. What kind of inter
pretation should be given to such results? 

In order to bring out the meaning of such slight differences, 
the method of the calculation of probabilities should be 
applied. For each series of experiments, limits of probability 
short of which the results may not be regarded as significant, 
should be established. The experimenter will attempt to find 
what would be the probability of obtaining as the result of 
mere chance a deviation equal to the deviation observed. Let 
us suppose that it is a case ot checking the superiority of 
treatment A over treatment B. The experimenter will declare 
himself satisfied if there is less than five chances out of a 
hundred that the deviation observed between the harvests is 
due to chance. 'I'hat is the essential idea of the threshold of 
significance. 

A fairly extensive knowledge of the theory of probabilities 
is needed to understand the calculations which the interpre
tations involve. It will be sufficient here to mention that wch 
interpretations apply a certain number of tests or statistical 
criteria. These tests, devised by various workers such as 
Student, I:isher, Snedecor and Pearson, make it possible to 
find out whether the dwsen threshold of significance has or 
has not been crossed. They may be more or less well adapted 
to the hypothesis to be checked. In particular they are of 
variable sensitivity. But they cannot contradict each other and 
any significant effect revealed by one of them will constitute 
a proof, even if all the others prove incapable of revealing 
that effect. 

Interpretation by statistical analysis is supplemented by the 
study of the correlation of characteristics. Various indices 
make it possible to discover or measure the interdependence 
of the variables. In forestry much use has already been made 
of coefficients of correlation and equations of regression. They 
have often been used to analyse the infience of precipitations 
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or temperature on growth. It has often been observed, for 
example, that humid years are favourable to forest vegetation. 
But care must be taken to guard against the conclusion that 
a correlation, even a close one, between two quantities neces
sarily implies a relation of cause and effect. Humid years, for 
example, are often cold years. It is not necessarily to be con
cluded from that that low temperatures favour growth: one 
simply notes the existence of an interdependence. The various 
calculable coefficients of correlation - total, multiple or 
partial - make it possible to avoid confusion between simple 
co-variation and the relations of cause and effect. They show 
the importance of connexions. 

Thus, modern statistical methods make it possihle to inter
pret correctly results which are more or less divergent or 
contradictory. It is to be expected that their use will become 
general. In order to make use of them, however, a certain 
statistical training is necessary. ·one might be tempted to think 
that the silvicultural experimenter might be content to sum
marize his observations in a table of figures to be submitted 
to a sta.tistician. In fact, however, it is necessary that the ex
periment should have been followed during its development 
by the person who will be called upon to draw the conclusions, 
since there may have been relevant circumstantial details 
difficult to express in figures but susceptible of interpretation 
that required to be noted. It is therefore the experimenter 
himself who will have to deal with the results, and in order 
to do that he must himself be somewhat of a statistician. 

In the Forestry Abtracts published by the Imperial For
estry Bureau, Oxford, (Volume VI, no. 4, 1945, pages 209 
to 2ll) under the title: "Statistical Method in Forestry", W. R. 

RANGANATHAN 

Day quotes seventeen publications or works in which mention 
is made of the application of the statistical method to forestry. 
But the author does well to remark that there is no book in 
which this subject is treated completely, whereas the applica
tion of the statistical method to genetics, the social sciences 
and other branches are expounded at length and commented 
upon in special works. 

Failing the lengthy calculations required by statistical 
analysis, graphic representations may be >ufficiently eloquent 
to permit conclusions to be drawn. A line may often be 
traced across a "cloud of points" without hesitation. No doubt 
it is less reliable than the impartial work of figures, but the 
eye can perceive a satisfying curve, whereas an equation ob
tained by an ill-adapted procedure may result in the drawing 
of a straight line even if the distribution of the points and 
their deviation show the eye that that is hardly reasonable. 

CONCLUSION 

The time has come to provide an answer to the two ques
tions raised at the beginning of this paper. 

Jn forestry, it is dangerous to attempt to appiy too ser
vilely the methods of intensive cultivation which are success
ful in agriculture. The silviculturist is much more dependent 
on natural forces and enjoys less freedom than the agricul
turist. 

However, there are cases in which the treatment applied to 
forests can derive advantage from the brilliant methods that 
have given such fine results in agriculture. A way of progress 
is open. It must be resolutely pursued. 

Selection of Silvicultural Techniques 
C. R. RAN GANATHAN 

ABSTRACT 

As a reflex of the continental range of climatic conditions prevailing in India, the forests in the country exhibit a 
corresponding diversity of types. While extensive coniferous forests occur on the Himalayas and tropical evergreen for· 
ests in wet localities, the mass of India's forests belongs to the tropical deciduous type characterized by a great wealth 
of species, of which only a few are valuable. 

The sal forests of Northern India are an important exception in that the species occurs gregariously, as the climax 
is dominant over extensive tracts. 

High forest systems of natural regeneration have been successful only in the coniferous forests on the Himalayas 
and in sal forests where advance growth is already present in quantity. 

It has not been found possible to rely on natural reproduction for restocking gaps left after selection fellings in 
mixed forests. The effect of such fellings is in general to increase the proportion of valueless species at the expense of 
the valuable ones. This applies in particular to teak forests, where the species occurs in mixture with other less valu· 
able or useless species. The problem of regenerating such forests has been solved by making compensatory plantations 
of the selected species in suitable sites in the forest. 

Our fuel forests are worked under the Coppice System but repeated working has been found to lead to reduced 
density of the crop and to lower yields. This effect has had to be countered by special measures of artificial regeneration. 

For these various reasons India has had to develop special techniques of artificial regeneration of which the most 
significant are (1) the controlled use of fire in regeneration areas, (2) the rab method, (3) the Taungya method and 
(4) the method of stump planting. A brief description of these methods is given. 

New developments in the utilization of timber and the programme of afforestation which has been decided on in 
the country for increasing our timber and firewood potential and for securing a more balanced distribution of forests 
will alike call for research aiming at advances and modifications in our silvicultural techniques to meet new require• 
ments. The importance of statistical control of silvkultural research has been realized in India and progressive steps 
have been taken during the last two decades at the Forest Research Institute for securing such control. 
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SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS 

Troup defines a silvicultural system as "the process by which 
crops constituting a forest are tended, removed and replaced 
by new crops, resulting in the production of woods of a dis
tinctive form". The silvicultural system adopted must be 
based on two broad sets of considerations, namely, technical 
considerations and management considerations. Technical 
considerations relate to such matters as the composition of the 
crop. the silviculture of the component species, the ease or 
difficulty with which the desired species may be regenerated 
in the local conditions, the dangers, physical or biotic, which 
threaten the young crops, the degree of tending required, the 
attainment of "normality" in the forests etc. Management 
considerations are essentially of an economic nature and are 
concerned with the production of sustained (annual) yields, 
the quick production of the class of material required by the 
market, the development of markets for intermediate yields 
and the organization of methods of transport and sale of the 
produce. 

ISOIAN FOREST TYPES 

A general appreciation o£ forest conditions in India is 
essential for a proper understanding of the silvicultural tech
niques adopted in this country. India stretches between 70 de
grees and 92 degrees E longitudes and between 8 degrees and 
36 degrees N latitudes. Although a considerable part of the 
country lies to the north of the Tropic of Cancer, the general 
climate is tropical, with monsoon rains ranging from virtually 
nothing to over 500 in. The main mass of the natural vegeta
tion is mixed tropical deciduous forest, terminating in scrub 
and thorn forest where the rainfall is deficient. In regions of 
high rainfall as in Assam and the Western Ghats the climax 
vegetation is tropical evergreen forest. Coniferous forests 
divisible into subtropical, temperate and alpine types occur 
on the Himalayas, while the high plateaux of the Nilgiri and 
Palni hills in the south carry a characteristic form of stunted 
broad-leaved evergreen forest, patches of which occur inter· 
spersed in extensive grasslands, the precise ecologicai status 
of which is a matter of controversy. Champion has broadly 
classified the chief forest types as follows: 

I. Moist tropical forests (including the tropical wet ever
green and the tropical moist deciduous forests). 

II. Dry tropical forests. 

III. (Montane) subtropical forests including the subtropical 
Himalayan pine forests. 

IV. (Montane) temperate forests including the low evergreen 
forests of the Nilgiri and Palni hills and the oak-co
niferous forests of the Himalayas, which latter comprise 
the following associations: Pinus longifolia -- Que·nus 
incana; Cedms deodara Quercus dilatata; Picea mo-
rinda Abies pindrow Quercus semecarpifolia. 

V. Alpine forest and scrub. 

Except for the pine and deodar forests of the Himalayas, the 
commercially valuable timber forests of the country all belong 
to the moist tropical type and comprise the Dipterocarpus, sal 
and teak forests. 

FLORISTIC RICHNESS OF TROPICAL FORESTS 

Leaving the higher hills out of account, timber forests arc 
as a rule found in regions with an annual rainfall of 40 in. 
or more and attain luxuriance where the rainfall exceeds 
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80 in. Maximum temperatures are well above 100 degrees F 
in the shade, and the excessive heat of summer is mitigated 
by the onset of the south-west momoon which lasts from 
June-July to August-September and which is the principal 
source of rain in most of the timber bearing forests of India. 
The warm moist conditions favour the growth ot a great 
wealth of species of trees, shrubs and herbs. Bamboos are a 
common associate in the moister forests, while grass occurs 
over extensive parts of the drier forests, and in many of the 
moist forests as a result of frequent fires. Our tropical forests 
are thus composed of a mixture of species, some of ·which are 
very valuable and economically exploitable at a profit while 
some others may barely repay the cost of exploitation; a great 
many of the component species have under present condiuons 
no value at all and are regarded as rubbish and often burnt 
or left to rot in the forest. Our most valuable timber tree, teak 
(Tectona grandis) occurs in mixed forests, and under con
ditions where it grows well it often forms no more than 10 per 
cent of the crop, of which only two or three other species 
(Lagerstroemia lanceolata, Terminalia paniculata, Dalbe-rgia 
latifolia), which themselves constitute a similar small propor
tion of the crop, may be marketable. Teak tends to form purer 
forests under drier conditions in Madras, Bombay and the 
Central Provinces, and where forest fires are of frequent 
occurrence it tends to oust less hardy species. 

GREGARIOUS SPECIES 

While mixed forests are the general rule in tropical India, 
pure forests or forests where a single species occurs gregariously 
are often encountered. Such gregariousness is often the result 
of a special edaphic condition, such as excessive salinity or 
alkalinity of the soil, or of a recurrent biotic factor such as 
annual burning or excessive grazing; or it may be due to" some 
extreme climatic factor such as extreme drought or heavy 
frosts. Thus the purity of a considerable part of the Chir pine 
belt along the lower hills of the Western Himalayas is mainly 
due to the special ability of that species to survive fires. The 
degradation of mixed dry forests to open crops of one or two 
thorny species is often the result of heavy goat browsing. 
Gregarious patches of Hardwickia binata in Southern India 
owe their origin to its power of withstanding severe fires in 
dry eroded soils. The coastal mangrove forests are an adapta
tion to tidal conditions. The relative purity of the Dalbngia 
sissoo and Acacia catechu forests in the riverain succession in 
the Gangetic plains is due to the comparative immaturity of 
the newly deposited alluvial soil. 

SAL FORESTS 

The only climax species which occurs gregariously in ex
tensive forests over a wide area is sal (Shorea robusta). Sal 
forest.> form a belt at the foot of the Himalayas from the 
Sutlej in East Punjab to the Brahmaputra in Assam and 
extend southwards into the Central Provinces and Orissa. 
There is little doubt that over the entire Gangetic valley com
prising the United Provinces, Bihar and Bengal, and in Assam 
and a considerable part of northern Central Provinces as well 
as in Orissa, sal is the climax dominant, except where the 
conditions are locally either too wet or too dry for it. Over 
most of its range the sal is more or less pure, its proportion in 
the crop ranging from about 50 to 90 per cent. Experience 
has, however, shown that in many cases, notably in Bengal, 
the present high degree of purity of the sal forests is the result 
of regular burning in the past, which led to the elimination 
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of other species less hardy to fire than the sal. Fire protection 
during the past fifty years has led to the reappearam.e of many 
evergreen species in many tracts. Sal is a deep-rooted species 
which taps the lower layers of the soil and leaves sufficient 
moisture in the upper layers to support a subordinate storey 
of trees and shrubs (Mallotus philippinensis, Sterculia villosa, 
Ougeinia dalbergioides, Lannea grandis, Clerodendron infor
tunalum, etc.). Thus the purity of the sal forest, even when it 
is apparently 100 per cent, relates only to the top storey; there 
are always subordinate layers of woody vegetation. This is 
a point of importance in the natural regeneration of sal. The 
sal seedlings have not only to push through the shade of 
miscellaneous shrubs and small trees, but have also to com
pete with their seedlings for the limited light and nutrients 
available. Sal saplings are heavily browsed down by animals 
of the deer tribe as soon as they show up above the protecting 
shrubs. Natural regeneration of sal in the sub-himalayan bha
bar tracts dies back for many years before the root stocks are 
strong enough to send up tall woody shoots. It is unnecessary 
to detail the numerous difficulties that beset the production 
and establishment of sal regeneration. Enough has been said 
to indicate that despite the gregarious nature of the species, 
we have not yet succeeded in solving the problem of de novo 
natural regeneration of sal although a great deal of research 
has been devoted to it. The difficulties of natural reproduction 
of sal are so great in certain localities that they have given 
room for doubt whether the sal forest could be the climax 
forest in those regions after all and whether its apparent 
dominance over extensive tracts has not been substantially 
assisted by biotic factors, chiefly fire. 

APPLICATION OF EUROPEAN S!LVICULTURAL SYSTEMS IN INDIA 

The foundations of scientific forestry in India were laid by 
two eminent German forest officers, Brandis and Schlich, and 
for many decades our silvicultural techniques were adapta· 
tions of continental methods and principles of forestry. These 
consisted in rigid protection involving the complete exclusion 
of goat browsing, prevention and suppression of fires, strict 
regulation of grazing and control of petty illicit fellings as 
well as in the gradual introduction of European silvicultural 
systems with a strong preference for systems of natural regene
ration. The principles of protection were perfectly sound and 
helped to rehabilitate speedily a degraded forest estate, al
though the application of rigid fire protection has produced 
unexpected results in many cases by inhibiting the regenera
tion of valuable species. We now have a bette1 understanding 
of the role of controlled fire in tropical forestry and do not 
hesitate to use it in our regeneration techniques. This subject 
will be reverted to in a later paragraph. The attempt to apply 
.European silvicultural systems of natural regeneration to 
Indian high forests has on the whole been a failure. It has 
succeeded remarkably well in the subtropical pine forests of 
the Himalayas where an extreme form of the uniform system, 
reminiscent of the American seed tree system, has been applied 
with good results; it has succeeded moderately well in the 
deodar and blue pine forests of Kulu, although natural regene
ration has often to be supplemented with sowings as the 
regeneration period has been rigidly fixed at thirty years for 
reasons concerned with the rights of the people and uncon
nected with technical silvicultural considerations; it has, how
ever, failed in the high elevation spruce and fir forests of the 
Himalayas where the presence of a deep undecomposed layer 
of leaf litter has proved a stubborn obstacle to the establish· 
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ment of natural reproduction. In the broad-leaved forests of 
India it has been found impossible to work to system~ of 
natural seedling regeneration owing to lack of silvicultural 
command over the reproduction, consisting either in an 
inability to work to a time schedule as in the case of sal, or 
in any inability to obtain reproduction in quantity of the 
desired species and to repress the regeneration of the weed 
species. 

In some divisions of the United Provinces and Bihar, a form 
of the uniform system is applied to sal. These forests are in 
process of conversion from the selection type to the even-aged 
type. The conversion operations have hitherto been confined 
to blocks where natural regeneration already existed in the 
shape of uniformly distributed advance growth, and all that 
needed to be done was to remove the overwood in one or more 
stages. It is feared that this system will break down when the 
conversion operations extend to areas where advance growth 
is not already present. The same method has been applied to 
certain teak forests in the Central Provinces, full use being 
made of existing advance growth, but in that case it is always 
possible to have resort to artificial regeneration in the event 
of natural regeneration not being already present or not 
forthcoming. This remedy is not so readily available with sal, 
as the species cannot be raised by transplanting or stump
planting and the seeds lose their fertility very rapidly. 

By far the greater part of Indian forests which are under 
any form of systematic management are worked under a sys
tem of selective fellings or a conservative and constructive 
system of improvement fellings or under the coppice system. 
Our forests are typically uneven-aged and mixed and this fact 
together with the fact already noted that only a few of the 
many species actually found are marketable at a profit has 
made it necessary to regulate exploitation of timber bearing 
areas by a form of selection in respect of both species and size. 
This is very different indeed from the European Selection 
System which is applied successfully to uneven-aged forests 
composed of one or a few species all of which are more or 
less valuable and which regenerate themselves satisfactorily. 
In India the natural regeneration of forests worked under the 
selection method has proved an intractable problem. The 
cumulative effect of working a forest for the small proportion 
of valuable species it contains is to favour an increase in the 
proportion of the valueless species and to reduce the incidence 
of the valuable ones - a dysgenic tendency which is directly 
opposed -tO our interests. Attempts made to overcome this 
difficulty by artificial regeneration of the gaps left by the 
selection fellings have been unsuccessful; the regenerated gaps 
proved not only expensive but were difficult to protect against 
the competition of weed species and against browsing by wild 
animals. Success could only be attained when the gaps were 
made so large in size that they could be dealt with as sub
stantive plantations. 

THEORY OF COMPENSATORY PLANTATIONS 

This experience led to the development of the theory of 
compensatory plantations. It is an accepted canon of forest 
management that no exploitation fellings may be made in 
any forest unless there is an assurance of regeneration to re
place the trees removed. A literal interpretation of this 
salutary rule would have meant that our tropical timber 
bearing mixed forests could not be worked at all as we could 
not guarantee either natural or artificial regeneration of the 
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desired species to make good the removals clearly an im
possible position. We therefore decided to observe the spirit 
rather than the letter of the rule, by making plantations of 
adequate size of the valuable species in carefully selected sites 
in the forest, leaving the rest of the forest to be stocked by 
whatever species nature might bring in. We believe that in 
so far as this procedure will increase the proportion of valu
able species in the forest as a whole, it is a measure not merely 
of conservation but of substantial improvement. 

COPPICE SYSTEM 

The Coppice System is applied extensively in the drier types 
of forests for the supply of firewood and small timber for 
domestic and agricultural needs. These mixed forests, which 
often contain a proportion of thorny species, are in general 
rather open and much subject to grazing. The coppice rota
tion ranges from twenty to forty years. Experience has shown 
that even under conditions of strict pmtection and adequate 
rainfall, as in the case of the Eucalyptus globulus plantations 
of the Nilgiris, an appreciable percentage of the stools fails to 
throw up coppice shoots and that this percentage increases 
with successive fellings. On the Nilgiris the Eucalyptus planta
tions are rejuvenated by complete replanting after the fourth 
rotation, replanting being both easy and cheap. But this 
solution is, however, not feasible for most of the natural fuel 
forests. In their case it is necessary to supplement the coppice 
regrowth by artificial regeneration. This is done by either the 
taungya method or by the rab method as briefly described in 
a later paragraph. 

TECHNIQUES OF ARTIFICIAL REGENERATION 

For these various reasons we have paid a great deal ot atten
tion to artificial regeneration in India. Our most important 
species, teak, cannot be satisfactorily regenerated naturally in 
good quality sites. Further its value is so much greater than 
that of its natural associates, that, provided silvicultural con
siderations do not preclude it, it is economically expedieut to 
grow it in pure plantations. Apprehensions as to the dangers 
of the pure teak plantation have been voiced, particularly as 
regards the menace of insect damage and the exhausting effect 
of the teak on the soil factors, but research has shown that 
these dangers can be prevented and controlled by suitable 
techniques. Much of our artificial regeneration research has 
centred round teak the first successful plantation of which 
was made over a hundred years ago. ·we may now fairly claim 
that the problem of forming and establishing teak plantations 
successfully and economically in suitable sites has been solved, 
although much yet remains to be discovered as to the best 
methods of tending teak plantations. Among the major ad
vances made in India in artificial regeneration techniques may 
be listed: 

(i) The controlled use of lire in regeneration areas, 
(ii) The rab method, 

(iii) The taungya method, and 
(iv) The use of stumps. 

Controlled use of fire in regeneration areas: European sil
viculture teaches that fire in the forest is anathema, but it had 
long been observed in India that the degree of efficiency of 
the initial burning of the slash in the cleared regeneration 
site made all the difference between success and failure in 
planting operations. Provided the fire is not hot enough to 
bake the soil to a brick-like condition, the better the burn the 
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better is the initial growth of the plantation. Correct burning 
secures two desirable objects: it destroys the seeds and surface 
roots of grass and other weeds and ensures freedom from weed 
growth for a period ranging from one .to three years: it 
stimulates rapid (often phenomenally rapid) growth during 
the first few years. The reasons for such rapidity of growth are 
not fully understood, but it is known that the effect is not 
mereiy due to the inhibition of weed growth and the addition 
of the mineral ash resulting from the burn. The burning 
disturbs the microbiological balance in the soil in a tem
porarily favourable manner. It is believed that the f1re destroy'i 
equally the protozoan as well as the bacterial population in 
the soil, but the numbers of the latter increase initially much 
more rapidly than those of the former, giving rise to a tem
porary increase of soil fertility. This, however, fades out 
gradually in two or three years by which time the protozoan 
population has increased sufficiently to keep the bacterial 
numbers in check. Early rapid growth is of obviously great 
significance in plantation work, especially in dry localities. 

The rab method is an application of the benefits of slash 
burning to dry fuel forests. The slash left after the extraction 
of timber and firewood from a coupe is piled in heaps dis
tributed uniformly over the area in patches or in continuous 
lines according to a prescribed pattern. It is left to dry and is 
then burnt, the ash being worked into the soil before it is 
blown or washed away. Seeds are then sown (or stumps plant
ed) in the burnt patches or lines. The resulting plants show 
remarkably rapid height growth which is maintained for two 
or three years. In many cases the young plants grow beyond 
the danger of being trampled or browsed down by the time the 
coupe is thrown open for grazing- usually at the end of live 
years after felling. The extent to which this method can be 
adopted depends on the availability of slash and the funds 
available for the work, as it is expensive. 

The taungya method consists essentially in the raising of 
tree crops in conjunction with field crops. As the Burmese 
name implies, it was first developed in Burma where advantage 
was taken of the primitive practice of shifting cultivation to 

form teak plantations in the cleared areas. The method is very 
simple in outline. A coupe is dear-felled, the timber and fire
wood extracted and the area turned over to the cultivators at 
the rate of about two acres per head. The cultivator then pre
pares his plot for sowing by burning the slash, uprooting the 
stumps if necessary and working the soil by hoeing or plough
ing. In many cases unfettered cultivation with any approved 
field crop is allowed in the first season. In the second sevson 
the ground is prepared for the sowing or planting of the 
selected tree crop either in lines spaced in a prescribed manner 
or in staked patches spaced uniformly. The sowing of the tree 
seeds and of the field crop is done at the appropriate seasons. 
The cultivator is usually bound to keep the tree seedlings well 
weeded and to prevent the field crop from shading and sup
pres.>ing the seedlings. In protecting his field crop from dam
age by wild or domestic animals, he equally protects the tree 
crop. \Vhere irrigation is done in the interests of the field crop 
the tree seedlings are also benefited. Cultivation may continue 
in the same site for one or two years after the introduction of 
the tree crop, depending on the fertility of the soil and the 
rate of growth of the tree seedlings. 

This system depends on a co-operative effort between the 
cultivators and the Forest Department to the benefit of both. 
The cultivator gets a newly cleared site containing the stored 
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fertility of the forest soil. He gets it free of rent or is required 
to pay a nominal rent. By operating the method systematically 
the Department shHts the cultivator from site to site, the re
generation areas being disposed conveniently round a central 
forest village where amenities for water supply, schooling and 
medical aid are departmentally provided. On the other hand, 
the Forest Department gets a cheap or free labour force at its 
disposal - labour is a matter of considerable difficulty in re
mote forest areas - and secures automatic protection of the 
plantation. The detailed arrangements vary very considerably 
from place to place, as may be expected. The method is success
ful only in those areas where there is a strong demand for culti
vable land. Originally employed for the regeneration of teak, 
it has now been successfully applied to sal (Shorea robusla), 
Acacia catechu, Xylia dolabriforrnis, Terminalia tomentosa, 
Pterocarpus macrocarpus, Gmelina arborea, Alnus nepalensis, 
Bucklandia populnea, Cryptomeria japonica, Bombax rnalaba
ricum, Ailanthus excelsa, Broussonetia papyrifera, Pinus lon
gifolia, Morus alba, Dalbergia sissoo, and other speties. 

Stump planting is a method of restocking clear-felled areas, 
consisting in planting in crow-bar holes nursery stock of which 
the tap roots are out to a length of 9 or 10 in. and pruned of 
all side roots and the stem cut about an inch or so above the 
collar. The correct size of nursery stock to be used varies with 
the species, the usual size being of the thickness of one's little 
finger. The advantages of stump planting are manifold. When 
properly stored the stumps (or root and shoot cuttings as they 
are sometimes called) retain their power of sprouting for at 
least a fortnight, thus making it possible for them to be 
transported great distances. The root sprouts first from ncar 
the tip and the new rootlets thus tap a lower layer of the wil 
where it is more moist in dry weather and less subject to varia
tion in moisture content. Advantage is taken of this fact in dry 
sandy localities by using stumps with roots of considerable 
length. As there are no transpiring leaves, as in the case of 
transplants, there is no danger of wilting, and planting can be 
done in any weather, although in very hot conditions it may 
be useful to cover the cut stem with earth to prevent excessive 
drying. The first leaf shoots feed on the stored food in the tap 
root till the new root system develops. No elaborate soil pre
paration, such as digging pits, is necessary, all that is required 
being a crow-bar hole of the right depth in which the stump 
can he planted. The rate of growth of stump planted stock is 
greater than that of transplants or seedlings during the first 
year- a point of great value in regeneration work. The 
method is, however, not applicable to all species. Teak, rose
wood (Dalbergia latifolia), sissoo (Dalbergia sissoo) and mul
berry (Morus alba) respond splendidly, but sal and, generally, 
evergreen species as well as conifers cannot be propagated by 
this method. 

REACTIONS ON SILVICULTURE OF MODERN TRENDS lN 

UTILIZATION 

The demand for timber in India has hitherto been largely 
for constructional, furniture or other purposes such as railway 
sleepers where wood in its native form has been sawn and 
shaped to serve the purpose in view. Accordingly our sil
vicultural methods have aimed at producing as quickly as 
possible large sized timber of the desired species, straight and 
free from defects. But in recent years there has developed an 
industrial demand for wood as a result of which formerly 
valueless species, such as Bombax malabaricum, Boswellia .\er
rata, Adina cordifolia, find a ready market for special purposes 
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at match splints, packing cases, plywood, etc. Our young paper 
industry is on the look-out for suitable woods for newsprint, 
kraft paper and the like. The advances made in laminated 
construction make it increasingly unimportant to produce 
large sized timber, while the advances made in wood preserva
tion make it possible to use non-durable timbers for many 
purposes for which they were once considered unsuitable. 
\N ood is coming to be regarded more and more as a cellulosic 
raw material to be treated and transformed into processed 
materials rather than as a constructional or ornamental ma
terial to be used in its natural condition. These trends will 
no doubt react profoundly on our silvicultural technique&. 

NEED FOR AFFORESTATION 

There is a general awareness in India that the total extent 
of our forests is inadequate and that their distribution is 
unsatisfactory. To correct these, plans for afforestation on a 
large scale are under consideration in most provinces, notably 
in Bihar, West Bengal, United Provinces, East Punjab and 
Madras. As in many cases the areas to he afforested will be 
waste lands considered unsuitable for the extc11sion of cultiva
tion for one good reason or another, the work of afforesting 
them will present numerous difficulties which it will be the 
task of forest research to solve. Another serious problem which 
is engaging our attention is the use of silvicultural techniques 
in the rehabilitation of denuded and eroded lands and 
generally in soil conservation. But this is a large and com
plicated subject which cannot be dealt with in this paper. 

s!LVICULTURAL RESEARCH 

Research in the productive, protective and utilization as
pects o( forestry is centralized at the Forest Research Institute, 
Dchra Dun, which also trains forest officers and forest rangers, 
for all-India. The silvicultural teclmiques adopted in the 
country are the results of research caiTied out at the J:'orest 
Research Institute and in the silviculture research divisiom 
in the provinces and States. The research programmes both 
at the Central Institute and in the provinces are based on the 
resolutions of periodic Silvicultural Conferences held at Dehra 
Dun which are attended by delegates from all provinces and 
the major States. The last Conference was held in 1946. 

APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS 

The publication of an Experimental Manual for Indb by 
Champion in 1931 in pursuance of a recommendation of the 
Silvicultural Conference of 1929 marked the starting point in 
standardising methods of experimental research in Indian 
forestry. The importance of statistical analysis was recognized 
by the inclusion of a chapter on statistical methods in the 
Manual. The Fourth Silvicultural Conference held at Dehra 
Dun in 1934 discussed methods of statistical analysis of data 
collected in the course of silvicultural experiments. Between 
19~4 and 1939 considerable progress was made in the Forest 
Research Institute in the study of statistical methods of design 
and analysis of experiments. Two Statistical Assistant Silvicul
turists were sent in 1936 and 1937 to the Indian Statistical 
Institute, Calcutta, for special training under Prof. P. C. 
Mahalanobis, F.R.S. As a result a clear exposition of the 
principles and methods involved was presented to the Fifth 
Silvicultural Conference in 1939, which resolved that the 
chapter on Statistical Methods in the Experimental Manual 
should be rewritten so as to include the latest advances made 
in statistical analysis and experimental design. 
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The Sixth Silvicultural Conference held in 1945 resolved 
that in view of the great developments that had taken place 
in statistical science since Champion wrote the chapter on 
statistical methods in 1931, a separate Statistical Manual deal
ing with principles of design and analysis of forest experiments 
should be produced. Accordingly Griffith and Sant Ram 
published in 1947 the "Statistical Manual" as Vol. 2 of the 
revised Silviculture Research Code. 

A further step forward in this direction was taken in 1947 
through the creation of a Statistical Branch in the Fofest 
Research Institute, Dehra Dun, with a highly qualified and 
experienced Statistician (in the person of Dr. K. R. Nair) at 
its head. A short refresher course for provincial Silviculturists 
in statistical principles of design and analysis of experiments 
was conducted in 1948 and it is hoped to make this a regular 
annual feature. 
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Rehabilitation of Devastated and Derelict Woodlands 
R. F. WOOD 

ABSTRACT 

The problem of finding a suitable form of treatment for the large area of devastated and derelict woodland in 
Great Britain is discussed. This problem, which mainly affects the southern part of the country, is associated with the 
broad-leaved forest types and has been caused principally by the fellings made necessary by two world wars, although 
mismanagement, and the presence of rabbits, have also had their effect. 

A brief account is given of the most important types of woodland concerned, and a short account is given of 
various methods of treatment which are possible. These include (i) complete clearance of the ground with replanting, 
(ii) retention of most of the existing cover with underplanting, (iii) partial clearance with replanting or sowing in strips 
and groups, (iv) acceptance of existing growing stock, subject to necessary tending. 

The problem has two aspects, one silvicultural, one economic. In view of the high costs of present-day operations, 
economic considerations must be kept fully in mind when silvicultural treatment is being designed. 

INTRODUCTORY 

Extent and cause of the Problem 
As the term is here understood "derelict" woodland is the 

end-product of neglect and over-exploitation of some form 
of hardwood forest, the process having covered a period of 
years. "Devastation" on the other hand implies a sudden act, 
such as clearance of all marketable timber for urgent economic 
reasons. In either case, exploitation has been the chief con
sideration, and the regeneration of the woodland by natural 
or artificial means has not been undertaken. 

The problem relates principally to hardwood soils. The 
coniferous woodland of the North may revert to heath or 
rough grazing should regeneration not be put in hand after 
exploitation, but the more fertile hardwood soils support a 
strong weed growth which is the chief factor in the problem 
of this rehabilitation. 

The greater part of the derelict broad-leaved woodland 
occurs in England, particularly in the south, and almost the 
whole of it is in private ownership. 

The extent of the problem has recently been made clearer 
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by advance estimates based on the Census of British 'Wood· 
lands, which is now nearing completion. Of a total area of 
privately owned woodland of 1,537,600 acres in England, 
5!3,200 acres are estimated to be in need of speedy regenera
tion. Probably half, or slightly more, of the latter figure re
presents the area of derelict and devastated woodlands on 
potentially productive hardwood soils. The area of privately 
owned broad-leaved "High Forest" in a reasonably productive 
state in England is estimated at 414,000 acres. hence it may be 
fair to say that out of every 12 acres of privately owned hard
wood forests in England, 7 acres are productive while 5 other 
acres, at present, produce nothing. 

The existing position has been brought about largely by 
the necessarily heavy fellings of the two \Norld Wars, though 
mismanagement, (and, in particular, the cus.tom of leaving too 
free a choice in the selection of fellings to the timber mer
dlant), has also been to blame. Also, many areas which would 
have at least partially regenerated themselves following ex
ploitation, have reverted to worthless scrub as a result of 
rabbit infestation. 

TYPES OF DERELICT AND DEVASTATED WOODLAl'I:D 

English Hardwood Forest . 
The greater part of the soils capable of carrying econonuc 

hardwood crops in Britain would naturally reach an oak 
climax, with various species, of which hazel and hornbeam may 
be mentioned, forming an understorey. Such soils are usually 
heavy, being derived from glacial drifts, or from the Gault 
and Weald clays of the southern counties which were not 
'ubjected to glaciation. Relatively smaller areas in England 
would be expected to reach a beech climax; e.g., the soils 
of the chalk and other calcareous rocks of the south, and also 
the sands and gravels of the Upper Cretaceous. Thi5 classifica
tion is very broad. On certain deep sands and gravels, beech 
and oak appear to flourish equally and there are other types 
where it is difficult to foresee the ultimate climax. 

Most of the British hardwood areas are semi-natural, and, 
where planted, usually occupy the sites of former woodland. 
The distribution of species is, of course, complicated by past 
management as fellings have tended to increase the representa
tion of species capable of frequent seed production such as 
>ycamore and birch, and to a less extent ash. 

Oak continues to be the commonest hardwood species re
presented in English woodlands, and by far the greatest area 
of derelict woodland has succeeded some form of oak-wood. 
The commonest oak-wood type of management has been the 
coppice-with-standards system - oak 'standards' of varying 
age class above an underwood of hazel, ash, oak, hornbeam 
or sweet chestnut, the underwood being regularly coppiced on 
a rotation of twelve to twenty years and yielding poles, fire
wood, fencing stakes and material for cleaving. 

Beech, in England, occurs mainly as a pure crop in high 
forest but it has also been widely planted in mixture. Other 
species of importance, of which ash and sycamore may be 
mentioned, do not usually form the major part of stands. 
Conifers, chiefly European larch and Scots pine, have been 
frequently planted on hardwood roils, perhaps more com
monly in mixture with hardwood. 

The Derelict and Devastated Areas 
In addition to the broad ecological grouping of mch areas, 

considerable variation is to be found in a number of char
acters of silvicultural importance; the presence or absence of 
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regeneration or advance growth; the density, height and 
vigour of such cover as may be present; impedance oi drainage; 
danger of spring frost etc. 

Derelict or devastated oak woodlands may be separated 
into those that have succeeded oak woods either pure or in 
mixture with other species but not originally managed with 
coppiccd underwood, and those oak woods which have been 
managed on a coppice-with-standards system. The former, in 
their degraded state, may have a diverse scrubby growth of 
woody weed species (hazel, hawthorn, blackthorn, rose, bram
ble, etc.) with possibly scattered advance growth of ash, syca
more etc., if such species were present in the original crop. The 
latter are usually dominated by the original underwood, either 
hazel or hornbeam, but other species will be locally present. 
On the most impervious clays, and where the local drainage 
is poor, swampy conditions may present a further problem. 
It is common to find old drainage systems much impaired by 
long neglect or by careless extraction of timber. 

On lighter loams, and on calcareous soils which may be 
considered beech climax types, conditions following exploita
tion depend greatly on the constituents of the preceding crop. 
The latter may, in fact, have contained little beech. Pure 
stands of beech on rendzinas may, following clear-felling and 
in the presence of rabbits, simply revert to grassland with 
local scrub of yew, juniper and privet. On plateau gravels 
above the chalk, beech-woods frequently contain some ash 
and sycamore, and the exploitation of the beech often results 
in at least partial regeneration of the area by these species. 
However, if rabbits are not controlled this soon degenerates 
to poor scrub. 

The tertiary sands of the southern counties frequently bear 
vigorous spontaneous growth of birch following the exploita
tion of beech, chestnut or mixed hardwoodfconifer stands. 
These soils also show examples of colonization of heathland 
by Scots pine on a considerable scale. 

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF REHABILITATION 

The derelict woodlands present, speaking generally, an 
economic rather than a purely silvicultural ·problem. The 
soils are capable of producing hardwoods of quality with the 
correct choice of species, and satisfactory establishment has 
been obtained on a considerable variety of sites. However it 
is usually found that the costs of the necessary operations are 
very high. Fencing against stock and rabbit~ is usually neces
sary, and may be costly per unit area, owing to the relatively 
small size of the blocks concerned. Drainage, if necessary, is 
likely to be a heavy charge. The costs of preparation of ground 
for planting are particularly high where coppice growth is 
strong, and, in this case, tending of the crops will also be 
expensive for a number of years. Early returns must not be 
expected from hardwoods. It is clear that the aim must be to 
develop methods of rehabilitation that keep these early costs 
to a minimum, not only from financial considerations but 
also in order that a limited supply of labour can deal with 
the greatest possible area. 

METHODS OF TREATMENT 

During the last quarter of a century experience of this 
problem has been gradually accumulating, and various me
thods of dealing with it have been tried in the State Forests 
.whenever acquisition of land has brought in areas of this 
character. Some of these methods are described below. 
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Generally speaking, the tendency at first was to clear the 
ground and replant and, although this method was at times 
successful, it was soon found, in most instances, that it led to 
a prolonged period of exposure to frost and other adverse 
influences which retarded growth and seriously extended the 
duration of weeding. As a result, clearing of derelict hardwood 
areas is now practised only when circumstances leave no other 
choice, and every use is made of the growth available on the 
ground. 

(i) Complete clearance of ground with replanting 
This method may be applicable when coppice and other 

woody growth is low, where little or no regeneration or ad
vance growth of value has appeared on the ground, and where 
it is particularly desired to obtain intermediate yields. Before 
sacrificing what cover is available it is important to be sure 
that the area is not subject to severe late spring frosts. This 
method is particularly applicable where it is desired to use 
conifer nurses for the hardwoods, or where it has been decided 
to have a rotation of conifers, leaving open the question of 
the eventual establishment of hardwoods. It is most applicable 
to site~, degraded from original woodland to grass and bracken 
heath, which are affording slow and difficult conditions for the 
establishment of hardwoods. 

On ground capable of carrying beech or oak, excellent re
sults may frequently be obtained following complete clearance 
by the use of larch or pine as a nurse, the former being 
avoided on sites with marked frost danger. The more rapidly 
growing conifers appear to improve the form of the hard
woods by cutting down side light; the cost of weeding may also 
be appreciably reduced. 

A convenient method is to plant in strips, three rows of 
the conifer alternating with three of oak or beech; such an 
arrangement allows the nurses to be gradually removed and 
extracted without difficulty and damage to the main crop. 
Weeding is also easier than where nurses are arranged in 
intimate mixture or in groups. It is difficult to say when nurses 
are, or are not, necessary and frequently successful growth of 
oak and beech on old hardwood soils has been obtained with
out their aiel. However, as it is desirable to plant both at much 
closer spacing than is necessary with conifers, the use of nurses 
cuts planting costs, and increases intermediate yields, which, 
up to thirty years of age, are negligible in oak and beech. 

(ii) Retention of most of existing cover, with full under
planting 

Where the cover is generally 20 ft. or more high, it may 
be desirable to maintain it and underplant after it has been 
carefully thinned. The retention of such high cover is im· 
portant where fwst damage is to be expected. Spontaneous 
birch frequently produces quite dense stands on over-ex
ploited woodland &ites, particularly on the tertiary sands 
of the south, but sometimes also on heavier soils. (The pos
sibilities of treating such spontaneous birch silviculturally 
for its own sake occasionally merits consideration as the 
demand for birch in turnery and plywood manufacture is 
increasing). Birch provides a useful type of cove1· for the 
introduction of beech, where soil conditions are favourable. 
For such treatment to be successful, judgment is required 
to open the canopy sufficiently to allow of free development 
of the shade-tolerant beech, while discouraging the less 
tolerant weed species. A similar type of treatment has been 
applied to birch scrub and old oak coppice in Scotland and. 
\Vales, shade-tolerant conifers such as Douglas fir, Tsuga 

heterophylla and Abies gran dis being planted underneath 
and the cover lightened, and, finally, removed by "ringing" 
the valueless scrub stems and leaving them to die. 

(iii) Partial clearance with replanting or sowing in strip., 
and groups 

This method has been principally adopted on areas where 
there is considerable coppice growth of some height, with or 
without advance growth. Such conditions frequently occur 
on the heavier soils, where a "coppice-with-standards" wood
land has been over-exploited and the management of the cop
pice has lapsed. The object is to reduce the heavy costs of 
clearance of overgrown coppice and woody weed species, and. 
frequently, strips and groups are arranged so that only suf
ficient planting is done to allow of adequate choice of stems 
for the final crop, all prospects of intermediate yields being 
sacrificed in exchange for an immediate saving in the costs of 
establishment. For example, in open old hazel and ash coppice 
with scattered intrusive birch, groups 16 ft. square have been 
cleared at 21 ft. centres and 12 beech planted in each group 
with a view to a final stocking of approximately 100 stems per 
acre at, say, eighty years of age. Though the method is sil
viculturally attractive, the cost of continual tending, to pre· 
vent encroachment on the groups, is high, and it may, in fact. 
be higher than the cost of weeding a comparable completely 
cleared area from the date of planting to the stage when the 
crop can be regarded as safe from weeds. 

The use of strips as compared with groups somewhat lessen> 
the cost of tending. However, unless 50 per cent of the ground 
remains uncleared, it is doubtful whether there can be any 
saving in the use of strips compared with complete clearanc~ 
of coppice. \Vhere few trees of value are likely to develop 
among the uncleared scrub or coppice, it is apparent that, in 
such methods, full use of the ground is not being made, and 
it is arguable that, over the rotation, such methods are likeh 
to prove less economically sound than those which stock th~ 
ground fully. 

(iv) Acceptance of existing growing stoch, subjeci to ne· 
cessary tending 

On comparatively rare occasions devastation of the original 
stand may be followed by sufficient regeneration of species of 
value. The best examples of this are found on old beechwood 
areas, where ash and sycamore have been represented in the 
original crop. On exploitation, dense regeneration of either 
or both may result, This is likely to be uneven in age and 
distribution, and much may be damaged by careless felling 
and extraction, and also by rabbits. The evaluation of such 
damaged regeneration and advance growth is not easy. \Vhere 
such damaged growth is not more than twelve years old, it 
should be safe to cut it back and accept the best of the result
ing coppice shoots, singling them in due course. In the case of 
older advanced growth, or regeneration, a balance must be 
struck between the loss of ten to fifteen years' growth and the 
perhaps better prospects of a crop not grown from rabbit
damaged saplings. A given area of this nature will usuallv call 
for varied treatment, the better gToups of advance gTow~h or 
regeneration being retained, young damaged regeneration be· 
ing cut hard back with a view to accepting the best coppice 
shoots, and poor damaged older growth, unsuitable for cop· 
pieing, being replaced by species capable of rapid growth 
under the particular conditions. 

The methods briefly outlined are all aimed at a more or 
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less completely stocked, even aged, high forest, at the earliest 
possible date. However, where it is imposoible to attempt this 
because of shortage of finance or labour, it is usually praCLic
able to assist the natural development of forest by a number 
of less expensive operatiom. Complete control of rabbits and 
grey squirrels is a desirable start. All young maiden growth 
and even coppice of any desirable tree species may be accepted 
and, as far as possible, encouraged against purely weed growth. 

EIDE 

Planting, on a minimal scale only, may be undertaken where 
no regrowth appears likely. 

Such "conservative" operations, though unlikely to produce 
optimal results, may yet be a vast improvement on mere 
•1eglect, and it is a matter calling for considerable judgment 
whether a limited labour force is better employed on the 
intensive rehabilitation of a lesser area, or on the "conserva
tion" of a much greater area. 

The Practical Basis of Norwegian Forest Policy 
ERLING EIDE 

Norway has a total forest area of 7.6 million hectaies, of 
1\~hich 2.3 million hectares consist of broad-leaved and 5.3 
million of conifer forests. Despite this comparatively small 
forest area Norway, by reason of her situation and her ice-free 
ports, has for centuries been one of the principal suppliers 
of timber to sparsely-wooded Western Europe. 

Because 80 per cent of the forests are privately owned and 
the exportation of round and sawn timber has always lx:en 
very sensitive to economic fluctuation, the expioitation of the 
forests has of necessity been extensive. The timber used by 
sawmills had to meet certain size requirements, and fellings 
were made on the basis of trunk diameter. The ideal of private 
enterprise was to cut trees down to the smallest possible dia
meters in years when prices were high and then to leave the 
forests uncut until the next period of high price:;. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century forest policy 
began to be affected by the industrial conversion of wood into 
pulp, cellulose and paper, but even in the year 1900, two-thirds 
of all timber sold was in sawn or round form. Felling by size 
was almost universal. Foresters had attempted in public and 
private forest areas to introduce a system of managed forestry, 
but market conditions hindered these efforts. When the new 
ideas of forest management by the selection sy:.tem took form 
in Central Europe, they were enthusiastically accepted as the 
only possibility for combining existing felling methods with 
a defensible system of forest management. 

While foresters were attempting in this manner to adjust 
:hemselves to more extensive operating methods, industrial 
developments in forestry were proceeding rapidly. 

Trees of smaller diameters came constantiy more into 
demand, with the result that the intensive methods which 
foresters had regarded as impracticable now became possible. 
Felling by size, which in the sawmill period was coupled with 
the demand for large trees and therefore gave the youuger 
stands a long growing period, now became a threat to forest 
yield. for even the younger stands could be combed through 
at frequent intervals for merchantable sizes. Among both 
forestry experts and the Government there was now fear of 
a rapid deterioration of the forests, and this fear led to the 
establishment in 1917 of the Norwegian Department of Ex
perimental Forestry and in 1919 of the National Survey of 
Forests. The Department undertook yield surveys in single 
and multiple age stands, and the National Survey gradually 
compiled statistics of area, quality, volume, growth, age and 
regrowth in the Norwegian forests. 

By 1930 the survey had covered the entire country. The 
results were not encouraging. Even though large sections of 

the forest area lie near the climatic limit of vegetation both 
on mountain slopes and on the Arctic tree-line in the north, 
the ascertained average volume of 42 cub. metres and average 
growth of 1.36 cub. metres per hectare were clearly the result 
of very extensive exploitation. This was seen even more dearly 
with respect to age. The smaller trees were on an average _just 
as old as the larger ones, and from 40 to 50 per cent of the 
entire forest area was listed as ready for cutting, mainly owing 
to insufficient forest capital. The ordinary felling methods 
had created few productive cut-over areas and these made 
poor use of yield possibilities. Forest land under regeneration, 
together with that already regenerated, amounted to only 
5 to 6 per cent. 

The new Forest Protection Act passed in 1932 was ne
ce.ssarily influenced by these facts. Previous forest legislation 
had been based almost entirely on extensive forestry and 
aimed at regulating exploitation with the aid of size limits 
for disengagement felling. These size limits were usually low, 
however, and no effective control was exercised. 

The Act of 1932 continues to allow private owners to 
manage their own forests as they wish, provided that they 
act in accordance with "good forest management". The defini
tion of this concept is contained in the following two re
quirements: felling in young stands must not reduce yield, and 
in older stands it must not prevent regrowth. Otherwise the 
Act contains no technical instructions, but in its distinction 
between younger and older forests it marks a break with 
selection cutting and is the first Norwegian law that seeks to 
regulate the yield of timber. In each canton there is establish
ed a forest council consisting of three persons trained in 
forestry to enforce the law, and one or more forest supervisors 
are appointed. In well-forested communes these are usually 
fully-trained foresters. Each province has a provincial forest 
association which, with the assistance of a suitable number of 
foresters exercises general supervision over the forests, and 
the Forest Board of the Department as the central authority 
lays down guiding principles by means of orders. The pro
visiom of the Act which deal with the forest cultivation tax 
are very important. On every sale of timber 2 per cent of the 
gross value is to be set aside for purposes of cultivation. The 
money is banked in the name of the person owning the 
forest, but is released as directed by the forest authorities for 
cultivation work that has been completed. 

The Norwegian Department of Experimental Forestry was 
able gradually to present data on the yield possibilities of 
various qualities of spruce and fir managed systematically in 
closed single-age stands. From these data it was possible to 
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calculate the future yield of Norwegian forests under efficient 
stand management. Calculations were made for the most im
portant forest provinces, and in 1938 the Director of Forests 
presented a scheme to increase yields by 50 per cent within 
fifty years. As part of this scheme an official Nonvegian forestry 
guide was prepared from information obtained by the De
partment. The guide is not intended to be a set of rules but 
a source of technical information on forest supervision. The 
first section of the guide contains "General Observations", 
which define the function of forestry in the life of the Nor
wegian community. This function, which is both economic 
and social, will be fulfilled if the forests at all times produce 
the greatest possible quantities of timber while remaining 
protective forests and outdoor places of recreation for the 
people. The means of accomplishment must be scientific forest 
management of both productive and protective forests in 
order to ensure that new forests will always replace the old. 
Technical considerations are next dealt with. ·with respect to 
productive forests attention is drawn to the need of readjusting 
cutting methods and of changing over from selectively felled 
forests to forests more uniform in age consisting of stands. 
This forest management by stands must, of course, <:onform 
to varying conditions of quality and ground and to the size 
of the property. For the best production emnomy and working 
conditions, forestry must proceed at as even a pace as possible. 

Iu the regeneration of forests care must be taken that the 
correct species or the most favourable combination of species 
should make the best possible use of every kind of ground. In 
principle, natural regeneration· is depended upon, wherever 
satisfactory regrowth may be expected within a reasonable 
time, and only good trees should be replanted as seed trees. 
Regeneration areas must be reasonably large to allow sys· 
tematic management and scientific operation. 

In stand management the most important rule is to re-plant 
the best trees and distribute them as regularly as possible in 
order to obtain the best soil conditions and the most profitable 
production. 

A survey is then given of the types of forests usually found, 
based on the plants characteristic of the ground vegetation, 
and for each type of forest information is given on which tree 
species should be favoured, how regeneration fellings should 
be carried out whether by clear felling, the shelter-wood 
method or seed tree stands - and the number of shelter trees 
or seed trees regarded as most favourable. Together with the 
types of forests, use is also made of geographical divisions. 

In a section on protective forests attention is directed to 
the need for care in making inroads and for control of access 
to new forests. 

The final section deals with the establisment of forests in 
thinly wooded areas of the country and with the manner in 
which preference should be given to the setting up of large 
connected areas instead of small plantations for each land· 
owner. For the different areas of \Vestern Norway special rules 
are given on the tree species which should be used. 

\Vhen these principles are compared with the professional 
thought which up to twenty years ago almost completely 
dominated Norwegian forestry, both in the operating methods 
o{ the forest owners and in the opinions of the experts, the 
following question presents itself: 

What basic experience has made a change of this sort 
possible in a country where 80 per cent of the forests arc 
privately owned and are for the most part small and medium-

sized plantations distributed among 100,000 farmers whose 
personal jurisdiction over their own property had never pre
viously been contested? 

This question must be answered in two stages. First, what 
experience has led trained foresters to espouse the new prin
ciples? Secondly, what information supplied to forest owners 
has convinced them of the desirability of changing their 
methods of operation? The combined answers to these ques
tion will supply an explanation of the forest policy decided 
upon by the Norwegian authorities. 

For about 30 years during. the past century Norwegian 
foresters attempted to carry out the principle of selection 
cutting and more or less radically harvested the large trees, 
always in the hope that new growth would spring up in the 
open spaces. The shortage of young trees and the age of the 
small trees as brought out by the National Survey of Forests 
came as a shock. At the same time silvicultural research data 
from experimental plots in the forests where selection cutting 
was practised showed that the theoretically expected growth 
of the new age-groups did not as a rule occur unless the tree 
capital and consequently the production were reduced to a 
fraction of what had been hoped for. On the other hand, the 
yield of corresponding qualities in single-age stands was so 
good that the superiority under Norwegian conditions of forest 
management by stands was established. The reason for this 
was found in a study of climate and soil. This showed that the 
temperature of the earth's surface depends closely upon the 
density of the forest and in large areas of Norway's forests the 
temperature was too low to allow plants to germinate and 
grow. For example, in one forest the average temperature for 
the months of June, July and August at a depth of 10 em. 
below the surface of the earth was 8.3 degrees C. in dense 
stands, 10.0 degrees C. in thinned stands, and 12.4 degrees C. 
in clear-cut areas. Soil research showed that the formation of 
ammonia and nitrates and the development of reserve carbon 
dioxide were strongly influenced by temperature. Moreover 
thinning in older unmanaged forests gave the surprising result 
that it was possible to remove up to one-half of the tree 
capital and still obtain a considerable increase in increment 
if efforts were made to allow warmth and rainfall to reach 
the soil. 

The results of these investigations explain the good yields 
obtained in experimental plots where the best trees have been 
replanted in an even distribution and all superfluous trees 
removed. It was easy to understand that yield per unit of 
area depends upon hve tree roots being able to utilize soil 
nourishment from all directions, while at the same time 
metabolism is stimulated by access to warmth and rainfall. 

It is even more important to ensure good soil conditions 
wherever new forest is to be planted. \Vhile the Department 
was attending to regeneration, the forest experts were carrying 
out various kinds of felling methods. The time is still far off 
when complete knowledge will be available on how vegeta
tion, the state of the soil, and germination conditions of forest 
plants develop in the various forest types throughout Norway. 
The guiding principles of the Forest Board are based upon 
preliminary trial and will be worked out in further detail as 
basic experience increases. 

During the 1930's the Norwegian forest experts as a body 
adopted the new principles. The public forests and all private 
forests in which forestry was practised changed over to the 
stand sy,tem of forestry with a view to systematic regeneration 
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felling and intensive forest management. Moreover, the smal
ler fOl'est-owners and farmers were very much interested, and 
the forest supervisers met with constantly increasing under
standing. It was highly important that the change in methods 
of forest management did not entail economic sacrifice. It was 
true that the forest owner had to forego the convenion of the 
most valuable sizes into cash; but the more intensive forest 
management led to the withdrawal of large amounts of thin
nings, and this, assisted by improved transportation, yielded 
good profits as industrial timber and fueL lt was likewise easy 
to convince the intelligent farmer that the greatest possible 
production per unit of area was a desirable aim and would be 
furthered by modern methods of forest management. The 
necessary regular distribution of good trees found a parallel 
in his own treatment of potatoes and turnips, and the need 
for dense new-growth areas coincided with his own field and 
meadow needs. Part of the propaganda for increased forest 
production consisted of the demonstratiqn plots of the forestry 
associations, where the forest management, regeneration fell
ing, and cultivation methods served as a guide for forest 
owners. At a reasonable cost an owner may also have a working 
plan drawn up for his plantations, if he undertakes to follow 
it in the future. Forest days and excursions are arranged which 
attract a large number of persons, and on these occasions the 
demonstration plots and systematically-managed forests pro
vide good material for technical training. 

Propaganda in favour of systematic forestry must, however, 
extend beyond the forest owners. Hardly any timber buyers, 
sawmills or wood-manufacturing plants in Norway have their 
own forests. They must therefore depend each year on the 
forest owners for ·the raw material for their operations, and 
the parties are often in such sharp disagreement on prices that 
forest operations are delayed and labour conditions disturbed. 
Schemes to ensure increased timber production and achieve 
constant operation must of necessity have the interest and 
support of industry. The same understanding is also displayed 
hy labour organizations which desire more secure working 
conditions in industry and forestry. 

All these factors give social significance to a more systematic 
forest policy. 

What, then, are the results of this policy? It is still too early 
to tell, but certain facts are already available on forest pro
duction. During the past ten years a new national survey of 
forests has been undertaken, and has provided data for six 
of the most important forest provinces in the country. In 
comparison with the surveys of approximately tv;enty years 
ago both volume and annual increment show an average in· 
crease of about 20 per cent. This means that the scheme to 
increase timber production by 50 per cent in fifty years has 
had a good start and must be regarded so far as having kept 
to schedule. Whether this goal is reached depends primarily 
upon whether it will be possible to regenerate the sparse cut
over forests at a rate fast enough to enable sufficient areas of 
closed young forest to be gradually included in yield statistics. 

This .. however, is not the only, nor perhaps even the most 
important, aspect of the active forest policy now being put 
into operation. The removal of forest problems from the 
technical into the social sphere has compelled all institutions 
and organizations dealing with forestry to look at these pro
blems from a social point of view. This has led to positive 
co-operation between parties which formerly were directly 
opposed to one another. Furthermore, technical work for the 
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improvement of forestry has received increased support from 
both State and private sources. 

During the Occupation the forest industry adopted plans to 
support research on a broader basis than formerly, and shortly 
after the end of the war the l'orestry and Forest Industries 
Research Association was established. All branches of the 
forest industry - sawmills, and pulp, wallboard, cellulose and 
paper plants have joined together with the organization of 
forest owners in an effort to further research embracing all 
phases of timber production. It was agreed to levy a voluntary 
tax on all merchantable timber and a tax on all manufactured 
timber. This tax is to be used for silvicultural research, and 
for technical, commercial and industrial research with respect 
to timber. This action has its greatest value in the social view 
of technical problems which it develops, and in the co-opera
tion and the breadth of the commercial policy which 1t makes 
possible. 

Various public measures have been taken to the same end, 
such as the new training school for forest workers which seeks 
to give the worker technical skill and a:t the same time a cer
tain insight into the industrial and social significance of forest 
work. Steps have also been taken to improve the food ;md 
housing of forest workers and to provide cultural facilities in 
isolated communities. 

The planned economy of the post-war years has impeded 
free trade in timber, and prices in the last analysis have been 
fixed by the State. Under this system forest owners have re
ceived an investment subsidy on timber prices of three crowns 
per cubic metre. This subsidy is paid to the forest owner in 
proportion to his expense on construction of roads, housing 
for forest workers, forest cultivation, working plans, etc. As 
the manpower shortage has restricted action in these fields, 
the investment tax will aid forestry and at the same time act 
as a cushion against possible fluctuations in business. 

Norwegian forestry is still going through a transitional 
period between the old methods a£ harvesting and an in
dustrial forest management based upon present-day economic, 
technical and social demands. These demands are not fixed 
but change constantly, and the principal problem of the forest 
industry is to develop systems of production, trade and 
manufacture most adaptable to these changing demands. 
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Forestry Technique the Teak • 1n Forests of Java1 

J. H. BECKING 

INTRODUCTION 

Forestry technique in Indonesia has developed on widely 
differing lines depending on the kind of wood, climatic con
ditions, soil and the local social and economic structure. For 
this reason it is hardly possible to discuss forestry technique 
in Indonesia in general terms. The differences I have men
tioned have led to a great number of widely dilfering forestry 
techniques each of which should be judged on its own merits, 
in the light of its peculiar circumstances. 

In this paper I shall deal merely with the forestry technique 
employed in the teak forests of Java, not only because most 
experience has been gained in this field (approximately 
370,000 hectares of plantations) but briefly because it has 
been the subject of the best scientific research. 

TEAK FORESTS OF JAVA; OCCURRENCE AND TYPE 

The teak (tectona grandis L.f.) reaches its fullest develop
ment in the monsoon climate of the tropical lowlands. 
Hence teak forests occur in lowlands (0-500 metres above 
sea-level) with a high equable temperature (26 degrees centi
grade) and an annual rainfall of 1500 to 2500 millimetres 
with a dry monsoon (less than 60 millimetres of rain 
monthly) lasting from three to five months (25)2. In regions 
with heavier rainfall, the teak is not so healthy (it is exposed, 
inter alia, to the attacks of borers) (101 ), while in drier 
districts growth is so much reduced that the cultivation of 
teak can no longer be regarded as profitable. 

Teak does not make a large demand on the chemical rich
ness of the soil in plant nutrient salts (22). The opinion 
formerly held that teak preferred soil rich in lime has been 
disproved (23, 24). Teak will grow equally well on soil rich 
in lime and on soil deficient in lime and vice vt';·sa. What 
teak requires is well-aerated soil (6) as, in comparison with 
other kinds of wood, its root system is exceptionally sensitive 
to a deficiency of oxygen (50). Young teak seedlings planted 
with their root system in soil deficient in oxygen die off 
after nine days as against thirty days in the case o1 Leucaena 
glaucn, sixty-five days for Dalbergia latifolia, sixty-seven days 
for Swietenia macrofJhylla, seventy-two days for Swietenia 
mahQgany, seventy-five days for Acacia leucophloea and 
ninety-seven days for Adenanthera microsperma (189). Be· 
cause of this characteristic, teak is not suited to very heavy 
marl soils. Repeated attempts have been made to grow teak 
on soil of this type but the result in every case has been total 
failure (30, 89, 99. I 88). Finally the conclusion was reached 
that no attempt should be made to cultivate teak on such soil 
but to use such land for growing other timber such as Dalber
g:ia, Swietenia, Acacia and Adenanthera which, in this respect, 
are more tolerant. 

Because of teak's sensitivity in this respect, it is essential to 
see to it that the surface soil in teak forests remains granular 
in structure. This can only be achieved by proper humus 
formation. This is one of the reasons why the inter-planting 
of leucaena in teak plantations has proved such great success 
and why so much attention should be paid to the prevention 

1 Original text: Dutch. 
2 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 

of grazing and fires in teak forests (I 0, 60, 62, 86, ll4, 122, 
135, 143, 162, 183). 

Unlike the teak forests of the more westerly areas in which 
teak occurs (Indochina, Siam, Burma and India) (187), teak 
forests in Java are comparatively unmixed with other timber 
and are almost pure. This is probably a result of the selective 
effect of the forest fires which used to be an annual pheno
menon in the past (175). It is also possible that part of the 
now ancient teak forests (250 to 350 years old) were artificially 
planted in years gone by, during the Hindu civilization in 
Java (1, 2, 28, 36, 138, 164). 

ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF TEAK FORESTS IN JAVA 

(31, 43, 94, 121, 127, 166, 202) 

The teak forests on Java are of importance as sources ol 
timber. Because of its exceptional durability and its generally 
recognized excellent technical qualities teak is in the tropics 
practically irreplaceable for many uses (house and ship build
ing, sleepers) (17), while its importance as an excellent fuel 
is also not to be underestimated in the thickly·populated 
island of Java with its lack of coal (fuel for railways and 
industry). For this reason and because of their location in 
easily accessible country, the teak forests are primarily pro
ductive forests although they are also of great value as protec
tive forests in the marl hill country whioh is highly vulnerable 
to erosion. An illustration of the predominant position of the 
teak forests is provided by the fact that in Java at the end 
of 1939 there was a total area of 677,700 hectares of teak 
forests as compared with 198,500 hectares of productive forests 
of other types of timber. (See table I) (97). It is worth noting 
that in Java of a total forest area of 2,712,2,00 hectares only 
thirty-two per cent is used for production. In an island so 
densely populated (361 inhabitants to the square kilometre), 
the forestry authorities will have to endeavour to make a 
greater part of the forest area fit for timber production. 
According to a conservative estimate, the area of productive 
forest in Java is to be at least doubled and so increased to 
a total of I ,75'0,000 hectares. Of the future production forest 
area, approximately fifty-five per cent will be suitable for the 
cultivation of teak so that the prospective area of teak forest 
may rise to 962,500 hectares. During the thirties, a determined 
beginning was made to convert unproductive forests into teak 
forests. Thus, for example, during the period 1935-1939 an 
avera!Se of 12,057 hectares of teak plantations were planted 
annually while an average of only 5,007 hectares were felled; 
thus unproductive forests were being converted into Leak 
forests at an annual rate of 7,050 hectares. If proceeding at this 
rate, the conversion could be completed in approximately fifty 
years. 

The remainder of the future productive forest area of 
787,500 hectares will have to be set aoide for the production 
of other types of timber and, in this respect, in view of the 
expected development of industry, the emphasis will have to 
be principally on the cultivation of soft woods (specific gravity 
less than 0.6) such as Agathis, Pinus, Anthocephalus, Albizzia 
and Swietenia and trees providing tanbark (Acacia Dccurrens). 

The sustained yield of the teak forests is ensured by the 
establishment of exploitation plans (57, 59, 196) which are 
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revised every ten years. Reliable statistics on the progress of 
timber production and reafforestation are compiled, the data 
being published in the annual reports of the forestry ser
vice (97). 

At the end of 1939 the area of productive teak forest con
sisted of 324,087 hectares of plantations as against 240,570 
hectares of over·age forests dating from an earlier period. The 
conversion of the old forests with little secondary growth into 
plantations with extensive secondary growth was therefore 
already 57 per cent complete. The operation will be completed 
during the next thirty to forty years. 

The potential productivity of teak is exceptionally low in 
comparison with other tropical timber (204, 205); for average 
site- class it amounts to only 1.36 cub. metres of timber and 
1.67 cub. metres of fire wood, or 3.03 cub. metres in all, a 
hectare annually. In 1939 the approximate normal production 
was 0.84 cub. metres of timber and 1.13 cub. metres of fire
wood, or 1.97 cub. metres in all, a hectare. At that stage of the 
conversion process, the actual production therefore amounted 
to only sixty-five per cent of the production ultimately obtain
able, notwithstanding the above-mentioned expansion of the 
area (see Table 2). 

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OF FORESTRY TECHNIQUE IN THE TEAK 

FORESTS OF JAVA 

As the teak forests of Java are used primarily as a source of 
timber, forestry technique must aim at the greatest possible 
output of timber, quantitatively and qualitatively, and at the 
same time at conserving the productive capacity of the soil 
at as high a level as possible with a view to continuity of 
production (13, 32). 

Originally it was sought to solve these problems of forest 
management by selective cutting and natural regeneration, 
assisted where necessary by tilling of the soil locally in neglect
ed areas and the planting of teak seeds. This regeneration 
technique was successful only on soil of the best quality (61, 
71, 82, 83, 84, 85, 96, 106, 115, ll7, 119, 133, 134, 136, 141, 
151, 155, 159, 171, 173, 176, 185, 195, 198, 206). The results 
generally were most disappointing. Subsequent research 
showed that, to germinate, teak seeds require a high ground 
temperature (40 degrees C.) (68, 70, 116, 201) which is only 
attained through strong solar radiation. In the case of the old 
stands, the necessary interlucations were generally covered 
with dense overgrowth which, although not completely pre
venting the germination of the teak seed, so retarded the 
development of tl1e seedlings (which require light) that they 
very soon died. Natuql regeneration is therefore impossible 
in practice for teak in Java and this method of cultivation 
has now been entirely abandoned. 

Teak forestry technique had therefore to be based on clear 
cutting and artificial regeneration. At first the work of cultiva
tion was performed by means of compulsory local labour 
service (55, 172). After the abolition of the labour service in 
1865, the work had to be done by free workers paid on a daily 
basis. The work of cultivation (tilling and weeding) has to 
be frequently repeated because of the exceptionally rank 
growth of weeds in the tropics. As a result, cultivation became 
exceedingly expensive while results were only moderate (42). 

If the technique was to be applied on a large scale, the first 
requirement was a less expensive and more efficient solution 
of the labour problem. This was afforded by the introduction 
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of the so-called bosakkerbouw method (forest agriculture) (6, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 66, 133, 142, 148, 184). Under this system, 
planting contracts were concluded with the local population 
under which the latter undertook to carry out all the work 
of cultivation in exchange for the payment of a certain 
amount of money and the right to grow field crops between 
the timber for a specified period. As under this system the 
compensation for labour consisted partly in the right to use 
the productive capacity of the soil, it was possible to obtain 
a sizable reduction in cost. The cost of plantations under the 
contract system amounted to about one~uarter of the cost of 
plantations employing paid lalxmr. Moreover because of the 
field crops they were growing between the trees, the con
tractors had a strong personal interest in the proper per
formance of the work of cultivation. At first some difficulty 
was experienced in finding the necessary applicants for con· 
tracts and the method was given some encouragement by the 
making of payments in kind and in the form of rice or cattle 
(1 07, ll 0, 120). However, this soon became unnecessary and 
about 1880 the bosakkerbouw method became the technique 
generally employed in teak growing. Subsequently this method 
of cultivation assumed steadily increasing social and economic 
importance because of the marked increase in population and 
the ever-growing need for land for agricultural purposes (166, 
202). Now the position is that even if another equally good 
forestry technique were discovered, preference would still be 
given to the bosakkerbouw method because of the expanded 
production of foodstuffs it permits. Under this method, ap· 
proximately 23,000 hectares of forest land in Java are made 
available for agriculture every year. 

With the introduction of the bosakkerbouw method, a solid 
basis had been found for forestry technique in the teak forests. 
Although cultivation by the bosakkerbouw method generally 
speaking compared very favourably with the earlier method 
of cultivation by paid labour, some difficulties still remained 
to be solved. The cultivation of field crops had to be suspended 
at the end of one year when the teak had reached a height of 
between one and two metres. The plantation was then usually 
overgrown to a greater or lesser extent by harmlul grasses 
which were difficult to uproot (Imperata). This occasioned a 
serious setback in the hitherto excellent growth of the teak 
(6, 9, 13, 49, 77, 98). Especially on the poorer sites, the risk of 
fire in the stagnating plantations became exceptionally high 
as a result of the overgrowth of grass and many plantations 
fell a prey to the flames during this critical period. The planta
tions on better soil grew earlier and more easily through this 
critical period. 

This difficulty was overcome by the introduction of a ground 
cover which, on the discontinuance of field crops protects the 
ground between the young teak trees and so enables them to 

develop undisturbed. A number of ground covers were tested 
and the Leucaena glauca, a plant from South America, proved 
to be by far the best in every respect (6, 13, 16, 26, 108, 109, 
113, 118, 140, 144, 147, 153, 154, 156, 163. 186, 200, 209). 

The advantages of Leucaena glauca for inter-planting in 
teak plantations are: 

I. It covers the ground in the teak plantations quickly and 
effectively, and remains green during the dry monsoon, there· 
by preventing the weeds from gaining any foothold after the 
discontinuance of field crops. 

2. It tolerates the shade of the teak which can therefore be 
planted close together so as to ensure good trunk formation; 
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this is practically impossible in the case of other admixed 
species (76, 80, 81, 87, 88, 90, 91, 105, 131, 150, 192). 

3. Because of its deep root system, it does not compete with 
the more superficial roots of the teak, as has occurred in the 
case of other admixed species, including Schoutenia uvata (50). 

4. Because of the quantity of leaves it sheds and its deep 
root system, it enriches the surface soil by the introductwn 
of plant nutrients from the sub-soil and by symbiosis with 
nitrogen fixing bacteria. 

5. Because of the quantity of leaves it sheds and the accom
panying increase of animal life in the forest soil, in addition 
to the cover of leaves, humus formation and the granular 
structure of the top soil are very much improved in the dry 
monsoon. The result is that the top soil has increased air 
capacity and porosity, and the growth of the teak is much 
improved. In the case of teak plantations on the same soil, 
the site quality class of a plantation planted with Leucaena 
was approximately one point higher than that of one without 
Leucacna, which means approximately 50 per cent higher 
productivity (6). 

6. It has a long life and can therefore continue to act as 
a weed destroyer at a later stage in the event of interlucation 
of the teak (11, 67, 152). 

7. In the case of fire, the portion above ground level dies 
but the stump is still capable of sprouting. 

8. It also provides a certain quantity of useful timber, 
excellent fire wood and good charcoal. 

9. It can easily be pruned and so need never become a 
danger to the teak; if planted along the lines of the trenches, 
it can also form a thick ledge between the rows of teak and 
provide excellent protection against erosion. 

10. It is easy and cheap to grow. 

The objections to inter-planting with l.eucaena are few in 
number. The following may be noted: 

I. It grows quicker than the teak especially on inferior 
ground and must therefore be repeatedly pruned from an 
early stage .. This requires constant vigilance, as otherwise the 
teak plantation is ruined by the overgrowth, and also involves 
extra expense. The extra cost of pruning can however usually 
be offset by the yield it produces. 

2. The mixture of teak with other timber species is more 
difficult if Leucaena is used because such species usually have 
a relatively long period of immaturity. This objection is not 
however serious because up to the present Leucaena has 
proved to be the best species for mixed planting (6, 67, 90). 

3. Leucaena foliage is suitable for cattle fodder and hence 
the trees on the edges of the planLations are specially subject 
to damage by the local population. ·where this danger is 
serious, the Leucaena can be replaced by Acacia villosa, the 
foliage of which is unsuitable for cattle. However, Acrtcia 
villosa is inferior to Leucaena from the point of view of soil 
improvement ( 191). 

Attempts have been made to improve the growth of retarded 
pure teak plantations by underplanting with Leucaena. 
Even in cases where the underplanting was successful, the 
wilting teak trees did not apparently react to the improvement 
of the soil as teak has only slight powers of recovery. In such 
cases, complete replanting with Leucaena produced the desired 
result (124). Often such replanting catches up within twenty 
years with an inferior twenty year old pure teak plantation. 

The discovery of Leucaena as ground cover for teak planta
tions suggested the possibility of preventing the overgrowing 
and deterioration of the soil in teak felling areas during the 
period when the trees were girdled (two years) by introducing 
Leucaena into the teak stand either before or shortly after 
the trees were girdled (16). The next step was to begin planting 
the new trees under the girdled teak stand. It was hoped in 
this way to prevent the loss of three years secondary growth 
while the trees were standing girdled and during the felling 
period (27). This experiment did not enjoy great success 
because the young plants were much damaged by the 
felling and it was therefore necessary to trim them down 
heavily, with a resulting loss. The gain from three years 
secondary growth did not amount to much in practice. Con
sideration ought to be given to the possibility of omiHing the 
usual girdling of the teak before felling. Research has shown 
that during the girdled period, the water content in the trunk 
does not fall below the imbibition level (46). Shrinkmg and 
splittmg of the ·wood after felling are therefore still to be 
reckoned with. Precautions must be taken against this by 
carefully sealing the outer surfaces of the wood. If forest 
sawmills were set up, it would be possible and even better to 
handle the teak in a damp state and drying the sawn timber 
artificially in drying kilns. In this way it would be possible 
not only to prevent the deterioration of the land during 
the period when the trees arc girdled and to gain two years 
secondary growth but also to produce a product of much 
higher quality. The installation of such sawmills in the forest 
had to be postponed because of the war. 

vVe now come to the fourth major phase in the development 
of teak forestry technique, opening up and the underplanting 
of mature teak forests with another productive type of timber. 
This is still entirely a matter for the future as no systematic 
beginning has yet been made with applying this principle. 

Economic research has shown that for teak the financial 
period of return is sixty years (7, 12, 14, 15, 41, 56, 64, 65, 
93, 170). If the period is extended, the return falls below the 
3 per cent usual in forestry. An objection to this low period 
is that the end diameter of trees on ground of average quality 
would be only 30 em. approximately (205). For many purpose' 
(shipbuilding, furniture, railway sleepers etc.) there is a real 
demand for heavier grades. For social and economic reasom 
it is therefore undesirable that this short period should be 
maintained. In the case of the State fore>ts in a country with 
poor timber resources, which does not even supply all its own 
timber needs, it is desirable that the period chosen should 
provide the maximum utilizable production. For normal teak 
forests on Java the forest rent rotation is approximately 135 
years (93). In practice, however, one does not deal with normal 
forests. Because of the damage which occurs with the passage 
of the years, the older forests always deviate from the norm. 
The increasing imperfections of the old stands reduces the 
forest rent rotation in the teak fores.ts to about ninety years 
(7), which is actually the period (eighty to one hundred years) 
now adopted in practice. However with this period, the rate 
of profit is reduced to 1.6 per cem. 

Because of this circumstance, it is desirable to devise a 
forestry technique whereby the profitable cultivation of heavy 
teakwood becomes possible. The solution lies in the opening 
up of the teak during its middle period of growth (about thirty 
years) so as to stimulate the increment of girth in the stand, 
together with underplanting with quick growing productive 
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timber which can be harvested at the same time as the teak 
(67, 152). As in the case of the oak in Europe, a profitable 
solution of the problem will be found along these lines. The 
following should be considered for use in underplanting: 
Dalbergia latifolia and Swietenia macrophylla. 

The above indicates, in broad outline, the evolution of 
forestry technique in ·the teak forests on .Java: First came 
selective felling coupled with natural regeneration, then clear 
cutting coupled with artificial regeneration, carried out at 
first by paid labour and later by piece wages and agriculture; 
later the practice of interplanting Leucaena as permanent 
ground cover was introduced while opening up during the 
middle period of growth and simultaneous underplanting 
with good growing productive timber will make h possible 
to cultivate heavy teakwood on a profitable basis. 

During the period under review, in addition to the main 
points summarized above, forestry technique has been sub
.>tantially improved in some particulars. For the sake of 
completeness, I shall discuss the most important of these. 

PREPARATION OF LAND FOR CULTIVATION 

At first, intensive tillage of the soil was regarded as one of 
the keys to successful teak growing. Research has 'hov;n that 
this opinion is completely incorrect. Very deep and extremely 
expensive tilling of the ground on hard marl soils had a most 
unfortunate effect (188). ;\'owadays the modern view is that 
there should be as little tillage as possible during the wet 
monsoon, partly as a precaution against the washing away and 
peptizing of the heavy soil and partly to prevent over-rapid 
growth of the teak which can cause bowing (161). Tillage is 
begun at the start of the dry season. At that point, the soil 
is still easy to work, and the aereation of the soil most sus
tained. Harmful weeds can also be most effectively uprooted. 
Tillage need not go deeper than 15 em. It is essential that the 
land should be cleared of plants before the end of the dry 
season. 

On poor soil the question has been raised whether use of 
fertilizer might not be of advantage. Chemical research has 
>hown that the soil in most teak forests is sufficiently rich in 
plant nutrient salts and only in a few cases was a shortage 
of phosphorus noted {22, 23, 24). Tests of fertilizers were made 
on poor soil using phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium and cal
cium (51, 123, 149, 157, 179, 180). After ten years' observation, 
it appears that the nitrogen, potassium and calcium fertilizers 
had no effect on the heig·ht of the teak. The phosphorus 
fertilizer had a stimulating effect on the young trees but thisc 
was, however, soon followed by a reaction which completely 
neutralized ~he original favourable effects, except on the 
poorest soil. Nothing can therelore be expected from the use 
o£ fertilizer in teak plantations in Java. Phosphorus seems to 
produce a substantial increase in the yield of field crop-; on 
poor soil (dry rice) (157). Its use on poor land might therefore 
attract sufficient number of contractors to farm such difficult 
land. 

In the past, burning of the forest area was regarded as harm
ful for the young trees. Burning was, of course, the method 
used for getting rid of felling waste and de~ red undergrowth, 
so far as possible outside the actual area of the plantation. 
Research in India has, however, shown (48, 79, 100), that 
burning always had a favourable effect on the development of 
the new plantations. Burning also simplifies the work of 

killing the old teak stumps, the shoots from which grow quickly 
and can cause much damage to the seedlings. 

Teak is exceptionally sensitive to mutual root competition. 
For this reason, it is essential that neighbouring stands of teak 
should be divided by means of an isolating ditch 50 em. deep 
and 50 em. wide. The isolating ditch must remain open, other
wise the roots would quickly grow across the filled trench and 
hence the growth along the edge would be adversely affected 
(to a depth of 15 metres) (29, 50). 

TEAK SEED TO BE USED 

The germination of the teak seed begins two weeks after 
planting and after six week~ is greatly advanced. The gennin· 
ative power attained by then is usually more than 20 per cent. 
Seeds germinating later do not produce strong plants and may 
with advantage be elimindlted from plantations (68,70, 201 ). 
For this reason, in practice five seeds arc planted in each drill 
and after six weeks the work of filling the open drills is begun. 
When more than one seed has germinated, the best teak 
seedling with not more than [our leaves is used from each drill. 
For safety's sake, a small reserve seed bed can be plantecl in 
each planting lot. 

The germinative power of teak seed has been accurately in
vestigated. The seed of trees between thirty and a hundred 
years old seems to have the greatest germinative power. For 
nursery purposes, stands are therefore chosen which are not too 
old from which the misshapen trees are carefully eliminated. 
Where the teak is dependent exclusively on insect-pollination. 
(47, 63. 74, 78, 182) the choice of well-formed seed trees must 
be made more carefully than in the case of wind·pollinatcd 
trees. Sixty hectares of seed trees are required for an annual 
planting of 100 hectares. 

It also seems that over-age seed has suffered a loss of germin
ative power as a result of the exceedingly high moisture con
tent of ·the tropical atmosphere and through being scorched by 
fire. Only fresh whole seed should therefore be used for plant
ing. In practice, this presents little difficulty because teak in 
Indonesia seeds abundantly every year. 

It further seems that seed falling at the beginning of the 
dry season is of considerably lower quality than seed falling 
later. In seed nurseries the collection of seed should be begun 
during the second half of the dry season after the first fall of 
seeds has been swept away and destroyed. 

Finally it has been shown that the germinative power or 
energy of large teak seeds is considerably (three to four times) 
higher than that of small seeds. The seeds to be used for 
planting should, therefore, be selected for size by means of a 
sieve with a 14 mm. mesh. In c.hoosing the size of the sieve, the 
fact that the seeds of the various species of teak differ widely 
in size should be taken into account (168). Thus the size of the 
seed of Siam and India teak is substantially smaller than that 
of the Java &pedes. In selecting the seed, the important thing 
is to eliminate about 40 per cent of the smaller seeds from 
those collected. 

Te~ts have also been carried out with seed from other species 
of teak, namely teak from Indochina, Siam, Burma and India 
(52, 53). The tests are still of recent date and it is hardly pos· 
sible to draw more than provisional conclusions. In general, it 
appears that the Javanese indigenous species grows to the 
greatest height and girth, though slightly inferior to the Indo
china, Siam and Burma species in respect of trunk formation. 
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In Java, the Malabar Teak seems to be very sensitive to attack 
by Corticius salmonicolor. The Siam teak also appears to with· 
stand the longer and more intensive dry season of East Java 
better than the indigenous species; the [urther cultivation of 
this species in regions where the climate approximates to the 
savanna type, has possibilities. 

PLANTING SEASON 

The fact that teak seed requires a high ground temperature 
(40 degrees to 45 degrees C.) for its germination makes It neces
sary to plant the teak before planting the field crops, since 
otherwise the shade cast by these crops keep:> the ground tem
perature below the optimum. The teak seed should be planted 
no deeper than I em., with the stalk downwards, this position 
being the most favourable to the sprout. 

It is desirable, moreover, that the teak should be planted 
before the onset of the first rains, and care must therefore be 
taken to have the ground ready for planting in good time. 
This is necessary because in Java the first, short rainy period 
is generally followed by a relatively dry period; only after 
this does the long, heavy rainy season begin. This first, short 
rainy period is a result of the two rainy seasons on the equator, 
which run into one another, in higher latitudes. The teak 
seedlings must be able to develop sufficiently during this first, 
short rainy period so that they can stand the ensuing dry 
period. If planted too late, many teak seedlings die during 
the dry period, whilst the long, heavy, comparatively sunless 
rainy season which follows it is not conducive to the germina
tion of freshly-planted teak seed. Late planting can thus 
seriously hamper the development of the young teak planta
tion. 

SPACING TO BE USED 

Researches into the most desirable spacing (88, 128, 130, 
146, 160) have led to the conclusion that an arrangement in 
rows, the interval between the plants in each row being less 
than that between the rows, is usually preferable to regular 
spacing. A 3 X I metre spacing in rows is now generally used 
for good soils, reduced to 2.5 x I metres and 2 X I metres 
for poorer soils. The more favourable effect of an arrangement 
in rows is attributable to the fact that, for the same number 
of trees per hectare, the distance between the trees is greater 
with a regular spacing. When one tree drops out, the spacing 
becomes too great, which with teak gives rise to the fom1ation 
of runners from the roots and undesirable branching. In this 
connexion it should also be borne in mind that, once the 
<cultivation of field crops is finished, the spaces between the 
rows are soon filled by the now general Leucaerw., and further
more that the rapid growth of the young teak necessitates very 
early thinning (after three to five years, according to the 
quality of the soil), as a result of which the spacing rapidly 
becomes more regular. With the prevalent spacing, irregular 
formation of the crown or trunk has not been observed in 
Java. A 3 X 2 metre spacing has been found to be definite! y 
too wide for teak on the better soils also. 

PERMISSIBLE FIELD CROPS 

There is no need to demonstrate in detail that the choice 
of the field crops to be cultivated in the plantation is of great 
importance. Investigations have indicated that if field crops 
arc cultivated equally intensively, the development oi the teak 
suffers (54). As a rule, this harmful effect is of little sig·nificance 
compared with the very high costs which a plantation without 

field crops would entail. It was evident, however, that the 
repeated harvesting of field crops. by exhausting the soil and 
encouraging erosion, has a very unfavourable effect on the 
development of the teak. The aim should therefore be to 
limit the bosakkerbouw to one rainy season. If this form of 
cultivation is continued too long, the planters moreover 
generally fail to resist the temptation to cut back or ill treat 
the young teak trees because they cast too much shade. This 
can be&t be avoided by giving the planters each year a share 
in a new plantation. 

A preliminary cultivation of field crops before the trees are 
planted is not to be recommended, as it results in excessive 
exhaustion and erosion of the soil, at the expense, ultimately, 
of the teak. The only cases in which such previous cultivation 
cannot always be avoided are those involving very difficult 
soil, for instance hard-trodden pasture-land, which cannot be 
successfully reafforested at once. 

The field crops that have proved most satisfactory in the 
teak plantations are maize (Zea mays), peanuts (Arachis hypo
gaea) and the Guinea pepper plant (Capsicum annuum). Rice 
(Oryza sativa), the planters' favourite field crop, is rather more 
harmful on account of its greater phosphorus requirements 
and stronger shade. From an economic point of view, however, 
it is difficult to keep this crop out of the plantations. In most 
cases it may be permitted if the planters are able to prevent 
the rice plants from overshadowing the teak seedlings too 
strongly, by means of cords stretched along the rows of teak 
trees. 

Manioc (Manihot utilissima) and the castor oil plant (Rici
nus communis) are very harmful and should be forbidden, on 
account of their particularly strong shade, which kills every
thing beneath it, and also because the roots of the teak are 
usually badly damaged when the manioc roots are pulled up. 

THINNING TECttNIQUE I:'ll TEAK PLANTATIONS 

The extreme sensitivity of teak to lack of light makes it 
unsuited to thinning from above. The formation ot two storeys 
or levels is hardly possible in teak plantations. Severe thinning 
is necessary, however, as the teak trees are very sensitive to 
root competition (8, ll, 40, 45, 139, 145, 165, 169, 194, 197, 207). 
If thinning is carried out too late, the teak's trunk and crown 
formation is affected, and this cannot be remedied by sub
sequent stronger thinning. Belated thinning thus entails a 
permanent loss of production. 

The severe thinning o[ the teak from below thus depends 
chiefly on the desired number of trees of various spans of life 
and qualities to be kept. The use of a sufficiently close spacing 
in the layout of the plantation provides arnple opportunity 
for an intensive tree selection. 

In the method of thinning according to height and number 
of trees - the so-called hoogte-stamtal-dunning (88) an 
objective gauge has been developed in Indonesia for deter
mining the optimum number of trees. The method is based 
upon the assumption that for optimum development there 
must exist a definite ratio between the height ot the trees in 
a stand and their distance apart. This ratio, in which the 
distance of the trees apart is expressed as a percentage of their 
height, is then the criterion for the degree of thinning. It is 
difficult to take as a basis the average height of a stand, since 
this figure depends on the degree of thinning and cannot be 
ascertained in an unthinned stand. The degree of thinning 
15 therefore based on the so-called dominant height (opper-
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hoogte ), that is to say the average height of the hundred 
highest trees per hectare. These highest trees will not as a rule 
be among those to be eliminated in the thinning, whilst the 
dominant height can also be determined already in the un
thinned stand. The desired interval between the trees is then 
expressed as a percentage of the dominant height, and thence 
the number of >trees is calculated on the assumption of a 
regular triangular spacing; this may be rapidly done with the 
help of tables or nomographs (73). By this means objective 
thinning has become possible, experience having shown that 
various persons using this method do not disagree much as 
to the choice of trees to be eliminated. 

The natural thinning or self-thinning of teak amounts to 
about 12 to 15 per cent (92), whilst the optimum thinning is 
22 to 25 per cent (205). 

A comparison between unthinned teak stands and stands 
that have received optimum thinning shows that the total 
output of wood is 15 per cent higher in the latter. Further
more, the optimum thinnings give appreciable intermediate 
yields at an early period, and production is concentrated in 
a much smaller number (about one-third) of selected trees, 
which supply a considerably ,heavier and more valuable pro
duct. The quality of the output is thus increased even more 
than the quantity. 

Formerly the first thinnings merely involved expenses. 
Efforts were therefore made to avoid them as far as possible 
by choosing very wide spacings (81, 174), 4 X 2 metres and 
more. These wide spacings had a very bad effect on the shape 
of the trunk. An intensive propaganda to encourage the sale 
of teak thinnings has been so successful (5, 199) that now even 
teak thinnings with a top diameter of 4 em. can be profitably 
disposed of. This has made it possible to carry out increasingly 
severe thinnings in the teak plantations, as may be seen from 
the data in Table 5. The average interval between thinnings 
in teak plantations has now fallen to about four years, whilst 
the output of wood from thinnings has gradually risen to 
30 per cent of the total wood produc-tion. 

Table 1. Land Utilization in Java at the End of 1939 
Area in tlwusanth Percentage of total 

Nature of land Ulili;;;~tion of hectam land area 

I. Agricultural land .............. . 9,092.3 68.8 
II. Forests 

(a) State forest reserves 
1. Teak production forests .... 677.7 5.1 
2. Natural production forests .. 198.5 1.5 
3. Protective forest .......... . 1,836.0 13.9 

Total of State forest reserves .. 2,712.2 20.5 
( b} Other forests .............. . 445.0 3.4 

Total of forests ............. . 3,157.2 23.9 
IlL Other land ................... . 967.9 7.2 

Total land area of Java ......... . 13,217.4 100.0 

Table 2. Felling in the Teak Production Forests of Java in 1939 

Description of product 

I. Timber Total ................ . 
Per hectare ........... . 

Potential production per hectare .. . 
II. Firewood Total ................ . 

Per hectare ........... . 
Potential production per hectare .. . 

Total felling ...................... . 
Per hectare ........... . 

Potential production per hectare .... . 

Volume in cub. 
metres untrimmed 

566,996 
0.84 
1.36 

667,780 
1.13 
1.67 

1,334,609 
1.97 
3.03 

Va/uet'n 
guilders 

6,987,206 
10.31 

1,456,739 
2.51 

8,554,073 
12.62 

Ill 

BECKING 

Table 3. Planting of Teak in Java 
Area in Index 

Period hectares figures Type of plantation 

Before 1891 40,855 Chiefly plantations with 
1891 1900 36,471 100 field crops not but inter-
1901 - 1910 52,761 145 planted with leucaena 

1911 - 1920 60,583 166 Plantations with field 
1921 ·~ 1930 71,047 195 crops and interplanted 
1931 1940 107,288 294 leucaena 
Total 369,005 

Table 4. Area and Cost of Tree Plantations in Java 
Size in hectares Average cost Cost rear Index in guilrlers Index Teak Otherw()()ds Total per hectare 

1929 9,731 3,922 13.653 100 45.86 100 
1930 9,904 4,164 14;068 103 49.22 107 
1931 9,404 3,538 12,942 95 47.37 103 
1932 7,492 3,425 10,917 80 39.41 86 
1933 7,575 4,985 12,560 92 28.11 61 

1934 9,228 5,321 14,549 107 22.70 49 
1935 10,253 4,834 15,087 Ill 23.25 51 
1936 10,862 5,215 16,077 118 18.66 41 
1937 12,115 7,376 19,491 143 17.67 39 
1938 13,947 8,919 22,866 167 18.16 40 

1939 13,110 9,855 22,965 168 20.14 44 
1940 13,032 9,415 22,717 166 19.37 42 

Table 5. Area Thinned in the Teak Plantations 

Thinning area Thinning area expressed 
rear in hectares Index as a percentllge of the 

plantatWn area 

1929 ................. 38,621 100 15 
1930 .............. ~ .. 33,251 86 13 
1931 ................. ::19,453 102 15 
1932 ................. 46,992 122 17 
1933 ......... ~ ....... 53,353 138 19 
1934 ................. 57,452 149 19 
1935 .................. 65,332 169 21 
1936 .................. 70,038 181 22 
1937 ................. 76,589 198 23 
1938 ................. 81,959 212 24 
1939 ................. 86,574 224 24 
1940 ................. 92,592 240 25 
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Silviculture of Mixed Tropical Rain Forests1 

A. AUBREVILLE 

This communication relates to the Guinea-Congo forest, 
which lies along the Gulf of Guinea between Liberia and the 
Congo, and more especially to the parts of this forest which 
cover tens of thousands of hectares in the French territories 
of the Ivory Coast, the Cameroons, Gabon and the Middle 
Congo. 

These territories are sparsely populated and economically 
under-developed. Hence, the local consumption of wood is 
very low. These demographic and economic circumstances, 
and also the very heterogeneous nature of the forest call for the 
use of special silvicultural techniques. These forests contain 
valuable timber, such as wood for cabinet making (mahogany 
of the khaya and entandrophragma types), wood for veneering 
(okoume), excellent lumber (iroko, chlorophora excelsa) and 
others. Being valuable, this wood is exploited and exported. 
Approximately twenty species are now being used com-

1 Original text: French. 

mercially, but this is very little in comparison with the hun· 
dreds of other species with which the forest is stocked, and 
which remain unused. Unfortunately, the valuable species are 
usually situated in extremely localized geographic areas in the 
Great West African forest belt where they usually grow in 
scattered groups and seldom abound. For instance, the okou
me, which is considered to be a gregarious species, is generally 
only used at the rate of three trees per two hectares. Taking 
all the commercial species together, an average of only two 
trees per hectare are cut for export (with certain local excep
tions). 

DISADVANTAGES OF THE PRESENT METHODS OF EXPLOITATION 

With present methods the forest loses its best species, which 
are rare, whilst nearly all the other types are left intact. This 
kind of strictly selective working method has the regrettable 
economic result of making the cost per ton of wood exported 
very high. This is very detrimental from the silvicultural point 
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of view, since, against the rules of any silvimlture, seed-bear
ing trees of the valuable species are destroyed, and the forest 
remains stocked entirely or almost entirely with species con
sidered to be valueless, which had competed with the others 
for survival. 

This state of affairs has existed ever since the utilization of 
forests began on the coasts of Africa, that is to say, for more 
than fifty years. It is certainly improving, and the number of 
species utilised is increasing, but very slowly. Although the 
wood of acknowledged high quality for certain purposes is 
sold easily, it has hitherto been impossible to find buyers for 
the available millions of tons of logs belonging to hundreds 
of species of wood, since their properties and uses and some
times even their names are little known; furthermore, with 
some exceptions, none of these many species could, by itself, 
be supplied in large and regular quantities. 

That is why the forest, as a whole, is still under-developed, 
for the better wood is rare and expensive and m0st of the 
remainder is unknown. 

DEVELOPMENT OF FOREST lNDUSTRIALIZATIO!'i 

Public authorities and private individuals are trying to 
remedy this state of affairs, which is so detrimental to the 
development of forestry in Africa and the utilization of the 
forest, by the use of sound silviculture. If tropical wood is no 
longer supplied in the form of logs, but in the form of pro
cessed products, such as sawn timber, veneer, plywood, fibre 
panels and beams, it can be placed on the world timber market 
with more chance of success. This is the thought behind the 
African forestry industrialization development policy which 
has been applied for several years. Large factories are now 
being built. 

New hopes were raised, also, by success in the industrial 
manufacture of good paper pulp by combining hardwood 
and softwood from the Ivory Coast and Gabon. If an extensive 
paper-pulp industry were indeed to arise in the African 
forest, these processes would contribute to solving the problem 
of using this forest, especially in view of the world shortage 
of cellulose pulp. 

TOWARDS A NEW SILVICULTURE 

When the point is reached where the tropical wood in
dustries are utilizing ~he whole fore&t, a new silviculture will 
become necessary, in which the principle -of forest reconstitu
tion by proper methods of exploitation and by natural re
generation will probably play its part, since there will no 
longer be any unused species. Only that can ensure the dis
appearance of the economic anomaly, so strange in our 
modern world hungry for raw materials, of the existence of 
vast workable forests of usable timber, which is, however, 
almost unutilized. The forests of West Africa distinguish 
themselves amongst the world reserves of tropical forests by 
their wealth of very good timber and of excellent silvicultural 
species. 

Pending the development of these potentialities, silvicul
tural methods had to be found which were adapted to the 
difficult conditions created by the heterogeneous nature of the 
forest and by the hazards of trade. The aim is to transform the 
present virgin forest into a richer one, where the proportion 
of trees belonging to valuable species would be increased by 
operations, not too costly per unit, which would not involve 
sudden breaches of the natural biological equilibrium. The 
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practical aim to be attained is to be able to utilize not one 
or two trees per hectare, but twenty or thirty or more, and 
thus to raise the yield of future exploitations considerably and 
at the same time to decrease the cost. The experiments which 
have been going on for over fifteen years on several thousand 
hectares in the Gold Coast, the Cameroons and Gabon have 
proved that such a silvicultural transformation is possible. It 
is economically feasible if improved, inexpensive methods are 
used; and it can be carried out and made £O pay, owing to 
the rapidity of growth and the hardiness of certain species of 
the African tropical rain forests when they are well located 
from the point of view of light and soil. Forests rich in valu
able wood can be regenerated in half a century on the West 
African coast, over stretches of land which are limited only 
by the possibilities of financing and available labour. 'I his 
work, which has already been undertaken experimentally, will 
develop in future on an increasingly large scale, and will begin 
in Gabon. 

Bearing in mind what was said at the beginning of this paper 
regarding the possibility, perhaps distant, of the total, or 
nearly total, utilization of the trees in mixed tropical forests, 
one may argue that there is little point in thinking of trans
forming a forest which in its present state would yet one day 
be usable. This contradiction does not constitute a real ob
stacle. The quality of the wood will always be decisive, and 
the choice of the best wood and the best silvicultural species, 
which is now made after long experience, will still be valid in 
the future. A processing industry can absorb a hundred species 
if necessary, but profits will be higher if the industry can draw 
exclusively twenty choice species which would give the highest 
yield and high quality products. Moreover, silviculture can 
always adapt itself in time to new demands from industries, 
since the transformation of large areas of the African forest 
is an enterprise which will go on for tens of years. 

THE OKOUME OF GABON 

The first important stage of the programme will deal with 
Gabon, because the Gabon forest has the "almost exclusive" 
possession of a wonderful species o£ softwood, the okoume 
(aucoumea klaineana). The geographical habitat of this tree, 
extending over two or three million hectares, is admirably 
served by a fine hydrographic network of rivers and lakes and 
is open to the sea along a shore which is cut by estuaries in 
some places and in others is free from barriers and is therefore 
favourable for landings. The okoume can be used for all the 
purposes for which softwood is employed and also for the 
manufacture of good paper pulp, fibre panels, matches and 
so forth; above all, it is an excellent species for veneering, and 
200,000 to 300,000 tons per year were exported from Gabon 
before the war for this purpose. 

The okoume is also a gregarious species, and grows rapidly. 
In good soil, the young trees may reach an annual average 
growth of 1.7 em. in diameter and 1.75 metres in height. In 
fifty years, cultivated stands of this wood produce a yield of 
780 cub. metres per hectare, corresponding to an annual 
volumetric growth of 15 cub. metres. 

This burseracea requires a great deal of light. The seedlings 
and saplings can normally only develop if completely un 
covered. The young trees die if their tops are overshadowed by 
those of neighbouring trees. These facts point to the use of 
very simple silviculture. 

The okoume does not propagate spontaneously in the dark 
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under-growth of the forest, owing to its light requirements. It 
often reproduces itself abundantly in open spaces and es
pecially in the agricultural clearings made by the natives. 

\Vhen cultivated areas are abandoned after exhaustion of 
the soil, they sometimes contain stands of young okoumes. 
A large part of these die unless the silviculturist intervenes. 
By contrast, if the natural stand is suitably cleared of the mass 
of other species which between them stifle the okoumes, a fine 
okoume wood will be bound to grow there. These clearing 
operations are simple and relatively inexpensive_ The first 
step towards the cultivation of okoume will be to locate and 
clear the spontaneous growths of young okoumes. 

Unfortunately, these natural regenerations of okoume are 
exceptional and always irregular, since they occur only on 
the rare occasions when favourable circumstances are present, 
in the wake of the sporadic cultivation of the native in
habitants of the forest. Other simple methods can, however, 
be used systematically to expand the forest's reserves in 
okoume. Clearings 20 metres in width are cut and these alter
nate with uncleared strips of the same width, mainly used as 
areas where the wood felled in the clearings is thrown side
ways. Thus, the felled wood is not burned on the spot, as it 
is in the native method of preparing land for agriculture. 

Okoume seeds are sown by the packet in the clearings. The 
seedlings grow vigorously in the light, but frequent weeding 
is essential during the first few years. 

That is the principle of this simple technique. Points of 
detail, such as the method of sowing as against that of planting 
seedlings from nurseries, are still being discussed, and the 
final decisions will be based on experience when the technique 
is applied on a large scale. 

Since by this method the old forest is sacrificed, it would be 
best if the clearings were used by both formers and foresters, 
that is to sav, if the cleared ground were first cultivated by 
the natives f~r a year or two, and the silviculturist then sowed 
okoume. This mixed agricultural and forestry method would 
certainly be the best and also the most economic. Its generaliza· 
tion depends upon the native populations alone. 

OTHER SPECIES OF TROPICAL WOOD 

In the Gold Coast and in the Cameroons there is no more 
okoume, but there are a number of magnificent species of 
mahogany (of the khaya, entandrophragma, sapele and assinie 
types) and excellent lumber (niangon, iroko, makore, limba, 
framire, etc.). Here, the single-species type of pure forest, like 
the okoume woods in Gabon, cannot be created; instead there 
would be mixed forests consisting mainly of the valuable 
species mentioned. Experiments conducted in relatively small, 
and hence less exposed, areas have shown that certain species 
were badly attacked by insects when they were grouped in 
pure stands, and we have reached the conclusion that the 
ordinary dispersed state of many species in the forest was 
partly due to the ravages of insects and fungi among stands 
which would normally form groups naturally. It is dangerous 
to treat nature's hints too lightly. Besides, the best silvicultural 
species are those which are naturally gregarious in the virgin 
forest. 

Taking into account these considerations of natural gre· 
gariousness and also the different preferences of the species to 
be propagated, some of which grow rapidly and require light, 
whilst others grow slowly and prefer shade, the African silvicul
turist can create new mixed forests considerably richer than 
the original forest. 

TECHNIQUES 

The techniques arc simple. In this case, wide sunny clearings 
should not be cut as in Gabon; instead, parallel paths are 
opened in the cover of the forest. These paths are twenty or 
more metres apart. At the beginning of the rainy season, 
seedlings from nurseries are planted, at intervals of about 
5 metres, in the pathways. Growth is rather slow during the 
first few years, and the young plants have to be freed of the 
undergrowth, which tends rapidly to overgrow these paths. 
Experience has shown that the plantations needed plenty of 
light in the early stages; hence, the gaps cut in the forest had 
to be opened fanwise towards the top. This simple method, 
whose operation costs per unit area are low, is especially 
suited to light forests and in particular to secondary under
growth, that is to say, to the undergrowth which has covered 
forest clearings made by native farmers. 

Fifteen-year-old stands are between 8 and II metres high. 
The average diameter of the young trees is between 7 and 
lO em. In very well lighted and well kept plots, the average 
height at twelve years may be between 10 and 13 metres. 

The mixed method of forestry plantations in areas used for 
agriculture by the natives gives even better results, because the 
lighting of these plantations is better. The average height of 
a thirteen-year old niangon stand in the Ivory Coast is 12.5 
metres, with a diameter of 10 em.; the height of a stand of 
framire of the same age is 19.5 metres, with an average dia
meter of 22 em. Some species, such as the framire or the limba, 
may grow very rapidly in volume. Others grow more slowly, 
but can form high-quality stands of trees, and in a century 
will provide a considerable volume of excellent lumber per 
hectare. 

Thus, all the experiments so far demonstrate that the exist· 
ing forests of West and Central Africa, which are relatively 
poor in valuable wood, can be transformed into extremely rich 
forests, in under half a century in the case of certain rapidly
growing softwood (okoume, limba, framire, mahogany and 
so forth), or in a century in the case of other very valuable 
timber from very tall trees (assinie, sapele, mahogany, makore 
and so fortl1). The methods so far tested are simple and not 
costly. They are even more economical and effective and give 
a still greater yield when they are combined with agriculture. 
In the African forest, silviculture can go hand in hand with 
food cultivation, with advantage to both. 

\Vhen the native populations and the public authorities 
reach the conviction that these methods may create consider
able forestry resources in Africa, and when they provide the 
means of doing so, it will be possible to constitute in \Vest 
Africa several million hectares of forest land which will form 
one of the greatest world resources of high-quality timber. 
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Selection of Silvicultural Techniques 
U AUNG DIN 

ABSTRACT 

After describing the forest conditions prevailing in Burma and defining the objectives for which the existing three 
classes of forests are managed, the author discusses the Teak Selection System, which is a modification of, and differs 
from, the true European Selection System, and the Concentrated Regeneration System by "Taungya", the two common 
and most extensively used systems in Burma. A new and successful system of natural regeneration without seed 
bearers is also described. These are at present considered the cheapest and most satisfactory, but they may be super• 
seded by any system which can regenerate and produce more or less even•aged mixed forests. 

The author then proceeds to outline the more important items of silvicultural research, both experimental and 
statistical, that are peculiar to Burma. 

The typical problem of working and regenerating the ex
tensive mixed forest of the tropics, in which often only one 
or a few species are saleable out of a large number, confronts 
Burma also. Here the one important species is teak (Teciona 
grandis), which forms 10 to 12 per cent of the entire forest 
composition; the rest, with the exception of several less known 
;.pedes with limited markets, is made up of useless trees and 
"weeds''. Further, almost all hardwood spedes other than teak 
are non-buoyant, so that they cannot be Hoated out from the 
hills to the towns and villages. The coumryside is undevelop
ed and, with no proper and adequate communications leading 
into the forests, the extraction and harvesting of hardwood 
is by no means easy. 

The general objectives of management arc as usual the 
maximum production of timber on a sustained-yield basis, 
consistent with the established silvicultural principles; and 
all State Forests (in Burma all forests belong to the State) are 
administered for the public benefit. Thus the prime require
ments of the local agricultural population for house-posts, 
small sawn-timber, fuel and thatch are met from the plains 
reserves, which are situated near or along the main road or 
railway-line and are managed expressly for the direct public 
benefit; the accessible portion of the hill reserves are worked 
for valuable hardwoods for local trade as well as for small 
cxport.l But the whole of the inaccessible hill forests are 
worked for teak alone (there being no limit to accessibility 
as far as teak is concerned) and mainly for export which 
contributes roughly 60 per cent of the entire forest revenue of 
the country. 

Against this background of general forest conditions and 
management objectives, which is made still clearer by the 
knowledge of the disposition of forest reserves as diagram
matically illustrated by the following plan, silviculturai tech
niques to suit local conditions have to be selected and devised. 

The different classes of forests, viz., hill forests, accessible 
hill reserves and plain reserves, are each given a different sil
Yicultural treatment. 

HILL FORESTS 

As previously stated, these are worked solely for teak under 
what is known as the Burma Teak Selection System and such 
forests constitute the Teak Selection W'orking Circle. The 
Burma Teak Selection System is a modification of the true 

1 Valuable hardwood species are Pyinkado ( }{_ylia dolabriformis) 
Pad auk ( Pterocarpus macrocarpus), Taukkyan ( Terminalia tomentosa), Yon 
r Anogeissus acuminata}, Yemane (Gmelina arbarea), Hnaw (Adina cordi· 
folia), Binga ( Mitragyna diversifolia), Thitka ( Pentace bwmanica), Yinma 
( Chukrasia tabularis), Dipterocarps etc. 

Selection System as practised in European countries from 
which it differs in that in the latter all species constituting the 
forest crop are worked. Further, in .the Teak Selection System 
no assumption is made that teak of all age classes exist in 
their right proportion. Having ascertained as far as possible 
the growing stock, rate of increment and survival, the yield is 
fixed by the number of trees for each felling series. 

In this connexion a brief narrative of how the yield was 
first calculated and later on modified in the light of more com
plete data will not be out of place. ln the early days of scien
tific management of forests in Burma, Brandis (1856) cal
culated the yield by first estimating the growing stock by means 
of his classic "Linear Valuation Surveys". He counted all teak 
trees within 50 ft. on each side of the line traversed and clas
sified them into [our girth classes, namely, 6 ft. and above, 
431 ft. to 6 ft., 3 ft. to 472 ft., and under 3 ft. in girth. J<rom 
the measurement of a few trees he found that it took twenty
four years for trees of the second class to pass into the first 
class. He then concluded that one twenty-fourth of all first 
class trees could be removed as the annual yield. 

Later on the Forest Department was able to make 100 per 
cent enumeration of all teak trees down to 4 ft. girth in the 
course of girdling operations. On the assumption that it takes 
fifty years to attain the lowest girth, Mr. Blanford then pro· 
ceeded to adopt Von Mantel's formula as follows: 

A l 
. ld Growing stock 

nnua Yle = . Yz X rotation 

Growing stock 
502 

Yz X 150 (I-
1502

) 

Growing stock 
=4-~--

9 X rotatwn 

Where 150 
years is the ro
tation and 50 
years is the time 
taken to attain 
the lowest girth. 

This formula has now been replaced by the following: 

Annual yield= N~· _ _(_)f trees_~ioot_J:elow~rth limit_ 
Felling cycle 

The felling cycle of thirty years is adopted and a minimum 
exploitable girth of 7Yz ft. (6Yz ft. for dry forests) is fixed on 
the assumption that teak takes 150 years on the average to 
mature. Three years prior to extraction teak is girdled and 
allowed to dry while standing. At the time of girdling or mb
sequently after extraction extensive improvement fellings and 
climber-cutting are carried out not only to ensure regenera-
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tion, to assist saplings and poles to establish, and free bigger 
sterns for proper growth, but also to reduce the proportion of 
other hardwoods. After felling and logging, teak is dragged 
over hill and down dale by elephants to the nearest floating 
stream. In the rains teak logs float out to the main river, where 
they are formed into rafts and floated down to Rangoon. This 
is the cheapest mode of delivering teak logs to Rangoon, and 
in terrain such as ours elephants can hardly be matched for 
cheapness. 

Comparison of the results of enumerations after a period of 
years shows a definite increase in the teak stock, but these 
figures, whilst apparently satisfactory, present on analysis a 
disquieting feature, the significance of which must be kept in 
mind. The re-estimates show that there has been a general in
crease in the number of trees of all species, 3 ft. in girth and 
over, and that whilst teak shared in this increase its relative 
proportion compared with other species in the crop has fallen. 

Experience has now shown that to counterbalance the COil·· 

stant drain on the single marketable species (teak), the removal 
of other hardwood species, whether done at a loss as improve
ment fellings or extracted, is an essential supplement to the 
selection working of one species. Such unremunerative fellings 
are expensive, and the Forest Department has never been able 
to procure financial allotment adequate for the purpose; in
adequate provision will only lead to progressive reduction in 
the relative teak stock. \Vhere possible it is best to fell trees in 
the irnprovernent-fellings operation, but they may also be 
girdled or killed by poison as an alternative. The discovery of 
a cheap, quick and efficient means of killing trees, whether by 
poison or otherwise, would solve one of our pressing silvicul
tural problems. The second remedy lies in the development of 
markets for other hardwoods and the adequate construction of 
roads to make extraction of such hardwoods economically 
worth while. 

To increase the proportion of teak in such forests, advantage 
is also taken of the phenomenon of gregarious flowering of 
kyathaung bamboo (Bambusa polymorpha), which is invaria
bly followed by the appearance of abundant natural regenera
tion of teak. Where regeneration is scarce, it is supplemented 
by planting of teak-stumps and sowing, and subsequently 
tended by way of weeding, cleaning, fire protection and thin
ning. A few words about bamboo flowering- Kyathaung barn
boo flowers gregariously once in every eighty years or so. The 
flowering takes place in any small area over a period of about 
four to six years. The absence of new culms in the "rains" is 
a sure warning, and later a few scattered plants flower spo
radically, indicating that gregarious flowering is imminent. 
After this first scattered flowering, a more intensive flowering, 
still in sporadic form, occurs in the second year frequently 
enlarging the groups that flowered in the first years. In the 
third year, which is the important one, all but about 25 per 
cent of the clumps will flower gregariously. In the subsequent 
year or years the remaining dumps will flower. The reasons 
for early or late flowering are not known. Observation has 
shown that the most prolific teak regeneration takes place in 
the dry upper mixed deciduous type of forest, while on the 
better soils where both kyathaung and teak reach their opti
mum, the number of suppressed teak shoots existing under the 
bamboo canopy is almost negligible, and in consequence l·e
generation in such moist areas is scarce. 

Our past experience in connexion with bamboo flowering 
has fully established the following points: 

l. It is useless to broadcast teak seeds in the forest as a 
measure to induce regeneration. This method invariably fails. 

2. Teak stumps can be successfully planted the year in 
which the bulk of the bamboo seed falls, but it is useless to 
plant stumps under kyathaung a year or two before or after 
gregarious flowering, as the teak stumps either die off on ac
count of the heavy shade or are swamped by the bamboo 
seedlings. In fact, the slogan to observe is "Teak stumps must 
be planted just before the bamboo seed falls". 

3. Operations should be confined only to those areas in 
which kyathaung (Bambusa polymorpha) is predominant. 
Where it is in heavy admixture with other bamboos, no plant
ing operation will succeed. 

Finally our experience of fire-protection in our forests re
mains to be related. From the beginning great stress was laid 
on the necessity for fire-protecting our forests both in the in
terest of the young crop and that of ~he dead stock. At one 
time (1906-1907) the area fire-protected was 3,129 sq. miles 
at a cost of Rs. 1,18,960 in the Pegu Yorna forest alone. This 
was soon followed by a period of heated controversy between 
different schools of thought as to the merits or demerits of fire
protection. Observation and experiments began to prove that 
in many types of forests it was decidedly harmful in that it 
favoured the valueless species. This was more so in the case of 
teak. The result was the general abandonment of fire-protec
tion, except in areas where it is known to be beneficial and 
financially justified. Such areas are usual! y plantations in their 
younger stages of growth. Actually the pendulum swung to 
the other extreme, leading to excessive use of fire. As usual the 
truth lies between the two extremes, as both fire-protection 
and controlled burning, such as early or periodic burning, 
have their uses and when properly applied are useful tools in 
the hands of the forester. Further research alone will deter
mine its exact status in tropical forestry under various condi
tions. 

ACCESSIBLE HILL FORESTS 

Such forests constitute the Commercial or Local Trade Sup
ply Working Circles, and are worked under a variety of sys
tems. On account of their accessibility the problem here is 
more simple than in the former class of forest, as in addition 
to teak, all valuable hardwoods are also taken out. The Selec
tion System supplemented by improvement feilings in favour 
of teak and other valuable hardwoods is practised where 
natural regeneration is abundant. 

\Vith the object of maximum exploitation, the ideal aimed 
at in some cases is the final production of uniform or even
aged mixed forest of teak and valuable hardwoods after elimi
nation of useless tree species. Thus most of the forests are now 
in the conversion stage, and measures are being taken to re
place gradually the Selection System. In other cases there are 
various preliminary and final fellings of the nature of heavy 
improvement fellings, somewhat akin to seeding fellings, 
though not strictly so. ' 

PLAINS RESERVES OR VILLAGE SUPPLY FORESTS 

These supply the requirements of the local population for 
small timber, posts, fuel, thatch and various minor forest pro
ducts. Unlike the former two classes of forests, almost every 
tree species is taken out from such forests by the villagers at 
least for fuel, if not for timber and posts. On account of their 
extreme accessibility the villagers can go into such forests and 
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DIAGRAMMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE DISPOSITION OF FORESTS IN BURMA • 
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often bring back their wants in their bullock carts the same 
day. Here too, several systems are employed to suit various 
local conditions. Various types of forests are met with, ranging 
from the dry mixed forests or the dry, often pure dipterocarp 
forest known as the "indaing" to the moist mixed deciduous 
forests with an admixture of bamboos or the evergreen. The 
soil conditions are also different. It may be sandy soil of 
lateritic origin as under "indaing", calcareous formation as 
in the dry forest, or water-logged clayey soil of the wet areas. 

In most areas working is on the coppice-with-standards 
system which provides the necessary house-posts and sawing 
timber, while in other suitable areas dear-cutting is carried out 
after which plantations are made by taungya with paddy and 
vegetables as usual. Recently guava trees have been planted 
by taungya cutters and found satisfactory from the point of 
view of both the forester and the taungya-cutter. 

Finally a new system, sometimes known as natural regenera
tion without seed-bearers, has been tried and found satis
factory. Under this system n<' trees are marked and after the 
villagers have extracted everything required, the whole area 
is dear-felled and burnt. It is found that satisfactory regenera
tion of all species comes up and results in a good crop in the 
following rains. Cleaning, and subsequent weeding, if ne
cessary, are also carried out. It is realized that a good fire is 
essential for a satisfactory crop to spring up. Actually this 
system evolves out of the difficulty on the part of the Forest 
Department to procure taungya labourers after dear-felling to 
do the planting. 

It will be realized that the Selection System as described and 
the Concentrated Regeneration System by taungya are the 
two most common and extensively employed systems in Burma. 
At the best the former can only be regarded as a temporary 
expedient, to be superseded by more concentrated systems of 
felling and regeneration. Various attempts at concentrated 
regeneration or to produce even-aged forests by seeding 
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fellings have been made in the past, but experience so far 
has conclusively proved that in the prevailing circumstances 
of extreme inaccessibility, undeveloped markets for hardwoods 
other than teak, and readiness with which weeds invade and 
take possession of any big gap created in the forest cover, 
these two systems are regarded as the cheapest and most 
satisfactory for the present. 

FOREST RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

Our knowledge of the silvicultural problems of the tropics is 
far from complete, and extensive research work is necessary. 
For one thing, our knowledge of the complete silviculture of 
each important species needs to be accumulated; the need for 
a silvicultural system which aims at the concentrated regenera
tion or production of more or less even-aged mixed forests is 
also urgent. This will have to go hand-in-hand with the 
investigations into the special uses and qualities of hardwoods 
other than teak, combined with a drive to develop markets 
and to improve communications. The relation between forests 
and fire is also being investigated. In this connexion it may 
be necessary to recall that forest fires in Burma differ from 
those occurring in America or European countries. In the 
former, annual forest fires occur in the hot season in late 
February or :Vfarch and sweep through the entire forest floor 
consuming all the dry branches, leaves and litter on the 
ground, and perhaps slightly damaging the bigger stems or 
in juring the seedlings and no more, as they are essentially 
ground fires. In the American or other coniferous forests they 
may consume the entire forest crop and cause extensive and 
irreparable damage. The precise effects of complete fire-pro
tection, or its abandonment, or early burning or periodic 
burning, say, once in three years or so, on the forests, regenera
tion, quality of timber, growth, incidence of pests etc., need 
to be appraised. One other problem concerning our concep
tion of forest succession needs to be mentioned. It is observed 
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that with fire-protection our teak-bearing mixed deciduous 
forests are slowly but persistently invaded by the evergreen 
type o£ forest in which teak in particular and other valuable 
hardwoods in general can neither regenerate nor thrive. lt is 
necessary to find out how to arrest this change and also to 

know the conditions which will bring about the reversal of 
the change. The regeneration and systematic working of ever
green forests and bamboo forests on a sustained-yield basis is 
also being given attention. 

In addition to such routine items as collection of phenolo
gical data and investigations into problems connected with 
collection and storage of seeds, germination, behaviour of 
seedlings and nursery work, great importance is also attached 
to thinning research to determine the correct grade of thinning 
of important species in both pure and mixed plantations, and 
also in irregular forest. Finally attention is being focussed on 
investigations into afforestation techniques in conjunction 
with measures to combat soil erosion in the dry areas. 

STATISTICAL RESEARCH 

On the statistical side, apart from measurement of indi
vidual trees, various sample plots both in the natural forests 
and plantations will have to be made to determine such im
portant items as rate of growth, height, diameter and volume 
increment, crown space, survival percentage and finally for 

the preparation of yield and output volume tables. Hundred 
per cent enumeration of all teak trees down to 4 ft. in girth 
now carried on in the course of girdling operations will cer
tainly help to give a more correct estimate of future yields. 

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the system ol filing 
information on forestry is done by means of ledger files, which 
are classified on the international decimal classification system. 
The ledger files are of two kinds, specific and general, the 
former dealing with species and the latter with general sub
jects. Also filed on the same system are the library, the photo
graphic collection, and the records of sample and experimental 
plots which are really adjuncts to the ledger files, as the latter 
will tell exactly where the information exists on the particular 
subject. 
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The Forests of Colombia and Some of Their Industrial 
Possibilities 
APARICIO RANGHEL GALINDO 

ABSTRACT 

The author has attempted to make an ecological classification of the Colombian Forests which will enable the 
investigator, the student, the tourist and the investor to see some of the commercial possibilities of those regions. The 
exploitation of new raw materials, the development of new industries, the planning of new crops, the building of new 
factories, etc., are the possibilities opened by those forests. The influence of forests on the Colombian life and economy 
is stated. Finally a plan of activities is proposed under the present prevailing conditions of the country. The author be
lieves that, with some modifications, the suggestions here contained can be applied in similar tropical countries like 
Venezuela, Brazil, the Guianas, Peru, Ecuador, Panama, and Costa Rica. 

From the topographical point of view, the territory of 
Colombia can be roughly divided into: (a) Andean Uplands 
integrated by the plateaus, slopes, ravine~ and rivers of the 
Cordillera de los Andes that start from the Tierra del Fuego 
in Chile and end in the frozen regions of Alaska; (b) the 
Eastern Plains, in the Amazonian Hylaea, that are covered 
with tall grasses in the llanos, and stupendous and rich 
forests in the remaining portion; (c) and finally, the River 
Valley System composed of the valleys of the large rivers that 
drain the waters of the Andes into the Pacific or Atlantic 
Ocean. The Eastern Plains comprise more than half of the 
country. According to Zone and Sparhawk, 150 million acres 
are forest, that gives a ratio of forest to total land area of 
53.8 per cent over the 1,139,155 sq. km. of surface. Here lives 
a population of nearly 10 million inhabitants, which gives a 
forest area of 15 acres per capita. 

In the above area, 35 million acres, or 23.3 per cent of the 

total, are temperate hardwoods and 115 million acres, or 76./ 
per cent, are tropical hardwoods. 85 per cent of all forests are 
in the public domain. The total annual growth has been 
estimated at 110,000 million cubic feet. 

HOW ll!E FORESTS ARE DIVIDED 

Colombian Amazonian forests (Hygrophytic Forestsj 

The Hylaea Amazonica or Amazon Valley is a huge area of 
over 2 million square miles, lying in the tropical zone ami 
including territory of Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Vene
zuela and Colombia in the northern portion. 

East of the Eastern Cordillera, and extending along the 
Putumayo, Caqueta, Cagmin, Apoporis, Rio Negro, Guainia 
and Orinoco Rivers the Colombian Amazonian Forests extend 
as far as Leticia, a port in the south, and Puerto Carreno, la 
Pedrera y Piedra el Cocuy in the east. 

The Amazonian Hylaea has the largest hardwood forest:,, 
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and the Amazon the largest river system, in the world. ln this 
area there is an estimated 2,500 species of trees. These will, 
in future, wield tremendous influence on the civilization of 
the countries concerned. The total area drained by the Ama
zon comprises more than two and two-thirds million sq. miles, 
a large part of which, between the Putumayo, Caqueta and 
Negro Rivers, belongs to Colombia. 

The regions of Caqueta, Putumayo, Intendencia Amazonas, 
Vichada and Vaupes, in Colombia, are completely covered by 
rich and hygrophytic forests in which the families Bombaceae, 
Moraceae, Euphorbiaceae, Solanaceae, Sapotaceae, Meliaceae 
and Papilionaceae are outstanding. Palms, laurels and myrtles 
are abundant. The Bignoniaceae family is the glory of the 
American tropics in the form of trees or vines, producing 
attractive spots of colour in the wavy and green sea of the 
forest canopy. Beautiful Malphighiaceous vines, the Petreas, 
the Bouganvilleas, Calliandra, Triplaris and Erythrina have 
vivid flowers and useful woods. 

In the waters of the Amazonian trapezoid, the largest flower 
on earth, the Victot·ia Regia, and the beautiful water hyacinth, 
are found. 

In the vanias (territory between low and maximum high
water recorded over many years), we can find the wooded por
tions or igapos in which the balsa wood (Ochroma sp.), the 
cannon-ball tree, the Ceiba (Bombax sp.), the llura crepitans, 
the Guarea trichiliodes, AndrijJetalum sp., Ficus, Tessarias 
and several kinds of Heveas are found. 

In the higher ground, in hills and ridges, where the land 
is not flooded, the Hevea brasiliensis is abundant, as also are 
the Seje palm (Jessenia polycarpa Karst), the juansoco (Couma 
macmcm·pa Bm·b ), the Brazil nut and several rubiads. 

In the C..olombian Forests of the Amazon Valley, many 
important species can be found. Here are some of them: 

The Siringas that produced 
the finest rubber ..... . 

The balata mja (red gutta-
percha) ............. . 

The balata blanca (white 
guttapercha) ......... -

The juansoco (chicle) 

The piassaba ...........• 

The seje palm _ ........ . 
The timbo ............. . 

H eve a brasiliensis 
Hevea benthamiana 
Hevea duckei 

Manilkara bidentata Chev 

Ecclinusa balata Duche 
Cotuna macrocm·pa Barb 

(Hod.) 
Leopoldinia piassaba Wal

lace 
]essenia polycarpa Karls 

Sps. Lonchocarpus 
The sarrapio (Tonka beans) Coumarouna odm·ata 
The castana del Maraiidn . . Bertholletia e.-.:celsa H. B. K. 
The zarzaparrileas Smilax otficinalis L. 
The yaje ............... . 
The yoco ................ Paullinia Yoco Schulzei 
The palo de tela ........ Antiaris saccidora 
The canelo de Andaquios .. Nectrandra cinnamomoides 
The Anaya palm ........ Attalea sp. 
The Rosewoods . . . . . . . . . . Several botanical sps. 

Hundreds of other medicinal, fibrous, amilaceous, alkaloi
diferous and wood producing plants make this part of the 
world a real paradise for the botanists. 
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The grassland forests 

Between the rivers Guaviare, Arauca and Meta there arc 
extensive prairies or savannas in which the vegetation is 
arrested in its gTowth during the dry season. This is the region 
of the llanos o£ Casanarc, San :'vfartin and Meta. Many chan
nels, rivers, swamps and lagoons are found in this area. Along 
the sides of the rivers and natural channels more or less broad 
belts of forests exist; such forests are called "Gallery Forests". 

Here it is possible to find valuable species like: 

Algarroba .............. Hymenae curbarie 
Tonka beans or sarrapia real Dipterix odorata 
Palosanto .............. Zygophyllum m·boreum 
Can·eto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Genipa americana 
Palo tigre ................ Guarea trichiliodes 
Granadillo .............. Bucida capitata 

Upon inconsistent soil, marshy in character and treacherous 
on account of the soft substratum, the "Morichales" (M:am·itis 
flexuosa) form extensive groves. 

This grassland region is to Colombia what the prairies are 
to the USA, the best place for a prosperous animal husbandry 
business. Raising of Spanish (almost wild) cattle is the prin· 
cipal occupation of the inhabitants of the llanos. 

iUangrove swamp forest 

An extended and narrow belt along the PacifiC coast and 
the Caribbean shore is integrated by mangrove forests which 
are not dependent on the natural precipitation, but on the 
salt water that continually floods and bathes their root systems. 

Here the mangle ( Rhiz.ophora mangle L.) forms dense and 
almost pure stands that live immersed in salt water. Other 
kinds of mangles Avicennia tomentosa, Lagunsulm·ia racemosa 
and Conocarpus ereclus, are able to live in dry and wet soil, 
sometimes in brackish swamps. Some firms are established 
already in this region extracting and exporting tanning 
materials. 

From the mangles can be obtained a valuable tanning 
material in extract or powder form. The wood of these species, 
principally of the Rhizophora, is valuable for underground 
and underwater construction and is resistant to the Teredo 
navalis. 

The xaophytic forests 

In the more northern part of the country lies the Goajira 
peninsula, where the mean temperature is 29 degrees Celsius 
and the mean annual precipitation is only 300 to 800 mm. 
over a period of 18 to 56 days. 

Here the soil is sandy, arid in character, and bearing a 
vegetation of coarse grasses, brushy scrub or "deciduous thorn 
forest" integrated by: 

A. Along the watercourses in the rainy region: the caracoli 
( Rhinocarpus excelsa ). 

B . .In •the extensive prairies: a thin grass, A.ristida sp. 

C. In the marshy areas: the Sensitive Plant (A1imosa pu
dica). 

D. In drier regions: the Cactaceae such as Opuntia cmi
baeae, Cereus, Lemaireocereus, Pereskias, and Acanthocereus. 

E. In the more humid place;,: small stands of thorny trees 
like mesquite (Prosopis juliflora), Acacia sp., Pithecolobium 
and Jacquinias. Among these may be found Aspidospe1·ma 
Dugandii, Amp·is and Bursera simaruba. 

F. Near 'the coast, more or less scattered in groups, is found 
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the valuable Dividive (Caesalpinia coriaria) which is exported 
and its pods used for tanning material. 

Deciduous forests 

In the great plains bordering on the Caribbean Sea, and 
between the lower Magdalena and Simi Rivers, are found 
forests of great wealth, with valuable species of deciduous 
trees. 

These deciduous trees, during the dry season, assume a bare, 
arid appearance, but in the rainy season they become green 
and luxuriant. An investigator called this type of vegetable 
formation "trophophilous forests". Here there is not an abun
dance of armed trees and ground cactaceae; instead, vines 
and climbing plants are plentiful. These deciduous forests 
possess a thin underbrush, and penetration in many places 
in easy. Deciduous forests in Colombia are differentiated 
from the rain type of forest by the less vigorous vegetation 
and the great number of deciduous species. 

This region possesses great agricultural wealth and is divid
ed at present into the cultivated portions, the llanuras or 
plains of the Departments of At!antico, Bolivar and Magda
lena, and the forested zones where exist forests of great com
mercial future, due to the value of the species for different 
purposes and the ease of communication by rivers and ocean 
to the markets of the world, especially the consuming centres 
o( Europe and the United States. This zone of the "deciduous 
forest'>" includes the Lower Magdalena Valley and the plains 
bordering the Simi, San Jorge, and Cesar y Valledupar Rivers. 

Among numerous commercial species, we find here, are: 

The tolu balsamum . . . . . . Toluifera o(ficinalis 
The Tamaca palm Acrocomia sp. 
The Noli palm or "Ameri· 

can palmisto" . . . . . . . . . • Corozo cleifera Bailey 
The carreto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aspidosperma Digandii 

Standl. 
The Colombian Mahagony 
The Papayotes ......... . 
The A lmdcigo ......... . 
The Tamboro .........• 
The Royal Colombian Ma-

hogany ...............• 
and many others. 

Rain type forest 

Cariniana pyriformis Miers 
Cochlospermus Vitifolium 
Bursera simarruba 
Schizobium parahylmm 

Swietenia macrophylla King 

This luxuriant type of forest can be found in regions of 
Colombia where the habitat is hygrophytic in charac.ter, with 
high temperature, high humidity, and high precipitation. All 
these in combination neate the best conditions for the 
development of tropical vegetation; such conditions prevail 
in the more humid areas along the banks of the Magdalena. 
Cauca, Atrato, San Juan, Cesar, San Jorge, Patia, Valledupar, 
Mira, Baudo, and Isquande Rivers. 

A. The forests of Baud6,'Atrato and San juan: This is the 
most humid region of tropical America. The explorer fre
quently finds trees with elongated leaves and Rubiaceae, 
Melastomaceae and Lauraceae are abundant: palms occur in 
profusion along the watercourses of the rivers, some of which 
will assume economic importance in the future, Lianas, heavy 
and succulent Araceae, epiphites and Bromeliaceae are com
mon. The Heliconia. with their gaudy red bracts and yellow 
pcdicels are a beautiful sight among the green vegetation. 

The Uraba Plains are on the Darien Gulf and are in-

tegrated by the level and, for the most part, forested lands 
of the Atrato, Turbo, and Leon River basins. The fo1ests of 
this region are almost unexplored. From limited data gathered 
by the author of this thesis, in an expedition there in 
1942, it can be ascertained that they possess invaluable wealth, 
not only timber suitable for construction and cabinet-making 
but also in fibres, oils, fats, tanning and alkaloidiferous plants. 

Among the most important forest essences are: 

The pita colombiana (pro
duces one of the strongest 
fibres used by men.) .... Aechmea Magdalena Andre 

The Mangle 
(Mangrove tree) . . . . . . . . Rhizophora mangle L. 

The caucho negro . . . . . . . . Castilloa elastica Cerv. 
During the Second World 
War, big quantities of 
this rubber were exported 
to the Allies, after an ex
pedition by the author to 
those regrons, undertaken 
with the co-operation of 
the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 

The macondo (which pro
duces a wood lighter than 
the balsa wood) . , . . . . . . Cavanillesia platanifolia 

The palo campeche (Log· 
wood) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haematoxylon Cam

pechianum 
This valuable tree pro· 
duces a beautiful cabinet 
wood and a rare and very 
useful dye, whose prin· 
cipal ingredient is the 
"haematoxyline". 

The cativo or amansamujer (Prioria copaifera) that pro· 
duces a resin which can be utilized industrially in lacquers 
and varnish. 

B. In the basin of the Magdalena River and its tributaries 
- where the rain is abundant and humidity great. 

Here in the forests of the Magdalena River and its tribut
aries we have the Inter-Andean valleys that are formed by the 
almost level portions of the basins of those rivers, among the 
slopes and ravines at the foot of the three branches into which 
the Andean Cordillera in Colombia is divided. 

Of special importance are the valleys of the middle Magda
lena and Cauca Rivers: 

I. The middle Magdalena Valley can be considered as 
beginning in Garzon and Pi tali to (Huila) and fo:· .1ing the 
agriculturally rich llanos, or plains, of Tolima, gently merging 
in El Banco with the Caribbean region. In this middle Magda
lena Valley the precipitation ranges from 1,600 to 6,000 mm. 
annually, over a period of from 136 to 295 days in the year. 
The most valuable forested regions of this area are situated 
in La Miel, Puerto Wilches. Cimitarra, Carrare, Tamalame
que, Zapatosa and the Basques del Cesar valley. 

Among other valuable species of this zone, we find the 
following: 

The dinde that produces a wood very resistant to decay and 
gives a yellow dye which can be used in industry. The bota
nical species is Cholophora tinctoria Gaud. 
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The diomate, sometimes called "vegetable steel", due to the 
fact that its heartwood is one of the strongest - Astmnium 
graveolens ] a cu. 

The irebol, or macacauba of the Brazilians, that produces 
a valuable wood utilized for plywood and strongly resistant 
to decay Platimiscium polystachwn. 

The tdparos, a kind of palm that produces more fat than 
the coconut palm. A comparison of the percentage of fat con
tained in these two species shows: copra, 63.10 per cent of oil; 
taparos (Attalea sps.), 65.76 per cent of oil. A similar analysis 
was made by the Laboratory of the Ministry of Mines and 
Petroleum in Bogota (Colombia) . 

The mamarr6n (Mamarr6n palm) - Attalea cohune -
whose seed, according to the above laboratory, is richer in fat 
than the copra and the tdparos. The Mamarr6n gives 69.58 
per cent of oil by the Soxhlet system. 

The palmes de vino (Wine-palm) Scheelea butyracea -
yields essences rich in fat and the stem yields a drink very 
similar to wine. 

2. The Valle del Cauca or Cauca Valley extends from the 
northern part of the Department (State) of Cauca to the 
confluence of the Cauca River with the Magdalena River. 
This zone includes one of the most fertile regions of Colombia, 
from the agricultural point of view. Properly, the Cauca Val
Icy is situated at 1,000 metres above sea-level, but in our 
division of the forest it includes the plains of the Cauca 
Department and the level and humid region of the southern 
part of the Department of Bolivar that is covered by extensive 
forests. Here we can find, among many hundreds of other 
useful species the following: 

The comino cuspo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4niba sp. 

In the opinion of the author of this paper, this is the 
most valuable and beautiful Colombian wood. This 
wood can be utilized for plywood and for cabinet work 
of the most expensive type. The wood is yellow and 
iridescent, with attractive designs. 

The ocobo (Primavera).... Tabebuia pentaphylla 
Nichols 

A kind of wood that can be exported and North Ame
rican manufacturers are already acquainted with it. 

The chicald or flor amarilla Tabebuia spectabilis 
Pl. et Lind. 

Very valuable wood by reason of its weight, hardness and 
resistance to decay. 
The Vegetable Ivory ( iaguas) Phytelepizas Karstenii Cook 

An abundant species whose fruits, similar to ivory, are 
utilized in industry for buttons, toys, etc. 

The perilla or Chicle . . . . Achras sp. 
For many years chicle has been exported to the U.S. by 

Colombian merchants along the Cauca and Magdalena Rivers. 

C. The Catatumbo Forest: situated ncar Venezuela, i;, a 
heavy tropical forest in which the vegetation is profuse and 
gigantic. Here abound the trees of the genera Ficus, Cecropias 
and Lecythis and a kind of very useful caoba (Swietenia De 
Candollei), and the Guaimaro (Brossimum columbiensis). 

In these forests it is possible to find excellent hemostatics; 
also the gigantic camco/i Rhinocarpus excelsa. The wood 
of this fast-growing species can be utilized in handicrafts, such 
as making canoes and boats, and in making boxes and crates 
Jor packing. 
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The copaiba or canime- Copaiva otficinalis ]acq. 
In the interior cavities of this tree, a kind of balsam or oil 

is formed and this oil can be utilized in industry for lacquers 
and varnishes and in medicine for anti-syphilitic remedies 
and other purposes. 

Subtropical evergreen forests 

At the base of the Andes and Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, 
the temperature is affected by the location of the forests on 
the slopes of the mountains. Here we have a torrid climate 
( clima caliente) similar to that in the contiguous region be
tween the Magdalena and Cauca Rivers. l<'or the purposes of 
this study, the author is considering as subtropical forest all 
those masses of vegetation situated between 0 and 400 metres 
above sea-level, where the average temperature is 27 to 28 de
grees C. The same kind of forest can be found on all slopes 
of the Andes where the altitude is from 400 to 1,000 metres 
and where the temperature on the average is from 23 to 26 
degrees C. 

This subtropical evergreen forest is very similar in its bota
nical species to the adjacent rain forest type in the lowlands. 
The difference consists in the wide variety of epiphytic ferns, 
mosses, bromeliaceae, orquidaceae, etc., found in the former. 
Here, the occurrence of treeferns is more pronounced than in 
the rain type forests of the lowlands. In this subtropical zone, 
forest lianas and different kinds of palms are likely to occur 
but the density per acre of stand and the species differ from 
those in the plains. This habitat of subtropical conditions 
produces more bloom and consequently more pollinating 
insects and birds. 

This subtropical zone at the base of the mountains, united 
with the Inter-Andean valleys and the coastal plains, consti
tutes what, in the common language, is called the ticrras 
calientes (hot lands); that is, it has a climate with average 
temperature that ranges fr{)tn 23 to 26 degrees C. in the sub
tropical zone; 29 to 31 degrees C. in the Atrato River Valley; 
31 degrees C. in the Magdalena River Valley; and 32 to 
33 degrees C. in the Colombian Amazon Valley. 

The climas calientes or torrid climates prevail in an area of 
831,500 sq. km. where approximately 2Y2 million people are 
living. The rest of the territory has a mild temperature and 
a cold climate in which conditions are more favourable to 
human life. 

There are no seasons (in the sense understood by Europeans) 
in Colombia. Over the1·e, there is an eternal spring. The trees 
grow all the year round, if the humidity is favourable. The 
flowering season is not limited to April and May; one species 
or another is blooming all year around. The rainy periou the 
Colombians call "\\Tinter" and the dry season, "Summer''. 

At the base and lower region of the Andean slopes, the 
naturalists will find resin, rubber, balsam, valuable fibres, 
antipiretic plants and alkaloids. 

In the "Subtropical Zone Forests", among other valuable 
species, the industrialist will find Cedars (called, in English, 
mahoganies) which produce one of the most highly-valued 
woods for cabinet work, plywood, musical m~trumcnts and 
other things. The corresponding botanical species are: 

Cedro bogotano .......... Cedrela bogotensis 
Cedro cecollo ............ Cedrela mexicana Roemer 
Cedro monde . . . . . . . . . . . . Cedrela monrana 
Cedro jaspeado .......... Cedrela Fissilis Vell 

These cedars are fast growing species and can be utilized 
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with great advantage in the reafforestation and building up of 
artifi cia! forests. 

Temperate climate evergreen forests 

These comprise all masses of vegetation that are situated 
between 1,000 and 2,000 metres above sea-level, with mean 
annual temperatures between 18 and 25 degrees Celsius. It 
comprises an area of more than 180,00() sq. km. and has a 
population of 4 million. This is known as the "Co!Ice .BP.lt", 
coffee being one of the principal Colombian products for 
export. Colombian coffee is the best mild coffee in the whole 
world. 

At the time of the Spanish conquest, this region was covered 
with dense forests which the white man cleared in many places 
to make room for his crops and pastures. In spite of this, there 
remain at the present time large and small expanses of land 
where the forests are in their virgin condition. 

Among the species of the plant kingdom, we find here: 
The Cinchona tree ( quinas) . . . . genus Cinchona sp. 

This zone is the best as a natural habitat for the Cinchonas, 
and especially, from 1,800 metres upward, the Cinchona 
Pubescens and the Cinchona officinalis L. 

During the First World War and more so in the Second 
World War, the Cinchona tree of this zone gave to the Allies 
many hundreds of tons of bark for use in all parts of the 
world, saving the lives of thousands of men. 

The Wax Myrtles ("Lau-
reles de cera'') . . . . . . . . Myrica pubescens 

Myrica polycarpa 

These valuable shrubs, which thrive in poor and sandy soil, 
produce a kind of wax that is exported to many markets of 
the world. The cultivation of the Wax Myrtle is already es
tablished - among other regions of Colombia in the 
Municipio (county) of Tambo, (Department of Nariiio). 
The counties of the "Olive Zone" in Colombia, such as Leiva, 
Raquira, Tinjaca and Sutamarchan, in the Department of 
Boyaca, are very suitable for this kind of cultivation. 

The guaduas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guadua angustifolia 

The Temperate Climate Evergreen Forests Zone is also the 
natural habitat of the guaduas (plants similar to the Asiatic 
bamboo, which constitutes one of the most useful building 
materials). This is a species of plant that can be easily culti
vated, its natural rotation is very short and there is always a 
ready market for it. 

The Erythrinas Erythrina Umbrosa 
Erythrina pisano Willd. 
Erythrina glauca 
Erythrina carallodendron 

etc. 

The above are some of the species of these trees that are 
very useful as shade for cocoa and coffee plantations and 
produce a soft and useful wood that can be employed in the 
packing industry, match factories etc. 

Sub-Alpine evergreen forests 

The zone in which are situated the fertile plateaus of the 
Bogota Sabana, the valleys of Cerinza, Chiquinquira, Soga
moso, Pamplona and Tuquerres has a cool climate; a tem
perature between 10 and 18 degrees C.; and the altimde is 
between 2,000 to 3,000 metres above sea-level. It has a very 

healthy climate, free from insects and exceptionally adapted 
for intellectual studies. 10.5 per cent of the area of Colombia 
enjoys this type of climate, which is especially favourable for 
European immigration. 

Here the trees are lower in height than in the "Temperate 
Zone''. The stands are beautiful and luxuriant, the trees are 
more uniform and compauly branched, with round tops, and 
are park-like in formation in the upper regions near the bush
land. 

The forests between the temperate region and the Sub
Alpine Zone, and those of the cool temperate climates up to 
2,700 metres above sea-level, grow in a humid a1mosphere 
produced by the condensation of the moisture-laden air cur
rent" which come up from the lower lands. Here the forests 
can be considered as hygrophilous and they are integrated by 
rustic trees, medium in size and growing in, what we call in 
Spanish, a dense sotobosque. 

Here the orchids, the ephyphytes, -the arborescent ferns and 
the graminaceous chusques (Chusquea scandens L.) are abun
dant. Here also grow the graminaceous plants, the lichens 
and the oriptogamous. 

Near the upper level of these forests, Professor Bukasow, 
a Russian, with other explorers, (including the author of this 
thesis) has found many of the ancestral and relative species 
(Solanum andigenum) of our cultivated potato (Solanum 
tub erusum ). 

Among many other plants that produce vaiuable woods, 
fibres, osiers, dyes, resins, waxes, etc., we can find in these 
forests the following: 

The Colombian Pines (pinos colombianos) genus Podo
carpus. All the members of the genus Podocarpus in Colom
bia, are known by this name. They produce one of the best 
woods for cabinet work. The lumber is immune from the 
attacks of borers and is easy to work. These are the different 
species known in Colombia up to date: 

Pino romeron . . . . . . . . . . . . Podocarpus rnacrostachys 
Par! 

Pino colornbiano ....... . 
Pi no a·yuelo ............. . 

Chaquiro 

Pino negro 

Podocarpus taxifolia 
Podocarpus montanus 

var. Communis 
Podocarpus taxifolia 

var. densifolia 
Podocarpus taxifolia 

var. montana Willd. 

The Dividivi or Brazil - Coulteria tictoria H. B. K. - a 
hardy species that grows in poor and dry soils and produces 
pods used industrially by tanneries. 

The encenillos- Weinmania genus. This kind of tree forms 
almost pure stands that produce a kind of wood useful for 
general construction including flooring and inside decoration. 
The bark is a tanning material that is at present actively 
exploited to supply the local factories. 

The Cinchona Tuna . . . . . . Cinchona officina/is L. 

The tree cons.titutes the richest native species in alkaloids 
and has the advantage that its growing belt goes up to 3,300 
metres above sea-level. With this Cinchona officina/is L. as a 
stock in the cool temperate climates and the Cinchona p)·ta
hayensis in the temperate climate, Colombi11 is able to grow 
and cultivate the Cinchonas in a very wide range. 
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Cedars and \Valnuts produce valuable woods, noted for 
their colour, workability and quality. Especially is this true 
of the following: 

Cedro bogolano ......... . Cedrela bogotansis 
]uglans columbiensis 

var. bogotensis 
Cedro nogal . . . . . . . . . . . 

Cedro negro ]uglans columbiensis Dode 

The last two species arc walnuts similar to the American 
species and from them can be obtained a valuable wood for 
airplane, shipbuilding, cabinet and other manufactures. The 
natural rotation of these walnuts does not exceed thirty to 
forty years. 

The esterilla . . . . . . . . . . . . Orthosanthus chimboracen
sis (H. B. K.) Baker 

Produces a fibre. known in the markets a~ "Maria's fibre", 
that is employed, after bleaching and pressing. in the produc
tion of a certain kind of brush. The roots are fibrous. 

The juncos y espartos . . . . ]uncus storae 
]uncus andreanus 

Weatherby 
]uncus densifiorus H. B. K. 

These arc plants that grow in humid and wet soils, and in 
marshes and lagoons, and can be employed in numerous 
industrial products such as ropes, ami as raw material for 
paper, baskets and furniture. 

The calagualas .......... Polypodium glaucoph·yllum 
Kze. 

Polypodium pacussum 
H.B.K. 

PolyfJOdium /anceolatum L. 
Polypodium calaguala 

These are species that possess antipirctic. <t:>tringent and 
anti-venereal qualities for pharmaceutical and medicinal pur
poses. 

The Oaks Quercus and Erythmbalanw 
genus 

The Colombian oaks are close relatives of the American 
species and they are located, as a rule, in pure stands and 
grow at an altitude of 2,400 metres. These oaks produce a 
resistant, heavy and valuable wood which, aside from its 
qualifications as a general construction material, gh-cs a char
coal of first quality. 

Among the ornamental species of these forests, the following 
are outstanding: 

The A1ayos . . . . . . . Chaetogastra speciosa 
The Sietecueras .......... lHeriania nobilis 
The San juanita marado .. 
The beautiful Flor de mayo 
The Raque ............. . 
The A lcaparros ......... . 
The Bejuco clavellino ... . 
The Amarraboyo ....... . 
The Coral ............. . 
The Rosalioro 

The bushland forest 

Tibouchina mollis 
Tibouchina lepidota 
Vallea atipularis 
Cassia tomentosa 
Mutisia clematis Linn. 
Chaetogastm macmphylla 
Loranthus americanus 
Blokea andreana 

Somewhat similar to the American chaparral, there is a 
shrubbery forest forming a transitory belt between the prira-
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mas or Andean Meadows (somebody called these formations 
"Alpine Meadows"), and the Sub-Andean Forests of the cool 
climates. Here the elevation may be approximately between 
!1,000 and 3,500 metres above the Besel's geoide; temperature 
may be between 5 and 10 degrees of Celsius. Here the plants 
are drought-re~istant. 

In this brushwood forest, the trees become more and more 
stunted, ending in being so low and spreading that sometimes 
it is possible to walk upon them. This is also the home of 
Weinmannias, Rubus, Berberis, 'Fuchsias, Clematis, Bomareas, 
Tagetes, Odontoglossums, Usneas, Salvias, Vacciniums, Hyper
icums, Gaultherias, etc. Depending upon the region and the 
ecological conditions above 3,200 metres above sea-level, are 
founcl the formations called pararnos or Andean Meadows, 
where the surface of the earth is covered by short grasses and 
shrubby bushes and where the frailejon (SjJeletia), dche (Stipa 
ich1l) and grasses predominate. 

Here the sheep industry can be developed on an extra
ordinary scale, if care is taken to prevent pests and diseases. 
We are sure that llamas, alpacas, and vicwias can be acclimat
ized in these altitudes. 

I~FLUENCE AND INDISPENSABILITY OF THE FORESTS 

.-\11 the above-mentioned forest possess an extraordinary 
wealth that has influenced the past of the Colombian people 
and will provide in the future for many achievements on the 
road of progress and civilization. Among the innumerable 
contributions of the Colombian forests are: 

(I) They supplied the pre-Colombian aborigines with food, 
shelter and dress; 

(2) Made, and is still making, similar provision for the 
descendants o£ the Spanish conquerors and the present tribes 
of Indians that inhabit the vast forests and grassy plains of 
the Cc,lombian Amazonian valley; 

(3) Provided, from the time of the Spanish conquest to the 
present, valuable woods for cabinet-making, house construc
tion, boat-building, ship construction, railroad ties, telephone 
poles, etc.; 

(4) Helped, with the powerful aid of climate, in the forma
tion of our soil, which we cultivate and upon which we live. 
In addition, it has provided us with the following; 

(5) Valuable woods, and also coffee, platinum, emeralds, 
petroleum and gold, for export to Europe and the United 
States to secure foreign currency; 

(6) Tanning materials, so valuable in the markets of the 
world; 

(7) Fats and vegetable oils which always command high 
prices; 

(8) Cinchona, called the Golden Tree, which yielded the 
quinine that did so much to help the Allies to win in two 
world wars: 

(9) Rubber (sin'nga and caucho negm) which is in such 
great demand in foreign markets; 

(10) Vegetable fibres, such as the Piassaba, Cumare and 
Chiquichique; 

(ll) Aromatic essences including tonka beans and vanilla: 
(12) The latex of Coumas, Acras and Massarandubas an 

important export for use in chicle products: 
(13) Logwood, Brazil and Fustete yielding such useful 

materials as varnishes, lacquers, dyes, shoe polishes and print· 
ing and other inks; 

(14) Medicinal plants like Sarsaparilla, lpeca, etc., which 
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have relieved many of the ailments of mankind; 
(15) The Colombian ivory palm, which provides the raw 

material for button manufacture; and 
(16) All the necessary lumber for railway construction, 

bridges, port and mining installations. 
In 1923, Zone and Sparhawk, in their book entitled Forcs!. 

Resources of the World, calculated that five towns with a 
population of 300,000 inhabitants consumed about 13 mil
lion ft. of board or 120 million ft. of board for the emire 
country; with the present population, the entire consumption 
would be approximately from 300 to 360 million h. of board 
in 1946. The above figures are for saw-lumber, hew-lumber 
and railroad ties. 

FORESTRY REGULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 

During the colonial period nothing was accomplished to
ward the preserving of forests; in 1920 the Department of 
Lands and Waters began enforcing certain legal dispositions 
related to the use of forests, latex production in the Hevea 
and Castilloa trees, colonization of new lands in the public 
domain, logging in private enterprises, exportation of forestry 
products, etc. Some of those regulations are as follows: 

Cutting of the forest is now under control. At present, in 
private and national forests, the cutting of timber is under 
the control of the National Government, and in order to 
exploit or utilize any forest or tree the citizen mmt fill out 
an application. The appropriate bureau, after mreful study, 
gives or refuses permission. 

National forests. In order to preserve certain forest areas 
abundant in Cinchona, Tagua, Chiquichique, Mangle and 
other valuable woods, such tracts of land have been declared 
"National Forests" that cannot be leased or granted, or the 
rights thereto given to commercial enterprises or for home
steads. 

Forests of the watersheds. With the object of preserving the 
waters that produce energy for industry, give fertility to the 
agricultural lands, maintain the navigability of rivers, and 
supply the cities with water, the watersheds of the principal 
rivers have been declared as "Forestry Reserves" in which tim
ber exploitation and agriculture are reduced to a minimum. 

To enforce and apply these and other regulations, a group 
of employees have been appointed under the name of "In
spectors of the National Forests". Fines and compulsory 
measures are established to impose upon persons who violate 
the law. 

The maximum slope. At present, the official regulation on 
this subject establishes that a maximum slope of ·:10 per cent 
is permitted for the cultivation of crops and establishment of 
grazing tracts. This primitive and unscientific regulation must 
be abolished. 

E.>cportation taxes. Any forest product such as timber, 
fibre, rubber, oil, wax, etc., that is exported from the National 
Forests must pay a 7 per cent or 10 per cent ad valorem tax 
to the Treasury. 

\Vith the recent establishment of the "Institute of Land 
Division, Colonization and Forests" (lnstituto de PaTcela
ciones, Colonizaci6n y Defensa Forestal) a troublesome situ
ation has arisen: 

(a) The Section of Forestry in the :V1inistry of Agriculture 
controls everything related to forest laws, taxes, concessions 
and fines; and 

(b) The Institute of Land Division, a semi-official bureau, 
controls all matters relating to reforestation, study and utiliza
tion. It would be more effective if either one of the two would 
have complete control of all forestry problems. 

THE PRESENT FOREST POLICY 

The general forest policy followed up to the present time 
is, due to the following causes, deficient and ineffective: 

(a) Lack of technical conceptions and knowledge in relation 
to the forests; many of the legal forestry regulations are based 
on mere guesswork; 

(b) No sustained yield or reasonable exploitation of our 
forests has been attempted; 

(c) Most of the office and field personnel is untrained and 
empirical in its conception of these problems; 

(d) Sometimes legal dispositions have no popular support; 
(e) Some of the actual measures are anti-social, because they 

tend to place the burden of the forestry regulations upon the 
backs of the peasants, that is, upon the people that inhabit 
the slopes and mountain-sides of the Andes; and 

(f) There are no previous research and forestry conclusions 
upon which to base a sound policy in certain respects. 

NoTE: To remedy that situation, we propose a plan that, 
in general, is contained in this study under the following 
headings: 

To study our forests; 
To preserve the actual wealth; 
To reforest the barren areas; 
Industrialization of the Colombian forest; 
Control of fires; 
International agreements; 
Land that must be preserved and set aside. 

POSSIBILITIES OF CONSERVATION 

The damage done to the Colombian forests in the Andean 
region is already enormous, and it is time to preserve the 
remaining timber resources, stop this waste and plan for the 
future. 

To achieve that aim it is necessary: 

To study our forests 

The area covered by the forests, their characteristics, the 
valuable species, the commercial possibilities, the possible 
scientific treatment and the reactions of the various forests to 
such treatment are not, at present, known. Colombia needs 
to establish, in order to study its forests, the following: 

(1) A Department of Forestry in the National Faculty of 
Agronomy, at Medellin (Colombia), in order for a group of 
agricultural engineers to specialize in the technology and 
science of forestry; 

(2) A Colombian Forestry Institute to: 

(a) Study the industrial possibilities of the various forests; 
(b) Enlarge the Forestry Museum in Bogota; 
(c) Industrialize the forest products by means of a "Pilot 

Plant" and a special laboratory. 
(3) A Forestry Section in the Agricultural Bank (Caja de 

Credito Agmrio ), in order to: 

(a) Give credit on reasonable terms for industrial planta· 
tions of forest trees; 

(b) Lend money for industries using raw materials derived 
from the forests, under scientific management; 
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(c) Facilitate funds for artificial reafforestation, to which 
fund the cities, power companies, regional governments, 
etc. must contribute. 

(4) A forestry experimental station at Bogota, and two 
forestry sub-stations are needed in hot and temperate climates 
in order to have a clear conception of our main types of 
forests: forests of hot, temperate and cool climates. 

{5) A forestry survey, to provide a clear knowledge of the 
resources, the possibilities and the policy that must be followed 
in each region of the country. 

To conserve the actual wealth 

A policy of laisser {ai1·e must be abolished in Colombia in 
relation to forests. A strong policy must be enforced, but a 
rational and technical policy. In order to accomplish this, 
the following must be done: 

(1) Reduction of charcoal consumption. 

Charcoal consumption is a great outlet for the wealth of 
our forests, due to the fact that the population in the cities 
and urban centres needs fuel, and many valuable species are 
cut down to be converted into charcoal. We suggest the follow
ing measures in order to reduce the consumption of charcoal: 

(a) To use natural gas from the petroleum wells in gas 
stoves in the cities; 

(b) To lower the rates of power and light to a level within 
the ability of the middle and lower income brackets to 
pay; 

(c) To develop the "Gasogene Industry" up to the point 
where it can supply energy to cities and rural areas: 

(d) To study and develop special kinds of stoves that would 
make the combustion of wood more complete, that 
would bum combustible gases and completely preserve 
the calories; 

(e) To establish strict laws prohibiting the use o[ valuable 
timber for charcoal. 

(2) Reduction of waste. 

In the logging, skidding, hauling, milling and manufac
turing of lumber, a great deal of waste occurs; that waste 
should be rigorously avoided: 

(a) In the logging camps; and 
(b) The lumber yards of the retailers must be inspected, to 

avoid the misuse and rotting of lumber; 
(c) By inspection of the lumber yards of the principal 

customers and producing mills; 
(d) Standards for building construction should be set and 

enforced to avoid waste and to ensure security. 

(3) Control of logging practices. 

After careful technical study, standard rules must be set up 
for logging of our different forests, with relation to: 

(a) Sustained yield practice; 
(b) Progressive improvement of the best species, per stand; 
(c) Minimum diameter of each species, at which they may 

be cut and the number of trees that may be cut per 
hectare; 

(d) Regulations regarding the height of the stump; 
(e) Regulations governing the maximum use of the clear 

bole. 

(4) Control of areas where cutting of forests is aliowed. 

(a) The cutting of forests must be strictly prohibited in: all 
watersheds of rivers and streams that provide energy, 

water, light, irrigation, recreation to cities, etc.; and 
also 

(b) Cutting of the timber must not be allowed, where the 
forest, in the long run, will yield to the nation a greater 
profit than it would by the cultivation of ephemeral 
crops or cattle raising; 

(c) The same should apply to all areas that belong to Land 
Use Capabilities Classes VI, VII and VIII; 

(d) On land with a gradient between 35 per cent and 60 
per cent a very intensive system of soil conservation 
should always be employed; 

(e) On land with a gradient between 5 per cent and 20 per 
cent, anti-erosive measures mch as rotations, terraces 
and crop stripping should be obligatory; 

(f) Lands with a gradient of 60 per cent to 80 per cent, 
must be cultivated with anti-erosion methods and with 
such types of crops that will not favour erosion, such as 
coffee, cacao, citrus and with grasses and meadows, etc.; 

(g) Regions with a gradient above 80 per cent should be 
kept always as forests. The same will be true with regard 
to the peaks of the mountains and the upper line of the 
cordilleras and along the watercourses; 

(h) Over-grazing must not be permitted in any part of the 
country, and never be allowed in the forests; 

(i) National and privately owned forests must be governed 
by the above-mentioned regulations. 

(5) To cont1'0l the use of timber 1:n the ycady production 
of railroad cross-ties. 

This problem can be solved: 

(a) By preserving the cross-ties; 
(b) By more technical use of the actual lumber; 
(c) By reforestation, with the cross-tie production in mind; 
(d) By setting aside as railroad reserves, tracts of public 

lands to produce cross-ties; and 

(6) In all Public Lands, where new concessions and settle
ments are granted, the ownership of the land must not be 
granted by the Government, if the prospective settler does not 
comply with all regulations set forth in the preceding heading 
entitled, "Control of areas where cutting of forests is allowed", 

The new lands where colonization is taking place must 
be subject to the regulations of the "Land use capabilities" 
classification. 

To reforest barren areas 

The great Colombian forestry problems will not be solved 
by mere planting of trees on Arbor Day and 20th of July 
speeches; something more practical and technical must be 
done: 

(I) Deforested watersheds of the principal rivers should be 
reforested in the following way: 
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(a) In an area of 200 metres in diameter, all around the 
origin or "visible birthplace" of the waters, a forest 
and brush-wood must be created, with species that 
protect the waters, posses~ low evaporation tatio, and 
form a well decomposed and base-rich humus; 

(b) The same must be done, on both sides of the streams 
and rivers. up to the point where the water is canalized 
for agricultural, electrical and other purposes. Here the 
width of the strips of forest and brush must be a 
minimum of 50 metres on each side of the river; 

(c) Excepting the above-mentioned areas, the rest of the 
watersheds must be reafforested with types of trees 
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that will give economical returns, like Cedars (Cedrela 
genus), Walnuts (}uglans Columbiensis Dodc), Eucnlyp
tus globulus, etc.; 

(d) All along the sides of rivers a double strip of forest 
should be made by reafforestation, in order to protect 
the sides from erosion and the cutting action of water; 

(e) Tops of hills, mountains and cordilleras that have been 
deprived of native cover, when ecologically and eco
nomically feasible should be afforested with commercial 
species; and 

(f) Finally, on all bare plots, not fitted for agriculture, 
forests must be planted by means of afforestation. 

lNDUSTRIALlZATION OF THE COLOMBIAN FORESTS 

But, in our opinion, the forests of Colombia must not only 
be protected and maintained to protect the future genera-tions, 
but they must be studied and industrialized; 

(n) With a forestry laboratory equipped with a "Pilot 
Plant", the tremendous wealth of these forests can be 
brought to light; 

(b) By technical assistance and subsidies, industry must be 
assisted in the exploitation of raw materials derived 
from our forests; and 

(c) A protective tariff policy must be enforced to protect 
these new industries; and 

(d) Special concessions must be granted to capital and tech
nicians that come into the country to develop, in a con· 
servative way, these new industries. 

LANDS THAT MUST BE RESERVED AND SET ASIDE 

As the great bulk of the forests in Colombia are of National 
domain, the following lands must be reserved and set aside for 
the use of future generations and for equitable distribution 
to the present population: 

With that end in view, the following measures should be 
adopted: 

(l) Valuable species, from a commercial and biological 
standpoint, must be especially protected from destructiOn. 
Such is the case with camino crespo (Aniba sp.) and sarro, a 
tree-fern (Cyathea incana), or the baris de pasta (E!aegia uti· 
lis), which are disappearing; 

(2) In all parts of the country, large and strategically located 
reserves must be established; 

(3) Around the principal lagoons, waterfalls, scenic spots, 
historic places and monuments, large tracts of lands with 
forests must be reserved and set aside for the public; 

(4) National parks around the principal cities must be 
established for recreation; 

(5) Wilderness areas in different sections like the Llanos de 
Goajira, Choco, Paramo del Almorzadero and Virolin, must 
be set aside and preserved; 
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(6) Wild-life refuges must be established for the preserva
tion of rare species of birds, mammals, reptiles, etc.; 

(7) Three botanical gardens must be established in hot, tem
perate and cool climates, for the collection, study and preser
vation of the various kinds of plants and animals of each par
ticular zone; 

(8) A general rule must be established by means of which 
the forests must be economically used for the benefit of the 
present generation, and the reserves for the future must be 
left unimpaired. 

CONTROL OF FOREST FIRES 

One of the greatest enemies of forest wealth is fire and its 
ravages must be checked, as far a.~ possible, by means of: 

(a) Direct control measures; 
(b) Regula·tion of agricultural burnings; 
(c) Compulsory safety devices on the railroads; 
(d) Fines and imprisonment for persons starting fires; and 
(e) Adequate laws on the matter. 

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

The economical world of today is so closely related, that the 
economic staLUs of one nation affects and is affected by the 
condition of the others. In forestry the same is true. 

Industrialized nations are dependent for rubber, cinchona, 
barbasco, fibres, tanning materials, oils, alkaloids and essen
ces, etc. upon the less·industrialized countries, in such a way 
that there is an interrelation between the two groups. 

The Western Hemisphere, by geography, by common ideals, 
by similar government, face the same future, and everything 
that is needed in our civilization can be produced in the 
American continent. With proper treaties and permanent 
agreements, Colombia can devote many hectares to the proper 
cultivation of native plants the products of which may help the 
industry of the more industrialized countries of the Western 
Hemi~phere. In that respect Colombia can produce not only 
coffee, but: 

Rubber 
Quinine ...............• 
Fibres ................. . 
Alkaloids ..............•. 
Oils , .................. . 

Tanning materials 

Barbascos 

Pyrethrum . . . . ........ . 
Waxes ................. . 

Hevea brasiliensi.> 
Cinchona officina/is L 
Of several classes 
Hundreds of kinds 
r'rom different trees and 

palms 
From Mangle, \Veinmania, 

Caesalpinia, etc. 
Lonchocarpus, Derris, 

Tephrosias, etc. 

Ceroxylon and Myrica 
And many other raw 

products. 
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Summary of Discussion 
Mr. H. A. MEYER introduced the paper on "Forest Manage

ment - Working Plans and their Adaptation to Changing 
Conditions" prepared by Mr. Duschek, Chief of the Provin
cial Timber Office for Upper Austria. 

The paper was concerned essentially with the technical 
problems of forest management. Forest management, which 
had begun to be developed in Central and Western Europe as 
early as the eighteenth century, was aimed at the procurement 
of wood, a raw material available only in limited amounts and 
rmewable only at a limited rate, in such quantities and by 
such means that future generations might be assured of a con
stant supply, as stable and plentiful as possible. The current 
shortage of w'Ood made it necessary to introduce conservative 
forest management in all countries. 

In Europe. forestry had undergone a long period of develop
ment. Similar patterns of development were discernible in 
newly opened countries, but the development of conservative 
forestry must be hastened in those countries in order to con
vert the virgin forests into managed forests immediately, avoid
ing the transitional stage of forest depletion. If international 
co-operation could succeed in so doing, forest management 
would have made a tremendous contribution to human welfare. 

The paper then touched on the importance of multiple use 
of forest lands and integrated utilization. Forest conservation 
and its relationship to forest management was discussed and 
the classification of forests into protection forests, commercial 
and semi-commercial forests explained. Such classification had 
been important in Europe in connexion with forest legisla
tion, and it also played an important role in the 'Wes~ern 
Hemisphere. The paper particularly recommended its applica-
1 ion in newly developed countries. 

The paper then passed to the main concepts of the general 
physical organization of a property for management. Forest 
management, unlike forest economics, was always concerned 
with a specific forest property. In order to manage a given tract 
of forest land the area must first be described and a rna p pre
pared. The area must be divided into districts, blocks, com
partments and other units. The distribution ot forest types 
and site classes must be investigated. The actual volume and 
growth must then be determined. Reference was made to the 
use of volume tables and yield tables. In even-aged forests, the 
distribution of age classes by area must be ascertained. In 
uneven-aged forests, where segregation of age classes was not 
possible or feasible, the distribution of actual volume must 
be determined by size classes. The study of forests by size-class 
rather than age-class seemed to be of growing importance. The 
Forest Survey in the United States used stand sizedasses. 

The concept of the normal forest was then discussed briefly. 
In order to obtain a sustained yield, it was necessary to rende.r 
the forest capable of producing the desired yield. When the 
actual ·volume of a forest, the actual growth and the ap· 
proximate normal or desired volume were known, it was 
possible to establish the yield or cutting budget of a forest. 

The function of forest management was to time and space 
forestry operations in such a way as to fix the yield and regu
late the work. The paper described a series of methods of 
forest regulation which were mainly of historical interest. 
Current practice in forest regulation could be summarized 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

thus: the amount of yield for a given period of management 
must be determined; the place of yield decided and the 
amount distributed by compartments. After the cutting rate 
had been fixed, the cutting plan could be formulated. The 
plan would indicate which stands were to be exploited and 
what method of exploitation was to be employed. A similar 
cutting plan would also be drawn up for the improvement of 
the stand. Finally, there would be a planting plan, showing 
the plantation work to be carried out in the period of manage
ment. The written statement of all those management opera
tions was called the working plan. 

The working plan was not drawn up once and for all. 
Changes occurring with time will necessitate its further devel
opment, and supplementary work would have to be carried 
out and revisions made. The more frequent the revisions, the 
greater the accuracy with which it would be possible to deter
mine the cutting budget, since previous exploitations recorded 
in successive revisions would make it possible, in conjunction 
with the corresponding age-class and diameter-class relation
ships and growing stocks, to judge what cutting budget would 
bring the forest closer to the goal of maximum production. 

The CHAIRMAN then introduced the remaining three papers 
on the meeting's first topic: "Forest Management" by Mr. 
Chaturvedi of the United Provinces, India; "Management and 
Working Plans and Their Adaptation to Changing Condi
tions" by Mr. Eklund of Sweden; and "The Forest Resources 
of Mexico" by Mr. Dupre Ceniceros of that country. 

Mr. SHOW opened the discussion with a few general com
ments on the series of papers submitted. He was impressed by 
the fact that they fell into two contrasting groups, one dealing 
with the intensive management in European countries, based 
on refined methods of calculation and much research, and the 
other dealing with the problems presented by the great trop
ical forests. The papers discussing tropical forests agreed that 
the attempts which had been made to transplant European 
methods had not been successful. They were an impressive 
record of the progress made by the tropical countries in devel
oping their own processes and techniques. 

The great lesson of tropical forestry seemed to be that the 
pace of silviculture was limited to the pace of utilization. Some 
tropical forests possessed only one or two species of current 
commercial value. The great bulk of the trees must either re
main unused or be destroyed. Silviculturists should therefore 
be in the forefront in the attempt to discover uses for other 
species. 

Forestry was still only beginning to be applied in tropical 
forests. It was essential that the techniques used should be 
worked out by men familiar with those forests .. He considered 
that the papers ~ubmitted were of vital interest to countries 
about to enter upon tropical forest management. 

Mr. WAm said that the United States stood between the 
two extremes of intensive European management and condi· 
tions in the tropical forests. Forestry in the 'Vnited States was 
some fifty years old and many of its first exponents had been 
trained in Europe. The first attempts to prepare management 
plans had been for private forest holdings and they had not 
been entire! y successful. 

The main problem in the United States was to convert the 
over-mature virgin forests into young and growing forests. The 
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task had been complicated by the abundance of commercially 
valuable species. The first step had been to determine growth 
rates in the various conditions encountered. It had been neces
sary to build up normal yield tables based on natural forest 
conditions. However, growth records of cut-over or planted 
forests were gradually being compiled. Early estimates had 
been conservative, and current experience showed that growth 
and yield had not been over-estimated. It was likely that the 
allowable cut in the future would be larger than had been 
anticipated. 

The bulk of the pioneering work had been done in the 
national forests and they were largely operated under manage
ment plans. However, 75 per cent of United States forest land 
was privately owned. Recently, industrial owners had become 
interested in forest management, but the hard core of the 
problem still remaining was how to devise management plans 
on such a sound economic basis that the four million small 
proprietors who owned 50 per cent of the United States com
mercial forests, often comparatively poor men owning badly 
abused woodlands, could be persuaded to put them into prac
tice. 

Mr. J. G. OsBORNE presented a brief review o! methods cur
rently used in the United States in estimating growth. The 
most commonly used method was the stand table projection. 
On the basis of growth studies over the previous ten years, 
growth in the following ten years could be estimated by an 
extrapolation process. The chief difficulty of that method was 
that in many areas there had been an accentuated deceleration 
of growth. Another important difficulty was that of estimating 
mortality and decay losses. 

A method commonly used in the western part of the United 
States with considerable success in estimating net growth was 
yield table projections. The chief difficulty in that case was in 
estimating the rate at which under-stocked and over-stocked 
stands would approach normality. 

A third method, used especially in estimating growth of 
Ponderosa pine, classified the trees into sixteen categories 
depending on age and vigour. The site and stand density were 
also taken into consideration. 

Mr. Osborne explained the basis of volume growth equa
tions which had been developed for use in the mixed conifer 
regions on the western slopes of the Sierras. 

In the south-eastern hardwood region total stand character
istics (number of trees, sum of diameters and sum of squares 
of diameters) had given good estimates. 

The general feeling in the United States was that none of 
those methods provided the accuracy required. By basing 
measurement on observed growth on permanent sample plots 
and employing such aids as aerial survey, Mr. Osborne felt 
that it would be possible to obtain a more accurate measure
ment of growth by using the same methods employed in forest 
survey to measure volume. 

The CHAIRMAN emphasized the need for greater concentra
tion on the regeneration of privately held forests. 

Mr. ILVESSALO dealt with the question of the forest manage
ment of virgin areas from the point of view of forest survey. 
Aerial photography was a useful aid in such operations. 

Mr. TUNST.ELL pointed out that the total forest area of 
Canada amounted to some 1,291,000 square miles, of which 
813,000 square miles were productive; a considerable portion 
was virgin forest which in most cases was over-mature. It was 

only recently that Canadian forestry specialists had begun to 
think in terms of silviculture. More attention is being given 
to achieving regeneration in cut areas rather than to measur
ing increment. Although there had in the past been much 
confidence in the system of extracting cores from the trees to 
determine increment, more faith was at the moment being put 
in permanent sample plots for that purpose. 

Mr. Tunstell predicted that, as exploitation of Canadian 
forests went beyond the banks of rivers and streams and it 
became necessary to turn to inland areas, problems of accessi
bility would promote forest management, which was gradually 
replacing uncontrolled exploitation. In fact, some provinces 
already required the submission of cutting plans before 
operations could begin. 

Mr. H. A. MEY.ER was struck by the great discrepancies be
tween conditions in Europe, the United States and Latin 
America. From his own experience in the Andes, where he had 
seen forested areas reduced to valueless, rocky ground, he very 
much feared the results of careless exploitation of South Ame
rican forests. In contrast, he recalled that in Mexico under a 
law put into effect during the Government of President 
Cardenas which limited cutting to trees of a given minimum 
diameter, forest regeneration had been satisfactory, although 
earlier uncontrolled exploitation in Chihuahua had rendered 
large areas useless. 

He suggested that Latin American countries could Lake 
steps by public regulation to con,·ert their virgin forests into 
scientifically managed forests without the intermediary stage 
of depletion that other countries had gone through. 

Lord RoBINSON agreed with Mr. Walts that privately held 
forests presented a special problem and discussed the state of 
the United Kingdom's forest reserves. He pointed out that 
during the First World War approximately 25 per cent and 
during the Second World War about 66 per cent of the total 
growing stands had been cut. Accordingly, the concept of 
sustained yield was something for the United Kingdom to 

work towards but could not be a guiding principle in day-to
day operations. In view of the precarious position, the United 
Kingdom had to build up as quickly as possible a forest reserve 
in case of some new emergency. Unfortunately the rate of 
cutting was still three or four times what it should be. 

He thought that he had illustrated that there were special 
problems for each country which basically affected forest 
management. Natural and human catastrophes had to be 
borne in mind and there was such a thing as over-planning. 

Mr. CoROTHI.E stated that the basis for forest management in 
Venezuela could not be laid until the potential commercial 
value of its forest had been ascertained. Much depended on 
whether there were substantial quantities of mahogany and 
cedar, and the area to which exploitation was currently limited. 
He suggested that those present might take up with their respec
tive Governments the possibility of forming an international 
institute which would help in testing the physical and chemical 
properties of species which could be rendered useful in re
placing woods that had almost disappeared in industry. It 
was only after such a preliminary that forest management 
could begin in Venezuela. 

The CHAIRMAN summarized the introductory paper on the 
"Selection of Silvicultural Techniques" prepared by Mr. Leon 
Schaeffer. The paper was a general one giving the various 
principles which should be borne in mind in the choice of a 
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system of silviculture. Biological or cultural principles placed 
the silviculturalist in close dependence on natural laws. The 
paper dealt with such questions as the choice and mixture 
of species, protection against external influences, soil con
servation, regeneration and the control of growth. The eco
nomic principles were also mentioned and some emphasis 
was laid on the possibilities of experimental forestry. 

The second paper on "Selection of Silvitultural Tech
niques", written by Shri C. R. Ranganathan, dealt with the 
experiences in the Indian forests. The paper gave a detailed 
survey of the chief forest species and the silvicultural methods 
used. It was particularly interesting to note that silviculture 
in India had originally been based on European methods but 
that other methods more suited to the country had eventually 
been developed. 

Mr. MACDONALD introduced the paper written by Mr. R. F. 
Wood on the "Rehabilitation of Devastated and Derelict 
Woodlands" in the United Kingdom. The existing position 
had been brought about largely by the necessarily heavy 
fellings during the two World Wars, although mismanagement 
and rabbit infestation had also had their effect. The work of 
rehabilitation was twofold: the forest areas were being ex
tended by new plantations and existing forest areas were 
being treated to increase their production. In determining 
methods of treatment the silviculturalists had to hear the 
economic factor in mind, so that the limited supply of man
power could deal with the greatest possible area. 

As Lord Robinson had said, the question was extremely 
urgent. The woodlands were not only depleted but were also 
badly balanced and there was a marked preponderance of 
old-aged stands. 

The paper outlined four possible methods of treatment. 
The first consisted in clearing the ground completely and 
replanting it. That method was expensive and it also had the 
disadvantage of laying the young plants open to damage by 
frosts. The second method consisted in the retention of most 
of the existing cover, with full underplanting - a method 
which gave the young plants some protection from frosts. The 
third method consisted in partial clearance of the ground, with 
replanting or sowing in strips and groups and the fourth 
method consisted in accepting the existing growing stock, 
subject to necessary tending. The fourth method was really 
the best one to use whenever possible. 

The CHAIRMAN introduced the paper by Professor Erling 
Eide on "The Practical Basis of Norwegian Forest Policy". The 
history of forest management in Norway was extremely in
teresting. The new Forest Protection Act, passed in 1932, had 
marked a decisive change in the attitude towards forest man
agement and it had been the first Norwegian law that sought 
to regulate the yield of timber. 

He next summarized briefly the paper by Professor J. H. 
Seeking on "Forestry Technique in the Teak Forests of Java". 

A further paper had been prepared by Mr. A. Aubn!ville 
who had had vast experience of tropical forestry. The paper 
was entitled "Silviculture of Mixed Tropical Rain Forests" 
and it explained the disadvantages of the existing methods of 
exploitation which, if continued, would exhaust the supplies 
of valuable wood and leave the forests stocked almost entirely 
with species considered to be valueless. The paper spoke of 
the possibility of utilizing more species in the future and 
dealt with the methods of transforming the existing virgin 
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forests into richer ones with a higher proportion of trees 
belonging to valuable species. 

Another paper, on "Selection of Silvicultural Techniques", 
had been prepared by U Aung Din and it dealt in consider
able detail with the techniques used in the teak forests of 
Burma. 

Mr. RANGHEL presented his paper on "The Fore~ts of Colom
bia and Some of their Industrial Possibilities". Colombia was 
situated in a tropical region, but the great differences in 
altitude between the plains and ·the mountain regions had 
produced a great variety of vegetation. The forests were 
generally of the hardwood type and he had divided them into 
the following rough categories: 

(I) Mangrove type forests which were situated in the Pacific 
coastal region and produced tanning materials; 

(2) Hygrophytic forests, which grew in regions where the 
temperature was very high and the atmosphere extremely 
humid (such substances as rubber, gutta percha and vegetable 
oils were produced from them); 

(3) Deciduous forests with very valuable species which could 
be used for cabinet-making and shipbuilding; 

(4) Evergreens producing timber which contained natural 

volatile oils and was excellent for use underground: 
(5)Alpine forests consisting chiefly of pines and a species 

of walnut. 

One of the chief difficu1ties in working out principles for 
forest management in Colombia was that no way had been 
found of assessing the rate of growth of the trees, and it was 
thus impossible to use the tables applied for the forests of 
other countries. The difficulty in assessing the rate of growth 
was due to the fact that there were no regular seasons and 
the rainy periods did not always come at the same time each 
year. 

Another problem lay in ~he extremely heterogeneous nature 
of the forests, since the only pure stands were those of man
groves and oaks. The valuable species were widely scattered 
throughout the forests which made exploitation extremely 
difficult. The question of stimulating the reproduction of 
valuable species also required 8tudy. The problems of trans
port gave rise to additional difficulties and only those parts 
of the forests which were near the highways could be properly 
exploited. 

There was an institute in Colombia studying those problems 
with a view to educating the people to understand the need 
for forest preservation, enforcing laws connected with forest 
preservation and making a general survey of the situation. 

He was extremely interested in all the research work that 
had already been carried out on the subject of tropical forests 
and he hoped it would be possible to arrange for a continual 
exchange of information among the countries concerned. 

Mr. HALL emphasized -the point made earlier by Mr. Show 
that silvicultural techniques depended to a large extent on 
the market outlets that could be found for the various species 
of ·timber. Gradually new uses were being found for species 
which had formerly been considered valueless, and it was 
essential that forest management policies should be flexible 
enough to take those changes into account. 

The hardwood species were those which had traditionally 
been considered useless. I-t seemed that a probable outlet for 
such species had been found in the fibre industries. Those 
industries had greatly increased their consumption in recent 
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years and the Scandinavian countries had taken the lead in 
showing the possibilities of using fibre for construction pur
poses. 

Greater industrialization would obviously lead to further 
possibilities for utilizing the wealth of the forests and the 
unexploited forest resources in certain countries were usually 
due to the lack of industrialization. 

Mr. HARRISON (Programme Officer), speaking as a member 
of the Forestry Division of the Food and Agriculture Organi
zation, agreed with Mr. Hall that one of the main problems 
was to find a use for the hardwood species which covered a 
far larger area of the world than did the conifers. 

He was particularly interested in the statement made by 
Mr. Ranghel on the situation in Colombia. Some of the papers 
that had been submitted showed that there had already been 
rome progress in devising special silvicultural technigues for 
tropical forests and FAO had established a regional office in 

Latin America which would serve as a centre for the exchange 
of useful information. 

With regard to the point made by Mr. H. A. Meyer about 
avoiding the depletion phase in the development of tropical 
forests, he stated that FAO was carrying out research on that 
subject. Experience had shown that it was possible to avoid 
the depletion phase. 

The CHAIRMAN summed up the discussion stating that, 
although forest management varied according to the different 
requirements of each country, it was always based on bi· 
ological, economic and social factors. He emphasized the need 
to keep the social factors in mind, for the forests were a source 
of work to many people and a source of pleasure to a great 
many more. 

In conclusion, he emphasized the need to continue research 
on the subject of forest management, for even in those coun
tries where the greatest progress had been made there was 
still much to be done. 
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Protective Functions of Forests 
C. R. RANGANATHAN 

ABSTRACT 

The protective influence of forests on the habitat has been noted and recorded from the earliest times. During the 
past 100 years this has been the subject of observation and study. Naturalists are convinced of the beneficial effects of 
forests on the meteorological and hydrological conditions and of the large part that properly distributed and well main· 
tained forests play in the well-being of rural and agricultural communities. 

Careful experimental studies have indicated that the influence of forests on major climatic factors (especially rain· 
fall) and on stream-flow may have been overstated; but generally speaking, the influence of forests is to mitigate and 
ameliorate excesses in the factors of the locality. 

Historical evidence from many countries proves conclusively that the soil and physical conditions deteriorate 
with the destruction of forests or their degradation through excessive grazing or burning. Forest devastation may in 
time lead to the destruction of the physical bases of life, the spread of desert conditions, and the extinction of the 
local civilization. 

Comparison of the protective efficiency of grassland, cropland and forest leads to the conclusion that the reactions 
of the forest on the climate and water regime of the locality are most constant and sustained. 

By forest is meant a community of trees possessing a more or less continuous canopy with or without subordinate 
shrubby or herbaceous vegetation. Such a forest renders the air inside it cool and damp, protects the soil from direct 
exposure to the sun, retards the flow of air currents and promotes the accumulation of an absorptive and protective 
layer of leaf-litter and humus on the floor. 

Forests are important pedogenic agents. The development of the soil and of the natural vegetation it supports are 
co-ordinate and interdependent. The moderating influence of forests on the temperature is distinctly noticeable. Trees 
act as pumps tapping the ground-water from considerable depths and transfer it as moisture to the air, thereby in· 
creasing the relative humidity. Forests affect the ground-water-table according to the initial nature of the soil and the 
topography: in dry soils and on slopes the water-holding capacity increases, but in ground liable to marshy or swampy 
conditions, forests tend to lower the water-table and exercise a draining effect. 

The influence of forests on rainfall has been much debated: while forests do not affect the primary meteorological 
causes of rainfall, they do have a noticeable effect on the incidence and distribution of local precipitation (as shown by 
observations in Ootacamund, South India, extending over a period of years). 

The problem of soil erosion arises from the imprudent use of land and the indiscriminate destruction of forest 
cover. Planned afforestation has an important role in the rehabilitation of eroded lands. Narrow shelter belts of trees 
can afford effective protection against wind erosion. The solution of the problem of soil erosion lies in rational land use. 

Forests perform a unique function of biological interest in affording shelter for wild fauna. They are also of con· 
siderable recreational value to man. 

On purely commercial considerations alone forests may not be as profitable as other uses to which the land can be 
put, but the steady supply of forest products and the protective benefits of a forest cover are of paramount importance. 
Such commercial considerations have no real place in the long term policies associated with state ownership of forests. 

INTRODL"CTORY 

The protective influence of forests on the habitat, not only 
immediately under their canopies but also for considerable 
distances around them, has been generally noted and recorded 
from the earliest times. The Rig Veda, which dates from about 
3,000 B.C., contains, for example, the following observation: 
"During dry weather, columns of vapours collect over forests 
and spatial rays attract waterhearing winds over them". During 
the past hundred years the indirect benefits of forests have been 
the subject of observation and study and efforts have been made 
to measure precisely the reactions of the forests on the tempe
rature, humidity and water regime of the locality. To foresters 
in general and to many naturalists it is almost an article of faith 
that the reactions of the forest on meteorological and hydro
logical conditions are both substantial and beneficial, and that 
the well-being of rural and agricultural communities is closely 
bound up with the preservation and proper distribution of 
forests. 

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE RE EFFECTS OF FORESTS ON CLIMATE ETC, 

Extravagant claims have occasionally been put forward as to 
the influence of forests on major climatic factors, notably rain
fall. It was, for instance, claimed that a system of contour 
trenches recently dug around a hill in Bamiabaru in Bihar (In-

dia) had not only improved the quality class of the local sal 
forest hut had also increased the local rainfall. The Indian 
Silvicultural Conference of 1939 investigated these claims in 
detail and came to the conclusion that "the data presented 
from Bihar do not justify the claims that contour trenches have 
so far had any appreciable effect on the climate or on the tree 
crop increment". The classical experiments of Engler and 
Burger at Emmenthal in Switzerland and the later experiments 
of Bates and Henry at Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado, were 
attempts to assess precisely the role of forests on stream-flow. 
The results of these experiments, especially those of the latter, 
suggested that the influence of forests on rainfall and water· 
supply had been overstated. As a reaction to the views of what 
may be called the orthodox school, it has been denied in some 
quarters that forests have any beneficial influence on rainfall 
or ground-water supplies. Instances have even been cited from 
South Africa, Australia and elsewhere to show that afforestation 
resulted in the drying up of running streams and springs or 
that deforestation was followed by dry streams running or new 
springs flowing. The superiority of grassland over forest land 
as a soil and water conserving agent has been sought to be 
demonstrated. Engineers have maintained that structures such 
as dams, reservoirs, weirs, terraces, retaining walls and the like 
are more potent and more reliable than forests in controlling 
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floods, regulating stream-flow and maintaining water-supplies. 
The literature on this controversy is extensive and growing 
apace. There is in fact a wide conflict of opinion and evidence 
as to the value and efficiency of the protective functions of 
forests. 

Some of this conflict is of a partisan nature. And some of it 
is no doubt due to a failure to appreciate the ecological status 
oi the particular forest in question and to the tacit but un
founded assumption that forests in all climates and terrains 
and in all stages of their succession have similar reactions on 
the local rainfall, humidity, water-supply, temperature and at
mospheric currents. Even in the field of soil conservation, where 
the value of the forest is not seriously questioned, its efficiency 
must vary according to whether it is deep-rooted or shallow
Tooted, deciduous or evergreen, coniferous or broad-leaved. 
To generalize from the results of observations or experiments 
in particular forests growing in specific conditions of climate 
and soil would be to repeat the mistake of the blind men in 
the fable, each of whom felt a different part of the elephant 
and described it variously as resembling a fan, a snake, a rope, 
a pillar, a wall and a spear. The forests of the world differ 
widely in form, structure, composition, and stage in succession, 
according to the climates and soils in which they grow and 
the biotic influences to which they are subject. The thorn and 
scrub forest of arid tracts is a very different thing from the 
tropical evergreen forest or from the coniferous forests of high 
altitudes and northern latitudes. The reactions of these widely 
different formations on the local meteorological and hydro
logical conditions may naturally be expected to be various. 
There is therefore nothing illogical or surprising in the fact 
that conflicting observations have been recorded. It may, how
{~ver, be stated as a general proposition that in so far as forests 
which are the product of the combined effect of the climate 
and the soil, react on these factors, their influence is to mitigate 
.and ameliorate excesses. 

It would be unprofitable to attempt a review of the numer
·ous experiments that have been made to assess the precise in
fluence of the forest on humidity, rainfall, soil erosion, stream
How, and so on. Most of these studies relate to European and 
American conditions. The conclusions arrived at are often dis
crepant and have done little to settle the old controversy to 
which reference has been made. It is doubtful whether the 
results arrived at under one set of conditions can be applied 
to another set of conditions even in the same general climate; 
the variables are so many. It is practically certain that con
clusions based on European and American experiments and 
<lbservations would need modifications before they could be 
applied safely to tropical and subtropical conditions. 

HISTORICAL EVIDENCE OF THE EVIL EFFECTS OF DESTRUCTION 

OF FOREST COVER 

The historical evidence to prove the deterioration of soil and 
physical conditions which follows on the destruction of forests 
is overwhelmingly conclusive. Instances can be cited from 
nearly all heavily populated countries. The process of deterio
ration is usually very similar everywhere. Forests are cleared 
and burnt for the expansion of cultivation or pasture, for 
securing protection from the menace of wild animals, or for 
rapid (and improvident) exploitation of timber or other re
sources. In the vicinity of villages and settlements such forests 
as are not put to the axe are progressively degraded by excessive 
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grazing, and burning for the sake of the tender grass which 
springs up with the first showers after the burn. Primitive 
methods of shifting cultivation are still practised involving 
stretches of good forests being felled and burnt for temporary 
cultivation which only lasts as long as the stored fertility of 
the forest soil can yield adequate crops. On vulnerable soils 
and sites, especially on sloping ground, these practises lead to 
cumulative erosion by wind or water, to the loss of the surface 
soil, to the deposition of erosion debris on fertile agricultural 
lands, to the reduction in the storage capacity of the soil, to the 
silting up of irrigation works, to the scouring of stream-beds 
and to the spread of aridity. These consequences of forest 
devastation may in time become so aggravated that the physical 
bases of life are destroyed, the countryside turns into a desert 
and the local civilization becomes extinct. 

These are not theoretical speculations. Mesopotamia, which 
history tells us was a fertile and prosperous land in the time 
of the Babylonians, Assyrians, Chaldeans and Persians, is now 
virtually a desert. The story of Palestine and Syria is similar. 
Erosion and recurrent floods caused by extensive destruction 
of natural vegetation have impoverished China. The historian 
Alexandre wrote "In the reign of Augustus, the forests which 
covered the Cevennes were cut down and burnt in mass. A vast 
territory then presented a surface absolutely stripped. But a 
scourge, until then unknown, spread terror from A vignon to 
the Bouche-du-Rhone ... this scourge is the mistral". The more 
recent experience of the United States of America of the bitter 
consequences of forest destruction is well known. 

In pre-British times India was a well-wooded country. As a 
result of the rapid growth of the population under the Pax 
Britannica and of a faulty land policy adopted by the early 
British administrators, very considerable areas of woodland 
which were under private ownership were cleared or otherwise 
abused. The twin evils of erosion and aridity soon appeared in 
many parts of the country, the most spectacular effects occurring 
on the friable soils of the Pabbi Hills and the Hoshiarpur Siwa
liks of the Punjab. Sir Gerald Trevor quoted telling instances 
of the extent of the damage caused by a supine land policy, 
in his speech at the Empire Forestry Conference of 1935: 
"When the Emperor Jehangir built the castle of Nurpur for 
his Queen, Nur Jahan, the Light of the World, he writes in 
his memoirs that the forest was so thick that a bird could 
hardly spread its wings. But if you go to that place to-day, you 
will see nothing but a denuded hill country, with hardly more 
than a few tufts of grass and thorn bush, on which a few goats 
eke out a miserable existence. And that has happened in a 
period of not more than three hundred years; in that time the 
dense forests which clothed the outer Himalayas have been 
reduced to a negligible amount. The Rajah of Kangra, himself 
the descendant of a very ancient line of kings, told me that 
they still point out where the machans and shooting butts were 
placed in the days of Maharaja Sansar Chand. To-day the sur
roundings are as bare as this floor, there is hardly cover for 
a hare, leave alone a deer". Sir Gerald also showed the con
ference a photograph of what looked like an elevated tower, 
but was in reality the steining of an ancient well exposed by 
severe erosion of the land around it. Similar instances can be 
multiplied from the Etawah and Agra region of the United 
Provinces, the Chota Nagpur plateau in Bihar and the Nilgiris 
in the south. Historical evidence in India as elsewhere is un
questionably conclusive as to the disasters which follow the 
indiscriminate clearance of forests. 
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PROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY OF FORESTS, GRASSLANDS AND 

CROPLANDS COMPARED 

Comparisons are often made of the relative protective effi
ciency of grassland, cropland and forest, sometimes to the 
detriment of the forest; balance sheets are prepared to indicate 
the net effect of these different types of vegetation on run-off, 
stream-Bow and underground water-supplies by setting off the 
losses due to transpiration and evaporation from the soil and 
the leaf canopy (of intercepted water) against the rainfall re
ceived. These data are interesting as showing the order of 
magnitude of the quantities involved, but they are as a rule 
inconclusive as they do not paint the whole picture. In tracts 
where the climax vegetation is a form of forest, the vegetational 
alternatives to it are either agriculural crops or pasture. By 
hypothesis these latter forms of vegetation owe their origin and 
continuance to human intervention. This intervention may 
take various forms, such as clearing, burning, grazing, weeding 
and disturbance of the soil by cultivation. The management of 
grasslands implies the recurring incidence of a rather intense 
biotic factor, namely, grazing by domestic animals, which is 
necessarily accompanied by a reduction of the density of the 
grass cover as well as a reduction in the infiltration capacity of 
the soil aggravated by the induration caused by the tread of 
animals. On steep slopes or loose soils these factors may initiate 
erosion. Burning, which is often associated with grazing, pro
duces similar deleterious consequences. \Vhatever may be the 
theoretical value of grassland in protecting water-supply and 
preventing erosion, as experimentally assessed, the nature of 
the use to which grassland is put involves risks which are only 
too often realized in practice. Under practical conditions, a well 
managed forest is a more reliable protective agent than a well 
managed pasture. 

In most forms of agriculture a seasonal crop is raised, which 
occupies the ground for a few months at a time. There are 
therefore periods in the year during which the ground is bare 
of crops or the crop is too young to play an important part as 
a soil cover or as a hydrological agent. These periods often 
coincide with the seasons when heavy rain storms occur. But 
the reactions of the forest on the water regime and the climate 
of the locality are more constant and more sustained than those 
of other forms of vegetation. This is a point of importance. 
If the protective influence of grassland and cropland on the 
soil and on water-supply and stream-Bow, however great it may 
be under optimum conditions, is liable to serious fluctuation 
and diminution as a result of common practices associated with 
them, then the proper basis of comparison should be the pro
tective effects at their minima under different vegetational 
covers. No doubt the protective efficiency of the forest also 
varies according to whether it is in leaf or not during periods 
of storms, but under tropical conditions it is unusual for all the 
trees in the forest to be leafless at the same time. Forest regenera
tion practises in protection forests do not as a rule involve the 
baring of the ground to any serious extent. Even in the leafless 
conditions the forest still retains a considerable part of its pro
tective power. 

THE ATTRIBUTES OF A FOREST F.NU;>.rERATED 

In discussing the protective functions of forests a many· 
sided question - more satisfactory results will be obtained 
under present conditions by a priori reasoning, making full use 
of the broad findings of scientific research. In this argument we 
must confine our attention to only those types of vegetation, 

whether natural or artificial, which possess the commonly recog· 
nized attributes of a forest. That is to say, the forest is, for our 
present purpose, a community of trees of one or more species, 
with or without subordinate shrubby or herbaceous vegetation. 
extending over a considerable area and possessing a more or 
less continuous canopy. Such a formation differs from both 
grassland and cropland in that it functions actively both in 
the air and in the soil at considerably greater distances from 
the surface level. The tree canopies may be elevated 100 ft. 
or more and are rarely less than 25 ft. above ground-level. 
The root systems of the trees may penetrate to depths of 100ft. 
or more or even when superficial they may extend through 
the top 6 to 10 ft. of the soil. 

THE EFFECTS OF A FOREST COVER 

The elevation of the canopy above ground-level produce;; 
several effects. There is a variable but always appreciable depth 
of enclosed air within the forest, whicl1 is cooler and damper 
than the air outside the forest. The ground is shielded from 
direct exposure to the sun; the temperature on the floor of the 
forest is consequently lowered with the result that evaporation 
from the surface is reduced, and the chemical processes involved 
in the break-down of the leaf litter and the metabolism of the 
soil fauna and flora are slowed down. The Bow of air currents 
is retarded by the obstruction of the tree trunks and foliage. 
Leaf litter and humus tend to accumulate to form a buffer 
between the surface of the soil and the air. This layer of litter 
and humus has a high absorptive capacity for water and pro
tects the soil proper from the direct impact of falling rain 
whose force has already been broken by the interception of 
the canopy. The infiltration capacity of the soil is improved 
by the admixture of organic residues resulting from the break
down of the leaf litter. The soil is protected from surface sealing 
such as would be caused by the direct impact of rain and the 
rapid flow of water along the surface. The channels and cavities 
left by decayed roots, and the burrows and holes made by rats, 
mice, voles, snakes, squirrels and earthworms (all of which find 
an ample food supply in the floor of the forest) enhance the 
downward trend of water, while the tree trunks, protruding 
surface roots, fallen twigs and branches, the leaf litter and the 
ground vegetation retard the surface run-off. Anything which 
delays surface flow must inevitably increase infiltration so long 
as the soil is unsaturated. In tropical climates the rate of break 
down of the leaf litter is rapid and appreciable layers of litter 
and humus cannot often be distinguished, especially in rather 
open mixed deciduous forests which are as a rule much subject 
to grazing. In such cases a form of low vegetation composed of 
grass and herbs is usually present and protects the soil in much 
the same way as a layer of litter, unless it has been destroyed 
by fire. 

REACTIONS OF THE .FOREST ON THE SOIL 

There is little controversy as to the protective and construc
tive effects of the forest on the soil. In discussing the reactions 
of the forest on the soil, it is useful to remember that the 
development of both the soil and the natural vegetation it 
supports are co-ordinate and interdependent, and that both are 
conditioned by the climate. Developmental succession of plant 
communities takes place as a result of the reactions of plant life 
on the soil through the addition of organic matter, the appear
ance of soil fauna and flora, the progressive modification of 
the micro-climate, the maturing of the soil by physical and 
chemical changes brought about by the plants themselves and 
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the profound modification of the water regime of the soil. 
These reactions increase in scale and intensity as the vegetation 
advances to the woody and canopied stage and moves forward 
to the climatic climax. Forests are thus important pedogenic 
agents. Weathering, however intense and prolonged, can only 
produce comminuted rock particles; and soils in the strict sense 
of the term, which are capable of producing food and sustaining 
life, can only be produced by a long occupation of the ground 
by natural vegetation of which the forest is the final and most 
powerfully reactive type. 

THE MODERATING INFLUENCE OF .FORESTS 0:-1 TEMPERATURE 

An obvious influence of the forest on atmospheric conditions 
is the effect on the temperature. This effect is due to both phy· 
sica! and biological causes. The screening action of the foliage 
prevents the sun's rays from heating up the forest soil to the 
same extent as in the open, and during night time prevents 
the rapid loss of heat by radiation. The leaves utilize the sun's 
rays for building up organic substances by photosynthesis. Heat 
is used up during transpiration. The moderating influence of 
the forest on temperature is due to these causes. The effects 
of the cooler air in the forest may be felt for some distance 
around it through breezes set up in calm weather by the inter
change of cooled air from the forest with the warm air from 
outside during day time. The direction of these currents is 
reversed during night time with opposite results. The cooling 
effect of the forest is most marked in summer. This effect may 
be felt for several hundred yards above the forest and has 
often been observed by airmen flying over forests. 

FOREST AS A HYDROLOGICAL AGENT 

The function of the forest as a hydrological agent has evoked 
a great deal of speculation and controversy. A tree produces its 
substance by absorbing from the soil large quantities of water 
containing minerals in low concentration, retains the minerals, 
uses some of the water for making carbohydrates with the help 
of the carbon dioxide of the air and for other purposes, and 
discharges by far the greater part of the water into the atmo
sphere .in the form of water vapour by transpiration. It has 
been estimated that in order to produce a pound of dry sub
stance the forest puts into circulation some 300 lb. of water. 
This means that an acre of forest with a current annual incre
ment of 150 cub. ft. draws about 1,000 tons of water from the 
soil and discharges it into the air as water vapour. Not only 
does the forest do this regularly from year to year without 
interruption, but it obtains its supplies of ground-water not 
merly from the surface layers of the soil, as in the case of 
grasses and field crops, but also from the subsoil often down 
to the water table. Trees thus act as pumps tapping the ground
water to considerable depths and transferring it to the air. They 
make an important contribution to the total quantity of moist
ure in the air while at the same time causing an increase in the 
relative humidity by their cooling effect on the air. The air 
above a forest is often nearer saturation point than that above 
grassland, cropland or bare land, and the chances of conden
sation of water from douds arc correspondingly greater in the 
former. These chances are further increased by what is termed 
the orographical effect of the forest, this effect being due to the 
fact that the canopy functions as the surface cover for forests; 
since the canopy is some distance above the level of the ground, 
the forest behaves in much the same way as a low hill. 

FORESTS AND THE WATER TABLE 

The net effect of forest on the water table and on ground· 
water supplies depends on the nature of the succession. If the 
land was initially rock or sand, the effect of the succession 
(lithoseral or psammoscral) would be to increase its water
holding capacity and to raise the water table. If on the other 
hand the land was first formed by the silting up of lakes, 
marshes, swamps, etc., the effect would be to drain the soil 
and lower the water table. A relapse to the original conditions 
may therefore be expected to take place in varying degrees, 
when forest is cleared, especially in the earlier stages of the 
succession. Thus in the famous Nilambur teak plantations, 
dearfelling of the teak has on certain sites led to the production 
of swampy conditions. ln sites carrying a tropical evergreen 
forest such profound changes in the moisture and other rela
tions follow clearance that the secondary growth on such areas 
is generally deciduous owing to the drier conditions, and it may 
be a long time before the evergreen species resume possession 
of the ground. The felling of forest in dry and rocky areas is 
followed by an aggravation of the dry conditions. 

The influence of the forest on the water table and ground
water supplies also depends on the topography of the land. On 
slopes the forest tends to increase the ground-water by retarding 
surface run-off, delaying the melting of snow and promoting 
infiltration. On fiat ground, these effects become much less 
important, and the water table may often be lowered by the 
sustained transpiration of the forest. 

FORESTS AND RAINFALL 

The influence of forests on rainfall has been subject to debate 
over a long period. The primary causes of rainfall are concerned 
with great currents of cold and warm air, the direction of trade 
winds and monsoons, the disposition of mountains and the 
amount of oceanic and continental evaporation. These factors 
operate on so large a scale that it is, to say the least, improbable 
that the presence or absence of forests, even of vast extent, 
could make any significant difference to the general rainfall of 
any tract of country. 

An exhaustive enquiry was ordered by the Government of 
India in 1906 into the relation between forests and atmospheric 
and soil moisture in all the Indian provinces. A thorough ana
lysis was made by the Local Governments of all available sta
tistics of rainfall and of the level of underground water and 
flood crests. After careful consideration of the replies received 
from the Local Governments, the Government of India con
cluded that the influence of forests on rainfall was probably 
small, but that the denudation of the soil, owing to the destruc
tion of forests, might, as far as India was concerned, be looked 
upon as an established fact. As regards the effect of forest pre
servation on rainfall and the underground water-supply, there 
was not sufficient information to justify any change in the 
principles on which the forest policy of the Government was 
based. 

It is now generally accepted that claims that forests increase 
the general rainfall of a region to any appreciable extent are 
unsustainable. But to maintain that forests are altogether with
out influence on the incidence and distribution of rainfall, even 
over limited tracts in their immediate neighbourhood, would be 
to deny that the various physical and psychrometric reactions 
of the forest, to which reference has been made, have any effect 
on local precipitations. Such a view would be opposed to both 
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reason and experience. The data given by Dr. Voelcker in his 
report entitled "Improvement of Indian Agriculture" are of 
great interest in this connection. These figures relate to Oota· 
camund and its neighbourhood on the Nilgiri Hills, which be
fore 1870 were nearly bare of trees "so much so that a photo
graph taken about that time has no resemblance whatever to 
the now thickly wooded station, the result of a large amount of 
planting by Government and by private individuals" ... "Tak
ing all the months of the year except June, July and August 
(which are excluded because the rains of this period are not 
local in origin, but are those of the south-west monsoon and 
come from a distance), it was found that during the treeless 
period 1870-1874 there was a total of 374 rainy days only, 
whilst during t11e wooded period 1886-1890 there were 416 
rainy days. Further than this, it was ascertained that the char
acter of the rainfall had altered witllin late years, light and 
regular rain-showers taking, to a great extent, the place of 
destructive occasional torrents. The agricultural importance of 
these facts is very great indeed". Dr. Voelcker's figures were 
brought up to date by the Inspector-General of Forests in his 
evidence before the Agricultural Commission in India. 

r87o-r874 
r886-r8go 
rgo2-rgo6 
rgr8--rg22 

Period 
RaiTry days excluding June, 

July and August 

He added "It thus seems clear that the number of rainy days 
in the Nilgiri Hills has increased with tlle increase of forests 
on those hills. On the 467 rainy days in 1902-1906 the rainfall 
was 165 inches; on tlle 481 rainy days in 1918-1922 the rainfall 
was 177 inches". 

Nicholson quotes the case of Chota Nagpur to illustrate how 
deforestation may result in decrease of rain. "About 50 years 
ago when the district was well wooded, afternoon showers 
known as instability rain, were fairly frequent during the hot 
weather and at that time several tea gardens were opened up. 
During the last half century the forests (which were private) 
have been destroyed. There is no evidence to show that the 
monsoon rainfall has been affected thereby but so serious has 
been the decrease in instability rain that tea gardens can no 
longer in-fill and they are dying out". 

Witllout claiming any influence for the forest on the great 
meteorological factors which primarily determine the rainfall 
of a region, it may be recognized that forests tend to increase 
local precipitation (i) to a slight and possibly measurable ex
tent by their orographical effect, (ii) to a variable but signi
ficant extent by bringing about occult precipitation through 
condensation of moisture in the form of dew and mist, and 
(iii) to a substantial extent by causing, in certain conditions, 
instability rains. It is also very probable that forests exercise 
a beneficial influence on the distribution of rainfall. 

FORESTS AND TilE PROBLEM OF SOIL EROSION (I) BY WATER 

AND (II) BY WIND 

The problem of soil erosion, which has assumed menacing 
proportions in many countries including India, is primarily 
due to imprudent use of land; forests have been destroyed 
without thought or plan, in the mistaken belief that they were 

inexhaustible, for the expansion of agriculture and pasture; 
shifting cultivation is rife in undeveloped countries; wasteful 
logging and exploitation, without regard to the "potentialities" 
of the forest and to regeneration, have been practised in some 
highly developed countries. The damaging effect of fires on 
the protective functions of the forest has been recently demon
strated by experiments in Central California by tlle U.S. Forest 
Service. Excessive grazing has a similar effect. Accelerated 
erosion is therefore an entirely man-made problem, and its pre· 
vention is consequently wholly in his hands. 

Under natural conditions, the ground is always covered by 
a mantle of vegetation, except where the conditions are so ex
treme as to exclude vegetation. Over most parts of the earth, 
wherever human settlements exist, the natural climax vegeta
tion is usually a form of forest. The progress of civilization 
through its nomadic, pastoral, agricultural and industrial phases 
has been marked by a progressively intensive and extensive 
destruction of the natural forests of the world. A stage is, how
ever, frequently reached when the unchecked destruction of 
forests by man recoils on him; outraged nature has often taken 
its revenge by making it impossible for man to continue to 
subsist in the tracts devastated by him. The protective value of 
well-managed forests is now realized in most countries. But 
man must live and he needs land to grow his food and graze 
his cattle and it is clearly impossible for all the land or even 
any large pa.rt of it to be retained under forest. The solution 
of the problem lies in a rational use of land. 

In a state of nature the forest affords complete protection 
against all forms of erosion other than geological erosion. Agri
culture inevitably implies the total rejection of the protective 
effects of natural vegetation, since it involves frequent disturb
ance of the soil by tillage and the replacement of the natural 
vegetational cover by an artificial grouping of short-lived food 
and/or commercial plants. In the nature of things agriculture 
cannot play a constructive or defensive role, in so far as the soil 
is concerned, without the aid of costly special techniques of 
cultivation, of engineering measures and of the protective 
function of suitably disposed forests. 

In most populous countries the forest receives the lowest 
priority in land use, being simply relegated to residual sites not 
required for cultivation or grazing. As a general proposition it 
is of course proper tllat agriculture and animal husbandry 
should come before forestry. But this principle requires quali
fication if its blind application is not to lead to tlle jeopardy 
of tlle very interests it seeks to promote. On certain types of 
land the right use is not agriculture but forestry. As a general 
rule, cultivation should be excluded from slopes exceeding 20 
per cent, where erosion is a danger to be guarded against; such 
slopes should be placed under grass or forest. On slopes exceed
ing 30 per cent the land should be retained under its natural 
cover, which, in humid regions, is generally forest, and grazing 
should be excluded. 

Even on gentle slopes is may be expedient to keep the land 
under complete or interrupted natural cover, if the soil or rock 
formation is highly erodible or the locality is subject to storms 
of great intensity. These general recommendations will of course 
need modification according to local conditions. 

Forestry has an important part to play not only in preventing 
erosion but also in rehabilitating eroded lands. This is usually 
an uphill task, as in most cases the top soil has probably been 
lost, and the process of recovery is slow and expensive. There 
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is, however, no practicable alternative to forestation in such 
eases, and success depends on the rigorous exclusion of grazing 
and fire and, in aggravated eases, on the adoption of water 
conservation measures such as contour trenching and bunding. 

While the influence of forests on the water regime of a tract 
and on stream-flow and flood control is most pronounced in 
hilly areas, their effect in breaking the force of winds and ar
resting wind erosion is most marked on extensive featureless 
plains. The action of shelter belts is essentially to present a 
mechanical obstacle to the free sweep of wind currents so as 
to retard their velocity and deflect them upwards. The result 
is to minimize their desiccating effect on the crops to the lee
ward of the belt and their power of lifting soil. Any solid 
obstacle would produce the same results, but a front of tree 
growth is cheaper and more effective in that it permits the 
passage of air gently through, while exercising a screening 
action on it. Quite narrow widths of belt are adequate for the 
purpose; in the United States of America a width of 8 rods 
is recommended. Shelter belts one chain wide have been found 
to be effective in preventing sand drifts from the dry bed of 
the Hagari River in South India, although it is likely that an 
increased width would produce additional benefits by humidi
fying the air through transpiration, resulting in reduced trans
piration losses of the cultivation leeward of the belt. Where 
mortality of field crops by desiccation is a danger to be feared 
and countered, it would be necessary to secure the biological 
benefits of the forest, in addition to the mechanical protection 
afforded by it; this could be done by creating shelter belts of 
considerable width and extent. In general, however, the height 
of the shelter belt is more important than its width, provided 
it is dense enough and the trees are in leaf during the cntical 
period of wind storms. The distance to which the protective 
effect of shelter belts extends has been variously estimated at 
from twenty to thirty times the height of the belt. 

FORESTS AS THE HOME OF WILD-LIFE 

One of the unfortunate results which follow the destruction 
of forests is the extinction of wild-life associated with them. In 
countries like England where the original natural vegetation 
has been almost completely destroyed wild animals have either 
entirely disappeared or are rare curiosities. In many cases in 
India the burning and felling of forests are expressly under
taken for the purpose of ridding the locality of dangerous car
nivores such as tigers and panthers, or pests to field crops such 
as pigs, deer, sambhar and elephants. While it is true that agri
culture and village communities must be made safe from the 
depredations of wild animals, hardly any intelligent person 
would view with equanimity the total disappearance of wild
life from his country. An India without tigers and elephants 
would be unthinkable. And yet their numbers have dwindled 
considerably during the last century. The shrinking forests of 
the country are now their last refuge. If care is not taken to 
preserve the forests and protect wild-life from the unscrupul
ous shikari, some of our rarer animals will become extinct, as 
the lion and the rhinoceros have almost become. Economic 
justification for the preservation of wild-life is not always easy 
to produce, but even on economic grounds insectivorous forest 
birds pay their way by keeping insect pests of agricultural crops 
in check. Elephant capturing operations are a regular and lu
crative activity of Indian forest departments. In sheltering 
wild-life the forest performs a unique function of great bio
I ogical interest. 

RANGANATHAN 

THE RECREATIONAL VALUE OF FORESTS 

Finally a word may be said about the recreational value ol 
the forest. Quite apart from the freshness and purity of the 
forest air so greatly valued by picnicking town-dwellers, the 
forest makes an instant appeal to a deep-rooted aesthetic and 
spiritual sense in man. Trees, especially en masse, are objects 
of beauty. The forest is not just a collection of trees, shrubs and 
herbs. Together with the animal life which it harbours, it con
stitutes an organic entity with a life and laws of its own, gay 
and cheerful or dark and menacing by turns but always myste
rious. A holiday spent in the forest brings peace and refresh
ment to tired and harassed men. The recreational value of a 
forest is not the least of the benefits it confers on men. 

CONCLUSION 

Even in many aspects of productive forestry, rigidly conven
tional considerations of profit and loss, returns on invested 
capital and the like may be out of place. If the question were 
reduced to the simple terms of whether a particular piece of 
land would pa)' more under field crops or pasture, or as build
ing sites or an amusement park or under a host of other profit
able but unproductive land uses, the answer may often go 
against forestry. If purely commercial considerations of profit 
and loss are allowed free play, it may well happen that existing 
forests may be dear-felled or over-felled to take advantage of 
a period of high prices, or that forest land may be converted 
to other temporarily more profitable uses. The result will be 
a reduction in the supply of timber, firewood and other forest 
products, with unhappy repercussions not only on the direct 
consumers but also on the supply of raw material to wood
based industries. To this should be added the loss of the literal
ly inestimable protective benefits of forests. These dangers are 
real and inevitable under a system of private ownership of 
forests and furnish the raison d'etre for state ownership of 
forests in all progressive countries. Under state ownership the 
economics of forestry are radically transformed. There need 
no longer be any need to show immediate profits at any cost. 
The steady employment that ordered forestry assures, and the 
full and uninterrupted supply of wood and forest products to 
the public and wood-using industries are factors on the credit 
side of State forestry, The protective benefits of forests are 
thrown in for good measure and in defending the land against 
the evils of erosion, aridity and dim a tic excesses, forests per
form services no less valuable and no more expressible in terms 
of money than those rendered by the defence forces of a country. 
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Protective Functions of the Forest 
R. R.VVATERER,C.B.E. 

ABSTRACT 

Cyprus is an island of 3,572 sq. miles consisting of two mountain ranges with a central plain between. The annual 
rainfall varying from 8 to 45 inches according to altitude etc., falls during the five winter months. 

Under population pressure the forest boundaries have receded to the more inaccessible mountain areas. Forest 
now covers only 18 per cent of the total land area and even this has been wasted by years of tiring and unrestricted 
grazing the eradication of which latter was an essential preliminary to reafforestation. The aims of Cyprus forest policy 
in order of importance are: 

1. Improvement of water catchment and protection of hiUsides from erosion. Cyprus is in the grip of erosion. The 
forest crop, although already sufficient for the prevention of landslides from the main catchments and the reduction of 
soil movement to the rivers, is still insufficient to conserve the water-supplies on which agriculture depends. 

2. To provide forest produce for local use. From her existing forests Cyprus can eventually become self-supporting 
in timber but certainly not in wood fuel. Conversion first to oil fuel and then to electricity can reduce wood consump· 
tion. New plantations of fast growing species on derelict land in populated areas can increase supplies. 

3. To exploit the scenic value of forests for tourism. 
4. To provide employment for forest villages. 
5. To provide revenue for the community. 

This paper is limited to the island of Cyprus, where owing 
to prevailing local conditions, the forests play a particularly 
important role in the daily life of the community. 

Cyprus is a hilly island of some 3,572 square miles. Its con· 
figuration is very variable but it is dominated by two mountain 
ranges in the north and south, separated by a broad agricultural 
plain. The northern mountains are a long narrow precipitous 
range of limestones rising to 3,300 ft. while the southern moun
tains are a broad and massive range of igneous formations 
rising to 6,400 ft. The climate is of the dryland type prevailing 
in the eastern Mediterranean area. Rainfall occurs mainly in 
winter from November to March and varies from about 8 to 
45 inches according to altitude, locality and season; it usually 
comes in heavy local downpours that may do much damage and 
cause flooding. The remaining seven months of the year form 
the dry season during which little or no rain may fall and long 
periods of hot and arid conditions preYail. 

The island has been populated by successive waves of civi
lization for thousands of years so that the pressure of population 
upon the land has been an important factor for a very long 
period. Misuse and degradation of land is very old and has 
resulted in much of the area being ruined by soil erosion. 

Cyprus was once a forest-covered island but its forests are 
now reduced to about 18 per cent of the total land area and are 
mostly situated on the upper altitudes of the two mountain 
ranges. Forest soils are very thin with much outcropping rock, 
the angle of slope is steep to precipitous. The natural forest 
crop on the dry slopes is predominantly of the coniferous high 
forest type mixed with an under-story of hardwoods and bush 

cover. In the narrow valley-bottoms, broad-leafed high forest 
prevails. For centuries the forests have been wasted out by un· 
restricted firing, grazing and cutting, till of the remaining areas, 
only about 20 per cent are fully productive, the remaining 80 
per cent being either under-stocked or of an unproductive age. 
For seventy years forest administration has been applied to 
some extent, but in recent years the forests have been very 
carefully protected and managed to yield maximum long-term 
benefits for the community. }'orest policy requires complete 
protection which necessitates the eradication of all forest graz· 
ing as an essential preliminary before reafforestation can be 
applied. Eradication of grazing is nearly complete but has only 
been attained by providing the forest graziers with a fair deal 
and a better livelihood. After paying compensation for the loss 
of forest grazing privileges, it has been necessary to provide ex· 
goatherds with forest employment or to assist them to take up 
alternative livelihood. This policy has been very successful and 
has proved to be the cheapest form of reafforestation, for once 
the flocks are cleared from the forests it is astonishing how 
quickly natural regeneration appears to heal the thinly stocked 
areas that have been degraded by past firing and grazing. 

The fundamental aims of forest management in Cyprus in 
the order of importance attached to them are: 

l. To establish and maintain a fully stocked forest cover to 
provide complete protection of the hillsides from soil erosion. 
Similarly also to provide and maintain effective rain-water 
catchment to minimize loss of water and flood damage, and so 
to preserve surplus waters for summer irrigation. 

2. To provide and maintain maximum yields of timber, fuel, 
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charcoal and other forest products on the basis of regular sus
tained yields. 

3. 'To exploit the scenic value of the forests as national 
amenity areas for the development of recreation, health and 
prosperity from the expansion of the tourist trade and hill 
station resorts. 

4. To provide employment for the maximum number of 
forest workers particularly in the forest village communities. 

5. To provide revenues for the state and for village com
munities. 

The climatic and local conditions existing in Cyprus make 
water conservation a vital necessity. It is therefore the first aim 
of forest management to provide an effective forest cover to 
conserve rainfall and so prevent it being wasted by reaching 
the sea. To attain this object it is necessary to maintain both 
a high forest crop and also a sufficient under-story of bush 
growth and soil cover to provide efficient water catchment. It 
is for this reason, amongst others, that it is so essential to era
dicate all forest grazing flocks, for they consume forest regene
ration, bush growth and soil cover vegetation, and thus very 
greatly impair the water catchment efficiency of forests. 

The absorptive capacity of the underlying rock is a matter 
of great importance. Thus the northern mountain range is 
composed of a limestone which absorbs rainfall well. The 
forests on that range are mostly in a very wasted-out condition 
but even so the loss of water from run-off, though considerable, 
is not so great as would be the case if the range were formed of 
a less porous rock. Once reallorestation has been attained there 
should be no loss of run-off water from these forests. It is most 
important that there should be no loss for many perennial 
springs have their source at the foot of this range. These waters 
form vital domestic and irrigation supplies for many communi
ties on both sides of the range. The southern range is formed 
of igneous rocks which arc much less absorptive of rainfall and 
so the density of the forest crop on this range needs to be more 
(()mplete in order to provide equally effective water catchment. 
The southern range docs not produce numerous spring flow;, 
;;s is the case from the northern limestones, but summer waters 
;,re discharged as perennial stream-flows. It is significant that 
the only perennial streams in Cyprus arc those flowing from 
the forests. In such a climate the function of the forests to con
serve water in winter and to release it during the dry period is 
the most valuable role they can play, for in fact the community 
could not exist without those water-supplies. 

Cyprus is seriously in the grip of soil erosion which causes 
much damage and loss to the community. It must therefore be 
a first aim of forest management to maintain a protective crop 
on the highland areas to prevent soil movement and loss. The 
forest crop is already sufficient to prevent heavy rain from 
discharging masses of rubble onto the cultivated lands below, 
as is frequently the case with lands situated at the foot of un
protected hills. This is well illustrated by the streams leaving 
the forests being the only ones that flow clear and free from 
silt, whereas the torrents carrying run-off from the unprotected 
hills are laden to capacity with silt resembling liquid soil flow
ing to the sea. This form of protection for the farm lands lying 
below the forests is a very real and valuable insurance against 
destruction of those lands at times of heavy rains. 

To provide and maintain maximum sustained yields of forest 
products is the second object of forest management. At present 
with only about 20 per cent of the forest area productive, 

WATERER 

C)prus can produce only half its requirements in timber. The 
balance must be supplied from imports which are costly and 
may become increasingly difficult to obtain. It is clear therefore 
that a great benefit will have been attained when the island 
can be made self-supporting in timber. This is assured by the 
rate at which the growing stock is now being built up over the 
80 per cent of unproductive areas. 

The fuel position is far more difficult than is that of timber. 
For centuries the whole fuel requirements of the island have 
been met from its dwindling wood-fuel resources. Hillsides have 
been stripped of their forest cover to supply this ever-increasing 
demand. Pressure for fuel has therefore been one of the main 
causes of soil erosion. Recently, however, this evil has been 
temporarily arrested by successful conversion to oil and coal 
fuels. This has given the forests a much needed period of rest 
in which to build up their growing stock, but it has had the 
disadvantage of making the island dependent upon imported 
fuels. It is hoped, however, that the future fuel position may 
be assured when the island has a grid system of electrification 
now being installed, and by the possible location of oil fuel in 
Cyprus. Future supplies of wood fuel for domestic needs can 
only be met, firstly, by relieving the pressure on the forests till 
they can be brought back to full productivity and, secondly, 
by the establishment of sufficient village and farm plantations 
and tree crops to enable villages to be self-supporting in wood 
fuel. Forest policy aims at creating numerous village fuel plan
tations to supply the villages with fuel. These plantations are 
only established at the request of villages and provided they 
undertake future maintenance responsibilities. Establishment 
costs are met by the state, but the resulting plantations become 
village communal forests to supply both produce and revenue 
for the village community concerned. All future technical man
agement is controlled by the Government Forest Service. This 
movement is very popular and there is no doubt that it forms 
an important part in forest policy for not only are derelict and 
unproductive lands reclaimed to useful tree crops, but it deve
lops communal responsibility towards the maintenance of 
forests as national assets that play a vital part in the daily lives 
of the people. 

The third object of forest management is to develop the 
forests as areas of public amenity. In the Mid-East, well stocked 
high forests and the beautiful scenery which they provide arc 
indeed rare. Cyprus is fortunate in having mountain forests at 
altitudes which not only provide beautiful scenery, but also 
cool and pleasant temperatures during the long hot summer 
season, and cold weather and winter sports during the short 
winter season. This combination of circumstances situated with
in easy reach of territories with hot, dry, barren and desolate 
conditions during the summer season, makes Cyprus increasing
ly popular for its hill stations. The hill resorts are situated in 
or near the forest areas, and it is obvious that the popularity 
of those resorts is very largely because of the scenery, coolness 
and shade provided by the forests. Without the forests these 
resorts would be ruined. These circumstances give the forests, 
an indirect and unasscssable value which is very high indeed, 
for upon the efficient maintenance and development of the 
forests depends a considerable proportion of the tourist trade. 
This scenic value of the forests is carefully developed and ex
ploited as a main object of forest management. 

To apply successful forestry it is necessary to enlist the batk· 
ing of public opinion. The public are far more susceptible to· 
recognize the value of their forests in terms of beautiful scenery 
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or the memory of the pleasure and convenience of their passage 
through the forests, than to recognize their scientific or econo· 
mic values. Great care is therefore taken to preserve and exploit 
the scenic value of the forests by providing well traced and good 
surfaced roads and a telephone service throughout the forest. 
Similarly forest rest-houses are available for public use as an 
essential convenience for visitors. The public are encouraged 
to visit their forests and to use them as national parks for the 
enjoyment of healthy recreation. The forests are also used as 
game reserves where wild-life can enjoy protection and be seen 
and studied by the public and as areas in which the natural 
flora and plant associations can be preserved and studied. Ex· 
planatory excursions to the forests are organized and encour
aged; members of the Press, farmers, schools, municipal and 
village authorities, leading citizens and so on are particularly 
welcome. By these means public opinion is built up behind 
the forests. 

The fourth object of forest management is that the forests 
should provide the maximum amount of employment and 
livelihood for the community. It is desirable that the forests 
should be surrounded by amicable village communities that 
derive a considerable proportion of their livelihood and pros· 
perity from employment connected with the forests. Equally 
necessary is it that the standard of life, prosperity and the deve
lopment of social amenity in the forest villages should be raised 
as high as possible. Only by such means can the forests be sur
rounded by friends and protectors instead of by enemies and 
destroyers. In this respect much progress had been made. For
merly most of the forest village communities were forest graziers, 
illiterate and living on a very low standard of life that was 
little better than that of the animals they herded. Since forest 
communications and development have made possible the ap
plication of sound silviculture and reafforestation, forest graz· 
ing is disappearing and the ex-graziers are employed as forest 
workers earning good wages, their children are educated and 
their standard of life has been very greatly increased. As the 
forest crop is built up to a normal productive stocking, so 
employment and prosperity in the forest villages increases. 
Some ex-grazing villages situated inside the forests are being 
moved to new and more suitable sites outside the forests. One 
such community is being resettled as an experiment in social 
uplift. The new village is planned as a model modern village 
and the future prosperity of this community is based upon 
irrigated agriculture from water piped out of the forest for this 
purpose. It is hoped that this experiment may serve as an 
example to a number of other backward forest-grazing com· 
munities. The standard of prosperity has been stepped up in 
a number of forest villages by developing the use of water
supplies flowing from the forests and thus encouraging farming 
to replace goat grazing as a main occupation and livelihood. 

The fifth object of forest management is to produce revenues 
for the community. This is accomplished in two ways. The main 
source of revenue is derived from exploitation of the State 
Forests for the general revenues of the State. There is, however, 
another form of revenue from the village fuel areas, perhap; 
better described as communal village forests. These revenues 
go into the funds of the villages that maintain such communa. 
forests. At present these revenues are small because the plan 
tations are not yet in production, but ultimately attractive reve· 
nues will go into village funds from this source. The popularity 
of communal village plantations should be greatly stimulated 
when such crops yield the villages both with forest produce and 
also with village funds for social and other village improve· 
ments. 

The State forests are not yet able to show a sustained profit 
on a normal year's working. This is inevitable while only 20 
per cent of the area is productive, but as the future crops grows 
into production it is clear that a handsome profit will be forth· 
coming to swell the general revenue and thus to relieve the 
community of some of the burden of taxation. 

Land use in Cyprus, as in many other territories, is broadly 
allocated to forestry on the steep, thinly soiled lands of the 
higher elevations and to agriculture on the more gently sloping 
and deeper soiled lowlands. The area of land used for agri· 
cultural purposes is approximately four times greater than that 
occupied by forestry, and so the task of supplying the needs of 
agriculture is a proportionately great one. Normally the role 
of forestry is to serve the needs of agriculture in some degree, 
but in Cyprus because the rainfall is concentrated in the winter 
months the forests have a vital part to play in providing summer 
waters for irrigation and domestic purposes. 

The villages also require considerable quantities of forest 
produce for their farming needs; most of this material is sup· 
plied from the forests. The demand is mainly for constructional 
timber, fuel, hardwoods for constructing ploughs, cart wheels 
and various other implements. Also there is a big demand for 
wild olive grafting stocks for transplanting to farm lands, which 
is encouraged to establish tree crops in private lands. 

There are still extensive areas of derelict hill lands that have 
been grazed out and degraded to eroding waste lands, some of 
these areas are situated on valuable highland water catchment.~. 
It is therefore an essential part of long-term forest policy to 
acquire such areas, add them to the existing state forests, and 
to reclaim them to a productive forest crop as the best form of 
economic land use for which they are suitable. Similarly the 
derelict fired or grazed out areas in the State forests arc being 
systematically reafforested so that the whole forest area shall be 
under fully stocked forest crops as soon as is possible. 
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Protection Forestry 
E. N. MUNNS 

ABSTRACT 

In the United States, one may say that protective forestry, once a dominant factor in forest resource development, 
has been subordinated to the production of wood. Now that water shortages are being felt nationally and regionally 
and water control and use are assuming more significance in our economic and social life, there is an awakening in 
public forestry to the necessity for preserving and maintaining soil and water values. This awakening is taking the form 
of careinforestuselest the soil and water values be so damaged that there is a greater flood run-off and a lessened supply 
for later periods. It can be expected that these considerations will continue to grow until they again assume a domi
nant role wherever the need for watershed protection can be shown to be a major factor. 

Forestry in the United States had its genesis in the idea of 
protecting the sources of water, and in reducing floods and 
sedimentation. One of the very earliest American forestry pu
blications dealt with the influence of forests on climate and 
water. The first national forests were set aside over fifty years 
ago to safeguard water-supplies. The charter under which the 
Forest Service operates reads "You will see to it that the wood, 
water and forage are managed for the greatest good to the 
greatest number." The first rna jor forestry legislation was for 
the public acquisition of lands at the headwaters of streams to 
benefit navigation. Practically all major legislation since has 
encompassed the idea of watershed protection in one form or 
another. Some of the most significant recent projects adopted 
by the Congress were for the reduction of flood and sediment 
damages. The co-operative attack between the Nation and the 
several States for the control of forest fires is based upon the 
protection of watersheds and specifically mentions those used 
as a source of domestic or irrigation water. The legislation 
making appropriations available to the Federal Forest Service 
for its manifold activities carries the language, "to protect, ad· 
minister and improve the national forests, including tree plant
ing and other measures to prevent erosion, drift, surface wash, 
soil waste and the formation of floods, and to conserve water ... " 

It is in the framework of this setting that we can consider 
those forestry activities in the United States that deal with the 
subject of protection forestry. 

Protection forestry in the United States has several distinct 
aspects: 

1. The formation of shelter-belts in treeless agricultural areas 
to prevent wind erosion, wind damage to crops and improper 
distribution of snow; 

2. The establishment of protective cover on critical slopes 
to stabilize soil and to reduce surface run-off; 

3. Intensive protection against fire on watersheds where 
severe erosion and rapid run-off follow the loss of cover; 

4. Public purchase of degrading submarginal lands and their 
reclamation by forest practices; 

5. Intensive management of public forest lands in headwater 
areas to conserve soil and water. 

SHELTER-BELTS 

The shelter-belt project received national attention between 
1934 and 1940, a period which coincided with an unprecedented 
drought in the Great Plains section of the United States. Often 
during this drought period, dust darkened the sky for days 
at a time over a vast section of the country. The dust was carried 
eastward for more than 1,500 miles. The establishment of 

shelter-belts was launched to reduce the dust-storms, to curtail 
the soil loss and to provide farmers with an opportunity to 
remain on the land. It had many auxiliary objectives such as 
to prevent crop damage by wind, reduce the evaporation of soil 
moisture, protect homes and live-stock from winter cold, keep 
snow from roadways and feed-lots, provide shade and better 
living conditions, furnish shelter to wild-life, provide fuel and 
other simple wood products and beautify the landscape. 

The original plan called for the creation of a checkerboard 
system of belts, a mile apart both east and west, and north and 
south throughout the "Shelter-belt Zones", an area about 200 
miles wide and about 1,000 miles long. Were all the belts 
planted in accordance with this plan, there would have been 
about 400,000 miles of them on more than 500,000 farms. How
ever, because few owners of contiguous property agreed to par
ticipate, a continuous belt of two miles or more in length is 
relatively rare. As a single mile of belt usually involves from 
two to six farmers, it is not difficult to understand the broken 
character of the belt. Most farmers have only one belt, but in 
some of the lighter soil areas where the great value of the belts 
was early demonstrated, groups of farmers united to plant 
wind-breaks completely around their fields. On some of the 
larger farms, not only were belts placed completely around the 
farm, but interior belts divided the holding into units varying 
from twenty up to eighty acres each. 

During the active life of this project, nearly 20,000 miles of 
belts requiring some 220 million trees were planted on approxi
mately 33,000 privately-owned farms. Nearly fifty different spe
cies of tall and intermediate broad-leaved trees, conifers and 
shrubs were planted in what was perhaps the world's first and 
greatest mixed-forest planting. The trees were planted usually 
on property lines, and because of the pattern of land develop· 
ment, usually in either a north-south or an east-west direction. 
The belts varied in width from 30 ft. to 150 ft. and contained 
from three to thirty rows, spaced from 4ft. to 12ft. apart. Most 
of the belts, however, contain from seven to eleven rows, the 
rows spaced 4 ft. to 10 ft. apart and trees from 2 ft. to 6 ft. 
apart in the row. 

Most belts were planted in the sandier regions most subject 
to soil blowing. In these areas, the effect on dust storms was 
phenomenal; in only two or three years the trees had attained 
such height and density as to have a marked effect on the ability 
of the wind to pick up the sand. In sections with much planting 
and where the trees are now up to forty feet and more in height, 
there is now practically no soil movement. 

Farmers in the area generally are enthusiastic about the belts. 
They are credited with adding extra values to the farm property, 
with having saved crops during periods of hot dry winds, with 
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permitting the raising of vegetables and fruits where they could 
not be grown before, with reducing irrigation water require
ments, with heavier yields in protected fields, with permitting 
the production of early truck crops, with keeping the dust out 
of houses, with increasing the production of upland game birds, 
with bringing back song-birds and game animals, with increased 
milk, with decreased costs of live-stock feeding and all manner 
of other benefits. It is difficult to fmd a single complaint. The 
most serious complaint against the belts came from a farmer's 
wife who said she didn't like the belts because now she couldn't 
see who was going to town. 

In January and February of 1949, severe blizzards were ex
perienced in parts of the Great Plains region. Great difficulty 
was experienced in keeping live-stock from becoming lost in 
drifts and in providing feed. Farmers whose fields and roads 
were protected by the belts experienced little or no difficulty 
with the snow. Indeed, roads in areas blocked by snow drifts 
many feet deep were kept open where the belts were planted. 
And, because the snow piled deep adjacent to the belts, the 
expected heavy flood run-off did not occur as the snow lasted 
for weeks while adjacent fields were bare. 

A study of the shelter-belt planting showed survival of from 
50 to 90 per cent of the trees planted. The average survival rate 
of all plantings is about 65 per cent. This is all the more re
markable when it is considered that the planting took place in 
the midst of an unprecedented drought period and that the 
results were achieved under a wide variety of soils and climates. 
Few belts were a failure because of the heavy losses in one or 
two rows or species. Openings were closed as trees in adjacent 
rows spread their crowns. Nearly always a complete and closed 
canopy was exposed to the wind. Sections of some belts failed 
completely, that is, all trees of all species died out. These sec
tions are usually spots from 10ft. to 100ft. long where the soil 
shallowed to only a few inches as the subsoil or hardpan ap
proached the surface. 

That so great success attended the venture is due to careful 
selection of sites, species and seed sources, and to the technical 
skill brought to bear upon the problem. Throughout, the plant
ing was supported by a programme of research that practically 
dictated where, when and what should be planted, and how. 
Where extensive failures took place, such as resulted from 
planting the wrong species on hard clay soils, they were due in 
large part to departure from the recommendations based on 
research. 

The shelter-belt programme is now carried as part of the 
local Soil Conservation Districts programme. Farmers in these 
districts co-operate in purchasing the planting stock for the 
belts. Planting is done largely by tree-planting machines owned 
by the districts and rented to the farmers. Today, nurseries do 
not grow enough of the right kind of trees for the amount of 
shelter-belt planting that the fanners of the Great Plains wish 
to accomplish. Then too, there is not enough technical skill 
available to the farmers. There is still in America need for 
thousands of miles of additional belts. Despite the present rate 
at which belts are being planted, fulfilment of the original 
programme will require a great many years. 

Many lessons can be learned from the Great Plains Sllelter
belt. One is that narrow belts of some five to seven rows of 
trees and shrubs can exert a major influence upon wind. The 
width of the belt is much less important than the density. If 
the canopy is kept dosed with brancl1es to the ground, maxi-

. rrium: benefits are obtained. Pruning permits the wind to pass 

through the belt, drying-it out, and permitting the soil to blow. 
Furthermore, soil conditions which are typical of a real forest 
and which prevail in a dense belt are lost as the litter is scattered. 

A shelter-belt affects wind velocity for a distance up to about 
twenty times the height of the belt. This does not mean that 
the wind is stilled throughout that distance, but that the velocity 
is quieted down to such an extent or its strength so broken that 
the wind is unable to pick up soil particles. 

For winter protection, conifers are needed. Conifers should 
be so planted that they can retain branches on both open sides, 
or at least on the side most exposed to the wind. Tolerant 
conifers can be used as an under-storey to develop slowly and 
to replace some of the quicker-growing species. 

The density of the belt can be maintained by replanting 
gaps due to failure of survival with semi-tolerant species. If 
conifers are used for a belt, some shrub growth is an essential 
to maintain a closed canopy near the ground. 

Short-lived trees should be underplanted early. This permits 
their natural replacement and maintains the value of the belt. 

Shelter-belt management is most difficult. It requires judi
cious thinning and cutting. Individual trees can be removed 
here and there from the belt, provided that the density is main
tained, and provided that the cutting at no time makes an 
opening through the belt. All grazing animals must be kept out 
of shelter-belts at all times if they are to function properly. 

Planting to control snow-drifting requires a knowledge of 
the direction from which most winds occur when fresh snow 
may be on the ground. The prospective height of the barrier 
must be taken into account in determining the distance the 
belt is to be from the object to be protected, whether it be 
house, feed-lot or road. 

REVEGETATING CRITICAL SLOPES 

The necessity for the establishment of protective cover Oil 

critical slopes in the United States was stimulated by a series 
of flash floods and mud flows in parts of the West. Violent 
thunderstorms on slopes from which the cover had been re
moved by grazing, cutting and fire, resulted in heavy run-off. 
These floods carried vast quantities of mud and boulders from 
high elevations down onto valley lands. People were killed, 
homes destroyed, fields buried and highways dosed. In seeking 
a cause it was found that the concentration of waters began on 
that relatively small proportion of the area which was largely 
devoid of cover. Usually the critical area was not more than 
10 or 15 per cent of the total area of the watershed, and was 
often on slopes at high elevation which apparently received 
rains of high intensity. 

The storms which caused this type of damage are usually not 
of long duration and seldom bring great quantities of water. 
They normally last under an hour and produce around two 
inches of water. However the rate of fall is extreme, ranging 
up to 8.5 inches an hour for short periods of from one to five 
minutes. Such large quantities of water in such short periods 
are unable to infiltrate into the soil, hence the run-off is ex
cessive, up to 90 per cent and more running off. Comparable 
soils with a good vegetative cover, however, appear able to in
filtrate and to hold practically all the water delivered in such 
storms. 

On soils practically barren of vegetation, it may be possible 
to use contour trenches to hold the water temporarily. Such 
trenching is successful, however, only in relatively deep soils or 
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those with a high infiltration capacity. On shallow soils, the 
trenches are less stable when filled with water, and water might 
seep along the slope in such fashion as to cause the entire soil 
mass to slip. 

Trenches should be about on the contour. If there is much 
slope, there will be erosion in the trench and when the water 
reaches the lowest point of the trench it will cut through and 
cause gullying. To prevent such occurrences, small checks are 
placed in the trench at periodic intervals to stop lateral move
ment of the water. Trenches should be of such capacity as to 
hold all the water which might fall on the slope in the interval 
between trenches. Thus they must be designed for maximum 
storms producing a given quantity of water. 

The trench system to hold back water, and also any eroded 
soil, however, should be looked upon merely as a temporary 
device and one that is supplementary to vegetation. The for
mation of the terrace exposes loosened raw soil which is an ex
cellent seed bed for all manner of vegetation herbs, shrubs 
and trees. The outer slope of loose earth affords an excellent 
bed for planting cuttings or seedlings or for seeding if nature 
does not quickly and naturally revegetate the area. The re
duction of surface run-off in the area between terraces permits 
vegetation to become established, hence in a few years plants 
are able to reclaim this area. As humus begins to form in the 
soil, micro-fauna and -flora can inhabit the soil, a real soil 
structure develops, and the area can be fully restored. Once 
the vegetation becomes fully established, it no longer needs the 
support of the terrace as the water will be absorbed about as 
rapidly as it falls. However, the terrace may even then be a 
substantial help in stabilizing the soil and preventing surface 
wash where soils are thin, infertile, highly erosive or exposed 
to harsh conditions. 

Sore spots in a terrace system will need special attention. 
Such sore spots arc usually the deeper portions of the gully 
~ystem, shallow or raw soil areas and the like. In such cases, 
every device must be used to keep water from the gully system. 
\Vater cannot be allowed to enter, and if any does, it should 
be removed promptly to avoid further cutting and extension 
,,£ the gully system. Raw subsoils may need supplemental ter
racing or contour furrows, and perhaps in addition, some form 
of a mulch to protect seedlings of any type of vegetation until 
they are able to become established. One may have to be con
tent with minor vegetation on such sore spots until a stage in 
plant succession has been reached that guarantees real soil 
stability and the successful development of higher types of 
plants. 

In some areas of the United States, this form of supplemental 
protection has been highly successful. It has resulted in stabiliz
ing eroded slopes, and in preventing surface run-of£. It has 
~topped the formation of mountain torrents and mud flows. 

Not all efforts have been equally successful. In some areas 
the terraces were laid out with too much slope so that they 
served as ditches to collect the water and to initiate new gully· 
ing. Improperly constructed terraces also led water into the 
established gully systems instead of away from them. Terraces 
have also been placed on too shallow or too impermeable soils. 
Terraces were also established with too great spacing between 
them so that the terrace could not hold the water. Then too, 
terraces were used without concurrent efforts at revegetation. 
Experience dearly dictates that these engineering devices must 
be properly constructed and must be revegctated as reliance 
cannot be placed upon these devices alone. 

MUNNS 

One phase of this activity is the revegation of burned-over 
slopes. On many slopes, especially in the southern half of the 
U nitecl States, the denudation of slopes by fire results in flash 
floods and in serious erosion. One way to reduce damages from 
these causes is the prompt sowing of a cover crop. This is 
possible under favourable climatic conditions. In southern 
California, seed of black mustard is sown from airplanes heli
copters - onto burned areas. With the first rains the seed 
germinates and the leaves form a rosette which reduces the 
impact of the raindrops and the roots help hold the soil. Mus
tarcl does not last long in competition with native plants and so 
soon disappears. 

On other slopes, grass seeds have been used. These as yet 
have not been too successful. One obstacle is the slowness of 
germination and another, that the seedling docs not always take 
root readily because of hard soils. 

One effort has been made using pine seed. This method offers 
an opportunity for successful forest regeneration, but does not 
adequately provide protection against run-off or erosion. 

PROTECTION AGAI>.IST FIRE 

Fire was used in the early days of America to help remove 
the forest which stood in the way of settlement. As the lumber 
industry developed, fire was also associated with it. It has only 
been in the last two decades that fire control has achieved its 
predominant place in American forestry. Now, Federal, State 
and local laws have greatly reduced fire in the woods. 

In certain sections of tl1e country, the removal of the natural 
vegetation by fire is a direct contributing cause of floods and 
mud flows and other forms of sediment-laden torrents. In areas 
where chajJarral (maqui) is the dominant vegetation on steep 
slopes, fires starting from many causes spread rapidly and vir
tually "'explode'" over a whole mountainside. Under such con
ditions, fire-control activities take on a new and somewhat 
startling role- namely, that of flood prevention. 

Generally speaking, the forest-fire protective organization 
can be satisfied if the fire losses are kept well below the level 
at which real silviculture can be practised. In most American 
forest types, this means that not more than one-tenth of one 
per cent of the forest areas may be burned each year. (In some 
types this rate may be higher than actually required and in 
others much less.) 

The demands of protection forestry arc different. Here the 
objective of fire control is not to gmw timber, but to guard the 
soil against erosion, to prevent surface run-off and to promote 
good water-flow conditions. Even in an area where it is possible 
to practise an intensive type of forestry for timber production 
under a given fire-control objective, it may be that a higher 
degree of protection may be necessary to satisfy the demands of 
watershed protection. 

These demands can only be met by a detailed study of the 
damages to soil and water caused by fire. Such a study must 
take into account the damage from fires of different sizes as 
well as from the total area burned over a watershed. Under 
such circumstances, an annual percentage figure becomes mean
ingless. Instead, each drainage unit must be appraised in terms 
of what can be tolerated in that watershed. Thus in some areas 
a maximum-sized fire of 10,000 acres may be tolerated, in others 
only 300 acres. In one watershed a total burned area of 20,000 
acres can be permitted in a single year, in another only 500 acres 
and these all in scattered small units. 
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Protection forestry, therefore, has developed fire control ob· 
jectives based on water control rather than on the production 
of wood. It has brought a new concept into the minds of 
foresters, namely, that watershed protection may be more im
portant than timber growing. It is also bringing changes into 
American thinking. One of these is that in any large region 
there are some certain areas where by reason of slope, soil, 
geology, precipitation and type of vegetal cover, the control of 
fire for soil and water protection is more important than for 
timber production however intensive silviculture may be. 

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP 

Public ownership of critical watershed lands is a necessity. 
Such lands may be defined as flood-source and silt-source areas 
on slopes above improved lands or waters, areas where im
proper practices or land abuse such as overgrazing, logging, 
burning or cultivation cause damaging water-flow or erosion. 
They may be areas of steep slope, unstable geology, easily erod
ible soils etc., and may be at the headwaters of a stream or its 
tributaries, or even occupy relatively gentle slopes at lower 
elevations. 

In general, the private owner cannot be trusted with such 
lands. His motives are always linked with profits, and profits 
and public welfare may not be synonymous. The owner of such 
lands often cannot afford to install or to maintain works of 
improvement designed to prevent surface run-off or erosion. 
Often, too, if it is in the public interest not to allow use to be 
made of the land or of its crops, he cannot afford to pay taxes. 
Consequently, only the public should own such lands. 

In the United States, protection forestry suggests that such 
areas must be put into public ownership of some kind at an 
early date. The reason is obvious. If the lands deteriorate fur
ther under private ownership, the greater are the damages suf
fered by the public and the greater will be the public rehabi
litation cost later. 

In America there are several million acres of degrading lands 
used for agriculture which should be in public ownership. Such 
lands a ... always of questionable agricultural value. They yield 
only small returns to the owner, often insufficient to pay taxes. 
They usually provide revenue only during years of high prices. 

Some of these lands have been used for crop production, 
others are used for pasture or grazing purposes. Usually, how· 
ever, the poorer the site, the poorer the soil and the smaller 
the return to the individual, the greater should be the public 
interest in the land. 

About 8 to 10 million acres of such land have already been 
purchased in the United States. These lands encompass many 
kinds of forest, and many kinds of conditions. Many of these 
lands have been rehabilitated. On some of them, present silvi· 
cultural knowledge is so limited that efforts at using them have 
caused damage. However, for the greater area, good watershed 
management involving intensive fire control, judicious cutting, 
careful logging, curtailment of grazing and watchfulness over 
the development of big game, has provided against serious harm 
to the soil and water resource. 

INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT OF HEADWATER FORESTS 

Most of the really important headwater lands in the United 
States are publicly owned. Some of these headwater areas are 
so important from the standpoint of soil and water that special 
management practices are necessary. In certain localities these 
practices permit such limited forest use as virtually to amount 
to no use at all. In others, use is permitted under careful res· 
trictions. 

Probably the most carefully managed protective forests are 
those involving the production of domestic water. Here, the 
quality and maximum yield of water are paramount concerns. 
Water must not be contaminated by either biological or mineral 
soil materials. This requires rigid control of all use and the 
prohibition of human occupancy except under such restraints 
as will maintain the sanitation of the water. In some localities, 
controls of animals that may affect quality of water are exer· 
cised. This may result in the extermination of the beaver which 
live largely in streams, or in the reduction of numbers of game 
animals such as deer where concentration creates problems. 

Management of some municipal watersheds places water 
quality and water yield above other returns. Hence the wood 
produced may not be used if transport would result in soil 
displacement in such amounts as to make the water so turbid as 
to fall below the acceptable standard. Under such circumstances, 
trees that are so located as to make an excessive draft upon the 
soil water might be cut and allowed to lie when they fall, the 
branch wood being scattered so as to increase the soil cover and 
build up the humus. 

Such cutting might involve up to 10 to 20 per cent of the 
water-shed, and is limited to the area adjacent to drainage map, 
seeps and watercourses. Under conditions such as are found in 
the mountains of the south-eastern United States, the saving in 
the transpiration draft which shows in the increased water yield 
might be about 25 per cent of the annual rainfall, and occur 
during the periods of greatest demand, namely during the sum
mer season. 

At the present time, it is still an open question whether any 
logging can be permitted in critical areas without causing an 
increase in turbidity during storm periods. If it can, it will have 
to be of such a type as not to cause soil displacement or much 
soil compaction. 

In less critical areas, management practises are those that 
result in a small amount of damage. Grazing use by livestock 
or over-population of game may be prevented or limited. Cut· 
ting practices may follow silvicultural considerations. Logging 
methods may follow current industrial practices, though more 
care is required in the establishment of roadways, in cutting 
and logging adjacent to streams, and in removing logs from 
the woods. 

In all areas, fire control is essential. It is intensified in area~ 
of greatest hazard and greatest watershed values. A fire even ot 
fairly large proportions which may be tolerated under a sus
tained yield formula may be a disaster in a critical watershed 
area. Consequently, the rule is that in such areas fires are to 
be kept at the very minimum. 
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The Protective Functions of Forests1 

N. JOVOVIC 

ABSTRACT 

As three• quarters of the area of Yugoslavia consists of hills and mountains, forests are of primary importance for 
controlling water-supplies. 

The devastation of forests has made rapid strides. A programme of intensive reafforestation and forest develop· 
ment has, therefore, been initiated with the primary purpose of checking erosion and improving water-supplies. This 
applies especially to the rocky, bare and barren territory extending over an area of 3,600,000 hectares. A special insti· 
tute has been established at Split for the purpose of investigating the best scientific methods of reafforestation. 

In the plain of Pannonia, which has an annual rainfall of only 500·555 mm. and which in additon is swept by pow· 
erful winds, the possibilities of reafforestation are being studied with a view to increasing the yield of agricultural land. 

As a result of the damage done to the forests, there are a large number of torrents (some 2,000). Systematic con· 
trot of these torrents has now been begun, and last year six times as much work was done in this field as during the 
pre-war years. This year the plan provides for a 50 per cent increase in such work over 1948. 

Yugoslavia is a country of very irregular physical features, 
three quarters of its area being mountainous. In such circum
stances forests are obviously a decisive factor in controlling 
water supplies. Regular water supplies are of capital impor
tance to a country which makes intensive use of water power 
for the production of electricity. 

The wooded area extends over more than 8,685,000 hectares, 
representing 33 per cent of the total area of the country; 86 per 
cent of it consists of forests while the remainder has to be re
planted. The timber reserves of all the forests combined amount 
to 825 million cub. metres and the annual production is esta
blished at 15,330,000 cub. metres, including 56 per cent beech, 
31 per cent conifers {firs, junipers), 7 per cent oak and 6 per 
cent other deciduous trees. 

Thoughtless deforestation due to decadent economic and 
c:ultural conditions has increased from year to year, and the 
deforested areas are seriously affecting water supplies. Springs 
have dried up at intervals and river floods have increased. The 
purpose of intensive reafforestation and forest improvements 
is to check the progress of erosion and control water supplies. 
Near large towns and population centres active work is being 
done to create wooded belts which can be used for rest and 
relaxation, and which will, above all, help to purify the vitiated 
air. The creation of such wooded belts, which are also desirable 
from the point of view of town-planning, is an obligatory and 
fundamental rule for towns, population centres and rural 
communities. 

To encourage the growth of the tourist traffic and the esta
blishment of country holiday centres, a large number of forests 
have been placed under a special regime, under which tree
felling is totally prohibited or strictly controlled. There are 
also regulations protecting forests of scientific or historical 
value. 

Forest protection appreciably increases agricultural possibi
lities in mountainous areas, more particularly in the chalky 
soils which form a large belt to the west. Much of this area is 
bare or covered by ruined forests. The total area of this chalky 
belt amounts to 3,600,000 hectares, two-thirds of which are at 
present placed under a special regime for afforestation and re
development. At Split, a special institute for the reafforestation 
of chalky areas has been opened under the direct control of the 
Federal Ministry of Forests. Its functions are to investigate 
scientifically the best methods of afforestation and, in the agri· 
cultural sphere, to delimit the areas which, while remaining 

under cultivation, are to be protected by forests. Lastly, the 
Institute is to issue instructions for redevelopment work. The 
work of the Institute has been declared to be of national im
portance because of the low economic level of this chalky and 
denuded area, which, nevertheless, has a climate propitious to 
the development and expansion of the kind of agriculture and 
fruit-growing characteristic of the Mediterranean basin. This 
area has also great natural wealth. 

The plain of Pannonia is the most fertile part of Yugoslavia. 
It has an annual rainfall, however, of no more than 500 to 
555 mm. and is swept by strong winds and has hardly any 
forests. Studies are in progress to devise a system of forest belts 
to protect this territory from the wind. Experience has proved 
that this could appreciably increase the yield of agricultural 
land, particularly during years of drought. 

Forests are undoubtedly of great economic importance. Even 
if they were not a rich source of raw materials, they would have 
to be maintained in order to control water-supplies, protect the 
soil against erosion by water and wind, protect agriculture and 
promote tourist traffic. The Yugoslav authorities fully realize 
the very great indirect importance of forests and are therefore 
making very great efforts to protect the existing forests and 
extend them by the redevelopment and reafforestation of de
nuded areas. 

Yugoslavia, a mountainous country with large de-wooded 
areas and ravaged forests has as many as 2,000 torrent-like 
watercourses. These cause much damage, not only to agricul· 
turalland but also to communications, and, above all, they are 
a hindrance to river-control and the drainage of marshlands. 

The problems of the permanent or seasonal reclamation ot 
flooded areas and of the large-scale construction of the hydro
electric power-stations have made the control of torrents parti
cularly urgent. In Yugoslavia water-control is an old tradition. 
At the beginning of this century, in particular, several classical 
examples of torrent-control could be found in Croatia. The 
work undertaken in the old Yugoslavia without any system or 
directing plan has proved inadequate in face of the large num· 
ber of torrents. New torrents developed more quickly than the 
work of control. Recently the problem has been tackled accord
ing to a well-prepared plan. The five-year plan provides for 
control of the largest and most dangerous torrent areas. Last 
year, almost six times more work of this kind was done than 

1 Original text: French. 
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in the pre-war years, and the plan provides this year for an 
expansion of activity greater by 50 per cent than in 1948. Work 
on torrent-control comes under the Department of Forests of 
the various republics. It is noteworthy that, apart from con
struction work, very special attention is being given to reaffore
station of the torrent belt, thus ensuring permanent control of 
the watercourses. 

The above figure of 2,000 torrents gives an idea of the scale 
on which work is being done. The constantly increasing speed 
of accomplishment and the thorough understanding shown of 
the importance of the matter guarantee an early solution of 

the problem of torrents, at any rate as regards the most danger
ous part of their courses. 

How has this problem been solved? Work has been begun in 
a systematic way, and although primary attention is being given 
to torrents directly affecting watercourses on which hydro-elec
tric power-stations are being built and torrents which are them
selves going to be exploited, plans are also being made to con
trol at their source torrents which have direct connexion with 
the campaign against erosion by means of afforestation and 
the sowing of grasses, actual constructional work being confined 
to rudimentary and temporary protective erections. 

Protective Functions of Forests1 

SEBASTIAN ANIBAL ROMERO 

HARRY COROTHIE 

ESTEBAN DELGADO 

FRANCISCO TAMAYO 

TOBIAS LASSER 

ABSTRACT 

Territorial area of Venezuela: 912,050 sq. km. 
Area of the country under forests: 456,000 sq. km (approximate). 
Classification of forests: (a) xerophil; (b) tropophil or monsoon; (c) rainy; (d) temperate rainy; (e) the plains; 

and (f) the paramos. 
Principal technical forestry work carried out: preparation of various forest maps. 
Destructive agents in the forests of Vene::uela: goats and sheep, fire, floods and the direct hand of man. 
Protective measures against these agents: restriction of free grazing, Government control of burning vegetation for 

agricultural and stock-breeding purposes, legislative conditions under which such burning can be carried out, judicial 
penalties applicable to persons infringing legal provisions, formation of fire-fighting associations and a special corps of 
Forest Guards, requests for collaboration to the civil authorities in the prevention and extinguishing of fires and e.g. in 
the application of penalties to incendiaries, education of the rural population in the principles of conservation, pro hi· 
bition of the cutting of vegetation in protective ::ones, control and regulation of the utilization of forest products with• 
in the country, campaign against the use of firewood and vegetable charcoal for domestic and industrial purposes, tech
nical education in forestry, inculcation of a spirit of conservation among children, creation of forest reservations and 
national parks and reafforestation with saplings produced in nurseries established in various Federal units. 

The protective function of forests in relation to the essential 
elements of land, air and water and all living material is so 
predominant that a mere glimpse of their importance in the 
plan of Creation should be enough to make any human being 
enthusiastic for their protection. 

About 50 per cent of Venezuela (area 912,050 sq. km.) is 
under forest. 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOREST OF VENEZUELA 

I. About 15 per cent of the forested area consists of xerophil 
forests: they extend along the coast from the Goagira Peninsula 
to the Paria Peninsula; the vegetation consists chiefly of trees 
and small shrubs. Rainfall: 300 to 500 mm. per annum. Xero
phil forests are subdivided as follows: 

(a) Thorny plants: cactus, spiny leguminous plants and 
species of Jacquinia, Bumelia and Capparis. 

(b) Oaks: broad-leaved species of medium height and twisted 
trunk (Chaparros) : Curatella americana, Byrsonima 
spp., Coccoloba caracasana, Boursera Simaruba. 

2. Tropophil or monsoon forests consisting of deciduous 
species, drought-resistant and producing heavy hardwoods. 

Rainfall: 800 to 1,500 mm. per annum. These cover about 
30 per cent of the surface of the country; during the dry season 
most of the species loose their leaves and assume the appearance 
of a xerophil forest. The monsoon forests occupy a belt between 
the xerophil forest and the temperate rainy forests on all the 
mountains along the coast and at the foot of the Andes, reach
ing their greatest development in Venezuelan Guiana and the 
States of Barinas and Portuguesa. Along the Orinoco, on the 
upper reaches of its tributaries and in the valleys of the Ima
taca mountains, these forests supply most of the rubber, chide 
and balata gum of Venezuela. The vegetation consists chiefly 
of species of Bombacopsis, Hura, Ceiba, Mouriria, Bulnesia, 
Tecoma, Cordia, Myroxylon, Piptadenia, Swietenia, Cedrela, 
Astronium, Micropholis and Gustavia. 

3. Rain fm·ests occupy the ravines and glens of the Andes, 
the region to the south and south-east of Lake Maracaibo, the 
valleys of the Tocuyo, Turen and San Camilo at the foot of 
the Andes, the zone of the Rio Negro and of the Amacuro Delta 
and some areas on the upper Orinoco and the upper Rio Negro. 
Rainfall: 2,000 mm. per annum or even more. The trees in 

1 Original text: Spanish. 
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these forests are of huge dimensions and the undergrowth is 
very thick; species of Couroupita, Leccythis, Gustavia, Mimu
sops, Virola, Brosimum, Pourrouma, Ficus, Sapium, Vitex, 
Hirtella, Licania, Swartzia, Macrolobium and Astrocaryum are 
found. The mangrove plantations may be included in the rainy 
forest zone, as the largest are found in the Orinoco delta and 
on the shores of Lake Maracaibo. 

4. Temperate rain fm·ests occupy about 5 per cent of the 
forested area of the country; they start at an altitude of 1,500 
metres and continue to the limit of the tree-line; the principal 
species are Alnus, Symplocos, Styrax, Persea, Cedrela, Trichilia, 
Protium, Aniba, Nectandra, Ocotea, Cinchona, Eugenia and 
Psidium. 

5. The plains occupy a little less than half the area of Vene
zuela and are covered with herbaceous vegetation. The hills 
near the largest rivers are covered by forests of the types already 
described; the true plains, however, are covered only with her
baceous vegetation, with a few palm groves and highly intoler
ant shrubs. 

6. The paramos occupy the areas above the tree-line; they 
are covered with herbaceous veg·etation and \'cry hardy dwarf 
shrubs. 

The rain forests are very important to the economic and 
social life of the country, since most of the sources of the Vene
zuelan rivers are in this zone, and 70 per cent of the population 
have settled there, developing an intensive form of agriculture, 
chiefly nomadic in character, represented by the conuco (small
holding). The Government has been obliged to establish strict 
control over these forests and to carry out reafforestation pro
grammes. There are six nurseries in the Federal District pro· 
ducing more than half-a-million seedlings per annum. About 
2 million trees have been planted up to the present. 

.Forest maps of the six regions of the country have been pre
pared, and this work will be continued until a forestry map of 
the whole of Venezuela has been completed. 

l'HE DESTRUCTIVE AGESTS AND THE MEASURES TAKEN AGAINST THEM 

The principal destructive agents which threaten the forests 
of Venezuela are: goats and sheep, fire, floods and the hand of 
man. The latter is the most harmful and the most difficult to 
control, since in many cases it creates conditions which permit 
the existence of the other destructive agents mentioned, or is 
the direct cause thereof. 

In order to protect forests against the destructive action of 
sheep and goats, it is strictly forbidden to establish sheep folds 
and sheep farms in forest regions the topographical conditions 
of which make them particularly likely to suffer from the dam
age arising from free pasturage; those already established are 
being gradually restricted. Fire is a serious problem which 
Venezuela has to face in her efforts to protect her forests and 
auxiliary vegetation. Every year large stretches of ground 
throughout the national territory are burned out, the existing 
growth being irreparably damaged and the fertility of the soil 
destroyed. On sloping ground the result is erosion with all its 
serious consequences. The following measures have been taken 
to deal with this problem: 

I. Any burning of ground for agricultural or stock-breeding 
purposes, either on private or publicly-owned land, is subject 
to Government control, in the form of an authorization granted 
by the Ministry of Agriculture and Stock-breeding after study 
of the zone concerned. 

ROMERO ET AL. 

2. Persons authorized to burn ground for agricultural or 
stock-breeding purposes are bound to make firebreaks all round 
the zone which they wish to burn, and to keep the borders of 
the local roads crossing their property free from grass, weeds 
or dry thickets. 

3. Persons infringing the above regulations are liable to a 
fine of 20 to 1,000 bolivares, or equivalent imprisonment. 

4. With the collaboration of the various Federal, municipal 
and private bodies, associations for the prevention and extin
guishing of fires have been established at municipal head
quarters and on all national, common and private property. 

5. In the Federal District there is a Special Corps of Forest 
Guards, whose specific duty it is to put out forest fires near 
Caracas and on the coast. The task of the Special Corps of 
Forest Guards has been facilitated by the construction of ob
servation towers at strategic points of the capital and the pro
vision of modern equipment for fighting forest fires. Occasion
ally this Corps provides assistance in the States of Miranda, 
Aragua and Carabobo. 

6. State Governors have been asked to help in the task oi 
preventing and extinguishing forest fires throughout the Re
public, and they have undertaken to start an intensive campaign 
against the burning of vegetation in their respective districts, 
to instruct the peasantry on the damage caused by burning, to 
punish incendiaries severely and to fight any fires occurring in 
their respective States. 

7. The Ministry of Agriculture and Stock-breeding is carry
ing on an intensive campaign against the burning of vegetation 
using all the educational resources at its disposal to inspire the 
population with the conservative spirit in which it is at present 
lacking. 

In order to prevent floods, the cutting down of vegetation in 
a zone 50 metres wide on the shores of lakes and navigable 
rivers is strictly forbidden; a protective zone 250 metres wide 
on either side is also established parallel to mountain ranges 
or to the borders of tablelands. Where natural barriers arc not 
sufficient to prevent floods, recourse is had to artificial means 
such as torrent control and the construction of embankments 
or dams. 

The exploitation of forest products in Venezuela is subject 
to Government control, exercised through the Ministry of Agri
culture and Stock-breeding which grants, refuses or modifies 
applications for permits submitted by the persons concerned. 
This control applies indiscriminately to public or private land. 
The exploitation of forest products in the protective zones 
already mentioned is prohibited, and also in any forest zone 
around the headwaters or springs of any stream from the water
shed to a distance of 200 metres downstream, and on any land 
with a mean gradient of more than 60 per cent. The felling of 
the following types of trees is also prohibited: trees whose pro
ducts have a commercial value greater than the timber, such as 
those producing latex, gums, resins, balsams, oils, essences etc.; 
trees producing woods for cabinet making with a circumference 
of less than 2 metres; trees producing woods used in carpentry, 
with a circumference of less than 180 em.; trees producing 
construction timber, with a circumference of less than 95 em. 
except for props, joists and other similar pieces. To obtain 
firewood and vegetable charcoal, only dead or dried up trees 
may be used, together with waste produced by authorized ex
ploitations or living trees of small industrial value. All forestry 
exploitation must take the form of thinning, and the complete 
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dearing of forest areas is strictly prohibited. As regards the 
utilization of bark, palms for roofing, orchids and other similar 
products, the felling of the trees producing them is strictly 
prohibited. 

An energetic campaign is being conducted against the use of 
firewood and vegetable charcoal for domestic and industrial 
purposes, and in some regions these fuels have been supplanted 
by kerosene stoves and blowlamps. The pottery, fireproof brick 
and lime-kiln industries are using these substitutes to an ever 
greater degree, and as a consequence a certain fall in the value 
of vegetable fuels in some parts of the country has already been 
observed. 

In order to carry out a programme of conservation, Vene
zuela urgently needs staff trained in forestry, and last year the 
School of Forest Engineering was opened at the University of 
the Andes. The School provides a four-year course of studies, 
at the end of which the student obtains the diploma of forestry 
engineer. The School of Forestry Training, at el Junquito, in 
the Libertador Department of the Federal District, trains per
sonnel for guard-work and the protection of mountains and 
fauna. The course of studies at this school lasts for two years 
and students completing it obtain a diploma as forest guards. 
In collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture and Stock
breeding, the Ministry of National Education and various con
servationist associations are doing their best to teach children 
and the peasantry to love and respect plants and animals, an 
unmistakable sign of culture and civilization. With this end in 
view the elementary principles of conservation are taught in 
the schools, and festivals are held in honour of trees and their 
importance to the country; further, talks and lectures on con
servation are given with some frequency in the towns and vil
lages of the interior. The radio, cinema, Press, illustrative 
posters etc. are used to disseminate knowledge. 

The Federal Executive, through the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Stock-breeding, has discretion to declare any zones as Forest 
Reservations or National Parks if they contain the only forests 
in the region, if it obvious that careless exploitation is rapidly 
destroying a valuable natural asset, or if the density and quality 
of the vegetation or any technical reasons justify such a measure. 
The Forest Reservations may be declared in either public or 
private property, and in the latter case they are legally expro
priated. The establishment of National Parks is intended gra
dually to form useful and suitable centres for study and research 
on the more interesting species of plants and animals, the pre
servation of the native flora and fauna and the development of 
tourist or recreational facilities. Both in the Federal District 
and other parts of Venezuela many zones fulfilling these re
quirements have been declared Forest Reservations. Amongst 
the National Parks the most important is the "Rancho Grande", 
a forest reservation of 80,000 hectares lying at altitudes from 
sea-level up to 2,400 metres, where the fauna and flora are very 
varied and interesting, as there is an abundance of humidity. 
A biological station is to be established in "Rancho Grande" 
in July 1949. The park is a centre of international scientific 
interest. The mean temperature throughout the year is 19 de
grees Centigrade and the annual rainfall is 2,100 mm. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDF.RATIONS 

In the river valleys of the Macarao and El Avila, from which 
Caracas derives its water-supply 2,870,000 trees (1,148 hectares) 
have been planted. The species which have given the best re· 
suits are Persea caerulea, Cedrela montana, Cordia alliodora, 

Platymiscium pinnatun, Heliocarpus trichopodus, Leucaena 
trichodes, Tecoma chrysantha, Oliganthese caracasana, Escallo
nia Floribunda, Oyedaea verbesinoides, Cupressus spp., Gra
villea and Casuarina equisetifolia. 

From the point of view of timber, the most important region 
for Venezuela is that comprising the States of Portuguesa and 
Barinas, since this is the habitat of the mahogany-tree (Swietenia 
Candollei Pitt.) and the cedar (Cedrela Mexicana) which pro
duce the finest woods in the country, and many other useful 
wood-producing species for which there is a big demand on 
the local market. 

Article 35 of the Forestry Act obliges owners of forests to 
plant three saplings for every tree cut down, but this provision 
has not produced the expected results, and the forests of Por
tuguesa and Barinas are being exploited far too heavily, and 
the fine quality woods have considerably diminished. In con
sequence the Ministry of Agriculture and Stock-breeding last 
year established a forest nursery in the region of Acarigua, 
capital of the State of Portuguesa, for the purpose of under
taking direct reafforestation on an economic basis in all the 
National Forests in those States. 

The service at present has the following nurseries: in the 
Federal District, "El Pinar", production 80,000 seedlings per 
annum, ''Los Venados", production 100,000 seedlings, "El Pa
pelon", production 100,000 seedlings; in the State of Miranda, 
"Bejareno", production 300,000 seedlings; in the state of Ara
gua, "Guamitas", production 100,000 seedlings; and in the State 
of Portuguesa, "Acarigua", production 100,000 seedlings. 

Three new nurseries are to be established this year at Ciudad 
Bolivar (State of Bolivar), Caripe (State of Monagas) and Coro 
(State of Falcon). 

The following documents are attached: a list of costs of vari
ous types of work and a photostat2 of land allotments in El 
Avila. 

Cost of Various Types of Work in the Reafforestation 
Division 

I sq. metre of plan lations ............... . 
I sq. metre clearing ofland ......... , ... . 
I sq. metre preparation of seed-beds ...... . 
I sq. metre land dug to a depth of 0.30 em .. 
I sq. metre ground for transplanting ...... . 
I sq. metre road clearance .............. . 
I sapling transplanted . . . . . . . .......... . 
I sapling planted ...................... . 
I earth packing for transplanting ......... . 
I trench 40 em. X 40 em. X 40 em. . ... . 
I sq. metre thatching for shade .......... . 
Reafforestation of I hectare planted with 30 

em. to 40 em. saplings at intervals of 2 

Bolivanos 
0.04 
0.06 
0.1 I 
0.29 
0.45 
0.08 
0.04 
0.06 
0.04 
0.175 
0.85 

metres •.............................. 1,550.00 

The separate items being as follows: 

Clearing ............ , .... . 
Trenching ................ . 
Planting ............. : ... . 
Saplings .................. . 
Transport and other experues 

Bolivanos 
600.00 
425.00 
150.00 
250.00 
125.00 

1,550.00 

2 It was not possible to reproduce the photostat herein. 
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Torrents and A valanches1 

EMIL HESS 

ABSTRACT 

Introduction 

The forests which formerly covered some three quarters of the continents grew in harmonious equilibrium with 
surrounding nature. Their various component zones, that is, the litter, herbaceous vegetation, brush and actual forest, 
interpenetrate and each of them influences the common existence, internal clitnate and soil structure. 

Man has cleared the forests, even those covering soil unsuitable for cultivation, in order to enlarge the cultivable area. 
The baneful influences of excessive exploitation of forests (over-felling of timber and excessive grazing) are particularly 
apparent in mountainous countries. The sudden stripping of the soil modifies its structure, erosion then assists in 
breaking up the soil and the resultant earth from the boulder strewn slopes is carried down to the plain by rain. Ex
tensive deforestation also leads to the formation of avalanches. 

Torrents 

The forester's role in the control of torrents consists in taking action in the catchment area where the forest and 
herbaceous vegetation exercise a paramount influence. It is there that action must be taken to consolidate the beds of 
the tributaries, to sow grass on the boulder strewn slopes, regulate stream-flow by afforestation and close the areas to 
grazing. Afforestation makes the soil porous and permeable. The different characteristics of agricultural and forest soils 
have been known only for twenty years. The essential difference is due to the tree roots which loosen the soil to a depth 
of one to two metres. The mere prohibition of use thus has a beneficial effect on the permeability of the soil. This fact 
is of importance in the upper parts of the catchment area where the forest no longer thrives and in the areas where the 
effects of afforestation will not be felt until fifty years later. 

Avalanches 

Snow avalanches are also a menace to the inhabitants of mountainous areas. The destruction and excessive felling 
of the forests has increased the danger and large protective works have had to be undertaken. Such works were at first 
intended to afford direct protection to the threatened areas; they were to divert or split the avalanche; but they were 
inadequate to protect extensive areas (villages, lines of communication); hence, works for the retention of the snow in 
the starting area of the avalanche were constructed on the basis of acquired knowledge of avalanche formation. 

Forests afford the best protection as they retain snow in all its forms. Less snow falls to the ground in forest stands, 
as part of the snow remains on the tree-tops where it evaporates. Forests also act as wind-breaks and thereby prevent 
snowdrifts which are a frequent cause of avalanches. But the forest must be sturdy and must have a thick undergrowth. 

A useful protective method for keeping lines of communication open in winter is the artificial starting of ava• 
lanches by means of explosives thrown by hand or preferably by mine-throwers situated in safe places. 

Mountain Afforestation 

This has often been unsuccessful because the aim was to create productive rather than protective torests. 
In the catchment areas of torrents where stream-flow is to be controlled, species which rapidly change the hard· 

ened soil into permeable soil should be planted; that is, the auxiliary broad-leaved species (alder, birch, tnaple, etc.) 
which are planted close together. They will soon form a screen behind which timber forest conifers may be planted. 

The alder should not be planted on slopes where avalanches form, as it does not take the strain of the snow but 
bends under its weight and encourages slipping. In such cases, the maple, birch, aspen, mountain ash, and then the co• 
nifers, are preferable. 

Seedlings from good quality seeds gathered, if possible, near the place where the seedlings are to be finally planted, 
should be used in mountain afforestation. 

INTRODUCfiON 

In ancient times some three quarters of the continents were 
covered by forests growing in harmonious equilibrium with 
surrounding nature. These plant satieties achieved their final 
climatic grouping after passing through intermediary and tran
sitory stages. The development of the vegetation and the evo
lution of the soils are closely interdependent. 

The plant groups are influenced by the ground on which 
they develop and, through the action of the vegetation, the soil 
sutiers physical and chemical change. The plant societies change 
with the pedological conditions of an area. The reaction of the 
soils on the formation of the leaf mould varies according to 
the geological origin of the soils (primitive or calcareous for
mations) and according to the climate of the area (arid or 

humid). Under the influence of the local climate and of the 
vegetation a state of equilibrium, which remains more or less 
stable, is formed in the soil. There is a specific soil condition 
for each plant society. In its various forms, the forest is the last 
st~ge in the development of vegetation. It is a plant community 
capable of maintaining itself. 

The forest in its natural state consists of various zones or 
layers which interpenetrate and each of which has specific and 
well-defined functions. These layers are: the litter, herbaceous 
vegetation and the brush forming the lower level of the forest 
itself whose trees form the upptr zone. Animal life in all its 
forms plays its part in maintaining the state of equilibrium in 
the living conditions of the forest group. 

1 Original text: French. 
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The tree-tops influence the flow and evaporation of rain
water. The undergrowth provides protection against wind and 
retains moisture and warmth in the soil. In the interior of 
forests there is a special climate whose characteristics arc very 
different from those of the climate outside forest areas. The 
action of the various zones of the forest on the pedological 
conditions leads to a special soil condition which is the true 
structure of the forest soil. It is useful to know that the upper 
layers of this forest soil are entirely different from those of 
agricultural soils. \Ve will return to this important question 
later on in this paper. 

Forests play a great part in the whole of the biological phe
nomena which occur on this globe. They do not only supply 
the timber required by man but are often of even greater use 
as a protection against the violence of the weather. The early 
human tribes lived in forests in order to enjoy the protection 
which they afforded. With the development of agriculture and 
the need for additional agricultural land, man cleared forests 
on an ever-increasing scale and to such an extent that there 
are now completely deforested countries. Unaware of the con
sequences of such clearing, man has even laid waste forests in 
areas which are unsuitable for agriculture. Once stripped and 
abandoned, those areas turned into deserts. 

Thus, countries which were once thickly populated have 
undergone such climatic changes owing to excessive dearing 
that they have had to be abandoned and are no longer inhabit
able (some areas bordering on the Mediterranean, several re
gions of China and others). Chateaubriand's words: "The forest 
precedes man and the desert follow him" are unfortunately 
borne out by reality in many countries. 

Over-felling and clearing are felt particularly acutely in 
mountain country. The sudden stripping of the soil and grazing 
have destroyed the living soil cover and thereby modified the 
structure of the forest soil. When erosion is joined to soil dete
rioration, boulder-strewn slopes result which, after rain, are 
carried away by torrents to the plain where enormous damage 
is caused to crops and dwellings. Owing to thoughtless defore
station, the inhabitants of mountainous areas are in constant 
danger and must fight unceasingly against damage by torrents 
and avalanches. The forestry laws in mountainous countries 
owe their origin to the struggle against torrents and avalanches, 
and not to the shortage of timber. 

TORRENTS 

The course of each torrent may be subdivided into three 
parts: the catchment area, run-off channel and alluvial cone. 
In the following we propose to deal only with the work to be 
done by forestry engineers in the catchment area, as the works 
on the course of the torrent and the alluvial cone are matters 
pertaining to civil engineering. 

The work to be done in the catchment area is as follows: 
(a) Consolidation of the beds of tributaries in order to pro· 

teet the banks from continuous scouring; 
(b) Sowing of grass on the boulder-strewn slopes in order 

to avoid disintegration and transport; 
(c) Regularization of stream-flow by breaking its force by 

afforestation; 
(d) Prohibition of the use of the area in question. 

The beds of the watercourses should be consolidated in order 
to prevent their deepening by constant erosion. This work con
sists in building dams in the torrent bed to break the force of 

the water and thereby to slow down and subsequently eliminate 
the erosion. The works are placed in series following the longi
tudinal section of the bed, free spaces being left between the 
dams or, when the torrent is very rapid, the dams being sited 
in flights. Stonework, wood, or wire gabions filled with stones 
arc used in the construction. The large blocks in the bed should 
not be removed, as they provide natural strengthening and 
break the force of the water. 

When the bottom of the banks has been strengthened, the 
boulder-strewn slopes should be put under grass so as to coun
teract the disintegrating influence of the rain. The whole of 
the denuded surfaces from which the torrent draws the solids 
it transports must be sown with grass and planted with shrubs. 
If the ground is in motion and the soil breaking away, these 
areas have to be kept in place by water fences or small trans
verse works in stone or wood and by cutting away ovcrsteep 
slopes. Once these surfaces have been stabilized, a start can be 
made with putting them under grass. We would advise the use 
of horizontal strips of grass 30 to 50 em. wide sited at intervals 
of I to 2 metres. \Villows or alders should be planted at the 
same time as the grass, and herbaceous plants sown between 
the stretches of grass. When the surface is completely covered 
with grass, alders should be added to the plantation in order to 
reach the brush stage. 

The task of the engineer responsible for the works in the 
catchment area of a torrent is not completed unless the ground 
which used to supply the transport solids has been stabilized by 
the sowing of grass, and until the rain-water reaching the run· 
off channel is entirely free of such solids. 

We have stated that the third condition to be fulfilled is the 
regularization of the flow. It is not enough to prevent the trans
port of earth or stones by covering the bare surfaces with vcgc· 
tation; the stream-flow must also be regularized, so that, when 
rain-storms occur, the greater part of the water percolates into 
the soil and only a negligible quantity runs off on the surface. 

Only twenty years ago were the characteristics distinguishing 
forest soil from agricultural soil brought to light. Although 
chemically these differences may not be very great, the mineral 
matter being similar in the two types of ground, there are very 
great differences in the physical structure. 

Forest soils are far more porous than agricultural soils. This 
difference is due to the fact that the tree roots form a more or 
less close network loosening the soil to a depth of 1 to 2 metres, 
and admitting the surrounding air necessary for their growth. 
Hence, forest soils arc looser than agricultural soils and of dif
ferent structure. Highly porous soils are aerated by a system 
of natural channels. Thus, the salient feature of forest soils is 
that their aeration and permeability to water are greater than 
those of agricultural soils, and their quality depends to a very 
great extent on these two factors. Consequently, the beneficial 
effect of forests on the water regime is dependent, above all, 
upon the porosity of their soil and the ease with which it ab
sorbs run-off water. Forests therefore have an important in
fluence on the water regime. Another discovery of particular 
importance in the regularization of the water regime in moun
tainous areas is that made by the Federal Institute of Forest 
Research at Zurich, namely, that the prohibition of the use of 
woodland, that is, the prohibition of grass cutting and cattle 
grazing, has a beneficial effect on soil permeability. 

Any one who has observed nature in mountain country will 
have been struck by the fact that, in a downpour, the flow of 
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water on cut or grazed meadows is entirely different from the 
flow on unused ground. On the former the water can be seen 
running off in silver streams, visible from far off, even after 
slight rainfall. Although harmless at first, these streams swell 
greatly during heavy rain-storms, flow very rapidly down the 
slopes and, on confluence, form a destructive torrent. The 
damage caused by such floods is well known and need not be 
dwelt on in this paper. 

On unused ground, that is, former mountain pastures where 
grazing is forbidden, on uncut meadows covered with high grass 
and above all in wooded areas, the water flows much more slow
ly, as it is retained by the grass or trees and most of it seeps into 
the soil. 

But grass is not only an obstacle to run-off, it also has a 
favourable influence on the composition of the soil for it 
loosens the soil and thus enables it to absorb a much larger 
quantity of water than an over-compact soil. Grazing, and to 
a lesser extent, cutting, harden the soil to such a degree that 
almost all the rain-water runs off on the surface. If the ground 
is not trodden by cattle and the grass is not mown, the soil soon 
becomes less hard and the earth becomes loose and capable of 
absorbing water, first on the surface, and later to a depth of 
50cm. 

The conditions of flow and percolation have been established 
thanks to the experimental method initiated by the Federal 
Institute of .Forest Research at Zurich. A steel cylinder lO em. 
long, having a cross section of some 100 sq. em. and joined, 
by a hermetically sealed joint, to a tinplate tube having the 
same section, is driven into the soil. A litre of water is then 
poured into the apparatus and the time it takes to percolate 
into the soil is noted. The steel cylinder is intended to force 
the water to percolate vertically into the soil and to prevent it 
from spreading laterally. 

Whereas the complete absorption in heavily grazed mountain 
pastures may take from two to seven hours, it takes only 20 to 
:30 minutes in places to which cattle have no access and only 
;1 few minutes in forests. 

Another and perhaps even more convincing demonstration 
of the beneficial results obtained if the grass is left intact is 
provided by the following experiment conducted by our Re
search Institute: 

Prohibited tracts and exploited tracts in the Vaudois Alps 
were sprinkled with artificial precipitation of 50 mm. in 50 
minutes and the results noted. 78 per cent of the water ran off 
on the surface in the case of the mountain pastures which had 
been grazed and only 12 per cent on the ground where all use 
had been forbidden for the previous ten years. That is to say 
that almost all the water runs off on the surface on a soil where 
cattle graze and that on unused forest soil most of the water 
percolates into the ground and surface run-off is very small. 

These figures show the great differences in the time of per
colation in the various areas. Forests have the most permeable 
soil; fields and grasslands come next. The conditions observed 
in the pastures are most unfavourable in this respect. Their 
soil may have become so hardened by grazing cattle that per
colation takes from six to eight hours. This means that the 
ground is practically impermeable and that all the water there
fore runs off on the surface. On the other hand, a good forest 
soil is loose, and has a close network of small channels pene
trating in depth; it is porous and absorbs the water in a few 
minutes. The favourable influence of forests on stream-flow in 
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mountainous country is due not only to the fact that the water 
drips from the tree-tops, but also to the highly-permeable nature 
of the soil in wooded areas. 

If land is closed to utilization, the soil benefits greatly by 
being loosened and hence capable of absorbing more water; 
this ban is of prime importance in the regularization of the 
run-off. Even in places where reforestation has no chance of 
success, the mere prohibition of use has a favourable effect on 
stream-flow as it decreases the flow on the soil surface. Forests 
have, of course, a far more efficacious influence than grass, as 
in wooded areas percolation is aided by the deep network of 
tree roots. However, it takes fifty years or more to reconstitute 
a forest at high altitudes. During that time it is the herbaceous 
vegetation which has the important task of storing and holding 
the water. 

Hence, when a torrent is to be controlled, the use of the 
ground, including ground well above the timber line, must 
first be regulated in order to permit the unimpeded growth of 
the herbaceous cover. This restriction on the use of ground up 
to the high altitUdes of which we have spoken, and up to the 
watershed ridges, is resisted by the landowners because, though 
not disputing the salutary effect of forests, they are unaware of 
the part played by grass. 

AVALANCHES 

The second evil which is a constant menace to mountain 
dwellers is the snow avalanche in winter. Since time immemorial 
the inhabitants of mountainous country have been compelled 
to defend themselves against avalanches. They did so by build
ing their dwellings on ground out of reach of the avalanches, 
in places sheltered by forests, rocks or hillocks. 

With the destruction of the forests the danger of avalanches 
has increased so much that mountain chalets, hamlets and even 
large villages have had to be protected against them. 

At first it was thought that effective protection could be 
secured by prohibiting the use of plots of forest land situated 
above the property requiring protection. But as the prohibition 
in these forests only covered cutting of wood, whilst grazing 
was allowed, there could be no regrowth and the forest suffered 
ever-increasing deterioration. Avalanches would form in these 
partially cleared and steeply sloping forests and protectiYe 
works had to be constructed. 

At first these were designed to afford direct protection to the 
threatened property by diverting the avalanche or by splitting 
it into two parts above the objective. The simplest type of pro
tective work consisted of a large pile of stones placed above 
the objective. Later on the stones were arranged in triangles 
of which one angle faced the avalanche. 

These works in stone are still used with success for the pro
tection of small objectives such as isolated houses, telegraph 
poles etc. If it is desired to prevent an avalanche from leaving 
its couloir or spreading on its alluvial cone, deflecting walls 
are constructed or the couloir is deepened. This method of 
protection is not, however, always satisfactory. In the case of 
very heavy avalanches, the snow may pass over the wall and 
damage the objective. 

Caves dug in the mountain side may also serve as shelters 
for the inhabitants in case of danger. Railway lines and roads 
are protected by galleries. 

The growth of knowledge on avalanche formation has led to 
the gradual abandonment of direct protection in favour of the 
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construction of works to forestall avalanches in the starting 
area. This method has the advantage of shielding a large area 
from the avalanche which is very important nowadays when 
villages are growing more and more and when lines of com
munication have to be kept open all the year round. 

The first works constructed in the starting areas of avalanches 
consisted of horizontal ditches for catching and retaining the 
snow as it fell. It was not known at that time the snow cover 
was composed of different and independent layers. 

Subsequently, small walls, dams and wall terraces were con
structed, as it was still thought that they would catch and hold 
the base of the snow-cover and thereby prevent sliding. 

As a result of the study of snow and avalanches made by 
the Weissfluhjoch Institute (Switzerland), we now know that 
the winter snow-cover consists of superposed layers of varying 
consistency. Snow is a plastic mass which slowly moves down 
the slopes. The speed of movement depends on the viscosity 
of the snow, internal forces and the gradient. It has been 
observed that each layer is subject to tensions whose force is 
proportional to the actual weight of the snow, its plasticity 
and the conditions of deposition which are determined by the 
lie of the land. So long as these forces do not exceed a maximum 
resistance, the snow-cover remains stable. But if the internal 
tensions exceed the maximum resistance, breaking away is in
evitable. The smallest outside influence may then cause the 
avalanche to break away. 

Not until that very unstable substance, snow, was thoroughly 
studied, was knowledge of the difficulties encountered in ef
fective control of avalanches gradually acquired. The formation 
of avalanches depends not only on the tensions in the snow
cover but also on the crystallography of the snow. Snow is in 
a constant state of flux and hence its solidity is ever changing. 

We now know that, if the starting of avalanches is to be 
prevented, works such as walls, snow bridges etc. which act 
upon all the layers of the snow-cover, must be constructed. 

Forests offer the best protection. They are able to hold the 
snow in any condition. A large part of the snow remains on 
the tree-tops and evaporates without reaching the soil. Con· 
sequently, the snow-cover is thinner in forests than in open 
fields. Forests also influence wind and prevent large snowdrifts 
which are often the cause of avalanches. 

If the forest is to hold the snow effectively, the stands must, 
of course, be of sturdy growth and must have a thick under
growth. Very often, mountain forests which have deteriorated 
owing to overfelling and grazing no longer aflord effective 
protection; in such cases protective works have become neces
sary in the forest itself. The careful conservation of each tree 
in areas where avalanches form is of great importance, as, even 
if the tree is decaying, it may still play its part in protection. 
The beneficial influence of forests has always been recognized 
by engineers engaged on protective works against avalanches. 
It is therefore not surprising that they took the forest as a model 
for the construction of their works. Experiments with this type 
of protective work were made in !8GO in the Pyrenees: 7.750 
iron bars three metres in length were placed in the ground 
and in this way an artificial forest was created. But this system 
was not satisfactory. as all the iron bars were bent and torn 
away by the pressure of the snow. In Switzerland and Austria 
experiments were made with wooden stakes 2 to 2.50 metres 
in length, but they did not prevent the formation of avalanches. 

The slow movement occurring in each snow-cover has been 

known scientifically for only a few years. It generates enormous 
forces which small works cannot resist. In forest areas large 
works can be dispensed with in the construction of protective 
works as the trees planted or sown will take their place twenty 
or thirty years later. On the other hand, if works have to be 
constructed above the timber line, they should be built in ac· 
cordance with all the scientific principles and maintained in 
good repair. Their maintenance is a heavy charge on the land
owners or those benefiting by the protection. There only re· 
mains to be mentioned a method of avalanche control which 
developed chiefly during the war: the artificial starting of 
avalanches. 

The artificial starting of avalanches is of particular impor
tance in keeping lines of communication open during the 
winter. The sliding of enormous masses of snow, which would 
have come down in one movement later on, can be avoided 
if the snow on a slope can be brought down on successive oc· 
casions during the winter. However, the artificial starting of 
avalanches is possible only if the snow-cover is in a state of 
unstable equilibrium and if slides are expected. 

The starting of avalanches by hand-thrown explosives is 
extremely dangerous, but mine-throwers situated in safe places 
can be used. The mines are thrown towards the summit of 
the slopes in order to produce slides. But mine-throwing is 
useless if the layers of snow are not "ripe" for avalanches. 

MOUNTAIN AFFORESTATION 

The numerous failures in mountain afforestation are mainly 
attributable to monoculture. By seeking to industrialize forests 
man has disregarded the diversity of primitive plant societies 
and has created poorly stocked stands. 

It has been forgotten that the earth is not a "productive 
machine" with a constant and maximum yield, but a living 
organism reacting in accordance with the complex laws of 
biology. 

Much of the failure in mountain afforestation is due to 
non-observance of the laws governing the natural evolution of 
the soil and of forest societies. Undue attention has often been 
paid to the yields of forests, to the detriment of the protective 
role which they are called upon to play. 

The failures are also very often due to non-observance of 
the rules of seed origin. 

Before afforestation is begun one must be clear as to the 
ultimate object. If a productive forest yielding the maximum 
quantity of timber is to be created, rapid growing species 
(spruce, poplar, exotic species etc.) should be used. But it must 
be realized that favourable results will last for only one or two 
generations and that thereafter the soil will be more or less 
exhausted and a change of species will be essential. The soil 
is a living organism and its production is therefore limited by 
certain factors: chemical composition, physical state, content 
of organic substances, climate etc. If the yield forced from a 
soil exceeds its productive capacity, there will be disturbances 
in the form of changes in structure and a tendency to harden
ing. The method of constantly trying to step up the timber yield 
has failed, particularly in mountainous areas. 

The higher the altitude the greater is the need for adaptation 
to the local conditions of the area. 

\Ve have said .before that in catchment areas the stream· flow 
must be controlled so as to retain the greatest possible quantity 
of water and to restrict the flow to a minimum. This result is 
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ol>tained by the creation or restoration of forests. vVe have 
stressed that the beneficial effect of forests on the water regime 
is dependent above all on the porosity of the soil and the ease 
with which it absorbs run-off water. Consequently, the affore
station of the storage-basin of a torrent should proceed by the 
planting of species which have a very rapid effect on stream
flow l>y transforming agricultural soils into forest soils. Broad
leaved trees should therefore be planted at close intervals so as 
to produce a brush-wood cover over the whole area to be af
forested. These fast-growing auxiliary species will soon form a 
screen behind which conifers may subsequently be planted in 
order to create a full-grown forest. The following species are 
particularly suitable for use in forming the first screen: alder 
(A /nus incana, A /nus viridis): the green (Alpine) alder is with
out doubt the most important auxiliary species for mountain 
afforestation, as its effect on soil composition is very rapid. It 
loosens the most compact soils and thereby makes them more 
capable of absorbing and retaining rain-water; birch (Betula 
alba), maple (Acer pseudoplatanus), aspen (Populus tremula), 
service-tree (Sorbus alba), mountain-ash (Sorbus aucujJaria), 
hazel (Cary/us ave/lana), willows (Salix purpurea, Salix incana, 
Salix daphnoides, Salix grandifolia, etc.), white pine (Pinus 
montana). 

Species capable of holding the snow should be chosen for the 
afforestation of slopes on which avalanches form. However, we 
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know that alder, a species which is particularly suitable for use 
in the catchment areas of torrents, adapts itself to snow by 
bending under its weight; it causes the snow to move instead 
of holding the snow. The same is true of the white pine and 
of willows. The following species are particularly suitable for 
holding the snow: maple, birch, aspen, mountain-ash and 
the conifers. 

\Ve have previously drawn attention to the important ques
tion of the origin of seeds for mountain afforestation. The seeds 
should be gathered near the place where the seedlings are to be 
finally planted. 

It is an established fact that rain-water flows too rapidly on 
agricultural soils and it is therefore important that the forest 
surface in mountainous country should be as extensive as pos
sible. It is also essential, however, that such forests should be 
of sturdy growth and should be treated with care. Clear felling 
should be prohibited and replaced by selective felling and 
planting based on development plans. Forests adjoining past
ure-land should be enclosed in order to prevent grazing. 

All the countries which still have a wealth of forests should 
fully appreciate the future dangers of in judicious clearing. 
Prevention is l>etter than cure, and dearing should be carried 
out only in moderation and in accordance with carefully laid 
plans. 

Methods for Controlling Mountain Torrents used by the 

Administration des Eaux et Forets in the Alps1 

J. MESSINES 

ABSTRACT 

In recent years foresters have based their work in connexion with the regulation of alpine torrents on the methods 
introduced by Demont:z:ey and Mougin, which in turn were based on the principles laid down by Surell as far back as 
1841. 

This work has been carried out in a large number of torrents, mainly in the Northern Alps and in Savoy. It con• 
sisted in reafforestation combined with field improvement works and construction works - dams, run-off canals and 
drainage. All this work is interdependent. 

Although it is recognized that forestry works proper must come first whenever forest vegetation is capable of de· 
velopment, there are however a number of special cases where reafforestation is clearly useless, as for example the 
landslips in the tuff of Serrieres or the gypsum of Puget·Theniers. 

Torrent control work by means of a drainage system adapted to local hydro-geological and morphological con• 
ditions has been improved. Attempts have been made to stabilize shifting ground by the combined use of reafforesta• 
tion, deep and superficial drainage and the construction of great holding dams at stable rocky points, as for example 
the work carried out at the landslides of Vailly-Lullin and Chatelard. 

Because of the advances made in the sphere of "Public Works" in the choice and application of materials, it has 
been possible, despite the difficulties presented by altitude and contour, to carry out great mountain works with all the 
improvements of modern technology. Example: the great dam of Saint Martin-la-Porte. 

In Europe, which is favoured by a humid temperate climate, 
large-scale erosion of the soil by running water and the action 
of the various atmospheric agents is to be feared only in high 
altitude areas and throughout the Mediterranean zone. In 
mountainous districts action must often be taken to protect 
the means of communication, dwellings and crops. 

Foresters certainly do not claim to prevent pebbles from 
coming down to the sea or to stop the deposit of the large and 
small pieces of matter torn from the mountainside. Their aim 
is more modest and seeks merely to slow up this downward 

movement, to control it and to check or mitigate sudden 
downrushes. 

Reafforestation is the only effective means of achieving this, 
but it is also a limited means, as on the one hand forest vegeta
tion has an upper limit and, on the other hand, this vegetation 
is not always adequate to control natural phenomena. Reaffore
station must therefore be supplemented by field improvement 
works. Lastly, in order to reduce the activity of torrents, to stop 

1 Original text: French. 
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landslips and slides and to prevent avalanches from starting, it 
is often necessary to combine with this forest or field work con
structive works comprising dams, conduits, walls for protection 
against avalanches, dykes, run-off canals, tunnel diversions etc. 

Foresters alone can solve all these problems and it is they 
who must carry out these works. 

Applying the principles laid down by the Engineer Surell, 
the Administration des Eaux et Forets in France began the 
first reafforestation, turfing and alpine torrent control works 
as far back as 1860. The methods varied with the district. 

In the Southern Alps reafforestation proper, justified by the 
advanced stage of land deterioration resulting from excessive 
cultivation and exploitation by man, has been actively pursued 
for three-quarters of a century. Control work consisted chiefly 
in building small multiple works, or sills, in the ravines. 

In the Northern Alps where torrent flow is abundant and 
regular, erosion is also going on but is more localized. Under
mining is more intense and gives rise to disastrous floods and 
overflowings, and landslides are also more frequent. Because 
of this foresters have been compelled to give greater importance 
to constructive works - not only dam control works but also 
hydraulic works, particularly drainage. 

We propose to describe below the principal works of this 
kind carried out in the Northern Alps by the Administration 
Forestif:re Franraise in the course of the last ten or twenty years, 
drawing attention to noteworthy modern techniques and 
experiments. 

Our examples are taken from Savoy where there has been 
particular development of this work in recent years. 

A French forester, Paul Mougin, had already achieved re
markable success in the control of the Saint Julien-en-Mau
rienne and Morel torrents in the Tarentaise. His originality lay 
in the fact that he was the first in France and probably in the 
world to build torrent diversion tunnels so as to divert the 
waters from the landslide areas and thus make it possible to 
stop underground erosion and to stabilize the ground. These 
hydraulic works were combined with control works comprising 
the construction of transverse obstacles - dams according 
to the standard method. 

These works have stood the test and the dam control method 
has further been applied effectively in recent years to a large 
number of torrents. 

THE VIGNY TORRENT, VALLEY OF THE MAURIENNE (sAVOIE) 

Between 1926 and 1938 this typical eroding torrent which 
runs through glacial deposits was fitted with 52 dry masonry 
sills, 142 dry masonry rustic dams capped with cement and 
4 large cement dams. (Figure 1) 

The torrent's catchment area is largely at an elevation of less 
than 2,200, which is the upper limit of forest vegetation in this 
area. It has been partially retimbered. Taking into account 
the needs of cultivation, an area of 40 hectares has been covered 
by plantations of mixed coniferous trees (spruce and larch) 
and deciduous trees (ash, maple, white and green alder). and 
by belts of alder saplings and willow slips (salix purpurea and 
salix incana). 

Despite its small catchment area and fairly slow rate of flow, 
this torrent was dangerous because of its average fall which is 
very acute, the nature of the ground (moraines very liable to 
erosion) and violent storms which strike this mountainside and 
cause sudden floods and heavy overflowings. 

Vigny Torrent (Savoie) 
Figure I. Series of dry masonry rustic dams capped with cement 

Neverthele&s, it is small for a torrent and may be successfully 
controlled by the use of standard methods. 

The neighbouring torrent of Grollaz, where work was carried 
out as long ago as 1876 in identical conditions, has now become 
a harmless clear-water stream. Its catchment area has been well 
retimbered, as can be seen from Figures 2 and 3 taken before 
and after work on the plantations was carried out. 

THE PONTAMAFREY TORRENT, VALLEY OF THE ~IAURIENNE (SAVOIE) 

\Vorks on a larger scale were required in the case of this 
torrent which is much more dangerous because of its rate of 
flow and the extent and elevation of its catchment area. 

Standard methods were also used in this case. First of all, 
works were carried out in the catchment area so as to dry up 
or reduce the source of the matter carried down. This was 
followed by the construction of sills, and reafforestation with 
mixed coniferous and deciduous trees. 

In the median section of the torrent where it runs over highly 
unstable glacial deposits, the bottom of the river-bed was made 
firm by a succession of rustic dams. Generalized and methodical 
use was made of masonry in very large blocks, reinforced wings 
were added and the thickness of the constructions was increased. 

Before emerging on to its alluvial cone, the torrent flows 
down a cliff or crystalline rock in a series of waterfalls. The 
gorge was littered with enormous unstable blocks: these were 
either broken up, bedded down or incorporated in the body 
of the concrete dams which were constructed in the gorge. 

Lastly, on the alluvial cone, the river-bed was straightened 
and a curved channel was constructed: a standard-type run-off 
canal with lateral dry walls and forebays. (Figures 4 and 5 show 
the site before and during these works). 

Reafforestation, unfortunately limited in extent by the alti· 
tude was combined with these stone constructions. 

This dangerous torrent which has the greater part of its 
catchment basin situated above the forest vegetation level and 
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Torrent of Grolla..: (Savoie) 
Figure 2. The catchment area before reafforestation 

Torrent ofGrollaz (Savoie) 
Figure 3. The catchment area after reafforestation 
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which passes over various types of highly unstable ground 
(limestone, dolomite, triassic or liassic schist, glacial moraines, 
triassic gypsum, flysch sandstone and shale) cannot be alto
gether destroyed, but the force of its floods and the volume of 
its overflow have been much reduced. 

THE RIPPAZ TORRENT, COMMUNE OF l\TAGL AND (HAUTE-SAVOIE) 

lts drainage basin takes the form of a high Urgonian cliff of 
compact limestones, liable however to landslips through the 
effect of disintegrating agencies and of frost and thaw. In its 
median section the torrent cuts its bed through the black Neo
comian shale and then passes over the tithonic cliff before re
entering the main valley to spread out in a vast alluvial fan. 

Although the whole area is naturally timbered up to the foot 
of the rocky cliffs of the peak, the presence of forest vegetation 
has not prevented the occurrence of torrents. The standard 
method of dams has been employed once agai n. R egulation is 
now well on the way to completion with the construction of a 
run-off canal on the alluvial cone. 

Many other torrents have been treated in the same way in 
Savoie and other Alpine departments, but it would be tedious 
to enumerate them. It is hardly possible to speak of innovatio ns 
in the execution of these works as the general technique re
mains the same. At most it may be noted that the curved dam 
has been almost completely abandoned: the type adopted is 
usually straight, as its wings provide better resistance to the 
pressure of the river banks than the old curved type. 

Also to be noted is the abandonment of the type of masonry 
previously o ften used - the so-called "mixed" masonry con
sis ting of large and small stones stacked together by hand but 
not masoned. The outer facing alone was constructed of cement 
masonry of bonded stone. The constructio n was not homo
geneous and its solidity was no t wholly reliable. 

The sole aim of the improvements that were made was to 
ensure greater solidity and consequently longer life for the 
works, by making the latter rectilinear, reinforcing the wings, 
increasing the thickness and erecting homogeneous masonry 
consisting of large blocks, which can now be buil t more easily 
than in the past because of technological developments and in 

Pontamafrey Torrent (Savoie) 
Figure 4. Meanderings of the torrent on its alluvial cone, before con

struction of the run-off canal 

particular, the use of lifting apparatus (movable-ji b power 
cranes). 

Special precautions are also taken in regard to the founda tion 
of the works. The largest of these dams are built upon slab 
fou ndations of reinforced concrete. Greater care is also taken 
with the capping and as far as possible the stilling-basin is 
provided with a number of blocks running the whole width o f 
the work. 

It has become a common practice to use cement in place of 
heavy lime, and also special cement in the case of selenitic 
water. 

T hese however are merely improvements resulting from 
general advances in the field of public works. 

The principles of torrent regulation are apparently un
changing. 

This appears to be borne out by the facts in connexion with 
the maintenance and repair of h)'draulic works. 

T he Service Forestier recently had to deal with the almost 
complete overhaul of a whole system of regulation works. The 
torrent in question was that of St. ]ulien-de-Maurienne, which 
was skilfully regulated by Mougin between 1895 and 1910. 

H ydraulic works had improved the behaviour of this for
midable torrent, but fresh floods were inevitable. The floods 
of 1921 , 1922 and 1933 and, lastly, that of 1938 did great 
damage to the masonry and necessita ted the repair of many 
dams and the reconstruction of th e whole run-off canal. No 
change was made in the regulation principle but the recon
structed works were reinforced and executed with greater care; 
no innovations of any kind, however, were introduced. 

It appears justifiable to conclude from the above considera
tio ns tha t the old-time foresters, with Demo ntzey and Mougin, 
had laid down once and for all, the general methods of moun
tain torrent control. With the exception of certain advances iu 
hydraulic engineering, there are no new developments. 

In recent years, however, works involving a certain original
ity or at least a special technique have been carried out in Savoy. 
They consist of the following: 

Pontamafrey Torrent (Savoie) 
Figure 5. Straightening of the river-bed on the alluvial cone. View 

taken during construction of the run-off canal 
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retimbercd with resinous trees and alders and, above all, the 
-~::.W<Jr of the slides was reinforced by the construction, at selected 

THE LANDSLIDES OF VAILLY-LULLIN (HAUTE-SAVOIE) 

In the communes of Vailly and Lullin, in the Chablais region, 
the river Brcvon crosses a wide basin formed by the old Rhone 
glacier, which, in the Wiirms epoch, left behind a thick mass 
of grey clays. Although of slight declivity, all this area is in 
downward movement. This movement is deep-seated, i.e., af
fecting the whole geological formation throughout its entire 
depth which is some ten metres or more. The rate of movement, 
however, is slow. 

These clays rest p artly on conglomerate, partly on stable 
rock, of which the dip is often such as to promote a downward 
movement. The process is as follows : the clays which arc as hard 
as cement when dry and consequently stable, become doughy 
and fluid when impregnated with water. In periods of heavy 
rain, water filters through to the stable rock through sandy or 
gravelly areas and crevices caused in bare ground by the fis
suration of the clay from the effect of previous dry periods. 
This water raises the normal water-level beneath the clay de
rived from springs issuing from the walls of the glacier valley. 
The lower layers of the clay become greasy and slide over the 
substratum consisting of stable rocks or conglomerate. A gen
eral, irresistible creeping movement is then imparted to these 
clay masses, usually affecting the whole mass of the moraine. 
The movement therefore goes very deep down; most of the 
time it is slow, but it is endless as the river-waters a t the bottom 
of the valley erode the foot of the slides. 

Counter-measures required careful handling but were at
tempted and comprised the complete draining of the sliding 
ground: deep drains at the source in the seepage areas rapidly 
cha nging to surface drains. Various types were used: wooden 
drains, stone drains and simple trenches in the earth or gutters 
with wooden channels. The whole of the Jandslip area was 

ts where the banks were rocky or stable, of three large basic 
bigger than any previously used for torrent regulation. 

cubical contents of the three holding dams are 641, 1,192 
2,675 cub. metres respectively. At the p resent time the 
length of the drains is 6 km. and of the ditches, II km. 

In addition, the torrent - the Brevon - w<~s wherever pas
d iverted by means of artifici ::~ l channels constructed where 

bank was stable. T hese diversion works were supplemented . 
cleaning out the river-bed. 

Opera tions have not yet been completed. The drains have 
still to be fin ished oil', together wi th the reafforcstation of a few 
dpzen hectares of land. The clams are not yet wholly effective 
as alluvial deposits arc forming behind them. The largest of 
,d1e dams - that of Pierra Bcssa - has not yet been put into 
ervice as the completion of the alluvium depositing process a t 

the downstream clam- the Marphoz- is bei ng awaited before 
adually closing the aqueducts opened in the body of the 

In the lower section of the lanclslitle zone, however, below 
rphoz, where tl1e d::~m made it possible to raise the river-bed 

5 metres, results achieved are alre<~dy clearly visible. 

TH E SERRIERES LA~DSLIP (SA VOl E) 2 

This landslip, which occurred in 1936 in tufaceous rock, was 
to pressure from water running underground through a 

Torrent of St. M artin -la-Porte (Savoie) 
Figure 7. T he same works destroyed by Aood in 1938 

2 A detailed study of the Serrieres landslip with supporting plans, 
drawings and photographs is contained in the paper, by the same 
author, which follows. 
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mass of Urgonian and Valanginian limestone and coming up 
to the surface again through the marl of the Hauterive layer. 

Drainage operations conducted in the light of these special 
features and of local tectonic conditions enabled the greater 
part of the water which percolated into the mountain to be 
collected, but the serious problem of evacuating the water thus 
collected then arose. 

This was done by "bottling" the torrent, which was diverted 
into two steel channels fitted with desilting apparatus and an 
antiscouring installation. 

Rcafforestation is of no use whatsoever against this type of 
landslip. The only problem here was that of draining off and 
evacuating, the water which had collected. 

The damage caused by the landslip and the magnitude of the 
interests to be protected against a repetition of such a disaster 
justified the hydraulic works carried out. 

In the case of the Puget-Theniers landslip (Alpes-Maritimes) 
which occurred in 1948 in triassic gypsum, the same measures 
- drainage works, but not reafforestation which was quite use
less- were warranted. 

No counter-measures were attempted, however, as the public 
or private interests to be protected were inconsiderable. 

THE CHATELARD LANDSLIDE (SAVOIE) 

Occurring in the Commune of Chatelard in 1931, this land
slide affected glacial clays resting in a synclinal cradle of flysch 
grits and shales. It was handled by means of drainage deep 
drainage in the spring area, surface drainage elsewhere. 
Figure 5 gives a general view of a system of drains. 

Torrent of St. Martin-la-Porte (Savoie) 
Figure 8. The dam of vibrated concrete which replaced the Breton 

dams. View from the downstream facing 

Torrent of St. Martin-la-Porte (Savoie) 
Figure 9. The same work seen from upstream. The alluvial deposit 
visible in the photograph was produced by a single flood in 1942 

An area of more than 130 hectares has been reforested by 
means of plantations, for which fir, spruce, larch, Norway pine, 
beech, ash, maple and alder were used. Belts of willow slips 
were planted in the landslide areas. 

THE TORRENT OF ST. MARTIN-LA-PORTE (SAVOIE) 

In this torrent, in regard to which the Service Fm·estier has 
taken action since 1877, old works of the Breton type- from 
the name of their designer - set up at successive levels (Figure 
6) were replaced after the flood of 1938 which destroyed them 
(Figure 7) by a single massive work constructed between 1939 
and 1942 on the site of four previous dams. 

The latter had been set too close together and were made of 
mixed masonry, with stones of small size. 

The new dam (Figures 8 and 9) 3 is rectilinear and is made 
entirely of vibrated concrete embedded to a depth of 10 metres 
into the ground, 2 metres into the right bank and 5 metres 
into the left bank which is Jess solid. Thickness at base, 7.60 
metres; Total height, 36 metres; Volume, 4,200 cub. metres. 

It is flanked by a buttress and its capping is of ashlar work. 
At the time the works cost 2,272,000 francs. 

THE CHAMONIX VALLEY (HAUTE-SAVOIE) 

The torrents in this valley are so formidable that the Service 
Forestier merely carries out passive defence works - the con
struction of longitudinal dykes or protective groins. In recent 

3 It was impossible to reproduce with this paper a number of 
additional photographs supplied by the author, illustrating further 
the various works which he describes. 
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years, however, special types have been tried out: mixed dykes 
of dry stone masonry in large blocks, with reinforcement ol 
uncut timber or logs and facing of earth; and dykes of metal 
gabions with rigid lining of squared timber and wooden facing 
made of timber flitches or logs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Apart from their scientific or technical originality, the works 
described above were carried out solely because of the economic 
advantages that they offered. 

All the torrents which we have considered - the Vigny, 
Grollaz, Charmaix, St. Julien and Pontamafrey Torrents, to 
mention only the ~laurienne Valley - are feared by the local 
population. They are a serious threat to the numerous dwellings 
and rich uops of the valley and frequently interrupt road traffic 
and the international railway from France to Italy. There is not 
sufficient data available to enable the possible damage to be 
calculated in comparison with the sums laid out, but there is 
no doubt that the regulation works are justified. 

The same applies to the other examples quoted. Agricultural 
interests are combined with those of travel and movement in 
general. 

Where the landslide or torrential lava affects sparsely in
habited areas and where damage has been relatively small, no 
regulation work is justified and has not been carried out, as in 
the case of Puget-Theniers (Alpes-Maritimes) mentioned above. 
This also applies to Bellevaux (Haute-Savoie). This Commune, 
situated at the foot of a remote valley, was the scene in 1943 of 
a noteworthy landslide which took place in flysch scree and 
remanie glacial scree. No counter-measures were necessary. 

In the same way protective works against avalanches are not 
w important in France as they are in Switzerland. 

In regard to the French Alps, the lessons to be remembered 
may be summed up as follows: 

Torrent and landslide regulation requires the use and appli
cation of various techniques. The work carried out is inter
dependent. 

Reafforestation is of the first importance, but constructive 
works must be combined with it, at least in the Northern Alps. 

Reafforestation is shown to be useless only in certain indivi
dual cases (the tuffs of Serrieres, the gypsum of Puget-Theniers 
etc.). 

In drawing up any torrent regulation scheme, a predominant 
role must be given to knowledge of the geology and, above all, 
hydrology of the area. 

Exploration of the underground circulation of the water, 
morphological problems and the exact locating of the stable 
rock and the alluvial deposits call for concrete and detailed 
study by the forester, who must at the same time be able to 
appraise meteorological factors correctly and be conversant 
with the rates of precipitation and flow, flood behaviour, the 
particular characteristics of snowfalls and the melting of snow, 
the phenomena of frost and thaw, variations in temperature, 
and so forth. 

Lastly, the forester must have a wide knowledge of botany 
and forest pedology. 

MESSINES 

A torrent regulation specialist must therefore be a combina
tion of forester, agronomist, public works engineer and hy
draulician. 
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Work on Stabilizing the Landslide at Serrieres-en-Chautagne 
(Savoie)1 

J. MESSINES 

ABSTRACT 

The Serrieres landslide which occurred in 1936, took place in the Tuffstone as a result of the pressure from sub· 
terranean water flowing on different limestone horizons of the Lower Cretaceous system; it was stabilized by means of 
drainage; the following methods were applied: 

1. The water was canalized in deep drains at the level of the perpetual or intermittent springs, at the points where 
the impermeable marl horizon of the Lower Hauterivian system crops out into the soil. 

2. This water was evacuated in open surface drains. 
3. To carry the water across the :z:one where the danger of landslides persisted, it was diverted in a double steel 

pipe. Special devices were used to avoid obstruction in the pipe ( desilting devices) and to break the impact of the water 
(anti-scouring installation). 

In this way the unsafe area dried out and fresh landslides were prevented. 
Reafforestation would have had no effect on these landslides, as, owing to the special hydro-geological conditions 

of the region, the dangerous movements of water took place at some depth, in the innermost mass of the mountain. 
Forest cover could be of no assistance here. 

The hydraulic works, carried out ten years ago, involved an expenditure of less than 1 million francs. The cost of 
maintenance is low. The expenditure as a whole is justified by the fact that these works protect a village and an impor· 
tant system of communications. 

GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE STATUS 

The Commune of Serrieres lies in the extreme north of the 
Department of Savoie, on the left bank of the Rhone. The 
chef-lieu (administrative centre) is 245 metres above sea level. 
This Commune, whose 750 inhabitants are scattered amongst 
several villages, occupies part of the western slope of the Gros 
Foug mountain, whose peak rises to 1,060 metres. 

The landslide lies immediately above the chef-lieu of Ser
rieres, and the Aix-les-Bains-Seyssel highway. As the landslide 
occurred close to an inhabited area and in view of the damage 
it caused, there was every reason for the authorities to intervene. 

ACCOUNT OF THE LANDSLIDE 

The land mass moved down from the Marete plateau (alti
tude 380 metres), a small tuff plateau immediately above 
Serrieres. The first landslide took place on 17 January 1936. 
Further landslides occurred in March 1937. 

Landslide of 17 januaTy 1936 

There had been very heavy rain throughout France during 
November and December 1935, and the first two weeks of 
January 1936, but there had been no serious floods anywhere 
in Savoie during the early part of the winter. 

On 17 January, at about 7 o'clock in the morning, during 
a heavy shower, a mass of tuffs and earth mixed with water 
broke off from the Marete plateau, and in less than five minutes 
started to flow down precipitately in a lava-like stream, divid
ing itself lower down into several mud avalanches. One of these, 
to the north, reached the chef-lieu, completely destroying or 
damaging about 20 buildings; a sawmill, a mill and several 
houses were carried away; villas, the village fruit store, a garage, 
and several buildings were damaged. Another stream to the 
south destroyed stables and barns, and damaged several houses 
in the village of Les Denis. The water and mud terminated in 
the swampy ground lying at an altitude of 245 metres. The 
highway was cut at several points. Traffic was interrupted for 
five days. Above the villages, at altitude 310 to 320 metres, the 
ordinary local road No. 56 was buried for a distance of 180 

metres. On the Marete plateau the new Venaise road (local 
road No. 3) was likely to be cut if the landslide increased. 

Six or seven hectares of land were carried away or buried by 
the "lava", including several vineyards and many gardens. 
Several head of cattle were buried, but there were no casualties 
amongst the inhabitants. 

The telephone and electrical lines had been cut but were 
soon restored. 

Landslide in AI arch 1937 

In the course of drainage work carried out by the Admini
stration of vVaters and Forests. further exceptional weather 
conditions, i.e., abnormally heavy rain throughout the first 
three months of 1937, caused further landslides. 

At the beginning of March the La Prairie brook, which at 
that time was still running across the landslide area, was already 
starting to bring down sand and gravel which it picked up in 
the area of the landslide of 1936. The first serious flood took 
place on 20 March; on that day the lower outlets were blocked 
and the road flooded, but traffic was not interrupted. On 25 
March a subsidence in the tuffs further widened the landslide 
area, and on 28 March further and more extensive subsidence 
occurred, involving about 200 cub. metres. Local road No. 56 
was cut and the chef-lieu of Serrieres was Hooded. 

GEOLOGY 

The landslide at Serrieres occurred on the lower part of the 
western side of the Gros Foug-Mont-Clergeon secondary moun
tain chain, on a level with Serrieres. 

I. General description of the secondary mountain chain. 
This 28 km. long Jurassic secondary mountain chain runs from 
Brison-Saint-lnnocent in the south as far as the Montagne des 
Princes in the north and includes the Gros Foug (1,060 metres) 
and the Mont-Clergcon (1,031 metres). 

The fold is a saddle consisting of secondary rocks with an 
Urgonian upper crust. All the stages of the secondary are to 

1 Original text: French. 
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be found, from the Callovian to the Albian, but the complete 
series can only be observed in the Val de Fier, where the river 
has cut out a deep gap at right angles to the axis of the fold. 

T he fold rises from the sandstone at the Montagne des 

MESSINES 

Princes (altitude 942 metres) in the north. H ere the Urgonian 
upper crust is so to speak intact and COYCrs all the other 
formations. 

On a level with Serrieres the crust is still well preserved, par-
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ticularly on the eastern side which falls away in a gentle slope 
towards Moye and Rumilly. On the other side of the mountain 
chain erosion has laid bare the Hauterivian strata. Later we 
shall study in detail the structure of the chain at this point, 
since this is where the landslide took place. 

South of Serrieres, the Valanginian strata have been laid bare 
by deeper erosion, but the crest is Urgonian and this system 
reappears at the bottom of the slopes. 

On a level with Ruffieux, the Urgonian remains only at the 
base of the slopes; erosion has laid bare deeply buried Valan· 
ginian limestone, represented by a rather steep rocky cliff 
regular in formation, facing westward and following the line 
of the crest almost continuously. 

These strata are surrounded by the marl and grey schist of 
the Hauterivian system, forming less steep ridges, usually grassy 
or wooded. 

Finally, south of Chindrieux, the erosion has bitten deeper 
into the fold. A panel of Jurassic formation cuts sharply into 
the uniformity of the chain: massive Tithonic limestone for· 
mations produce an imposing bluff in the midst of the slope 
which runs for a length of 3 to 4 km. and declines into the Lac 
du Bourget, where the strata plunge almost vertically down. 

Owing to this lowering of the axis, the Urgonian rampart 
reappears south of the Col du Sapenay and its abrupt escarp
ments dominate the lake and constitute the summit of the 
Chambotte, giving the chain a younger appearance. 

As a whole, the relief continues to be of a structural type. 

Further, the circumference of the chain is marked by heavy 
ridges of Tertiary sandstone, chiefly Burdigalian, the sharply 
inclined strata of which rest unconformably upon the Urgonian 
at the foot of the slope. 

\Ve must note finally that at certain points of the chain and 
notably at Serrieres, there exist heavy deposits of quaternary 
tuffs. These are the principal cause of the disaster. 

2. Detailed stratigraphic and tectonic description of the 
environs of Serrieres. Let us now examine the fold more closely 
at the level of Serrieres. 

To an altitude of 600 to 650 metres, the Urgonian caps the 
whole mountain, but the rock has been affected by numerous 
shifts. Immediately above Serrieres, the fall involved a whole 
section which is limited by two faults at right angles and a cut 
parallel to the axis of the fold. From such movements of the 
ground it may be reasonably surmised that there is a certain 
amount of chaos in the more deeply-buried strata and a fortiori 
the movement of water in these limestone formations is hence 
unpredictable. 

Lower down the Urgonian wall is encircled by scree, which 
partly hides the erosion caused by the Rhone glacier. But in 
this area erosion has not been considerable. It has carved out 
a few small lightly inclined plateaux amongst which small 
Urgonian cornices have been preserved. In places the decay 
has affected the whole Urgonian stratum, and has laid bare 
the Neodomian strata, but this is rarely the case round Serrieres. 

The two sectional diagrams attached make it possible to 
compare the differences in the effects of erosion on a small piece 
of ground, because these two cross-sections are only about 400 
metres apart. They are purely theoretical, as the covering of 
the forest and grass and the absence of valleys renders it im
possible to make continuous observations. It was possible, how
ever, at the time of the excavations in connexion with the 

drainage, of which more will be said later, to verify their 
accuracy. 

From an examination of these sections, it will be seen that 
the Urgonian strata which are more or less broken towards the 
middle of the slope, reappear, in an almost vertical position, 
towards the lowest part before disappearing in the marine 
sandstone. 

In the cross valley of the Val deFier, the falling away of the 
Urgonian strata appears in an opposite direction, that is to say 
it slopes to the east. 

On the Serrieres side, it is difficult to ascertain the exact shape 
of the strata, which must not be confused with the diaclases of 
the rock. Except on the Venaise side it is not possible to ascer
tain the angle of the Hauterivian strata laid bare by erosion. 
At this single visible point, the strata incline to the east. Pro
bably the Hauterivian and Valanginian strata were folded back 
more sharply than their Urgonian covering, and were in
fluenced by flexures of the same type as those discernible in 
the Val de l''ier, as noted by J. Revil. (See the series of sections 
of the mountain chain). 

It is this special disposition of the subjacent Hauterivian 
deposits which affects the inflow of water. 

At every point where the topographical surface coincides with 
the line of demarcation between the Urgonian and the Haute
rivian, a level of springs can be noted. 

What happens is that rain-water falls on the crest, and after 
running a short distance penetrates to the interior of the rocks2 

through fissures and diaclases, and circulates underground first 
in the Urgonian limestone and then in the Hauterivian lime
stone. 

It must be noted here that the Hauterivian strata are, broadly 
speaking, at two levels: a higher level of yellowish limestone, 
with a granular texture, and a lower level of bluish marls and 
schist. The first level, while not so permeable as the Urgonian, 
still allows the subterranean movement of water. The second 
level is almost entirely impermeable. 

The explanation is thus quite simple. 

Normally, when the rainfall is no more than average, the 
water drains off as usual and penetrates as far as the imperme
able layer of marl. At this level the perennial springs occur. 

But there is another level of springs further to the north, 
on the Venaise side. These ,springs, few in number, are situated 
at the Jaffes, on a grassy plateau, on the terrace immediately 
above that of Clarafond. These are temporary springs. They 
only appear after exceptionally heavy rain. They rose in January 
1936, at the time of the disaster, and in February 1937, shortly 
before its recurrence. They are usually dry, and in 1939, an 
exceptionally dry year, they did not appear except in December 
and January when the rains started again. This phenomenon 
may be explained as follows: 

At this point the Hauterivian marl has not been laid bare 
by erosion, but is still covered by the more recent yellowish 
limestone deposits belonging to the same Hauterivian stage. 
There is an outcrop of tl1is limestone on the Jaffes plateau, 
under the loam and grass. The excavations carried out for the 

2 The pure calcareous stone is lithologically one of the most impervi
ous types of rock. The rain runs as rapidly over the rocky surface of the 
Causses as it would over a metal surface, but it is soon absorbed 
(percolates) through gap~ and fissures and the whole watercourse 
sometimes disappears. This phenomenon is known as large-scale 
permeability (cf. Martel). 
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drainage works revealed this local peculiarity. In normal 
weather, the waters run down from upper slopes of the 
mountain pass straight from the Urgonian to the Hauterivian 
limestone, but continue their descent underground and only 
re"emerge on the Clarafond plateau, where they are halted by 
the impermeable marl. When the flow of water is heavy, the 
subterranean channels cannot drain off the whole volume down 
to the lower levels of the marl, and the water bursts forth 
amongst the limestone on the Jaffes plateau. These intermittent 
springs serve as overflows; they are ascendant and slightly under 
pressure.3 

Finally, there are other levels of springs at the base of the 
lJrgonian slope, at different altitudes: 

First, on the Vercin plateau, at the point where the outcrop 
of Hauterivian marl presumably occurs, although it is not 
visible, the waters run unhindered through the Urgonian lime
stone, from the summit (1,000 metres) as far as Vercin, i.e., 
390 metres. 

Second, at the point of contact with the sandstone, or even 
in the sandstone, in the case of water which has run further 
down. This siliceous sandstone is impermeable except at the 
fissures. It is not surprising, then, that springs appear at the 
point of contact between the Urgonian and the sandstone. 

But all this does not yet explain the mechanics of the land
~Iide. 

The landslide itself is due to the presence at the foot and at 
the centre of the Urgonian slope of a thick superficial deposit 
of tuffs. Indeed, all the waters rising from the limestone rocks 
have produced, between altitudes of 540 metres and 360 metres 
approximately, that is, over a length of about 180 metres, 
enormous quantities of tuffs. It is known that these deposits 
are formed by the chalky waters which, losing part of their 
carbonic acid on reaching the surface, leave a limestone deposit 
on the moss and the grasses. 

These quaternary deposits occur in the form of a yellow or 
grey stone, riddled with holes left by vegetable or animal organs, 
now decomposed. This stone is soft, hardens on exposure to 
the air and soon becomes weathered, but it cuts very well. 
For this reason it was formerly employed as building material. 
Quarrying for tuffs used to take place at Serrieres, in what is 
now landslide area. 

The water moves freely amongst these deposits and com
pletely undermines them. If the water is excessive in volume, 
it may cause the mass of tuff to shift. To this subterranean 
action is added the surface action of water running down. The 
first landslide in 1936 was due principally to the action of sub
terranean water. But the landslides of March 1937 were caused 
chiefly by the waters of the La Prairie brook which at that time 
was still cascading down the cut produced by the landslide 
of 1936. 

METEOROLOGICAL CO:<DITIONS 

The water which cause the disaster come partly from the 
Jaffes, Clarafond and Vercin springs, which, before draimge, 

3 lt may even be suggested that the .Jaffes level was formerly the 
constant level where the perennial springs rose. There are traces of 
a former anticlinal depression at this point. But in the course of 
centuries the waters have continued their undermining work and in 
their downward flow have hollowed out new galleries, which de
bouched at the surface at a lower le<•el on the Clarafond plateau. 

The older, higher outlets of the .Jaffes thus dried up but in periods 
of exceptional rainfall they still run. 

MESSINES 

ran down ill-defined beds and seeped back into the ground at 
the plateau of Marete; and partly from the deeper subsoiL 

This movement of subterranean water had considerably in
creased at the time of the landslide, owing to the exceptionally 
heavy rainfall during the preceding months. 

The meteorological reports of the forest service give the 
following figures: 

Chambery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 1935 ... . 2·15.2 mm. 
199.0 mm. (altitude 280 metres) December 1936 ... . 

First fortnight 
of January 1936 . 97.9 mm. 

Total ............ 542.1 mm. 

As a comparison, here are the average monthly figures for 
Chambery for the thirty years 1881-1910, according to E. Be
nevent: 

Chambery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November ......... . 99mm. 
(altitude 280 metres) December ......... . 102 mm. 

January (first 
· fortnight) ....... . 37mm. 
Total ............. -. --:2"'3"'8;-m~m-. 

During the same period from l November 1935 to 15 Ja
nuary 1936, the total precipitation in various neighbouring 
localities in Savoie was: 

Yenne (altitude 248 metres) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598.9 mm. 
St.-Offenge-Dessous (altitude 600 metres) . . . . . . . 534.8 mm. 
Les Deserts (altitude 1030 metres; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 882.2 mm. 
Aillon-le-Jeune (altitude 850 metres) . . . . . . . . . . . 978.9 mm. 

Very probably the Gros Foug ridge, the altitude of which is 
similar to that of the above-mentioned stations of Les Beauges 
(Les Deserts-Les Ai!Ions) had a rainfall of about the same 
volume (i.e., about 900 mm.). 

Furthermore, a large amount of the precipitation in Novem
ber and December consisted of snow at altitudes over 600 
metres, and at the end of December there was heavy snow 
above 800 metres. When the temperature rose in the last few 
days of the year, and continued to rise during the two first 
weeks of January 1936, the snow melted. Below 1,100 metres 
the snow had entirely disappeared by 14 January. 

Thus, at the altitudes affecting the Serrieres basin, every
thing contributed to swell the water systems to an abnormal 
degree towards mid-January. 

The abundance of water on these steep slopes, and the 
natural instability and softness of the tuffs, caused a loosening 
of the mass. It was not exactly a landslip properly speaking, 
as there was no continuous movement of land. At the begin
ning there was a displacement of blocks and a crumbling which 
carried away rocks, loam, trees and brush. 

We should add that slightly below the point where the land
slide began, were some former tuff quarries. A water reservoir 
with a capacity of 3,000 cub. metres supplied the power for 
a factory which worked the stone. Under the pressure of the 
earth and as a result of the landslide, the walls of the reservoir 
gave way and the water stored there added its volume to the 
moving mass and so added to the damage in the village of 
Les Denis. 

The weather conditions were also the original cause of the 
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landslides in March, which occurred while the work was pro
ceeding but before the drainage system had been completed. 

The protracted drought of the autumn and early winter was 
succeeded in January 1937 by a very rainy period, as may be 
seen from the table below, which gives the monthly precipita
tion at the stations nearest Scrrieres from October 1936 to 
March 1937. 

1936 1937 

Stations October November December ]a11uary February March 

Chambcry ..... . . .. . .. 51.7 53.5 69.2 112.8 254.9 193.6 
St.-Offengc-Dcssous ... . 43.2 69.8 43.4 115.9 232.6 205.1 
Yenne ... . ... ... .. .... 47.2 53.7 33.0 129.3 284.0 228.3 
Annecy ..... . .. ... ... . 4 1.7 44.8 55.4 130.3 222.2 220.0 

Whereas the rainfall during the last quarter of 1936 had been 
almost 50 per cent less than the monthly averages, by contrast 
the precipitation in J anuary was from 30 to 40 per cent greater 
than the average, and in February reached an extraordinarily 
high figure. At Chambery, for example, the figure recorded, 
254.9 mm., was three times the normal 87 mm. 

PRINCIPLES A[I;D P LAN OF CORRECTION 

As a conclusion to the foregoing considerations, the Scrrieres 
disaster may be ascribed to several causes. 

Fintly, general causes: nature of the soil; wale1· system. 

Then, special causes: exceptional rainfall; the existe11ce of 
old quanies and the pTesence of a wate1· Tesemoh. 

The special conditions due to the old workings of the tuffs 
had been removed, but the other causes of the disaster were 
still present. 

I£ a recurrence of the disaster was to be prevented, then, as 
the climate could not be changed, something had to be done 
to deal with the water system. 

T his system could be changed by drainage, by the use o 
water-tight piping which would prevent, or at least cut down, 
infiltration and the subterranean movement of the waters. 

This work was all the more n ecessary since conditions might 
worsen at the very place where the disaster had occurred. 
tuff plateau of Marete, half of which had already been carr 
away, was still u nsafe. Further masses of rock might collapse, 
if not within a year, at least in the not too distant future. 
events of 1937 were to confirm these forebodings. The vi 
of Serrieres lay under a constant threat. The circumstances 
called for immediate action. 

T he geological nature of the area ;mel the local strat" 
and tectonic conditions, were to guide the forest officers in their 
planning of the drainage and the type of drains to be used. 

T he methods applied were as follows : 

( I) Drainage: It was planned to canalize all the springs 
situated above or in the area of the landslide, making the ex
cavations as deep as possible in order to tap not only the \\·ater 
rising to the surface but also the deeper subsoil water wh ich 
continued to infiltrate. · 

For this purpose closed drains were to be built to a 
of from 4 to 4.50 metres in practice. 

The excavation was to descend as far down as the point of 
contact between the permeable limestones (Urgonian or Upper 
Hauterivian) with the grey marl (Lower Hauterivian). 

If all the water of a spring can collect in one or more under
ground wells, spilling over above the lower level of the ex-

cavation, the bottom of the drain was to be rendered water
tight by means of a mortared, masonry bed, with a [acing of 
cement. 

If the water rises in the upper part of the excavation, and if 
owing to the means of execution or the local topographical 
conditions governing the flow it is impossible to dig further 
into the soil, the bottom of the drain was to be made porous 
by the usc of a dry stone drain-bed along the whole length of 
the inflow of water. If possible, the bed of the drain was to be 
at a steep angle, in order to facilitate the flow of the water. 

(2) Canalization: Outside the drainage area proper the 
water collected was to be carried in open drains with water
tight beds (concreted masonry or mortared masonry with a 
cement facing) to prevent infiltra tion along their entire length. 

As far as possible the line of the steepest slope was to be 
followed. 

The edge of the drain was to be raised at turns. 

Sharp changes of the angle of the slope were to be avoided. 

The drains were to be constructed in long rectilinear sections. 
with a slope as uniform as possible. 

(3) DiveHion: At the single outlet of the drainage system, 
after all the water has been collected from the springs higher 
up, in the tuff area and the area of the landslide proper, the 
large volume of water would necessitate the elimination of the 
collecting stream and the water would be dispersed in metal 

Figure 2. View of outle t of the drainage system of the Clara fond 
plateau, showing ch annel conducting water to collecting chamber , 

with successive steps or sills 
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and cement facing. Flagstones lying on dry-masonry upright supports, 
so as to insure disposal of water. Space above drain filled in with a 

layer of dry rubble and (on top of that) earth 

pipes, fitted with successive steps and with desilters upstream, 
(the pipes here being double pipes to ensure the safety of the 
device) and an anti-scouring installation downstream. 

EXECUTION OF THE HYDRAULIC WORKS 

The initial plan called for the construction, in the spring 
area, of closed drains continuing into open drains which were 
to act merely as channels and ultimately to carry the water to 
the old bed of the stream. This was to be cleaned out and would 
have been fitted with longitudinal mattresses and transversal 
dams. 

After the landslide of March 1937 it was decided to dispense 
with the corrective work in the old stream-bed, which had not 
yet been carried out, and, despite the high extra cost of the 
work proposed instead of it, to divert the water from the catch
ments in the upper area in metal piping fitted at the two ex
tremities with the safety devices mentioned above. 

The drainage work was already far advanced in March 1937, 
when the last landslide took place; the success of this work was 
reflected in an inflow of water which was exceptionally heavy 
after the rainy p eriod of the first three months of 1937. Al
though the dangers arising from infiltration and the pressure 
of subterranean waters had been reduced, if not altogether re
moved, by contras t the problem of the disposal of the water 
drained off was rather difficult. At times, the Prairie brook 
became almost a torrent owing to the large volume of water: 
it was thus necessary either to fix the bed of the Prairie brook 
across the landslide area by means of dams, or to divert the 
wa ter in metal pipes running the full length of the dangerous 
section. The latter solution was adopted. It was expensive, but 
quicker and safer. 

MESSINES 

During the two years 1936 and 1937 the following work was 
carried out: 

(1) Drainage 
A total of 2,354 metres of drains of various types were laid 

(closed drains, type A 1- open drains types B 1 and B 2- open 
or closed concrete drains, drains made of cement shafts (see 
drawings). 

All the perennial springs of Clarafond and the intermittent 
springs of Les Jaffes were collected in closed drains and carried 
in open drains, as far as the top of the landslide area. Other 
springs were tapped on the Marete plateau and the Vercins 
plateau and even right at the base of the tuff cliff at the point 
of contact with the sandstone. 

(2) Divenion 

A. Piping 
This involved the use of two seamless pipes of semi-hard 

rolled steel, 300 mm. in diameter over a length of 452 metres, 
a total of about 904 metres of piping, in sections 9 to 10 
metres long, autogenously welded together on the site and 
tarred and covered with hessian throughout. 

Starting point of the piping: altitude 450 metres. 
Deflection from level : 175 metres. 
Resistance of the pipe: 65 kg. per sq. mm. 
Rate of How in each pipe (according to the Daroy formula) : 

510 litres per second. 

When the stream is running full, a single pipe is sufficient. 
Two may be used together if the volume of water i~ excep
tionally large. 

When the volume of water is small, the rate of flow is not 
higher than 150 litres per second. 

B. Collecting Chamber 
The water brought down by the drainage system into one 

large main, type B 2, passes over several concrete sills and 

Figure 4. On the edge of the Clarafond plateau, the collecting cham
ber through which the water enters the metal pipes-desilting and 

release chambers 
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enters the collecting chamber by means of a brick-work channel 
after first passing through a grating. This chamber includes 
two desilting or deposit chambers, each with a capacity of 16 
cub. metres. By a water-tight door either compartment can be 
isolated. Each of these two basins is closed at the top by a strong 
grating, laid flat, the purpose of which is to prevent the mate
rial carried down by the current (driftwood, debris etc.) from 
entering the pipe. 

An emptying system has been arranged in each desilting 
installation. 

For the two desilting chambers there are two release cham
bers, which the water enters from above. A partition separates 
the two compartments. 

The whole fabric constituting the collecting chamber is built 
of reinforced concrete and the foundations are laid in the rock. 

An additional desilting device has been installed in the ap
proach channel in the form of a simple concrete well emptied 
by means of an outlet with a submersible grating with thick 
bars. This desilting device holds the very coarse and bulky 
sediment (tree branches, big stones). 

C. Anti-scouring installation 
At the lower end of the diversion system (altitude 275) the 

pipes run into a Koechlin type anti-scouring installation, 
planned for water running at a speed of from 10 to 15 metres 
per second. 

This device consists of two cylindrical bodies in reinforced 
concrete, symmetrical and vertical, with a thickness of 50 centi
metres, a diameter of 1.20 metres and a total height of 7 metres. 

The reinforcement consists of vertical iron bars of 10 mm., 
and horizontal iron bars of 8 rum about 0.20 metres distant 
from each other. 

The water runs out of the pipe through a wide-mouthed 
valve which spreads the water and reduces its speed. 

The interior of the well is metal-lined up to the height of 
these valves with special 20 rum. steel plates. 

The water, its momentum broken, leaves by the top of the 
well by means of graded outlets, and finally through reinforced 
concrete pipes. 

The whole structure rests on a foundation of very hard blue 
marl, which can only be worked with a pickaxe (this is probably 
of glacial origin) . 

By means of the device for emptying this structure it is pos
sible to inspect the functioning of the installation. 

The total sum spent on hydraulic work (drains, canals, di
versions, including all the accessory work, and sluices, filters, 
taps, handrails, sluice-boards, gratings, padlocks, iron doors. 
all the iron work and so forth) came to 745,000 pre-war francs. 

Control of Mountain 
Establishment and 

Torrents and Avalanches Through 
Maintenance of Forest Cover 

ALDO PAVARI 

ABSTRACT 

A comparison is made between the intensive engineering measures such as barriers and bank bulwarks, and ex· 
tensive measures such as afforestation and conservation or improvement of the already existing forests. It is concluded 
that both are necessary for control of torrents, and that the former must often precede the latter, in order to render the 
latter feasible. However, in countries so densely populated as Italy, where a great part of the torrential watersheds are 
mountainous areas exploited for pasture and farms, the increase of forest cover presents serious difficulties. 

Also discussed are problems of choosing suitable forest species as cover in relation to topography and climate. 
As for the control of avalanches, the forest contribution is generally of limited importance, since most avalanches 

originate above the timber-line. Forests are of some efficacy, however, in the higher and lower sectors of the basin, rath· 
er than in the intermediate ones. 

REGULATION OI' MOUNTAIN TORRENTS 

In order to illustrate the nature and limits of the present 
paper, it is necessary to take the following premises for granted: 

1. The problem will be treated principally from the bio
logical and sylvicultural point of view, instead of from the 
technical and hydraulic aspect which is handled by other ex
perts under the heading, "Watershed Management" of the 
\Vater Section. 

2. The effect of forest cover upon the volume of the torrents, 
in connexion and in comparison with the effect of other spon
taneous vegetable growth or the effect of other types of land 
use, is a very large question, pertaining more to the Water 
Section, i.e., "Effects of \Vatershed Management on \Vater 
Yields". Nevertheless, this problem cannot be neglected, even 
in the present report, because the various types of forest cover 

in correlation with different ecological conditions (climate ant!: 
soil) may have very dissimilar effects and show various degrees. 
of efficiency. 

3. The problem will be examined in so far as the influence 
of the forest on the watershed of single torrents is concerned, 
not on the watershed of large drainage basins, for it is clear 
that the management of a single stream is part of the problem 
of manugement of a much larger drainage basin. Furthermore, 
a drainage !Jasin requires water-control structures of various. 
types and importance in addition to forest cover. 

It is superfluous to recall here the complex mechanism where
by the forest not only exercises protection against superficial 
soil erosion, but also serves as a regulator of the water system. 
In most cases, the protective action is so efficacious as not to be 
compared with other vegetable growth. Thus, for example, if 
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a dense herbaceous cover, such as that of well-kept pastures, 
can, like the forest, assure protection from erosion, it acts to a 
much smaller degree on a phenomenon of decisive importance, 
i.e., the infiltration of rain-water and snow-water (percolation). 

Nevertheless, it must be admitted that it is not always possible 
to avoid torrential phenomena through the establishment of 
forest cover. In Italy, for example, numerous cases are known 
in which a torrent has orignated from a landslip occurring in 
the middle of densely forested slopes, as in the coniferous forests 
of the Alpine range, or in the oak forests of the argillaceous 
(clay) Appenine system of Basilicata. Very frequently this phe
nomenon is accounted for by the fact that a forest cannot 
hinder and may even facilitate deep landslips on slopes. Later 
on, we shall come back to this point, which is of great impor
tance in the case of clay soil. In the meantime, it may help to 
explain why forest cover, which is generally regarded as the 
chief factor in the control of torrents, needs to be supplemented 
by such control measures as barriers and other structures -
measures that might be called intensive in character. In reality, 
all the technical progress attained in watershed management 
during the last century, and all the experience gained, tend to 
point up the problem of choosing between measures of an 
intensive character and measures of an extensive nature i.e., 
(afforestation and land improvement). In many cases, the corn
plaint has been made that preference has been given to in
tensive measures, which are generally very costly to execute, 
rather than to improvement of vegetal cover and particularly 
of forest cover; the preference has been shown to the extent 
that in the global figure of expenses, the minor part has been 
allotted to the latter measures. 

So far as Italy is concerned, its great variety of ecological 
conditions and of types of torrents, does not permit conclusions 
to be drawn as to which of the two types of measures has pre
vailed. On the whole, however, experience has shown that in 
most cases the two types of measures must be closely integrated 
and that intensive work should often precede reafforestation, 
even though it is recognized that in the past hydraulic engineer
ing works have often predominated over reafforestation. It is 
important to note that this preference is due not only to tech
nical considerations, but even more to the fact that Italy's 
dense population does not permit the utilization for forest 
cover of mountain land that can be used for pastures and farm· 
ing purposes. 

It is not possible to go into great detail with regard to the 
results obtained in Italy, since the work of controlling torrents 
is a tremendous task on account of the physical characteristics 
of the terrain and the heavy rainfall that gives rise to torrential 
flows throughout the peninsula as well as on the islands. The 
reader is referred to the excellent paper, "Hydraulics and Fo
restry in the Control of the Torrents in Italy", presented by 
Professor De Horatiis at the conference of experts on soil 
conservation, held under the auspices of the Food and Agricul
ture Organization in Florence in September 1948. The paper 
describes the results achieved in the control of the main types 
of I tali an torrents. 

The control of torrential watersheds in Italy by means of 
engineering works and afforestation dates far back in the ages, 
and is glorified by the names of Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo, 
Viviani (Galileo's disciple, 1622-1708) and Guglielrnini. The 
need for regulation of the waterways was recognized organiza
tionally by the appointment in the fifteenth century of a "Ma
gistrate of the Water" of the Republic of Venice. Yet Italian 

PAVARI 

methods have largely benefited from French techniques in the 
field, and also from Austrian experience, particularly in the 
eastern Alps, and have adapted the acquired knowledge to 
local conditions. The Italian technique has its own particular 
aspect, however, because of the need for combining engineering 
works with afforestation, drainage and pasture improvements in 
a region where farming is conducted at very high altitudes in 
order to meet the requirements of dense population. A typical 
example of such combined methods is given in the discussion 
of calanchi (day-soil), in the paper by Mr. Visentini presented 
under "Water", topic 4 (a), "Water Control through Watershed 
Management". 

Another characteristic Italian technique in this field is the 
widely-used terracing system, i.e., the formation of small ter
races on the mountain slopes along the level lines. This device, 
besides allowing for reafforestation, also provides an efficient 
method of controlling soil erosion and water, so much so, in 
fact, that transverse barriers erected in the channels of torrents 
in various torrential watersheds have become practically useless 
after the adoption of the terracing system. This system is very 
successful on limestone and siliceous formations although gen
erally it cannot be applied on clayey soil because it favours 
water infiltration and, consequently, the formation of deep 
landslips. Before terracing became widespread considerable re
sults were achieved by correcting the course of several Alpine 
and Apennine torrents, thus checking the damage if not elimi· 
nating it altogether. 

Following up the discoveries made in the evolution of vege
tation and in plant sociology, great progress has been achieved 
in Italy in the choice of trees with a view to employing species 
that are particularly suitable to special economic purposes. 
In the past there was very often a tendency to neglect the laws 
of vegetal succession. 

The reason for selecting broad-leaf trees on several occasions 
instead of hardier and typically "pioneer trees" (conifers) is 
that pine woods offer little resistance against fire and numerous 
parasites. 

The forest management system prevailing in Italy is that 
of the coppice. Because of the general opinion that coppices 
are considered less efficient than high forests for the purposes 
of soil conservation, it may a-ppear expedient to convert large 
areas of coppice into high forests in order to improve the 
control of forests over mountainous watersheds. 

However, such a programme would be difficult to put into 
effect for a number of reasons. In addition, it must be remem
bered that certain types of coppice are extremely efficient, even 
more so than high forests, for hydro-geologic control. For 
example, beech coppice constitutes a permanent and thick 
vegetal cover. In one of his previous works ("On the hydro
geologic action of the forests"), the writer stressed the fact that 
the influence of a particular forest type should be related to 
the incidence of rainfall. Thus, a stand of beech or oak which 
exercise their strongest action during the vegetative season 
(the period when they are covered with leaves), is an excellent 
choice in climates which have heavy rainfalls in summer, such 
as occur in central Europe. But beech and oak are of little 
utility in areas where rainfall is concentrated in the winter 
season when the bare trees have a low interception capacity. 
Since the rainstorms are very violent in winter in the Apen
nine mountains, such stands would be a poor choice as a forest 
cover. 

On the other hand, an evergreen coppice, consisting of Me-
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diterranean species and constituting so dense a cover as to be 
impenetrable even during the winter, does secure not only 
control over soil erosion, but also provides a sure way of re
taining rainfall. According to the experience of the Experi
mental Sylviculture Station, in collaboration with the Italian 
Hydrographic Service, such a stand may reach an interception 
capacity of 35 to 50 per cent. This is a factor of great importance 
owing to the large stands of this forest type in the central and 
southern part of Italy which is endowed with a Mediterranean 
climate. 

vVith regard to the choice between coppices and high forests, 
we return to the previously mentioned case of areas where 
deep landslips are easily originated. In these cases it appears 
that landslips are often favoured by the existence of high forest 
stands because they allow percolation of water into the soil 
which becomes water-logged and heavy, because of the weight 
of the stand itself, and also because of the mechanical action 
of the wind. All these factors upset the equilibrium and may 
cause landslips. But the coppices, thanks to their superficial 
roots, their lesser weight and their lesser exposure to the wind, 
do not give rise to such inconveniences, although they do check 
soil erosion. 

In conclusion, the following objectives should be followed 
and harmonized in developing forest cover in the watersheds 
of torrents and in choosing the forest species to be employed: 

!. Adaptation of the species to the ecological conditions 
and to the law of progressive succession ("pioneers and suc
cessorsH); 

2. Rapidity of increase, soil-improving capabilities and 
economic value; 

3. Efficiency of the species as to interception capacity and 
influence on soil permeability or infiltration. 

CONTROL OF AVALANCHES 

Very costly control and reafforestation projects have been 
carried out on many Alpine torrents below the timber-line, 
but unfortunately these operations have proved to be fruitless 
because of imposing erosion and slide phenomena occurring 

Summary of Discussion 
The CHAIRMAN observed that the effects of forests on climate 

and on the action of rivers had long been recognized; indeed, 
some of the claims made in that respect had been excessive and 
had not been substantiated. Research and experience were 
demonstrating the true protective value of forests. He hoped 
that the effect of the discussion would be to encourage those 
concerned to pay more attention to the hydrological and pro
tective functions of forests in their management plans. 

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH presented the paper entitled "Protective 
.Functions of Forests" prepared by Mr. Ranganathan. In the 
first part of the paper, the author referred to disputes with re
gard to the effects of forests on climate and other phenomena; 
he stressed that conclusions reached on the effects of forests in 
the United States and Europe must be considerably modified 
for application to forests in tropical regions. The paper then 
discussed the effects of a forest cover on the soil, on temperature, 
the function of forest as a hydrological agent, and its influence 
on the water table. The author questioned the accuracy of 

higher m the watershed, i.e., above the upper limit of forest 
vegetation. 

This fact proves sufficiently that since avalanches generally 
originate above the timber-line, forests cannot as a rule be 
considered as an efficient protection, and sometimes they them
selves are destroyed by the avalanches. Nevertheless, some types 
of forest cover in high altitudes, as, for example, the Pinus 
Cembra, have demonstrated a remarkable efficiency in prevent
ing the formation of some types of avalanche, whilst the Pinus 
;Vlugo, on account of its crawling movement and the great 
elasticity of its branches has the faculty of facilitating the 
movement of the snow. The possibility of reafforestauon, as 
a means of protection against the formation of avalanches, is 
very restricted in the high zones above the limit of forest vegeta
tion. However, the establishment and conservation of forests 
in mountain valleys may be a very efficacious means of protect
ing inhabited areas and public works by checking an avalanche 
in its course. With respect to engineering works for avalanche 
control, the reader is referred to the methods employed in those 
countries Switzerland, France, Italy, Austria etc. - which 
have had much experience in these matters. 

It should be noted also that the study of snow, to which a 
special Institute has been dedicated in Switzerland, represents 
an indispensable contribution to avalanche controL 
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certain claims made concerning the effect of forests on rainfall, 
but admitted that forests tended to increase local precipitation 
to some extent, and believed it probable that they exercised a 
beneficial influence on the distribution of rainfall. In that con
nexion, the table on page 13 of the paper was of interest. 

vVith regard to the relation between forests and soil erosion, 
the author pointed out that on certain types of land the right 
use was not agriculture but forestry; in particular, land on 
slopes exceeding 30 per cent should be retained under its 
natural cover, which was generally forest; but even on gentle 
slopes it might be expedient to keep the land under complete 
or interrupted natural cover, if the soil or rock formation was 
highly erodible or the locality was subject to storms of great 
intensity. 

In conclusion, the author emphasized that purely commercial 
considerations should not be allowed to prevail in questions of 
forestry. In that connexion, he advocated state ownership of 
forests. The steady employment that orderly forestry assured, 
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the full and uninterrupted supply of wood and forest products 
to the public and to the wood using industries, and finally the 
protective benefits of forests made them an invaluable asset 
to any country. 

Mr. MAITLAND presented the experience paper on "Protective 
Functions of the Forest" prepared by Mr. Waterer. He re
marked that Cyprus was particularly suited for forestry studies, 
firstly, because it was an island and therefore a suitable large
scale model for the demonstration of correct land use; secondly, 
it had had a background of settled administration for a long 
period, and possessed the oldest established forest service in the 
British colonies, a service some seventy years old; lastly, it was 
situated in the Mediterranean, the home of the most classic 
examples of abuse of the land. Moreover, it provided a practical 
example of the application of modern ideas in forestry. The 
policy of the past twenty years had been increasingly governed 
by and dependent on the willing co-operation of the people; 
ib success showed that restrictions entirely imposed from above 
provided no lasting solution and were in effect not practicable, 
though a certain amount of restrictive legislation was still ne
cessitated by the time-lag in education and the raising of living 
standards, combined with a steady rise in population and 
pressure on the land. The current application of legislation 
was largely conditioned by the development of public opinion, 
the latter being fostered by the wide and practical application 
of the measures described in the paper. Where the situation 
demanded it, compensation for loss of rights was given liberal
ly, and alternative means of livelihood was provided for prob
lem villages and communities. 

In the Mediterranean and semi-arid lands there was only a 
very small margin between almost ideal living conditions and 
desert; the penalties for land abuse were quickly and mercilessly 
applied by nature itself. That narrowness of the margin of 
safety was a matter of great administrative difficulty. 

Although 18 per cent of Cyprus was under State forest, there 
was still much land which ideally should be safeguarded by 
forests or controlled pasture; in other words, Cyprus was still 
far from having an ideal arrangement, but it was better off in 
that respect than most of the surrounding countries. 

Mr. Maitland pointed out that, while Mr. Waterer's paper 
described the objectives of forest policy in Cyprus, that policy 
had never yet taken the form of a written statement of prin
ciple. He considered such a statement to be a necessity in every 
country if continuity in forest management was to be achieved. 

Summing up the conclusions derived from the paper, Mr. 
Maitland said that the protection of forests was achieved m 
Cyprus by the encouragement of the idea that forests belonged 
to the people and served the common good; by the recognition 
that prohibitions without provision of substitutes were useless; 
by planning to provide both temporary and permanent sub
stitutes to relieve the pressure on forests, as well as of alternative 
means of livelihood; and, lastly, by demonstrating to the people 
by pilot schemes that land improvement and soil conservation 
must be combined operations in which forestry played an in
dispensable and leading part. 

"\Vith regard to the protective functions of forests, Mr. Mait
land stated that it had been found in Cyprus that heavily grazed 
areas with adjacent cultivation formed a major breeding ground 
for locusts; locust control was therefore being correlated with 
forestry. 

Mr. MuNNS presented his paper on "Protection Forestry". 
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Protection forestry might be defined as the special services 
forests provided in the fields of water, soil and climate. As far 
as water was concerned, forests exercised an effect on floods, 
water yields, underground water and the quality of water. In 
the case of the soil, forests helped to prevent erosion by water 
and especially by wind, and in addition it had been found in 
many parts of the United States that deteriorated soil could be 
regenerated by afforestation. In relation to climate, forests had 
been used as windbreaks and, for more local effect, as shelter
belts. 

So far protective forestry in the United States had been an 
all-inclusive term covering almost any kind of forestry required 
to meet the interests of the forest user and the forester; forests 
on land too steep and inaccessible for conversion, and even 
forests of such low quality as to be worthless had been described 
as protective. A sharper division was needed; only those forests, 
the presence of which was needed to reduce floods, stabilize 
flow, control erosion or stop the wind, should be classified as 
protective. They might be divided into three categories: (a) 
those in areas of maximum influence where conditions were 
critical; (b) those in areas of moderate influence, and (c) those 
in areas of slight influence. It was also essential that foresters 
and engineers should understand the advantages to be achieved 
by protective forestry. 

A different type of forest would be used to provide flood 
control than to ensure water yield; still other types would be 
needed to control wind or water erosion. Consequently, the 
type of forest required would govern silviculture and dominate 
the kind and amount of use permitted. 

In areas of critical importance, protective forestry would call 
for special managing. In most areas, it would call for a type of 
fire control much higher than in areas in which wood alone 
was produced. In some districts, assistance by engineers would 
be needed to conduct water safely down channels, to destroy 
the energy in falling water, to prevent the undercutting of 
stream banks, to slow down the rate at which the channel was 
degraded and to stabilize slopes. 

United States forestry authorities had not yet fully accepted 
the idea that protective forestry was often different from ordi
nary silvicultural practices and techniques. Mr. Munns hoped 
that would no longer be so in another ten or twenty years. . 

Referring to the Great Plains Shelter·belt Programme, Mr. 
Munns said that experts from all over the world had visited 
the shelter-belt for consultation on methods, practices and re
sults. The shelter-belt was the greatest contribution of the 
United States to protective forestry, and ranked with the work 
in dune control in Denmark and Holland. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the paper on "The Pro
tective Functions of Forests" by Mr. N. Jovovic of Yugoslavia. 
This paper had been received too late to be reproduced. 

Mr. CoROTHIE presented a summary of a paper entitled "Pro
tective Functions of the Fvn:sts" prepared by himself and his 
colleagues in the Venezuelan Ministry of Agriculture. After 
detcribing the topographical and geographical features of Vene
zuela and listing the principal types of forests found in the 
country, he stressed that severe governmental control of forests 
was essential in view of the fact that about 70 per cent of the 
population lived in the pluvial forests. The principal destruc
tive agents were goats, fire, floods and man himself, the last 
being the most harmful and difficult to control, since he created 
conditions favourable to the other agents of destruction. The 
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Government had prohibited the breeding of goats in forest 
regions susceptible to damage by free grazing, and had con
siderably reduced the number of breeding areas already in 
existence. Fires, which occurred yearly with extremely harmful 
results, were being counteracted by legislative and technical 
measures; however, the non-co-operation of the population 
made control difficult. An intensive propaganda campaign 
among the peasants was urgently needed. 

In order to reduce the use of vegetable fuel, the Government 
had recently introduced kerosene burners for domestic pur
poses and the small industries. The University of the Andes 
had recently opened a school for the training of special per
sonnel to ensure technical control of forests. Many nurseries 
were in existence, some of them producing more than half-a
million seedlings for planting in critical regions. 

In conclusion, Mr. Corothie stressed that no matter what 
technical measures were taken, full control would be impossible 
until the Government had succeeded in creating interest in 
forest protection among the people themselves. 

Mr. TuNSTELL asked Mr. Munns what was the value of forests 
as compared to grass in providing percolation of water to re
plenish the ground-water supplies of clay soils; what was the 
best type of cover to increase the yield of water from the 
ground; and what species of trees in the United States shelter
belts had proved the most resistant to the severe conditions of 
drought. 

Mr. MuNNS, replying to the first question, said that the 
rate of percolation depended more on the soil itself than 
on the type of cover. The vegetation on clay soils was liable 
to have short roots, any increase in the depth of the roots 
would undoubtedly increase the rate of percolation. As a gen
eral rule, therefore, forest trees, because of their deeper roots, 
permitted greater percolation, as well as faster infiltration (the 
entry of water into the soil surface) than did grass. In either 
case the presence of live-stock would reduce both infiltration 
and percolation since the ground would become trampled and 
hard and root growth inhibited. 

In reply to the second question, he said that except in very 
shallow soils subject to evaporation losses throughout their full 
depth, soil without any cover at all would naturally yield the 
maximum amount of water, since any type of vegetation was 
bound to absorb a certain amount of the water. Vegetation 
with shallow roots would transpire less water than that with 
deep roots. 

In reply to the third question, he said that about thirty-five 
different species had been used in the United States shelter
belts and those which had originally been considered the least 
suitable had in actual fact proved the most successful. Among 
the conifers the juniper and the ponderosa pine had proved 
the most successful species and the Chinese elm had been the 
most successful among the hardwoods. The green ash and the 
American elm had also been successful species and the Russian 
olive had proved the most resistant of the shrubs. 

Mr. H. A. MEYER referring to the reply to the second quest
ion, asked for some further elaboration. Although it was true 
that ground without any cover at all would yield the maximum 
amount of water. the beneficial effects of some form of cover, 
especially of forest cover, should not be forgotten, and the 
question of the water yield should be kept in its proper per
spective. 

Mr. MuNNS said that he had been replying strictly to the 

question asked when making his original statement. He fully 
agreed with Mr. Meyer that there were other factors of greater 
importance than that of obtaining the maximum yield of 
water. Forest management with a view to obtaining the maxi
mum yield of water was a subject on its own. The amount of 
water used by trees varied greatly from species to species and 
location. The tamarisk, for example, used from three to four 
feet of water a year and was a very unsuitable tree for areas 
where the water table was high, although it was invaluable in 
arid regions as a protection against the wind. The yield of 
water from forest areas could be greatly increased by removing 
vegetation growing along the banks of streams where they have 
free access to water. 

Mr. RANGHEL said that forests were invaluable in soaking up 
the water during rainy periods and giving it out gradually, 
thus preventing the damage that would be caused by a rapid 
surface run-off. 

He asked what had been the results of the experiments 
carried out in the United States where certain areas of forest 
were cut down and the logs were left on the spot. 

Mr. MUNNS replied that the experiments had resulted in 
marked increases in the water yield. Two separate experiments 
had been carried out. In one watershed all the trees had been 
felled and left lying on the ground. Each year any new growth 
had again been cut back to the ground. The result had been 
a rapid development of a layer of humus, intense biological 
activity and rapid disintegration of the humus. The soil moist
ure had thus been maintained throughout the year and there 
had been a large regular water yield. The increase in annual 
water yield the first year amounted to 65 per cent. 

In the second experimental area the trees had again been 
felled and left lying on the ground, but in subsequent years 
the new growth which had sprouted had been allowed to re
main. The result had been a marked increase in the water 
yield for the first year, but a gradual decrease in subsequent 
years because of the growing demands of the vegetation. After 
eight years the annual water yield was still 15 per cent higher 
than before cutting. 

Both areas had been kept entirely free from grazing or normal 
logging operations, so that the soil had remained soft and 
untrampled. 

The CHAIRMAN said that managing lands for useful water 
production is a difficult problem in areas like the western 
United States where many downstream communities are sub
ject to floods and sedimentation as well as short water-supplies. 
Some minimum amount of plant cover is necessary on water
shed slopes to keep soil stable and prevent summer storm floods. 
These plants, however, consume water. The problem is to 

maintain a watershed plant cover that will provide adequate 
control of storm run-off at a minimum cost of consumed water. 

A study of this problem has been made on humid aspen 
forest sites in Utah. Aspen trees and the understory of her
baceous plants and litter were removed on some sites; on others, 
only the aspen trees were removed. Baring the soil so reduced 
evapo-transpiration losses as to make about 8 in. more water 
available for stream-flow than from normal aspen sites. This 
treatment is not recommended, however, because it caused ex
cessive summer rain discharges and soil erosion. 

Removal of aspen trees, but leaving the herbaceous plants 
and litter intact, made about 4 in. more water available for 
stream-flow than from the normal aspen sites. Aspen trees de-
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pleted soil moisture to depths of 6 ft., whereas the herbaceous 
plants dried the soil to depths of only 4 ft. The herbaceous 
plant cover has provided about as much control of storm run
off and erosion as the normal aspen cover during light to 
moderate rains. The study is being continued to determine 
whether herbaceous cover will adequately control run-off dur
ing high intensity storms. 

Mr. JoLAIN said that the protective functions of the forests 
were already fully recognized. It had become apparent that 
any mismanagement of the forests would eventually have a 
detrimental effect on the land given over to agriculture. It was 
thus important to regard the problem as a whole and always 
to try to keep the balance between the amount of forest land 
and agricultural land. 

Mr. COMPTON said that he had worked in the area of the 
Columbia river-basin in the United States, where one of the 
chief problems was to find the best way to store water. There 
were two methods: it was possible either to build dams at the 
lower levels of the river or to rely on storage in the soil at the 
upper levels. He asked whether it was true to say that the latter 
method would cost infinitely less than the former and whether 
the method of upstream storage would have a beneficial effect 
on flood control and irrigation. 

Mr. MuNNS replied that storage in the soil at the upper levels 
of the river would certainly be the cheaper method. The soil 
was capable of holding amazingly large quantities of water. 
lt was difficult to estimate the exact amount but it might be 
as much as two feet of water a year and was probably more. 
[n the regions of the Columbia river-basin, the high level of 
water in the rivers during the summer showed that water was 
being stored in the soil of the forest land in the upper reaches. 

It was also true to say that besides helping in the storage of 
water the right type of forest could be of great assistance in 
flood control and irrigation. 

As Mr. Meyer had pointed out earlier the advantages of 
forests far outweighed their disadvantages. One of the advan
tages that had not yet been mentioned was the reduction of 
sedimentation which amply made up for the lower yield of 
water in areas covered by forests. 

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH (Programme Officer) said that, although 
there appeared to be complete agreement among the experts 
about the protective value of forests, it was sometimes difficult 
to persuade Governments of the need to plant forests in stra
tegic areas. He asked if anyone had any suggestions in that 
respect or any conclusive figures which might be used as an 
argument. 

Mr. :\IAITLAND said that, although forests undoubtedly pro
vided the best protection for watersheds, the strategic land was 
often privately owned. It was extremely difficult to persuade 
private proprietors to plant forests because of the high initial 
outlay and the length of time needed before any son of profit 
could be derived from them. Nevertheless, in Algeria, the 
French authorities had solved the problem in an extremely in
teresting and successful manner. They had encouraged private 
owners to plant fruit trees in terraces on the slopes and to 
intersperse the terraces with protective grassland. That was 
obviously not such a good protective covering as forests would 
have been, but it was effective and attractive to private owners. 

Mr. JoLAIN thanked Mr. Maitland for his praise of the 
methods used in Algeria and said that a film would be shown 
on the following day about reafforestation in that country. 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

Mr. H. A. MEYER summarized the paper on "Torrents and 
Avalanches" written by Mr. Emil Hess. He emphasized the 
importance of the soil structure in preventing torrents and the 
fact that afforestation loosened the soil and made it porous and 
permeable. The paper further mentioned the protective aspect 
of forests in retaining snow and thus preventing avalanches and 
pointed out that mountain afforestation had often been unsuc
cessful because the aim had been to create productive rather 
than protective forests. 

Mr. JoLAIN introduced the two papers prepared by Mr. IVIes
sines, one devoted to a study on the control of torrents in the 
:French Alps and the other describing work on stabilizing the 
landslide at Serrieres-en-Chautagne (Savoy). Because of the 
peculiar atmospheric influences in the Mediterranean basin, 
large-scale erosion from atmospheric causes and flowing water 
was not to be feared except at high altitudes. Foresters could 
not prevent rocks from coming down to the sea or matter from 
being deposited on mountain slides; they could aim only at 
slowing up the action and eliminating sudden downrushes. Re
forestation was the only effective method but, because of its 
occasional limitations, it had to be supplemented by certain 
improvements in open areas and by appropriate structures, 
such as dams, conduits, tunnel diversions and run-off canals. 

The methods of application of such elements varied accord· 
ing to the requirements of the area. In the excessively cultivated 
Southern Alps reforestation had been intensively pursued and 
supplemented by the building of many small structures in ra· 
vines. In the Northern Alps, while erosion was more localized, 
the abundant torrents caused heavy undermining and disas
trous floods and landslides, requiring a more intensive use of 
construction work, particularly drains. 

Mr. Jolain called attention to the author's description of 
the individual treatment of various torrents in Savoy and 
Upper Savoy and to the improvements that had been adopted 
as a result of experience such as straight-line instead of curved
line dams. 

Mr. Messines had come to the conclusion that the torrent spe
cialist had to be a combination of forester, agronomist, civil 
engineer and hydraulician. 

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH presented a summary of the paper, entitled 
"Control of Mountain Torrents and Avalanches through Es
tablishment and Maintenance of Forest Cover", prepared by 
Mr. Pavari, who had compared the effectiveness of intensive 
engineering measures such as barriers and bank bulwarks with 
that of extensive measures such as afforestation and the im
provement of already existing forests. Mr. Pavari had concluded 
that, while both were necessary for control of torrents, the 
former must often precede the latter in order to render the 
latter feasible. Italy was faced with special difficulties because 
a great part of the mountainous areas had to be exploited for 
pasture and farm by the dense population. 

Forests provided only a limited contribution to the problem 
of controlling avalanches, which usually originated above the 
timber-line. It was in the higher and lower sectors of the basin 
that forests were more effective; they were less effective in the 
intermediate sectors. 

Mr. SHow described experiences of avalanche control in the 
San Gabriel mountain area of Southern California- a region of 
very steep slopes and varied vegetation illustrating the principle 
that the area itself determined the type of work to be under
taken. Over the preceding fifty years the region had been sub-
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ject to destructive forest fires leaving the highly erosible soil 
to pile up in streams and channels. Although considerable up
stream flood control work had been done, there were still two 
overriding problems: control of fire damage so that eventually 
full stands of trees or shrubs could do their protective work, 
and, secondly, the geological history of the range. 

The slopes were so steep that is was difficult to construct 
roads providing access to forest fires, and special protective 
work had to be undertaken to prevent such roads from becom
ing focal points for erosion. Such work had been quite success
ful. The three uplifts of that range, the last of which occurred 
only a few thousand years ago, had produced precipitious 
gorges with the danger of large-scale erosion, undercutting and 
the sliding of massive quantities of soil. The various works in 
progress designed to slow down and trap the moving masses 
of earth combined the use of vegetation with the erection of 
supplementary structures. 

Mr. DE HAAN made some observations on conditions in tro
pical zones as compared with those in temperate regions. In 
the moist tropics chemical weathering, and hence soil formation, 
enjoyed more favourable conditions as a result of the greater 
rainfall and higher mean temperature. Mountain slopes were 
thus generally covered h)' a thick layer of soil and the problem 
in the tropics was to hold back fine sand and silt rather than 
coarse material. Vegetation in tropical mountainous regions 
was dense and quick-growing, and in lndonesia mountainous 
soil was valuable right up to the mountain tops not only for 
export crops, but for subsistence farming. 

Mr. De Haan pointed out that rice crops could endure tem
porary flooding and damages could be repaired more easily and 
with less cost. He wondered, in view of the expensive nature of 
torrent control, whether it would be undertaken in temperate 
regions in such an intensive way if the value of material pos
sessions were less high. Since erosion could be sufficiently con
trolled in places like Java by means of proper land use, the high 
expenses for torrent control were not justified. 

Mr. S. A. RoMERO, referring to the statement of Mr. Raushen
bush concerning the difficulty of convincing Governments that 
forests provided an economical means of soil protection, offered 
an example of results achieved in Venezuela. Over a period of 
five years the Venezuelan Government had been spending 
$ 60,000 annually in dredging the silt from the canals near 
Maiquetia airport. As a result of soil conservation work, in
cluding reforestation, carried out in an area of 14 hectares in 
the nearby hills, erosion had already been halted and the Vene
zuelan Government was no longer required to pay for the dredg
ing of canals. The total cost of the conservation work had been 
$ 60,000 over two years, whereas there had been an expenditure 

of $ 300,000 for dredging. Thus, the soil conservation project 
had already paid for itself. 

.Mr. RANGHEL observed that Mr. Ranganathan in his paper 
had warned against cultivation on slopes exceeding 20 per cent. 
Colombia could not afford to limit itself to that figure because 
of its rough topography. It had been found that up to 40 per 
cent of slope could be cultivated with clean crops such as corn, 
potatoes and cotton without damage to the soil. In the case of 
coffee and cacao a slope of up to 75 per cent fantastic figure 
for some other countries- could be planted with full protection 
of the soil because coffee plants offered good cover. Mr. Ranghel 
described various types of terracing used in Colombia on slopes 
ranging to 55 per cent. 

Landslides were a very serious problem in Colombia and 
were due to the multitude of steep hills and mountains and 
the composition of the soil. The danger of landslides was bound 
to be greater where dean crops were cultivated. Studies in 
Colombia had shown that the slides generally occured in the 
area located one-third of the total distance from the crest. 

Mr. ZouAIN observed that his country, Lebanon, did not have 
to be convinced of the economy of realforestation. Thanks to 
Mr. Maitland, Lebanon had obtained its first real technical 
assistance the previous year. Difficulties met with in the re
afforestation programme had been caused by the dryness of the 
climate, the mountainous terrain, the difficulty of access, the 
absence of arable layers and the distances from inhabited areas. 
One of the chief problems was the need for equipment to speed 
up the work as the working period was too short. The machine
ry which he had recently seen in the United States would not 
be suitable for the mountainous terrain of his country. 

He wondered whether there had been specific study of the 
possible uses of forests in the case of landslides. 

Mr. M. P. PRICE thought that in many areas erosion had been 
caused by overcropping of grazing lands in the higher reaches 
of the watersheds by goats and sheep. That process had been 
going on for hundreds of years. He had noticed that on the 
Northwest Frontier, where there had been overcropping by 
grazing flocks, erosion was widespread, whereas not far away in 
the Indus Valley, the forests over the centuries had protected 
the soil well. Erosion in the Tigris and Euphrates Valleys was 
attributable to the mode of life of the tribes. 

It appeared that of all the countries in the Middle and Near 
East, Turkey was taking the most effective measures to cope 
with the evil of overcropping. In Anatolia, the Turkish Govern
ment had forbidden the peasants to keep goats. The problem 
was a semi-political one since in some areas of the world it 
would be difficult to convince the population of the usefulness 
of such measures. 
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Outline of Forestry Policy and Legislation1 

M. J. E. CASTAGNOU 

ABSTRACT 

Forest policy should have the support of legislation in accordance with the legal and constitutional system of the 
country concerned. 

In countries in which the State is the sole owner of the forests, the legislation does not need to provide measures 
deviating from the common law governing the administration of common lands. It is concerned only with police or 
technical regulations. 

In those in which there are different categories of forest owners, the law should reserve to a technical department 
the management of forests belonging to collectivities other than the State. 

The property rights of certain owners, in particular private owners, must be regulated, not only in regard to forest 
clearing properly so-called, but also in order to prevent excessive felling. 

Parallel and complementary to these measures, provision should be made to allow certain fiscal advantages to forest 
owners. 

Forest credit should be organized for the benefit of owners in order to facilitate the long-term investments which 
forestry represents, and for the benefit of timber enterprises so as to take into account the capital used in this business. 

The penal provisions in efficient forestry legislation should be simple and easy to apply. 

A country's forest law is determined by the aims of its forest 
policy, but it is also a function of the constitutional and 
administrative system and the country's civil and penal regula
tions, particularly as regards individual and collective property 
and its protection. 

The forest policy of any given country should enable it both 
to conserve and increase its natural forest resources and at the 
same time to use them for the best satisfaction of its re
quirements. Forests are a living resource which can be com
pletely regenerated, either naturally or artificially, but in a 
span of years often greater than that of a single human life. 
Despite appearances, they are also a fragile resource which 
can rapidly be destroyed by abuse; rational management is 
required to maintain them in a productive state and ensure 
renewal by reproduction.2 

These demands of forest biology impress their mark upon 
forest policy: hence, the farsighted policy of long-term plan
ning, as time is an essential factor in the formation of timber; 
and a policy sometimes involving sacrifices for the present 
generation, which must hand down the forests to coming 
generations in a state at least as good as they found them, 
being content to take the income without drawing upon the 
capital. It follows that any forest policy worthy of the name 
is in danger of being misinterpreted by citizens who do not 
fully understand the problems at issue, and since it runs 
counter to their desire for immediate benefits, it is doomed 
to unpopularity, a fact which, be it noted in passing, is a 
serious disadvantage in democratic countries. 

It must therefore necessarily be backed by authoritarian 
legislation comprising restrictions coupled with severe pen
alties. 

It should, however, be in accordance with the national 
legal system, both as regards public and private law. 

In countries in which the Constitution establishes State
ownership of the forests, forest legislation need not concern 

1 Original text: French. 
2 Indeed, care must be taken not to fall into error of certain natu

ralists who look upon forests as nothing more than a collection of trees 
to harbour insects and fungi which are interesting to study, and who 
claim that they should be left standing until they disintegrate into 
dust. 

itself with the vital problem of restnctmg the rights of 
certain collectivities in public or 'private law, and, above all, 
of private persons over their own forests. In such cases it 
can confine itself to establishing rules governing the disposal 
of the products of felling, the powers of the department 
entrusted with the management to make felling plans and 
to impose upon the purchasers of felling concessions respect 
for the technical requirements of an exploitation which has 
to consider the future of the forest, and finally to issuing 
police measures applicable to everyone, for imtance fire 
precautions. 

On the other hand, in countries in which private forest 
property co-exists with forest property belonging to the State 
or other collectivities, the law must in addition defend the 
forest against the owners themselves, who, to meet urgent 
financial needs, might be tempted to engage in excess.ive 
explOitation and so destroy the forest vegetation for many 
years to come and even convert a formerly prosperous forest 
into waste land or scrub. 

Generally speaking it is the legislator's painful duty to 
show the greatest mistrust even of normal administrators of 
the collective patrimony when it is in the form of forest. 
When the administrators are collectivities under public law, 
already subject, in varying degrees accGrding to the country, 
to the supervision of the central authority, forest law can 
deprive them of their customary powers and transfer them 
to a State department, which is more concerned about the 
general interest and less sensitive to local preferences in 
favour of too intensive an exploitation or even complete 
dearing of the forest. The income from the management of 
these forests continues, of course, to belong to the collective 
owners. This is only an extension to these owners of the 
same rule of prudence of which States frequently set the 
example in the management of their State lorests: it is not 
the department usually responsible for receiving the income 
from State forests which manages them, but a technical 
department, less prone than a financial one to aim at 
obtaining the highest receipts without regard to the future 
of the forest. 

This rule is essential for the conservation and improvement 
of public forests. 
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In order to strengthen the authority and prestige of the 
technical department, it is desirable that the head of the State 
himself or failing him, a Minister, should be responsible by 
virtue of a provision of the forest law, for making the main 
decisions to be put into effect by the department, for instance 
those concerning the site, extent (either in volume or area) 
and frequency of felling. 

These decisions are less liable to be disputed and revised, if 
they are issued by the supreme authority in the State or one 
of his direct representatives; and the stability of rules govern
ing forest exploitation is one of the prerequisites of their 
efficiency. 

But whatever the precautions taken to ensure the freedom 
of the managers of public forests from the influence of all who 
do not care about forest conservation, it may happen that 
pressure upon the administration is such that it is finally 
obliged to give way, in other words, agree to jeopardize the 
future of the wooded areas or even clear the forests for which 
it is responsible, in order to realize all its timber capital. To 
guard against this danger, forest law might do well to follow 
the example of the Swiss Law of 11 October 1 !!02 (Article 31) 
and rule that the forest area of the country may not be 
reduced, which implies that any destruction of trees must be 
compensated by replanting. 

This general ·provision is extremely useful in dealing with 
private forest owners who are tempted to replace silviculture 
by another type of cultivation or another means of deriving 
revenue from the land. 

Thus even in the most liberal countries forest law always 
places restrictions on the right of clearing, in view of the 
sometimes catastrophic consequences of irresponsible clearing 
by private owners. Whilst respecting the owner's property 
rights, the Govemment reserves itself the right to oppose, for 
any of the reasons expressly accepted by the law, any clearing 
that it considers harmful in a given situation. 

Where forest law does not restrict the rights of private forest 
owners more stringently, the danger is that they may have the 
liberty, which they may abuse, to ruin their forests by too 
much felling at a time, not followed by natural or artificial 
regeneration. That is the vital problem in the control of fell
ing in private forests. National legislation in some countries 
has partially solved it by providing a special system for so
called protection or protective forests. In these forests, situated 
mainly in mountain areas, felling may not take place without 
the prior authorization of the forestry service which ascertains 
whether it is compatible with safeguarding the future of the 
forest, upon which the stability of the soil or the livelihood 
of the residents on the lower land depends. As regards other 
forests, the countries in which it is compulsory to control 
exploitation by fixing the extent and frequency of felling over 
a fairly long period and making it subject to permission from 
the forestry department, are unfortunately all too few. Else
where, private owners have so far succeeded in blocking all 
attempts to introduce this obligation in national forest law. 

Nevertheless, such a measure is essential if private forests 
are to be maintained in good regular production and their 
value preserved intact. In order to reconcile this restriction 
with the free rights of ownership recognized by most national 
civil codes, private owners subject to it might be granted fiscal 
benefits to compensate for the sacrifice demanded of them in 
the general interest of their country. 

CASTAGNOU 

Indeed, nothing should be neglected which may serve to 
ensure, where necessary, the conservation and improvement 
of private forests (which in many countries are much more 
extensive than the public ones), despite the private owners 
who must often be defended against themselves. Forest legisla
tion which is inadequate in this respect does not fully meet 
the requirements of the State forest policy. 

It is only too clear that excessive felling in private forests 
most frequently occurs after the death of the owner, whose 
heirs have to pay to the State exchequer in the form of estate 
duties, very large sums, which they obtam by cutting down 
a volume of timber greatly in excess of the forest's normal 
yield. No doubt the State is entitled to exact high estate duties, 
but it has an equally important interest in the conservation 
of forests. It should therefore reconcile the interests of the 
exchequer with its duty to the nation and seek a solution 
which would prevent the destruction of private forests, for 
instance, by authorizing the payment of estate duties over a 
longer period of time, out o£ the nonnal annual income of the 
forest without drawing upon the forest capital. Each year only 
a part of the total estate duties would require to be paid, if 
the forest were assessed as a large item in the total estimate of 
the inheritance. The same results could also be obtained by 
applying a more advantageous assessment rate for forests than 
for other types of property, which are not in danger of extinc
tion if too heavily taxed. 

Generally speaking, the place of such provisions is in the 
fiscal laws rather than in the forest laws proper but forest law, 
in the widest sense of the term, includes all legal provisions. 
which have any bearing upon forests. But forests may be 
greatly influenced by measures which do not at first sight seem 
likely to affect them and the repercussions of which fail to be 
pointed out in time by the specialists, who have little to do 
with the drafting of fiscal laws. This circumstance deserves to 
be taken into serious consideration, even when the collection 
of income tax from private owners is concerned; the assess
ment and rate of tax should not be such as to encourage them 
to engage in bad silviculture, either in order to escape the tax 
by not making any cuttings or in order to meet their tax 
obligations more easily by cutting too much. 

Like other activities, forestry, both for production and ex
ploitation, should be able to draw upon credit in order to 
balance expenses and receipts over a period of time. 

This question of forest credit figured on the agenda of 
intemational meetings before the Second World War, as may 
be seen from the questionnaire sent out by the International 
Institute of Agriculture in February 1938 after the Inter
national Silviculture Congress at Budapest. 

Intended for the benefit of timber enterprises, the purpose 
of forest credit is to aid their exchequer which will only 
recover the cost of the exploited timber two or three years 
after expending the money to buy the trees from the forest. 
The guarantee given by the enterprise in order to obtain 
credit is the timber to be exploited or in the process of ex
ploitation, which obviously cannot be handed over to the 
creditor. Special provisions should be included in national 
legislation concerning security or other credit institutions in 
order to provide guarantees for the lenders which take account 
of the special nature of the pledge offered by the timber enter
prise. 
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\Vhen forest credit is instituted for the benefit of forest 
owners, its purpose is to enable them to improve their forests, 
equip them with removal facilities or increase the effectively 
planted surface by obtaining, at as low as possible a rate of 
interest, or even very long-term advances repayable out of the 
product of felling alone. 

These investments may be financed out of the general State 
budget or by a special tax on the turnover of forest products. 
As bank credits are not suitable for such long immobilizations 
of capital, special legislation must make available the necessary 
resources for this kind of credit and at the same time provide 
for a special system of guarantees for the reimbursement of 
loans in kind or capital made to the owner. 

The slow growth of timber is another factor contributing 
to the special nature of forest credit. 

As already indicated, legislation for the protection of forest 
property, not only as regards its resources but also its area, in 
other words, as regards the whole of the trees of all ages of 
which it is composed, should be backed by severe penalties. 

Procedures for discovering and establishing the nature of 
offences and the system of penalties should above all take 
account of the fact that only an imperfect supervision of the 
vast wooded areas is possible. 

The greatest faith should be placed in the reporting of 
material facts by local agents, whose task should be facilitated 
as much as possible. It is advisable to adopt a fixed rate for 
the calculation of fines, thus dispensing with the need to 
asses-; the degree of personal guilt of the offender in each case, 
either for illicit felling or unauthorized grazing in young 
plantations. 

Certain offences against forest safety are covered by the 
penal code of common law, though the majority are the 
subject of special forest legislation. This applies in particular 
to intentional or accidental fires. No general rule can be 
established in this respect. 

Such are the main features of efficient forest legislation 
designed to serve the policy which a modern State should 
devise and apply for the conservation of forests. 

Forest Policy the British • 
1n Commonwealth of Nations 

H. R. BLANFORD, O.B.E. 

ABSTRACT 

The general principles of forest policy for the British Commonwealth were laid down in a resolution drawn up at 
the first Empire Forestry Conference in 1920 and have been reaffirmed at each subsequent Conference, the latest of 
which was held in 1947. These principles are quoted in this paper. 

A brief account of the policy in each of the principal countries of the Commonwealth is given but the author states 
that there is a general lack of any definite forest policy laid down by Government covering all aspects of the direct and 
indirect influences of forestry, except in India and in one or two of the Colonies. 

Note: Forest policy has often been considered to cover such 
wide subjects as (a) survey of resources, and (b) legislation, 
dedication of forests, the constitution of a forest authority, 
financial provision and even the qualification and education 
of officers employed by the forest authority. 

In the writer's opinion, (a) is a necessary preliminary to the 
production of a stable forest policy and is so described in the 
Empire Forestry Conference resolution set out below, while 
the subjects listed under (b) are essentially measures for carry
ing out policy and should not be confused with the declaration 
of policy. So far as possible, the following note will deal with 
the progress of the laying down of forest policy and not with 
the preliminary or subsequent measures necessary for carrying 
out that policy. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The general principles of forest policy for the British Com
monwealth were laid down in a resolution drawn up at the 
First Empire Forestry Conference in 1920 and reaffirmed at 
each subsequent Conference, the latest being held in 1947 (1).1 

The resolution reads as follows: 

A. Forest policy 

"In view of the great importance to the Empire as a whole, 
as well as to each of its component parts, of producing a 
sustained yield of all classes of timber, of encouraging the most 

lNumbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 

economical utilization of timber and other forest products, 
and of maintaining and improving climatic conditions in the 
interests of agriculture and water supply, each of the Govern
ments of the Empire should lay down a definite forest policy 
to be administered by a properly constituted and adequate 
forest service. 

H. Survey of resources 

The foundation of a stable forest policy for the Empire and 
for its component parts must be the collection, co-ordination, 
and dissemination of facts as to the existing state of the forests 
and the current and prospective demands on them. 

C. Constitution and status 

In order to attain continuity in the development of forest 
resources it is desirable that certain elements of stability be 
secured in the constitution of the forest policy. This may be 
done by the following measures: 

I. The definition (where this has not been done already) 
of forest policy in a Forestry Act or Ordinance. 

2. The reservation for the purpose of economic manage
ment and development of forest land under conditions which 
prevent the alienation of any which is primarily suitable 
for forest except for reasons consistent with the maintenance 
of the forest policy as a whole. 

3. The assurance to the forest authority of funds sufficient 
to carry out the accepted policy for a series of yean. 
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4. The grant to members of the forestry servit:es of the 

sta.tus of civil servants with due provision for pension. 

5. The appointment as the chief offi<.ers of the forestry 
service of persons having a high standard of training in 
forestry, their selection and promotion being by merit alone. 

6. The establishment in each of the larger parts of the 
Empire and for the Colonies not possessing responsible govern
ment collectively, of an officer or officers, having special duties 
of advising as to forest policy and surveying its execution." 

In the Fifth Conference held in Great Britain in 1947, 
resolutions on land use drew attention to the urgent need of 
clear cut planning based on the allocation of eacl1 type of land 
to the purpose for which it is best suited in the long term 
interests of the national economy. and recommended that 
Governments should take early steps to ensure that private 
or commercially owned forests are managed in accordance 
with the principles of sound forestry. 

A further resolution at the same Conference recommended 
that a preliminary survey of forest resources be completed by 
the end of 1957. 

REGIONAL APPLICATION 

India, Pakistan, Ceylon and the Colonies 

The first statement of forest policy in the British Common
wealth was made for India in 1894. The gist of that policy 
has been given by Sir Herbert Howard, formerly Inspector 
General of Forests in India (2), as follows: 

"The whole policy is based on the main object of the 
greate>t good to the greatest number, and, from the forestry 
point of view, this is attained by the following general prin
ciples: 

(a) That first and foremost the preservation of the climatic 
and physical conditions of the country comes before every
thing else. 

(b) That the preservation of the minimum amount of forest 
necessary for the general well-being of the country is second 
only to (a) above. 

Provided the above two conditions are fulfilled, then: 
(a) Agriculture comes before forestry; 
(b) the satisfaction of the wants of the local population at 

free, or at non-competitive rates, comes before revenue; and 
(c) after all the above conditions are satisfied, the realization 

of revenue to the greatest possible extent (wrnpatible with the 
principle of sustained yield) is permitted." 

This policy has stood the test of time and has recently been 
reaffirmed and amplified as a result of Sir Herbert Howard's 
note on the Post-War Forest Policy for India (3). Further aims 
of policy are stated to be an increase of the area under forest 
up to the minimum requirements of the country to che extent 
of 20 to 25 per cent of the area of each province, so distributed 
that the agricultural villager can obtain his needs for agricul
tural timber and fuel within a reasonable distance of his home. 
To attain this, it is emphasized that control of private forests 
will usually be necessary. 

To a great extent the forest policy so far laid down for 
Ceylon and the Colonies has followed the Indian policy very 
closely. The Nigeria Statement of policy, dated February 
1945 (4), actually bases its main statement on ~he gist of the 
Indian policy given above. The forest policy for Uganda, 
dated June 1948 (5), follows very much the same lines, 
emphasis being given to the reservation "in perpetuity for 

the benefit of the present inhabitants of Uganda and of 
posterity of sufficient land to maintain climatic conditions 
suitable for agriculture, to preserve water supplies, to provide 
forest produce for agricultural, industrial and domestic pur
poses, and to maintain soil stability in areas where the land 
is liable to deterioration if put to other uses", and so far as 
may be consistent with the above primary aims, to manage the 
forest estate so as to obtain the best 1eturns on its capital value. 
Here again it is accepted that the satisfaction of needs of the 
inhabitants must take precedence over purely financial con
siderations. 

In the statement of Forest Policy for Kenya (6) that was ap· 
proved in 1947 by the Development Committee "the ultimate 
objectives of forest policy" are framed somewhat difierently. 
Apart from proclaiming that forests are a national asset to be 
maintained in the interests of the country itself and its in
habitants, it stresses the importance of settling the great ma
jority of these forests under government, as distinct from priv
ate, management. It lays down the reservation not only of all 
forests useful or believed to be useful for the timber they con
tain, or can be made to produce, but also all forests, or poten· 
tial forests, the protection of which is desirable for climatic 
reasons. All forests must be brought under proper scientific 
management as soon as possible. 'While steps should be taken 
to encourage the planting and care of trees throughout the 
Colony outside the reserves, the reserves themselves are to be 
brought to such a state of production as to ensure a sustained 
supply of all internal demands as well as the estimated export 
requirements. To this latter end plans are being drawn up to 
plant considerable areas mainly with exotic softwoods. 

Few of the other colonies have fully proclaimed policies laid 
down by the Government such as those above, but many of 
them have generally recognized principles on which the forests 
are managed. In these, the indirect benefits of forests come 
first and the sustained supply of timber and forest products to 
the community second, before any attempt at exploiting the 
forests for export or revenue. The principle of a sustamed 
yield is generally conceded. 

The policy accepted for Cyprus (7) is typical of the more 
advanced colonies. Its principal aims in order of importance 
are, very briefly: 

l. To establish and maintain a well stocked forest cover to 
conserve water supplies and protect the soil against erosion. 

2. To exploit the value of the forests a;, a natural amenity. 

3. To provide maximum sustained yield of timber and 
other forest produce to support local industries. 

4. To provide regular employment for forest dwellers. 

5. To provide revenue. 

On the other hand, certain of the less developed countries 
such as British Guiana and British Honduras, so far as their 
policy is formulated, place greater stress on the development 
of exploitation and the investigation of markets to render 
their timber more readily exploitable. 

In Ceylon, which has recently been made a self-governing 
Dominion, apart from promoting the protective value of 
forests, the principal aim of the forest policy is to render the 
island self-supporting in forest products. 

THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE SELF·GOVERNING DOMINIONS 

Policy in the United Kingdom and the self-governing Domi
nions has, in general, been considerably behind that in India 
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and even some of the colonies, mainly because higher policy in 
such countries is more largely dependent on public opinion 
than in the more paternal Governments formerly in charge in 
India and still existing in the Colonies. So long as there is 
sufficient timber and other forest produce, either in the coun
try itself or imported without much difficulty through the 
usual trade channels, and no obvious deterioratwn of soil and 
water supply due to the destruction of forest, the public takes 
little interest in forestry and its benefits, direct or indirect. It 
needed the First \Vorld \Var to make the British Government 
in some degree forest-conscious and the Second \Vorld \Var to 
create anything like a public forest conscience. The same may 
be said to apply to the Dominions. 

A further explanation of the delay in laying down a compre
hensive forest policy has been due to the failure to carry out 
a survey of forests and of their resources. The resolution car
ried at the Fifth Empire Forestry Conference in 1947 for the 
completion of a preliminary survey of forest resources by the 
end of 1957 should have a great effect on the furtherance of a 
more settled forest policy based on a knowledge of the area 
and potential yield of the forests. 

Such policy as has been laid down has depended on whether 
the country has been self-supporting or even capable of export
ing a surplus of forest products, or whether it has had to rely 
on imports for a considerable portion of its requirements. 
Canada and, to a lesser extent, New Zealand, alone fall within 
the first category, the United Kingdom, Australia and South 
Africa in the second. 

Canada 

There is no general forest policy for Canada as a whole, and 
it is only within comparatively recent years that some of the 
Provinces have realized that their forests are not inexhaustible 
and have had to consider some planned policy for them. 

British Columbia, the richest forest Province in the Domi
nion, has always taken the lead in planning. As a result of a 
Royal Commission, which reported in 1912, a :Forest Service 
was fully organized and legislation passed to effect the dedica
tion of land to the growing of timber. Forest Protection was 
encouraged, and export of raw timber was prohibited with a 
view to the encouragement of local industries. A second Royal 
Commission reported in 1945 (8) and legislation is still being 
framed to give effect to its recommendations. Briefly, it called 
for a planned regulation of forest management leading even· 
tually to a programme ensuring a sustained yield for all 
productive land areas. A second, but no less important, objec
tive is the perpetuation of forest cover to assure the continuity 
of its many direct and indirect benefits. The multiple purposes 
of forests arc fully recognized. Considerable progress is being 
made in the survey of resources. 

Royal Commissions on Forestry in Ontario (9) and Sas
katchewan (10) both reported in 1947. In the former there is a 
definite recommendation for the limitation of the annual cut 
to the annual growth, for the management of fellings and for 
protection and reforestation. In the latter a temporary restric
tion of spruce felling pending an inventory of forest resource 
is proposed, together with an intensification of silvicultural 
and utilization research and improvement of the protection 
against fire. 

A recent development is the co-operative action of the Domi
nion Government and the Provincial Government of Alberta 
in the Eastern Rockies Forest Conservation Board, set up by 

Act of 1947 (ll). The dominant interest in this area is the 
regulating effect of forest cover on the stream-Row of the 
Saskatchewan River, which, rising in Alberta, flows through 
the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba and is of vital 
importance to these latter Provinces, especially to their irriga
tion plans. The policy, with regard to this area, is the conser
vation of forests and protection of the watersheds in the 
Eastern Rockies and, subsidiary to the above, management of 
the forest crop on a sustained yield. This is a new and promis
ing developm!=nt of co-operation in policy. 

There does not seem to be any published statement of policy 
for the other Provinces of Canada or for Newfoundland. 

New Zealand 
After a period when very large areas of otherwise low value 

land were afforested with exotic conifers, as a replacement of 
the rapidly disappearing indigenous softwoods, the general 
ideas have settled down to a systematic management of all 
forests, both indigenous and exotics, with more reasoned 
and planned afforestation with exotic conifers. A thorough 
national forest census is now in progress which will no doubt 
give the information necessary to the framing of a national 
forest policy. 

Of those countries which have to depend on Imports to 
satisfy their requirements of forest products, most have adopt
ed some fom1 of policy to render them to a greater extent 
capable of supplying themselves. Thus, the United Kingdom 
(12) has set herself a programme of working up to a total of 
5 million acres of properly managed forest within fifty years. 
This area is to include the rehabilitation of 2 million acres 
out of the (reputed) 3 million acres of private woodland and 
the afforestation of 3 million acres of bare land. The control 
over privately owned forests is introduced under the dedica
tion scheme, whereby in return for an agreement to manage 
their forests on sound lines under an approved plan, land
owners are to be given a greater degree of financial and prac
tical assistance. While the ultimate target of 5 million acres 
of managed woodland is still insufficient to provide more than 
35 per cent of the current needs, it would be adequate to 
provide a reserve of timber for a national emergency. 

Although there is no policy laid down for Australia as a 
whole, policy has to a greater or lesser extent been laid down 
separately for each State. There is increasing realization of the 
necessity of better land utilization and soil conservation and 
recent legislation has been enacted, especially in Victoria (13), 
to this end. Under this legislation there is strong representa
tion of forest experts, and the role of forestry in soil conserva
tion is fully recognized. With regard to the supply of timber, 
the several States have set up a target of 800,000 acres (14) of 
softwood plantations. This is estimated to give approximately 
half the requirements of timber at the present time, the re
mainder to be produced from the indigenous hardwood 
forests. Generally, the policy may be said to aim at the protec· 
tion, development and rationed utilization of the mdigenous 
hardwood resources and the establishment and maintenance 
of an adequate area of softwood forests. 

In South Africa, the scarcity of natural timber resources has 
long resulted in great efforts being made to grow her own 
requirements, mainly by the planting of exotic conifers. While 
there seems to be no statement of policy at a national level, 
the Government plans (15) to plant 35,000 acres of softwoods 
annually in order to attain a total area of 1,260,000 acres, of 
which I million acres is to be softwoods, at the end of twenty-
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five years. This is expected to yield 100 million cub. ft. of raw 
timber per annum at the end of fifty years. With its small 
forest area aggregating only some 3 per cent, the Union is fully 
alive to the importance of the conservation of existing forests 
and the necessity of further afforestation in the interest of soil 
conservation and water supplies. Provision for this was made 
in the Soil Conservation Act of 1946 (16). 

General 
\Vith the exception of India, and one or two o£ the Colonies, 

there is a general lack of any definite forest policy laid down 
by Government which covers all aspects o£ the direct a11d 
indirect influences of forestry. The recommendations of the 
Royal Commission of 1945 in British Columbia (8) probably 
come nearest to the ideal. The Post \Var Forest Policy of 1943 
of the United Kingdom (12), accepted in the main by Govern· 
ment in 1946, deals primarily with the problem of timber 
supplies and does not deal with the indirect benefits of 
forestry, a point that is, perhaps, of less importance in the 
dimate and conditions of the British Isles than elsewhere. 
\Vhile there is a general tendency towards a better wnser
vation and management of forests throughout the Common
wealth and a general realization of the multiple value of 
forests as regards agriculture and water-supply, few countries 
have as yet fully implemented the resolution of the Empire 
Forestry Conference quoted at the start of this paper. 
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Essential Features of Forest Policy and Forest Law 
EUGENIO DE LA CRUZ 

ABSTRACT 

The basic forest policy in the Philippines was laid down by U.S. Congress on the principle that no part of the 
public domain can be disposed of unless certified by the Bureau of Forestry as not needed for forest purposes. Com• 
plementary to this basic law is the Forest Act of 1904. All other laws subsequendy passed were merely implementation 
of these basic laws. A utilization system has been provided for; a systematic way of public land disposal is in operation; 
free use privilege confined inside communal forests; a system of collecting revenues from forest products established; 
more teeth given to the Kaingin Law to combat the menacing problem of illegal forest destruction. 

The index of forestry consciousness in the Philippines is the growth of legislation on reofforestation and corre· 
sponding increase of appropriations for such activity. From an insignificant beginning, reafforestation is now a major 
activity of the Bureau of Forestry. All these gains in forest conservation movement were secured permanendy by pro• 
viding a steady supply of technical men from our Forest School. 

Basic policy 
In the recorded annals of the history of human relationship 

one can hardly find a sovereign nation equal in magnanimity 
to and thoughtful of the future welfare of its newly acquired 
possession as the United States of America towards the Philip
pines. In the case of the forest resources alone of this then 
freshly won territory, the United States Congress saw Lo it that 
ample safeguards were provided for the proper use and con
servation of these resources. In the Organic Act of 1 July 1902 
which provided for the system of operation of the government 
of the islands, Congress laid down a policy which, were it yet 
possible, it would have adapted for its own forest resources. 
The Organic Act of 1902 provided among other things that no 
timberland forming part of the public domain should be sold, 
1eased or entered until the Government of the islands, upon 
the certification of the Forestry Bureau, rules that said lands 
are more valuable far agriculture than for forestry. This 

is of far-reaching significance. It means that before any land 
of the public domain can be disposed of or alienated, the 
Forestry Bureau must first certify that it is not needed for 
forest uses. To this date this principle constitutes the foun
dation of our forest policy. And it is this, more than anything 
else, that is helping give us the assurance that we can always 
look forward to having adequate forest lands to provide us 
forest products and services essential to our existence and 
development as a people. 

Hardly two years later, the basis of a rational system of forest 
management was enunciated in the "Forest Act of 1904" 
passed by the Philippine Commission. It defined the powers 
and prerogatives of the Bureau of Forestry in whose hands 
the control and management of all public forest lands have 
been entrusted. Among other things, it provides that: 

"Sec. 2. The public forest and forest reserves of the Philip
pines shall be held and administered for the protection of the 
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public interests, the utility and safety of the forests and the 
perpetuation of the same in productive conditions by wise 
use ... " 

"Sec. 8. The Director of Forestry ... shall prescribe such 
regulations ... for the necessary protection, management, re
production, occupancy in use of the public forest and forest 
reserves in such manner as to insure the continuous supply 
of the forest resources for the future." 

No less a personage than the Chief of the United States 
Bureau of J:'orestry, Forester Gifford Pinchot, helped in the 
preparation of the said forest law. 

Jurisdiction of the Bureau of Forestry 

To make more definite the extent of the jurisdiction of the 
Bureau of Forestry, Sec. 1816 of Act 2711 of 1917 further 
elaborates on the powers granted it by the Forest Act of I 904. 
It has, so this Act provides, jurisdiction and authority over the 
demarcation, protection, management, reproduction, refores
tation, occupancy and use of all public forest, forest reserves, 
national parks and other special forests, and over the granting 
of licences for the taking of products, induding stone and 
earth, therefrom. This is further strengthened by section 1838 
of the same Act which grants said bureau powers to issue 
permits for the use of forest lands or vacant public lands not 
declared agricultural lands or for special purposes. In short, 
the Bureau of Forestry is given complete jurisdiction and 
authority over all kinds of public forests and public lands 
except those classified as alienable and disposable or reserved 
for certain purposes. It is through the exercise of these broad 
powers and unparalleled authority over the public forests and 
the determination of public lands for agricultural purposes 
which made it possible for the Bureau of Forestry to effect 
a farsighted forest conservation programme. 

FoTest ownership 

National ownership of natural resources provided in various 
laws was made more emphatic in the provision of the Con
stitution of the Republic (art. XIII, sec. I). Thus, we find to 
this day that practically all the forests of the islands belong 
to the Government with the exception of 2Yz per cent which 
had passed to private ownership before these laws took effect. 

Utili~ation system 

Following the principle of state ownership, our public 
forests are not sold, but are exploited under a licence system. 
Small operators are given yearly ordinary licences for definite 
small areas, while bigger ones are granted exclusive licences 
or concessions for a period ranging from five to twenty years, 
to cut and extract timber and other forest products from a 
certain specified tract. The land itself is in no way affected by 
any of these licences, the privilege granted being limited to 
the timber and minor forest products thereon. 

The areas granted as concessions are generally of sufficient 
extent and content to permit operations for a considerably 
longer time than the period for which they are granted. In 
fixing the minimum and maximum annual cut there is taken 
into consideration, so far as possible, the amount of timber in 
the stand and the annual yield of the forest, with the object of 
rendering the investment a permanent one instead of merely 
permitting the operator to "cut and get out". He is required to 
observe strictly all regulations which have for their object 
leaving the land after logging potentially as valuable as before, 
and no consideration of immediate profit is allowed to inter-

£ere. It is to permit such permanent use of the land and to 
effect better protection that concessions are granted over large 
areas. 

Forest charges. 

While there is a definite modern trend in the type of forest 
policy adapted for the islands, we find, however, attached like 
a barnacle, a remnant of antiquated Spanish laws which class
ifies the commercial woods in groups and fixes the prices, 
known as forest charges without regard to accessibility, dis
tance, lumbering conditions and fluctuation of market prices. 
This is considered a tax rather than a stumpage value as the 
charge for each group is based on 10 per cent of the sale price 
of the forest products. The defect of this system was noted 
even as far back as 1910, as these groupings and prices must be 
continually changed, a circumstance that makes the whole 
forest policy of the islands unstable. Supporters of the scheme 
claim that it is easy to enforce and does not need any special 
education of internal revenue officers to figure the forest 
charges. Unfortunately this antiquated system is still in force 
with some subsequent modifications introduced by raising 
many of the species in the lower groups which are highly in 
demand to the next higher group. 

To give a fair trial to the selling of government timber on 
the stump it was provided in the Administrative Order No. 7 
for National Parks that the charges for forest products cut and 
removed therefrom be based on stumpage value and not on 
forest charges. 

Public Land Disposal 

There can be no wiser move than what those responsible in 
protecting the resources of these islands did in having syn
chronized forest conservation with a judicious and almost 
fool-proof land disposal. The requirement that any piece of 
land, before being disposed of under the Public Land Law 
must be certiHed to by the Bureau of Forestry as not needed 
for forest purposes, made the indiscriminate passing of forest
ed areas into private hands less probable. At first it was the 
practice to have the Bureau of Forestry make its certification 
on every application affecting the public domain. As each land 
application had to be inspected by a forest officer, a time came 
when thousands upon thousands of applications poured in 
and this particular work took much of the time ot the Bureau 
of Forestry personnel. 

Finally, a new Public Land Law, Act 2874 was passed in 
1919, amending Act 926 which instead of certifying individual 
applications, the Bureau of Forestry selects, studies, delimits 
and classifies an extensive area and certifies the portion not 
needed for forest purposes as alienable and disposable to the 
Bureau of Lands. These large areas so certified are subdivided 
into lots of convenient size and disposed to public land ap
plicants. Potential agricultural lands covered with commercial 
timber are kept as temporary timberland and these are re
leased gradually as the timber thereon is removed. 

Kaingin making 
Illegal occupation of public lands under the Kaingin system 

and the consequent destruction of valuable timber has con
tinued to be a serious problem in forest administration from 
the very outset. The serious effect of these violations can be 
better appreciated when it is considered that a substamial 
portion of the 5~/2 million hectares of grasslands existing all 
over the Philippines today is practically due to this shifting 
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method of cultivation. It is of distinct interest to follow the 
effort exerted by the Bureau of Forestry to stop this evil. At 
first, cases of this nature were brought to the court but often
times the penalty imposed upon the violator, either fine or 
imprisonment, was inadequate, so that before long there was 
almost a universal defiance of the law. As this law gives 
di;cretion to the court to impose a penalty of either fine or 
imprisonment without specific amount or length of time, it 
made the enforcement of the law a fertile ground for anomaly. 
For a long time this has been a source of embarrassment to the 
Bureau of Forestry officials. Hence, the necessity for amending 
the law with the object of putting more teeth in it. Such a law 
finally materialized in Act 447, of 8 June 1939. The importance 
of this law as a means of protecting the public forests of all 
categories lies not only in the heavier penalties of combined 
imprisonment and fine but that it made mandatory to the 
court, not discretionary, to order the infractor to vacate the 
area cleared and cultivated and whatever permanent im
provements made by him are confiscated by the Government. 

Free use 

Among those laws and regulations that were in force before 
Organic Act of 1 July 1902, is the free usc privilege granted to 
bona fide residents of a municipality to cut timber and minor 
forest products for domestic purpo>es. \'\i'ith proper modifica
tions, the law continued to be in force. It was realized early 
that privileges of this nature unless placed under control 
would constitute one of the greatest drawbacks in forest ad· 
ministration in the Philippines. 

This explains the adoption of the communal forest idea. 
Under this system, one or more parcels of public forest may 
be set aside by the Director of .Forestry with the approval of 
the Department Head from which bona fide residents of any 
municipality may cut, collect and remove timber and other 
forest products for personal use of themselves and family. (Sec. 
1839, Adm. Code). Unfortunately, however, the dlicacy of 
this control is virtually nullified by Sec. ll:\4.0 of the same Code 
which allows residents of a municipality for which a communal 
forest has not been set aside to take timber and other forest 
products, stone and earth, which they need for domestic pur
poses, free of charge and without licence from a public forest 
(hut not from a forest reserve) until 25 October 1930. 
This law has been regularly extended by the Legislature so 
that it gave residents of a municipality without communal 
forest more advantage than those that have been able to cut 
forest products in any public forest within said municipality, 
thereby making it difficult to confine their cutting under this 
free use privilege. 

Reafforestation 

No effective means of forest conservation can be realized 
unless the denuded areas which were the outcome of shifting 
agriculture are reclaimed to some economic use. But in a 
country where forest resource is believed inexhaustible, the 
idea of planting forest trees appears preposterous. It was th"'re
fore with some sort of a surprise that a Reforestation Act was 
passed on 24 February 1916 appropriating PlO,OOO.OU to plant 
trees on denuded friar estates bought by the Government in 
the Island of Gebu. Although the work accomplished in this 
project was highly commendable, it took eleven years until 
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another approprtauon was forthcoming in the amount of 
P50,000.00. After that, reafforestation was again a dead issue. 

It gained remarkable strength with the general conservation 
principles embodied in the Constitution of the newly-founded 
Commonwealth of the Philippines, that on 3 November 1936 
an appropriation of P250,000.00 was approved for general 
reafforestation and afforestation work and another P60,000.00 
was set aside from the Public ·works Appropnation Bill for 
1937 for reafforestation purposes. Thereafter, reafl:orestation 
became one of the major activities of the Bureau of Forestry 
and from 1938 to the outbreak of the Second ·world \Var there 
were appropriated under the various Acts over a million pesos 
yearly. 

The forest destruction that was occasioned by the war once 
more made reafforestation a keynote of government post-war 
policy. But due to lack of funds, this work had to give way 
to top priority projects in the country's rehabilitation pro
gramme. Spurred by the unusual rise in appreciation of the 
value of forest resources and alarmed at the destruction, 
during the Japanese occupation. of a substantial portion of 
the timbered areas, rcafforestation was recently placed on a 
more stable basis. Under the Republic Act No. llfJ, an ad
ditional tax of 40 centavos per cub. metre of second and lower 
groups of timber. and 50 centavos for first group was imposed 
on all timber cut for commercial purposes. This tax consti· 
tutes a permanent reafforestation fund. under oruinary cir
cumstances, a Bill of this kind has no chance to reach beyond 
the door of the committee room. Yet without much effort it 
became a law and henceforth reafforestation work is assured 
of definite funds. 

Education 

Entrusted with the task of administering and managing the 
forest resources, the Bureau of Forestry found itself called 
upon to provide for the necessary personnel with which to 
properly handle these duties. One of the first needs, of course, 
was for sufficient trained personnel, and to provide the needed 
training the Forest School was established in 1910 as part of 
the College of Agriculture, University of the Philippines. On 
4 February 1916, Act No. 2578 was passed creating a Forest 
School as a distinct unit of the University of the Philippines. 
Since then this school has been turning out men that now 
constitute the backbone of the prtsent Forest Service. 
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Essential Features of Forest Policy and Law 
R. E. MARSH 

ABSTRACT 

United States forest policy developed after many decades of clearing for settlement, lavish government land 
grants, and careless cutting. The remaining commercial forests vary widely in type of stand, accessibility, condition, 
productivity, and type of ownership. Today the private forests, and particularly the 4-million-odd small properties 
averaging 62 acres with only 4 per cent of cutting rated good, present a major problem. 

Under the United States structure of government, the national Government, the States, and private owners, all 
have important roles in forestry. Federal forest policy is featured by: 

1. Public ownership and management of a significant part of the forest land. Most extensive are the national for· 
ests, managed for timber, watershed protection, gra:z:ing, recreation, and wild·life. They are supplemented by other Fed• 
eral and State forests. 

2. Leadership in forest research by the Department of Agriculture. 
3. Assistance to States and private owners in protection against fire and pests, technical forestry service to private 

owners, and supplying forest planting stock. 
4. Placement of most Federal forestry activities in the Department of Agriculture in association with other phases 

of agriculture. 
5. Encouragement of the development of strong State Forest Services. 
Special forest tax provisions and regulation of forest practices have been enacted by some States, but generally with 

minor effect. 
Recommended by the Department of Agriculture to meet unfilled needs are a federally-sponsored forest credit sys· 

tern and a Federal-State system for nation-wide control of cutting and other forest practices on private lands. 

The topic assigned to me is a broad one. In this Conference 
it will be possible to deal only with major aspects of it. 

The essentials of forest policy and law vary greatly between 
countries. depending upon such things as the course of eco
nomic development, the character and condition of the forest 
resource, the pattern of forest land ownership, and the extent 
of forestry practice. They also depend upon the structure of 
government. I shall present some of the principal features of 
the experience of the United States. 

At the outset, the United States were richly endowed with 
forests, as with many other natural resources, favourable 
climate, and great expanses ripe for pioneering and develop
ment. 

To the first settler the forest was an obstacle. He was faced 
with the heavy task of clearing before he could grow food for 
his family. But before the opening up of the West, there had 
been cleared, along the Atlantic Sea-board, much land which 
later proved uneconomic for permanent farming. Land was 
made available for private ownership in order to stimulate 
settlement. A large part of the wealth of public forests was 
parceled out lavishly, free or at nominal cost, to private owners 
varying from the individual homesteader to the great trans
continental railroads, which obtained millions of acres in 
grants. 

Roughly following the progress of settlement, the centre of 
heaviest lumber production moved from the Northeast and 
Middle Atlantic States to the soft pine forests of the Lake 
States; to the hard pine forests of the South; and thence into 
the forests of the Far \Vest. 

The forests were apparently inexhaustible. The aggressive 
development of a virgin country, and the general lavish use 
of natural resources provided a setting for exploitation of the 
forests with little regard for maintaining their productivity. 

Remaining are 624 million acres of forest land. Of this, 
461 million acres, or 74 per cent, is classed as commercial forest 
land because it is suitable and available for growing merchant· 
able timber. The other 163 million acres, called non-com· 

mercia!, includes open-grown non-merchantable types, high 
alpine forests, and 13 million acres of good sites set apart for 
parks and game preoerves. Both classes are valuable for water
shed protection, for grazing, for forest recreation, and for 
wild-life production. 

These lands are a vast domain of widely varying character 
and productiveness. They include a great variety of species 
and types from sea-level to timber-line, from the extremely 
humid to the semi-arid. They also vary greatly in ease of 
logging and access to markets. They occur in great contiguous 
areas and in scattered small parcels. They are widely distribut
ed and are important in the economy of every region except 
the Plains. 

This forest land is ample, if properly managed, ultimately 
to supply all of the nation's timber needs, and also to furnish 
the other services and benefits of forests in full measure. But 
despite the public forests, and despite the highly commend
able progress in private forestry by farsighted owners, whose 
number has increased particularly in the last two decades, the 
resource situation nationally is far from satisfactory. The drain 
on saw-timber exceeds growth by 50 per cent. 

The character of forest-land ownership strongly influence> 
the development of forest policy and law. Ownership is almost 
infinitely varied in the United States. Of the commercial forest 
land, 116 million acres (25 per cent) is in public ownership; 
89 million of this is in Federal, and 27 in State and local 
government ownership. 

The 345 million acres of private commercial forest land is. 
classed broadly by size classes, as follows: 

Small {under s,ooo 

Approximate 
no. qf owners 

acres) .......... 4,2oo,ooo 
Medium (s,ooo to 

5o,ooo acres) . . . . 3,200 
Large (over so,ooo 

acres) . . . . . . . . . . 400 

Millionsqf 
acres 

33 

sr 
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The crux of this nation's forest problem today is in the 
private lands, and especially in the 4-million-odd small pro
perties which average only 62 acres. Only 4 per cent of the 
cutting on these is classed as really good, in contra;,t to 29 per 
cent on the large properties chiefly lumber and pulp-com
pany holdings. Cutting is classed as fair on an additional 
25 per cent and 39 per cent, respectively. 

Forest policy and law must also be considered in the context 
of a country's structure of government. The United States 
is a federation of forty-eight states. These states retain all 
governmental functions not specifically vested in the Federal 
Government by the Constitution, or prohibited to them by 
it. The Constitution of the United States, at the same time, 
grants the Federal Government vast powers in such matters 
as the general welfare and interstate commerce, including the 
protection of navigable streams and flood control. The Federal 
Government, of course, has jurisdiction over Federal pro
perties. 

Under our system -of government and in our complex of 
natural, economrc and ownership conditions, the Federal 
Government, the states, and the private forest owners, each 
has a vital role to play. It is the forest policy of this nation 
to recognize and to encourage full development of these inter
related roles. I shall, of necessity, deal mainly with the Federal 
role. I want at this point, however, to give full credit for all 
the progress that many private owners and various agencies 
have made in forestry. 

Federal forest policy assumed definite form during the first 
decade of the twentieth century, under the dynamic leadership 
of Gifford Pinchot and Theodore Roosevelt. Forest conser
vation became the spearhead of resource conservation in the 
United States. 

The developing policy was marked by the establishment of 
the national forest system, l;ederal leadership in forest re
search, and direct Federal assistance to private owners. Or
ganized Federal-State co-operation in fire protection and in 
other services to private owners followed somewhat later. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL FORESTS 

Federal forest reserves were established by withdrawal from 
the public domain, beginning in 1891. Authority for the man
agement and use of their resources was enacted in 1897. These 
reserves were transferred in 1905 from the jurisdiction of the 
Department of the Interior to the Department of Agriculture. 
The latter contained the Bureau of Forestry, responsible for 
technical forestry services. Thus the major Federal forestry 
activities were united. The Bureau was renamed the Forest 
Service, and the forest reserves designated national forests. 

The Weeks Law in l9ll, expanded by the Clarke-McNary 
Act of 1924, authorized the purchase of private lands for 
watershed protection and timber production. Some 22 million 
acres, mostly in the east, have been acquired by purchase or 
exchange, and added to the national forests. 

Today there are 152 national forests, with a net area of 
180 million acres.l The management of these land> is based 
upon the cardinal principle of multiple use, which gives due 
consideration to watershed protection, timber production, 
grazing, habitat for wild-life, and recreational use. Questions 

1 Includes non-commercial forest land, intermingled open areas 
and, exclusive of Alaska, 73 million acres of commercial forest land. 

MARSH 

of conflicting interests are derided upon the basis of "the 
greatest good to the greatest number in the long run··. 

The national forest system is supplemented by other Federal 
lands, and by lands of state and local governments under good 
forest management. 

The public lands include 25 per cent of all the commercial 
forest land, and a higher proportion of the non-commercial. 
The Department of Agriculture advocates some further exten
sion of public ownership, but considers that the major part 
and the better sites should remain in private ownership. 

The policy of permanent public ownership and manage
ment of a significant part of the forest land is well establi&hed. 

FOREST AND RANGE RESEARCH 

Forest research by the Department of Agriculture has always 
been an important feature of our forest policy. 

Forest research antedated the national forest system. Be
ginning in 1876, the old Division and the Bureau of Forestry 
studied timber growth on private forests and tested the mech
anical properties of commercial species. Several experiment 
stations were inaugurated by the Forest Service, beginning in 
1908. The Forest Products Laboratory, established in co-opera
tion with the University of Wisconsin in 1910, became the 
world's outstanding institution for the scientific study of wood 
and its uses. 

In 1915 the Forest Service became responsible for all range 
re.;earch in the Department of Agriculture. 

A major landmark in Federal forest research was the 
McSweeney-McNary Law, enacted in 1928. This broad organic 
charter outlined, expanded, and strengthened the forest and 
range research programme of the Department of Agriculture. 
Its lO sections deal separately with broad fields of forest re
search. Under it, the Branch of Research in the Forest Service 
has been greatly strengthened. The results of this programme 
of research are applicable both to public and private land. 

Although the major part of this research has been conducted 
wholly as a Federal activity, some of it has been in co-operation 
with other public and private agencies. Notable research has 
also been done by some states and universities, usually on 
local problems; and by forest industries, especially the pulp 
and paper companies. 

ASSISTANCE TO STATES AND PRIVATE OWNERS 

Another basic phase of Federal forest policy is Federal assis
tance in forest protection, and in other aspects of forest man
agement on private lands. These activities are administered 
mainly by the states, with Federal financial co-operation, and 
with the Department of Agriculture (chiefly through the ·Forest 
Service) empowered to require satisfactory technical and ad
ministrative standards of performance. These several Federal
State co-operative activities are: 

l. Fire pmtection on private (and state) land. This was 
stimulated in the early 1900's by efforts of a few conservation 
agencies, and by activity in the national forests. Federal assis
tance began in 1911. For many years progress was rather slow. 
A great forw·ard stride was the Clarke-McNary Act in 1924. 
This law still stands as the charter under which the State Fores
ter administers the activity, with Federal financial aid up to 
50 per cent of the total cost. This system of organized Federal
State co-operative protection now covers (in many cases in-
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adequately) 339 million acres in forty-three States and Hawaii, 
of the 439 million acres in need of it. 

2. The Forest Pest Control Act of 1947 declares the F'ederal 
responsibility for the detection and control of forest insects 
and diseases on a nation-wide basis. It is a basic Federal charter 
for protection of forests against forest pests, roughly analogous 
to the Clarke-Mc:\Tary Act for protection against fire, but 
F'ederal land is also included. Federal-State co-operation is a 
basic feature, but this law authorizes any proportion of Fe
deral participation up to purely Federal action. In 1924 educ
ational work for farm owners was specifically authorized by a 
section of the Clarke-McNary Act. 

3. Technical service to the private owner in the practice of 
forestry. This 'was one of the earliest activities of the Forest 
Service. At first it was mainly making management plans, on 
application, for large owners. Only a minute fraction of the 
private land was involved. 

The growing appreciation of the problem and the im
portance of the small property owner led to the Cooperative 
Farm Forestry Act of 1937. Thi' established the present pat
tern of Federal-State co-operation, under which the Federal 
Government contributes up to 50 per cent of the cost, and 
the technical service work, supplemented by education and 
demonstration, is administered by State agencies. The efficacy 
of this kind of activity has been impressively demonstrated 
despite the very small size of the program. 

Pending2 legislation would amend the Clarke-McNary Act 
to clarify and expand the Federal authority for this activity. 
It would embrace the non-farm as well as the farm-owner, and 
the processer of forest products. 

-1. Production and distribution of forest planting slack. A 
section of the Clarke-McNary Act authorizes the Federal 
Government to contribute up to 50 per cent of the cost of 
state production and distribution of forest planting stock to 
lanners. The state funds generally far exceed the .Federal 
contribution. In most states the farmer pays to the state agency 
a nominal charge, such as half of the cost o[ producing the 
stock. Federal participation, small though it is, has been an 
important encouragement to the states, but this activity still 
falls far short of the need. Pending3 legislation would also 
make non-farmers eligible for seedlings under this programme. 

FORESTRY AS A PART OF AGRICULTURE 

Centralization of forestry activities in the Department of 
Agriculture in 1905 was a momentous step in Federal forest 
policy. It recognized the intimate interrelations of forestry 
and other phases of agriculture, and their common basis of 
biological principles. The United States thus conforms to the 
philosophy of most of the leading forestry countries, in which 
federal forestry is made a part of or closely associated with 
agricultural functions. Without this arrangement, the vitally 
important national leadership in forestry exerci;ed by the 
Department of Agriculture would not be possible. 

STATE FORES1 SERVICES 

In keeping with the basic structure of our Government, an 
important feature of forest policy is the development of 
strong State Forest Services. This has been consistently en
couraged by the Federal Government. All but a few of the 
states with much forest land have established forest services or 

!, a As of May 1949. 

equivalent organizations, of varying strength and eftecl.iveness. 

An important stimulus has been the .Federal financial aid 
available under the several co-operative programmes. States 
generally have emphasized and made the most progress in !he 
fire protection programme. In addition to these co-operative 
activities, several states have developed systems of state torests, 
somewhat corresponding, on a mort: local scale, to the national 
forests. Some have gone beyond the co-operative programmes 
in developing technical assistance to private owners, and in 
production and distribution of forest planting stock. 

FOREST TAXATION IN THE STATES 

There is need for improving our forest tax situation, al
though its adverse effects upon forestry are often exaggerated. 
Thts involves mainly the property tax, levied by State and 
local governments. More than half of the states have modified 
their property tax laws to recognize the delerred-income 
nature of forestry. About fourteen states have adopted some 
form of yield tax whereby the land only .is taxed annually, and 
the timber by a severance tax when cut. About an equal num
ber of states have exempted limited acreages of plantations, 
and occasionally other young growth, from property taxes. 
Except in a very few states, these special laws have had little 
influence on forestry. Less than 5 per cent of the private 
commercial forest land in all the states affected has been class
ified so as to take advantage of these laws. 

UNFILLED NEEDS 

Forest policy and law must be further developed in this 
country before its forestry needs can be fully met. I shall 
discuss briefly two especially important aspects. 

The first is forest credit. Forestry is the only major form 
of land use for which suitable credit facilities are not avail
able. Most loans from private sources have been for fairly 
short terms and predicated on the liquidation of timber with
out regard to forestry considerations. 

In contrast to this, forest credit, adapted to the long-term 
nature of forestry, is needed to enable owners to consolidate 
holdings for more efficient management; to facilitate stand 
improvement; to provide forest administration protection, 
and utilization facilities under sustained-yield management; 
to enable owners of young timber to pay carrying costs and 
thus prevent sacrifice of immature timber; and to refund 
unduly burdensome loans. 

To meet this need. the Department of Agriculture has 
consistently recommended addition of a federally sponsored 
forest credit system to the existing set-up for other form; of 
agricultural credit, with loans to be contingent upon sound 
forestry practices. 

The second unfilled need is public control of cutting and 
other forest practices on private lands. There is at present no 
Federal regulatory law applicable to forest lands. Propm,ed 
during the pioneer years of the Forest Service by its chief, 
Gifford Pinchot, regulation has since r·cn advocated from 
time to time. 

The need for effective nation-wide public control 1\'as re
affirmed by the Joint Congressional Committee on }'ore>try 
in 1941. The Forest Service the1, proposed a Federal-State 
plan a£ regulation. A plan of this type has been consistent;y 
endorsed by the Department of Agriculture since that time. 
This plan calls for a basic Federal law which would establish 
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standards as a guide for the formulation of forest practices 
adapted to local conditions, and would authorize Federal 
financial assistance to States which enact and administer state 
regulatory laws consistent with the I'ederal requirements. In 
addition, it would provide for Federal administration in states 
which requested it, or which, after a reasonable period, failed 
to put such regulation into effect. Laws of a regulatory type 
have been enacted at various times in some fourteen states, 
but none fully meets the proposed requirements. They vary 
greatly as to the calibre of forest practices required, and as 
to the facilities for administration and enforcement. 

In conclusion, the major features of policy described here 
were visualized early in the present century, but their trans
lation into adequate laws and execution has been an evo
lutionary process, nDt yet completed. Nor is any one of the 
aspects of policy or of forest law herein described a panacea. 
Forestry in America needs a comprehensive approach and 
programme of action, to serve the welfare of people and 
communities, and to strengthen the economy of the nation. 
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The Basic Principles of Forest Policy and Forest Legislation 
KAREL SETINEK 

Experience gained in all the continents coupled with scien
tific research demonstrates very clearly the fundameutal im
portance of forests for permanently improving the standard 
of living of mankind. Forests are not merely a source of timber, 
of various fruits, fur-bearing and other animals, raw materials 
for the production of chemicals etc., but have often a decisive 
influence upon climate and thus on the habitability of regions, 
on water-supply conditions and on the stability and fertility 
of agricultural soil; they are the source of various cultural 
value~, exert a favourable influence on human health and also 
contribute to people's defence against attacks from outside. 

1 n order that forests may fulfil their mission in the territory 
where they exist they must: 

1. Represent an adequate proportion of the total area of 
the territory; 

2. Be suitably distributed throughout the whole territory; 
11. Be maintained in a good economic state. 

As regards the intensity of afforestation no 15enerally applic
able percentual minimum can be laid down. The amount of 
afforested area depends upon many factors, especially those 
issuing from the geographical situation of the territory. To 
meet Central European conditions it would seem that a pro
portion of 30 to 35 per cent of forest is suitable. A higher 
percentage of afforested area than the minimum will be every· 
where possible where the density of population of the territory 
is low. The higher the density of population the nearer will 
the measure of afforestation approach the essential minimum. 

In densely populated countries the degree ol afforestation 
falls greatly below the desirable minimum to the delriment of 
these lands. 

The aim of forest policy is to ensure by suitable measu:ces 
in territories with a high degree of afforestation that the ex
ploitation of the forests shall be accomplished in a5 economic 
a manner as possible, and that the desirable minimum ot forest 
area, apportioned as effectively as possible throughout the 
entire territory, shall be maintained. In territories with a low 
degree of afforestation care must be taken that the area of 
forests does not decline, but that it shall be raised to the 
desirable minimum by the afforestation in the first place of 
slopes which suffer from erosion, then of soil none too suitable 
for other purposes, and, finally, by laying down belts of wood, 
and affore.,ting even agricultural land in places where this 
appears essential from the angle of the preservation or increase 
of the fertility of the soil and of its protection from the harm
ful ell:ects of winds. Such measures mean extending the area 
of forests not only in the interests of an increased production 
of timber but also in the interests of encouraging the favour
able influence of the forests upon climatic conditions, upon 
water-supply and the like. 

The question of ensuring adequate food supplies for the 
population and of meeting the demand for timber as the 
density of population of a territory increases, must in both 
cases be solved by intensifying both agricultural and forestry 
production by the employment of improved methods and 
forms of production. 
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It is not enough that in any particular ten-itory the forests 
should be represented by the minimum percentage. It is 
absolutely essential that the forests should be suitably dis· 
tributed over the entire territory and should thus protect 
climate, soil and water-supply conditions throughout the 
territory as a whole. Particularly in low-lying and level areas 
and others especially suitable for agriculture it is necessary 
to leave a minimum of forest in belts, or to lay down such 
belts in districts that possess no woods. The beneficent effect 
of protective forest belts on microclimate and its protection 
from the mechanical influence of the winds seems to be 
already well established. Proof of this is seen particularly in 
the splendid USSR plan under which 6 million hectares of 
such protective forest belts will be planted within the next 
fifteen years. 

The aim of forest policy is thus to ensure that in countries 
possessing a high degree of afforestation, forests shall not he 
felled in planless fashion over large compact areas to make 
way for agriculture, but that this should be done in accordance 
with aplan that has the approval of the State authorities. 

In countries where there is a low measure of afforestation, 
afforestation should take place according to a definite plan 
over the whole ten-itory, regard being paid to the special de· 
mands for protection of the soil that is suffering from erosion 
and for the protection of agricultural soil from excessive dry· 
ing and mechanical effects of wind. 

In order to ensure that forests remain in a sound economic 
condition, or that they will he brought into a sound economic 
state (which means that their growth will produce a maximum 
of timber of the requisite quality) it is in particular necessary: 

1. To entrust the professional management of all forests to 
the State, or at least to place the management of all forests 
under effective State supervision; 

2. To have the forests managed by persons whose qualifica
tion:; are recognized by the State (thus assuming the establish
ment of State schools of forestry); 

3. To introduce compulsory management of forests in accor
dance with approved plans, adjusting the amount of fellings 
and the renewal of forests both as regards place and time. as 
well as the construction and maintenance of forest transport 
facilities (roads, railways etc.) and other investments; 

4. To introduce the duty, in cases where permission has not 
been given to make use of deforested areas for other purposes, 
of reafforesting such areas and of maintaining for this purpose 
an adequate area of [orest nurseries; 

5. To prohibit the spoliation of forests (in countries with 
low intensity of afforestation especially by the raking of 
leaves and grazing cattle in the woods); 

6. To organize effective protection of the forests from all 
damage, the local population being under the obligation of 
assisting in the case of fires; 

7. To make it a duty in felling timber and forest manage· 
ment in general, to ensure the safety of neighbouring forests 
against the effect of the wind, as well as the safety of the soil 
on steep slopes against landslides and washing away by water; 

8. To introduce the compulsory renewal and planting of 
species suitable to the location with the object of ensuring the 
largest possible growth of timber as well as the stability of 
the stand in every respect (resistance to insects, wind and 
fungi); 

9. To make it a duty to use, in renewing forests and plant
ing new ones, only seeds (seedlings) selected from stands and 
trees recognized by the State as best for propagation; 

10. To mechanize as far as possible all forest labour; 

11. To establish an all-inclusive State system of forestry 
r!i!search; 

12. To see to the intensification of expert knowledge on the 
part of the forest personnel, and an increase in the pro
ductivity of their work by means of practical schooling in 
periodical courses. 

The basic measures here outlined correspond in general to 
conditions prevailing where forest management is on a high 
level and intensive, in regions fairly densely populated and 
with a small proportion of forest per head of population. In 
such a case the forest is a real producer o£ timber in the true 
sense of the word. In this case the forest is a natural biological 
formation in which the individual instruments of production 
- the trees which grow (or, as we may say, produce) wood
stand in mutual relationship to one another, and as a body in 
relationship to their environment, that is, to the factors of 
growth. On the basis of a study of the natural growth factors, 
man adjusts, influences and directs the interrelations. and 
mutual influence of the units in the community of trees and 
the relation of the latter to its environment thus promoting 
an increased production of wood, that is, its growth. This is 
accomplished in practice, in the first place, by the "exploita· 
tion" (felling) of trees whose comribution to the growth is 
small or which are an obstacle to the full development of the 
activity of other trees, as well as by afforestation, the lightening 
and manuring of the forest soil, pruning of the trees, etc. 

The opposite of such intensive forest culture is the exploi· 
tation (in the true sense of the word) of natural forest reserves 
in sparsely populated areas, that is, of forests which have 
grown merely through the working of natural forces without 
the aid of man. In these cases one may speak of the actual 
exploitation of timber just as we speak of the exploitation 
of coal, stone, clay etc., which are also entirely the gift of 
nature. We speak here of the real exploitation of forests, in 
the true sense of the word, while under "forest management'" 
we understand only the felling of trees and their transporta 
tion to the sawmills where they are made into timber. 

Between the two extreme stages of forest management 
mentioned above there is a whole range of transitional stages. 
The greater the density of population and the smaller the 
proportion of the area of forest per head of populatinn. the 
more must forest policy be concentrated on questions of 
actual forest production, that is, growth o( wood and its 
maximum increase by stepping up human labour in th<: 
forests. The sooner forest policy, on any specific sparsely 
populated territory with natural forest reserves, moves away 
from mere exploitation and begins to care for the forests as 
producers of wood, Lhe more will forest policy help to over· 
come difficulties in supplying the world with timber in the 
future. Parallel to increased attention to forest production 
itself, preoccupation with the processing of timber into semi· 
manufactured and finished goods passes increasingly into the 
sphere of industrial policy. 

To ensure supplies of timber to the national economy, 
forest and industrial policies must occupy themselves with 
the economic use and utilization of wood. In this respect a 
large number of measures can be adopted, such as the reduc-
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tion of losses in felling and transportation of the timber 
from the forests, impregnation of timber, standardization of 
semi-manufactured and finished products, standardization of 
buildings, improvement of wood-working machinery etc. 

Finally, it is necessary to mention that properly and ex
pertly protected, cultivated and renewed forests also auto
matically fulfil their other tasks, especially in their favourable 
influence on water regime and climatic conditions. 

D'ADAMO 

A correct development of forest policy, and also of forest 
management, is best assured by means of a uniform national 
economic plan which embraces the entire economy ol the 
country and is directed towards ensuring a just and steadily 
improving standard of living for all workers. 

The main principles of forest polity, as roughly outlined 
above, should be embodied in forest laws which arc a reflec
tion of the forest policy of every country. 

The System of Forest Valuation in Argentina 1 

ORLANDO A. D'ADAMO 

GENERAL REMARKS, ORIGIN AND EXPLANATION OF TH..E; METHOD 

The present system of forest valuation in Argentina was 
instituted by the Decree No. 13.201/45. 

At the time of its introduction we pointed out the general 
advantages and disadvantages of the system from the point 
of view oE the economic circumstances of the various regions 
of the country. 

We said then that any tax or charge should be based on 
a full and precise knowledge of the determining facwr~ and 
the interests involved. Such knowledge always brings to l.ight 
well defined general standards which are very important in 
any tax assessment. 

In our opinion the best criterion is one based on known 
factors which are not subject to great or rapid variation. 

Forest industry differs widely in the various regions of 
Argentina. The ideal method for every good organization is 
not to legislate generally for all zones but to have a reasonable 
knowledge of the differences between them and to apply the 
appropriate standard to each. 

It must be borne in mind that to do this 'Would require 
studies which, as far as production economy is concerned, can 
never be adequate. Only with the aid of such studies wiil it 
be possible to administer our forest wealth without causing 
damage which, in the case of growing capital of this kind, may 
lead to its disappearance. 

Ignorance of these economic circumstances greatly limited 
the possibility of adopting any measures without prejudicing 
the interests at stake, an extremely risky matter when costs and 
prices are involved. 

In spite of all these facts, the eagerness to provide the coun
try with a new forest valuation system is easy to justify. Suffice 
it w say that the old system did not take into account the 
interests of the State or promote progressive initiative in 
Argentinian industrial organization. 

The system proposed was based on a single concept. 

"Decree 130If45 A1·ticle 5. For the extraction of forest 
products there shall be a variable charge which shall be a per
centage of the quoted price in Buenos Aires. for each species 
of tree, classified according to the type of the raw product, 
minus, in each case, the cost of carriage to the loading point 
md the transport or freight charges to that point. The rate 
for species for which there is no quoted market price shall be 
assessed on a technological basis in relation to the others. 

1 Original text: Spanish. 

Article 6. The variable charge for the extraction of quebracho 
wood for use in the extract industry shall be fixed according 
to the quoted market price at the point of embarkation, minus 
only the cost of transport from stump to loading station." 

We will now summarize the method applied inArgentinafor 
assessing the tax for the different forest products and species. 

It is first necessary to establish the quoted prices which these 
products and species obtain in the markets in which they are 
quoted. 

In this connexion it should be noted that in order to obtain 
a more exact figure it is necessary to take the quoted price~ 
at the markets or selling points nearest to the forest, thus 
limiting the influence of factors which come into play as the 
distance from the production point increases. 

Great care should be taken in calculating these quoted 
prices, particularly on account of certain changes which must 
be made when the prices are expressed in units different from 
those chosen for the valuation. 

For this purpose it is necessary to know the exact industrial 
yield of the species, particularly in the case of saw-timber. 

Generally speaking, we have adopted the price per cubic 
metre of saw-timber as the basic unit of value, because the 
economic structure of most of the national territories under 
Argentine jurisdiction seems to be determined by the existence 
of sawmill industries. 

The owners of these industries sell their production in 
trucks or at buyers' depositories near the loading point. 

The value of the standing timber can thus be more correctly 
assessed in relation to the known value ·Ol the industrial 
product. 

In the case of raw timber the basic value is the value per 
raw cubic metre, loaded at Buenos Aires, taking into account 
of course, the value at the loading point nearest to the place 
of exploitation. 

The Buenos Aires value permits the application of an 
allowance in the case of timber from forests situated farthest 
from the consumption centres. 

In this connexion the advisability of fixing general average 
prices should be borne in mind, attempting to relate them to 
the types of saw most used in the different areas, if expressed 
in terms of sawn timber. 

These market .prices are being continually brought up l() 

date in order to establish six-month basic average prices. 
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At the same time the production and distribution costs of 
the different species and forest products must be calculated. 
The calculation of the former includes all the iactors analysed 
separately and that of the latter comprises the costs of cartage, 
loading and unloading, freightage and storage etc. 

Taking into account all the factors briefly analysed here, the 
method used can be represented mathematically. 

Generally speaking, the following simple formula will serve: 
V = P [(Cp + G) + (Ct + G)], where Vis the value of 
the standing timber, P the real price per unit of sawn timber 
in the regional or central market, Cp the cost of production 
per unit and G the profit per unit. 

As this is continuous production, the item representing 
interest on circulating capital, called by the North Americans 
"normal profit", does not enter into the industrial cost. 

The present value G is not of primary importance. As al
ready pointed out, a policy of transition is in progress, so 
that the value of G is largely dependent upon the profits 
existing before the application of the present method. 

Ct represents the cost of distribution or transport to markets 
where the product obtains the price P; and lastly, G represents 
the profit corresponding to the cost of transport, a factor 
which is considered only when the cost is borne by the ope
rating enterprise. The formula generally contains an item, Pt, 
.for the price of transport. 

The most important point in this method is the fact that 
all the data are calculated on the basis of sawn timber, and 
it is therefore essential to know the industrial yield of the 
species according to the purpose for which they are destined. 
In applying the method Argentina has the undeniable advan
tage, (an advantage only as far as calculation is concerned) 
of possessing areas which are very homogeneous from the 
industrial point of view, especially in regard to semi-processing 
industries (ordinary sawmills). 

As already stated, the actual market prices of the sawn tim
ber are taken as the basis, the intermediary expenses being 
considered as production and distribution costs, and the 
economic conditions of the producer and consumer areas being 
constantly investigated in connexion with these prices and 
costs. 

The production costs included in the formula are mass costs 
reckoned according to the representative method; both the 
statistical method, which is of only relative utility in the 
present state of the Service on account of its complexity and 
cumbrousness, and the typical method used by Laplaq, which 
does not lend itself to this type of investigation, were rejected. 

For determining the industrial cost price in individual cases 
the method of Professor Fernando Boter Mauri was followed. 

All these calculations apply for short periods, in order that 
reasonable account may be taken of the variations in the static 
or dynamic conditions characteristic of each economic area; 
which simply means recognition of the most important factor 
in cost - its fluctuation. 

The division of production costs into fixed and variable 
costs may serve as a basis for an obvious simplificatiOn in the 
calculation of mass costs, in view of the natural constancy of 
the former in homogeneous industries, particularly where the 
representative method is used, which in fact "creates" its 
average cost. In these cases all that is necessary is to make the 
appropriate allowance for amortization, although if this 

were calculated according to the system of weighted variable 
averages, the risk of variation would be limited. 

Working on these lines, it has been possible to obtain and. 
tabulate some 48,000 rates for the whole country, which are 
confirmed or rectified every six months, in the light of market 
conditions and the economic situation of the industries. 

As stated above, the following are the main factors taken 
into account in the calculation: economic area, species utilized 
and purpose of production. Two factors of great importance 
remain to be included in the analysis: the density of the forest 
and the diameter of the marketable logs. Valuation according 
to diameter, though implicit in the calculations, has not yet 
been worked out in the form of a fixed scale, owing to the 
lack of specialized technical staff for the purpose. 

As regards density, though it does not appear to be closely 
related to cost, its influence is apparent in the "rodeo", a term 
used in Argentina to describe the operation of assembling or 
piling up the logs in the forest for subsequent transport to the 
factory or loading station. 

Application of the system briefly outlined here, within the 
short space of little more than one year resulted in a significant 
increase in the national revenue, which rose from 1 million 
to 4 million pesos, in round figures. 

The difference between this system and the one based on 
the formula 

V=-p- C 
1.0 pn 

is obviously very slight, as the same factors are naturally 
included in both systems. In the formula just quoted, V is the 
value of the standing raw material; P the market price of 
the sawn timber (or raw timber as the case may be); C the 
production and distribution costs. The value p includes the 
profits and normal interest on the invested capital, n being 
the period in which the investment produces income. It seems 
unnecessary further to explain the similarity of the two 
systems. 

We should repeat however that the value p. or G in our 
system, should be a true maximum value, variable according 
to the economic area, the type of industry and the species of 
timber used. 

It is generally acknowledged that the gross profits should 
not exceed 20 per cent for timber and 10 per cent for fuel
wood and charcoal. 

It is easily understandable that sudden changes cannot be 
effected in the process of recuperating the economic value of 
forest production. with which we have been concerned for 
the past four years, but that it is a more gradual process, 
because of the important interests involved. 

As already pointed out, when the variable system of valua
tion was introduced (Decree 13201/45), a different procedure 
was proposed for determining the rate of the charge. 

That procedure was as follows: 

From the wholesale price or quoted price was deducted the 
cost of freightage and cartage. The remainder, which included 
the production cost (including the forest charge) and the 
profit, was multiplied by a variable percentage determined 
according to the known production cost. The result gave the 
amount of the charge. This was not of course the rate which 
the State collected for the raw material, as that included the 
coefficient for reafforestation and the inspection tax. 
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In order to improve this obviously imperfect system of 
valuation, and to introduce a Government system which the 
then Directorate of Forests favoured, a new procedure was 
introduced, with definite standards for an industrial policy 
appropriate to the potentialities of Argentine's forest wealth, 
in order to promote the progressive development of the coun
try's forest areas. 

This procedure takes into account, firstly, the territory, and 
within it, the economic area in which exploitation takes place. 
This idea of the economic area, which was introduced by us, 
is of considerable importance, as there is a direct relation 
between the economic characteristics of an area and the value 
of its forest timber. 

Classification into utilizable economic areas is very impor· 
tant, particularly in a country like Argentina where economic 
circumstances are so variable. 

There is a difference between a forest situated right in the 
mountains and one situated in a plain; between a forest which 
depends upon rail transport for the distribution of the raw 
material it produces, and one which can use a river, lake, 
stream or motor transport. 

Those are the most important economic circumstances. It is 
necessary to study them closely and thoroughly in order to 
evolve an appropriate policy. We therefore attribute the 
greatest importance to this aspect. 

Consequently, we have classified the different areas in which 
our forest wealth is to be found and it is mainly on that basis 
that we determine the value in situ of the raw material. 

Another factor of primary importance is the species of tim
ber exploited. The system in existence before 18 June 1945 
established a specific difference only between "red quebracho" 
and all other species. 

In other words no differentiation was made between species 
of such different commercial value as algaroba and thorn; 
cedar and anchico; araucaria and fiire. 

This unsuitable system was in force for many years, repre
senting a constant drain on the country's forest economy. as 
the fixed values before 1945 in the national forests were ex
tremely low. 

Even the red quebracho was undervalued, and there was 
another entirely senseless factor, namely, that a distinction 
was made between the rating of the trunk and that of the 
branches, although the timber was all sold at the same price. 

The rate established for this species is now very carefully 
worked out, taking into account all the factors here enumerat· 
ed and certain special conditions in respect of its industrial 
use. 

In bringing the system of valuation of the red quebracho up
to-date, variations of great importance have been taken into 
account. 

In the first place we prohibited the exploitation of trees of 
the Schinopsis variety for railway-sleepers and poles, thereby 
encouraging their use for more elaborate products. 

In fixing the charges for fuel-wood, we excluded quebracho 
with a heartwood diameter of more than 8 em., as a result of 
which much greater use of these two varieties has been made. 

At the present time the charge rate is based on timber used 
to obtain tannin, a single rate being established for heartwood 
up to 8 em. in diameter, with the stipulation that it must 
always be used for that purpose. This effectively encourages a 
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more intensive use of the raw material, and avoids the squan
dering of a natural resource which until now has been dis
appearing increasingly rapidly. It should not be forgotten that 
the kinds of timber suitable for fuel are numerous. 

DESTI:-;ATION OF PRODUCTION AND VALUATION 

One of the final stages in this process of rationalizing the 
values of raw forest material is Decree No. 14,988/47, which 
states: 

"ATticle 1. The pertinent section of Decree 13,20lf45 is 
hereby amended, the Forestry Directorate under the Direc
torate-General of Lands and Forests being authorized to es
tablish .. and issue regulations concerning three categories of 
variable charges as follows: Class A for use; Class B for simple 
processing; Class C for higher processing. 

"Article 2. The rates for Class A and the allowances to be 
applied in order to determine B and C, shall be established 
in accordance with the factors enumerated in the preamble 
to the present Decree and shall be subject to approval by 
ministerial decision, whenever variations in these factors ren
der such action necessary. 

"Article 3. This procedure shall not apply to the tanning 
industry connected with the red quebracho, for which the 
rates of Cla~s A shall be applicable." 

As will be realized, the destination of forest production will 
henceforth be a factor of great importance in determining 
rates, and will thus establish a definite policy in Argentina. 

This idea is perhaps surprising to those acquainted with 
the way in which countries with a more highly developed 
forestry organization estimate the value of their production. 
But a study of the facts of Argentine forest economy will >oon 
explain the situation. 

The Argentine heterodox system is a direct consequence of 
her economic circumstances, which cannot be sacrificed to a 
strict methodology, without giving rise to much greater eco
nomic and social harm. 

Obviously the new method does not mean establishing a 
triple valuation for one tree in a given spot. It simply means 
that, in accordance with a basic species rate, allowances will 
be made in order to promote industrial activity in the areas 
near the forests. 

The above-mentioned Decree establishes a new forest policy, 
designed to promote industrialization of the raw material in 
the production area. 

Thus the maximum rate will be for raw timber, deductions 
being made on timber for semi-processing (such as for saw
mills) and on timber for higher processing industries, such as 
distillation, plywood, cellulose etc. 
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In the case of the semi-processing industries the deduction 
depends upon the cost of the sawn timber, which is added to 
the production cost as estimated for the variable rate for 
commercial use so that when the percentages are applied the 
rates are lower. 

In this connexion it seems necessary to explain that al
though this procedure leads to a decrease in the rates for 
industrial exploitation, by very greatly increasing the use of 
the raw material it leads to a corresponding increase in the 
Treamry receipts therefrom. 

The small sawmiller represents a very elementary stage in 
the utilization of the forest and may be regarded as a forest 
harvester. 
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Moreover the necessity of sending his product to large cen
tres of population situated hundreds of kilometres distant, 
compels him to select his production, leaving untouched in 
the forest any raw material of diameter, length or industrial 
quality unsuited to the demand. 

This is what we have called "extensive·· exploitation of 
the forest; it has also been described very graphically as de
flowering. 

In addition the small sawmiller is concerned with only a 
very few species, generally confining himself to the red que
bracho for manufacture. 

He therefore ignores many species of appreciable techno
logical value, whereas industry. the true starting point of 
material progress, would certainly attempt to make use of 
them. 

Such is the import of the policy which has been developed; 
its aim is to be constructive, without neglecting the economic 
aspect which is an essential part of the problem. 

SITUATIONS EXISTING IN CERTAIN REGIONS 

In applying the system to the national territory ol Formosa, 
we were faced with a situation which could not be neglected 
and which required special treatment. 

As already stated, we have tried by all possible means to 
utilize the essential qualities of the red guebracho. This was 
easy in the Chaco region, where there were inland factories 
which facilitated the utilization of forests situated far from the 
Resistcncia industrial area. The case of Formosa is very dif
ferent. The factories are situated in the town of Formosa on 
the river Paraguay. The very geography of the territory is 
unconducivc to a better utilization of its forest wealth. 

Th<! territory is long (about 500 km.) in comparison to its 
width which averages about 150 km. As the only railway line 
runs along its length, it constitutes an important economic 
factor which we have taken carefully into account in apprais
ing the value of the forests. 

Taking the distribution cost as a basis we have established 
two areas; one economic area and one marginal area of red 
quebracho for tannin. The former includes the forests east of 
Las Lomitas, for whid1 the freightage to Formosa is 22.44 
Argentine pesos per ton. 

All the forests west of that point are within the marginal 
area. 'Within that area, in order to facilitate utilization of the 
species (in this case Schinopsis Lorentzii) for various regional 
requirements, the timber may be used for poles and railway 
sleepers. 

'Nevertheless permission to do so is subject to prior for
malities and suuseguent inspection. Lastly, it should be 
mentioned that this is not a permanent measure, its en
forcement depending upon the continuance of present eco
nomic circumstances. 

The most interesting case which arose was when the system 
was introduced in the territory of Misiones. At that time the 
values were calculated on the basis of the raw material market 
prices in Buenos Aires. The shortage of railway trucks was 
extreme. For that reason the prices for certain types of woods 
(cedar, incense tree and peterebi) in Buenos Aires had reached 
unprecedented levels. Consequently, when the shortage of 
trucks was at its height, buyers lost interest in that production 
area and prices fell to a few centavos per foot. 

If production had been drained off by a considerable in· 
crease in the supply of trucks, prices would have remained 
firm at Posadas and shown a tendency to fall in the Buenos 
Aires market. 

The factor of the destination of production becomes in
creasingly important. Generally speaking there are areas and 
even territories where the industrialization of the raw material 
is of a fixed type. ln this respect Misioncs, Neuquen, Rio 
Negro, Chubut and Tierra del Fuego arc more or less similar. 
as the timber is semi-processed in those territories. In such 
cases we took as our basis the price per cubic metre of sawn 
timber in the local market. 

It should further be explained that producers usualiy trans
port the product to this market at their own expense (as a 
rule the distances are not more than 300 km.). 

This is also the procedure in all the economic areas of l'or· 
mosa, for all products not destined for the extract industries. 

In the territory of El Chaco, as already stated, the prices 
taken are the Buenos Aires market prices, although this fact 
is due solely to lack of investigation, which is all the more 
difficult in proportion to the importance of the interests 
involved. 

Moreover in the particular case of this territory we have the 
disadvantage of having to make our calculations in tom, a 
procedure which has been abolished in all the other territories. 
It is difficult to introduce any changes until this disadvantage 
is removed. 

Price per ton as a basic value is inconvenient except in the 
case of timber for the extract industries. It leads to an incorrect 
valuation of the forest wealth. At the present time, although 
the ton is the basis, we take as our standard the corresponding 
value per cubic metre, the only reason for the continued use 
of the ton as a unit being lack of the necessary administrative 
staff. 

There is no need to dwell on the advantages of the cubic 
metre as a unit, but as the matter is relevant we will enumerate 
the main points in its favour. 

Economic research in industrial areas, which would na
turally include the study of timber for sawmills, would be 
appreciably facilitated. 

Sawmill production it not measured in tons, but in cubic 
metres, equare metres or square feet. The use of the cubic 
metre would standardize these calculations. 

The practice of evading the assessed charges, which has 
occurred up to now, would be finally prevented, for when all 
species were assessed equally at 3.60 Argentine pesos per ton, 
the values of lightweight species were falling appreciably, and 
a difference was established which did not derive from any 
principle, but was merely the consequence of failing to apply 
the appropriate unit. 

Another advantage is that the Forestry Map Section would 
be relieved of its present work of making laborious calcula· 
tions in tons. 

l\foreover these calculations are useless, as all studies in 
connexion with forest inventories and growth use the cubic 
metre as their basic unit. 

The territories in Southern Argentina afforded another in· 
tcresting case. 

There the forests, which are mesophytic, are characterized 
by special economic circumstances, owing to their situation on 
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mountainsides, near lakes or rivers, which are generally used 
a:; the means of transporting the timber. 

In view of this circumstance, allowances have been made 
in respect of forests situated in areas where the transport by 
water of the raw or sawn timber is impossible, with a conse
quent rise in costs which does not depend upon the degree of 
industrial or administrative efficiency but upon inevitable 
geographical circumstances. 

Hence, in view of the costs of transport by water and land, 
allowances are applicable wherever possible as determined by 
the nature of the land, and we have implicitly, though logically 
and deliberately, assessed the value of these strategkally placed 
forest masses accordingly. 

Lastly, we should like to point out that the valuation system 
also provides for compensation for forest exploitation remote 
from loading andjor consumption points, in order to facilitate 
its economic process. This policy, initiated in 19·15, is very 
similar to that instituted in France by the Equalization Fund 
(Caisse de Perequation), though less rigid, for the French 
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system presupposes an organization with its own funds, for 
roadmaking etc., in order to facilitate exploitation of in· 
conveniently situated forest masses. 

Such is the general policy of the Economic Service of the 
National Forest Administration as regards valuation. 

\Ne conclude our explanation of the changes introduced in 
the last four years with the hope that they will be interpreted 
as a sincere effort towards technical improvement, based on 
ideas which are not entirely our own but which if reasonably 
assimilated, may serve to standardize a service of great im· 
portance to the State, and enable it intelligently and fairly to 
defend the great interests entrusted to is care. 
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Organization of Forest Services 
S. B. SHOW 

ABSTRACT 

The most effective approach to organi:tation or reorganization is to see the national problem as a whole. This first 
involves a forest policy, setting broad outlines of the values at stake, ends to be sought and working means by which 
they are to be reached, for each country. Second, a proper legal basis is needed, defining the jobs and means to ac• 
complish them for the service. 

Well-established principles, as adapted to each national situation, should govern the organiution itself. They in· 
dude professionalization, the merit system, equality of opportunity, and preparing juniors for advancement; decen• 
tralization, necessary levels of organization, line organiution retaining the command, staff organization adapted to 
the service tasks; a field of responsibility and staff structure to ensure attention to both forestry and forest 
products, to all productive, protective and accessory values of the forests, to the required supporting services, to effi· 
dent business management and to public relations; linking the service with agricultural agencies in the structure of 
government and giving it an established place in co-ordinating machinery for dealing with water and its use. 

A comprehensive approach to forest service organization is far more complex than taking one thing at a time, but 
it is the only sure way to develop a service suited to all of its tasks, capable of doing them competently, able to expand 
or contract as necessary, and expected to develop a priceless esprit de corps. 

Such a service may also be expected to refine forest policy progressively, better the practice of forestry, and see the 
forestry of its own country as part of the forestry of its regions. 

Aggressive leadership by government has always been found 
necessary in developing an effective national programme of 
forestry. Thus a strong agency of government is required. A 
forest service is such an operating unit of government created 
to put into effect the forest policies and forest laws adopted. 
The tasks may be many or few, complex or simple. They may 
include, besides operational functions, the responsibility for 
·•tudying and reformulating forest policy itself. They may 
include responsibility for the necessary supporting institutions 
and services, such as research, training and education of pro
!essional employees, and extension. 

Forest services have grown in various ways, depending on 
the initial impulse for their organization, on broad or narrow 
concepts of the forestry task, on their competitive position in 
the government, on the character and quality of their leader
ship, on the kinds and degrees of support they have obtained, 
etc. Some have expanded in effectiveness and scope; some 
have stagnated; some have dwindled to vestigial structures. 

Perhaps the most nearly common denominator of this body 
of experience is the piecemeal way in which services have 
often been organized. A great deal has been learned in this 
process, so that a country. in the beginning or early stages of 
organizing its forestry work can draw on the trial-and-error 
experience of others. It can, if it wishes, obtain experienced 
men from other countries to advise on organizational pro
blems. It would seem true as well that countries more advanced 
in forestry organization might find it desirable to re-examine 
their own forest services against the background of principles 
and practices which now seem to be well-established. 

A short paper is of necessity categorical in its interpretation 
of experience and lacks the desirable documentation. It cannot 
draw universal blueprints, and must content itself with sug
gestions on how to go about constitution of an effective service. 
This paper emphasizes above all the great advantages of a 
comprehensive rather than a piecemeal approach to forest ser
vice organization. 
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The first prerequisite of a successful and effective forest ser· 
vice is that it shall have a reasonably clear-cut and defined 
job. It is clearly the task of forest policy to set at least the 
initial tasks which the service will be called on to undertake. 
Forest policy is a statement of the end to be sought, the reasons 
for their selection, and a formulation of the principal elements 
involved. 

The main elements of the job of a forest service itself will 
necessarily be different in each country, and they will bear a 
different relation to each other. The state of knowledge may 
be high or low, complete or spotty. The forests may be largely 
unknown and unexploited and awaiting rational develop· 
ment; or forests may have been swept away and great planting 
programmes needed. Forests may be of largest value to protect 
soils, water-flows and the integrity of croplands, or their com· 
modity values may be dominant. Forests may have important 
values for recreation, wild-life or range, or they may lack one 
or more of these values. The great problem may be to protect 
forests against natural causes of loss; or it may be to protect 
them against shifting cultivation, range burning or other des
tructive forms of land use; or against destructive exploitation 
of timber. 

Forest exploitation may be already far advanced; or it may 
be at the very beginnings. The people who use the forests may 
already recognize their values and treat them accordingly; or 
the people may regard the forest only as an obstacle or as a 
source of new cropland. The patterns of land ownership may 
be well-established and conducive to necessarily long-term 
forestry enterprises; or ownership may be poorly defined, un
stable and thus ill-adapted to forestry. Forests may be publicly 
owned, or privately owned, or both. 

Almost all the possible combinations of these factors may be 
found in one country or another. So it seems obvious that 
another guide to a truly effective forest service is that the 
organization shall be adapted to the foreseen tasks, as initially 
defined by forest policy. Despite its obviousness, the point is 
worthy of emphasis, since the temptation to imitate is strong. 
Straight-line patterning of a forest service after the example 
of another country, almost sure to have different conditions, is 
an almost certain way to have an organization imperfectly 
adapted to its real tasks. 

This in turn emphasizes how important it is that forest 
policy be based on a competent analysis of the particular coun
try concerned. The points to be studied, such as those listed 
above, indicate that formation of a forest policy, and therefore 
the working platform for a forest service, is by no means a 
simple or painless task. But it is a necessary one. Several me· 
chanisms may be considered for use in the formation of policy; 
the selection will depend on the nature of the particular 
governments. 

Another essential feature of forest policy which will greatly 
affect the forest service organization is to reach decisions on 
basic working methods. These, after all, are lew in number. 
Forestry may be accomplished by government, operating on 
its lands. The method of ownership is straightforward and 
simple, and is suitable where governmental theory leaves or 
places forest lands in governmental ownership. 

Where substantial areas of forest land are in private owner
ship of one form or another, clearly a different working 
method is required to ensure that forestry is practised on 
private lands. This may be by legal controls imposed by go· 

vernment over the treatment of the private lands. Or govern· 
ment may give aids and subventions to owners in the expecta
tion that such co-operative help will stimulate owners and 
make it possible for them to practise forestry. Or aids may be 
given only in return for a contractual undertaking by owner;, 
that certain improved forestry practices will be applied. 

Obviously, the working method or methods selected by 
forest policy will depend very largely on the over-all nature 
of the government itself. In highly centralized governments, 
reliance is likely to be placed on ownership and legal controls. 
In less centralized governments, co-operative aid is likely to 
be an important method. 

In any event, and as a general proposition, the organization 
of the forest service will depend to a major degree on the 
basic method by which it will carry out its assignments. This 
may seem as obvious as the earlier point that forest conditions, 
values, problems, etc., should be determined as a guide for 
forest service organization. But there is ground for the belief 
that these obvious things have not always been done. 

One other step is clearly required as a prerequisite to 
forestry organization. The conclusions reached in forest policy 
will need to be embodied in forest law, and assigned for their 
execution to the forest service. The assignment may qe made 
in very broad and general terms or in more specific and detail· 
ed terms, depending on the normal practice ot the country 
and on the way in which its agencies operate. But a proper 
legal basis for forest service operations must be laid. The 
service has to have its jobs, functions and powers established. 
All of this is to say that the best forest service will be founded 
on a thoughtful and comprehensive forest policy, which is 
formally expressed in forest law. 

With the necessary forest policy and forest law in existence, 
what then of the forest service organization itself? 

Since specific conditions and their combinations vary so 
greatly from country to country, it may seem that there are 
no common denominators, no general guiding principles 
which may be widely applied. This paper, however, takes the 
view that there are such principles, that they may be safely 
adopted in organizing and reorganizing forest services, even 
though they have not always been applied in practice. 

These principles rest on a few broadly true facts about 
forests, forestry and organization. They are: 

(l) The forest is a living thing; it can be managed well only 
through application of specific knowledge of the nature and 
behaviour of each kind of forest. 

(2) The inherent values of forests are of the same kind 
everywhere, i.e., protection, production and accessory (recrea
tion, wild-life). 

(3) Forestry organization and administration must obey the 
same principles as other efficient bodies, where applicable, and 
must also take account of the fact that forests are usually 
widely scattered, ofteti far from central administrative points. 

From these central facts the suggested guiding prmciples 
follow. 

The first of these, following from fact (l) above, is that the 
forest service should be essentially professional in character. 
That is, its key officers should have received formal training 
in the theory and practice of forestry. It has been a common 
and erroneous a;;sumption that forestry is a mere craft, and 
that its practice can be done competently by men who have 
knowledge of the operational procedures or are good woods-
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men, or who are familiar with the financial or office-manage
ment aspects, and that its leadership need not possess pro· 
fessional qualifications. 

It is worth emphasizing that the leadership at all levels of 
the forest service should be made up of professional men. At 
the woods operation levels most of the labour and some of 
the simpler tasks can be competently done by non-professional 
men. But the direction cannot. Whether forestry is only in its 
early developmental stage or is far advanced, whether it deals 
with simple or complex forest types, with protective or pro
ductive values, the job is one of applied science, particularly 
biology, mathematics and economics, and is thus professional 
in its nature. Operational skills of many sorts are, of course, 
necessary in a service, but they should not be permitted to 
dominate leadership. To do so is to invite mediocrity or dis· 
integration of the service. 

Another principle, following from fact (3), which underlies 
a sound forest service organization is that officers should be 
selected, retained or dropped, and be promoted or advanced 
under a merit system. The exact features of the system are of 
less importance than the fact that it exists. It is a truism 
first that competent professional men in government service, 
whether foresters or of another discipline, seek employment 
where security of tenure and chance of advancement depend 
on their own abilities and energies, rather than on changes in 
the political character of government, which is beyond their 
control. Second, that as a forest service grows and develops 
and adapts itself to the problems and tasks before it, a sub
stantial degree of continuity of administration becomes more 
and more necessary. Continuity in a going concel;'n depends 
rsreatly on persons as well as on rule books and laws. 

Forest services then cannot expect to attract and hold the 
cream of the crop of professional men unless a merit system 
is in effect. And a forest service lacking in quality, particularly 
of leadership, is not likely to develop or grow rapidly and 
productively. 

Nor can recruitment of high-level ability men be sure unless 
the general level of wages and conditions of employment in 
forestry are equivalent to those in comparable employment 
opportunities Jln other fields of government services. This 
arises from the simple fact that high-level ability men, in choos
ing a profession, will normally compare its total emoluments 
with those of other similar fields. It is seldom the case that the 
money rewards of public service will equal those of private 
employment, but public service can be made attractive as a 
career to young men of high-level ability. 

And it should be explicit that the way is open to the top for 
professional officers, depending only on character and ability. 
Experience shows that a career ladder is in itself an attraction 
to able men, particularly where junior officers are encouraged 
and aided to accept ever-increasing responsibilities. In-service 
training, variety of assignment, refresher courses, group meet
ings, and other means may be used to speed up qualification 
for advancement. Adoption of the principles of the merit sys
tem, of equality of pay, etc., are then necessary in building 
a forest service of technical quality. Together with other 
principles suggested later, they form a solid foundation for 
developing pride of organization esprit de corp&. This 
essential though elusive quality can seldom be generated by 
exhortation alone. To obtain it is always a concern of high 
service leadership. 

Another principle of sound forestry organization, following 
fact (3) is that of decentralization. This means much more 
than mere placing of officers in or near the areas of their 
jobs, though clearly the latter is a simple question ot economy 
and efficiency. But if an officer is to handle his day-to-day tasks 
promptly and decisively, then he must have unquestioned 
authority commensurate with his responsibilities. If questions 
have to be referred to distant headquarters, then the officer on 
the ground tends to become a mere sending station. Such 
centralized operational control will neither attract the better 
grades of professional men nor build the right kind of reputa
tion for the forest service among users. 

Determination of policies and major rules of procedure i>, 
of course, the responsibility of head offices. It is in the fitting 
and adapting of them to local problems and conditions by 
officers acting on their own initiative that decentralization is 
essential. 

The need for decentralization arises even if the geographical 
area of work is relatively small. A head office has the natural 
functions of dealing with policy, relations with executive and 
legislative arms of government, with service-wide planning 
and programmes, with checking and inspection of operations, 
and with setting up business administration. To the opera
tional officers belongs the natural function of dealing with 
the day-to-day questions and problems arising in actual forest 
practice, with the people who use or are interested in the 
forests, etc. Even though the two broad groups of officers may 
work from, at or near the same headquarters, it is important 
that the authority and responsibility of operational officers be 
established and maintained. 

The need for decentralization becomes more insistent as the 
geographical magnitude of the work area increases. For one 
thing, the variation in the complex of questions, problems 
and techniques tends to become greater. What is best in one 
forest may not be so in another. For another thing, the dif· 
ficulties of ready communication between field and head ofhces 
increase, and thereby the possibility of erroneous decisions, if 
made by the head office, increases. So, too, does the time lag 
in coming to decisions. And for another, the policy and other 
natural functions of head offices tend to increase in volume 
and complexity as the size of the total job expands, and 
thus less time is left for effective consideration of the typical 
problems of field administration. 

It seems to be generally true that if conditions or employ
ment in a service are such as to attract and hold competent 
professional officers, then genuine decentralization is a safe 
course. since the field officers may be expected to act res
ponsibly and intelligently. It is only when the operational 
tasks must be left to imperfectly equipped officers that there 
need be a well-grounded fear of the principles and practices 
of decentralization. 

It has been found effective to introduce a third level of 
organization again following from fact (3), between head and 
field offices in countries where the total job is far-flung, complex 
and large in volume. This level is variously named; here it is 
designated as regional. To such a level naturally belong the 
bulk of the inspection and control of work on forests, planning 
and programming of regional work, relations with regional 
organizations of other agencies, etc., all within the framework 
of policy as set by the head office. A regional level is ordinarily 
indicated when difficulties of ready communication between 
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field and head offices become ;,evere, and particularly when 
head office is unable to carry out sufficiently frcquen t field 
inspections. 

In addition to clear and practical recognition o£ organiza
tion levels, it is well to give attention to two other practices 
which have generally proved effective. The first is that in any 
but the very simplest organization, both line and staff officers 
are needed. The definitions are well-known. Line exercises the 
functions of command; staff, the administrative, executive, 
advisory, etc., functions, but with command as delegated only 
by the line. This concept of organization is that at each level 
service, region, forest or district there shall be an officer in 
charge, and that staff shall report to and derive its authority 
from the chief. This concept may be called that ol territorial 
integrity. Its aim is to keep the chain of command clear-cut 
from level to level, line officer to line officer. This, of cou1se, 
is true in any organization. 

The contrary line of authority from level to level - that is 
staff officer to staff officer seems to weaken the authority of 
chiefs and to result in failure to properly correlate one kind 
of work with another, and thus to do something less than 
the whole job of ~ervice. 'This necessary correlation can be 
strengthened at all levels by using the key staff officers as a 
group to consider with the chief the interrelations of different 
lines of work and their correlation. That is, in addition to 
the staff functions already mentioned, each in a particular 
field, that of membership on a general staff is a sound principle 
of organization. 

The composition of head office staffs varies widely. In some, 
an officer deals with each resource of the forests, such as tim
ber, range, watersheds, wild-life, recreation; and others with 
such things as fire control, engineering·, and public relations 
or information. In other services, the staff organization is quite 
different, based on the nature of the whole service job. The 
staff structure will determine whether assignments have been 
clearly drawn to meet the appraised needs of the service tasks, 
and success depends to a considerable degree on the darity of 
staff assignments. It is important not to overlook the staff for 
information services. 

Between a service and regional, or regional and forest level, 
the inclination is to expect to duplicate the staff structure, 
that is, with the same subdivisions of staff. Obviously, the staff 
officer at any level will wish to deal with a similar speciali~t 
at the next level below. This is desirable so long as the volume 
and complexity of work call for a full-time staff officer in the 
particular segment of work. Otherwise, some grouping of func
tions under a staff officer becomes desirable. 

The total coverage of service organization is certainly a 
weighty factor in success. The more obvious question is 
whether the service shall include proper attention both to 
forestry the growing of forest - and to forest products - the 
utilization of forests. In some governments these two aspects 
of a natural unity, a corollary of fact (2), have been placed 
in separate organizational compartments, to the detriment of 
both and of the whole. 

For i.t should be readily apparent that the most useful 
forestry for the production side will be affected by and indeed 
adapted to the probable categories of products which the 
calculated economic and export needs will dictate. And con
versely, the products which can be expected from native forests, 
while controllable to a substantial degree by the foresters, will 

in the long run depend on the inherent biological controls of 
forestry. 

It is much easier, in terms of organized effort, if the two 
equal parts of the whole problem- most effective use of avail
able forest lands- are brought together in the forest service. 
There are real drawbacks in great fractionalization of govern
mental services. 

A similar aspect of the principle of unity applies as well 
in containing within the service a staff to deal with all the 
pertinent values of the forests. These values may include pro
duction of supplies of wood and other commodities, protection 
of soils and waterflows, surrendering of lands to agriculture, 
provision of forage for domestic animals, furnishing suitable 
habitat for fish and game, and affording opportunities for 
varying forms of outdoor recreation. Each of these inherent 
values of forest lands has unique and demonstrable aspects 
which readily lead to insistent demands for exclusive use on 
some forest areas. The so-called and to some degree real con
flicts which arise when any two uses are allowed on the same 
area at the same time do, of course, make it more difficult 
to keep the uses and users in reasonably harmonious and 
non-combative relation. If the normal demands of user groups 
are heeded and the uses are segregated by areas, governmental 
organization readily develops into a number or separate co
ordinate and independent bodies, each dealing with a single 
use. In the aggregate, any such pattern of use and organization 
is likely to fail signally to realize the maximum total of services 
from forest lands, to the degree of as much as three to one. 

It is then a principle of sound forestry organization that in 
the early stages of developing a service, recognition should be 
given in staff structure to all the values and uses inherent in 
the forest lands of the country as determined by policy studies. 
Even though no present conflicts exist, and the supply of lands 
suited to each use seems ample, there is plenty of historical 
precedent for the conclusion that as population increases. as 
it does in most countries, as national economy and thus ·de
mand on forest land expands, competing demands between 
major uses will develop or become more intense. If the service 
already has the structure to handle each use and to harmonize 
each with the others, then the essential unhy of the forestry 
enterprise can be maintained. If, on the cont,ary, the service 
organization is based on the theory that forestry means timber 
growing only, and by tacit consent allows services dealing with 
other values and uses of forests to come into being, then the 
timber-growing enterprise itself is quite likely to be affected 
adversely as lands are allocated to other uses. The totality of 
services from forest lands as well will be smaller than if proper 
multiple-use management is provided. Moreover, a varied 
service job is likely to be challenging and attractive to men 
of the calibre which the service needs. 

The principle of unity applies as well to the supporting 
services which are a necessary part of a nation's forestry enter
prise. These include such things as •the research required as a 
basis for practice, facilities for special training of the officers 
who will be required, for handling whatever co-operative re
lations there may be with other owners of forest lands; the 
particular service needs for maps, surveys, and inventories for 
statistical services; for information to the public; etc. If pro
vision is made for such things in basic service organization and 
staffing, the results are more likely to be directly adapted to 
the changing national and operational needs of the work than 
if each support is allowed to organize and proceed as a self-
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contained end in itself. In the early stages of forest organiza
tion there may be an inclination to keep out of such support-

activities, for the total task is less in volume and complexity 
if such things are ceded to someone ehe than the service itself, 
and early problems of developing organization and practice 
are always difficult. But as the service develops, as the need 
fnr unity becomes more evident and intense, it is often dif
hcult to recapture jobs and functions which have grown up 
'eparately and acquired stability in their own right. 

These principles professional personnel, merit system, 
equality of employment conditions, decentralization, a mit
able number of organizational levels, line and staff structure, 
chain of command, coverage of the entire natural field of work, 
including all inherent values of forests, and supporting ser
vices- contribute an essential part to the autonomy and com· 
petence of the service in the •technical aspects of its work. 

Another broad aspect of service work, resulting from fact (2), 
deals with business management - the methods of buying and 
;elling, the fiscal procedures, the practices of forming and 
mntrolling budgets, the detailed rules regarding personnel, 
the interpretation of law, the kinds of formal reports to higher 
executive authority, etc. The manner in which these are 
handled will greatly affect the promptness and integrity of 
business transactions, and may cramp freedom to do the re
quired technical jobs. A forest service can expect to work 
within the general framework of laws and rules set for the 
country. But it can and it is desirable that it should contain 
~.taff elements to handle its own business, subject only to review 
and checking by higher authority. A service of the quality 
here envisaged will certainly develop pride m conducting its 
i)usiness promptly and efficiently. 

As these principles are applied, the essential quality of fiexi· 
bility should be obtained. Flexibility means not only capacity 
1:0 expand smoothly and surely as volume or intensification 
·Of work justifies, but also capacity to contract, without disrup· 
tion, as economic storms compel trimming of sails. 

In organizing a forest service it is sound doctrine to give 
.careful attention to its place in the whole structure of govern
ment. There are several specific points to take into account. 

First, the level of the service, whether it is a ministry or 
department or bureau. There are, in fact, only a few forest 
;ervices of ministry level. As to the majority, which lie at the 
bureau level, it seems difficult to identify weaknesses as due 
alone or primarily to level. It is undeniably true, however, 
that when a sen·ice is really unified, as suggested earlier, it 
partakes more of the many-sided nature of a ministry than 
of most government bureaus in most countries. 

Probably of more importance is the question of affiliations 
structural linkages of the service if it is a ·bureau in a 

ministry. In this respect governments have adopted widely 
varying plans, as they have .also in the organization of minis
tries. Forest services are variously found in ministries of 
agriculture, of natural resources, of mines, of commerce and 
trade. The centre of gravity of experience and practice is in 
the direction of grouping forestry with the agencies dealing 
with agriculture. 

This seems on the whole the most suitable plan. For one 
thing, it normally gives the services close linkage with other 
agencies dealing with general land policy, in particular the 
competing demands for allocating land to one use or another, 
of seeing to 1t that uses are permitted only on lands suited to 
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each. Many of the techniques of both forestry and agriculture 
are those of applied biological science and a close grouping of 
the agencies and officers and of the supporting research is 
commonly beneficial to both. Indeed, it is difficult to over&tress 
the advantages of giving the forest service an established place 
in the team of agencies and officers which deal with the pro· 
blems of land use and of land conservation techniques. 

It seems to be a rather dangerous pitfall to group all natural 
resource activities, renewable and non-renewable, in one 
ministry, if for no other reason than that the nature of the 
two groups, the replaceability of the resources, the techniques 
of conservation, are so greatly different. To maintain balanced 
attention to the two is, by experience, a very difficult task, and 
often non-renewable resources have held the balance of power. 

In some nations and at some times the natural linkage 
of forest services has clearly seemed to be with the agencies 
of government dealing with commerce. It is unwise to be 
categorical on this question of affiliations and groupings, but 
on the whole, it does seem •to be the lesson of experience that 
agriculture is the natural home of forestry. 

The protective values of forests were recognized long before 
forest services were invented. These values, where they exist, 
often place forestry and forest organization in a key role in 
the interrelated trinity of soil, water and forest. The desir
ability of linking closely soils (agriculture) and forest in 
governmental organization seems clear, for reasons already 
stated. The case for close structural linkage with governmental 
organization dealing with water, the circulating medium, is 
not so apparent. Water as a renewable commodity affects soils 
both beneficially and malignly, and to that degree is a 1ltruc
tural member of the team. But it also often possesses great 
values for domestic supplies, for irrigation, as a source of 
energy, as a source of recreation; and as a sometimes destruc
tive force it may affect many values besides those of agricul
ture. 

In the whole pattern of a nation's economy a great aim is 
to so manage water resources that all inherent values arc given 
proper attention. This often requires great engineering works, 
unrelated to either forestry or agriculture per se. The case for 
bringing water management into the same department or 
ministry as agriculture and forestry is thus by no means in· 
controvertible. 

But there can be no doubt that water management should 
take full account of the services by which protective forests can 
benefit it. And forest management needs to have a lively 
understanding of its obligations to water management. 

Governmental organization has not brought forest and water 
management into sufficiently close working relations, except 
in a very few isolated cases. One need is for machinery so that 
consultation on a basis of equality is insured. There are various 
devices, such as river-ba&in authorities, joint policy boards, or 
joint program review boards, th!rough which proper correla
tion might be obtained. Experience hardly seems to warrant 
a firm conclusion as to what machinery will best serve this end, 
and indeed it is almost sure to vary, depending on the nature 
of governments and problems. 

It does seem clear that as governmental machinery is created 
for overall considerations of soils, waters and forests as an 
indivisible entity, forest service organizations will have a vital 
role in it. To ensure such joint consultation is a great chal
lenge to governmental organization. 
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These, then, are the major principles of forest service organi
zation that seem to be established by experience: 

Defining the job of the service; adapting the organization 
to the foreseen tasks, as conceived by forest policy after studies 
of the national situation; professionalization, the merit system, 
equality of opportunity and preparing juniors fm advance
ment: decentralization, necessary levels of organization, line 
organization retaining the command, staff organization adapt
ed to the service tasks; a field of responsibility and staff struc
ture 10 insure attention to both forestry and forest products, to 
all productive, protective and aC,cessory values of the fore5ts, 
to the required supporting services, to efficient business man
agement and to public relations; linking the service with agri· 
cultural agencies in the structure of government and giving it 
an established place in co-ordinating machinery for dealing 
with water and its use. 

There is little that is new in the restatement of these sepa
rate principles, since each has crystallized out of a vast deal of 
trial, error and experience, not alone in forestry organization, 
but in many other human institutions as well. 

But it seems correct to state the view that it is the whole 
rather than the parts that is of critical importance. Another 
way to express this is to say that to violate or ignore one prin
ciple is likely to weaken the soundness of the entire structure, 
and thereby to reduce the service's chance to do its whole job. 
Lack of professionalization, or of unity of coverage, or of suit
able grouping in the structure of government, or of adapta
tion to a soundly conceived forest policy - any of these can 
readily be understood to be a source of weakness rather than 
of strength. 

It would seem that the whole body of principles might well 
be reviewed by each nation in relation to its own service, 
whether the organization is in its early or planning stage, or is 
already far advanced in its development. The best services will 
be those which have all their structural members, each in suit· 
able relation to the others, for the conditions of the time of 
the particular country. 

If a service is organized on the principles suggested, it is fair 
to expect that it will possess much inherent flexibility to 
expand as volume, complexity and intensity of its tasks ex· 
pand. On the contrary, a narrowly conceived organization, 
called on to expand, especially into new activities, is likely to 
develop into a patchwork affair. 

There are several obvious deterrents to adoption of a com
prehensive approach to forest service organization. It is a more 
complex and difficult task than to take one thing at a time. 
Certainly, if a piecemeal approach is all that can possibly be 
done, that is far superior to doing nothing until a more com-

prehensive job may be undertaken. But service strength is 
likely to be far greater if an attempt is made to organize, even 
on a skeleton basis, for forestry as part of the whole land and 
water conservation task. A well-planned framework is very 
desirable. 

Healthy development of forestry, as of other activities, in
volves growth in volume, in kinds of activities, and in refine
ment of policy. A service of quality can hardly cede voluntarily 
the function of policy review and formation to others possess
ing less knowledge and understanding of national forestry 
problems, needs and opportunities than it possesses, even 
though service recommendations must of course pass review by 
executive and legislative arms of government. A solidly de
signed and manned service, even though it is on a skeletonized 
basis, will be able to take a full part in the vital task of ex
panding forest policy itself. Continuing critical re-examina
tion of national and international problems and of needs of 
service organization to adapt its structure and work to them, is 
perhaps the best guarantee that essential flexibility of outlook 
and willingness to change shall remain in the central spirit of 
the organization. If they are lost, uncritical acceptance of 
settled routines and resistance to change will beyond doubt 
lead the service along the road toward that state of living 
death known as bureaucracy, in which the public interest be
comes less important than the status quo, and bold innovation 
of less interest than a placid life. 

Today a great and new challenge to forest services is posed 
by the evident need for nations to review their own program
mes in a larger frame than that set by their own boundaries. 
For it is demonstrably true that if forest policy is formulated 
so that the forests of a region best serve the region's interest, 
then each nation must modify some of the practices established 
in its understood self-interest. As these changes result in re
gional benefits, so each nation will share in them. Forest ser
vices, like other am1s of government, can escape this challenge 
by refusing to admit its existence or by unwillingness to face it. 

But since forest services deal with a large and significant 
fraction of the earth's productive lands, it is to be hoped that 
they will, whether young or old, re-examine their aims and 
structures against the background of the future rather than of 
the past, and against regional and world, rather than exclusi
vely national needs. Machinery exists, or is in process of for
mation, so that such consultation can be had. 

As a final word, it now seems probable that technical aid. 
will be made available to countries which are prepared to 
utilize it. A sound and permanent forestry programme (,an 
hardly exist without a well-conceived and competent forest 
service to guide and direct it. In launching forestry program
mes it is well to see to it that first things come first. 
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Organization of Forest Services 
MAUNG HMAN 

ABSTRACT 

The development of a forest policy and of a proper forest organization took place generally only after uncon• 
trolled extraction. For purposes of control, forest areas have to be divided. 

It is very important, in recruiting forest officers, to select the right type. 
In making reservations, natural boundaries should be chosen as far as possible. There should be a working plan for 

each forest division. 
Amelioration fellings are important for areas where the Burma Selection System is in force. 
The Research Branch is the most important branch of the Department, as the rating of a department depends on 

the strength and output of the research organization. 
Construction of roads and buildings should be carried out according to a divisional plan. 
With regard to sales, the general policy is to dispose of forest produce by public auction or tender. 
Only forest officers who have passed the departmental examinations are allowed to compound forest offences. 
The forest co-efficient in Burma should be somewhere between 50 and 60 and so long as funds allotted are spent 

under competent supervision it is money usefully put back into the forest. 
Co-operation with other Governments and outside bodies is necessary. 

INTRODUGJ:ION 

Forest history in almost all countries began with an organi
zation to exploit the available timber resources. Only when 
accessible areas became depleted of useful timber stocks did 
the authorities begin to realize that timber resources were not 
inexhaustible. This was what happened in Burma soon after 
the annexation in 1826 of that part of the country known as 
the Tenasserim Civil Division; the exploitation of Burma teak 
dated long before the advent of the British. The need for 
laying down a definite forest policy was not felt until the 
whole of India had been under British rule for well over ftfty 
years. The general policy expounded in 1855 was redefined in 
1894 and followed to this day with hardly any modification. 1t 
needs to be revised in the light of past experience in regard to 
matters like communal forests and soil erosion. 

With a view to enforcing proper protection of the forests, 
a set of rules was approved by the Government in 1841. These 
rules were revised on several occasions and were replacea by 
the first forest law framed in 1865. The ·existing Forest Ac of 
1902 consolidated the existing Act for Lower Burma ~nd 
the Regulations for Upper Burma. This Act and the rules 
made thereunder give forest officers the powers necessary to 
carry out the provisions of the law. 

In 1841, Captain Tremenherre of the Bengal Engineers was 
appointed Superintendent of Forests. Later recruits to forest 
service were selected from the Army, Civil, Police, and Engi
neering services as was done in India. It was in 18.11 that the 
Government of India appointed the first fully qualified, scien· 
tifically trained forester, Mr. Brandis (as he then was) and 
posted him to the charge of the Pegu 17orests in Burma. 
Gradually all the supervisory posts were filled by technically 
trained foresters. Later, subordinates trained in the local forest 
school became available. 

ORGA:-.IIZATI0;\1 

Control units and assignment of officers 

A beat is the unit of control. It may contain a number of 
compartments inside a reserved forest or a defined area if out· 
side the reserved forest. A forest ranger, who is generally an 
officer with local secondary forest school training, is placed in 
charge of a range consisting of a number of beats. A ranger 

may be given a number of Deputy Rangers with primary forest 
education to assist him. 

A number of ranges, varying from three to seven according 
to intensity of management, is formed into a division which is 
generally placed in charge of an officer with university forestry 
training. Divisional boundaries are generally made to coincide 
with one or more civil boundaries. 

A Conservator of Forests has a number of forest divisions in 
his Circle and he is practically the chief field administrative 
forest officer in his Circle. The administrative head of the 
Forest Service is the Chief Conservator of Forests. He is also 
the principal adviser to the Government in forest matters. 

The followi~g statement summarizes the present position of 
the establishment in Burma. 

Senior Branch - Selection Grade: 

Chief Conservator of Forests . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Conservators of Forests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Divisional Forest Officers including re· 

search and senior teaching posts . . . . . . 32 
38 

Ordinary Grade - Assistants to Divisional 
Forest Officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 

Total . . . . . . 127 

This works out at one Senior Branch Officer for approxim· 
ately 70,000 hectares of reserved forests and over 20!,800 hec· 
tares of unclassed forests. 

The Junior Branch is comprised of: 

133 forest rangers, i.e., one per 60,800 hectares of reserved 
forests; and one per 192,700 hectares of unclassed forests; 353 
deputy rangers; and 1,376 foresters. 

Before the date of transfer of power to Burma by the Bri1ish 
there were altogether 151 sanctioned gazetted officers, includ
ing seven posts of Conservators. Of the latter, two were non· 
territorial Conservators in charge of the \Vorking Plans and 
Utilization Circles. At present the Utilization Circle is under 
the combined charge of a territorial Conservator. 

Qualifications and training of forest officers 

In connexion with the qualities and qualifications of a 
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gazetted officer the following extract from paragraph 49 of the 
report of the Forest Reconstruction Committee (.Burma) writ
ten in Simla may be quoted: 

"They must possess vision and the ability conectly to apply 
in Burma what they have learnt in the West. They must pos
sess initiative, drive and energy that will enable them to give 
effect to their planning and above all, they must be men of 
absolute integrity. In Burma, particularly, forest officers have 
to work under conditions markedly dissimilar to those affect· 
ing men of the other public services. In comparative isolation 
they are called upon to perform work of national importance 
often under most testing circumstances. They are subjected 
individually to temptations that only a strong charaoter and 
high ideals can withstand. It is the possession of these qualities 
that helps an officer to carry out efficiently, under stress of 
great discomfort, or fatigue, or under conditions othendse 
adverse, forest work in remote areas that may never be in
spected. Collaboration with unscrupulous extraction agencies 
in matters concerning royalty rates, girdling and the marking 
and measurement of timber, or with dishonest contractors and 
labour employed on forest works may result not only in heavy 
financial loss to the Government but in considerable harm 
being done to the forest long before any irregularity is dis
covered. Much of a forest officer's work must necessarily be of 
a preventive or restrictive nature in the ultimate interests of 
the local people. In the more remote areas, forest officers are 
often the only responsible representatives of the civil admini
stration to come into regular contact with the villagers. It is 
therefore eminently desirable that they should, in all their 
dealings with the people, act with a consciousness of their 
responsibilities. For the reasons stated above the Forest De
partment in Burma requires primarily a cadre of officers pos
sessing special qualities and qualifications. Tqis cadre must 
not merely represent a collection of 'posts', it must constitute 
a service with sound traditions that will work as a team, to 
maintain high standards of integrity and efficiency." 

Student probationers have been trained so far as possible 
at one centre in order to promote esprit de corps and loyalty 
to the Department. Before a senior grade officer is put in 
charge of a division he is attached to a division as an assistant 
and whenever opportunity offers he is put on field working
plan duty also. The best men should be given an opportunity 
to learn details bearing on administrative work and also to 
learn to express themselves lucidly as the Department will 
have to defend itself in this democratic age. 

In the post-war years owing to various causes student pro
bationers for the Superior Service have been trained in Eng
land and recently in Australia also. Recruits for the Class II 
Service were trained at Dehra Dun and later at the Rangoon 
University until the course was closed as a measure of economy 
in 1934. Just before the war, a Committee on future recruit
ment was generally of the opinion that all recruits should be 
trained in the Rangoon University and that only those likely 
to benefit by further studies should be sent for further studies 
to England and return on a higher scale of pay. This question 
has still to be reconsidered. 

In the local forest school for subordinate services, stress is 
laid on the practical side of forestry. For the Upper Class 
Course the minimum educational qualification required is a 
school-leaving certificate. Only those who have had not less 
than 18 months' service in the Forest Department and are 

able to pass a school qualifying examination are deputed to 
the Lower Class Course. 

Forest reservation 

Reservations up to about the early thirties were made in a,. 
large blocks as might be available according to a programme 
of exploration and other reservation with the idea of releasing 
land suitable for cultivation and other purposes later if we 
cannot justify its retention. As far as possible natural boun
daries should be chosen. Rights should be clearly defined and 
also quantities admitted at settlement should be specifically 
stated. At present owing to increase of population and exten
sion of cultivation, it is felt that a "Land Utilization Board'" 
is necessary .to decide the purpose for which any piece ol 
public land should be used. 

Working plans 

The main object has been to have a working plan for each 
division. Up-to-date working plans, based mainly on field 
enumerations, have been prepared for 92 per cent of the forest 
area .. For teak, the most valuable timber Burma has, control 
has been by area with volume check. Since 1930 enumeration 
by special working plan parties has been given up, and instead 
enumeration of all teak trees 4 ft. and over left standing, is 
now carried out by girdling officers. The results after a girdl· 
ing cycle of thirty years would be equivalent to a complete 
enumeration of the whole teak-bearing area. Owing to the 
war, all enumeration records dating from about 1925 were 
lost. Enumeration of valuable hardwood trees, one foot below 
the prescribed girth limits, has been done by marking officers 
since about 1940 with the same object in view. Paper revisions 
of plans with data thus obtained are undoubtedly cheaper 
than revisions accompanied by full-scale field enumerations. 
This anangement will not debar undertaking of field work 
should increased intensity of management render it necessary. 

Compartment registers. A compartment register is opened 
whenever any intensive work is undertaken in the area. 

Control. A working plan control copy is maintained for 
each division. This copy is annually checked in the Working 
Plans Conservator's office in addition to other prescribed con
trol forms. 

Silviculture 

The wave of enthusiasm for regenerating the forests by the 
Taungya method during the years 1918-1934 received a check 
during the trade slump. After a great deal of controversy it 
was decided in 1935 to restrict the Taungya method only to 
local supply areas. The remaining forests are to be naturally 
regenerated. Hence improvement fellings in favour of teak 
and other valuable species are quite important operations. As 
a general rule, improvement fellings should follow extraction 
and cover the whole area once during a girdling cycle. In areas 
where teak only is marketable and the gazetted supervision 
available is limited, this operation is carried out in conjunc
tion with girdling of teak. 

Plains forests are being regenerated by natural as well as 
artificial means, hut the damage suffered during the Japanese 
occupation renders it necessary to restock more of .these areas 
by artificial means so far as available funds permit. 

Research 
Burma has depended on the Research Institute at Dehra 

Dun with regard to research, a legacy of being a part of India .. 
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Beginning in about 1920 research officers were appointed to 
work out local problems in the following branches: 

l. Economic; 
2. Silvicultural; 
3. Entomological; 
4. Botanical. 

At present the last two posts are held in abeyance. The 
Economist is under direct charge of the Utilization Conser
vator, while the rest are controlled by the Working Plans 
Conservator. 

The importance of research work is emphasized in the 
following extract from the Preliminary Review of Past Forest 
Administration in Burma: 

''The Research Branch is the nerve centre, the planning 
machine of the Forest Department, which can no more func
tion without it than the body without the brain. To anyone 
who appreciates this truth and that the standing of the Depart
ment in the eyes of other forest departments of the world, is 
largely rated according to the strength and output of its re
search organization, no lengthy argument need be directed, 
and it becomes only necessary to consider the directions in 
which research is required and the functions of each branch 
of the organiza.tion." 

Roads 

With few exceptions all forest roads in Burma are fair 
weather roads which are required to get out our forest produce. 
They are constructed mainly with the idea of connecting them 
wi:th existing main lines of communications and are meant to 
be supplemented by temporary feeder extraction roads. vVith 
increased use of motor power traction it would appear that 
main forest roads need to be metalled. 

A road programme is included in a divisional working plan, 

Buildings 

Rest house buildings should be constructed in a chain along 
main routes or at centres of work to be prescribed in a plan. 
\Vhere halts are unusual a simple type of rest house would 
suffice. Plans of buildings are standardized. 

Forest operations 

Standard rules are drawn up to cover average operations 
necessary to be carried out by both gazetted and subordinate 
officers of the Department. All operations are subject to 
g;azetted supervision. Except simple cultural operations, like 
dimber cutting and felling of ficus-bound trees, forest works 
are carried out under direct supervision of trained sub
ordinates or officers. 

Ext1'action by purchasers 

The general policy has been to dispose of forest produce by 
public sale except m case of most long-term teak leases which 
were issued after negotiation as regards lease conditions and 
royalty rates payable. 

All contracts are prepared on standard forms apart from 
minor variations. 

It may be added that all the rna jor leased teak areas are 
heing nationalized. 

Marking of trees to be extracted has been carried out by 
forest officers, since the middle of the nineteenth century, 
according to silvicultural rules. 

To facilitate extraction by villagers face-value permits for 
bamboos, which are common all over the hill forests, are sold 

HMAN 

by licensed vendors on a commission basis. To meet local 
requirements for house-posts, small saw timber and firewood 
from open coupes, licensed vendors also sell face-value permits. 

In forest areas not suitable for reservation, extraction is 
permitted under licence for a period not exceeding a year. 

Extraotion of hardwoods other than teak is under super
vision of an assistant who has a separate office, and is called 
a Revenue Assistant, in divisions where such extraction is on 
a considerable scale. Most other revenue matters including 
compounding of offences are abo dealt with by him, subject 
to general control of the Divisional Forest Officer. The 
Revenue Assistant maintains extraction registers of offences 
and also of extraction. 

Protection 

Under the Forest Rules all forest officers of the senior grade, 
who have passed their departmental examinatiom in Forest 
and Land Revenue Laws, are empowered to compound forest 
cases. Recently all range officers have been empowered to 
compound petty cases. The number of forest offences detected 
in Burma in 1939-1940 totalled 12,807. Of these, 87 per cent 
were compounded by forest officers. Owing to the large num
ber of cases, quick disposal of the proceedings is necessary. 
Forest officers should compound cases iu the field whenever 
possible. The amount of compensation demanded should be 
commensurate with the value of forest produce involved and 
also with the financial position of the offender. In case of habi
tual offenders, or where the offence is considered to be serious, 
such cases should be taken to court and prosecuted as far as 
possible under the Forest Law, because under the I<'orest Law 
the presumption is in favour of the forest produce involved 
as belonging to the State. Though it is permissible under the 
Forest Act for any officer to make an arrest, this authority is 
very rarely used except where serious cases are concerned, 
because an average forest officer, who, as defined in the Act, 
includes the lowest class of subordinates, is not conversant 
with the ordinary Criminal Procedure Code. 

In places such as the plains reserves, where theft is rife, it 
may be necessary to organize a special patrol party drawn from 
other beats, so that night patrol of the bad areas and strategic 
places could be carried out. As far as possible the co-operation 
of the district civil officer and the police is sought to keep 
do·wn forest offences. 

To prevent loss of teak logs in transit, patrol parties, some 
of which are under charge of gazetted officers, are organized 
during the floating season. 

Maps 

Original surveys and revisions are carried out b~r a special 
survey party in accordance with a programme prepared in 
consultation with the 'Working Plans Conservator. 

As a rule the 4 inches I mile scale is found adequate. 
Where necessary, enlargements are prepared by local forest 
officers. 

Conference 

It is useful to have a conference of Conservators and the 
Chief Conservator of Forests once or twice a year to discuss 
questions of importance. Notes on outstanding subjects are 
prepared by forest officers for consideration of the conference. 
Some selected Divisional Forest Officers are also invited to 
take part in the discussion. 
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Conservators prepare field as well as office inspection notes 
whenever inspections are carried out. Field inspections serve 
as a record for reference when any divisional plan is revised. 

There are the following codes in force in addition to other 
departmental codes: 

1. Forest Account Code. 
2. Indian Forest Department Code. 
3. Burma Supplement to Forest Department Code. 
4. Departmental Instructions for Gazetted Officers, contain

ing orders issued or accepted by the Chief Conservator of 
Forests to amplify or supplement the orders of the Govern
ment which are of general application. 

5. Standing Orders for Subordinates, containing orders for 
subordinates. Divisional forest officers could amplify instruc
tions, if necessary. 

6. Forest Manual. 
7. Game Laws. 

The codes listed under 2 and 3 above need to be rewritten 
in a combined book. They deal with the organization of the 
Department, management and working of the forests and also 
with certain accounts matters. 

Finance 

Teak has been exploited as fully as correct silvicultural 
practice would permit. Cultural works, such as amelioration 
fellings to help teak, are limited by funds available. 

Though future expansion of revenue receipts depends 
mainly on our capacity to extract hardwoods from areas not 
yet tapped, expenditure on development of such areas could 
not be increased. 

The average operating coefficient in 1935-1940 was about 
39.6. In India it was about 74.2. Even for Germany. where the 
forests are under intensive management, owing to higher value 
of the produce, the operating coefficient in 1913 was 48.1. 

In view of the developments that are necessary, this co
efficient should be raised to some figure between 50 and 60. 
So long as Sir D. Brandis's axiom noted below is observed, 
extra funds allotted to the Forest Department could be very 
usefully spent: 

"The leading principle in forest administration in Burma 
should be not to attempt any work for which competent 
officers are not available and rather to contract operations 
than to undertake work in the forests which cannot be carried 
through in a satisfactory manner." 

A Conservator should be .able to transfer funds from one 
budget head to another. He should withdraw funds from a 
divisiOn where funds are not likely to be utilized to the best 
advantage. 

As fas as possible paper work should be reduced. A forest 
officer's work is in the forest and any increase in paper work 
will only be possible at expense of his field work. 

Co-operation 

Contacts with other departments of Government and out
side agencies, such as railways, etc., should be maintained if a 
revenue-producing department with policing duties to per
form is to allay criticism of its activities. Subjects like reser
vation, which directly affect the welfare of the local popula
tion, should be dealt with after full consultation with local 
opinion, which may need to be educated. These remarks apply 
equally to major engineering works initiated by :Forest Depart
ment. 

Statistics 

Certain statistics relating to the Forest Department begin
ning from 1900 were reprinted in book form in I947 and a 
study of them proves very useful. Details of exports, imports, 
girdlings, extraction by big lessees, other forest produce etc., 
are now recorded annually. 
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Administration of Forests: Organization of Forest Services 
EARL W. LOVERIDGE 

ABSTRACT 

Distinctive, and perhaps unique, features of forest organization and administration are described in this paper, 
which reviews the experience of the U.S. Forest Service in developing effective organization and administrative manage• 
ment. 

The Forest Service is responsible for promoting the conservation and wise use of the nation's forest lands, one• 
third of the continental United States. Its organization is based primarily on its three main lines of work: (1) adminis· 
tration of National Forests, totalling 180 million acres; (2) co-operation with states and private landowners to obtain 
better forestry; (3) research. The twenty-odd functional Divisions of the Service indicate the multiplicity of activities 
involved in these fields. To handle this work the Service has some 10,000 regular year-long employees. Including 
"casuals", the total employments exceed 75,000 annually. 

The paper brings out that to provide the resulting necessary direction, co-ordination and control, the Forest 
Service has major elements of a "line and staff" organization. Mainly, however, it has a functional set-up, together with 
a territorial organization. In contrast to the centralization of some organizations, the Forest Service has found a very 
high degree of decentralization indispensable to attaining good forest administration. Authority is delegated to field 
officers to deal directly with forest users, under established policies and working-circle management plans. 

The development and use of scientific management practices has been a distinctive and major contribution to na• 
tional forest administration. The techniques involved "consist of two major parts, each much less fruitful without the 
other: first, discovery through every resource of scientific method of the natural laws, physical and psychological, that 
govern a particular mangement situation; and second, construction of a frame of managerial conduct or methodology, 
that observes those laws"; then lead to work plans in which numerous separate jobs are integrated in an orderly pro• 
gramme of action. 

The part of this paper that seems, to me, to be most interest
ing and important - and possibly may be somewhat novel to 
many of you- is reserved until last. I would call it the dessert. 
I hope you do too. However, let me first give you the meat of 
our experiences in organization. 

The Forest Service is charged by the Congress of the United 
States with responsibility for promoting the conservation and 
wise use of the country's forest and related range, water and 
other natural resources. 

To meet this responsibility the Forest Service engages in 
three main lines of work: (!)management of the National 
Forests; (2) co-operation with the states and private forest 
landowners in obtaining better forestry; (3) research needed 
1:0 advance forest (and range) practice on both public and 
private lands. 

Recognition that each of those three lines of work i> 
distinctly different from the others is the primary basis for the 
way the Forest Service is organized. Hence, we have three 
main branches of the organization; namely, (1) the Branch of 
~ational Forest Administration; (2) the Branch of State and 
Private Forestry Co-operation; and (3) the Branch of Research. 

Superficially, and as it appears on the accompanying chart, 
that might seem to result in unpardonable duplication. Each 
branch carries on, quite independently of the other branches, 
somewhat similar classes of work. Thus there is a division of 
Fire Control in the National Forest Branch; another division 
of Fire Control in the Branch of State and Private Forestry 
Co-operation, and a third division of Fire Control in Research. 
That is true also as to forest management and other functions. 
Such apparent "duplication" has been .questioned repeatedly. 
But our experience has been - and this is, as requested, an 
"experience paper" - that no actual duplication does occur. 
The fields of re~ponsibility and lines of authority for each 
branch are clear-cut and distinctive. And the methods and 
related techniques and the aptitudes required for doing the 
~•uperficially similar work of each of the three branches actually 

differ greatly. In other words, as you of course know, the 
researchers cannot do research most effectively and, at the 
same time, protect, administer, utilize and develop vast forest 
properties. Although perhaps not so obvious, the fields of 
responsibility and the types of work of the Branch of National 
Forest Administration and the Branch of State and Private 
Forestry Co-operation are again distinct and entirely different. 
For example, the National Forests are under the quite com
plete control of the Chief of the Forest Service. Administrative 
action regarding them is therefore direct. On the other hand, 
private forests are, of course, under the control of the owners, 
and of the states to some extent. This calls (or our work with 
them to be done indirectly, by co-operative means. 

GENERAL ORGANIZATION 

The "regular" year-long organization is composed of some 
10,000 employees of whom about 3,000 are professional men, 
mainly foresters. Including "casuals", such as lire-fighters, the 
total number of employments normally exceeds 75,000 during 
the course of a year. I have just mentioned the three major 
groups of Forest Service responsibilities on which they are 
engaged. These responsibilitie~ apply in some respect to one
third of the land area of the continental United States. That 
much of this country is forested. The various activities involved 
are indicated on Chart A. Some of them are very extensive. 
Note, for example, the management job on the 152 National 
Forests: 600,000 million board-ft. of timber, with 4,000 million 
ft. to be cut this year; 9 million head of live-stock; 20 million 
recreation visits; most of the wild-life in the West, and im
portant watersheds. Also, as indicated on Chart A, co-operative 
work is carried on with 44 States to obtain better forest prac
tices. And research in related fields is conducted at 62 forest 
and range research centres. 

Because of the extent, variety and wide dispersal of these 
activities the Forest Service provides for necessary leadership, 
co-ordination and control through use of major elements of a 
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"line and staff" organization. Mainly, however, it has a func
tional set-up together with a territorial organization. 

Washington office organization 

As shown on Chart B, the Chief Forester has a staff of Assis
tant Chiefs, and a small group of experts in this office for each 
field of activity- the "functional divisions". Within the man
dates of Congress and the Secretary of Agriculture, and func
tioning only at the over-all, nation-wide level, the Chief's 
office formulates objectives, determines policies, develops 
plans, establishes standards and checks accomplishments. In 
other words, it exercises nation-wide leadership. 

We call this the "god-head" type of organization. Expe
rience, again, has shown that a chief cannot alone cany the 
tremendous load of responsibilities at the top level. Each of 
the six members of the staff functions, therefore, as an integral 
part of the Chief- the "god-head" concept. The job of "Acting 
Chief" is rotated among them. Staff meetings are held at least 
three times a week- oftener at times- during which major 
policy determinations are made, and important aspects of 
co-ordination achieved. 

Another significant feature of the Chief's office organization 
is its skeletonized size. Less than 2 per cent of the total average 
number of employees is in Washington. For example, al
though the National Forest Division of Timber Management 
is responsible for the management of the 600,000 million 
board-ft. of timber, previously mentioned, for an annual tim
ber sale business of more than $25 million; for an extensive 
nursery and planting programme; and for a big job of imect 
and disease control on the National Forest, there are only four 
men in this division. The Division of Range Management with 
its responsibility for the management of some 80 million acres 
of range lands and the grazing of about 9 million head of live-

stock has only two employees in Washington above the clerical 
level. 

Decentralization 

This small size of the Chief's office organization reflects a 
fundamental policy of the Forest Service. It is one of the most 
important of the "experiences" which I have been asked to 
talk about. I refer to the move started in 1908 by the first 
Chief Forester, Gifford Pinchot, when, with the statement that 
"each locality should be dealt with on its own merits'", he 
broke up the Washington office and sent all but a skeletonized 
force to the field; established regional offices; and delegated 
authority to the Regional Foresters, Forest Supervisors and 
forest rangers to handle their work directly with the local 
users "out in the woods". They operate under established 
policies and standards, but only in matters im'olving questions 
of national policy is it necessary for them to refer to the 
Chief's office. 

This decentralization "to the tree and grass roots" aims to 
assure that, for example, in the administration of the National 
Forests, local needs, problems and viewpoints are thoroughly 
appreciated and given attentive consideration, and that prompt 
action is taken on practically all matters on the ground. 

Our experience over the past forty years has demonstrated, 
we believe, that with adequate personnel, and with the use of 
scientific administrative management practices that will be 
discussed later, decentralization is indispensable to attaining 
good forest administration, under such conditions as are to be 
found in this country with its wide spread of forested lands, 
multiple usc of the forest resources and the great variety of 
controllingly important local conditions and problems. 

Field organization 

We wish to keep this statement rather brief. Consequently, 
for a description of the organization below the Chief's office 
level, you are referred to an article in the recently published 
Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1949. The 
book is entitled "Trees". The article "Organization and Ad
ministration of the National Forests" and a companion article 
"National Forests" describe our field organization in some 
detail. They bring out that the 220 million acres within the 
National Forests - of which 180 million acres are federally 
owned- are divided into ten "regions", each with a Regional 
Forester in charge. Each region has an average of IS National 
Forests, each of which has an average gross area of 1,500,000 
acres, with a Forest Supervisor in charge. The National Forests 
are subdivided into an average of six ranger districts. Each is 
in charge of a District Forest Ranger. This is a professional 
forester position. The average ranger district is 300,000 acres 
in size. The size of individual ranger districts varies greatly, 
depending on the volume of work. Some are 50,000 acres in 
area. Others in remote country where the work is largely fire 
protection cover more than half-a-million acres. 

The regional office, which mainly provides leadership, co
ordination and control for a local region, much as the Chief's 
office does at the national level, is likewise manned on a 
skeletonized basis. 

It is the National Forest Supervisor who is the key ad
ministrative officer. For example, in the big timber country he 
has authority, which varies with the tested competence of each 
supervisor, and subject to both established service-wide and 
regional policies and instructions, and to the limits of ap-
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proved timber management plans, to make sales of timber to 
each of several operators, yearly, for as much as 10 miilion 
board-ft. without reference to his regional office. He also 
handles, under somewhat similar over-all guiding policies and 
plans, all of the extensive and at times controversial grazing 
business. So too with the wild-life, recreation and watershed 
management programmes, and the fire, insect and disease 
control and other activities. 

To the District Forest Ranger, who likewise is a professional 
forester, is also delegated, but in less degree, the responsibility 
for managing the various resources and otherwise handling 
the work on the 50,000 to 500,000 acre district for which he 
is responsible. 

Territorial organization 

There is another important point in National Forest organi-
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zation and administration. Responsibility for all the activities 
in a National Forest is placed under the ·Forest Supervisor; 
and all the functions on a ranger district are under the Forest 
Ranger - instead of responsibility for each major function 
being assigned to a separate administrator. In other words, a 
territorial rather than a functional type of organization in the 
field has, in our experience, been found to be most effective 
for our needs. This results in much better integration o( all 
activities, with much less waste of time in travel. And local 
users can deal with one forest officer instead of several. 

Inspection 

Decentralized administration to be adequately effective at 
the tree and grass roots has been found to depend largely on 
high quality inspection. This provides not only "controls'', but 
is also a valuable training device. It is worthy of much more 
space than is available here. 

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT AND FOREST ADMINISTRATION 

I have just pointed out that in our situation "decentraliza
tion is indispensable to attaining good forest administration". 
However, that statement was premised, you will recall, on 
having "adequate personnel, and on the use of scientific ad
ministrative management practices". 

"Personnel" matters, including recruitment, education, 
training and professional qualifications, are, needless to say, 
highly important. Very properly they have been the subject of 
many discussions and publications. However, little if anything 
has been published about the applicability of scientific man
agement to forest organization and administration. I consider 
this, by any measurement, the most important point in this 
paper. My hope is to stimulate your interest into giving it 
further study, and possibly a trial run, leading to its planned 
and deliberate use, more generally, in developing forest 
organizations and in forest administration. 

During your forest school days many of you probably re
viewed, as I did, Fernow's textbook, Economics of Forestry. 
If so, you will recall he pointed out that "as in every pro
ductive industry so in the forestry industry we can distinguish 
two separate yet necessarily always closely interdependent 
branches, namely, the technical art which concerns itself with 
the production of the material, and the business art which 
concerns itself with the orderly, organized conduct of the 
industry of production. . .. A forester then is not, as the 
American public has been prone to apply the word ... a bo
tanist; nor ... a dendrologist; nor ... a propagandist; nor ... 
an aboriculturist; ... nor ... a lumberman, nor ... a forest 
,guard nor even ... a silviculturist; but in the fullest sense of 
the term, a forester is a technically educated man who ... com
bines ... knowledge which enables him to manage a forest 
property so as to produce certain conditions resulting in the 
highest attainable revenue from the soil by wood-crops." 

That statement carries an implied criticism, perhaps, that 
foresters tend to focus too exclusively on biological aspects, 
and to give inadequate attention to the administrative man
.agernent side of forestry activities and responsibilities. How
ever, foresters are not the only ones who have been criticized 
in much the same way. For example: 

The Commission of which former President Herbert Hoover 
is Chairman found, during its recent study of the Executive 
Branch of our Government, that much more attention should 
;be given to scientific administrative management. To that end 

it urged the establishment in each major department, of high
level staff as;istants and programmes, to be devoted to "man
agement" research and improvement. 

President Truman's new Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget, Mr. Frank Pace .. Jr., also has spoken recently of "the 
problem of obtaining better management of the Executive 
Branch of the Government," and said that "this subject goes 
to the heart of several questions". 

As pointed out by Dr. Harlow S. Person, an outstanding 
authority on management, in his talk at the Eighth Inter
national Management Congress in Stockholm two years ago: 
"There is scarcely an enterprise of stability and consequence, 
of whatever size, that has not been touched by the influence 
of scientific management at one point or another. The cu
mulative effect played an outstanding part in recent amazing 
war production". 

You may ask, "What is this 'scientific management' and 
what experience have you had in applying it to forest organi
zation and administration?" 

In brief, scientific management calls for applying to the 
problem of administration the same general principles of the 
"scientific method" that have been followed by most technical 
researchers since the days of Sir Francis Bacon. In contrast 
to instinctive, emotional, or rule-of-thumb operations, the 
method is essentially analytical and rational. As Dr. Person 
said in his Stockholm speech, "The techniques (of Scientific 
Management, as originated and developed first by Frederick 
W. Taylor) consist of two major parts, each much less fruitful 
without the other; first, discovery through every resource of 
scientific method of the natural laws ... physical and psycho
logical ... that govern a particular management situation; 
and second, construction of a frame of managerial conduct, 
or methodology, that observes these laws .. .'' 

Or, as defined more specifically by the late Justice Brandeis 
of the Supreme Court of the United States: "Scientific manage
ment ... replaces empiricism by predetermination of results, 
the haphazard ... by the ... applications of scientific laws. 
Each process of work is analysed into its ultimate units. Each 
smallest step of the process is compared with an ideal standard 
of performance, and allowance being made for practical con
ditions, an obtainable commercial standard is set for each unit 
of work and for the whole work reassembled in its entirety". 

The problem facing us on the National Forests, as already 
pointed out is to deal with a very great volume, and variety, 
of forestry and related activities, widely dispersed all over lhis 
country. Decentralization was indispensable. However, decen
tralization in itself does not, of course, assure effective 
management. 

It was found that, too frequently, many highly important 
activities were being slighted, and research findings were not 
being used. At the same time, rangers, supervisors and others 
were too often overworking to the point of exhaustion, while 
others were relatively unoccupied much of the time. 

The principal reason for these very serious variations in the 
work situations was that the amount of funds allotted for, and 
consequently the amount of work expected of, each of these 
foresters was based on "general judgment", on rule-of-thumb 
methods. As a result, the average area of the ranger districts, 
for example, in one national forest region was 162,000 acres. 
In an adjacent region with similar activities the average was 
more than 60 per cent larger. Area alone is no sure indication 
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of volume of work. However, careful analyses showed that 
there were differences in some places correspondingly great in 
the work itself. To one unacquainted with the variety and 
complexity of the work involved, this may seem to have been 
just ordinary poor judgment. It is a very common occurrence, 
however, in industry as well as in government. 

To overcome these difficulties called for improvemem in 
organization, and in administrative management. Both are 
dependent in very large part on an accurately measured deter
mination of the work-load. This was done by adapting and 
utilizing a basic feature of scientific management - work-load 
analyses. 

The work-load analysis methodology, in summary, involves 
five steps: 

Step 1. Establish the reasonably attainable objective for 
each major forest activity or project. 

Step 2. Subdivide each activity, or project, into the com
ponent jobs which must be performed - to attain the ob
jective. 

Step 3. For each of these component jobs determine, by 
research methods, the standards of perfection and intensity 
methods and practice needed to attain the objective. 

Step 4. Determine, by research methods, the unit time re
quirements for doing each job properly. leading to: 

Step 5. A determination of the total work-load of the unit 
uf organization being studied. (For example, a National Forest 
or a Ranger District.) 

The work-load determined in that manner has served as a 
controlling basis for the organization of National "Forest and 
Ranger Districts. As a result, many have been consolidated and 
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others have been subdivided. Geographical, topographical 
and other major considerations have also had a bearing on the 
boundaries of administrative units. In all such cases, however, 
the size of the organization - its manning - ha& been es
sentially determined by the results of the work-load analysis. 

That, in brief, is the use made of scientific management 
methods in determining organization structure. Their use in 
administration in administrative management - has also 
been of major importance. Financial management, including 
determination of the amount of funds to be alloted to each 
National Forest Region, each National Forest and each 
Ranger District is based mainly on work-load analy>is. 

And, finally, to attain specified objectives and to get the 
work done to the standards specified in the work analyses, and 
on time, plans of work based on the analyses are prepared, in 
which the numerous separate jobs are integrated in a reason
ably orderly plan of action. 

That statement is entirely too brief to give much of a 
picture of the use of scientific management in the work of a 
forest administrator or other professional forester. Many fac
tors are involved that have not been mentioned. We have 
recognized clearly, for example, that persons in these positions 
have to deal with many perplexing imponderables, variables 
and unforeseens. Therefore, the standards to which these 
employees must work cannot be as precise as are those to 
which production groups must work. Nevertheless, in our 
experience over the past 20 years, the result& have been an 
outstanding contribution to obtaining improved forestry prac
tices. At the same time they have provided a fairer and happier 
distribution of the work-load between the foresters responsible 
for handling it. 
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ABSTRACT 

The work of the Forest Service in Venezuela is of two kinds, technical and legal-administrative, and is based for the 
most part on the activities of the Area Inspectorates. 

Independently of these subordinate bodies, work is being carried out by the Soil Conservation, Reafforestation and 
Botanical Divisions. 

The efforts of the Soil Conservation and Re·afforestation Divisions are concentrated mainly in the Federal Dis· 
trict and the States of Miranda, Aragua, Portuguesa, Tachira, Merida, Trujillo and Nueva Esparta. 

The destruction of vegetation for agricultural and stock-breeding purposes is controlled by the Tree-felling, 
Clearing and Firing Service. 

The Land Division deals with everything connected with the delimitation and administration of common, uncul· 
tivated and State-owned land, with the purchase of hydrographical basins and the protection of forest fauna. 

Characteristics required in a forestry organization; 
(a) Absolute separation of the forestry technical sections from the administrative body; 
(b) Freedom of each section to choose its staff and prepare its plan of work; 
(c) Assignment of funds to each section; 
(d) Adoption of the system of staff grading; 
(e) Definition of the powers of each section; 
(f) Collaboration of both public and private bodies; 
(g) Adequate staff; 
(h) Judicious distribution of such staff throughout the country; 
(i) Provision of necessary funds and equipment. 

Organization of forest services. (Characteristics required in 
an organization to administer forest policy and law). 

The organization of the forest service in Venezuela is based 
on the country's need to have a thorough knowledge of its 
forests and the products derived from them, to guard and 
protect its forests and fauna, to conserve its soil, to distribute 
and acquire technical and practical knowledge of methods of 
conservation, to re-fertilize areas stript of their vegetation and 
to rehabilitate those whose soil has been impoverished by 
irrational use of the land. Consequently the activities of this 
organization are directed towards conserving existing resources 
and recovering what has been lost. 

The work of the Forest Service of Venezuela is carried out 
through departments which may be called technical and those 
of an administrative-legal nature. 

The first include: 

(1) Soil Conservation Division; 
(2) Forestry Division (including the Exploitation Services; 

the Tree-Felling, Clearing and Firing Services, and the Fire 
Prevention and Extinction Service); 

(3) Reafforestation Division; and 
(4) Botanical Division. 
The second group includes: 
(a) General questions and Staff (Secretarial) Section; 
(b) Legal Department; 
(c) Land Division; 
(d) Co-ordination and Control Service; 
(e) Co-ordination Service for Literature on Forestry; and 
(f) Records' Service. 

The activities of all these Divisions and Services, with the 
exception of the Soil Conservation, Reafforestation and Bota· 
nical divisions (which work in an individual manner) cover 
the 32 forest areas (Inspectorates) established in the Republic, 

that is to say, their work is closely connected with that of the 
inspectors, area and sector chiefs, and forest wardens. 

The work o[ the :Forest Service in each of the States of the 
Republic is therefore carried out through the forest inspec
torate and their immediate dependencies (area and sector 
offices). 

Of the three Divisions considered as exceptional, Soil Con
servation, Reafforestation and Botanical, the first two carry 
out specific field work in several of the states of which the 
country is composed. 

Although its field of action covers the whole country, the 
Botanical Division has its offices at Caracas and does not carry 
out specific work in each state. 

The activities of the Soil Conservation Service, at present 
confined to the states of Tachira, Merida, Trujillo, Nueva 
Espana and the Federal District, are to be extended to other 
states. For that purpose, the Ministry is to engage the services 
of expert conservation engineers from other countries where 
soil conservation has reached a high grade of development. 
Those engineers will be preferred who have a practical view 
of conservation, and are able not only to draw up plans of 
work but also to put them into effect, aiming at checking soil 
erosion and finding an appropriate use for each area of land 
according to its agricultural possibilities. 

With regard to the exploitation of forests for timber, the 
Department exercises control and ensures compliance with the 
law. At the same time a co-ordinated, modern and technical 
plan of exploitation is being worked out for practical applica
tion. For that purpose, a forestry map of Venezuela is being 
produced. Maps have been completed for the following states: 
Portuguesa, Trujillo and Nueva Esparta, Cojedes, Barinas 
and Zulia. 
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Forestry maps will subsequently be produred for the other 
States and Federal Territories. 

The scientific collaboration of the Forestry Investigation 
Division is effected through the work carried out in the service 
of the Department by forestry botanists and technical experts. 
The aim is to apply, in practice, the purely scientific work 
carried out by the Division. 

Botanical surveys are being made in various parts of the 
country for the purpose of completing the qualitative and 
quantitative inventory of our forest resources and flora in 
general; and research is being conducted regarding the olea
ginous, textile, medicinal and poisonous plants and those 
which produce oils, gums and resins. Work is also in progress 
on forage plants. 

Indiscriminate tree-fellings and firings are kept strictly in 
check by the Tree Felling, Clearing and Firing Service under 
the provisions of the Forestry Law now in force. Similarly, 
the use of fire-wood and vegetable charcoal is controlled 
throughout the country. In order to reduce the consumption 
of these substances, a campaign is to be undertaken to encour
age the use of a larger number of kerosene stoves. This cam· 
paign has already been started and the preliminary steps have 
been taken. 

The Land Division is concerned with: (I) the study and 
adoption of measures relating to sales, leases and the free allot
ment of uncultivated land; the concession of uncultivated or 
State-owned lands for the establishment or enlargement of 
municipal commons (cjidos); the location and planned use of 
uncultivated lots to help towards a solution of the problem of 
the scarcity of arable land; the resurvey of privately owned 
land in order to discover for the same purpose whether any 
estates have areas in excess of those recorded for them; the 
demarcation of lands belonging to native communities in 
order to avoid encroachment by the proprietors of adjacent 
land; the preparation of the necessary legal material for bring
ing actions for the recovery of areas held with insufficient title 
to ownership; the study and settlement of agrarian disputes 
arising from the doubtful legal position of property; the 
planned exploitation of recovered areas; and in general all 
matters relating to the policy to be adopted in connexion with 
uncultivated land, the management of which is constitution
ally within the competence of the Nation. (2) The purchase of 
property located in hydrographic basins supplying aqueducts 
for population centres in order to protect their woods and 
water resources; the census of Venezuelan rural property; 
topographical surveys in general conducted for various pur
poses; and representation of the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Stock-breeding in lawsuits affecting land brought by indivi
duals against the Nation. (3) The Geneial Service for Game in 
all its branches; representation of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Stock-breeding in the functioning of the National Com
mission for the Protection of Woodland Fauna; and control 
of the export of forest animal species in order to avoid their 
propagation outside the country. 

All these matters are placed within the competence of the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Stock-breeding by express provi
sions in the laws relating to uncultivated lands and wmmons 
(ejidos), cadastral surveys and game, and in the respective 
regulations. 

The Department co-ordinates publicity and information 
services on matters related to forestry and the soil, and main-
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tains cultural relations and exchange of publications with in
stitutions, organizations, public bodies and men of science, 
both inside the country and on the international level. 

We now give a summary of the work carried out by the 
Department through its Soil Conservation and Reafforestation 
Divi>ions in the Federal District and various States: 

Federal District 

The Reafforestation Division is carrying out improvement 
work in the El Pinar National Park, and conducting reaftores
tation and experimental work (including the establishment 
of nurseries) in the Forest Reserves at Los Venados and in the 
El Papelon, El Corozal and Los lnfiernitos sectors. In all, some 
580,000 young trees are being produced annually. 

The Soil Conservation Division is carrying out defence 
works. which will be completed in June, on the International 
Airport at Maiquetia. 

State of Miranda 
The Reafforestation Division is conducting reafforestation 

work in the Forest Reserves of Bejarano, La Pefiita and El 
Laurel, which form the hydrographic basin of the Quebrada 
and the Bejarano, whose waters will supply the La Mariposa 
Dam and the Caracas Aqueduct. Work is being done there to 
encourage the establishment of nurseries in order to achieve 
an annual production of 350,000 young trees. 

State of Aragua 

The Reafforestation Division is conducting work in the 
Augustin Codazzi Pal k, the Guamitas nurseries (where 60,000 
young trees are produced annually) and the Acclimitization 
Gardens at El Limon. 

State of Portuguesa 

In September 1948 the Reafforestation Division began work 
in connexion with the establishment of nurseries at Araure on 
land belonging to the municipality and placed at the service 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Stock-breeding. Production 
will be about 300,000 young trees annually. The forestry map 
of the State is completed. 

State of Nueva Esparta 

The forestry map of the island is completed. 
The Soil Conservation Division is commencing operations. 

This month work will be begun on preparing the ground at 
Granja de Salamanca, where nurseries will be established for 
the production of timber and fruit trees. 

Before the reafforestation of the island can be carried out, 
the goat population will have to be eliminated. 

The Los Andes States 

At Jaj6 a Soil Conservation Demonstration Centre is in 
operation. 

Agricultural engineers and experts are collaborating with 
the farmers and carrying out conservation work on their land. 

State of Merida 

At Mucuchies, Mucuruba and Bailadores, Soil Conservation 
Demonstration Centres are in operation. There is collabora
tion with the farmers in conservation work and stock-raising 
(the Jersey breed) is encouraged. 

State of Tdchira 

Soil Conservation Demonstration Centres are in operation 
at El Cobre and Pueblo Hondo. There is collaboration with 
the farmers in conservation work and stock-raising is encour
aged. 
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At Urefia this month the campaign against goats is to be 
opened and nurseries will be established. 

Perhaps the most important characteristic required in an 
organization to administer forest policy and law is the absolute 
separation of the purely administrative body from the tech· 
nical forestry body. When there is interdependence between 
these two bodies, the technical work of the organization slows 
down and is subject to completely unnecessary delays. Each 
section should have the power to choose its staff and lay down 
for itself a plan of work without the interference of the admi
nistrative body. Similarly, it should have at its disposal a 
special budget for carrying out its tasks, and not merely be 
provided for in a general budget. 

Also very important in an organization of this kind is strict 
adherence to the staff grading system to ensure that the only 
reasons for which an employee may be dismissed are either 
professional incapacity or dishonesty. The adoption of this 
system ensures greater zeal and output on the part of em
ployees in the fulfilment of their duties and makes possible 
the practical application of the principles and knowledge 
acquired by them in the course of their experience. The reten
tion of employees of long experience in the forest service 
reduces the need for obtaining staff previously trained in for
estry sciences; and in view of the fact that in Venezuela as in 
many other countries such staff is numerically insufficient, the 
above-mentioned measure is not only advisable but necessary. 

In order to avoid duplication of functions and to secure 
perfect interadaptation of the various constituent parts in the 
structure of a forestry organization, each section should have 
its duties clearly defined. 

However, since the work of a forest service is of national 
scope and requires for its conduct or protection the whole
hearted support of the inhabitants of the country, it is not 
enough to have an organization which combines the above
mentioned characteristics. A national campaign must be con
ducted in favour of the conservation and propagation of exist
ing forests; and to achieve that end the forest service must 
have the collaboration of both public and private bodies. The 
conservation campaign should be carried out in the schools, 
through the medium of the wireless, cinema and Press and by 
means of illustrated posters, etc. 

The staff of the forest service, a very important factor in 
its organization, should be on the professional level so far as 
the more responsible posts are concerned, and should hold at 
least the diploma of the higher primary school for posts of 
lesser responsibility. Moreover, to fulfil their duties satis
factorily, members of the service must meet the requirements 
of good health, suitable age and sound morals. It is also very 
important that they should be imbued with a conservationist 
spirit. Their distribution over the country should be in accor
dance with the forestry requirements of each area. 

Lastly, the forest service should have at its disposal the funds 

Summary of Discussion 
The CHAIRMAN emphasized the close relationship between 

forest policy and forest law and called upon the authors of 
papers to open the discussion. 

Mr. JoLAIN introduced the "Outline of Forest Policy and 

necessary to carry out its work, meet unforeseen demands and 
provide its staff members with the means of transport and the 
equipment required for their work. 

Venezuela has a Forest and Water Resources Law consisting 
of 129 articles promulgated on 4 July 1942, and Regulations 
for its application consisting of 173 articles promulgated on 
14 December 1943. Work is now in progress in connexion with 
the reform of this Law and its Regulations for the purpose of 
adapting them to modern techniques and national needs and 
realities. 

Although at the present time the Forest Service of Vene
zuela is not sufficiently qualified from the technical point of 
view, owing to the shortage of national technicians and scien
tists, its technical efficiency is continuously increasing. An 
attempt is, moreover, being made to make up for this shortage 
of national technicians by securing the services of foreign 
specialists on contract. In addition, Venezuela now has a 
School of Forestry Engineering established in 1948 in the 
university of Los Andes (4-year course) and a School of 
Practical Forestry (2-year course). The latter has been in ope
ration for more than two and a half years. Consequently, Vene
zuela, like the other Latin-American countries, is building 
for the future of its forests on the foundation of the training 
of technicians and specialists in forestry sciences. 

I now refer to the great assistance rendered to the Latin
American countries by the FAO, a United Nations body. 
There is no doubt that the establishment of the Latin-Ame
rican Forestry and Forest Products Office at Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, under the presidency of the :French technician, Mr. 
Pierre Terver, has constituted a decisive step towards the 
consolidation and application of a suitable progTamme of 
action in Latin America for the solution of the continent's 
forestry problems. As an example, one may instance the 
resolutions adopted at the first session of the Forestry and 
Forest Products Commission which took place at Rio de 
Janeiro, in May this year, and at which various Latin
American countries and international organizations were re
presented. At that session the subjects of discussion included 
the establishment of a Latin-American Research and Training 
Institute, forestry statistics, the standardization of forestry 
nomenclature, the engagement of foreign technical experts, 
etc. 

The exhaustion of forest reserves in some European coun
tries as a result of the last war and for other and various 
reasons is making people look towards Latin America. The 
truth is that very little is known about the forest resources of 
our countries. An improvement in the technical efficiency of 
the Forest Services of the Latin-American nations, combined 
with the material and above all moral assistance which may 
be rendered by the F AO and other international organizations, 
will be conducive to a better knowledge of our forests and a 
better utilization of them for the benefit of our own countries 
and humanity in general. 

Legislation" prepared by Mr. Castagnou. The paper stated 
that, since forest policy was always in danger of being misinter
preted by critizens who did not fully unde1stand the problems 
at issue, it should always have the su13port of strict legislation 
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in accordance with the legal and constitutional systems of the 
country concerned. The chief difficulties arose in cases where 
the forests were not owned by the State but by other public 
collectivities. The management of state forests should be 
reserved by law to a technical department of the Government, 
since a financial department might be too prone to aim at 
obtaining the highest receipts without regard to the future 
of the forest. 

The property rights of certain owners, in particular private 
owners, should be regulated not only in regard to actual forest 
clearing but also in order to prevent excessive felling. Pro
vision should at the same time be made to allow certain fiscal 
advantages to forest owners. In particular, some alleviation in 
the payment of death duties was recommended, for there had 
often been excessive felling in the past in order to meet those 
obligations. 

The paper further recommended that forest credit should 
be provided for the benefit of owners and timber enterprises. 

Mr. MACDONALD introduced the paper on "Forest Policy in 
the British Commonwealth of Nations" prepared by Mr. H. R. 
Blanford. The general principles of forest policy for the 
British Commonwealth had been established in a resolution 
drawn up at the First Empire Forestry Conference held in 
1920, and reaffirmed at each subsequent Conference, the most 
recent of which had been held in 1947. The resolution adopted 
at the first Conference emphasized the need for a forest 
policy, for surveys of resources and for stability and continuity 
of policy. 

The paper gave a brief account of the policy in various 
countries of the Commonwealth and concluded with the 
;tatement that there was a general lack of any definite forest 
policy laid down by Government, covering all respects of the 
direct and indirect influences of forestry, except in India and 
~n one or two of the colonies. 

Mr. HARRISON summarized the experience paper entitled 
"Essential Features of Forest Policy and Forest Law" on forest 
policy in the Philippines, prepared by Mr. Eugenio de Ia Cruz. 
The basic forest policy in the Philippines had been laid down 
by the United States Congress on the principle that no part of 
the public domain could be disposed of unless certified by 
the Bureau of Forestry as not needed for forest purposes. The 
Forest Act of 1904 was complementary to that basic law, and 
all other laws passed subsequently had simply implemented 
those two basic ones. A utilization system had been provided 
for; a systematic way of public land disposal was in operation; 
the free use privilege had been confined to communal forests; 
a system of collecting revenues from forest products had been 
established, and more force had been given to the Kaifigin law 
to combat the menacing problem of illegal forest destruction. 

The growing forestry consciousness in the Philippines was 
shown by the increase of legislation on reafforestation and the 
corresponding increase of appropriations for that purpose. 

Mr. MARSH summarized his paper on "Essential Features of 
l~orest Policy and Law" in the United States. United States 
forest policy has developed after many decades of clearing for 
settlement, lavish Government land grants and careless cut· 
ting. The remaining commercial forests vary widely in type of 
stand, accessibility, condition, productivity and type of owner
ship. One of the main current problems lies in the private 
forests and particularly in the approximately four million 
small properties. Those properties average only 62 acres m 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

area and anly 4 per cent of the cutting on them has been 
classed as good. 

In the United States the national Government, the States 
and private owners all have important roles in forestry. The 
features of federal forest policy are the following: 

I. Public ownership and management of a significant part 
of the forest land; 

2. Leadership in forest research by the Department of 
Agriculture; 

3. Assistance to states and private owners in protection 
against fire and pests; the provision of technical forestry ser
vice for private owners and the distribution of forest planting 
stock; 

4. Centralization of forestry activities in the Department of 
Agriculture; 

5. Encouragement of the development of strong state Forest 
Services. 

Special forest tax provisions and regulation of forest prac
tices have been enacted by some states, but generally with 
minor effect. 

In order to meet unfilled needs, the Department of Agricul
ture recommends the establishment of a federally-sponsored 
forest credit system and a federal-state system for nation-wide 
control of cutting and other forest practices on private lands. 
The latter recommendation has given rise to a great deal of 
controversy. 

Mr. HARRISON summarized the paper by Mr. Karel Setinek, 
entitled "The Basic Principles of Forest Policy and Forest 
Legislation", which was based on experience in Czechoslo
vakia. The author stated that, if forests were to fulfil their 
mission they should represent an adequate proportion of the 
total area of the territory, be effectively distributed through
out the whole territory and be maintained in a sound eco
nomic condition. 

The paper included a list of the measures to be taken in 
order to fulfil the third requirement. 

In conclusion, the author stated that a normal development 
of forest policy would be best assured by means of a uniform 
national economic plan, embracing the entire economy of the 
country and directed towards ensuring a just and steadily 
improving standard of living for all workers. 

Mr. SHow said that certain generalizations of particular 
importance to countries just beginning to develop their forest 
management could be drawn from the various papers sub
mitted. The first thing to be remembered was that there could 
be no general golden rule in framing a forest policy and that 
local conditions should always be taken into account. The 
climate, the type of forest land and the nature of the Govern
ment were all determining factors. 

A forest policy should not only state its aims but also the 
means whereby those aims were to be attained. Four possibili
ties had been suggested in the various papers: administration 
through public ownership; public regulation of the operation 
of privately-owned forests; the establishment of a co-operative 
relationship between the Government and the private owner; 
and the establishment. of a contractual relationship between 
the Government and the private owner (a practice which had 
been followed in the United Kingdom). 

The papers by Mr. Castagnou and :\:lr. de la Cruz had 
shown the need for an over-all forest policy, especially in 
countries with a shifting agriculture, in order to determine 
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what land should remain under forest and what could be 
given over to agriculture. 

Mr. MACDONALD gave some information about recent de
velopments in the United Kingdom. In recent years, the need 
had become apparent to develop a forest policy on a more 
extensive scale than ever before. In a report to the Govern
ment on post-war forest policy, the Forest Commissioners had 
stated that five million acres of productive woodland was the 
minimum requirement. They had recommended that 2 million 
acres should be obtained through proper management of 
existing forest land and 3 million acres through afforestation. 

In order to help private owners to operate their forests on 
a long-term basis, the Dedication Scheme had been put into 
practice. Under that scheme, the owner agreed to dedicate 
his woodlands to timber production in perpetmty and, in 
return, the Government undertook to give maintenance and 
planting grants or to repay 25 per cent of the approved net 
annual expenditure on the forests. There was abo a provision 
enabling private owners to obtain loans, at a 3 per cent rate 
of interest. 

In the United Kingdom, as in most other countries, the 
privately owned forests presented the major difficulties. A 
Government could operate its forests at a financial loss tem
porarily in order to carry out a long-term policy, but it was too 
much to expect private individuals to do the same. lt was 
important, therefore, that special attention should be paid to 
research on such questions as marketing and utilization. 

Mr. TuNSTELL said that in Canada the policy governing 
forestry matters rested with the individual provinces. With 
the recent incorporation of Newfoundland there were ten 
provinces in Canada and all except one had adopted some 
kind of forestry policy. It was natural that the implementation 
of these policies varied widely according to the dimate and 
terrain of the particular province. 

In Canada the Federal Government owned some forest land, 
particularly in the northwest territory. There were in addition 
several large national parks and a few other areas of land were 
reserved for forest experimentation. 

He estimated that the forested land in Canada totalled 
some 1,291,000 square miles of which about one-third was 
classified as "non-productive". Most of the productive forest 
land was stocked with softwoods which were greatly in demand 
for the production of paper pulp. 

Most of the softwood forests were held by the Crown and 
the policy in most provinces was to lease timber rights to 
private companies, some in which held leases to as much as 
five or six thousand square miles. The leases required the com
panies to submit yearly reports on their operations and on the 
timber that had been felled during the precediug twelve 
months. 

It was self-evident that, by the very nature of the timber 
industry, any forestry policy must of necessity be a long-term 
one, since it took over one hundred years to grow a tree. 
Canada had no forestry Act though a draft ot such an act had 
been introduced in the last Parliament, and he felt sure that 
it would be reintroduced in the not too distant future. He 
thought that if Canada was not as advanced as some other 
countries in the matter of forestry practices it was due to the 
lack of adequate markets for some of its lower-grade timber. 
The Government, however, was studying the problem in order 
to find a satisfactory solution to the matter. 

Mr. ILVESSALO stated that Finland had awakened to the need 
of developing her forest policy as the result of the recent war 
when the Government was faced with the problem of resettling 
some 100,000 of its displaced citizens. The land necessary to 
carry out such a large-scale resettlement was ceded by the 
State, by private companies, by church, by communities and 
by private owners. 

He pointed out that in 1928 the Government of Finland 
had passed the Private Forest Law which aimed at maintaining 
the continued natural regeneration of the forest and at pro
tecting young forests from cutting which is contrary to rational 
thinning. 

He said that currently there were beside the State Board 
of Forestry two non-governmental Central Forestry Associa
tions. Though the State did not control them, it did furnish 
the main share of their operating funds. The purpose of the 
two associations was to promote the development of private 
forestry. 

Mr. JoLAIN placed emphasis on the rights of private forest 
owners. He said that the problem was a very delicate one as 
it comprised a number of intangible factors. A large-scale 
programme of education would be necessary to make people 
realize the importance of the forests in the national and world 
economy. He felt that the mere establishment of regulations 
was not enough and that the people had the right to know 
why regulations were necessary. 

Mr. RECKNAGEL, speaking as the representative of a large 
paper company, stated that he would like to present the case 
of private industry. His company controlled almost two mil
lion acres ot forest land in the United States and Canada. In 
the United States alone some 20 million acres of private forest 
land out of a total of 345 million acres were in the hands of 
the pulp and paper industry. It was obvious that an industry 
that had such a large stake in forest land would welcome every 
step aimed at preserving its future. He recalled that for every 
ton of paper pulp produced a capital investment of 50,000 
dollars or more was required. He admitted that private com· 
panics were motivated by a desire for profits and considered 
that it was an excellent incentive. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the paper on "The System 
of Forest Valuation in Argentina" by Mr. 0. A. Adamo. This 
paper had been received too late to be reproduced. 

Mr. SHow summarized his paper entitled "Organization of 
Forest Services". He said that an aggressive leadership by 
government had always been found necessary in developing 
an effective national programme of forestry. Thus a strong 
agency of government was required. A forest service was sud1 
an operating unit of government created to put into effect 
the forest policies and forest laws adopted. 

The first prerequisite of a successful and eflective forest 
service was that it should have clearly defined responsibilities. 

Since specific conditions varied so greatly from country 
to country, it might seem that there were no common de
nominators, but he took the view that there were such common 
principles and that they might be safely adopted in organizing 
and reorganizing forest services. Those principles rested on a 
few broad facts about forestry and its organization. Firstly, 
the forest was a living thing; it could be managed well only 
through the application of specific knowledge of the nature 
and behaviour of each kind of forest. Secondly, the inherent 
value of forests was the same everywhere (protection, wood 
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production, recreation, wild-life, etc.). Thirdly, forestry organi
zation and administration had to obey the same principles as 
other efficient bodies, where applicable, and also had to take 
into account the fact that forests were usually widely scattered, 
often far from central administrative points. 

He thought that in organizing a forest service it was a sound 
doctrine to give careful attention to its place in the structure 
of government, in other words whether it should be organized 
at the ministerial or departmental level. 

In conclusion he thought that a comprehensive approach to 
forest service organization was far more effective than dealing 
with one aspect at a time; that was the only sure way to 
develop a service suited to all of its functions, capable of 
performing them competently and able to expand or contract 
as necessary. Such a service could also be expected to improve 
forest policy progressively. 

Mr. KYI presented a paper on the "Organization of the 
Forest Services" based on experiences in Burma that had been 
prepared by Burma's Chief Conservator of Forests, Mr. Maung 
Hman. By way of introduction the paper pointed out that the 
realization in the nineteenth century that the timber resources 
of Burma were not inexhaustible- the exploitation of Burma 
teak had begun long before the advent of the British had led 
to a general forest policy first laid down in ll:!55, redefined 
in 1894, and since followed almost without modification. 

In the Burmese forest organization, the basic unit of control 
was the Beat. A Range consisted of several Beats and was 
.supervised by a Forest Ranger, generally an officer with local 
seconda1y forest school training. A Division, consisting of three 
to seven Ranges, was headed by a Divisional Forest Officer 
with university forest training. A number ot Divisions made 
up a Circle directed by a Conservator of Forests, and the entire 
Forest Service was administered by the Chief Conservator of 
Forests, who was also the Government's technical adviser in 
forest matters. 

Of the almost 2,000 foresters in the organization, 127 were 
senior officers, who had to possess special qualities since they 
were often called upon to work in comparative isolation under 
most trying circumstances; indeed, they were frequently the 
only responsible reptesentatives of the civil admini'itration to 
come into regular contact with villagers in the more remote 
areas. 

Owing to the increase in population and the extension of 
the cultivated area, formation of a land utilization board had 
been felt to be a necessity to take decisions on the disposition 
of public forest land for proper land use. 

There were up-to-date working plans for 92 per cent of 
the forest area; control of teak forests was by area with volume 
check. 

Enthusiasm for regenerating the forests by the Taungya 
method a method based on a system of shifting cultivation
had died down during the trade slump in the early thirties, 
and regeneration of remaining forests was taking place by 
natural means. The marking of trees to be extracted according 
to silvicultural rules by forest officers had been carried out 
since the middle of the nineteenth century. 

All senior officers who had passed their departmental 
examinations were empowered to compound petty violations 
of forest rules; serious offenders were taken to court and pro-

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 

secuted under the Forest Law, in which the presumption was 
in favour of the fore&t produce involved belonging to the State. 

The funds available limited some of the silvicultural work, 
such as amelioration fellings to help teak. The average ope
rating co-efficient during 1935-1940 had been 39.6 and it 
was felt that that co-efficient ought to be raised over 50, in view 
of necessary developments. 

Mr. LoVERIDGE, in offering his paper entitled "Administra
tion of Forests: Organization of Forest Service" emphasized 
that the United States Forest Service was responsible lor pro
moting the conservation and wise use of one-third ol the total 
land area the forested area - of the United Stat(:s. The 
National Forests, one of its major concerns, involving direct 
protection and management, cover 180 million acres and con· 
tain 600 thousand million board-feet of timber. The National 
Forest Administration is divided into various functional bran
ches: Timber Management, Range Management, Engineering, 
Fire Control, Wild-Life Management, Watershed Manage
ment, etc. In addition to Natwnal Forest Administration, the 
Service considers a~ rna jor activities its forest research func
tions and co-operation with private owners and the states. 

The Forest Service has about 10,000 regular employees. of 
whom 3,000 are professional, with temporary employments 
running to 75,000 annually. An essential feature of the service 
is decentralization; with only two per cent of the staff attached 
to the office of the Chief of the Forest Service, the bulk of the 
employees are distributed among the 152 National Forests, 
I 02 experimental forests and 14 experimental ranges. 

The organization has been adapted to the work that has to 
be done in the United States and is not necessarily a model 
for other countries where conditions are different. 

The principles of scientific management, particularly work
load analysis, are the basis for the organization of L-:ational 
Forests and Ranger Districts as well as for the distribution of 
funds among the various subdivisions of the organization. 
Over the preceding twenty years scientific management had 
made an outstanding contribution towards obtaining im
proved forestry practices. 

Mr. RoMERO presented the paper entitled "Forest Ad
ministration in Venezuela" prepared by himself and his col
leagues, Messrs. Corothie and Gondelles, of the Forestry De
partment of the Ministry of Agriculture. He said that the 
Servicio Forestal of Venezuela was primarily concerned with 
ascertaining what resources the country's forests contained and 
with protecting and regenerating endangered forest areas. 

After describing the subdivision of the technical and 
administrative and legal branches of the organization, the 
speaker emphasized that the work of most of those offices was 
executed through the 32 lnspectm ias, or forest districts, into 
which the country was divided. Absolute separation of tech
nical operations and purely administrative functions was 
insisted upon. Having individual budgets and not a global 
one, each section of the Forest Service was able to draw up its 
working plan without administrative interference. 

Strict adherence to the merit system was a basic principle in 
the organization's personnel practice, and the resultant reten
tion of veteran employees was of supreme importance in 
view of the still insufficient number of technically trained 
workers. 

The existing gap in technical personnel was being filled 
by contracting for the services of foreign experts, while 
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forestry schools were supplying the organization with a 
growing proportion of native technicians. A F'orestry Engi
neering School with a four-year course and a School of 
Forestry Practice with a two-year course were the chief train
ing centres. 

Mr. Romero emphasized that a forestry organization could 
not achieve its objectives without the general collaboration 
of the population and that collaboration must be the object 
of a long-term conservation campaign. He paid a tribute to 
the contribution of the FAO and the Latin American Office 
of its :Forestry and Forest Products Division in Rio de 
Janeiro to the solution of Latin American forest problems 
which, in vie-<.v of the extensive depletion of European forests 
during the war, was of vital significance to humanity. 

Mr. MAITLAND thought that there was a good deal of con
fusion on forest policy. In countries where laws were codified 
there was a tendency for forest policy to be dependent upon 
the already existent law. In other countries where laws 
tended to derive from developing practices there was a better 
opportunity of formulating a sound forest policy. In general, 

a broad statement of widely accepted forestry principles was 
a good approach; in India, for example, such a basic state
ment had time and time again been a good guard against 
attacks on sound forestry practice~. 

In countries where forestry had not yet had a good start, 
such a broad agreement on g<~neral problems was the sound
est way to begin. Forestry involved some basic considerations 
of a political nature peculiar to every country, since it dealt 
with ownership of land. He had only recently seen a draft 
of forest policy for a country which had been drawn up 
in such great detail that it had shocked the Government 
authorities. As a result the draft had not been accepted. The 
approach should have been from the general to the par
ticular and not vice versa. 

As for forestry's position in the administrative structure, it 
logically belonged with agriculture and water engineering to 
a Ministry of Land Utilization. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that, while forestry had been a 
more or less independent domain in the United Kingdom, a 
recent law had placed it under the Ministry of Agriculture. 
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Sawmill Techniques 
=RED C. 51 M MONS 

ABSTRACT 

Circular mills, properly set up and operated, are capable of doing good work. They are relatively light in weight, 
inexpensive and can be operated by only partially skilled !about. The circular saw mill has obtained an undeservedly 
poor reputation in the past because of the way in which it has been set up and operated. 

The band saw wastes less of the log in sawdust, and generally makes smoother cuts. It is the only saw that can 
handle logs over about 4·ft. in diameter. The band machine is heavy, and skilled labour is needed to operate and main· 
tain it. Installation of a band saw should be seriously considered for any permanently located mill with a production of 
over 20,000 board-ft. per day. 

For logs or portions of logs of poorer grade, or for less particular uses, the gang saws have important possibilities. 
The sash gang will cut lumber accurately and with economy of material. It is not an easily portable tool, however. The 
circular gang necessarily will make more sawdust, but it may make useful low-grade material that would not be econom· 
ically recoverable otherwise. Circular gangs are now being used in the South on poor pine logs that would not be 
worth transporting to the main mill. The chain-saw gang also has possibilities in this field. 

Combination units offer real opportunities for economy of both material and manufacturing facilities. The use of 
gang-saws as resaws for low-grade portions, usually hearts of high-grade logs, has been mentioned. Another possibility, 
now beginning to be explored, is the use of portable sawmills for sawing low-grade logs in the woods, and transporting the 
high-grade portions of these logs, together with the higher-grade logs to a more permanent and more efficient mill. 
This is being done in a few places, and it seems likely it may be done much more frequently in the future. 

Sawing logs into lumber may appear to be a very simple 
process, but those of us who are intimately concerned with 
the problem know this is not so. There is a great variety of 
;awmills and methods of sawing. The choice of the type of 
equipment to be used in a given situation and the method 
C!f using this equipment will vary with the local conditions. 
There is no one best type of sawmill, no one best method of 
sawing. 

PROBLEMS TO IlE MET 

Let us consider some of the problems that a sawmill in
stallation might have to meet: 

First are the problems connected with the kind of material 
to be sawed. How big is it? In the United States it may 
range from aspen bolts 4 ft. long and 6 in. in diameter to 
Douglas fir or redwood 8 to 10 ft. in diameter and 32 ft. long 
or longer. Is it crooked or straight? Sound or defective? 
Hard or soft wood? 

The second problem is the quantity to be sawed at one 
place. Big permanent mills need a steady supply of logs day 
after day, in large quantity. To get such a supply, a mill 
must have available not only timber stands and the means to 
log them, but also transportation facilities to get the logs to 
the mill economically. If the timber is scattered or the trans
portation is not adequate several small mills may be more 
efficient and economical than one big one. Sawed lumber 
weighs much less and is less bulky to transport than the logs 
from which it is sawed. 

Third, what are the products desired? Low-quality timber 
sawed for an undiscriminating market may be sawed through 
and through without turning the log. On the other hand. in 
some species high-quality material is confined to the outer 
parts of the log. For example, the sapwood of sugar maple 
is considered the best part of the log. In many other species, 
defects such as branch stubs and rot are most apt to occur in 
the heart of the log. To saw the maximum amount of the 
high·quality material from such a log, the sawmill operator 
mu:;t turn the log so he can saw from all four faces. Logs of 
some species such as oaks should be quarter (radially) sawed 

to produce lumber having maximum wearing qualities, di
mensional stability, or beauty of grain. 

Fourth, how far is it to market? Lumber and timbers are 
bulky and heavy commodities. If there is no sizable local 
market, and the product of the mill has to be shipped long 
distances, transportation costs will have to be added to the 
cost of the product. In such situations, only the higher grades 
sawed can be marketed profitably, and every effort will have 
to be made to keep their weight and size down to the 
minimum. On the other hand, mills close to a good market 
can usually sell their low-grade products profitably. 

Fifth, what are the local conditions? What type of site is 
available for the mill? What power is available? What kind 
of labour is available? What does power and mechanical 
equipment cost in comparison to human labour? In the 
United States, as you know, labour is relatively costly in 
comparison to either wood or power. Consequently, some 
mill operators are interested more in conserving labour than 
wood. 

TYPES OF SAWMILLS 

To meet such problems, many different kinds ol sawmills 
have been designed and put into use. New types or varia
tions of old ones are being developed every day. The author 
cannot hope to describe them all, but will try to describe the 
major types and point out their particular advantages. 

Up-and-down saw 

Sawmills using solid straight saws developed from the old 
manually operated pit-saws. The pit-saw was operated by 
two men, one above and one below the log, slowly ripping 
it into boards by hand. The first sawmills in the United 
States used up-and-down saws of this type; the saw was 
powered in its up-and-down stroke by an eccentric shaft, 
usually attached to a water wheel. The log rode on a carriage 
and was pulled into the saw by a hemp rope attached to a 
slowly revolving drum. These saws did fairly good work, but 
they were slow. It is said that our late eminent jurist, Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, studied law as a boy while operating one 
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of these saws. He would start the saw in its cut, and then 
read a chapter in a legal text book before it had finished. 

Although improvements have been made, slowness of 
carriage travel is inescapable with the up-and-down type of 
saw. This does not necessarily mean low production. By put
ting a number of saws side by side in a frame, it is possible 
to convert an entire log or cant into boards with one pass 
through the saw (Figure I). Such gang-saws are common in 
Europe as headsaws. In the United States they have been 
used largely to convert squared cants into boards. There are 
two reasons for this. One is the difficulty of feeding a round 
log to such a saw. The other is the impossibility of sawing 
maximum grades from such a log. However, when the Lop
grade and lower-grade material have been separated at the 
headsaw it is possible to saw either into smaller p ieces on a 
sash gang designed to handle carts with economy and 
accuracy. 

Recently the problem of feeding round logs into gang-saws 
without twisting has been reasonably well solved. One method 
is to place a revolving plane-head in front of the bottom infeed 
to flatten and even up the bottom of the log before it enters 
the rolls. Sash gang-saws are becoming more commonly used 
to saw low-grade round logs into boards and dimension stock. 
However, the sash gang-saw is a heavy piece of equipment 
most useful for quantity production, and not very well adapted 
to use by portable mills. It is too expensive a unit for most 
small operations. 

Circular saw 

The circular saw is an efficient cutting device. With insert 
teeth, which can be readily and cheaply replaced and thus 
easily kept in the proper shape, the circular saw is well adapted 
for use by inexperienced and untrained labom. The diameter 
of the saw is not reduced by sharpening. It stands the strains 
of sawing dirty and knotty logs. The principal objection to 
its use is that it must be relatively thick to stand such strain, 
particularly in the larger sizes. Insert teeth add to this thick
ness, so that a circular headsaw usually cuts a kerf at least 
one-fourth inch wide, and often wider. Thus, if l -in. boards 
are being cut, 20 per cent of the usable volume of the log is 
converted into sawdust. Even more serious is the fact that with 
inexperienced or untrained op erators the small circular saw-

mill is often set up and operated so that it saws inaccurately. 
Poor sawing fails to make the best use of the individual logs; 
waste often increases to 35 per cent or more of the usable log 
volume. 

Circular-saw mills are built in a wide variety of sizes and 
types. Since there is a limitation to the size of circular saw that 
can be manufactured and run economically, sawmills that cut 
timber over 30 in. in diameter usually have two ci1·cular-saws, 
one above the other (Figure 2). The top saw, which can be 
used whenever it is n eeded, makes its cut a little below the 
line of the main saw and a little ahead of it. Many of the mills 
in the United States that use circular-saws are set up per
manently or semi-permanently on firm timber, concrete, or 
steel foundations; and they saw accurate and h igh-quality 
lumber. 

Among the circular-saw mills there are two main types of 
carriage, the "headblock", and the "log-beam". In the head
block type the knees against which the log rests are inde
pendent, each knee operated on a rack chain or screw from 
the setworks shaft. These knees can be so attached as to make 
it possible to align the face of the log with the saw and to 
support crooked logs more firmly. The log-beam type has all 
its knees mounted on a wooden beam, which is advanced and 
retracted by racks mounted at either end. The log-beam mill 
usually has more knees and dogs than the headblock mill. It 
is said that this design provides better support for small, lim
ber logs. 

T he carriage may be propelled by steam pressure on a 
piston in a long cylinder ("shotgun feed "), by a cable, or by 
a rack and pinion. The cable feed is by far the most common. 
The rack feed is slow, and the shotgun feed too fast and 
expensive for all but the biggest mills. The cable, however, 
may be moved by a small steam engine, by a belt or friction 
feedworks operating off the mandrel, or by electric motors. 
The steam engine gives speed, responsiveness, and flexibility, 
but many circular mills, driven by internal combustion motors 
or electric motors, do not have a source of steam. Consequently 
much experimentation to get similar flexibility is b eing done 
on hydraulic torque-converter feeds powered irom the mandrel 
or by an independent motor. These seem highly promising. 

A great variety of dogging devices has been developed. 
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Figure 3. Infeed end of "merry-go-round" 

SIMMONS 

The smallest circular-saw mills are bolter saws (Figure 4)-· 
These mills are designed to saw short material of small size_ 
They are commonly used in cutting handle stock and other 
squares and bars for wood-turning, and material for boxes and 
crates. A common length of bolt is 4 ft. The material cut is 
ordinarily not more than 12 or 15 in. in diameter, although 
bolters with topsaws are available to handle larger materiaL 
Because the bolter saw is fast and can be operated by one man, 
it is economicaL The saw blades are generally smaller and 
thinner than those used in full-sized sawmills; hence they 
convert less raw material into sawdust. Moreover, the logs are 
cut into short lengths before being sawed. The effect of crooks 
is minimized and since taper sawing (sawing parallel to the 
bark) is usually automatic, a further reduction of waste is 
possible and the quality of product is better_ In one test on 
aspen for crating material 20 per cent more usable p10duct 
was obtained in a run of bolts through a bolter-saw than from 
a run of an identical quantity of material in log lengths 
through a standard sawmilL 

The circular-saw mill lends itself well to use as a portable 
Some are particularly well adapted to straight logs, some to unit, because the apparatus for running it is relatively light. 
crooked ones, some to hardwoods, and some to softwoods. The Common practice in the past has been to disassemble the unit 
principal choice, however, depends on what the sawmill crew at th~ time of each move, and then to set it up in the new 
is accustomed to operating and on the method of operation_ location on a new foundation of stones, timbers, or other local 
A high-speed mill, with one or more men riding on the materiaL This ordinarily took a minimum of 3 days. Recently 
carriage, requires difl:erent dogs from a low-production mill a number of mills have been mounted, completely assembled, 
where the sawyer and the deck man do the setting. R ecent on wheels or skids, so that they can be moved from place to 
developments include air, hydraulic, and electrically operated place more readily. One trailer-mounted type. which has a 
dogs for small circular mills. Special dogs, which grip the cant welded tubular-steel framework, is becoming very popular in 
both from above and below, are needed for quarter sawing. the farm woodlot regions of the United States (Figure .1)). The 

The setworks, used to advance the log toward the saw after sawyer rides in the carriage on a platform where the controls 
each cut are usually operated manually in small mills. In are conveniently grouped. Only one skilled man need go along 
larger mills they may be power-driven, either mechanically or with the milL This mill is used largely for custom-sawing 
by air, hydraulic power, or electricity. Power receders are in- material needed on the farms. The farmer and his helper 
stalled even on small mills to retract the knees after a log has ordinarily roll the logs on and take the lumber and slabs 
been sawed to make room for another log. They derive their away. Moving and setting up takes only a few minutes, so that 
power from the movement of the carriage. Power-opera ted only a few thousand board feet need to be sawed at each place. 
setworks for small mills are being developed by several manu- Thi$ mill, properly used, can be a great help in timber 
facturers. conservation. By its use much material that otherwise would 

be allowed to rot in the farmers' woodlots because of the high 
Circular-saw mills employ a variety of accessory equipment. fiff:'liiiii:;:~:-"-:::;:. 

Many of them have resaws, either circular, sash-gang, or 
to cut heavy cants into boards. Even a circular resaw, bei 
of smaller diameter, can be thinner and can result in economy 
of material. One ingenious method of feeding either a hori
zontal band or circular resaw is the "merry-go-round". This 
is a system of conveyors that carry the cant or Hitch, sawed 
face down, through the saw (Figure 3). The board sawed oft 
goes on to other equipment, the remaining flitch or cant h its 
against a bumper, and if it is thi cker than the sawed-off board, 
it is shunted over to a return conveyer that carries it arou nd 
and through the saw again. This continue~ as long as there is 
usable material left in the piece. 

Another popular type of resaw is a vertical saw, either band 
or circular. This either cuts off a piece· ol a predete rrnin ~d· 

thickness, or cuts the piece through the centre. Sash-gang saws 
are frequently u sed as resaws. 

Other accessory equipment includes edgers, rippers, and 
trim saws. T hese almost always contain two or more small 
cncular saws. Trim saws (designed for crosscutting) are used 
to trim off defects, even up the ends, and frequently to divide 
the sawed material into high and low grades. 

Figure 4. A bolter-saw with topsaw for sawing 4ft. to 8 ft. bolts up to 
23 inches in diameter 
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Figure 5. A trailer-mounted small sawmill. The author is operating the mill 

cost of hauling it to a commercial mill can be sawed into 
lumber and put to use. 

Other trailer-mounted mills are of more conventional type. 
They range in size from a light log-beam type mill used in 
sawing railway ties to a heavy mill (with topsaw) capable of 
sawing logs 4 ft. to 5 ft. in diameter and 40 ft. in length. 
Skid-mounted mills are also becoming common. They can be 
hauled on the ground for short distances or picked up entire 
to be carried on a truck and trailer or flatcar on long hauls. 
The United States Army Engineers have developed a mill, 
mounted on a steel framework like an upside-down bridge 
truss, that can be carried on a truck and trailer (Figure 6a 
and 6b). It is exceptionally sturdy. The whole mill holds its 
alignment well. Even on a 15 per cent slope it has sawed 
lumber accurately. 

Circular gang-saw mills have not been entirely successful. 
"Bull edgers" for multiple sawing of flitches 3 in. to 8 in. 
thick have been used for years (Figure 7). But the principal 
problem in mounting a set of circular saws on a mandrel to 
reduce a whole log 10 in. or more in diameter into lumber 
at one pass is that so much heat is generated between them. 
However, one such mill has become fairly successful in the 
United States; it uses heavy saws (rift-saws) with deep gul
lets at intervals around the rim to help dissipate the heat 
(Figure 8). Even so, saws about 36 in. in diameter are the 

largest that can be operated successfully in gang. One operator 
has mounted a similar set of saws on a topsaw mandrel so 
that logs bigger than 15 in. in diameter can be cut. This type 
of gang saw has been successfully mounted on a trailer. 

A more promising development is a circular-saw mill having 
two saws mounted on separate mandrels so that lead can be 
given to each one and some of the heat dissipated. The space 
between the saws is adjustable, so that logs of different sizes 
can be slabbed on two sides at once, and different dimensions 
of timbers can be cut. A successful mill of this type has been 
on the market in Canada for several years. More recently one 
has been developed in the southern United States. 

Band saw 

The band is a flexible, endless band of steel with teeth on 
one or both edges. When used as a headsaw it is almost always 
run vertically, over wheels mounted above and below the 
carriage (Figure 9). The band-saw is one of the most efficient 
devices ever developed for cutting wood. It can make a deep 
cut, as deep as 6 ft. or 8 ft., and still a relatively narrow one, 
ordinarily a Ya-in. kerf. It also cuts smoothly so that little wood 
is wasted because of irregularities in sawing. Less power per 
unit cut is required for a band-saw than for a circular-saw. 

There are some important practical limita tions on the 
m inimum size of band-saw that can be used for cutting logs, 
however. Here in the United States we have about decided 

--;;::;:::::;::;:~=--:-:~--------------=:--.,......., that, until some new metallurgical advances are made, saws 
.. flexible enough to run over wheels smaller than 50 in. in 
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Figure 7. "Bull edger" sawing 4-in. flitch into two-by-fours 

diameter are too weak to be used as headsaws. Such thin saws 
cannot be fed fast enough to justify the cost of a band-saw 
mill, and they are apt to break when they hit an obstruction 
such as metal or rock in the logs. A few mills have been made 
with 42-in. wheels but they have not become popular. The 
band-saw mounting must also be relatively heavy; so attempts 
to make it portable have not been promising. 

Consequently, most band-saw mills in the United States have 
been relatively permanent and high-production units. Supple
mental equipment similar to that used on the larger circular
saw installations is used, but it is apt to be much more 
elaborate. Often, two or more resaws are used behind one 
band headsaw to increase its productivity and break down 
different classes of material. A sash gang-saw or a horizontal 
hand with a merry-go-round may be used for material where 
grade is not important, and one or more additional vertical 
bands for multi-quality cants. Edgers, rip, and trim saws may 
be used similarly to supplement other equipment. 

Figure 8. Circular rift saws mounted in gang for multiple sawing 

SIMMONS 

Figure 9. A small band-saw mill. This is a head block type of carriage 

A band-saw needs expert and constant attention to make it 
run correctly. The tension of the saw is of highest importance. 
This calls for highly expert tensioning to keep it in alignment 
and position as it runs over the wheels. In recent years roller 
tensioning devices have been developed, but they also require 
expert handling and they are rather expensive. A band-saw 
also needs frequent filing and setting. In a mill cutting hard
woods it is common practice to change the saw, installing a 
freshly fitted one, four times a day. A mill cutting softwoods 
may do this only two or three times. Of coune, if metal or 
rock is hit or the surfaces of the logs are full of embedded 
gravel, additional changes are necessary. A band-saw filer is 
a highly-skilled and highly-paid workman. Consequently it 
seems that band-saws will have to be confined to big and 
relatively permanent mills. 

Horizontal band-saws have been tried as headsaws, but the 
problems of feeding the log to such saws and taking away the 
boards and slabs have not been solved successfully. 

Two vertical band-saws may be used in gang by placing 
right-hand and left-hand saws opposite each other or, less. 
commonly, two saws of the same hand in tandem. This type 
of arrangement is often used in mills that saw turning bolts, 

Other sawmill types 

Other types of headsaw devices are in the experimental 
stage. Recently several types of chain-saw teeth have been 
developed that can rip as well as crosscut timber. This has 
inspired the idea of using a chain-saw as a headsaw. Presum
ably chain-saws could be used in gang, to break down an entire· 
log at one pass without running into the heating problems 
experienced with circular gang-saws. This has been done 
successfully on an experimental scale. Chain saw-gangs could 
be light and portable, but they would waste a lot of mater ial 
in sawdust. 

A summary of the factors affecting choice. of sawmills ap,__ 
pears as Table I. 
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Table 1. Summary of typical specifications for various types of sawmills in the United States 

Capacity 
Type of mill Size of lags 

Volume per day" 
Kerf Type of sawing Approximate costb 

Diameter Length 

Inches Feet 1000 board feet Inches Dollars 
Bolter ........... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... 14 8 2 to 6 3/ 16 For grade 600 to 1,200 
Bolter with top-saw ... . . .......... ..... 23 8 3 to 10 3/16 For grade 1,000 to 1,500 
Small sash-gang . ...... . ... . . .. .. .... .. 15 16 10 to 16 1/8 Through & through 10,000 to 15,000 
M edium sash-gang . . . . . . .. . .......... . 24 16 20 to 50 5/32 Through & through 12,000 to 18,000 
Gang circular . ... .. . ...... .. . ... ... . .. 15 10 6 to 12 3/8 Through & through 2,000 to 5,000 
Small portable circular .............. ... 18 12 3 to 12 1/4 For grade 1,000 to 3,000 
Medium portable circular . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 24 20 5 to 15 1/4 For grade 2,000 to 5,000 
Large circular with top-saw .. .. . . . . .. ... 48 20 8 to 20 5/16 For grade 3,000 to 6,000 
Small band .... .. . ... . ..... .... . ...... 36 20 10 to 20 1/8 For grade 7,000 to 12,000 
Medium band ....... .. . .. ..... . ..... . 60 20 15 to 40 5/32 For grade 8,000 to 15,000 
Large band • • • •• ••• 0 • • •• • 0 0 ••• • • 0 • •• • 84 20 30 to 60 3/16 For grade 14,000 to 20,000 

a Round-edged lumber. M ay be doubled or tripled by use of resaw equipment. 
lJ For sawmill alone without power or accessory equipment. Trailer mounting for circular·saw mills would be $ 1,000 to $2,000 additional. 

OPERATION OF SAWMILLS 

To get the most and the best products from the timber it 
uses, a sawmill must be set up properly and must be operated 
so it saws accurately and efficiently. For some uses, such as 
rough construction, it is not so essential that the lumber 
produced be absolutely accurate, but even for such use an 
inaccuracy of a few thirty-seconds of an inch may cause a great 
waste of material. For more exacting uses, such as high-class 
construction, inaccurately sawed pieces may have to be rejected 
if they are below the necessary d imensions; and if they are 
of greater dimension than necessary, cutting them down to 
proper size may make more work and waste more material. If 
the saw cut is rough or wavering because of improperly shar
pened or tensioned saws or a poorly set up mill, it will be 
necessary to cut consistently above the necessary size so that 
these irregularities can be removed in finishing. Band-sawed 
lumber often commands a premium price over that sawed on 
circular-saw mills, because it is more likely to be smooth and 
accurately cut. 

In the United States we are tending to cut our lumber a t 
the original sawmill as nearly as possible to the size of the 
final product. This means not only a saving of material, but 
also a saving of transportation costs to the final user. For 
example, as we are compelled to cut poorer and smaller logs 
it is no longer possible to obtain enough wide, clear boards to 
rneet the demands of our furni ture plants and other wood
u sing industries. Much of the material actually needed is small 
pieces of clear wood. Such pieces can be obtained from good 
portions of poorer boards, but the using plants are not interest
ed in transporting these p oor boards long distances, cutting 
out the good portions a t the destination, and d iscarding or 
o therwise disposing of the rest. The solution seems to be to cut 
out the good portions a t the original mill accurately to the 
dimensions and in the quantities wanted, and ship these to 
the using plant. The " dimension-stock" industry is being built 
up on this idea. Many of these dimension plans go far beyond 
the equipment and processes of the sawmill ; they engage in 
shaping, routing, gluing, and like processes, but most ot them 
are incorporated in or work closely with a sawmill. Many saw
m ills are in the dimension business. 

To do accurate sawing, most types of sawmills must be set 
up on a sturdy foundation, with each part maintained in cor
rect alignment with every other part. H a carriage is used, the 

itracks it runs on must be absolutely level and true. T he saw 
:should also run truly, which means that i t must be carefully 

and accurately tensioned for the speed at which it is to be run. 
Adequate power must be provided so that the saw will con
tinue to run at this speed even when it is making diflicult cuts. 

Logs should be clean and free from embedded dirt and 

gravel. Most sawmill operators, particularly in the glaciated 
sections of the country, want clean logs delivered to them. To 
do this, loggers must keep the timber up off the ground as 
much as possible during the logging process. Immersing the 
logs in a pond or washing them with high-pressure water jets 
arc other methods for getting logs clean at the mill ; these 
methods are used mostly by the larger mills. Dirty logs not 
only dull the saws more quickly (with the ever-present danger 
of a serious breakdown), but they also make it difficult to saw 
accura tely. 

During recent years a few mills have gone even further: they 
take the bark off the logs before sawing. The invention of 
some new types of dcbarkers, working on both hydraulic and 
friction principles, have made this feasible (Figure I 0). The 
debarked logs are much easier to saw accurately. Sawing for 
grade is easier because defect is more visible. Saws stay sharp 
longer and accidents are reduced. In addition the by-products 
of the sawing have a greater economic value. Slabs and edgings, 
being bark-free, are usa;ble for pulp. Sawdust can be converted 
into wood flour. Profitable uses are being developed for the 
wood-free bark of some species. 

Intelligent sawing, to get the best grades of lumber out of 
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logs of different species and different characteristics, is a 
topic too complex to be covered here. Lumber grades, de
veloped to provide material specifically adapted for different 
uses, are the guide. Some top grades require material ab
solutely clear and free of knots and detects on both sides. 
Such material is commonly found in the outer part of the 
log. Other grades require material sawed as nearly m, possible 
along the radii of the log. Grades for structural timbers 
specify not only the number and size of defects and knots 
allowable but frequently specify allowable positions. Such 
grades frequently include a specific gravity (or rings per inch) 
specification. Sawing the maximum quantity of these top 
grades, which are always much in demand, requires a 
thorough knowledge of them by the sawyer, and equipment 
and methods that will make their recovery in the greatest 
quantities possible. 

ln the United States, sawing for grade usually implies 
passing the log back and forth through the saw, making one 
cut at a time. On the carriage must be devices to adjust the 
log exactly for the cut desired. Among these devices are log 
turners, taper-setting equipment, easily operated and accurate 
setworks, and firm but easily adjusted log dogs. Such equip
ment can be used with either circular or hand headsaws. 

GLOSSARY 

Band-saw. An endless, belt-like blade of steel, toothed on one or both 
edges, which is used to saw lumber. 

Band-saw mill. A sawmill equipped with a band headsaw. 
Board foot. A unit of measure in the lumber trade. A board-foot is 

I foot square and I in. thick, or its equivalent. 
Bolt. A short log (usually 4ft. to 8ft. long) or segment split from such 

a log. 
Bolter. A small sawmill, equipped with a circular saw, specifically 

designed to reduce bolt-sized material to squares or bars. 
Cant. A log that has been slabbed on one or more sides. 
Carriage. A frame on which are mounted the headblocks, setworks, 

and other mechanisms for holding a log and moving it past the 
saw for cutting. This carriage frame is mounted on wheels that 
travel on tracks. 

Carriage dog. A steel, tooth-like projection, attached to a carriage knee, 
used to hold the log firmly on the carriage. 

Circular gang mill. A machine having a battery of circular saws, all of 
which are fitted to the same shaft. 

Circular saw. A circular plate having cutting teeth on the circum
ference. 

Circular-saw mill. A sawmill that has a circular headsaw. 
Crosscut. To cut a board or log at right angles to the general direction 

of the fibres. 
Dimensio'l. As applied to hardwood lumber, small squares and bars 

used for furniture and like purposes. 
Double-cutting band-saw. A saw that is toothed on both edges and is 

designed to cut on both the forward and backward travel of the 
carriage. 

Edger. A machine used in sawmills to square-edge lumber cut on the 
headsaw. It consists of a frame supporting an arbour on which are 
mounted several small circular saws in such a way that the distance 
between them can be varied. 

Feed. In sawing lumber, the linear length of log (expressed in inches) 
cut in a given time, or per revolution of a circular saw. 

Flitch. A thick piece of round-edged lumber usually destined for 
further cutting. 

Grade. A term referring to the quality of lumber or logs. 
Headsaw. The log-cutting saw in a sawmill. 
Horizontal saw. A saw that cuts in a horizontal plane, as compared 

with a vertical saw, which cuts on a vertical plane. 
Inserted-tooth circular saw. A circular saw on whose periphery there are 

sockets in which removable shanks and saw-tooth bits are inserted. 
Kerf. The width of a cut made by a saw. 
Knee. That portion of a sawmill carriage that bears the dogs that hold 

the log being sawed. 
Lead. The angle given a saw toward the cutting edge. 

SIMMONS 

Offset. A device attached to a sawmill carriage frame to automatically 
shunt the frame away from the saw line when the carriage is moved 
back. 

Portable sawmill. A small sawmill that can be readily moved from one 
place to another. 

Qua;ter-sawed. Lumber cut at right angles, or nearly so, to the growth 
rmgs. 

Resaw. A sawing device used to cut timbers, flitches, or cants longi-
tudinally in to smaller pieces. ' 

Rip. To cut a log or board lengthwise, parallel to the fibres. 
Sash gang sawmill. A lumber-sawing machine with a heavy frame 

supporting a sash that carries straight saw-blades. The sash works 
in vertical slides, and is driven up and down by an eccentric shaft 
from below. 

Saw through and through. To make all cuts on the log parallel. Syn. Saw 
alive. 

Saw for grade. To cut from three or more faces of the log, or to saw 
radially, in order to recover the best grades of material from the 
log. Syn. Saw around. 

Setworks. The mechanism on a sawmill carriage by means of which the 
kne~ are advanced to push the log toward the saw-line in prep
aratiOn for a new cut. 

Slab. The first piece cut off the side of a log, with bark on one face. 
Usually wasted. 

Stationary sawmill. A sawmill that has a permanent location. 
Taper sawing. Sawing parallel to the bark of a log or bolt. Usually 

produces more high-grade lumber in which the grain runs the full 
length of the board. 

Tension. To make a circular or band-saw more loose in the centre, in 
order that the saw will be straight when the cutting edge expands 
with centrifugal force generated in cutting. 

Throat. On a saw, the rounded cavity in which sawdust accumulates 
and is carried from the cut. Syn. Gullet. 

Trimmer. A battery of crosscut saws used to trim the ends of lumber to 
even lengths. 
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ABSTRACT 

In changing from an abundance to a paucity of virgin forest resources and in creating a surplus of exotic softwood 
stands, and developing a new sawmill technique for their exploitation, New Zealand has compressed into a span of 
twenty years an experience which in North America may well spread over a century. It has used the same types of 
equipment as North America and though never under the same production pressure it has found them needlessly 
wasteful. For the sawing of large logs it agrees that conversion on an individual basis is correct in principle, but believes 
that the needless bashing of carriages in the turning of logs so that these may be sawn to greatest sales advantage is a 
challenge to the ingenuity of American designers in the interest not only of better maintenance and operation, but of 
more accurate sawing and forest conservation. The author anticipates the day when large logs wil be cushioned into 
carriage chucks and rotated, advanced and retarded by electronic controls in such manner as to allow double, taper and 
quarter sawing, and so forth. But for the conversion of all small logs New Zealand experience indicates that double 
sawing of classified logs- a true application of mass production to sawmilling- is the only economical means of working 
up much of the forest material at present wasted in North America. For any sawmilling, however, to function with max• 
imum efficiency in the realm of forest conservation the author insists upon both vertical and horizontal integration, 
tying up logging with sawmills, pulp and paper plants and plywood factories, etc., so that all may share common wood· 
yard, steam and power and engineering facilities, use one another's waste to mutual advantage and secure raw material 
at minimum costs. 

GENERAL 

The importance of sawmill techniques in the field of 
forest conservation stems from two considerations: 

(a) That lumber and structural timbers consume almost 
one-third of the total annual wood cut of the entire civzlized 
world, and 

(b) That in the usage of man-power and in the employ
ment of other raw materials and of power, equipment, plant 
and finance, sawmilling is the most economic means of con
verting raw forest material into usable products. 

New Zealand's recent experience in the evolution of a 
sawmill technique is both significant and peculiar significant 
because it covers a period of change from an abundance to a 
paucity of virgin forest resources, and peculiar, because by 
reason of the extraordinary rapidity of exotic forest growth 
in the Dominion it has been possible to create within the 
compass of a single generation an abundance if not a wrplus 
of exotic softwood resources necessitating the development of 
an entirely new sawmill technique. 

THE INDIGENOUS FORESTS OF NEW ZEALAND 

Characteristically the exploitable virgin forests have been 
softwood stands- even-aged and over mature. Trees have been 
large, often only a few to the acre, and in most stands there 
has been no net increment, new growth being offset by decay. 
As judged by the softwoods of the northern temperate zone 
the New Zealand softwoods are very durable and capable 
of withstanding much ill treatment in both manufacturing 
and use. 

The history of land use in New Zealand follows the usual 
colonizing pattern the demand for farming land had to be 
satisfied at any cost, and forestry languished, with wastage of 
timber rife at every stage of conversion. It is a sad commentary 
on the landowning pressure of the nineteenth century that 
for every acre usefully exploited for lumber ten acres of 
valuable forest were sacrificed to land·dearing fires; sometimes 
to grow only one blade of grass where two trees grew before. 

Only the larger high quality trees of the more durable wood
yielding species were logged, enormous quantities of valuable 
timber in the form of smaller and rougher trees and logs and 

of less durable species being left to burn subsequently. In the 
sawmills only the more durable heartwood was converted into 
sawn goods and virtually only defect-free grades found a ready 
sale. These conditions ruled for eighty years. 

INDIGENOUS SAWMILLING PRACTICES 

As in the development of the North American industry 
based on a similar virgin resource, sawmilling practices passed 
rapidly through the entire gamut of equipment pit-saw, 
frame-saw with split-top travelling carriage, circular-saws with 
similar carriages and small benches, band-saws with side-set
ting-up or Pacific carriages, deal frames and Hat-top circular
saw benches with or without mechanical feed, the latter known 
in New Zealand as "breast" or "belly" benches. With the 
exception of the deal frame all are inherently inaccurate in 
the production of lumber. 

Without exception the basic concept of sawing throughout 
the whole history of New Zealand indigenous forest exploita
tion has been the conversion of logs on an individual basis, 
each log or each baulk produced from it being turned as oflen 
as necessary in order to cut the timber to the best sales ad
vantage. According to whether it is a buyers' or a sellers' 
market the timber is more or less accurately sawn and graded 
but characteristic of most of the equipment employed there 
has always been considerable variation in thickness necessitat
ing a heavy overcut and corresponding wastage. 

MODERN FORESTRY IN NEW ZEALAND 

In 1919 New Zealand found itself facing a serious shortage 
of all the indigenous timbers, and forestry first became a 
signiticant national activity with the decision in 1925 to 
establish a supplementary forest capital resource in the form 
of rapidly grown exotic softwoods. Under the impact of earlier 
forestry booms some exotic softwood stands had been es· 
tablished with considerable success, and the objective of the 
new policy was to expand the production of exotic softwood 
lumber in order to eke out the remaining supplies of virgin 
timber, and place the indigenous forests on a sustained yield 
basis. 

The original Forest Service objective was to establish 250,000 
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acres over the ten year period 1926-1935, but forestry entered 
upon a company promotion era during which over 300,000 
acres were established by private bond selling companies, so 
that by the end of this ten year period the exotic softwood 
forests in the country had expanded to over 800,000 acres. 
With other planters concentrating upon insignis pine (Pinus 
radiata) as the fastest growing species available, the Forest 
Service adopted a policy of using a diver~ity of species with 
a view of minimizing the risk of decimation of individual 
species by epidemic, insect and fungal attack. 

'Ili'E DEVELOPMENT OF EXOTIC SOFTWOOD SAWIN(; PRACTICES 

IN NEW ZEALAND 

Most of the exotic softwood lumber produced in New Zea
land prior to 1939 was secured from shelter-belt trees planted 
by early settlers, Typically they were large and heavily later
ailed with a fairly high percentage of heartwood. It was natural 
that the fairly large logs yielded by these trees should be 
worked up with existing sawmill equipment, but as the older 
and more mature trees were cut out the size of logs decreased 
and no matter how much the logs were turned in sawing it 
was impossible to cut the timber to better advantage. In 1930 
it became clear that application of the indigenous concept of 
sawing logs on an individual basis to exotic soflwood con
version was seriously open to question. It was quite certain 
that with orthodox equipment production costs would be 
excessively high, and it was decided to re-examine the whole 
question of sawing technique both in New Zealand and 
abroad. 

Not unexpectedly, most of the American authorities be
lieved that some solution based on the use of band-sawing 
could be evolved. but it was found that in actual practice the 
poorer the quality and the smaller the size of log economically 
converted the further removed the sawing practices appeared 
to be from individualistic treatment on the conventional 
Pacific can-iage and band-saw. Two outstanding cases are 
cited. The first was the working up of small poor-grade logs 
near MontreaL The mill was equipped with two circular saws 
(alongside one another) which slabbed the log's, two sides as 
they were carried through the saws by a chain-feed working 
in a trough. The cants went to a Wicks deal frame for sawing 
into boards, while the slabs were worked up on a mechanically
fed circular resaw equipped with merry-go-round handling. 
The other instance was a Bolinders gang working in Mass
achusetts. This converted small rough logs into boards, which 
were seasoned with bark intact, and later converted to box 
shooks first by crosscutting and then by edging, the whole 
objective being maximum yield. The average diameter of the 
logs handled in both operations was usually between eleven 
and fourteen inches. 

Later investigations in Northern Europe highlighted the 
inherent sawing accuracy of log-frame equipment and the 
possibility of combining minimum waste with maximum rate 
of production by the use of two high speed frames per pro
duction line for group or diameter class sawing. Whilst it was 
realized that the straight or gun-barrel form of Scandinavian 
logs would allow log-frame equipment to give both a higher 
production and less waste than when operating on the New 
Zealand logs it was not until double log-frame sawing was 
actually brought into operation that its full potentialities and 
value were appreciated and developed. 

A conventional two frame staggered production line was 

adopted along with inch diameter grouping of logs, the 
spacing of the saws in the frames being altered from day to 
day to deal with the log groups of different diameters, and 
give the maximum yield and minimum waste. As soon as 
large-scale logging was instituted it was evident that even by 
reducing standard log length to 16 ft., the forest was yielding 
70 per cent of logs with a sweep of over three inches. For
tunately most of the logs carried a sweep in only one plane, 
and a technique was finally evolved whereby logs with their 
sweep in the vertical plane were sawn in the first frame to 

yield a wide central cant and one or two boards on eath side. 
The resulting cant turned on its side with the sweep in the 
horizontal plane wa~ sawn in the second frame to tallow the 
sweep of the Jog thus yielding a number of boards with a 
corre~ponding swfep. By careful piling and weighting the 
sweep was entirely removed with subsequent kiln drying or 
air seasoning. 

The outstanding results of this technique are as follows: 

(a) The increased yield of useable lumber is one board-toot 
per cubic foot as compared with conventional circular or 
band-saw and can-iage and bench conversion. On an average 
sized log of II in. the yield is approximately 6.5 board-ft. per 
cub. ft. as compared with 5.5 board-ft. per cub. ft. for circular 
sawing. 

(b) With logs sawn to a standard length of 16 ft., and an 
average of 14 ft. the average length of sawn timber is 13 ft. 
4 in. as compared with only II ft. for a circular saw conversion 
rate of 5.7 board-ft. per cub. ft. 

(c) The timber is sawn so accurately and kiln dried and 
graded so efficiently that according to both New Zealand and 
Australian users the wastage in recutting and finishing is often 
as low as 3 per cent as compared with a ruling wastage of from 
13 to 17 per cent for circular-sawn lumber. The over-all 
economy from standing forests to final manufactured products 
represents an extra yield of 20 per cent, and in both unit 
operating and unit investment costs, the large productiOn log
frame mills show substantial economies over all other types 
of operation - large or small. 

MAXIMUM ECONOMIES ATTAINABLE ONLY THROUGH INTEGRATION 

Important as this contribution may be to forest conservation 
it represents but a small fraction of the realizable economy in 
the utilization of raw forest material by appropriate integra
tion of sawmillmg· with pulp and paper manufacture and 
other forms of conversion. Aside from the capital, operating 
and overhead economies which can be effected by large pro
duction units, there are the more important savings to be 
derived from the allocation of the various sizes, forms and 
grades of raw forest produce and waste for working into 
finished products by the most economic means of conversion. 
The importance of this fact is best illustrated by the FAO 
estimate that if both the logging and milling waste now 
attached to the world production of timber could be as fully 
utilized as it has been in Sweden by its integrated pulp and 
sawmilling industries, then the world output of pulp could 
be quadrupled or increased from a current level of 25 million 
tons to 100 million tons per year. 

Most means of conversion have optimum operating wn
ditions for producing a high quality article to sell at the lowest 
possible price. Quite often individual producers of one dass 
of product are unable to achieve these optimum conditions, 
whereas if plants are combined the various classes of raw 
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naterial may be· allocated to ensure the attainment of op
.imum conditions for all means of conversion. A sawmill and 
mlp scheme now being sponsored by the New Zealand 
}overnment provides a case in point. Logs in full tree length 
>ften up to 60ft., are to be transported to a common yard for 
:rosscutting, barking and allocation to several plants, all served 
>y the same power, steam and engineering facilities. l'or a 
og-frame sawmill with five production lines all fairly straight 
ogs down to a minimum top and diameter of 11 in. will be 
lllocated. By this means the mill will be assured of operat· 
ng at a profit on even the smallest-sized logs being sawn. 
Jltimately when high-class butt logs free of knots are pro· 
luced, selected cuts will be allocated to a plywood factory. 
F'rom thinnings and top logs including salvaged ;,hort wood 
from the logging operations straight material with a maximum 
. 1eartwood content of 10 per cent suitable for grinding will 
be secured for the newsprint mill. The remainder of the wood 
1vailable from this forest, including all rough and crooked 
wood of any size, together with straight, medium-sized logs 
too small for economic sawing or with too much heartwood 
[or grmding will be chipped for chemical pulp and likewise 
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all the sawmill waste. Fuel for a central power plant will be 
secured from the bark and rejected knots and fines from the 
pulp chip screens. By this means the pulp and paper mill will 
be securing suitable material at a minimum of cost. The same 
will apply to the sawmill and eventually to the plywood 
plant, but these very desirable objectives are wholly dependent 
upon the over-all integration of the various plants served by 
a common wood yard from which the ne<.essary allocation of 
the most suitable raw material can be made. In ir;, initial phase 
the scheme has been planned to give an annual production of 
70 million board ft. of sawn timber, 60,000 tons of newsprint 
and printing papers and 30,000 tons of sulphate pulp. The 
second phase of development provides for a still further 
production of 60,000 tons of newsprint and printing papers 
and 45,000 tons of pulp . 

It may, therefore, be said that only by integration can any 
sawmill technique fulfil the test of being fully economical as 
a conservation measure by the usage of a minimum of raw 
material as well as of power, equipment, plant, man-power 
and finance. 

ABSTRACT 
1. Introduction 
(a) Paper confined only to practices on "hardwoods" in Siam. 
(b) Available forests and woods: Vastly mixed character. All State-owned. Woods extremely varied. Selective 

fellings. 
(c) Sawmills: There are 302 - estimated capacity 4,900 cub. metres per day of nine working hours. Grouped as 

large, medium and small. 
(d) Milling methods- distinctive for teak and other woods. 
2. Sawmill Practices - vary in each group: 
(a) I.arge mills ( 6)-conveniently situated for handling large heavy logs and for shipping facilities. Use more me chan• 

icallabour-saving appliances. Supplemented with auxiliary mtlls or recovery plants. 
(b) Medium mills ( 68) -designed more or less after large mills, but on smaller scales and more manual labour. Some 

in the vicinity of forests. Practised special technique of "halting" round logs. 
(c) Small mills (228) -cheap and simple in fittings- adapted to low capital cost. More manual labour. Many in 

forests. Practical as forest mills and for recovery of rejected trees and off-cuts or trees cut in clearings for agriculture 
etc. - Source of benefits to men with the will to do but with small capital, and rural areas. Practise technique of 
"sliding-board". 

3. General: 
(a) I.ay-out. 
(b) Renovation of discarded saws. 
(c) Seasoning of lumber. 
(d) International standard grading and grouping of timber. 
(e) Cheap hydro-electrical power for economic working, conserving and extending resource. 

INTRODUCTIOS 

This paper refers only to sawmill practices on dicotyle
donous "hardwoods" within the Kingdom of Siam. 

Available forests and woods 

The forests, all State-owned, are mainly of vastly mixed 
characters. Fellings are generally selective. Woods are ex
tremely varied in kinds, growth and general properties. 

Sawmills 

There are 302 mills with estimated capacity of about 4,900 
cub. metres (log measurement) per day of nine working hours. 
Nominally they are of three groups: 

Large mills - with capacity from 70 cub. metres and over 

per day are, as a rule, operated by those who had secured 
concession of timber tracts etc. that ensures sufficient and 
regular supply of rough logs for a sufficiently long period. 
There are six of them with combined capacity of about 
660 cub. metres per day. 

ltfedium mills which are capable of handling :10 cub. metres 
and over per day are mostly run by those whose sources of 
rough timber supply are somehow uncertain or irregular. Out 
of a total of sixty-eight mills with a daily capacity of about 
2,100 cub. metres, twenty-seven are crowded in Bangkok to 

such extent that supply of rough logs could hardly be main
tained with the result that many of them were often forced to 
part-time working. The rest are scattered in different pro
vinces, some in forests. 
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Small mills are those which cut less than 30 cub. metres per 
day. Out of total of 228 with combined daily capacity of about 
2,140 cub. metres, 54 are situated in Bangkok, the remaining 
174 are scattered in different provinces of which more than 
half are in or near the forests. They are mostly owned by 
persons with small capital and in many cases represent a 
conspicuous human effort and zeal. They play an important 
part in the development of the timber industry and the rural 
areas, as developed below. 

Milling methods 

Technically, two are distinctive: teak milling and milling 
of other woods. 

Teak milling: On account of its irregular shape and uneven 
quality, the milling of teak proceeds on different lines from 
that of other woods of more regular growth. It is more difficult 
to saw up rough teak logs in the most economical manner, 
since each log or each breaking·down cut has to be carefully 
examined and decision taken on its individual merits or on 
how it turns out, in order to convert it to the best advantage. 
This demands skill and experience. But, as teak is so valuable 
and is used for so many purposes, great and small, conversions 
of any length and size can be utilized; and this eliminates 
much of the wastage which would otherwise occur. Hence, 
some mills were designed for highly specialized sawing of teak 
exclusively. 

Mtlling of other woods: For other woods, such as Dipiero· 
carp spp., Shorea spp., Pentacme spp., Vatica spp., Ani~optera 
spp., Hopea spp., Amoora spp., Cedrella toona, Sandoricum 
indicum, Adina cordifolia and some soft Sterculia and Tetra
meles spp. whose shape and quality are more regular, it is 
easier to saw up rough logs in the most economical manner, 
and a contract-rates system is often employed in place of 
wages. 

SAWMILL PRACTICES 

As techniques vary within each group, comments by group 
are advisable: 

Large sawmills 

Large sawmills are all steam driven and situated on the 
banks of rivers or canals where handling of large heavy logs 
is economically possible at all time, and within convenient 
reach oi seaports or harbours, for shipping facilities. For long 
run economies they are fitted with vertical or horizontal log 
band-saws and band-resaws, where only teak and other soft or 
moderately hard timbers are dealt with. While, owing to 
shortage of band-resaws, or for financial or other reasons, the 
combination of log band-saws and circular resaws and deal 
frame-saws is widely practised, greater savings in timber and 
workmg costs could be effected if suitable band-resaws are 
used. With harder timbers, for which the present available 
band-saws are not adaptable, larger log circular-saws up to 
seven feet in diameter or large reciprocating log horizontal
saws are used for breaking-down for circular-resaws and deal 
frame-saws. Mechanical log-turners are installed in mills with 
heavy type log band-saws. 

Electric or steam-driven gantry cranes and log-hauling 
chains are used for conveyance of rough logs from rivers or 
log-ponds to the platforms or bottoms of slip-ways for washing 
and examination prior to hauling up to the breaking-down 
saws, after recutting to shorter lengths, if necessary, by me
<:hanical cross-butting saws. For conveying heavy conver-

sions and squares, overhead gantry cranes are used withou 
exception, though sliding trough~ and slip-down-ways an 
generally retained for reasons of economy. For further eco 
nomical working, the mechanical "chain lift" system has beer 
generally approved for floatable logs in place of gantry, haul 
ing chain and slip-way. 

Mechanical chain conveyances, made of wood or steel, an 
used for lighter materials and slabs from bench to bench anc 
to the sorting depots where the materials are graded anc 
passed into stockyards by trollies. In some mills grading is dom 
at docking-benches simultaneously with tallying. Firewood 
shavings, sawdust etc. are carried by chain and belt wn· 
veyances with specially contrived holders or receptables to the 
bins or dumping places for mill furnace fuel or for sale. 

Large mills are more or less supplemented by auxiliary mill~ 
or special wood-working machines for turning out finished 
products and reconverting off-cuts etc. to small materials, such 
as flooring-blocks, roofing-shingles, railway-keys, small fur
niture parts, sawdust briquettes etc. to special and general 
requirements. 

Seasoning of lumber, air and kiln, is practised in some mills. 

In a Government mill which was designed to saw various 
kinds of wood for general requirements, a destructive wood 
distillation pilot plant is operated for manufacturing charcoal 
and recovery of wood by-products in form of "pyroligneus" 
acid which, in tum, produces many useful chemicah from mill 
off-cuts. 

Medium sawmills 

Medium sawmills are in many cases designed more or less 
after the manner of large mills, but on a smaller scale, and 
with more manual labour employed. In this group more 
reciprocating log horizontal saws are used, owing to lower cost 
in price and installation, simplicity of manipulation and 
capacity to cut harder woods, smooth cut and narrow kerf. 
A large log horizontal-saw is more readily capable of breaking 
down larger round logs than either a large log circular--saw 
or twin breaking-down saw. Its chief disadvantage is its com
parative slowness which, however, is generally reckoned to be 
compensated by saving timber in saw kerf, accuracy and better 
finish. Two log horizontal saws have been proved to equal the 
capacity of one log circular saw, with the same number of 
workmen. The log frame-saw has been generally discarded, 
owing to its limited cutting range. 

One outstanding technique practised in this group of mills, 
which is not yet known to the writer to have been practhed 
anywh(;re else, is the manner of "halfing-out" round logs which 
arc too large to break down in the ordinary way by the avail
able large log circular-saw. By this method logs up Lo 7 ft. 
in maximum diameter have been successfully tackled. This is 
done with the available friction-feed steel rack-bench log 
circular-saw which is commonly used all over the country -
by taking off the fence and making the first diameter-cut to 
the centre of the log. The log is then turned over and another 
diren cut made from the opposite direction to meet the first 
cut. If the log is too large and both kerfs do not meet, wooden 
wedges are driven in to split it open. As most large logs are 
hollow in the centre or have a spongy heart, breaking is thus 
facilitated. Wooden cleats and steel chained-clamps are used 
to steady the log and to keep the split halves in position until 
the cut-through is completed. Large cleat-like wooden blocks 
or bags of sawdust are placed at proper intervals along both 
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sides of the log to break heavy falling when the halves are 
released. The process requires skill and experience; but it is 
a most economical way to tackle large oversized logs with small 
and limited means. 

Hitherto, oversized logs were treated either by hand-sawing 
off one or more slabs or by chipping the sides, both expensive 
and wasteful methods, or otherwise the old trees were rejected 
and left in the forests to the detriment of younger stands and 
of regeneration. 

Small sawmills 

Small sawmills are situated in places near to the sources of 
rough timber or to marketing centres. They are either per
manently erected or semi-portable, dnven by steam engines, 
preferably locomotives, where water is available; otherwise by 
diesel engines, producer gas motors or electrical power. Some 
are fitted with a light reciprocating log horizontal-saw or log 
circular-saw, but many with only one roller-feed breast-bench 
circular-saw, a push-feeding table circular-saw, a deal frame
saw and a docking-saw or a so-called "(our-saw mill". Cheaper 
machines, locally made, are preferr-ed. Low capital cost is the 
aim. Comparatively more manual labour is employed. 

Mechanical wire-rope hauler with winding drum is generally 
used, especially with water-borne logs. Lifting and placing of 
logs on to the feeding carriage or rack is usually done by 
short-distance overhead hand-pull gantry. For small-sized or 
medium-sized logs, a chain-pulley block on a wood or steel-tube 
portable tripod lifts the logs on to the trolley which travels 
on steel or wooden rails from the timber-yard directly to a 
breaking-down bench. The swing-boom system has been ap
proved where larger numbers or bigger logs must be handled. 

About a hundred of these small mills are situated in or near 
the forests in the different provinces where bigger milh or 
the hauling of rough logs to distant mills is economically or 
technically not feasible. The mill owners are usually them
selves managers or bead-sawyers, which helps to reduce work
ing costs. Moreover, being in or near the forests, these small 
mills can conveniently saw freshly-cut timber- which is easier 
than dry or partly dry - before insect damage starts. Space for 
air-seasoning and stacking of lumber is amply available. Being 
light and simple in lay-out and erection, and easily transferred 
and set up in a comparatively short time, they make possible 
recovery of off-cuts and rejected trees not taken in large-scale 
felling or trees cut in clearings for agriculture. Thus, they 
enhance the value of forests through timber stand improve
ment and timber salvage. They are also adapted to forests 
where light and repeated fellings by small areas are prescribed 
for progressive regeneration. 

Portable or mobile mills had been tried many years ago but, 
nwing to the variety, large size and hardness of woods, they 
were found to be unprofitable. 

An outstanding technique practised by mills of this group, 
which run without breaking-down saw, is the use of what the 
writer calls "sliding-board" for breaking-down round logs 
without extra cost. This is done on a roller-feed breast-bench 
circular-saw by placing the log on a piece of sufficiently wide 
and long thick board resting in the bench and bench-truck, 
held by wooden cleats and the log's own weight after the 
manner of a rack-bench, with the side of the log which it is 
desired to slab off projecting out evenly. The board, after 
adjustment, is then made to slide straight on to the feeding 
rollers so that the projected portion feeds through the saw. 

WANARAKS 

After the first cut, the board is taken away, as the log can then 
hold itself on the bench. By this means, round logs up to 
26 in. in diameter can be tackled, by using a 4Yz ft. 10-11 
gauge circular-saw. 

Formerly, the breaking-down process by a breast-bench saw 
was done by first chipping off one side of the log to make a 
flat surface. With this newer technique, time, money and tim
ber have been recovered so that no less than a hundred mills 
are now working on it for cutting up teak and other woods 
both in town and in the forests. The process demands skill and 
is not recommended for very large logs. It is eminently suitable 
for deciduous Dipterocarp forests where trees are generally of 
small or medium size and where comparatively vast tracts still 
remain untapped as in the north and north-east where, given 
railway and road facilities a large supply could be extended 
and maintained. 

With increasing pressure for timber and as the workable 
areas are more and more extended, the small mill should 
continue to be more useful; either as a complete mill or a 
simple breaking-down unit. Opportunities are thus opened to 

men with the will to act but with small capital - to benefit 
themselves, the remote rural areas and the distressed areas of 
the world. 

The chief disadvantage of forest mills is the difficulty in 
disposing advantageously of off-cuts, slabs and surplus sawdust. 
To overcome this, off-cuts, etc., are turned to charcoal, using 
sawdust as pit-cover. 

GENERAL 

Lay-out 

The importance of this must not be ignored; faulty lay-out 
involves unnecessary handling and accident. 

Renovation of discarded saw-blades 

The turning and grinding down of thick gauged out-of.-use 
circular blades, which was generally practised during war-time, 
is still going on, due to continued high prices and shortagl·s of 
imported new blades. Odd as it may seem, this is the only 
way for a country which makes no blades itself to keep up. 
The present price of renovated blades is 25 per cent lower 
than new ones. 

The inserted tooth saw is not favoured, on account of its 
very low cutting standard and broader kerf. 

Seasoning of lumber 

As much a necessity as an economy, it results in reduction 
of transport costs and spoilage in transit, prevention of decay 
and insect damage, preparation for preservative treatment, 
increase in strength and creation of fairly stable conditions for 
use. This could be more economically and judiciously carried 
out at the mills. 

International grading and grouping of timber 

At present each country or large firm has its own grading 
specifications which often hampers handling and serve; as 
a source of corruption. International or regwnal grading 
specifications would help reduce handling costs and step up 
production. It is a big problem, but worth consideration, even 
for ordinary structural materials urgently needed for general 
rehabilitation, if not for all. 

Grouping of the various kinds of common utility wood 
which are closely identical in general properties as one "com
mercial" wood would greatly help to ease production, reduce 
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working costs, as well as improve and consolidate forest capital 
assets. 

Cheap electric power 

Hydro-electric projects which are under Government con
sideration, will, apart from effecting further economic working 
of the sawmills, instantaneously conserve sawdust for domestic 
and other uses- by processing to briquettes or the like which, 
in turn, will help conserve large quantities of wood now 
consumed as firewood and charcoaL For example, a single 
power-unit nearest to Bangkok generating about 40,000-
50,000 kw., would save, just in sawdust from mills in Bangkok 
alone (84) the equivalent of about 50,000 cub. metres of solid 
wood yearly and about 240,000 cub. metres of same from rail
ways and other industrial plants in twenty provinces which 
consume firewood annually. These savings would go very far 
in extending and conserving the forest resource. The project 

------------··---··-------·-

has been estimated to cost about $US SO million, but rhe 
mere saving to forests alone would be tremendous, to say 
nothing of over-alllarge-scale national development. 
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A Brief Account of the Progress of the Swedish Saw Mill 
Industry 
C. F. KASTMARK 

Rationalization has proceeded more or less intermittently 
in the Swedish sawmill industry ever since its development 
into an export industry some hundred years ago. 

To begin with, the machinery was confined to frame-saws 
and circular-saws for cutting up the timber into deals and 
boards. Most of the transport connected with Lh<' work was 
done manually. 

In the last thirty years, progress has been rapid, as befits the 
highly-developed economic exploitation of the industry, both 
in respect of machine equipment for production and storage 
and of the utilization of the sawmill waste. All the large export 
sawmills have today adopted the follc>wing basic principles of 
organization: 

1. One hundred per cent operating reliability, both of the 
mechanical devices and in respect of stoppages of work. 

2. Minimum of manual labour. 
3. Reduction or elimination by mechanical means of heavy 

manual labour. 
4. Steady, continuous working throughout the year. 
5. Maximum yield of sawn wood. 
6. Utilization of the sawmill waste for making one or more 

products for export or for the home market. 

As regards point 5 (maximum yield of sawn wood), the 
qualities of steel now available for saw-blades permit an 
exactitude of ± one sixty-fourth in. in thickness and width, 
as well as small waste and large production. 

As regards point 6 (utilization of sawmill waste), any large 
pieces of waste wood were formerly used for making charcoaL 
and sawdust was used as fuel in the power-generating plant. 
Later, all wood was separated from the waste and the rest 
distilled in charcoal kilns, producing valuable by-products. 
The charcoal is used by the Swedish ironworks. 

Now most of the waste is used as raw material for the making 
of sulphate pulp, wood-fibre boards, etc. In sawmills where 
steam-power is replaced by electric-power, the sawdust is used 
to generate steam for the artificial drying o[ the sawn wood 
and various other purposes. 

In recent years the logs have been barked at the sawmills 
instead of in the forests. The bark obtained is compressed and 
used with advantage as fuel when mixed with sawdust. 

This brief account shows that the forest product is well 
utilized in the Swedish sawmills. 
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Saw-Mill Techniques in Belgium1 

RAYMOND ANTOINE 

THE POSITION IN BELGIAN SAWMILLS 

Belgium has no special sawmill technique in the strict sense 
of the word. 

The dispersal o£ the timber stands, the advantage in erecting 
sawmills close to centres of population and the resulting 
diversity both of the incoming timber and of the sawn wood 
rule out the possibility of large-scale or scientifically planned 
sawmills. 

The stockyards are generally well organized but the timber 
is not graded by type or dimemions. At best it is sorted by 
species. 

The stockyards are equipped with overhead cranes, rubber
tired tractors or narrow-gauge railways. 

Logs are cut into lengths on the spot by means of cl1ain
saws or reciprocating saws in the case of logs with a diameter 
greater than one metre. 

A1.achinery 
In Belgium only band-saws (no reciprocating saws) are used 

for sawing large pieces. 
Large sawmills generally have one to three band-saws; 

medium and small sawmills have one, the diameter of the 
wheel varying from 1.1 metres to 1.6 metres. 

Other work is sawn on band-saws with fixed or independent 
tables, roller feed veneer saws, >lab-saws or circular-saws. 

The tools 
Normally the saws have one type of blade only. the width 

being proportional to the width of the rim and the depth to 
the diameter of the wheel. 

The tension is determined by trial and error in the light of 
the sawyer's experience. 

The toothing is generally of the "gum" type, set by torsion. 

The space varies from 30 mm. to 40 mm. in the case of 
log-saws. 

These features are generally adopted empirically. Sometimes 
a process of trial and error has led to the choice of one type 
of toothing rather than another. 

The use of "gum" toothing makes it possible to reduce the 
number of teeth per second; this toothing also has the ad
vantage of being easily adjusted. 

The types of timber converted are governed by the very 
varied requirements of customers. 

The forward movement of the carriage is generally semi
automatic, that is automatic as regards feeding movements, 
lateral disengagement and the return of the logs to their 
initial position. 

Because of the range of timber cut and the fact that the 
hoards are of widely varying thickness manual adjustment, 
independent of the dividing movements, is preferred. 

The angle of attack is generally fixed by the manufacturer 
of the band and is of little concern to the sawyer. Sometimes 
the setter reduces the angle for hardwood estimating by eye. 

It may be added that in some sawmills poplar as well as 
greenheart is sawn. Apart from the rate of feeding the only 
difference seems to be the labour of the saw. 

1 Original text: French. 

Most of our sawyers pass from one species of wood to another 
without changing the band until the band marks the wood. 

Utiliwtion of waste 

The waste material from circular-saws generally yields small 
secondary pieces (framing strips etc.). 

The slab-saws make it possible to recover as much wood as 
possible from the slabs for use as firewood. 

Owing to the proximity of the town, there is a large market 
for this type of waste. 

Products for special use- wood paving blocks for factories 
or timber-yards, or wedges - are often obtained from the ends 
of logs. 

Some sawmills send their waste-wood to fibre-board factories 
when the cost of transport is not too high. 

The sawdust problem is more important. Most of the large 
sawmills generate their own electric-power and steam. In •uch 
cases all the sawdust is consumed in the factory and serves to 
generate power. 

The sawdust is burned in boilers equipped with fore 
hearths. 

Some sawmills have a normal output of 800 kw. a day. 

Most sawmills however merely burn their sawdust to no 
purpose. 

The solution would probably be to use the sawdust to 
manufacture compressed boards or for chemical extraction. 
The problem however is far from being solved in view of the 
large number of small sawmills as well as the variety of woods 
used. 

The two most important problems in our opimon are 
(I) the adaptation of the toothing to the species sawn or at 
least the determination of the optimum toothing in cases 
where the types of wood sawn are too varied; (2) the adapta~ 
tion of the machines to the dimensions of the timber to be 
sawn. 

THE PROBLEM OF THE T001H!NG TO BE USED 

l. We have made some experiments with a view to deter
mining the specific work on various types of timber with the 
too things generally employed in most of the sawmills as against 
the specific work used by the same toothings swage-set. 

We have simply determined in a series of cases the work 
without load and the work expended at the tool in terms of 
wattmetres: 

The first results are an indication of the irrational utili
zation of saw-blades. Thus there is a greater expenditure of 
effort for spruce than for oak with a blade with toothing 
suitable for oak where 

spacing of teeth S 
width of saw W 
angle of attack tX 

35mm. 
120 mm. 
16 degrees. 

As far as possible the woods tested have the same degree 
of humidity. It will be seen that there is an increase in the 
work expended at the tool at the extremities of the iog because 
of the greater degree of drying. 

In the case of spruce planks with a constant width of 
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Thickness R.p.m. Work with- Width incm. Power expenditure in lew. 
No. of plank Length metres in mm. out load lew. 1 2 3 

1 flitch .............. 4.00 25 540 4.7 
2 flitch .............. 4.00 25 
3 flitch .............. 20 
4 flitch .............• 20 
5 flitch .............. 75 

6 flitch .............. 1.50 + 1.40 540 4.8 
7 flitch .............. 4.00 25 
8 flitch .............. 25 
9 flitch .... , ......... 20 

10 flitch .............. 20 
II flitch .............. 75 
12 flitch ............ , . 30 
13 flitch .............. 25 
14 flitch .............. 25 
15 flitch .............. 25 
16 flitch .............. 25 
17 flitch .............. 75 
18 flitch .............. 75 

19 flitch .............. 4.00 75 
20 flitch .............. 20 
21 flitch ..... ........ 25 
22 flitch ....•......... 25 

23 flitch .............. 20 
24 flitch .............. 40 
25 flitch •....•...•.... 2mm. 

28 em. there is an expenditure of 19.3 kw. at each end as 
against 17.3 in the middle or 1,968 kgmjs (26.2 hp.) against 
1,764 kgmfs (23.5 hp.). 

There is also a fairly rapid increase of work expended due 
to the wearing of the cutting edge of the teeth. A band will 
use 6.0 kw. at the beginning of operations in tl1e case of planks 
of native oak 20 em. deep and 13.4 kw. after 48 sq. metres. 

The linear speed is constant throughout, 2.375 metres per 
minute. 

It will also be observed that in the case of pedunculate oak 
our figures for power consumption generally show a number 
of kilowatts approximately equal to half the width of the 
planks. In the case of torsion set bands with planks of the 
following widths: 

Width in 
centimetres 

18 ........... . 

Power consumption 
in lew. 

9 
19 
21 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

25 
27 
29 
32 

11 
13 
14 
15 
16 

In an initial comparative experiment, a spring set band was 
replaced by a band with swage set teeth in the middle of a cut. 
It should be noted that apart from the type of set, the bands 
have the same characteristics: 

Angle of attack = 16 degrees. Space 35 mm. Width 
= 120 mm. (in all cases for "gum" teeth). 

One of the best tables obtained is reproduced above. 
Planks l to 5 and 19 to 25 were sawn with a spring set band. 
Planks 6 to 18 were sawn using a swaged band. 

It should be observed that the sawing was much more 
regular in the first case than in the second (marks in the 

Knot 
42 25 26 20.0 14.0 20.8 
46.5 37 34 24.0 21.0 22.0 
51 38 39 26.0 19.0 22.0 
53 45 44 33.0 18.0 18.0 
57 52.5 55 20.0 13.0 15.(} 

27 23 Knot 11.0 
24 13 21 9.0 10.0 10.1} 
21 23 32 9.0 9.0 I 1.0' 
27 32 36 11.0 10.0 10.0· 
30.5 35.5 42 12.0 12.0 12.0 
46 53.5 51.5 16.0 15.0 16.0 

17.5 9.0 
20 9.0 
20 9.0 9.0 
20 20 8.6 10.0 11.0 

20 20 20 10.0 11.0 10.0 
20 20 20 10.4 11.0 10.4 
20 20 20 10.4 11.6 10.4 

20 20 20 24.0 20.0 28.0 
20 20 22.0 20.0 12.0 
20 20 25.0 17.0 
20 20 20 18.0 9.0 18.0 

(sapwood) 
20 20 20 16.0 15.0 16.0 
20 20 20 20.0 16.0 14.0 
20 20 20 18.0 18.0 18.0 

planks) because of the difficulty of swaging toothing correctly. 

The difference is very marked. Let us take for example 
planks 17 to 18 and 19, all 4 metres long, 20 em. broad and 
75 mm. deep. 

The spring set saw requires 24 kw. at the beginning, 20 in 
the middle and 28 at the end. 

The swaged band requires only lOA kw. at the beginning. 
11.3 in the middle and 10.4 at the end. The output is identical 
i.e., 0.01866 sq. metres a second, the rate of feed being 5.60 
metreo a minute. 

The work without load being 4.7 kw. as against 4.8 kw. for 
the swaged toothing, the work at the tool, in the middle ol 
planks will be 6.2 kw. for swaged too thing, or a specific work of 

6,200 X 100 
we= 

186
_
6 

= 3,322.5 w., 

or 338.895 kg. per second (4.5 hp.). 

On the other hand the spring set toothing will give 15,300 w . 
or a specific work of 

15,320 X 100 
we= 186.6 8,210 w., 

or 837.420 kg. per second (ll.l6 hp.). 

Several other experiments have been made on the same lines 
on about 60 logs. 

The results are sometimes less clear although the advantages 
of the swaged toothing are apparent in each case. 

Other tests, as yet inconclusive, undertaken with a view to 
the adoption of toothing other than "gum" toothing, arc 
clearly in favour of slanting or hook toothing. 

The following experiment on pedunculate oak was made 
with hook toothing, space 40 mm., width of band 120 mm.,. 

h. k 12 
t 1c ness 

10 
swage set: 
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Thickness R.p.m. Work with- Width in em. Power expenditure in kw. 
No. of plank Length metres in mm. out load kw. 1 2 3 

I flitch .............. 45 540 
2 flitch .............. 4.70 25 540 
3 flitch .............. 4.70 25 540 
4 flitch •............. 4.70 25 540 
5 flitch .............. 4.70 80 540 
6 flitch .............. 4.70 80 540 
7 flitch .........•.... 4.70 80 540 
8 flitch .............. 4.70 50 540 
9 flitch .............. 4.70 25 540 
0 flitch .............. 4.70 40 540 

It will be observed here that the total expenditure in kilo
vatts is generally less than one-third of the width of the plank. 

It may also be noted that the work wi[hout load was 
·enerally greater when bands with swaged teeth were used. 

The speed of the carriage being constant, the output will 
·ary in accordance with the depth of the boards. 

\Ve may take the average case of a plank ·16 em. deep and 
.o mm. thick: 

The work at the tool is 8.4 kw. or 866.8 kg. per second for 
.ook toothing. 

With a spring set band, with "gum" toothing, plank 48 em. 
ieep, 80 mm. thick, the work at the tool will be 14.2 kw. or 
(,448.4 kg. per second. 

On the other hand for oak planks 23 em. wide and 30 mm . 
. lick the expenditure at the tool is: 

One using spring set "gum" teeth 8.4 kw. 
Two using swage set "gum" teeth 4.2 kw. 
Three using hook teeth (S 40 mm.) 3.55 kw. 

CHOICE OF TYPK OF MACHINE 

The second question would seem to be the adaptation of the 
11achines to the dimensions of the timber to be sawn. 

I have observed that in Belgium most sawmills were 
~quipped with M3 or M4 machines with wheels 1.40 metres 
:o 1.60 metres in diameter requiring wide, thick bands. 

The width is not a disadvantage since it holds the kerf but 
irequently machines with rims of 18 em. and wider intended 
i<•r bands of the same width carry bands of 7.5 em., 8 em. and 
10 em. which do not match their shape and are frequently 
p!.aned to no purpose. 

As the thickness of the band is conditioned by the diameter 
)! wheel (generally 1 to 1,000) it would be of advantage to 
r<duce the latter to permit the use of thinner bands. Besides 
the fact that such bands require less work without load on 
~ccount of easier distortions, they convert substantially less 
timber into sawdust. 

The swaged tooth bands we used on saws 1.40 metre> in 
diameter left kerfs varying from 2.4 mm. to 2.7 mm. in width. 

The average of the trees sawn during our experiments is as 
follows: 

Oaks 
Beech 
Spruce 
Poplar 

Circuniference at centre 
1.18 metres (maximum 1.93 metres). 
!.34 metres (maximum !.71 metres). 
0.975 metres. 
1.900 metre;, (maximum 2.25 metres). 

5.0 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 

22 27 7.0 8.0 
29 34 8.4 9.0 

10 34 39 7.0 9.4 11.0 
21 38 42.5 9.0 10.4 12.0 
40 46 52 11.0 13.6 16.0 
45 47.5 56.5 15.6 15.6 15.6 
49 40.50 57.5 16.0 13.6 16.4 
38 10 42 11.0 13.8 12.4 
43 26.50 49 11.0 9.0 17.0 
45.5 35 52 13.0 12.6 17.0 

Take the case of a pedunculate oak, 1.25 metres in circum
ference over a length of 4 metre5 cut into 21 planks requiring 
20 cuts: 

The volume of the log (by circumference at centre) is 0.500 
cub. metres. 

The volume of timber converted into sawdust (average of 
area of cuts by width of kerf 2.5 mm.) is 0.0401 cub. metres or 
1 jl2.4 of the volume of the wood, or 8 per cent. 

\Vastage due to slabs is disregarded; only sawdust is taken 
into account. 

By using machines with wheels of 1.10 and 1.20 metres 
diameter with a kerf 1.8 mm. wide, it would be possible to 
reduce the waste of timber in sawdust to 6.76 per cent. a 
saving of 2.24 per cent of the wood. 

As sawmills generally handle 12 to 75 cub. metres a day a 
saving of from 0.268 to 1.680 cub. metres a day might be made. 

In large sawmills this might be achieved by a set of ma
chines. We have seen a saw of 1.60 metres diameter next to 
ours sawing rough chlorophora excelso timber 1.50 metres in 
diameter. 

However most of the small sawyers who buy a machine buy 
the largest they can afford on the theory that if very large 
timber is offered they will be able to convert it. 

It would be much more profitable for them to buy a smaller 
machine and consequently smaller band and motor and to 

have such exceptional wood sawn by better equipped col
leagues. 

SUMMARY 

In view of the empirical sawing practices in Belgium due to 
the great variety of timber sawn, an attempt should be made 
to discover a type of tooth adapted to the various species 
handled or perhaps a more economical standard toothing than 
those generally used. 

A first test proved the superiority of swaged, over £pring 
set, toothing as regards the power expenditure at the tool. 

A number of experiments are also favourable to the replace
ment of "gum" toothing by hooked or sloping toothing de
pending upon the angle of attack. 

Another important point for the conservation of the raw 
material would be the reduction of the waste or sawdust by 
the use of smaller machines with thinner bands which would 
suffice for the greater part of the timber handled in most of 
our sawmills. 
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Improvements 
GEORGE L. DRAKE 

FRED. C. SIMMONS 

• 1n Logging Techniques in the United States 

H. H. COLLET 
E. E. MATSON 

ABSTRACT 

The timbered regions of the United States, due to differences in topography, climate and size of trees, present 
different problems to the forester and logger, so that it is necessary to study each region by itself. 

In all regions certain changes are taking place, which affect logging technique: 
Replacement of the large virgin timber by young timber of smaller size. 
The increasing demand in certain regions for this young timber through the development of pulp mills. 
Closer utilization of the large virgin timber brought about through increased demand, so that left-overs after 

logging can pay their way. 
The lowering of road costs due to the advent of the bulldozer which has made practical the building of roads into 

stands of timber on steep ground. 
The perfecting of light-weight yet powerful machinery, especially on the Pacific Coast, to meet these conditions. 
Higher wage standards coupled with the scarcity of woods labour during the war period which speeded the devel· 

opment of mechanical equipment. 
From the standpoint of better forest management these improvements in logging technique are resulting in better 

utilization, making possible the practising of better silviculture. 

INTRODUCTION 

To understand fully the present trends in logging in the 
United States one must first have a grasp of the various forest 
conditions in the country. ·while the forests are typical ot the 
north temperate zone in which the United States lies, topo
graphy and climatic conditions vary so widely that the three 
main timbered sections present vastly different problems to 

the foresters and loggers. 

EASTERN SECTION 

The mixed conifers and hardwood forests of the North· 
eastern, Lake States, and southern Appalachians occur on 
ground ranging from gently rolling to mountainous. Little 
virgin timber remains, and on some areas the forest being 
harvested today is of different species from the original stand. 
The product is going into pulpwood rather than lumber in 
various forms. 

SOUTIIERN Plli<E REGION 

In the vast pine region of the South, ranging from Virginia 
to Texas, the virgin forests have been replaced by fast-growing 
stands of young timber which today furnishes the raw material 
for an expanding pulp industry. This region is still an im
portant lumber-producing area, but the fact that a major 
portion of the future timber crop will be utilized as pulp is 
having its effects on the changing logging techniques locally. 

PACIFIC COAST REGION 

On the Pacific Coast, especially in the Douglas fir and in 
the redwood regions, there still remain large stands of virgin 
timber, much of it on mountainous ground. The advent of 
the bulldozer, the unsung hero of lower road-construaion costs, 
has made it possible to build truck roads into areas inaccessible 
to railroads which formerly were the main means of trans
portation. Tailored to fit truck transportation, the trend is 
toward lighter yarders and loaders powered by high-speed 
diesel engines. 

Favourable marketing conditions coupled with a growing 
scarcity of high-grade timber have encouraged the utilization 

of material formerly left behind in logging because it would 
not pay its way. Special light machinery suitable for this clas~ 
of material and for the logging of smaller second growth ha! 
been developed. 

The American logger, like those of other countries, is a self· 
reliant, ingenious individual, constantly pitting his skill 
against Nature, and proud of his accomplishments. If he 
devises more efficient methods, they are not hid by factory 
walls from his competitors. Rather, he invites his competitors 
to visit his operation. Consequently most of the developments 
in machinery and technique are the result of the efforts of 
many men, each one improving over the other. 

While Biblical history tells little of the early logger and his 
problems, very likely during the discussion of how he was to 
furnish the timbers for the temple, King Hiram of Tyre 
boasted to King Solomon over a tankard of mead that he had 
the best he-loggers in the Near East; and if Solomon wanted 
the timber for the temple delivered on time, the loggers frolll 
the Lebanon Hills were the boys who could do it! 

Realizing that an individual in just one forest region of the 
United States could present only a very general picture ol 
logging methods for the country as a whole, the writer ha~ 
called upon three men familiar with conditions in their own 
region, to give their respective regional pictures. In the co 
operative spirit of the forester, they have responded ven· 
ably; and if this paper has any merit it is due to these gentle 
men. 

HARVESTING THE FOREST CROP 1 

IN THE NORTH-EAST AND THE LAKE STATES 

IMPROVEMENTS IN LOGGI!I<G TECHNIQUES 

Prior to the Second \Vorld War logging in the North-east 
and the Lake States was largely done by hand and horse 
methods. There was a considerable reservoir of old-time woods
men, proud of their skill with hand-tools, and suspicious of 

1 By Fred C. Simmons. 
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United States Forest Service 

Figure I. Bow-type gasoline powered chain saw. This type of frame 
t liminates much of the pinching trouble experienced with broad 

blade saws 

mechanical devices. The logging jobs were generally small and 
poorly financed and the timber small and scattered. 

Labour shortages during the war, and the high price of 
labour following it, together with the development of a large 
number of new mechanized logging tools, have brought about 
great changes. The old-time wood,man is fast disappearing. 
Many young men, returning from the armed services, have 
karned to appreciate, operate and maintain mechanical equip
ment. They have wanted to get into a business for themselves, 
and timber contracting seemed to offer a good opportunity. 

Logging jobs in this section of the United States are still 
t1•pically small; and the timber, due to war-time drain, is 
smaller and more scattered than ever before. 

The most generally useful mechanical tool for cutting this 
timber is the gasoline-powered chain-saw. A few models of 
chain-saws were available before the war, but they weighed 
rrcore than 100 lb.; they were temperamental and difucult to 
maintain, and they cost in the neighbourhood of $700. Due 
to developments in metallurgy and design, and a greater 
demand, post-war models of the two-man saw weigh as little 
a& 60 lb., parts and expert service are available in many com
munities, and the cost is around $400. In addition one-man 
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saws are on the market for cutting timber up to about 18 in. 
in diameter, weigh only about 30 lb. and cost around $300. 
Further improvements are being made almost daily. 

The electric powered chain-saw is also becoming a more 
useful tool. Development of high (180) cycle alternating cur
rent has made it possible to reduce the weight of a 2),1-hp. 
electric motor for mounting on the saw to 8 lb. A saw with a 
14-in. bar weighs 18 lb. The gasoline-electric generator unit 
to supply power for this saw weighs 129 lb., so two men can 
easily carry it around in the woods, where one of them does 
the sawing and the other does the necessary trimming and 
measuring, using an axe. 

More than 18,000 chain-saws are in use in the twelve North
eastern states. The circular saw mounted with a gasoline motor 
on wheels to be pushed around like a garden cultivator, and 
the circular saw mounted on the front end of a tractor, have 
not proved useful in the rough, brushy and rocky northern 
woods. 

The trend on many northern jobs is now to merely fell, limb 
and top the trees in the woods, and then to drag the entire 
tree length to the roadside. The crawler tractor, equipped with 
winch and sulky is the equipment most often used lor this 
latter job. This equipment is available in many sizes. Most 
popular are the diesel-powered machines in the 25-hp. to 
50-hp. range. Depending on size and condition of the ground, 
such machines can bring from 500 to l ,500 board-ft. of logs to 
the landing on each trip, and they can assemble their loads 
quickly ''lith the winch cable and the lifting action of the sulky 
fair lead. 

A smaller gasoline-powered crawler tractor, equipped with 
either a winch and sulky, or a hydraulic lift drawbar, is also 
becoming quite popular, in the smaller timber, and is doing 
surprising amounts of work. It generates about 18 drawbar 
horsepower. Recently one was observed bringing in four or 
five 30-ft. to 40-ft. tree-length sticks of pine per trip, averaging 
10 to 12 in. butt diameter. 

In the glaciated sections, where highly abrasive particles are 
present in the gravel, wood-using industries are very insistent 
on receiving clean logs. There the sled, which keeps the log 
completely off the ground, is used to transport logs in the 
summer as well as in the winter. This sled yarding has also 
been mechanized. Most of them are pulled these days by 
crawler tractors, and many of the tractors have been equipped 
with a winch and a boom at the rear, so that they can assemble 

United States Forest Service 

Figure 2. Portable electric one-man chain saw 
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their own loads of logs from where they have been left in the 
woods by the cutters. 

Cable-skidding over longer distances, never very successful 
in this section, seems to be gaining in popularity. One reason 
for this is that remaining stands of good timber are apt to be 
in extremely steep and rocky locations, difficult of access by 
horses or tractors. Another is that several very efficient new 
cable-skidding devices have been developed. The hydraulic 
torque converter drive ha!'> given the internal combustion 
motor the flexibility, and ability to take shocks without 
damage, formerly possessed only by steam. Preformed wire 
rope is easier to handle, and new rope fittings are highly 
efficient. New systems of rigging, taking advantage of the force 
of gravity and giving better control of the logs developed both 
in Switzerland and in this country, are highly promising. 

Much of the bucking of the trees into logs and bolts is now 
done at the landing. The chainsaw, either electric or gas 
powered, is frequently used to do this bucking. The old· 
fashioned reciprocating dragsaw, improved to make it cut 
faster and to be more trouble-free, is also used. Most promis· 
ing, however, are the semi-permanent circular-saw bucking-up 
plants. These range all the way from very simple devices, in 

United States Forest Service 

Figure 3. Crawler tractor equipped with winch and sulky 

which the pole is moved ahead under the saw, and then the 
saw pulled down into the cut, by hand, to elaborate machines 
with power feed for both the pole and the saw. 

One advantage of bucking at the landing is that it can be 
done there with a better trained crew and under closer super· 
vision. Consequently the tree length can be bucked up more 
intelligently and greater value obtained from its product. 

For pulpwood much experimentation is being done in 
chipping the wood at the roadside, and then handling it by 
flow equipment in its journey to the plant. This has not been 
widely adopted as yet, primarily because of the difficulty of 
separating the wood from the bark. No really efficient portable 
debarking device has yet been developed. The chips also take 
up more space in the conveyance to the mill than stacked 
round wood, but this is not believed to be a serious handicap. 

LOG TRANSPORTATION 

The motor truck is by far the most common transportation 
device for timber and wood in the North-east and Lake States. 
A good system of public roads, maintained both summer and 
winter .. and the excellence of the trucks themselves are primary 
contributing factors. Equipment for building woods roads 
relatively cheaply and rapidly has also been a factor. The 

United States Forest Service 

Figure 4. 18 h.p. tractor equipped with hydraulic lift drawbar 

crawler tractor, equipped with bulldozer blade, is the most 
important of these latter tools, although rippers, graders, 
shovels and modern explosives have also played their part. 
Many snow and ice roads are still built in the north woods 
for winter use only, and trucks are frequently used for motive 
power on these also, pulling trains of &leds from the landings 
to the highway or waterside. 

Power loading is coming into more and more general use, 
even in hilly country. The main reason for this is that the 
trucks can be loaded faster by power and consequently kept 
running on the road a greater percentage of the time. For 
logs the revolving type crane, most frequently mounted on 
rubber to make it more manceuvrable, is the favourite device. 
Pulpwood, when it is bundled with cable or steel strapping, is 
also loaded with such cranes; but if it is to be loaded stick by 
stick a conveyor is apt to be used. Many such conveyors are 
attached to the bucking-up saws mentioned in the previous 
section, utilizing a common power-unit. 

For small jobs and scattered timber the loader is frequently 
mounted on the truck that is to do the hauling. These self
loaders are of three general types. One of these uses a winch 
mounted behind the cab, with the cable extending lengthwise 
of the truck-bed to pull the load up over the tailgate or, run· 
ning up through a swinging jib boom, to pick up the log at 
the side and swing it over the bed. A second type has the winch 

United States Forest Service 

Figure 5. Revolving crane-type loader mounted on rubber 
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U nited States Forest Service 

Figure 6. Jib-boom crane self-loader for truck 
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Light per-acre stands and small-sized timber have set definite 
practical limits on the type and cost of m echanical equipment 
that can be economically used. 

In this region , wide-scale introduction of mechanical equip
ment and improved logging and transportation techniques was 
stimulated by a number of factors, of which the following arc 
considered the most important: 

(l) A shortage of good woods labour. 
(2) Steadily increasing labour rates. 
(3) Pronounced decrease in productivity of hand labour. 
(4) Availability of surplus Army equipment and increasing 

availability of standard manufacturers' equipment. 
(5) Availability of competent and trained supervisory per

sonnel following military demobilization. 

PULPWOOD LOGCING AND TRANSPORTATION 

The following are the most important units of mechanical 
equipment to find application in harvesting the 1948 crop of 

mounted under the center of the truck bed, with the cable 8,900,000 cords of southern pulpwood: 

coming up over the side to provide the truck with its own .... . r~iijlii~iiiiiilliillliiiiiiJ~iiiJii 
crosshaul. The third has a pair of swinging arms mounted atlll 
the side, powered either by a winch and cable or hydraulic 
lift. The log is placed in cradles in the ends of these arms as 
they lie on the ground, and is then lifted up and tossed over 
the side stakes onto the truck bed. 

Preloading is another new development being wieldy tried 
on an experimental basis. In this method bundles of logs arc 
>a arranged that the truck can back under them, or they can 
be transferred to the truck by mechanical power. Shorter bolts 
are ei ther wrapped with steel strapping or cable, or placed on 
pallets for transfer to the truck. Such preloading promises to 

help further in keeping our trucks doing the work for which 
they were intended, more hours of the work day. 

HARVESTING THE FOREST CROP IN SOUTHERN 
U.S.A.3 

The principal progress made in logging operations in the 
wuthern United States during the last three decades has taken 
place since the close of the Second World War. This progress 
has been largely in the adaptation of simple low-cost me
chanical units to the harvesting and transportation of pulp
wood and sawlogs. 

United States Forest Service 

Figure 7. Timber-tosser log-loader 
2By M. H. Collet. 

Boldwin Transfer System 

Figure 8. Transferring a bundle of preloaded logs mechanically 

M echanical saws. Although there are a wide variety of 
makes and types of m echanical-power saws in this r egion, they 
all can be classified in two rna jor groups: (I) the circula r wheel
barrow-type saw, and (2) the chain-saw. Both are driven by 
air-cooled gasoline engines and are easily portable. In 1945 
there were estimated to be 5,000 circular-saws and 600 chain
saws in the South; more have since been added. 

Pulpwood mills or harvesters. A number of portable gaso
line-powered mills have been developed for cutting trees or 
logs to pulpwood length and loading the pulpwood sticks on 
trucks or railroad cars. Although these mills vary in deta il. 
they all employ the same general mechanical principles fo r 
feeding the tree boles to circular cut-off saws and then con
veying and loading the cut lengths on trucks or cars. Skidding 
is required from stump to harvester, and expeditious move
ment of cut m a terial away from the mill is necessary. These 
harvesters are no t in general use throughout the region but 
one can be found in almost every locality and tod ay there arc 
at least two manufacturers who are producing harvesters as. 
standard uni ts. 
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Packaged pulpwood. Considerable experimental work has 
been done on the development of methods and equipment for 
handling pulpwood in packaged or bundled form. This ex
perimental work has included: 

(I) The loading of sleds or pallets in the woods and the 
skidding of these pallets up to and on to light trucks which in 
turn transport them to car or milL 

(2) The preparation at the stump of packaged wood secured 
by metal bands or wire and the transportation of these 
packages by tractor and arch, truck, and railroad car. 

(3) The ranking of prepared pulpwood and the handling 
of ranked wood by means of cable slings - tractor and arch, 
trucks, railroad cars, or barges. 

The mass handling of pulpwood in packaged form offers 
considerable promise because of the tremendous volumes 
handled in the South. Recently packaged wood production 
has moved from the experimental stage to production on a 
number of woods operations. 

Crawlers and arches. A steadily increasing number of trac
tors have come into use in this region in recent years with the 
emphasis on lighter crawler tractors with drawbar ratings 
between 20-hp. and 40-hp. Most of these tractors are equipped 
with light towing winches and an increasing number of them 
arc being used in conjunction with light-weight wheel-type 
skidding arches or sulkies. In some sections of the South, wheel
type agricultural and industrial tractors are used for skidding 
tree or log lengths to landings or bucking grounds. 

Miscellaneous. All pulpwood in the South moves some 
distance from stump to mill via motor truck; and conventional 
1~-ton or 2-ton trucks are still paramount in the transporta
tion field. However, because of their availability immediately 
after the war, many 6 x 6 surplus Army trucks were placed 
on pulpwood operations, and today a large number of these 
trucks are still operating. They have proved themselves par
ticularly on adverse logging chances, and a number of medium 
or heavy duty trucks of this type are bound to be used in
definitely in this region. 

A few Southern mills have introduced truck-trailer racks on 
an intensive scale. These racks are so constructed that they can 
be set up in the wood> "Nithout wheels and loaded and then be 

---- - - - ---·- - ---

Figure 10. Hauling packaged wood from stump to truck road on 
Athey wheels 

picked up by a tractor unit which carries a spare set of wheels 
for the rack. The racks carry from five to seven cords of wood 
and in places are operated on strict pickup and delivery time 
schedules similar to those used by the railroads. 

Much work has been done in streamlining barge loading 
and several barge landings are in operation today in the South 
where an entire truck load of wood is handled as a unit by 
overhead cranes from trucks and either ranked for storage at 
the landing or placed in proper position on the barge. 

Although not a mechanical unit, the metal bow-saw deserves 
mention in any review of improved logging equipment. This 
type of hand-tool, of which thousands are now employed in 
the South, has a very distinct advantage over the crosscut saw 
in felling and bucking timber under 12 in. in diameter. 

SAWLOG PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION 

While most of the mechanical development in Southern 
logging has taken place on pulpwood operations, sawlogs ;till 
remain the most important product handled on Southern 
logging operations from the standpoint of volume and value. 

The principal progress made in sawlog operations iu recent 
years has been the adaptation of crawler tractors and of 
Athey-type wheels to skidding and hauling equipment. The 
placing of logging equipment on crawler treads has helped 
to extend sawlogging operations to an all-weather basis and 
to reach many blocks of timber that were formerly consider
ed inaccessible. 

As in the case of the pulpwood industry, three-axle drive 
trucks have come into strong use since the war and there 
appears to be a p ermanent trend toward heavier truck units 
throughout the region. A large number of light-weight Lwo
drum skidders have recently been employed in the South 
and one equipment manufacturer has found good acceptance 
of these units when he furnishes them mounted on truck 
chassis. 

Conventional crosshaul loading of logs to trucks has re
cently been challenged by a number of mechanical units, 
one of them an ingenious timber-tosser which catapults the 
logs from the ground to the truck-bed. It is too early at this 
date to state whether su ch units will have a long-term place 
in the South. Of course, chain and circular power saws have 

Figure 9. Pulpwood mill or pulpwood harvester in use in the South gained much headway throughout the region. They are used 
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United States Forest Service 

Figure I I. Iron Cr. Block cutting-Columbia, N.F., Aug. 7, 1948. F. F. Taken from French Butte 

for felling and bucking in the woods and also for bucking 
and trimming at landings and at log decks. 

On a swamp-logging job in North Carolina, a radically 
new log-hauling device known as the skyhook is being em
ployed. This unit, originally developed on the West Coast, 
is a cable car which carries or drags the logs through the 
~wamp from an overhead position. The car itself travels on 
suspended cables and while the skidding distance in North 
Carolina is about 3,500 ft., a track length of several miles is 
considered feasible by the manufacturer. 

SUMMARY 

The widespread interest in mechanical logging and log 
transportation in the South since the close of the Second 
World War has resulted in an introduction of a large volume 
and a wide variety of mechanical eqmpment and techniques. 
This trend toward mechanization is bound to continue in 
the $outh due primarily to high labour rates and the need 
for increasing labour productivity and eliminating arduous 
hand-work. However, progress will be made slowly in the 
South, and even light-weight and low-cost equipment will be 
introduced cautiously because of (a) scattered timber stands, 
(b) small-sized timber and (c) limited financial capital of 
most small operators. 

RECENT LOGGING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 
PACIFIC NORTH-WEST REGION3 

Logging in the Pacific North-west Region of the United 
States has been noted for being a highly mechanized in
dustry. Timber operators in this high wage-scale area have 
always been active in the development of labour-saving ma
chines. During the war years, when it was essential to save 
labour, the logging industry carefully analysed its operations 
to determine the possibilities for further savings. This analysis 
f,howed that only falling and bucking were still being done 
entirely by hand. Here was an opportunity to save labonr if 
a proper machine could be developed. 

Mechanical drag-saws had been in use in the woods for 
~everal years chiefly for cutting fuel wood. Such machines were 
too heavy and cumbersome for falling and bucking in which 
much moving around was necessary, often over rough ground. 
Something lighter and more compact was needed. The power 
chain saw being developed at that time proved to be the 

a By E. E. Matson. 

answer. These saws, driven by small air-cooled gasoline-driven 
motors, now have largely replaced hand falling and are used 
to a considerable extent for bucking where ground conditions 
are right. On steep topography, where rolling logs cause 
trouble, handwork is still more practical. Where power ~aws 
can be used they have replaced hand-labour requirements by 
as much as 60 per cent. 

Several recent improvements have been made in power saws 
of which increased motor power, reduced weight, a better 
cutting chain, and an efficient one-man saw for small timber 
are the most important. Electric and air-driven saws have also 
been placed on the market, but they are not in as common use, 
chiefly because of the much higher initial investmel].t. 

Changes in cutting practices and standards of utilization 
have stressed the need for mobility in handling logs from the 
stump to the mill. No longer do companies start logging on 
one edge of a large tract and simply move across it with one 
large continuous clear-cut. In the pine-type tree selection 
cutting is now the rule, and a new method of staggered-setting 
cutting is now almost in universal use for mature timber in 
the Douglas ftr region. This method, which is essentially clear
cutting in spots, requires consideration of many points in 
determining the size and locations of openings. The size and 
shape of these clear-cut areas, or to the coast logger settings, 
depend on topographic features which control the economic 
boundaries of the setting, the type of available equipment, 
the character of surrounding stand and on the fire and wind 
hazard that will be created by the cutting. 

Naturally, there is some difference of opinion among for
esters and loggers as to the maximum size of these staggered 
settings. The settings must be of sufficient size to keep logging 
and road costs within proper bounds and yet, not create a 
serious fire or wind-throw hazard or retard natural restocking. 

'\There ground conditions are favourable and road costs are 
low, it may be possible to obtain these objectives and hold the 
first cut to one-third of the area and the settings down to a 
maximum of 80 acres. In rough ground where logging and 
road costs are high the first cut and size of settings must of 
necessity be greater. 

'With these changes in cutting practices and with the avail
able timber supplies situated in more scattered blocks and 
farther back in the mountainous country, a more ftexrble 
logging methfld than the old railroad system was needed. 

Trucks which can operate on steeper grades and sharper 
curves than logging trains and are much more mobile have 
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pretty much replaced the logging railroad. A few companies 
are still operating their main lines but, other than that, rail
road logging is a thing of the past. 

Steam donkey yarding has also given way to more flexible 
methods. Yarding is now done with internal combustion 
machinery, using either gasoline or diesel oil for fuel. On 
gentle topography, ground skidding with crawler tractors and 
arches is the common method, while on steep ground some 
form of high-lead cable logging is necessary. Use of internal
combustion engines has been an important factor in the reduc
tion of logging fires. 

Machinery companies have developed specialized equip
ment needed by the logger. The bulldozer attachment has been 
the most significant factor in the rapid growth of truck logging. 
Without bulldozers, road costs probably would still be so ex
pensive that it would be necessary to do much more long 
distance cable logging than is now done. 

There has been a continuous improvement in the Jogging 
arches used in tractor skidding. The present trend is towards 
machines mounted on pneumatic tyres which greatly improve 
their mobility. 

The U.S. Forest Service built and tested a machine which 
has the logging arch built in as an integral part of the tractor. 
As yet this piece of equipment is not being manufactured by 
tractor companies, although it appears to be more efficient 
and mobile than the present arch equipment. 

Horse skidding is being revived to a small extent in thinning 
operations. With more intensive management of our young 
timber stands this method should gain favour; it is efficient 
and minimizes logging damage. 

Many improvements have been made in recent years in 
loading Jogs in the woods. A few years back a tree was rigged 
for loading at the landing. This system is still used to some 
extent but does not lend itself well to picking up small groups 
of scattered logs that are so common in present-day logging. 
The need for portable loaders was met by replacing the dipper 
stick on an ordinary power shovel with a loading iJoom. This 
piece of equipment is now in wide use. Some of the latest 
models are mounted on pneumatic tyres to improve their 
mobility, making it more practical to pick up small lots of 
Jogs, such as arc found on road rights of way or spilled loads 
along the haul roads. 

Figure 13. Semi-trailer being loaded with a shovel loader 

Effective truck Lime lost in waiting fur a load has always 
been an important problem. But with the average size of the 
timber becoming continuomly smaller this problem beco:nes 
more serious. The time for waiting at the landing and getting 
loaded often amounts to as much as 25 per cent of the workday. 
To minimize this time some new equipment and methods have 
been devised that appear to have much promise. 

A lumber company in Oregon has experimented for the 
past two years with semi-trailers for hauling logs. These trailer> 
have a double set of dual wheels in the back and a steel "fifth" 
wheel in the front which is used only when the trailer is not 
attached to the truck. An empty semi-trailer is dropped at the 
landing to be loaded while the truck hauls a loaded one to 
the mill. Time required to drop the empty trailer and connect 
onto a loaded one is only about ten minutes. Truck delay time 
has been reduced to such an extent that trucks hauling ·•semis" 
are able to make three 47-mile trips to the mill per day while 
their other trucks using ordinary trailers make only two trips. 

Besides improving effective truck time, these semi-trailers 
have other advantages over the regular log trailer now in use. 
The semi-trailer is equipped with steel stakes, and fi ve winches 
along· its frame which are used to tighten cables placed around 
the load. Thus, all logs, regardless of length, are bound to
gether and held firmly in place by the stakes. Ordinary Jog 
trailers have small blocks about 8 in. high on the bunks that 
keep the logs in place during loading. Then two or three 
binder chains are placed around the load. However, this bind
ing method is often not adequate; loads are frequently spilled 
and have caused injury or death to motorists on the highways. 

The latest semi-trailer constructed by this company has a 
telescope frame that can be extended in length by ten fee t. 
This innovation facilitates hauling the empty trailer back to 
the wood and makes it u sable for short as well as long Jog;. 

Another system of minimizing truck delay time at the land
ing, this one being developed by a machinery company, is by 
preloading the logs. The preloader is simply a framework 
holding a set of false bunks that are raised and lowered with 
an h ydraulic mechanism. When the truck returns to the woods, 
it backs the trailer under the load on the false bunks. Then 
the load is lowered onto the truck and trailer, the false bunks 
swing to the side, and the load is ready to be hauled away. 

Numerous improvements have been made in trucking equip-
Simpson Logging Co. ment but probably the most important development has been 

Figure 12. Washington trackloader developed for loading trucks in the woods' roads themselves. Bigger truck loads and faster 
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Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. Tacoma, Washington 

Figure 14. A load of bundled hemlock from salvage operation dumped 
into the water, ready for rafting 

speeds have been the trend, and loggers have built their roads 
accordingly. Well-located, heavily rocked roads are now the 
rule. This trend developed faster than could be met by our 
public roads and now the limiting factor on load size is the 
weight restrictions set for the public highways. It is not un· 
common for an operator to haul I 0,000 to 15,000 ft . of logs 
to the public road and there reload to about 5,000 ft. for the 
rest ot the trip to the delivery point. To overcome this 
hand1cap some companies have constructed their own roads 
for the entire distance, even though they may in part parallel 
public roads. 

Encouraging progress has been made in better utilization 
of our forest resources. Many companies are doing salvage 
logging of material ordinarily left on the ground in a logging 
operation, and a few companies are making a start iu utilizing 
thinnings that otherwise would be lost through natural mor
tality from the second-growth stands. 

Some adjustments and revisions in logging equipment were 
necessary for handling this salvage material since the logs are 
considerably smaller than those obtained in the regular opera
tions. Probably the most important single piece of equipment 
especially designed for handling small salvaged logs is a port
able spar now being manufactured by a machinery company. 
This consists of a 50-ft. tubular spar mounted on four ar
moured wheels. The main line from the power unit passes 
inside the tubular tower to a sheave at the top. The tower is 
pivoted at the bottom and can be quickly lowered to facilitate 
moving. 

Loading small logs onto trucks has been one of the difficult 
problems to solve on salvage logging operations. Truck delay 
time and the cost of handling twenty or thirty small logs has 
often been so high that it has made this type of logging 
uneconomical. Several improved methods of small log loading 
are now in use. The semi-trailers mentioned previously were 
first developed for handling salvage logs but proved so success
ful that they are also being used on the main operation. 
Hydraulic preloaders also are effective for salvage logging. 
Another innovation, being developed by a pulp company, for 
more efficient loading of small logs is a set of air-controlled 
loading tongs attached to the boom of a shovel loader. These 
tongs were designed after the ordinary household sugar tongs 
and, when fully perfected, probably will reduce the size of the 
loading crew to two men. 
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These machines appear to have much promise, but they are 
expensive, usually beyond the means ol the small logging 
companies that are now so numerous in this region. A cheaper 
method of handling small logs in a package has been develop
ed and given limited use. One company loaded small logs from 
thinnings into racks holding about 4y:i cords. Then the entire 
rack is loaded onto the trucks, which greatly minimizes the 
loading time. 

Considerable development work has been done on bundling 
small logs by means of steel straps. Some logs have been 
bundled in the woods; this speeded up loading because handl
ing of a package was much faster than handling individual 
logs. However, the greatest application tor packaging small 
logs has been for more efficient towing and storage in water. 
The considerable loss in handling small unpackaged logs in 
the water, through sinking and bobbing under the boom 
sticks, is almost entirely eliminated when they are secured in 
bundles. Also, these packaged logs require much less water
storage space than those in loose form. The usual method is 
to make an entire truck load into one bundle by securing it 
with 2 to 4 steel straps. Bundling costs vary from 50 cents to 
a dollar a thousand, depending on the number of straps used. 
This is a very simple operation and undoubtedly will find 
wider application than at present. 

The improvement in forest management practices is one of 
the most encouraging developments made by the logging in
dustry. This is particularly true of the larger companies who 
control a considerable volume of timber. Improved cutting 
practices and good fire protection for the logged areas have 
greatly improved the possibilities of a new crop being es
tablished. Permanent all-weather roads and bridges, which are 
necessary for both good forest management and utilization, are 
being built. On areas so developed it is possible to cut the 
most defective timber first, leaving the better timber for future 
growth. With good roads and mobile logging equipment it is 
feasible to salvage small lots of timber that might be otherwise 
lost from windstorms, fire, disease, and similar causes. 

Living conditions for the workers have also seen much im
provement. At larger camps, homes for married workers are 
now the rule, while small operators generally employ buses to 
transport workers who live in the surrounding small towns to 
and from the woods. 

Along with all these improvements in woods operations has 
com~ a host of complex problems that were not encountered 
a few years ago. Timberland management problems were 
much simpler when the practice was to cut across the timber 
holding in one large clear-cut and abandon the roads and 
land as fast as possible. Now a great deal of technical skill is 
needed to properly locate and construct roads which will best 
meet the needs of present and future cuts. Locating cutting 
area boundaries to remove the most mature timber at the 
cheapest logging cost, protection of remaining timber, and 
getting the cut-over land properly restocked are all important 
problems that require skilful handling for an efficient ope
ration. Within the last few years there has been a remarkable 
increase in the number of trained foresters and engineers 
employed by timber companies to help solve these problems. 

One recent development that is getting widespread use by 
these men in making management plans for timber holdings 
is aerial photography. With the aid of photographs it is now 
possible to greatly minimize the field time required to make 
topographic and planimetric maps, to cruise the timber, and 
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to locate cutting areas and roads, all of which are extremely 
important to the efficient planning of an operation. Airplanes 
are being used to a considerable extent for the detet:tion and 
suppression of forest fires, for controlling disease and iusect 
outbreaks, and to a small extent for broadcasting tree seeds on 
denuded areas. 

The timber industries of the West now realize that they 
cannot move to new sources when the present supply of virgin 
timber is exhausted. Therefore, if they are to remain in 
business they must grow additional crops of timber on the 
lands that have been logged. To reach this objective, com
panies are blocking up their holdings and managing these 

lands as tree farms. Plans are being made for co-operative 
agreements between companies and government agencies con
trolling timber to facilitate better forest management and 
stabilize communities. Sustained-yield operations are a com
mon goal. The present trends toward permanent integrated 
operations, better forest management, and closer utilization 
are expected to continue as the supply of old growth timber 
diminishes and we are more dependent on the new timber 
crops we can raise. These trends will undoubtedly bring 
contiuued improvements in logging methods, especially in 
the development of new equipment designed specifically for 
harvesting timber on managed forests. 
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LOGGING AND SAWMILL TECHNIQUES TAMESIS 

Improvements • 1n Logging Techniques 
FLORENCIO TAMESIS 

ABSTRACT 

Stands of commercial forests in the Philippines occurring in sizable extent averaging over 100 cub. metres a hect· 
are make possible the advantageous use of mechanical equipment in their exploitation and development. Present 
logging operations are combinations of various methods and techniques ranging from the most primitive hand and ani· 
mal logging to the most up-to-date employing modern mechanical logging devices. It is not unusual to see, even in large· 
scale logging operations, a flexible combination of the old animal logging which uses carabao to the most modern 
which employs fast and heavy duty tractors and truck engines. 

The present tendency is to change from the old practice of railroads to truck logging thereby reaching areas other· 
wise inaccessible by the railroad system and at the same time developing highways throughout the country. 

The introduction of portable mills is one of the features that have greatly improved the development of the Phi· 
lippine lumber industry to an extent comparable to any major industry of the country after liberation. Nowadays most 
sawmills are not confined to centrally located places or to tide waters but have been brought near or right into the woods. 

One angle which, however, retards all future development is inadequate financing and lack of proper organization 
for merchandi:dng and distribution, circumstances which are beyond the control of the producers themselves. 

The Philippine commercial forests, practically all of which 
belong to the Government, are mostly of the tropical rain 
type. Like other tropical forests, they are rather complex in 
composition and contain over 3,000 tree species that attain 
I ft. and over in diameter. However, less than sixty of these 

Figure I. A typical dipterocarp forest in Basilan, Mindanao (Sta. 
Clara Lumber Co., Inc.) 

species are utilized in quantity for the market. Seventy-five 
per cent of the stand belongs to the dipterocarp family to 
which the so-called Philippine mahogany belongs. The occur
rence of merchantable species in stands of sizable extent 
averaging 100 cub. metres per hectare make possible the ad
vantageous use of mechanical methods of logging and lumber
ing (see Figure 1). 

Present Philippine logging and lumbering operations are 
combinations of different methods and techniques, from the 
most primitive hand and animal logging to the most modern 
mechanical operations. These various methods are often used 
in combination in order to give flexibility to a given operation. 
In a small-sized operation, a combination of animal (carabao) 
and mechanical operations is often resorted to depending on 
the terrain and seasonal conditions of the region; while in 
large-sized operations a combination of various mechanical 
methods is employed and the use of heavy mechanical equip
ment and appliances is prevalent. 

One notable feature in present day logging is the departure 
from the old-time railroad logging in vogue before the war. 
Prior to World War II, large lumber operating companies 
were using mostly steam donkeys for their logging and steam 
locomotives on railroad for transporting their logs from the 
woods to the mills. Just before the outbreak of the war, how
ever, tractors and truck-logging were introduced to a certain 
extent and the demonstration of their successful use was be
ginning to change the old methods of railroad building to 

Figure 2. A trailer being prepared for loading (Basilan Lumber Co., 
Mindanao Island) 
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highway building. The use of caterpillar tractors and heavier 
logging trucks were beginning to prove more advantageous in 
tapping the timber in the interior and in reaching further 
into stands inaccessible by railroad logging. 

A complete change of approach in the utilization of timber 
stand was, however, brought about only after liberation. This 
was hastened and made possible because of the heilvy equip
ment from the surplus equipment brought to the islands by 
the U.S. Army, which later was turned over to civilian use. 
The availability of such heavy equipment as bulldozers, carry
alls, road graders, ditchers, cranes, JOck crushers, tractors, 
logging arches, trucks, trailers of various types, etc., has effected 
this marked change in the methods of logging and transporta
tion. Formerly, large operating companies in the islands 
resorted to steam donkey and railroad operations and in the 
pine regions the tram-line system was used. Today 90 per cent 
of the operators resort to truck and tractor logging in short 
distances and to construction of highways into the timber 
for logs and lumber hauling. Logging by tractor and diesel 
engines such as Skagit, Waukesha, Berger and other makes of 
yarders and loaders are used together with trucks and tracwrs 
in hauling the logs to the tide-water. The usc of trucks pro
vided with winches made it possible to change the old-time 
reliance on carabao (water-buffalo) in small unit operations. 
Incidentally, however, the change has made it harder for 
the Government to control illegitimate operations of timber 
smugglers. 

In well-managed and organized operations the tendency is 
to work out a plan for more flexibility of operations consistent 
with speed and economy, or as circumscribed by the facilities 
available. It is therefore not unusual to find employed all 

Figure 3. Loading logs to trailer (Basilan Lumber Co., Mindanao 
Island) 

Figure 4. Tractor logging with Hyster Arches (Insular Lumber Co., 
Negros Island) 

Figure 6. A typical small sawmill (Larap, Camarines Norte, Luzon 
Island) 

known methods of bringing the product from the stump to 

the mills. Oftentimes a combination of diesel donkey and 
steam engines of various types are used with trucks and tractors 
of various manufacture such as the Caterpillar, International 
and heavy-duty logging trucks. Present day logging has also 
brought about the appearance of a wide assortment of equip
ment. Small operators resort mostly to the use of trucks of the 
Army 6 X 6 type. while the bigger operators are using the 
GMC, the International and heavy-duty trucks. The latest 
heavy mechanical machinery introduced in logging is the D-8 
caterpillar yarder and loader. This caterpillar carries its own 
dozer and three-drum winches which can be used as yarder 
and loader. This is one of the most efficient pieces of equip
ment used where conditions are suitable. The tractor can be 
driven with the least loss of time into the timber accessible 
to the road. 

The introduction of portable mills is a new feature in the 
Philippine lumber industry. Together with the heavy m a
chinery mentioned above, the small type sawmills have been 
introduced and today there are 385 mills established through
out the islands with an aggregate daily capacity of 2,498,000 
board-ft. Heretofore, most operations of importance have had 
their mills near tide-water or in centrally located places. To
day, however, portable mills are being installed right in the 
woods and wherever transportation of logs from the woods can 
be minimized and where there is an outlet for the lumber 
either through a highway or water transportation system. M ost 
sawmills are powered by diesel engines. There is a strong 
tendency to resort to steam or electric power whenever 
equipment is available. 

The most common methods of logging now in practice are 
the following: 
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Figure 7. A White Lauan ( Pentacme contorta) tree girdled (Mindanao 
Island) 

1. Animal A primitive method still in use in isolat· 
ed places where highways are not available. This operation 
takes care mostly of a certain type of squared logs used 
~enerally for posts and heavy construction work. Logs are 
squared in the woods and hauled to the roads or tide-water 
and then brought to the yard for either mechanical or hand
sawing. 

2. Power logging. Makes usc of (a) the tram-line system 
using the sky-line or high-lead system of logging and trans
porting logs by way of tram-line to the mill; and (b) steam 
logging with donkey engines and railroads. Oftentimes this 
type of operation is supplemented by the use of internal 
combustion engine or tractor. 

3. Tractor and tntck logging. This is the type that has come 
in popular use wherever the terrain JS suitable. The use of 
tractors and trucks in short distance hauls proved ;;atisfactory 

TAMES IS 

in this country. Common types of tractors used in logging are 
the D-7 and D-8 Caterpillar and TD-14 and 18'. 

Not much change is observed in the methods of felling of 
trees. Trees are felled generally by axes and saws and various 
methods have been developed due to the form and condition 
of the trees. Most Philippine woods are characterized by 
flanges or buttresses ranging in height from 5 to 1!) ft. above 
the ground. The general practice is to construct a scaffold 
above the buttress and proceed with the undercutting by axes 
followed by saw on the opposite direction. In some operations 
springboards arc used by the fellers similar to the methods 
used in logging operations in the Pacific coast of the United 
States. \Vhile this is the practice in many operations, in some 
the buttresses are flanged so that savings in butt logs are 
generally obtained sufficient to pay for the additional cost of 
deRanging. 

Recently chain-saws were introduced but their use has not 
found much favour v.:ith by (ellers so far, due to difliculties 
of handling and the apparent objection of operators to :me
chanical difficulties generally developed in sawing hardwoods. 
Apparently the sizes of chain-saws now available in the market 
as well as the tempering of the saw-teeth need to undergo 
much further adaptation to local conditions. lt is however 
used mostly in bucking logs. 

Another trend now noticeable is that progressive logging· 
operators operating on Government timber find themselves 
in a position to gradually practice the principles of sustained 
yield and better forest management. This trend is notable in 
the case of the latest and most modern sawmills installed in 
Mindanao operating on Government timber under a long
term licence agreement. In their operation the first considera
tion was the complete study of the forest, its timber stand, 

Figure 8. Trucking export logs from the woods to the mill. Note their 
ends painted with Ceremol M. The logs were sprayed with penta
choral phenol compound (Basilan Lumber Co., Mindanao Island) 
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topography, drainage, depth of soil or availability of rock and 
gravel [or road construction. As this particular company caters 
mostly to foreign markets, production of high-grade logs and 
lumber is their main concern. A sy&tem was developed so that 
selective logging operation was made possible. After having 
their timber located as to species, size> and stand, the main 
highways and spurs were mapped out. This company operates 
a combination of TD tractors, Skagit loaders and Berger yar
ders, and with the Williamette steam donkey does double 
yarding depending on the suitability of the terrain. 

As the tendency of the logs in this region is to check 
immediately after felling or bucking, experiments were con
ducted to minimize such checking. Various methods, me· 
chanica! and chemical treatments of the logs, were made with 
rather varying success. The girdling of trees before cutting 
was found to partially minimize the tendency. The method 
is to girdle a tree (Figure 7) and leave it standing for a period 
depending on the species and the terrain as well as on the 
season of the year. Trees of various sp ecies of Philippine 
mahogany (the Red and White Lauan groups) respond diffe
rently particularly to drying and susceptibility to the attacks 
of wood-boring insects. This is an important factor in dt:ter
mining the length of time a tree is left d ead standing. Some 
species show signs of dying within two or three days after 
girdling, others in a week or so, and beetle attacks occur from 
two weeks to a month after girdling. The utilization or log
ging, therefore, has to be synchronized with the girdling and 
felling as it is a known fact that the fermenting action of 
enzyme attracts borers, and girdled trees should not be left 
standing longer than n ecessary. A schedule was therefore d e
vised so that every tree girdled must be ready for cutting on 
specified dates, and girdling must be deep enough into the 

heartwood to be effective. H ere again depth of girdling de· 
pends on species and location of trees. A selective timber 
cutting was the main concern of the company. Peeler logs are 
of prime importance so that selected trees are felled, bucked 
and rossed (debarked) and trea ted by hand pressure spray with 
pentachoral phenol compounds and the ends painted with an 
emulsion known as Ceremol M (Figure 8). Logs are hauled by 
tractor or Skagit engine to the roadsides and loaded by cranes 
on trucks and hauled to log ponds. In this logging operation 
efforts are exerted to bring down their yarding line to as close 
as possible, a llowing only about 800 ft. yarding line. Double 

yarding is resorted to when necessary, but always on a short 
yarding sphere. 

As more equipment is developed and becomes available and 
as competition grows keen, it is expected that we are going to 
see more improvements in the methods of logging now in use. 
The trend, eventually, will be towards the development of 
such methods and such use of equipment as will bring about 
fast logging at lower costs. The principal difficulties at present 
are inadequate financing and a lack of proper organization 
for merchandizing. 
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LOGGING AND SAWMILL TECHNIQUES HALE & MciNTOSH 

Treatment of Trees with Toxic Chemicals to Facilitate 
Removal of Bark and to Reduce Weight 
J.D. HALE 

D. C. MciNTOSH 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes results of tests that are still in progress by the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada on 
the treatment of trees of pulpwood size with chemicals to facilitate removal of bark and to cause reduction in the 
weight of wood. 

Toxic chemicals are applied to a strip of sapwood exposed by removing a narrow tsrip of bark around the tree as 
near to the ground as conveniently possible. The chemicals which are water-soluble are absorbed in the ascending sap• 
stream with the result that trees are quickly killed. If the treatment is applied during the active growing season when 
the bark is easy to remove, the portions of the trees above the point where chemicals were applied remain in the easy• 
peeling condition thereafter, unlike normal trees which cannot be peeled economically with hand tools after the end of 
the growing season. 

Certain coniferous species that received chemical treatment showed significant reduction of weight as well as easy 
peeling. These tests have not yet shown loss of weight in broad-leaved species. While there is danger of attack of in· 
sects, stain or decay if treated trees are allowed to stand through two summers after treatment, observations suggest 
that the usefulness of the wood for pulp is not seriously affected. 

I:<TRODUCTION 

Inevitably, mills which make paper-pulp from wood have 
considerable investment in mechanical apparatus for bark 
removal and in power required for its operation. Anything 
that facilitates the removal of bark has, therefore, potential 
interest to manufacturers of pulp and paper. 

Treatment of trees with chemicals to facilitate removal of 
bark has recently engaged the attention of the pulpwood in
dustry, and various tests of the use of chemicals for this pur
pose have been undertaken by certain companies since early 
in 1942, the year in which a patent on the use of chemicals for 
remaval of bark from trees was issued. As early experiments 
showed that the wood of some trees to which chemicals had 
been applied was lighter in weight than wood of untreated 
trees, it seemed that chemical treatment might also be capable 
of effecting economies in transportation by reducing the 
weight of wood. 

This paper presents a brief summary of work by the Forest 
Products Laboratories of Canada on chemical aids in bark 
removal and on the effects of such chemical treatment in re
ducing the weight of wood, together with observations made 
at the same time on some of the effects on the quality of the 
wood of treated trees. 

Imp01tance of bark removal- aspects of removal by 
hand-peeling 

Bark may be peeled cleanly from trees during spring or 
early summer when growth is active, but when the growing 
5eason approaches its end, the bark is no longer easily peeled. 
In eastern Canada where the experiments of the Forest Pro
ducts Laboratory were made, the period during which the bark 
might be cleanly and easily peeled from freshly felled trees 
(known commonly as the "sap-peeling" season) ended ahout 
the middle of August. Much of the pulpwood ielicd dunng 
spring and early summer is sap-peeled with simple hand-tnols. 

The experiments cited show that trees may be killed with 
chemicals during this season of easy peeling so that the bark 
retains the easy peeling quality that characterized it at the 
time it was killed. 

The fact that the bark can be easily peeled from trees for 
about three months between the time when growth begins in 
spring and ceases in mid·summer, has been explained by 
reference to the soft condition of the cambium during the 
growing season. The cambium is the thin layer of living cells 
between the wood and bark of exogenous trees that is respon
sible for the so-called secondary growth which forms the 
annual layers of wood and bark. In the season when growth is 
active, the cells of the cambium are actively dividing and may 
be easily torn so that this layer presents a region of easy 
cleavage that permits clean separation of the bark from the 
wood with a minimum of mechanical effort. Later, as the 
period of growth ends, the cambium toughens so as to resemble 
more nearly the adjacent wood and bark. It no longer presents 
an area of extreme weakness, with the result that it is no 
longer the region of easy cleavage. Peeling with the mual 
hand-operated tools becomes unfeasible. Chemicals may be 
applied to trees during the season of easy peeling so that the 
cambium is killed while in its active, easily cleaved condition 
with the result that the trees so treated may be easily peeled 
thereafter. 

METHODS OF TREATMENT 

Girdling preliminary to applying chemicals 

In order to produce easy peeling by chemical treatment, it 
was found necessary to apply chemicals to sapwood, exposed 
all around the circumference of the tree, by removing a strip 
of bark at a convenient height near the butt. This girdling 
operation was performed by cutting through the bark with 
either a special saw or a V-shaped knife. The width of the 
girdle varied from about ~ in. to ~orne 2Yz in. depending on 
whether the knife or saw was used. 

Application of chemicals to girdled trees 

The chemicals were made into paste with a little water and 
sometimes flour to make the mixtures stick to the wood. In 
the earlier experiments chemicals were held in close contact 
with the wood by a band of crinkled kraft paper pulled tight 
around the tree and fixed in place with a broad-headed up-
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holstery tack, but the most recent tests indicate that a band is 
not necessary to obtain easy peeling. Such use of chemicals 
depends on the fact that water-soluble substances can be ap
plied in contact with the wood of living trees so as to be dis
solved and absorbed into the ascending sap and taken upward 
in the sap-stream. 

Absorption of soluble chemicals so applied to trees takes 
place fairly quickly when growth is active unless heavy rain 
immediately after application should wash away materials not 
protected by a bandage. Under favourable conditions, enough 
material to kill trees and to perpetuate the easy peeling of 
bark may be absorbed from an application of the most effective 
chemicals to even the narrowest girdle. 

While a number of different chemicals were used in ex
perimental treatments, the best results in effecting easy peeling 
were obtained with soluble forms of arsenicl which proved 
more effective than other materials. Next best was ammonium 
sulphamate, widely used in weed-killing compounds. vVith the 
most effective chemicals the application of amounts as small 
as 15 grammes (dry weight) was often found to produce 
effective results on trees of 9-in. diameter at the girdle. 

In experimental treatments in which hand methods of gird
ling and applying chemicals were used and employed an 
inexperienced crew, it was estimated that trees comprising 
9 to 12 cords of wood of average pulpwood size were girdled 
and treated per man-day (8 hours), depending upon the 
species and general working conditions. Undoubtedly, time
studies of large-scale treating operations would indicate that 
a larger number of trees could be treated per man-day. 

Material tested 

Treatments were applied to nine species. In stands where 
the trees were of pulpwood size, treatments were applied to 
aspen, Populus tremuloides Michx and P. grandidentata 
Minchx; balsam poplar, Populus balsamifera Du Roi; white 
birch, Betula papyrifera Marsh; Balsam fir, Abies balsamea 
(L.) Mill.; black spruce, Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P.; white 
spruce, Picea glauca (Moench) Voss; and jack pine, Pinus 
Banksiana Lamb. Treatments also were applied to cedar of 
sizes suitable for posts and poles (Thuja occidentaiis L.). 

RESULTS 

Bark removal 

Soluble arsenic applied to trees during June and July 
rendered the bark easy to peel when the trees were felled 
after the sap-peeling season was over, but the peeling became 
easier i£ trees so treated were allowed to stand until about the 
middle of October. 

In general, trees of the broad-leaved species treated with 
arsenic in June and July peeled easier than sap-peeling when 
felled the following October. Trees of the coniferous species 
treated with arsenic in June and July and even as late as the 
first week of August generally peeled easier than sap-peeling 
when felled in the following October, the bark coming off in 
large pieces so easily in some instances as to permit peeling 
by hands alone without the aid of tools. 

Chemical treatments that gave easy peeling by October were 
found to continue their effects the following year. 

Trees to which arsenic treatment was applied too late to 
permit easy peeling during the following autumn improved 

1 Particularly a mixture of arsenic trioxide with caustic soda. Com
mercial sodium arsenite also proved effective. 

in ease of peeling if allowed to stand for a year. ~With excep
tions of aspen and birch the bark of trees so treated could be 
very easily removed in the autumn a year after treatment and 
in aspen and birch could be removed about as easily as from 
untreated trees during the season of easy peeling. 

Weight reduction 

The greatest reduction in average weight~ of peeled wood 
was found in chemically treated jack pine and balsam fir while 
wood of black spruce was not appreciably lighter for its treat
ment. The small loss of weight of black spruce seems associated 
with the very narrow sapwood of this species since white 
spruce which has wider sapwood showed satisfactory reduction 
of weight comparable to that observed in jack pine. rhc 
weight of small cedars was reduced in one summer to an 
amount about 15 per cent less than untreated cedar. Trees of 
the broad-leaved species showed no reduction in weight during 
the summer and autumn after treatment. 

June and July were found to be the best months for apply
ing chemicals to jack pine and balsam fir in order to eflect 
appreciable weight reduction by October of the same year. 
For example, peeled wood of jack pine treated in June and 
felled in October of the same year averaged over 1 0 lb. per 
cub. ft. lighter than normal untreated trees felled during the 
same period. Based on an average of 88 cub. ft. of solid wood 
per cord of jack pine, this would mean a reduction of about 
900 lb. per cord effected four months after treatment. Late 
treatments (made during early August) were not as effective 
in reducing the weight of wood and trees treated in September 
and sampled one month later showed no reduction in weight. 
Allowed to stand for a year after treatment, however, such 
trees showed considerable loss of weight. 

Examination of preliminary results of experiments carried 
out during 1947 and 1948 has shown that trees of jack pine 
and balsam fir treated with chemicals at any time from June 
to September continue to lose weight throughout the year 
following treatment. Trees of jack pine treated in June and 
July showed a loss in average weight of wood of about 17 lb. 
per cub. ft. when felled in September of the year following 
treatment while those treated in August and felled during the 
same period showed a reduction of about 12 lb. per cub. ft. 

Trees of black spruce and broad-leaved species treated from 
June to September and felled during the early summer of the 
following year showed no appreciable reduction in weight. 

Quality of treated material 

Traces of bark-insects were sometimes observed, particular!) 
in the conifers (with the exception of cedar) in trees treated 
during June or July and felled during the first summer. Trees 
in which chemical treatments were most effective in reducing 
weight generally had the most bark-insects especially in top 
logs where the greatest reduction in weight typically occurred. 
Trees treated with ammonium sulphamate were much more 
severely attacked than those treated with arsenic which 
evidently had some toxic effect on insects. The attack by bark
insects in such trees treated with sulphamate was sufficient to 
cause the bark to break along the insect tunnels and peel in 
small pieces so that removal of the bark with the usual peeling 
tools was more difficult than in trees treated with arsenic 

Some trees of the coniferous species, especially jack pine, 

2 Reduction in weight of wood took place above the level where 
chemicals were applied. Wood below the girdle did not lose weight 
and was typically heavier than in untreated trees. 
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treated in June or July showed considerable attack by wood· 
borers in top logs when felled in October of the same year. 
Trees treated late in the summer (September), although show
ing no attack by wood-borers when tested a month following 
treatment, showed traces of attack when felled the following 
June, the attack becoming more severe during the warm sum
mer as shown by observations made when such trees were 
felled in September (a year after treatment). Trees of the 
broad-leaved species felled a year following treatment also 
showed some attack by wood-borers. 

Traces of blue-stain were found in sapwood of coniferous 
species, treated in June or July and felled in October of the 
same year, the attack being more severe in the top logs of 
~rees of jack pine where considerable drying had taken place. 
Sapwood of some trees permitted to stand through two sum
mers after treatment showed signs of decay. 

Trees treated with chemicals late in the sap-peeling season 
tended to show less attack by insects and stain when felled in 
the late autumn than those treated early, the amount of such 
attack depending upon the length of time the trees were left 
standing during the warm summer months. In no <:ase was 
the presence of wood-borers and blue-stain considered so 
severe as to degrade the wood significanly for pulp. 

SUMMARY 

Tests show clearly that chemicals may be applied to trees 
so as to perpetuate the condition of easy peeling after the 
end of the normal sap-peeling season. Moreover, if trees so 
treated are left standing until October, the bark may be 
removed more easily than in the normal season of easy peeling. 

While the treatments described did not give significant dry
ing effect on the wood of broad-leaved species, wood of such 
coniferous species as jack pine, balsam fir and eastern cedar 
showed appreciable reduction in weight when felled in the 
autumn after standing through the warm summer weather 
following the application of chemicals. 

The small amount of the chemicals that enter the sap
stream of treated trees would seem insufficient to prevent stain 
or attack of insects on the sapwood. The fact that treatment 
with arsenic keeps trees so treated comparatively free from 
bark insects during the first summer after treatment is of 
interest since such insects were found in considerable number 
in trees treated with chemicals lacking the toxicity of arsenic. 

Log Transportation 1 

JEAN COLLARDET 

INTRODUCTION 

The difficulties and high cost of transporting forest pro
ducts, especially logs, have hitherto conditioned the exploita
tion of forest stands and still dominate lhe question of the 
conservation and rational utilization of timber resources. 

Forests have been too heavily exploited in the proximity 
of outlet roads and urban and industrial centres, and are 
constantly retreating towards uninhabited or less accessible 

1 Original text: French. 

The effectiveness of soluble arsenic in the tests reported 
makes it the logical standard of comparison for other chemicals 
that may be tried in future for similar purposes. Arsenic has, 
however, the disadvantage of causing its handlers to develop 
painful rashes unless the most extreme care is taken to avoid 
its contact with the skin. Moreover, its extreme toxicity makes 
it a possible source of danger to animal life unless substances 
repellent to animals are mixed with it. 

It does not seem too much to expect that other suitable 
substances may be found which are capable of producing as 
easy peeling as arsenic, more effective as inhibitors of insects 
and staining fungi, and which can be more easily and safely 
applied. 

Recently a gasoline-powered portable tool tor girdling trees 
has been developed that is reported to be satisfactory. The fact 
that such a tool is capable of making a deep cut in girdling 
trees may increase the drying of wood of species that so far 
have not been readily susceptible to reduction in weight by 
application of chemicals to superficially girdled trees. This, 
coupled with the fact that the most recent tests show that easy 
peeling can be produced by applying chemicals without a 
covering band of paper, should accelerate treating operations. 
If chemical treatment is to become widely established in 
industry, possibilities of increased efficiency will of course be 
sought. 
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regions, thus adding more and more to the seriousness of the 
tramport problem. 

Large stretches of forest still remain unexploited and are 
considered commercially uninteresting, even if they are not 
given a negative value, owing to the lack of access routes or 
their distance from consumer centres. 

Even when this is not so, the high cost of transport often 
make5 it necessary to fell only the valuable species or trees 
which can supply high-quality logs, and either to disregard the 
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common sp12cies or to abandon in the logged areas the logs 
which are less well-shaped and have little commercial value. 

Vast quantities of wood are thus disregarded or wasted; this 
not only represents a direct economic loss2, but also constitutes 
an impoverishment from the silvicultural pomt of view and 
sometimes a danger to the future of stands thus stripped of 
their best timbers. 

NEW FACTS AND TENDENCIES IN FOREST TRANSPORTATION 

There is an increasing tendency throughout the world to 
move sawmills and factories towards the forest as it retreats, 
in order to simplify the problem of transport or to reduce its 
distance and cost. 

Examples of this are the splitting up of many large factories 
on the Pacific Coast into several semi-permanent sawmills 
which arc gradually moved to the interior, the appearance of 
mobile workshops for veneering Oregon pine on the spot and 
the installation of many sawmills and plywood factories in the 
forest areas of the West African coast. 

Moreover, the desire to lower the cost price of transport as 
much as possible has led to increased mechanization, especially 
in places where labour is scarce. 

Removal by man-power, which was still frequent some years 
ago in tropical forests, is disappearing and animal haulage is 
being replaced by mowr haulage, especially in countries where 
the number of live-stock has decreased owing to the war and 
which have been able to acquire surplus military vehicles at a 
low price, although an inverse development, which is bound 
to be temporary, may be observed in certain countries of 
South America, which lack motor equipment and spare parts. 

It also seems that, unless there is a navigable or floatable 
waterway, which is always the best transport method, or a 
permanent railway passing near the exploited area, roads will 
henceforward be preferred to rails for transporting logs, 
thanks to the appearance since the war of new types of road 
equipment which meet most of the local requirements. Emer
prise5 which possess rails certainly continue to use them, but 
their acquisition at present would involve excessive expen
diture, and priority is therefore nearly always given to road 
transport in new developments. 

American earth-moving equipment (bulldozers, trail
builders, scrapers, levellers etc.) is now used almost universally 
for the construction of roads and railway road-beds; this 
represents a great saving of labour and time. 

In mountainous countries, however, the use of telpher rail
ways is becoming more general, the technique of cable trans· 
port having made considerable progress4. 

There is also a tendency in small developments, when the 
condition of the soil is suitable, to replace the caterpillar 
tractors used for removal by wheeled vehicles with several 

• B. L. Grondal has estimated that in the States of Washington and 
Oregon an average of 188 cub. metres of wood per hectare are 
abandoned in the logged areas. A report of the U.S. Forest Service 
estimates the volume of wood thus lost in that region during the year 
1944 alone at 2,640,000 cub. metres, whereas B. P. Kirkland considers 
that 4,700,000 cub. metres might be recovered annually in the Oregon 
pine zone by returning to the logged areas to recover the wood left 
there. 

3 The "picking" of valuable species such as mahogany, ebony and 
Brazilian rosewood has led to theil' disappearance from many tropical 
forests, where the unexploitable species, on the contrary, tend to 
reproduce rapidly. 

•For example, the Wyssen system. 

motor axles, and with large-section, low-pressure pneumatic 
tyres5. These machines equipped when necessary with a spade
winch, can carry out removal from the forest, load the logs and 
transport them along roads to the utilization or forwarding 
point, thus avoiding any reloading. This method, however, has 
not yet been fully tested and it is not often, especially in 
tropical climates, that the circumstances make it possible to 
carry out the operations of removal and road transport with 
one kind of equipment, such as a tyre-fitted tractor with a 
skid, trailer or semi-trailer. 

Finally, we should note the use of certain types of dis· 
embarkation devices constructed during the war, such as 
shallow-draught landing craft opening at the fore-end, for 
water transport and for loading wood on to sea·going vessels. 
When these boats are equipped with winches and cables for 
the direct loading and rapid stowing of logs moved from the 
banks or from the water, they can be very useful in certain 
regions well provided with navigable waterways and facilitate 
loading in open roadstead or at sea, where there arc no port 
installations. 

PROBLE:\IS AND DESIRABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN REGARD 

TO EQUIPMENT 

In order to analyse the problems still raised by log trans
portation and to indicate the ways in which equipment now 
in use may be improved, it is essential to distinguish between 
the case of temperate countries and that of tropical countries. 
These problems assume very different forms in these coun
tries, not so much because of the climate or the quality of 
the labour as because of the nature of the stands to be 
exploited. 

In temperate countries, the forests are almost "pure", or, 
at least, all the species they contain are commercial, and for 
this reason they have a considerable production capacity, 
whether they are exploited totally or by periodical cuttings. 
On the other hand, tropical forests, which are usually very 
heterogeneous, generally have to be regarded as poor forests, 
from which only a limited number of species can be extract
ed; that is to say, forests in which usually only one or two 
trees per hectare are exploitable and where no further use is 
made of the stands for several years6. 

Thus it is impossible to consider establishing a close net
work of permanent forest roads in tropical regions, and one 
has to be content with earth tracks, usiug appropriate 
material. 

Temperate countries 

In these countries there seem to be few problems that still 
require to be solved, and the present methods of removal 
and transport are satisfactory on the whole. 

The main task will be to build new roads in hitherto 
inacce>sible zones and to increase the density of the network 
in the areas already partially equipped, so that motor 
haulage may entirely replace animal haulage. The technique 
of constructing these roads is well known and their paving, 
although costly, will in most cases be justified by the tonnage 
coming from the forests which they will serve. 

5 Latil tractors, Letourneau toumado;;er, or even GMC trucks. 
6 It has been estimated that a forest concession on the West Coast of 

Africa is profitable when it contains 10 cub. metl'es of commercial 
timber per hectare. I I all the timber which is usable at least locally 
is also extracted, an average of 20 cub. metres per hectare may be 
estimated, with a cycle of twenty-five years. 
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In the mountains, removal by carrier cables, hauling cables 
with return pulleys etc., will continue to give satisfaction 
and this equipment can be further improved. 

In less hilly regions and on easy ground, there will no 
doubt be an increase in the use of tyre-fitted tractors with 
four-wheel drive and steering and high-gear reduction of the 
Latil type, equipped with spade-winches of the Pan type, to 
carry out both removal and transport. For road transport it 
would be desirable to perfect model trucks with four or six
wheel drive and reinforced chassis, which would be as sturdy 
as an Army GMC, but would be more economic in use 
(diesel or gas-producer engine). Meanwhile, standard-model 
trucks or semi-trailer trucks might be transformed by the 
Thornton or Marmont-Herrington processes, to transport 
between 5 and 7 tons of logs for long distances, under good 
conditions, even over rough ground. 

Finally, it might be desirable to consider a type of lumber
carrier loaded from underneath, like a skid, with the same 
facili·ty as the American straddle trucks (Ross carrier, Hyster 
etc.) which are used for handling >awn timber in stock-yards. 
The use of trucks or platform trailers equipped with log
hoisting winches is not an ideal solution for the transport of 
large trunks, owing to the risk of tilting the vehicles. 

Tropical countries 

In the tropical forest, where the various species differ 
greatly in commercial value, the transport distance deter
mines the zones in which the exploitation of each category 
of species remains profitable. This results in concentric zones 
of progressive exhaustion, which are especially noticeable 
in the most highly-populated regions (India, Indochina, 
Malaya). 

In these countries, consumer centres are surrounded by a 
first zone which is completely exhausted and where ther~ is 
no longer even any firewood, then by a second zone where 
the timber has already been exploited, then by a third zone 
which still contains timber, but where the valuable timber 
has disappeared, and finally by virgin forest, where all the 
resources are preserved, but which has no economic value, 
'ince none of the timber is at present exploitable under profit
able conditions. 

As these zones are exhausted, exploitation draws further 
away from the consumer centres and the cost price of various 
species of wood rises. Nevertheless, the opening of new 
communication routes and the development of transport 
equipment have hitherto made it possible to penetrate fur
ther and further into the forest, without raising the cost 
price. 

Consequently, the volume of usable timber, which is usually 
between 20 and 40 cub. metres per hectare in the unexploited 
wnes, nearly always exceeds the economically exploitable 
volume. \Vhen the forest is free from exploitatiOn to the extent 
that it still contains wood for cabinet-making, the exploitation 
of ordinary timber is usually not considered profitable, and in 
places where it is still profitable, the valuable timber has 
already been removed. 

This position greatly complicates the problem of the rational 
ex ploi ta tion of tropical forests and of the extraction of their 
products since, contrary to the over-simple ideas sometimes 
put forward by new enterprises which are as yet unfamiliar 
with the commercial aspect of the quet.tion, it is impossible to 
fell all the usable species in these heterogeneous stands and to 
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sell them off, even at equalized prices, unless the demand for 
each species exceeds the quantities thus thrown on the market. 
It must not be forgotten that these very different species are 
not interchangeable and that it will be more and more difficult 
to strike the balance between production and consumption as 
larger quantities of timber are exploited. 

In any case, tropical forests must be considered for a long 
time to come as very poor forests, requiring a much wider road 
network for the extraction of timber than forests of temperate 
countries for the same tonnage extracted. The construction of 
paved forest roads would usually not be profitable1, because 
there is no stone in most of the forest areas, and it often has 
to be brought from great distances. Thus, only the main roads 
can be paved, and will be joined by simple earth tracks, which 
can always be strengthened with logs or filled in with gravel 
in swampy sections where trucks are liable to stick in the mud. 

Plans for an inexpensive type of road for tropical countries 
deserve serious study and forest reproduction would greatly 
benefit therebyB. 

It must be stressed that the length of the road network might 
be considerably decreased by the judicious organization of 
exploitation developments and by the co-ordination of their 
programmes for future years. 

The above-mentioned disadvantages of the impoverishment 
of tropical forests by concentric zones where exploitatiOJ! is 
not regulated might also be considerably decreased if the 
stands were managed with a view to their being exploited more 
methodically and completely, as new communication routes 
are opened. 

It would then be possible to extract simultaneously a larger 
number of species and a greater volume of timber, to amortize 
the road construction costs more rapidly and consequently to 
reduce the influence of transport on the cost price. 

This tropical forest management and organization of me
thodical felling in regard to the largest possible number of 
species is not only desirable from the silvicultural point of 
view or from that of forest economy, but also from the com
mercial point of view, in order to lower transport costs, and 
it is impossible to stress too much the importance of the part 
played by the forestry services of new countries in controlling 
exploitation, which is too often carried out in a disorderly 
manner. 

The plan of the network of outlet roads must be studied 
with the greatest care and will often be facilitated by aerial 
photographs showing the topography of the ground. The 
laying of the roadbeds of roads or railways and even their 
maintenance should henceforward be carried out almost ,ex
clusively by mechanical means, since removal tractors with a 
bulldozer in front would suffice for this earth-work on easy 
ground. 

Large enterprises will use special American equipment (tree
dozer, trail-builder, carry-all scraper etc.) to an increasing 
extent, and since the work will be easier and more economic, 
there will be a considerable saving in the amount of man-

7 It must be remembered that a paved road costs approximately 
seven times more than a rightly-constructed earth road, which can be 
used by loaded trucks in the dry season only. 

8 A 1,500 km.road network has been built in Cambodia and has the 
following characteristics: width 3.50 metres, bridges built for a lo'ad of, 
5 tons per axle, and a decided camber so that the road should npt 
deteriorate during the rainy season (I 0 to 25 em., according to the 
contours). 
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power which they have hitherto been obliged to use for the 
construction and maintenance of roads. 

The railway will still have its advantages in certam cases, 
especially on clayey soil, where road maintenance will always 
be difficult, and in transporting considerable loads over fairly 
short distances in all seasons (maximum of 40 to 50 km.)9 

It will then be necessary to improve contours, to reduce 
curves and to strengthen the track in order that it may carry 
heavier trains (50 tons). 

Steam locomotives might well be replaced by diesel light 
railway tractors of 8 to II tons, of the Davenport 60 h.p. type, 
which have proved satisfactory in Gabon. 

It seems, however, that roads will henceforward be preferred 
in nearly all cases for the transport of logs to a lloatable or 
navigable waterway or to the utilization point. 

Removal equipment for tropical forests 

With regard to equipment, it may be comidered that the 
crawler tractor of the Caterpillar or International type which 
are sturdy and well-adjusted, will continue to be the removal 
machine best suited for use in the exacting conditions of 
tropical forests. With its improvements and additional ap
paratus (winch, bulldozer, arch etc.), it can be quickly adapted 
to all situations and is a machine of many uses, which can 
make its own track in the forest and, if necessary, prepare an 
adequate passage for trucks. Even in the rainy season and on 
relatively rough ground, it can remove whole trunks, so that 
they can be cut up at the loading point or by the roadside, 
that is to say, in the most favourable conditions both for the 
use of mechanical cutters and for the rational use of the 
timber. 

Experience has shown that it would generally be advisable 
to use the most powerful models (D8 instead of D7), since the 
increase in cost price and fuel consumption would be largely 
offset by the increase in output and by the services rendered. 

The main disadvantage of this equipment lies in the rapid 
wear of the tracks and their running-gear on sandy or muddy 
ground, thus necessitating frequent replacements, and it 
would be desirable to improve the quality of the steel used, 
in order to reduce the cost of maintenance and spare parts 
and the time during which the tractors are immobilized for 
repairs. 

On firm and fairly even ground, wheeled tractors which are 
sulficicntly heavy and powerful and are equipped with a 
spade winch may be usedlO, Apart from their greater ma
noeuvrability, they have the advantage of being able to load 
the logs on to a skid or trailer at the felling points, and of 
transporting them without reloading along tracks which 
require much maintenance work than truck roads. 

These tractors with four-wheel drive and steering must have 
very wide tyres (20 to 25 em.), of large diameter (2 metres), 
considerable clearance above the ground (at least 50 em.) and 
a large range of gears, enabling them to climb 20 per cent 
gradients and to run empty at 40 or 50 km. per hour11• 

9 The use of a .6-metre track will, for instance, still be useful in 
Gabon for the exploitation of the densest okoume stands, or in the 
Far East in forests of Dipterocarpaceae. 

10The 60 and 75 h.p. Latil diesel tractors in use on the west coast of 
Africa are somewhat too light and the new 120 h.p. model has to be 
tried out. The DW I 0 Caterpillar tractor is mainly used for road 
haulage. 

11 The Letourneau tournadozer seems to meet these requirements, 
although we do not yet have any information on the results ofits use 
in tropical forests. 

It might also be advantageous to perfect removal arches on 
tyres which could be transformed, by the addition of another 
axle, into semi-skids. They would thus be able to transport 
large logs without the help of loading cranes and without risk 
of tilting the trucks or trailers. 

The transportation of logs in tropical forest 

There are two different theories on long-distance transport, 
and it is impossible to say which is preferable, since the choice 
depends upon local conditions. In some cases, light all-purpose 
three-axle trucks of the GMC type, which can travel along very 
rough tracks, may be used, and in other cases preference may 
be given to tractor-trailer or tractor-semi-trailer combinations 
or heavy American trucks which carry over 30 tons of timber 
on paved roads in one journey. 

Trucks from military surplus equipment have usually given 
good results in small and mediumsized developments on the 
west coast of Africa. Their solidity and good grip enable them 
to carry approximately half of their total service load on firm 
and fairly even ground and sometimes even to load logs right 
at the stump. 

Hence the all-purpose light truck represents the ideal solu
tion for the exploitation of scattered stands on easy ground, 
but it should be improved and its use should be made more 
economical by lengthening and strengthening the chassis, 
equipping it with a log-loading device and by replacing the 
petrol engine by a diesel engine12. 

Heavier equipment with a better output is preferable, how
ever, in regions where the density of the stands and the nature 
of the soil make it possible to build permanent roads for 
extracting the timber. 

The tractor with tyres and a trailer13 (or, better still, a semi
trailer, to improve the grip of the motor wheels) and the heavy 
truck would reduce the cost of long-distance transport. 

Their capacity should be increased in proportion to the 
distance to the point of embarkation or utilization. 

These machines should be loaded at the point where the 
logs are concentrated either by their own means or, better still, 
by powerful cranes on wheels, moving along the main road. 

To summarize, there is no equipment which is entirely 
adapted to the various conditions of forest exploitation in 
tropical countries and which meets all the requirements. 
Whereas owners of small developments prefer to use the 
tractor with tyres as the only machine for removal and trans
port, large forestry enterprises divide the transport of their 
products into three phasesH: 

(a) Removal of logs for 500 metres, or I km. at most, by 
band tractors of the Caterpillar D7 or D8 type, equipped with 
a bulldozer and a winch, and trailing platforms equipped with 
caterpillar bands, or better still, arches which make it possible 
to remove whole trunks. 

(b) Transportation of sawn timber to the main road, by 
GMC all-purpose light trucks carrying 5 to 7 tons, which 
travel along the secondary tracks joining the main road. 

12 Trucks with four-wheel drive of the E.W.D. Labourier lnternationale 
type etc. can also be used, as well as Fort or Panhard road trucks 
transformed by the :Marmon-Herrington or Thornton process, which 
supplies them with an additional chiving axle and with a double gear 
reduction. 

13 The Ford-Fruehauf tractor combination used in Gabon frequently 
bogs down in the soil. Their chassis should be lengthened and given 
an additional chiving axle. 

14 Especially in Gabon and the Cameroons. 
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(c) Transportation to the utilization or embarbtion point 
by paved roads in heavy load trucks of the Ford-Fruehauf type, 
carrying at least 30 tons. 

In f.pite of two reloading operations, this system seems to 
be the best if the maximum output is to be obtained from the 
existing machines. The transfer points have to be equipped 
with machines for loading the trucks, such as mobile cranes 
on caterpillar tracks or tyres and automatic log-loading de
vices; fully satisfactory models of such equipment already exist. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that the quality of native 
labour, remoteness and the difficulty of on-the-spot repairs 
make it necessary that all machines used in tropical countries 
should be very strong and as simple as possible. 

It would be especially desirable to achieve some standardi
zation of engines and spare parts. This has already been 
accomplished by some manufacturers, thus making it possible 
to reduce to a minimum the length of time during which 
equipment is immobilized, and greatly facilitating repairs. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The technical problems of log transportation still limit the 
rational utilization of world forestry resources, especially in 
regions remote from consumer centres, in scattered stands and 
in tropical climates. 

However, methods of removing logs and removal and trans
port equipment have been developed and greatly improved 
;ince the war, both as a result of the appearallce of new 
machines and as a result of the handing over to forest 
exploiters of army surplus all-purpose vehicles, earth-work 
equipment, tractors, heavy trucks, landing craft etc.; this 
equipment has proved particularly useful and can be im
proved still further to meet local requirements. 

GAZONNAUD 

As felling becomes more remote from natural or pre-existent 
extraction routes (rivers or railways), roads are playing an 
increasingly large part in the transport of forest products, and 
the opening of a sufficiently dense road network is condition
ing the development of new forest areas. 

Although the construction of permanent roads is usually 
profitable in temperate regions, owing to the productivity of 
the stands, it is by no means always so in tropical regions, 
where the volume of timber to be extracted is often very small 
as a result of the sparseness of the species or of the degree to 
which the forest has been denuded of usable timber. 

According to the wealth of the stands and the nature of 
the soil, the removal and transport methods to be used will 
differ considerably in regard to the equipment best adapted 
to these special local conditions, and preference will be given 
in some cases to caterpillar tractors, sometimes to tractors with 
tyres, sometimes to all-purpose trucks which can travel along 
earth tracks, and sometimes to heavy trucks requiring paved 
roads. 

The parcelling out of hitherto inaccessible forests and the 
methodical organization of their exploitation will, in many 
cases, justify the opening of new outlet roads and will make 
it possible to increase the volume of commercial timber by 
considerably reducing transport costs. 

Nevertheless, some stands will long remain beyond the reach 
of profitable exploitation, owing to the excessive wst of road 
substructure, unless there is a possibility of using entirely new 
methods such as the helicopter15, which may one day be used 
in certain special cases for the extraction of logs. 

15 See "L'Mlicoptere sera-t-il demain l'outil a tout jaire de l'exploitant 
Jorestier d'Outre-mer" by P. Gazonnaud, Revue Bois et Forets des Tropi
ques, No. 7 (1948). 

Log Transportation in Tropical Forest Exploitation1 

PIERRE GAZONNAUD 

STATEMENT OF THE QUESTION 

Log transportation in tropical forest exploitation is char
acterized by four main facts: 

l. Heterogeneity of the forests and their deficiency in valu-
able species; 

2. Lack of public equipment in forest regiom; 
3. Climate; 
4. Lack and inferior quality of labour. 

On account of the deficiency of valuable species in the forest 
aod the lack of public equipment, the tropical forest exploiter 
must cover considerable areas in order to produce relatively 
small tonnages and, in those areas, construct outied roads 
v.hich, in a temperate country, he may find near his forest 
development. 

The deficiency of valuable species in tropical forests may be 
illustrated by the following figures: 

A forest concession is considered profitable when it contains 
10 cub. metres of usable timber per hectare. Thus, while the 
exploitation of 30,000 cub. metres in final cutting in a fir 

1 Original text: Frcnch. 

forest in the Vosge& will cover about 100 hectares, the same 
exploitation in heterogeneous tropical forest will cover about 
3,000 hectares. 

In such circumstances, forest exploitation not only requires 
the opening of extensive networks of outlet roads, but, owing 
to the climate, these networks very soon deteriorate and 
require extensive maintenance work. 

The poor quality of labour makes it necessary to fill many 
positions with European specialists (mechanics, operators of 
machines, surveyors) who are expensive. 

For all these reasons, colonial forest production is costly. It 
makes high sale prices necessary and these restrict markets 
considerably. 

This idea of cost price is of the first importance, and plays 
an essential part in the solution of the various problems con
nected with exploitation. 

These solutions will therefore not necessarily be the best 
from the technical point of view. They must be the cheapest, 
taking into account the frequent necessity of replacing in
sufficient labour by equipment. 
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V ARlO US PIL.\SES OF FOREST EXPLOIT.\ 1'101' 

Search for fm·est crops 

The colonial fmest exploiter must, himself, seck trees ready 
for cutting while, in temperate countries, forest crops are 
offered by the competent public services to possible users. 

In a country which lacks maps and in which information is 
difficult to obtain, this necessity entails long, heavy and not 
always safe work, when it is done on the ground, as has been 
the case heretofore. 

In this field, great progress is expected to be made by the 
systematic use of the aeroplane. In the first place, the latter 
makes it possible to examine forest lands quickly, and to locate 
the densely-wooded areas. Low flying over these areas and the 
use of photography make it possible to obtain a rough idea 
of the wealth, in useful species, of the timber and to draw a 
satisfactory map to facilitate the search for ways of penetrating 
the forest, which is essential for starting rational exploitation. 

It is probable that the use of stereoscopic photography and 
infra-red sensitive plates will enable great progress to be made 
in aerial prospecting. 

Owing to the lack o£ landing fields, the prospecting type of 
aeroplane must be twin-engined, amphibious i£ possible, with 
a flying range of at least 800 krn. and a speed of less than 
150 km. per hour (speed limit for sight reconnaissance). 

This work would be greatly facilitated by the use of suitable 
helicopters. 

Felling and cutting up 

These two phases of exploitation do not seem to have any 
direct connexion with log transportation. However, the latter 
varies according to whether the cutting up is done at the place 
of felling or at the place of loading the logs. In the first case, 
the subsequent removal will consist in hauling the logs, and 
in the second, hauling the trunks. 

In most cases, felling properly so-called raises no problem. 
In fact, while this stage of the work is difficult to mechanize 
on account of the dimension of the trunks and the hardness 
of certain woods, native labour provides excellent fellers whose 
output is very satisfactory. On the other hand, cutting up, 
which is still often done by hand, requires many labourers. 
Mechanization is an advantage. The use of power-saws and 
chain-saws gives good results; the latter are much improved 
if, after the trunks have been removed and gathered in one 
spot along the outlet roads, it is possible to ins·tal a real 
sawmill which will make it possible to place the trunks flatwise 
and to keep a constant watch on them (a requirement for good 
output with chain-saws). In this case, a great improvement is 
obtained by the use of a generator to run the chain-saws with 
electric motors. 

Transportation 

The transportation of timber includes removal and trans
portation proper. 

(a) Removal 

Removal is the dragging or rolling of the logs or trunks from 
the place of felling to the place of loading on trucks or wagons. 

This part of forest development is somewhat similar to that 
which is carried on in the forests of temperate zones. The 
difference is due to the scattered nature of tlle trees concerned, 
which means a very great increase in the removal distances. 

The removal system is practically perfected. 

After numerous experiments, the majority of exploiters usc 
heavy diesel caterpillar tractors, of from 80 to 120 h.p., equip
ped with forest winches; of the caterpillar D7 or D8 type, 
drawing skids or arches. 

The skid is still frequently used because it is cheap. How· 
ever, its effectiveness is mediocre on removal tracks. which are 
of necessity badly levelled. Moreover, it requires that the 
trunks should be divided into logs before removal. 

A great improvement results from the usc of forest arches 
of the Athey type, which make possible the removal of whole 
trunks when the latter are not excessively large. 

In addition to its greater effectiveness, which is due to the 
fact that the trunks, almost entirely lifted, rest only on the 
small end, the advantage of the arch lies principally, as we 
have seen, in the possibility of collecting the whole trunks at 
the end of the removal roads where it is possible to set up 
sawmills. 

The principal disadvantage of caterpillar tractors lies in 
their cost of operation, which is itself proportional to the high 
purchase prices and replacement expenses due to excessive 
wear of the tracks, the axles of which work ineffectively on 
soil which is often soggy. 

For this reason removal machines of the Latil diesel 60 h.p. 
type, with tyres, have been tried. 

It is to be feared that, regardless of the dimension of the 
tyres, these machines lack grip on the clayey and uneven 
ground often encountered in the development zones and 
cannot successfully haul logs weighing from 7 to 8 tons. On 
the other hand, they will probably be suitable on ground 
which is firm and not too uneven. 

On account of their greater gear reduction and their greater 
number of speeds these tractors should make it possible to 
increase the removal distances, without increasing the prices 
per kilometre-ton which, on favourable ground, would have 
the great advantage of making it possible to reduce the size of 
the network of roads. 

Removal with caterpillar tractors must not exceed an 
average distance of 500 metres, if it is to be economical. 

Nevertheless, the caterpillar tractor offers a certain ad· 
vantage in that it can be equipped with a bulldozer, so that 
it can itself prepare the removal roads, apart from the felling 
of big trees. 

(b) Transportation proper 

This transportation consists of the hauling of the logs on 
trucks or lorries from the ends of the removal roads to the 
places of utilization (mills), of floating on water or loading 
on public railways. 

As we have seen, this transportation is mainly characteristic 
of colonial forest development. 

The network of removal roads necessary for transportation 
requires three types of work: 

1. Search for routes; 
2. Building of the road-bed of highways or railways; 
3. Maintenance. 

The search for routes is long and difficult. Aerial photo· 
graphs facilitate the drawing up of a plan of a system of roads, 
by showing the topography of the land and the location of the 
stands. 
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The preparation of the route itself requires the use of 
skilled surveyors who are familiar with the characteristics of 
the equipment which will subsequently be put into operation. 

The building of the road-beds and maintenance work must, 
of necessity, be mechanized. It would otherwise require a great 
number of labourers, which it is no longer possible to find 
in forest exploitation zones. This work is at present carried 
out satisfactorily with the ordinary equipment for public 
works. 

How is the choice to be made between railways and high
ways? 

Before the war the question was regularly discussed when 
a new enterprise was set up. 

In general, preference "\\'aS given to the railway (Decauville 
type of railway with 0.6 metre gauge) when it was a question 
of exploiting large stands which were fairly dense and not 
very remote (maximum 40 to 50 km.) from floating or utiliza
tion points. This was frequently the case for the gaboon tree 
in Gabon. 

On the other hand, the highway was preferred when it was 
a question of scattered or more remote stands, as was generally 
the case with mahogany in the Ivory Coast. 

The railway still had the preference on very clayey land, 
where the maintenance of roads is always difficult. Lastly, the 
railway was often preferred on account of the lack of proper 
road-building material and the lack of mechanical equipment 
for the maintenance of roads. 

Today, the railway requires investments that are too great. 
Moreover, stands which can be exploited are beginning to be 
remote from utilization or shipping points. Furthermore, since 
the war, road·building materials of various types have appear
ed which fulfil most of the requirements for local use. Thus 
priority is gradually being given to highway transportation in 
all development enterprises. 

Only those exploiters who possess rails in reserve continue 
to use them. They are paying increasing attention to the shape 
of the track and the laying of the rails, so that heavier trains 
can be used (50 tons). They use diesel tractors of 8 to 11 tons, 
type Davenport 60 hp. The construction of satisfactory profiles 
is greatly facilitated by mechanical bulldozer digging. 

In all other cases, transportation now takes place by road. 

Except for the felling and uprooting of large trees, road
beds are made entirely by mechanical processes, the nature 
and size of the equipment being proportionate to the size of 
the undertaking. The heavy machinery used includes tractors, 
bulldozers or trackbuilders, carry-all 5Crappers and levellers. 

The only delicate problem is that of road paving. There are 
no stones in most of the forest zones, and in any case stone 
quarrying and stone breaking are always very expensive, so 
that only the main roads are paved. Everywhere else, it is 
necessary to be content with simple tracks which are paved 
only in the difficult sections, particularly on low ground. 

For this reason the transportation equipment must have 
certain characteristics. Equipment of the trailer-tractor type, 
of the Ford-Fruehauf kind, often bog down in the tracks 
because of the tractor's insufficient load capacity and the 
insufficient length of the chassis. They should therefore be 
used only on the paved highways. 

On the rough tracks, on the other hand, it is necessary to 
use lighter vehicles with longer chassis, equipped with semi-

GAZONNAUD 

trailers which enable the tractor-truck to take a greater load. 
These trucks must have two driving-axles and a differential 
locking device. Such vehicles can be used on improvised routes, 
even during the rainy season. 

Some enterprises tend to use for their road transport diesel 
tractors with tyres, types Latil 60 hp. and caterpillar DWIO, 
with large-capacity trailers attached. These often prove dis
appointing owing to the tractors· lack of grip when not 
loaded. 

On the other hand other enterprises use lighter vehicles 
(GMC type), with three axles. It is no exaggeration to say that 
these have given marvellous results in many cases and have 
revolutionized exploitation wherever the ground is not too 
heavy or too uneven. They are sturdy machines which can 
carry half of the load (7 to 10 tons) in the truck itself and have 
a remarkable grip owing to their three axles. They can be used 
on very rough tracks which can be constructed at low cost, and 
they facilitate the exploitation o£ widely-scattered forest crops, 
something which could not be contemplated up to now. 

In certain favourable cases GMC lorries can even be 
driven right up to the trees, so that no reloading is necessary. 

Hence they are the machines of the future, because, taking 
into account the topographical nature of the exploited area, 
the problem is to achieve the minimum of reloading in the 
whole process of log transportation. 

This consideration has led some exploiters to use tyre trac
tors of the Latil type, which can do their own removal, load 
the trailer, and take it to the utilization point. For the reasons 
we have seen, this is unfortunately rarely possible without 
damaging the machines either at the removal stage or on the 
road, for, with the exception of the GMC truck in a few very 
favourable cases, there are at present no machines capable of 
carrying out the whole process by themselves, and when produ
cers try to manufacture such machines for reasons of economy 
they generally obtain a poor result as a whole. However, this 
continues to be the aim of many exploiters, who try to find 
among existing equipment whatever best meets the particular 
conditions of their undertaking. 

The larger enterprises, anxious to obtain good results from 
existing equipment, tend to divide the transportation of their 
products into three stages: 

(I) Construction of a paved main outlet road, adapted to 
high-speed heavy vehicles of the American Ford-Fruehauf type, 
capable of carrying 30 tons at least; 

(2) Construction of tracks branching from this road, capable 
of carrying- light trucks of the GMC type; 

(3)Removal of logs and trunks to these tracks by caterpillar 
tractor. 

The cost of such an installation would be considerably 
lowered by the rational planning of reloading necessitated by 
the successive employment of different types of equipment. As 
far as I know, two French tropical enterprises use only diesel 
cranes equipped with tyres for loading tmcks at the junction 
points of the tracks and the main road. 

On the other hand, many enterprises are beginning to use 
a system of loading trailers by automatic log-loading devices at 
the points where the tracks join the outlet roads. 

POSSIBLE IMPROVEME:'o!TS 

This utilization of existing equipment, carried out as ration
ally as possible, is the solution necessitated by the circum-
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stances owing to the need for a speedy increase in forest pro
duction_ 

On the other hand, the best solution of the problems of 
tropical forest development would be to manufacture equip
ment as well adapted as possible to the different cases which 
arise_ 

There are four main types of such cases: 

(a) Dense stands on easy ground (firm and fairly even); 
(b) Scattered stands on easy ground: 
(c) Dense stands on difficult ground (clayey or very uneven); 
(d) Scattered stands on difficult ground. 

(a) Dense stands on easy ground 

In this case, the solution is provided by the tractor with 
large-section tyres, two axles, several speeds, and with a trailer 
equipped with log-loading devices which should be capable of 
performing by itself both the removal and the transportation 
on the roads which can be fairly well constructed owing to the 
density of the timber and enable the tractor to have sufficient 
grip. 

(b) Scattered stands on difficult ground 

The solution is the one we have already shown, and consists 
in the use of the GMC truck with trailers equipped with a Jog
loading device. These vehicles, at present propelled by petrol 
engines, should be equipped with 100 h.p. diesel engines. 

(c) Dense stands on difficult ground 

In all cases where the ground is difficult, removal and trans
portation proper have to be carried out separately- Where the 
forest is dense, removal is done by heavy caterpillar tractors, 
and it should be possible for road transport to be carried out 
on trailers attached to tractors equipped with tyres. 

Since the density of the stands make~ it possible to construct 
and maintain good paved roads, these trailers should be able 
to carry 30 to 40 tons of logs. The longer the distances, the 
higher the transportation capacity should be; in other words, 
the longer the distance of transportation, the greater should 
be the care bestowed upon the shape of the road and the con
struction of the road-bed. 

Tractors with tyres can be replaced by traction engines of 
the Ford-Fruehauf type, provided that the chassis are longer 
than those of the cabin engines at present in use, and that they 
have at least two driving-axles. 

(d) Scattered stands on difficult ground 

We have already examined this case. It requires the succes
sive employment of caterpillar tractors for removal, light 
trucks for the first network of tracks, and traction engines for 

the paved main road. This case is the most frequent and shows 
high cost prices due to the necessity of employing a whole 
series of different machines over long distances. 

The technical problems connected with the exploitation of 
forests in tropical countries cannot be solved by private enter
prise alone, which is too often a matter of routine or under 
the obligation to pay off the cost of rashly bought equipment. 
It is desirable that the appropriate public services should carry 
out a thorough investigation of the problem for the purpose 
of establishing: 

(a) The optimum conditions for the employment of existing 
equipment; 

(b) The characteristics of the equipment to be produced 
with a view to obtaining minimum cost prices_ 

In fact, cost prices limit the possibilities of exploitation: that 
is why many scattered forest crops far removed from the points 
of utilization are at present economically unexploitable. Some 
of them will become exploitable as the colonial territories 
make new roads and railways in the public interest. Many 
others will, however, remain unexploitable unless entirely 
new equipment becomes available, such as helicopters which 
are at present being studied in France. These would obviate 
the need for establishing an expensive substructure. 

The real solution of the difficult problems of the exploita
tion of natural tropical forests lies in a closer exploitation 
resulting from an increase in the number of exploited species. 
Close exploitation would make it possible both to develop 
the construction of the network of outlet roads and to lower 
cost prices, thus providing new markets. 

But it raises other problems which it is for the technical 
services, in co-operation with private industry, to resolve: 
studies on the terrain, laboratory research of the physical and 
mechanical qualities of new species, propaganda of general 
interest addressed to consumers. 

However, the future of tropical forest production lies else
where: it is in the creation of artificial plantations of interest
ing species. In such planned forests, the public services will 
have no difficulty in constructing a definite network of outlet 
roads which would be reduced in number, since these forests 
would obviously be planted on easy ground (fairly even and 
clme to the points of utilization). 

The exploitation of such forests would no longer raise 
special problems in comparison with the forests of countries 
with a temperate climate. It should be borne in mind, how
ever, that owing to the size of the logs and the quality of 
native labour the transportation of tropical timber will always 
require simple and sturdy equipment-
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Harvesting the Forest Crop: Log Transportation 
MYRON KRUEGER 

ABSTRACT 

The transportation of logs from the woods to the conversion plant bears important relationships to the total 
transportation problem which includes all phases of logging from the stump to the market for the derived forest prod· 
ucts. 

In the United States and particularly on the Pacific Coast, the trend has been away from railroads toward the use 
of trucks for log transportation. 

Important factors in the use of trucks for log transportation are: 
1. Sb:e of load. Unit costs tend to decrease with increase in the size of load. 
2. Si:z:e (diameter) of timber. With small equipment unit costs decrease with increase in diameter. This factor is 

of decreasing importance with increase in the size of trucks. 
3. Distance of haul. Unit costs vary in direct ratio to distance. Costs indicate fairly heavy gradients as opposed to 

light gradients with longer distance of travel. 
4. Efficiency of loading equipment. The speed needed in loading has favoured the use of self-mobile, revolving 

equipment of the power shovel type, in the United States. 
5. Road construction and equipment. The intensity of the road system increases with increase in density of stand 

and with decrease in cost of construction. The tendency in the United States is toward well-constructed roads with 
good surfacing. 

The development of a complete logging plan, of which log transportation is but a part, has a complex dependence 
on engineering, forestry and economics. 

In getting trees to the conversion plant after they are made 
into logs, the all-important element is transportation. Trans
portation may consist of one method or a combination of 
several methods. The objective is the least cost ot logs at the 
conversion plant, with due regard for all the factors of produc· 
tion involved. Other papers at this Conference have discussed 
minor transportation or log assemblage. Major transportation 
will therefore be the main concern of this paper and will be 
designated throughout as simply, transportation. 

The partitular type or method of transportation to be used 
(wagons, sleighs, railroads, motor trucks or water) depends 
upon such factors as: (1) size of timber tract, (2) size of trees, 
(3) species of trees, (4) stand density, (5) forestry practices fol· 
lowed, (6) methods of log assemblage, (7) topography, (8) 
climatic conditions, (9) volume of felled timber in proces~ of 
transportation, (10) distance of haul, (II) flexibility of appli· 
cation, and (12) costs of operation. 

In recent years there has been a 'trong trend in the United 
States and particularly on the Pacific Coast away from the 
previously prevailing railroads and toward the use of motor 
truck~ as a means of log transportation. ·while this paper must 
necessarily be restricted to a discussion of log transportation 
by trucks, brief comment should be made on the factors in
fluencing this trend. First of all, railroads have narrower limits 
as to both gradient and alignment. As a result, the cost per 
mile of truck road is usually considerably less than that of 
railroad for any given set of topographic conditions. Likewise, 
fewer miles of truck road will usually satisfy the requirements 
of woods-to-mill haul than obtains for railroad. Finally, trucks 
possess considerably greater flexibility in application. This is 
based on the principle of production economics that a much 
better fit of factors of production is obtained if these factors 
come in small units. 

The unit in truck transportation is the individual truck, 
whereas in railroad transportation it is the train. The cost of 
train operation at capacity is not much greater than at less than 
capacity. On any logging operation there will be some fluctua
tion in the daily volume output. Where the method of minor 

transportation is such as to demand immediate removal of 
the logs from the point of assemblage, as is common in the 
United States, there will be a corresponding fluctuation in 
volume transported to the conversion plant. Under these 
conditions the cost per thousand board-feet for log transporta
tion will of necessity fluctuate more widely with railroad than 
with trucks. 

It is interesting to note that developments in three other 
fields have played a significant part in the trend toward the 
use of motor trucks for log transportation. These are the 
development of heavy-duty pneumatic tyres, improvements in 
metallurgy, and the development of the bulldozer and tractor
drawn excavating equipment. Although trucks were used in 
log transportation as early as 1915, they did not come into 
common use until it was possible to dispense with solid rubber 
tyres. The metallurgical improvements permitting lighter 
weights of metal to withstand the heat of compression generat
ed in a diesel engine made the truck a more efficient vehicle. 
The bulldozer and other tractor·associated excavating equip· 
ment lowered the cost of road construction and aided and 
hastened the introduction of trucks to the logging industry. 

The importance of log transportation in the total cost of 
logs delivered at the conversion plant can be seen very readily 

Table of Costs for a Typical California Pine Operation1 

Cost per thousand 
Item Q()(lrd-ft<t (dollars) 

Felling, limbing and bucking . . . . . . . . . 2.68 
Yarding (tractors) and loading . . . . . . . 2.58 
Truck transportation; 

Percentage of 
total cost 

16.4 
15.8 

Truck operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4.07) (25.0) 
Road construction and maintenance. (2.52) (15.5) 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.59 40.5 

Supervision, technical services and over-
head ........................... ~--:-::4:-:.4::::5:---~····-;-;;27;:-.-;:;-3--··~ 

Total cost delivered at plant ........ . 

1 Virgin timber stand averaging approximately 30 M fbm per acre 
and 367 in. d.b.h. Figures in parentheses do not enter into the total, 
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by referring to the foregoing table of costs for a typical Califor
nia pine operation. The data are based on a haul of 15 to 20 
miles, the employment of a technical forestry staff, and an 
operation which is still engaged in the construction of its 
transportation system. It should be noted that, of the $2.58 
cost for yarding and loading, approximately $1.94 per thou
sand board-feet would be allocated to yarding (minor trans
portation). Thus, the percentage chargeable <to all transporta
tion is actually 52.3 per cent. 

Factors affecting the cost of log transportation with motor 
trucks are size of load, size of timber, distance of haul, efficiency 
of loading equipment, and road construction and mainte
nance. These will be discussed in the order stated. The basic 
assumption is made, of course, that the logging operation in 
both size and duration will justify the use of a truck or trucks. 

SIZE OF LOAD 

Other things being equal, those factors which tend to in
crease the size of the load will decrease the cost per thousand 
board-ft. of logs. Basically, to haul a large load, a large truck 
of heavy construction is needed. Naturally, also, the volume of 
logs handled per load bears a direct relationship to the density 
of the wood. Two operators, one in eastern Oregon and the 
other in northern California, using identical make and tvpe 
of truck were forced to adopt load limits of 12,000 board-ft., 
and 7,000 board ft. respectively, because of wide differences 
in the densities of timber being hauled. 

Assuming. however, that the construction of the truck is 
equal to the demands, the load can be increased with an 
increase in the length of bunks andjor an increase in the 
length of logs. In most states of the United States, the legal 
limit for length of log-bunk when the truck is used on the 
public highways is 8 ft. If longer bunks are used the operator 
must construct his own road system. In doing so, the operator 
also absolve~ himself from any legal limitations as to wheel 
loads, and is not required to pay state highway taxes and 
licences. The latter might amount to as much as $1,000 
annually for a large truck. These economies must be balanced 
against the cost of constructing and maintaining a complete 
road system. The tendency in the western United States for 
operators with large tracts of timber is toward privately-owned 
roads and large, off-the-highway trucks. 

The hauling of long logs will materially increase the size of 
the load and normally will reduce the unit-cost of hauling. 
Here again the economy resulting from this practice must be 
balanced against a possible increased cost of road construction 
due to the longer radius curves demanded by the increased 
wheel base. As part of the economy of longer logs one must 
not oyerlook the additional economies effected through a 
reduction in the amount of bucking done in the woods and 
through the maintenance of increased size of load in minor 
transportation as well. 

SIZE OF TIMBER 

\Vhile, in general, logs of large diameter can be transported 
at a lower cost than logs of small diameter, the diameter is an 
item of decreasing importance as the size of the load is in
creased. As one proceeds from a condition where the number 
of pieces, regardless of size, is the controlling factor to one 
where the space to be filled is the governing element, log dia
meter, as a factor of production cost, decreases in importance. 
With many types of minor transportation equipment, the for-
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mer situation prevails; whereas, with large trucks, particularly 
those with extra-length bunks, the latter situation prevails. 
The relationship is shown in the curves which follow. The 
only characteristics of significance in these curves are the shape 
and average slope. 

DISTANCJ:: OF HAUL 

It is self-evident that the cost of transportation increases 
directly with the distance of log haul. This holds true both 
for truck operation and for road construction and mainte
nance. The distance of log haul bears an important relation
ship to the location of the conversion plant, or, in other words, 
to the total distance to the market. In general, with railroad 
or truck transportation, experience in the United States has 
favoured building the plant relatively close to the woods so 
that the product may be in at least semi-refined form for 
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long-distance transportation_ Cheap water transportation has 
favoured the location of plants closer to the consuming mar
kets or at least in the centres of population. 

With truck transportation a significant relationship between 
the length of haul and the gradient used is indicated. Where 
a given amount of elevation must be overcome, preliminary 
data seem to show that gradients up to 5 per cent against the 
load are more economical than lower gradients with a con
sequent increase in the length of the road. The data from 
which these tentative conclusions are drawn are quite weak, 
however, in that they do not include any positive measure
ments as to comparative truck wear. 

EFFICIENCY OF LOAJJING EQUIPMENT 

To obtain the greatest possible advantage in the use of 
trucks they must be loaded speedily and with the smallest 
possible amount of damage to the truck itself. This means that 
in addition to possessing qualities of efficiency in the operation 
of loading, the equipment must be capable of being moved 
quickly from point to point of log assemblage. Both of these 
characteristics apparently underlie the rather widespread use 
of large, self-propelled, revolving loaders of the power-shovel 
type in the western United States. 

ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 

In general, the cost of transportation increases with decreas· 
ing standards of road construction. Here again the relationship 
of construction costs to the life of the operation to be served 
by the road system must be pointed out. Important elements 
in the cost of road construction are topography, material ex
cavated, stand density, and type of surfacing. It is almost 
axiomatic that the cost increases with the roughness of topo
graphy and the toughness of materials excavated. The relation
ship to the density of stand illustrates another important 
principle of production economics, namely, that in any com
bination of production elements one uses less of the more 
costly elements and more of the less costly elements. Therefore, 
where the cost of construction is high and the volume removed 
per acre is low, one would resort to a greater length of haul 
in minor transportation or log assemblage and use a less 
intensive road system. It should be pointed out that this 
situation applies also where the volume remoYed per acre is 
arbitrarily held down by the demands of a selective cutting 
system in forestry. 

A fairly large expenditure for road maintenance is necessary 
where the operator wishes to transport large loads and still 
hold down the amount of truck repair costs which at best are 
very high with this form of log transportation. The amount 
and cost of road maintenance can be reduced through the use 
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of more stable types of surfacing, but at a much higher cost 
of construction. Although many operators in the United States 
have long recognized the economies derived from operating 
trucks on smooth, hard surfaces, they have, in the main, used 
gravelled roads and an accompanying fairly heavy use of 
sprinkling and road-surfacing equipment. One motorized road 
patrol and one sprinkling truck, operated preferably at night 
while the trucks are not in use, should be capable of main!ain
ing 15 to 20 miles of gravelled road. There is a growing 
tendency toward the use of bituminous surfaces for the main 
roads between the woods and the conversion plant, where the 
life of the operation justifies the greater initial expense. 

It is seen that such decisions as the use of trucks in pre
ference to some other type of transportation equipment, or 
the use of trucks of a given make and size, the balancing of 
major transportation with minor transportation, ami the solu
tion of the manifold problems in the application of trucks to 
a logging operation do not constitute simple determinations. 
To the solution of the over-all, complete problem of logging, 
the operator must bring to bear data from many fields but 
mainly from engineering, forestry and economics. In this 
process the operator, at least in the western United States, 
cannot afford to overlook any system of log transportation, 
major or minor, that has ever been used anywhere at any time. 
In the western United States we are still in the process of 
removing timber from stands as nature gave them to us. Under 
these conditions engineering plays an important part in the 
choice of equipment. As we progress toward more intemive 
systems of forestry, the objectives of forestry will govern our 
choice of equipment. Any discarded system of the past may 
have within it the elements needed for the particular situation 
at hand. 

(NoTE: For a more detailed discussion of some of the points 
brought out in this paper the reader is referred to the list of 
sources appended below. Those readers who lack familiarity 
with the logging and forestry terms peculiar to the United 
States will find a rather complete definition of terms in "Forest 
Terminology", Society of American Foresters> 1944). 
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Eastern A Log Transportation Project • an Canada 
J. A. McNALLY 

ABSTRACT 

In woods operations of eastern Canada the trend is towards greater use of mechanical equipment. This trend is 
bound up with the distinct, but often confused, objects of mechanization: to render inaccessible areas accessible, and 
to reduce the cost of wood. This paper covers a subject belonging to the former category. It describes a 16-mile truck· 
semi-trailer winter haul of 13-ft. logs in the Upper St. Maurice River drainage in the Province of Quebec. 

In this operation the logs were loaded with Drott skid-loaders capable of loading from rollways to trailers at the 
rate of 3,000 cub. feet per skid-loader-hour under normal conditions. The hauling units comprised Diamond T trucks 
and home-designed and home-made all-steel semi-trailers designed to carry 25-ton payloads o ver rolling country at an 
average speed of 16 miles per hour. The wood was unloaded by pushing it off the trailers with a wheel-type tractor 
equipped with home-made pusher arms - a simple and economical method. 

The most important problems in any mechanical transportation project are to secure a proper balance and syn• 
chroni:tation of loading, hauling and unloading units, and to keep down the loading and unloading costs- the "terminal 
and transfer charges"- while hauling maximum payloads. In this particular project the low-cost possibilities of its vari· 
ous phases were well illustrated but poor balance and synchronization of mechanical units concerned caused excessive 
lost time and increased the unit cost. 

LOCALE OF OPERATION 

This paper deals with a winter truck-semi-trailer hauling 
operation from forest roadside to waterside in eastern Canada. 
The product hauled was fire-killed pulpwood logs 13 ft. 4 in . 
long, scaling about 3 cub. ft. per log and weighing :l3 lb. per 
cub. ft. The locale is an area lying around 1,500 ft. above sea
level in the province of Quebec in the headwaters region of 
the St. Maurice River which flows into the St. Lawrence River 
from the north about 80 miles east of Montreal. Annual 
snowfall in the region during the past ten years has varied 
between 94.5 in. and 191 in. but the depth of snow on the 
ground normally does not exceed 3 ft. Mean win ter tem
p erature during the same period h as averaged + 8 degree~ F, 
with -40 degrees F the lowest temperature recorded. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPER.\TION 

The operation covered the movemen t over a pr ivate road 
of 3,500,000 cub. ft. of fire-killed black spruce and balsam fir 
logs during the winter of 1948- 1949 as part of a short-term 
project to salvage pulpwood timber killed by fire in 1941. 
Preparatory work included construction during the summer 
and autumn of the roads and of the loading areas where the 
logging contractors landed the logs in railways, an d prepara
tion of the dumping ground a t the lake. T he wood was loaded 
with Drott skid-loaders (Figures 1 and 2), hauled on semi· 
trailer equipment and, depending on the conditions encoun· 
tered during the hauling p eriod, unloaded with a double-drum 

winch or with an industrial wheel-tractor equipped with 
pusher arms (Figure 4). R oads were prepared for winter haul
ing, ploughed and maintained with a model 99H Austin
Western motor grader, equipped with V-plough , snow wing, 
grader blade and scarifier. 

HAULING E Q UIPMENT 

The hauling equipment consisted of nine fifth-wheel semi
trailer units as shown on Figure 4, each having a total length 
of 65 fl. and an outside width of 10 ft. 8 in. The trucks were 
6 X 6 Model 968A Diamond T units acquired from army 
surplus stock. The rear springs of these trucks were found 
somewhat weak to carry the load imposed them and two 
additional leaves were inserted in each rear spring. Some 
engine valve trouble was experienced early in the hauling 
season. In general, however, the trucks turned in a very credit
able performance. 

The trailers were designed by company stall and built in 
the woods shop in 1947 using army surplus tandem-axle do llies 
as rear support. They cost $2,500 each, including the fifth 
wheel. They were 43 ft. 9 in. long and equipped with 4 single 
20-ply 1,400 X 20 t yres. The two main longitudinal members 
were 15 in. !-beams trussed with 1~ in. rods. The six bunks 
of 3 in. !-beam were each 10 ft. long. T he trip stakes of 4 in. 
H-iron were 6 ft. long and projected to a total height of II ft . 
above the ground. After some exper imental work a tripping 

Figure 2. Drott skid-loader placing 
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Figure 3. Rear angle view of loaded Diamond T truck and trailer 

device which allowed the stakes to fall free of the bunks was 
adopted: hinged stakes were found unsatisfactory. Each trailer 
weighed 16,000 lb. and was designed to carry 1,500 cub. ft. of 
fire-killed wood in three tiers of logs (Figure 3), a payload of 
about 50,000 lb. With the truck weighing around 16,000 lb. 
the gross vehicle load amounted to about 82,000 lb. 

Opinions have been expressed that these hauling units 
were under-powered, under-tyred, under-springed and in other 
respects unsuited for the job, and it is quite probable that 
a transportation engineer called upon to design a hauling unit 
to carry a payload of 50,000 lb. would come up with a very 
different unit, but for this particular project the following 
points were governing factors in selection and design: 

(I) Rigid economy in equipment dictated by the short-term 
duration of the project. 

(2) The maximum road up-grade of 7 per cent. 
(3) Previous success with semi-trailer hauling. 
(4) The length of haul (15.9 miles). 
(5) The ability of the unloading winches to handle a 500 

cub. ft. bundle. 

HAUL ROADS 

One mile of road was constructed per 455,000 cub. ft. of 
pulpwood produced within the area which carried an average 
stand of 700 cub. ft. of merchantable wood per acre. The 
summer roads were built with shallow ditches and gravelled 
only sufficiently to support supply truck and daily autobus 
traffic. 'With the advent of snow and cold weather a hard snow 
road 25 ft. wide was built out over the shallow ditches with a 
motor grader. The winter roads ·were bulldozed and levelled 
where necessary previous to cold weather, but advantage was 
taken of swamps and other flat ground since these areas made 
very suitable loading points. One man, operating a motor 
grader was sufficient under ordinary conditions to maintain 
the 23 miles of haul road used in the operation. Snow fences 
were used along the more exposed sections of the road. 

LOADING POINTS AND LOADING 

Loading areas totalling 1'1 acres in extent were prepared 
during autumn along the truck road on swamps and the more 
level ground. Contractors delivered the logs to these areas 
with horses or tractors and piled them neatly for being re
handled to the truck-trailer units with Drott skid-loaders. 
These units were mounted on Allis-Chalmers Model HD-7 
tractors (Figures I and 2) and were designed to grab and lift 
6,000 lb. of logs to a clear height of ll ft. 6 in. from the ground 
and to carry and place the load on a hauling unit. The loading 
crew normally consisted of a skid-loader operator and a helper 
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who also straightened the wood on the trailers when necessary. 
Time studies of a special experiment based on loading 

ll,700 cub. ft. of fire-killed logs gave the following statistics: 

Time per 100 cubic }eel 
Seconds 

Moving to pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Grabbing wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
lVIoving to truck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Releasing load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 

ToTAL . • . • . . . . 48 

Although it was a common occurrence for a load of 1,400 
to I ,500 cub. ft. to be loaded in 15 minutes, time records of 
the project up to 12 February showed a loading production of 
1,310 cub. ft. of wood per skid-loader-hour including all lost 
time while on the loading areas. This low production may be 
attributed to the following factors: 

(I) The overabundance of skid-loader units available for 
the project. 

(2) Delays and breakdowns of the hauling units. 
(3) Poor balance and synchronization of mechanized units 

concerned with the project. 

On a 4-mile haul during March and April of 618,000 cub. ft. 
of green logs weighing about 50 lb. per cub. ft., much better 
remits were obtained. A plan was worked out beforehand with 
the object of determining the number of loading, hauling and 
unloading units required for a balanced operatiOn. Under 
this plan the 618,000 cub. ft. of logs were loaded with one 
skid-loader in twenty-four days at the rate of 2,720 cub. ft. per 
skid-loader-hour spent on the job, or at the rate of 3.250 
cub. ft. per hour of actual loading time. The above data 
indicate that, although it is possible to load logs at the rate 
of 8,000 cub. ft. per hour, loading production over a period 
of days under normal operating conditions will probably not 
greatly exceed 3,000 cub. ft. per hour. 

HAULING 

The hauling units were loaded as shown in Figure 3, about 
40 per cent of the payload being carried on the truck tyres 
and 60 per cent on the trailer tyres. Although the gross vehicle 
load indicated some overloading of the tyres, the speed at 
which the units travelled, the smoothness of road surface, and 
the atmospheric temperature were all conducive to reasonable 
tyre life. The hauling dis.tance averaged 15.9 miles over a snow 
road built through rolling country and having many sharp 
horizontal curves but no grade "against the load" greater than 
7 per cent. The front-wheel drive of the trucks was particularly 
useful in "off the road" manoeuvring at loading and un
loading points and in climbing adverse grades, although it 
was necessary on occasion to sand adverse grades over ,1 per 
cent. Tyre chains were not used. 

Although coefficients of friction of rubber on various road 
surfaces from loose sand to snow and ice may be found in 
various publications insufficient data are available respecting 
its coefficient on snow roads under the varying atmospheric 
conditions met with in woods operations in Canada. The 
writer's experience in eastern Canada indicates that the snow 
in the Upper St. Maurice region is drier and more granular 
than in localities closer to the St. Lawrence River and the 
Atlantic coast, and that the coefficient of friction of rubber 
on snow is greater in the former region. 
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Time records of a number of representative trips during 
the operation provided the following data: 

Hauling distance 
Payload: Volume 

Weight 
Average speed: Light. 

Loaded. 

Distribution of round-trip time: 
Travelling light . . . . 
Waiting at loading point. 
Loading .... 
Travelling loaded . . 
Unloading ..... 
Miscellaneous lost time 

ToTAL 

. 18 miles 

. 1,400 cubic feet 

. 46,200 lb. 

. 20 m.p.h. 

. 16.2 m.p.h. 

Time (minute>) Per cent 

54 
20 
14 
66 
5 

10 

169 

32 
12 
8 

39 
3 
6 

100 

Consideration of the items "waiting time at loading point 
(12 per cent)" and "miscellaneous lost time (6 per cent)" in 
the table immediately above, and of the paragraphs dealing 
with loading production, shows need for improving the ba
lance and the synchronization of the mechanical units con· 
cerned with the operation. In the smaller operation of 618,000 
cub. ft. mentioned previously, the total time lo~t by the haul
ing units- while charged to the operation - was only 13 per 
cent, in spite of the fact that the hauling distance was only 
4 miles, and an analysis of the operation at its completion 
showed that the greater part of the time lo~t was unavoidable. 
It is reasonable to assume that the percentage of lost time on a 
longer haul could be reduced below 13 per cent by careful 
planning. 

UNLOADING 

Two different methods of unloading were developed: 

1. With an International wheel-type tractor equipped with 
home-designed and home-made pusher arms for unloading 
into open water and onto the ice when thick enough to sup
port the loaded trailers (Figure 4). 

2. With a wire rope and double-drum winch for hauling 
the 500 cub. ft. bundle of wood from trailers out onto the 
lake during the period between open water and thick ice. 

With the former device unloading consisted of tripping the 
stakes, pushing off the wood, advancing the hauling unit and 
replacing the stakes. This process took an average of 4.4 min. 

per load with a crew of five men. This was by far the simpler, 
faster and more economical unloading method and would have 
become standard if it were not for the early winter period 
of thin ice. On the operation described herein ice on an area 
of 90 acres was thickened to 30 in. to 36 in . using rollers and 
water pumps in 2,300 man-hours of work between 18 Decem
ber and 21 January. Figure 5 illustrates the dumping proce
dure followed on the unloading area in order to avoid trouble 
from drifting snow and water rising above the ice; it was 
estimated that only about 75 per cent of the area thickened 
was actually covered with wood, but previous experience had 
shown that too small a dumping area may lead to difficulties 
from mow and water. 

When the second unloading method was used, the hauling· 
unit remained on shore. Two %-in. wire rope slings were 
placed around the 500 cub. ft. bundle of wood which was then 
dragged off the trailer and out onto the ice using a double 
drum winch set up on the far shore and equipped with a 
mainhaul drum using %-in. wire rope and a haul-back drum 
using %-in. wire rope. This unloading method has a definite 
disadvantage as the pile of logs created must be pulled apart 
with machines or man-power during the spring drive before 
the logs can be sluiced from the lake. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has been written with the object not only of 
describing a special hauling project but of illustrating how 
much can be done in designing, adopting and building equip
ment in a woods shop and the extent to which success in a 
mechanized haul depends on low-cost loading and unloading 

-----------------------,......- methods and on the proper balance and synchronization of 

Figure 4 . Interna tiona l wheel-type tractor equipped with home-made 
pusher arms 

the machines concerned. 

The above observations should not be interpre ted to mean 
that the hauling method described is the "last word" in log 
transporta tion or that sleigh hauling is no longer being done: 
heavy payloads of woods products are being hauled on ~;cmi 

and for full trailers in Newfoundland, on Anticosti Island, 
and on an operation adjacent to that described herein, and 
on the flat terrain of Northern Ontario sleigh trains of tre
mendous weight are being drawn with tractors or trucks. The 
fact remains, however, that on long hauls in the woods of 
eastern Canada there is a distinct trend away trom sleighs and 
from track-laying vehicles and towards units of year-round use. 
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APPENDIX 
List of manufacturers of equipment: 
1. Drott skid-loaders: Drott l'vianufacturing Co., Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. 
2. Allis-Chalmers tractors: Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 

Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Summary of Discussion 
Mr. SIMMONS said that he would summarize his paper on 

"Sawmill Techniques" with the aid of lantern slides. He stated 
that much greater changes had taken place in recent years in 
logging than sawmilling, but that on account of man-power 
shortage during recent years, great progress had also been 
made in improving sawmill techniques. Sawing logs into lum
ber might appear to be a very simple process, but those who 
were intimately concerned with the problem knew that was 
not so. There was a great variety of sawmills and methods of 
sawing. The choice of the type of equipment to be used in a 
given situation and the method of using the equipment varied 
with local conditions. There was no one best type of sawmill 
and no one best method of sawing. 

The lantern slides illustrated the various types of sawmill in 
use in the United States and he proceeded to show some of 
them. Among the types shown were the up-and-down saw, the 
band-saw, the circular-saw and many of their variants and 
accessories. He felt that there was still room for improvement 
in all types of sawmills, and in methods of setting them up and 
operating them. 

Mr. HARRISON summarized the paper submitted by Mr. En
trican on the subject of "Sawmill Techniques in the Conserva
tion of Forest Resources". He said that in developing a new 
sawmill technique for the exploitation of exotic softwood 
stands, New Zealand had compressed into a span of twenty 
year<; an experience which in North America had been spread 
over a century. That country had used the same types of equip
ment as North America though never under the same produc
tion pressure which had been found to be needlessly wasteful. 
He hoped that American designers would continue to study 
the possibility of perfecting equipment for sawing large soft
woods, in the interests not only of better maintenance and 
operation but of more accurate sawing. 

}<'or the sawing of small logs New Zealand experience in
dicates that usc of frame saws in staggered pairs yields the most 
accurately-sawn lumber and reduces waste to a minimum. 

For any sawmilling, however, to function with maximum 
efficiency in the realm of forest conservation, he advocated 
both vertical and horizontal integration, tying up logging 
with sawmills, pulp and paper plants and plywood factories, 
etc., so that all might share common wood-yard, steam, power 
and engineering facilities, use each other's waste to mutual 
advantage and secure raw material at minimum co>ts. 

Mr. Harrison, at the request of the Chairman, then pro
ceeded to summarize the paper submitted by Mr. vVanaraks 
entitled "Sawmill Techniques". He said that forests and woods 
in Siam were all state-owned and were of very mixed character. 
There were 302 sawmills with an estimated capacity of about 

3. Diamond T trucks: Diamond T Motor Car Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

4. Austin-Western motorgrader: Austin-\Ncstern Co. Ltd., 
Aurora, Illinois. 

5. International wheel-type tractor: International Harves
ter Go., Farmall \Vorks, Chicago, Illinois. 

4,900 cub. metres (log measurement) per day of nine working 
hours. 

He outlined some general principles on the importance of 
correct lay-out to avoid unnecessary handling and accidents; 
the renovation of discarded saw-blades necessitated by con
tinued high prices and shortage of imported new blades; the 
seasoning of lumber to increase strength; international grad
ing and grouping of timber to help reduce handling costs and 
step up production and the need for cheap electric power 
which besides ensuring increased economy would conserve 
sawdust for domestic and other uses. 

Mr. MALMSTROM summarized the paper entitled "A Brief Ac
count of the Progress of the Swedish Sawmill Industry", sub
mitted by :Vir. Kastmark. He said that rationalization had pro
ceeded more or less intermittently in the Swedish sawmill in
dustry ever since its development into an export industry some 
hundred years ago. 

In the last thirty ycal'S, progress had been rapid, as befitted 
the highly-developed economic exploitation of the industry, 
both in respect of machine equipment for production and 
storage and of the utilization of sawmill waste. 

He said that currently most of the waste was used as raw 
material for the making of sulphate pulp, wood-fibre boards, 
etc. In sawmills where steam-power had been replaced by elec
tric power, the sawdust was used to generate steam for the 
artificial drying of the sawn wood and various other purposes. 

In recent years the logs had been barked at the sawmills in
stead of in the forests. The bark obtained was compressed and 
used with advantage as fuel when mixed with sawdust. He 
concluded by saying that his brief account showed that forest 
produce was well utilized in the Swedish sawmills. 

Mr. HARRISON summarized the paper submitted by Mr. 
Antoine on "Sawmill Techniques in Belgium". He said that 
Belgium had no special sawmill technique in the strict sense of 
the word. The dispersal of the timber >tands, the advantage of 
erecting sawmills close to the centres of population and the 
resultant diversity of both the incoming timber and of the 
sawn wood ruled out the possibilily of large-scale or scien
tifically planned sawmills. 

In Belgium only band-saws- instead of reciprocating saws 
were used for sawing large pieces. The large sawmills generally 
had one to three band-saws and the diameter of the wheel 
varied from 1.1 to 1.6 metres. 

As to the utilization of waste, he pointed out that waste 
material from circular-saws generally yielded small secondary 
pieces. The "flitchers" made it possible to recover as much 
timber as possible from the flitches. The remainder was used 
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as firewood. Owing to the proximity of the towns there was a 
large market for that type of waste. 

In view of the empirical nature of sawing practices in .Bel
gium, which was due to the great variety of timber sawn, an 
attempt should be made to discover a type of saw tooth adapt· 
ed to the various species handled or perhaps a more econo· 
mica! standard toothing than those generally used. 

Mr. Sr~IMONS stated that the United States forest products 
laboratory was currently engaged in a detailed study of the 
design of power driven saws with a view to their perfection 
and oimplification. He recognized that saws currently used 
were inefficient and he foresaw improved types that would use 
less power, make smoother cuts and convert less solid wood 
into sawdust. 

In answer to Mr. Compton, he said that generally the mobile 
sawmills operated on a flat fee for the work undertaken. That 
meant that a farmer who needed some of his wood cut would 
be quoted a price for the whole job. Fees varied according to 
the locality, and the amount of work involved. In one case it 
amounted to 23 dollars for every 1,000 ft. up to 5,000 ft. For 
operations over 5,000 ft. the price was scaled down to about 
18 dollars per 1,000 ft. 

:VIr. HoLMAN agreed with previous statements made regard
ing the relative inefficiency of current sawmill equipment, and 
thought that waste could be greatly reduced. 

Mr. SIMMONS explained that some logging companies used 
mobile sawmills to make cants or flitches from the logs before 
bringing them to the mill. This resulted in a reduction of as 
much as one-halt of the weight of small defective and crooked 
logs to be transported. He pointed out, however, that this 
system was used only with low-grade timber. High-grade tim
ber was still brought to the mills, directly and entirely, to be 
converted on less wasteful equipment because its evemual 
value could bear the cost of transportation. 

Mr. Simmons summarized the paper submitted by Mr. Drake 
in collaboration with Mr. Simmons, Mr. Collet and Mr. Mat
son which dealt with "Improvements in Logging Techniques 
in the United States". 

He said that for years there had been a wide divergency in 
logging techniques in various sections of the United States 
as a result of topographical conditions, types of wood and 
labour. That divergency was tending to disappear. In all 
regions of the United States certain changes were taking place 
which affected logging technique. These changes included the 
replacement of the large virgin timber by young timber of 
smaller size; the increasing demand in certain regions for such 
young timber through the development of pulp mills; closer 
utilization of the large virgin timber; the lowering of road 
costs; the perfecting of light-weight yet powerful machinery 
and the higher wage standards coupled with the scarcity oi 
forest labour during the war period which had speeded the 
development of mechanical equipment. 

From the standpoint of better forest management, the im
provements in logging technique were making possible better 
utilization and improved methods of silviculture. 

Mr. CoLLET said he would like to emphasize three aspects 
of logging technique. Firstly, forestry and mechanical logging 
were closely tied to the problem of reafforestation through the 
preparation of seedbeds. Secondly, with regard to the problem 
of increasing utilization through mechanization, he thought 
that it could be doubled through the use of small mechanized 

equipment. Thirdly, he stated that considerable experimental 
work had been done on the development of methods and 
equipment for handling pulpwood in packaged or bundled 
form. 

Mr. H. A. MEYER wondered, in view of the changing labour 
market, what the effect of intensive mechanization would be 
on employment. 

Mr. HARRISON pointed out that the fear of technological 
unemployment had been expressed whenever new machinery 
had been introduced in any economic field. History had 
demonstrated that in an expanding economy new machinery 
had caused some temporary disturbance of the labour equi
librium; subsequently, however, that had been followed by 
an increased demand for labour. 

Mr. Harrison then introduced the paper on "Improve
ments in Logging Techniques" by Florencio Tamesis. The 
paper indicated that in the Philippines, logging operations 
combmed various methods and techniques ranging from 
most primitive hand and animal logging to most up-to-date 
methods employing mechanical logging devices. It was not 
unusual to see ouch a combination even in large-scale logging 
operations. There was currently a tendency to change from 
the old practice of railroad logging to truck logging, thus 
reaching areas inaccessible by the railroad system. With the 
introduction of portable mills, sawmills were not confined 
to centrally located places or tidewaters but were often 
situated near or inside the forest. Retarding circumstances, 
beyond the control of the producers themselves, were in· 
adequate financing and lack of proper organization for local 
merchandising and distribution. 

Mr. HALE introduced the paper on the "Treatment of 
Trees with Toxic Chemicals to Facilitate Removal of .Bark 
and to Reduce Weight", prepared jointly by himself and Mr. 
D. C. Mcintosh. In !942, a patent had been issued on the use 
of chemicals for removing bark from trees and since that 
time there had been various tests made with different 
chemicals for that purpose as well as for reducing weight of 
wood to effect economies in transportation. Normally, bark 
could be peeled cleanly from trees only during the three-and
a-half-months of the year when growth was active. Ex
periments had shown that trees killed with chemicals during 
the easy peeling season retained that quality for subsequent 
logging operations. The chemicals had to be applied to the 
sapwood, exposed all around the circumference of the tree. 
Thus far the most efficient chemical tested was arsenic in 
soluble form, which, applied to trees during June and July, 
had rendered the bark easy to peel when the trees were 
felled after the sap-peeling season was over. Peeling became 
even easier if the treated trees were allowed to stand until 
the middle of October. 

In respect of weight reduction, the greatest loss of weight 
had been found in the case of jack pine and balsam fir. Jack 
pine lost 10 lb. per cub. ft. by October of the same year in 
which it had been treated and 17 lb. per cub. it. if felled in 
September of the year following treatment. Black ;,pruce was 
not appreciably lighter after treatment and trees of the 
broad-leaved species showed no reduction in weight during 
the summer and autumn after treatment. 

The small amount of chemicals that entered the sap-stream 
of treated trees appeared to be insufficient to prevent attacks 
of insects on the sapwood, but arsenic compounds, of all 
chemicals tested, seemed to keep trees comparatively free 
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from bark insects found in considerable numbers in trees 
treated with chemicals lacking the toxicity of arsenic. The 
great disadvantage of arsenic was the need for exneme care 
in its handling, as it caused workers to develop painful 
rashes and was a source of danger to animal life unless 
repellent substances were mixed with it. Continued research 
would almost certainly lead to the discovery of other suitable 
substances capable of producing easy peeling, but more effec
tive as repellents to insects and staining fungi and easier and 
safer to use than arsenic. 

Although strictly manual methods had been used in the 
experiments, a gasoline-powered portable tool had recently 
been developed for girdling trees which is capable of making 
a deeper cut. A deeper cut might increase the drying of wood 
of species that had hitherto not been readily susceptible to 

reduction in weight by application of chemicals to super
ficially hand-girdled trees. 

Mr. SIMMONs reponed on the methods used in the Adiron
dacks by the North-eastern Forest Experiment Station of the 
United States Forest Service in applying poison to trees. A 
1 h.p. back-pack borer, used in tapping maple trees, has been 
adapted to the work of applying arsenic compounds. Gelatin 
capsules are being experimentally tried in an effort to reduce 
the danger to the men doing the work and to live-stock licking 
the poison. 

Mr. CRAFTS stated in connexion with the relation of meLha
nization to employment that increased mechanization usually 
results from high labour costs in relation to capital costs. The 
immediate effect of the introduction of more efficient methods 
by one operation may be higher profits from this operation. 
But when these methods are generally adopted the increased 
efficiency in production is reflected in lower consumer prices 
or higher wages. The high degree of mechanization in the 
\Vest, for example, was the result of high labour costs, created 
by rugged topography and the large size of the timber. In the 
South-east, on the other hand, an abundant supply of in
expensive labour, smaller timber and generally less rugged 
terrain has made it more profitable to use a greater proportion 
(}f manual labour. 

As for possible unemployment, past experience in the 
United States has been that new industries tended to offset 
any unemployment resulting from mechanization. 

A point to be stressed was the reduction of the waste of 
forest resources that could be achieved through improved 
logging and sawmilling techniques. A recent study had shown 
that in the United States only 32 per cent of forest drain was 
converted into consumer products, 28 per cent was burnt as 
fuel, and the remainder wasted. Mechanization could reduce 
the large proportion of waste. 

Mr. HoLMAN wondered whether the experiment with che
micals described by ::VIr. Hale had indicated any lasting toxic 
effect ou a treated area in protecting it from diseases and in
festations. 

1\<Ir. HAu: replied that although there had been such an 
effect in certain instances for a short time, it would in any 
case wear off within a year or two, in view of the water-soluble 
nature of the poisons used. 

Mr. KYI expressed interest in the mechanized application 
of tree poisons, since Burma foresters were faced with the 
problem of eliminating the evergreem that frequently invaded 

teak forests when teak was felled. He was particularly mterest
ed in the power-b01·er described b}' Mr. Simmons. 

Mechanization of logging operations was also a matter of 
great interest in Burma in consequence of the heavy loss of 
elephants during the war. Such mechanization could not be 
employed in all stages of the logging operation since trans
portation from stump to logging base was over very difficult 
terrain with rather steep slopes. 

Mr. SIMMONS pointed out that the use of the Swiss cableway 
in the Adirondacks was demonstrating the possibility of selec
tive cutting and logging on steep slopes. He emphasized that 
operation and maintenance of mechanized equipment such as 
cableways and tractors would require training of labour and 
shop facilities. 

Mr. HARRISON, referring to Mr. Craft's statement about waste 
of forest resources, stated that in some places in the world the 
first impact of mechanization had not been good because of 
heavy wastage of raw materials, but in the course of time 
greater utilization had been achieved. Greater utilization had 
to be consciously worked for; it was not an automatic conse
quence of mechanization. 

Mr. H. A. MEYER thought that the less-developed countries 
did not need intensive mechanization so much as an improve
ment in the design and use of hand tools. Expensive logging 
and sawmilling equipment, in the South American countries, 
for example, might divert capital from more practical em
ployment. With heavy logs still being cut by machetes in some 
places, the wide introduction of mechanized equipment was 
premature. 

Mr. MACDONALD reported briefly on the situation in the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
Labour costs had increased considerably since the war while 
output per man had gone down, presumably as a result of 
the fact that the labour force had been doubled or tripled in 
the preceding two years. In the United Kingdom the main 
problem in cutting operations was the thinning of the new 
plantations. He had noted in Mr. Simmons' paper a reference 
to the maximum size of trees that could be felled by new 
mechanized equipment. He was curious to know to what 
extent such equipment could be profitably used to cut down 
small-sized trees. 

Mr. SIMMONS said that one-man chain-saws had been 
developed in the United States that could be efficiently used 
to cut trees 5 or 6 in. in diameter at the stump. The wheel 
circul,u saw was of course being used to cut brush down to I in. 
in diameter, but this latter tool is efficient only in relatively 
level open woods where rocks are not present. 

:\fr. MACDONALD asked whether aluminium had been ex
perimented with in the United States as a substitute for steel 
in the making of metal chutes. 

Mr. SIMMONS replied that a great deal had been done with 
hard alloys of aluminium both in the United States and in 
Canada. He pointed out, however, that installation of metal 
chutes is expensive, frequently calling for high-grade engineer
ing talent, and that use of such chutes would in many cases 
be uneconomical when the feeding of the chutes was by hand. 
The light cableways are more adaptable and should be cheaper 
and more efficient. 

Mr. SHow observed that, in countries where mechanization 
of logging and sawmilling was just coming in, an important 
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fact to be remembered was that special arrangements must be 
made for the care and servicing of the equipment. 

Mr. JoLAIN summarized Mr. Collardet's introductory paper 
on "Log Transportation''. The paper described the trend 
towards the mechanization of log transportation and stated 
that, unless there was a navigable or floatable waterway at 
hand, roads would hencefonvard be preferred to rails for 
transporting logs. 

In mountainous countries the use of telpher railways was 
becoming more general thanks to the progress in the technique 
of cable transport. Mr. Jolain added that he had himself 
witnessed the successful use of cable transport in the hilly 
regions of Corsica. After describing the various methods used 
in both temperate and tropical countries, the paper concluded 
with the statement that the methods and equipment used 
would always have to depend on the wealth of the stands, the 
nature of the soil and any other special local conditions. 

He then summarized the paper by Mr. Gazonnaud on "Log 
Transportation in Tropical Forest Exploitation". Log trans· 
portation in tropical forests was characterized by four main 
facts: 

1. The heterogeneity of the forests and their deficiency in 
valuable species; 

2. The lack of public equipment in forest regions; 
3. Climate; 
4. The lack and the inferior quality of labour. Since it 

would usually be necessary to effect repairs on the spot, the 
machinery should be strong and easy to handle. 

After describing the various methods used, the author con
cluded by saying that the real solution of the difficult problems 
involved in exploiting natural tropical forests lay in attempt· 
ing to increase the number of exploited species and in the 
creation of artificial plantations of interesting species. 

Mr. KReEGER, introducing his paper on "Harvesting the 
Forest Crop: Log Transportation", stated that, after the 
tree had been felled, transportation was the chief problem. 
The trees could be transported whole, as logs, or as refined 
or semi-refined products. 

The transportation of whole trees could only be carried out 
over comparatively short distances. Its chief advantage lay in 
the fact that it enabled log-making and log-assemblage to be 
carried out more economically. In some cases, however, care 
should be taken to fell the trees along lines radiating from 
the area of log-assemblage in order to avoid undue damage 
to the residual stand. 

Transportation of logs could take the form of log-assemblage 
or major transportation (i.e., the long-distance transportation 
from the woods to the conversion plant). In the first instance, 
transportation in the form of logs was necessitated, either 
because of the use of low-powered equipment or because the 
trees were abnormally large. In the second instance, the wide
spread trend towards the use of motor trucks for major trans-

portation was clearly shown by all the papers on the topic 
of log transportation. In his paper, he had dealt with five 
important factors in the use of motor trucks for log trans
portation namely: the size of the load, the diameter of the 
logs, the distance of the haul, the efficiency of the loading 
equipment and road construction and maintenance. 

In logging, as opposed to milling, it was necessary to lake 
the machine to the product to be worked upon, rather than 
the product to the machine. Consequently, there was a lack 
of uniformity in working conditions. Each small area had its 
own individual problems and the human element always 
remained extremely important in solving these problems. 

In conclusion, he issued a warning against overestimating 
the value of machines. The discussion on all the topics in the 
forests section had been, in essence, a discussion on machines. 
While recognizing their undoubted importance, he empha· 
sized that machines could only become effective when used 
wisely by properly-trained individuals. 

Mr. McNALLY summarized his paper on "A Log Trans
portation Project in Eastern Canada". The paper described 
the movement over a private road of 3,500,000 cub. ft. of wood 
during the winter of 1948-1949 as part of a short-term project 
to salvage pulpwood timber killed by fire in 1941. The wood 
had been loaded with Drott skid-loaders, hauled on semi-trailer 
equipment and, depending on the conditions encountered 
during the hauling period, unloaded with a double-drum 
winch or with an industrial wheel-tractor equipped with 
pusher arms. In his opinion, the skid-loader was the best and 
most versatile piece of equipment for loading wood in lengths 
of eight to sixteen feet. 

The most important problems in any mechanized trans
portation project were (1) to secure the proper balance among 
and synchronization of the loading, hauling and unloading 
units concerned, and {2) to keep down the loading and un
loading costs, while hauling maximum payloads. The statistics 
given in his paper showed that the operation described was 
potentially a very economical one, although the failure to 
recognize some of the problems and to solve them soon enough 
had led to a considerable loss of time and an increase in 
the cost. 

Log transportation in eastern Canada was by no means 
entirely mechanized and the horse still played an important 
part at some stage of most operations. There was, nevertheless, 
a distinct trend towards greater use of mechanical equipment 
and especially of equipment which could be used throughout 
the year. That trend was closely related to the distinct, but 
often confused, objects of mechanization, which were to reach 
hitherto inaccessible areas and to reduce the cost of wood. 
Mechanical transportation developments in Canada had made 
it possible to reach hitherto inaccessible areas and to salvage 
timber which would otherwise have been lost because of over
maturity or the ravages of fire, insects and disease. Thus 
Canada was, to some extent, attaining the objective of the wise 
and timely utilization of her natural resources. 
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PRESERVATION AND CHEMICAL UTILIZATION OF WOOD RICHARDSON 

Wood Preservation in Great Britain 
N. A. RICHARDSON 

ABSTRACT 

An account is given of the history of wood preservation in Great Britain up to the present day. The processes of 
applying preservatives are discussed, as well as the preservatives themselves. It is pointed out that creosote, the ear· 
liest substance to be used for this, is still the one mainly employed, being applied under pressure to timber, such as 
railway sleepers, telegraph poles, etc., that is to be exposed to conditions most favourable to wood-destroying agencies. 
Other preservatives of the water-borne and organic solvent types are also coming into wide use for timber employed in 
buildings, water-cooling towers, refrigerators and other structures where a clear odourless substance is required. 

The commercial practice of wood preservation in Great Bri
tain date& from about 1838 when Bethell took out his patent for 
the preservation of timber by impregnating it with "dead oil 
of tar". Much impetus was given to the new industry by the 
rapid expansion of the railways at this period, as it was soon 
realized that the short life of untreated wooden sleepers would 
make the cost of upkeep of the tracks prohibitive. It is signi
ficant that over a hundred years later the same antiseptic, coal 
tar creosote, is still the most widely used wood preservative and 
is regarded as the most effective preservative agent for timber 
used under the most severe conditions of exposure. 

In Great Britain railway sleepers, marine timbers, telephone 
and electric transmission poles are practically all pressure-creo
soted, and long experience has shown that when properly creo
soted, these all give long and satisfactory service. There is ample 
evidence in Great Britain of timber so creosoted being in good 
conditions after eighty years or more. Instances such as these 
are very convincing to the user of wood, and it is therefore 
readily understandable that with plenty of cheap creosote avail
able little has been done in Great Britain in the way of using 
alternative preservatives for timber used under the most ex
posed conditions. Nevertheless, in this industrial age, there is 
always the possibility that other uses may be found for creosote, 
and such an event would reduce the amount available for wood 
preservation purposes. This, combined with the increased de
mand for preservative treatment, would encourage the deve
lopment of alternative preservatives, particularly as there al
ready exists a demand for dean and odourless treatments for 
building and internal timbers. 

It is indeed difficult to imagine how the railways, Post Office 
or electricity undertakings would have expanded, had some 
form of preservative treatment not been available for the vast 
quantities of timber they consume. One thing is certain and 
that is, there would not have been sufficient timber available 
to meet the need of frequent replacements of the untreated 
poles and sleepers. Alternative materials might, of course, have 
been used, but there is no doubt that for many purposes wood 
is ideal, and the remarkable developments in rapid communi
cation and travel during the past century have in no small 
measure been made possible by the use of preserved timber. 

Great Britain has always had to rely to a large extent on 
imports of timber, so that economy in its use has always been 
of the first importance. This has been especially the case dur· 
ing the two world wars when the timber-using industries have 
had to fall back to a large extent on the very limited resources 
of timber grown in Great Britain. The efforts made to increase 
the home-grown timber supplies form an important chapter in 
the history of forestry in this country and have no doubt been 
recorded elsewhere. The need for the proper conservation and 

utilization of our limited timber supplies during the recent 
war has made the users of timber in Great Britain more wood
preservation conscious. Another fact that has emerged from 
war-time activities is that many more wood users have become 
aware that decay can be very rapid in the warm and humid 
conditions prevailing in the tropics and also that timber in 
these countries is rapidly destroyed by the depredation of the 
white ant or termite. 

The wood preserving industry in Great Britain has responded 
well to this increased interest in the need for preserving timber, 
and the following notes summarize the position of the industry 
at the present time. 

Types of Treating Plant in Use 

By far the greatest bulk of preserved timber is pressure
impregnated. Pressure plants owned by firms specializing in this 
work -some of which are very long-established concerns -are 
distributed over the country but are mainly to be found at the 
ports where timber is handled in bulk. These plants treat poles, 
sleepers, marine timbers, paving blocks, fencing material, etc., 
usually to an appropriate specification. 

The British Railways operate their own pressure plants for 
the treatment of sleepers and other timbers used in railway 
engineering, but a certain amount of their requirements are 
handled by private contractors. Many of the creosoting plants 
in Great Britain have been in use for a very long time and are 
now being gradually replaced or improved to suit modern re
quirements. A number of new pressure plants have been erected 
in recent years to operate solely with water-borne preservatives. 

Preservatives in General Use 

A British Standard Specification has existed for coal tar creo
sote since 1921 but progress has been made towards the pre
paration of standard specifications for most of the more com
monly used preservatives. As an introduction, a classification 
of wood preservatives has been published in which the pre
servatives have been described for convenience under three 
headings, namely, (a) oil, (b) water-borne, and (c) organic 
solvent type, and the commoner representatives of each type at 
present in use in Great Britain are as follows: 

(a) Oil Type 

This is mainly represented by coal tar creosote, which as 
previously mentioned is used to a greater extent than any other 
preservative. It is the standard preservative for sleepers, poles, 
marine timbers and paving blocks and is produced to conform 
with the requirements of British Standard Specification No. 
144 ( 1936) . Most of the creosote available for wood preserva
tion purposes, whether from high or low temperature tar, is 
used for the pressure impregnation of timber, but certain re
fined creosotes are also prepared and sold in small containers 
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for surface application by brush, spray or dipping. In general 
these preservatives have a penetrating odour, and wood treated 
with them cannot be satisfactorily painted with ordinary oil
bound paints. 

(b) Water-borne Types 

Zinc chloride was formerly the best known of this type and 
was the preservative used in the pressure treatment known as 
Burnettizing. It is now no longer employed in Great Britain 
and has been superseded by the modern salt mixtures. These 
latter preservatives have been developed as mixtures which, 
though soluble in water at the time of treatment, tend to form 
relatively insoluble compounds in the treated wood, so that 
they have a greater measure of resistance to leaching than simple 
salts such as zinc chloride or sodium fluoride. This degree of 
"fixation" in the wood is sufficiently high in the case of at least 
one of these preservatives to enable it to be used for the treat
ment of marine piling, and the results so far obtained have been 
quite promising. 

Facilities exist at a number of plants situated in various parts 
of the country for the pressure treatment of timber with two 
of these preservatives known as "Celcure" and "Wolman Salts", 
and increasingly large amounts of timber are being treated for 
use in buildings, water-cooling towers, refrigerator linings and 
for horticultural work, where a clean odourless preservative is 
usually required. 

(c) Organic Solvent Type 
These preservatives, consisting of toxic substances dissolved 

in a volatile organic solvent are much more expensive than 
the other two types. They are for this reason limited to non
pressure treatment of timber by brush, spray or dipping. Their 
special value is where a quick drying preservative is desired, 

such as in the treatment of wooden components during assem
bly, and where it is undesirable to wet the timber owing to 
consequent swelling. Their main use, therefore, has been for 
the treatment of motor-car and omnibus bodywork, and similar 
purposes. Some are very toxic to wood-destroying fungi and 
insects, but their effectiveness as preservatives is often limited 
by the small penetration obtained with some timbers by sur
face treatment. 

Metallic naphthenates, especially copper naphthenate, dis
solved in a light petroleum spirit are popular preservatives of 
this type. Solutions of pentachlorophenol in white spirits are 
being more widely used as more abundant supplies become 
available. 

Research 

Research on the properties and uses of timber is carried out 
at the Forest Products Research Laboratory (Department oi 
Scientific and Industrial Research) at Princes Risborough. 
Advice is also freely given to the merchant and user alike as 
to methods of using timber to the best advantage. Naturally 
the field covered is very wide, and the work of the Laboratory 
is conveniently divided amongst a number of sections, each 
specializing in a particular branch. 

The existing programme of research of the Wood Preserva
tion Section includes the preservation of timber against decay, 
insects, marine borers, weathering and fire, which involves 
studies of the properties of wood preservatives and the mechan
ism by which they function and can be injected into wood. 
Detailed investigations are in progress on the best methods of 
preserving sleepers, poles, fencing, posts, marine and mining 
timbers, as well as tests to determine the natural durability of 
untreated wood. 
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Preservation of Wood - Methods of Wood Preservation 
References to Over-all and Their Uses with Special 

Economies • 1n Consumption 
S. KRISHNA 

D. NARAYANAMURTI 

ABSTRACT 

The paper briefly records the results of wood preservation research and practice in India. After briefly discussing 
natural durability, wood preservatives used or tested under Indian conditions are dealt with under appropriate heads. 
Creosote is the most widely used oil preservative, the consumption of creosote in 1942 being 3,500 tons. Heavier 
creosotes have given the best results and there is no need to specify a minimum for tar acid content in creosote spec• 
Uications. With 50:50 or 75:25 mixtures of creosotes and fuel oil considerable latitude in creosote specification is 
possible. Among the water soluble preservatives Ascu finds the widest application. Solvent type preservatives are he· 
ginning to find application. Air seasoning is the most widely used method of conditioning timber for treatment. The 
Boulton process is used to a limited extent and a combination of the steaming and vacuum process and Boulton proc
ess is found to effect a saving in time. Among methods of treatment, soaking and brush treatments are used for tern• 
porary purposes, packing cases etc. Pressure treatment is widely used for sleepers and poles. An injection treatment 
for bamboo was developed with success during the war. The largest use of treated timber in India is as railway sleepers 
and data regarding the use of treated timber, railway sleepers, poles, piles etc., are briefly discussed. Finally the protec• 
tion of wood against sap stain and fire, the protection of plywood and fibre boards are briefly described. 

In an agricultural country like India, where the vast majority 
of people live in villages, and whose economic conditions are 
low, wood and bamboo remain almost the only materials of 
construction. Be it for his hut or the farm implements, wood 
plays an important role in the economic life of a villager. 
Nature has been generous to man by providing him with such 
an excellent constructional material as wood, but she has been 
equally generous to insect and fungus life by providing in wood 
their food and shelter. While seeking food and shelter these 
lower forms. of life bring about the destruction of wood, and 
the loss caused by them in terms of money, time, and labour 
is inestimable. Therefore, the importance of protecting wood 
against such agencies, as also against losses through fire, weather
ing and mechanical wear, needs no emphasis. Today wood 
preservation is almost synonymous with forest conservation and 
timber utilization. 

The question of making wood last long is not new. Through· 
out the ages man has attempted and practised it. He came to 
learn that heartwood is more resistant to decay and insect at
tack than sapwood, which in the untreated state is usually 
destroyed within a year or two by termites and/or fungi, when 
placed in the ground or is exposed to the elements, in a tropical 
country like India. It was this property which he made use of 
in the past. As is known, the durability of the heartwood is 
due to the presence of extractives, and recent investigations 
at the Forest Research Institute indicate that the natural 
durability of sal (Shorea robusta) heartwood is possibly due 
to certain substances soluble in hot water and alcohol. It must, 
however, be made dear that heartwoods of all species of wood 
are not endowed with this natural resistance, and there are 
species the heartwood of which (semul- Bombax malabaricum, 
for example) is as susceptible to fungus and insect attack as 
any sapwood. Tests carried out at the Forest Research Institute 
with 200 species of Indian timbers indicate that they can be 
divided roughly into five different classes depending on the 
natural resistance of their heartwood to termite and fungal 
attack. This fact has, therefore, to be borne in mind when 

selecting wood for constructional purposes. While, as a rule, 
heartwood is more resistant to fungus and insect attack, it is 
also more resistant to preservative treatment. Sapwood on the 
other hand can be easily treated with preservative chemicals. 
In order to get better and longer service it would, therefore, 
be desirable to use well treated sapwood than the heartwood 
of non-durable and non-treatable timbers. 

Timber which is resistant to insects and fungi may not also 
be resistant to marine borers. The only Indian timber which is 
said to be resistant is Artocarpus gomiziana from the Anda
mans. Piles of this timber at Chatham were found unattacked 
at the end of ten years. Teak (Tectona grandis) piles have stood 
from five to nine years, according to the location. This com· 
pares not so unfavourably with well-creosoted timbers which 
have given a service of about fifteen years. The natural resist
ance to marine borers is attributed to the silica content. (2) 1 

How far this is correct requires further investigation. 

WOOD PRESERVATIVES USED AND TESTED UNDER INDIAN CONDITIONS 

Although various systems of wood preservation have been 
practised in India, from time to time, modern wood preserva
tion may be said to have begun with the work of Ralph S. 
Pearson (now Sir) at Debra Dun, in 1911. As a result of this, 
the first wood creosoting pressure plant was erected at Dhilwan 
(E. Punjab) by the then North Western Railway. Since then 
more creosoting plants have been set up in various parts of the 
country. 

The wood preservatives, hitherto employed, are generally 
classified as (I) preservative oils or mixtures of oils, (2) water 
soluble preservatives, and (3) toxic chemicals dissolved in or· 
ganic solvents. 

Preservative oils 

Coal tar creosote is by far the most important and widely 
used preservative in India, being employed for the treatment 

1 Numbers within parenthesis refer to items in the bibliography, 
unless otherwise specified. 
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of railway sleepers, poles and piling. It is extracted from coal 
tar which is a by-product of high temperature coke ovens, and 
to a smaller extent of coal gas works. The total amount of coal
tar produced in 1944, the year for which figures are available, 
was about 94,.500 tons; and of this 33,700 tons were distilled 
and refined. The quantity of creosote consumed for wood pre
servation work, prior to 1939, was 1,.500 tons per annum which 
rose to 3,500 tons in 1942. No less than a million railway 
sleepers, several thousand cubic feet of marine timbers, and 
transmission poles are annually treated with a mixture of creo
sote and fuel oil, and this figure is likely to rise each year as 
the country gets more and more industrialized. The quantity 
of oil produced will not suffice to treat even an appreciable 
portion of our post-war requirements of timber. During the 
last thirty-five years the Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, 
has carried out extensive service and laboratory tests, including 
toxicity and accelerated service tests, (3, 4) on straight creo
sotes and mixtures. These tests indicate that the heavier oils 
are to be preferred and there is no necessity to specify a mint
mum for tar acid content in creosote specifications; further, 
that if .50 : 50 or 7.5: 25 mixtures of creosote and fuel oil are 
used considerable latitude in specifications is possible, thus 
saving in creosote and conserving the supply. It also confirms 
the soundness of the Indian practice of using creosote-fuel oil 
mixtures. Straight fuel oils, of various types, have also been 
experimented upon to see if by themselves these are capable 
of preserving wood. The experiments show varying results, 
though occasionally some types of oil gave satisfactory results, 
especially when tried in dry and well-ballasted localities. (5) 
Tests have been made with vegetable oils, such as neem (Afelia 
azadirachta) and castor-seed oils, in 80 : 20 mixture with creo
sote. Results on these experiments are not yet ready. 

Among other preservatives of the oil type may be mentioned 
coal tar, wood-tar creosote, coconut-shell tar, and cashew-shell 
oil. Coal tar has been used to a limited extent for brush treat
ments. Wood-tar creosote has also found limited application 
with results not as satisfactory as with coal-tar creosote. Cashew
shell oil was neither toxic to fungus, up to 5 lb. per cub. ft., 
nor repellent to termites, in accelerated service tests. Coconut
shell tar which was found to contain a high percentage of 
phenols appears to be worth further investigation for the deve
lopment of preservatives. 

Water soluble preservatives 

\.Vater soluble preservatives are usually further subdivided 
into (a) those that are not fixed in the wood, and consequently 
get leached by water, and (b) those that get fixed in the wood 
and are leached out only partially. Amongst (a) zinc chloride, 
copper sulphate, boric acid, and many arsenical proprietary 
preparations have been tried. Since the conditions of service in 
outside locations, in India, are severe particularly during the 
monsoon, water soluble preservatives of this class are not fav
oured. Sticks treated with zinc chloride at 1.14 lb. per cub. ft. 
to 2.14 lb. per cub. ft., for example, perished in about one to 
three years. Similarly, specimens treated with L 17 lb. per cub. 
ft. to 4.05 lb. per cub. ft. of boric acid gave service of one to 
three years. The employment of such preservatives is, there
fore, confined to uses such as giving temporary protection to 
packing case timbers, veneers, and plywood. 

Water soluble "fixed type" preservatives, on the other hand, 
show a different performance. Amongst this class ·wolman salts, 
Rescue, Celcure, and Ascu, all proprietary preparations, have 

been used, but more or less to a limited extent. Of these the 
latter two have given better results, in accelerated service tests, 
than Wolman salts. Ascu (known also as "green salts"), deve
loped by Kamesam (6) at the Forest Research Institute, de
serves special mention. It consists of arsenic pentoxide, copper 
sulphate, and potassium dichromate. These chemicals when 
used in the patented proportions get well fixed in the wood, 
so much so that even electro-dialysis leaches out only a portion 
of the arsenic. The toxic limit as determined with Polystictus 
sanguineus on sal (Shorea robusta) blocks was found to be less 
than 0.6 per cub. ft., but for use in outside locations l lb. per 
cub. ft. is recommended, as a result of accelerated service tests. 
These findings have been confirmed by the Division of Forest 
Products, Australia; Forest Products Institute, South Africa; 
and by the Bell Telephone Co., USA. (7) Ascu is extensively 
used in Mysore and Travancore. 

Accelerated service tests (with satisfactory absorption of 
Ascu) tried at Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta harbours have 
given good results, against marine organisms. But at Cochin, 
where Sphaeroma is present; and Brisbane (Australia), where 
Sphaeroma and Nausitora are present, the performance has 
been unsatisfactory. 

Toxic chemicals in organic solvents 

In accelerated service tests, at the Forest Research Institute, 
pentachlorophenol, copper naphthenate, copper stearate, etc., 
have given satisfactory results, but on account of non-availabi
lity, preservatives of this class are not in wide use. Experiments 
on the production of pentachlorophenol have been conducted 
at the Institute with interesting results. (8) Tests with DDT 
show, in agreement with others, that this insecticide does not 
prevent fungus attack on wood. A stick having an absorption 
of 0.29 lb. per cub. ft. of DDT perished within the short period 
of I I months. 

Preparation of material for treatment 

Whatever be the method of applying the preservative, the 
timber has first to be prepared for treatment. For example, 
poles are first debarked by hand, air-dried, chamfered etc.; 
railway sleepers air-seasoned, adzed and bored; fir and spruce, 
also incised; bamboos bored either from end to end through 
the partition walls, or two small holes (Ys in.) made in each 
internode etc. 

In the warm and humid areas of the country (viz. Assam and 
the West Coast) timber containing sapwood and heartwood 
of non-durable species may rapidly become infected with rot 
while seasoning. The seasoning of perishable material in such 
localities has been a difficult problem and responsible for con
siderable losses. The difficulty can be overcome by conditioning 
the green material either by the Boulton or steaming and 
vacuum process. The Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, 
has reported good results by combining both the preceding 
processes of conditioning. In tests, using this technique, hollong 
(Dipterocarpus macrocarpus) metre-gauge railway sleepers lost 
13 lb. of water per cub. ft. and in eight hours they could be 
satisfactorily conditioned and treated. (9) Conditioning of 
green sleepers of laurel (Terminalia tomentosa), bakli (Ano
geissus latifolia), and jhingan (Lannea grandis) was found to 
reduce splitting in the species to a considerable extent. 

Charring 
This is still practised to some extent but is confined mostly 

to fence posts. 
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Brush treatment 

Though the simplest, the process has very limited application, 
and is mainly confined to building timbers to be used in-doors_ 
Since it is only a surface painting, the choice of preservatives 
that may be applied is not limited_ 

Dipping process 

This process is used where only temporary protection is 
aimed aL It finds application in the treatment of packing case 
timber, and nearly 2,000 tons are so treated annually, with zinc 
chloride_ Veneers are dipped in boric-acid solution for protec
tion against lyctus_ 

Steeping 

This process is similar to dipping and is practised for similar 
purposes. Bamboo tent pins soaked in creosote for 48 hours 
have shown a life of seven years in accelerated service tests. 
Recent investigations, at the Forest Research Institute, have 
extended the possibilities of this process and it appears that 
by employing higher temperatures, concentrated solutions, and 
an appropriate preservative it may be possible to successfully 
treat even the refractory and perishable but otherwise useful 
timbers. Mere steeping in water of bamboos, for three months, 
soon after their felling, is said to impart permanent immunity 
against borer attack. 

The Osmose process 

In accelerated service tests carried out at the Forest Research 
Institute, specimens treated by this process have not done well. 
The only record of large-scale trials are with 800 Pinus insignis 
poles at Kodaikanal. In view of the simplicity of the process, 
extensive experiments, using other and more toxic preserva
tives and modifications, are envisaged. 

Injection treatment 

This method has been successfully applied by the Ordnance 
Department for the protection of bamboos against borers. (10) 
In this an oil preservative is injected into the internodal cavity 
through holes !,:.4 in. in diameter, and drilled radially into each 
internodal cavity, about Yz in. below the upper nodes. The 
holes are plugged with putty. By inverting the bamboo and 
rolling it down a gentle slope the oil spreads round the walls 
of the cavity. It is then reinverted and stood nearly vertical for 
as long as convenient, the minimum period being two days. 
Whenever stacked horizontally care is taken that the drilled 
side is uppermost- The quantity of oil required will depend 
on the average length of the bamboo and the wall thickness. 
It usually varies from 15 to 22 c.c. per internodal cavity. It 
is stated that two men can treat 600 running feet of bamboo 
per hour. 

The Boucherie process 

With the availability of the "fixed type" water-soluble pre
servatives, this method should find wider application, particu
larly in villages, for treating fense posts, bamboos and like 
materials. Bamboos can be treated by the transpiration method. 
Bamboos, 20 to 25 fL long, of Bambusa nutans, Bambusa tulda, 
Dendrocalamus strictus and Dendrocalamus hamiltonii, during 
48 hours treatment by the transpiration method, absorbed I. 75 
to 7.5 lb. of the treating solution; the absorption of the pre
servative being in the following order: zinc chloride, copper 
sulphate, Ascu, borax. Satisfactory penetration and distribution 
was obtained. (II) 

A modified Boucherie process, developed in the Forest Re
search Institute, consisted in using the basal internode as the 

reservoir for the solution thus obviating the necessity for a 
special reservoir, and standing the bamboo in a vertical posi
tion. Since the inner wall of the bamboo is not permeable to 
these solutions in the natural state, to get satisfactory results, 
therefore, the inner wall of the basal internode should be in
cised. (II) Employing this technique, satisfactory absorption 
was obtained with Melocanna bambusiodes and Bambusa nu
tans, provided the treatment was carried for at least twenty
four hours. For good protection against termites and fungi, 
however, a treating period of over five to six days is necessary. 
These experiments indicated a toxic limit of about 0.5 lb. per 
cub. fL for zinc chloride, against Dinoderus minutus_ 

The open tank process 

This process is the most satisfactory one where facilities for 
pressure impregnation are not available. It has been adopted 
for the treatment of packing case timbers (with 6 per cent zinc 
chloride solution), and to a limited extent for the treatment of 
railway sleepers. There are only two commercial plants in the 
country. The sapwood of almost all Indian timbers is treat
able, while the heartwood of only a few species is amenable 
to treatment, by this process. Chromated preservatives like 
Ascu, which react with the constituents of wood and form a 
precipitate on being heated in contact with wood, require a 
slight modification of the process. In such cases, the timber 
can be heated first in water or steamed, and at the end of the 
heating period quickly transferred to a cold solution of the 
preservative. In some experiments at the Institute it was no
ticed, with poles of sal (Shorea robusta), chir (Pinus longifolia) 
and mangrove (Bruguiera sp.), that better penetration is ob
tained with the open tank process than with the Lowry pro
cess. (I) Simple types of tanks have also been devised for use 
with this process. (12) Recently the process has been adopted 
for the simultaneous curing and treatment of laminated 
members. (13). 

Pressure processes 

The majority of sleepers, poles and piling used in the coun
try are treated under pressure. All the three processes, namely, 
Full cell, Lowry and Rueping are employed. A few years ago 
a specification for the treatment of coniferous sleepers was 
evolved at the Institute, the adoption of which led the Railway 
Board to revise the former specification on coniferous sleepers_ 
They, consequently, removed all restrictions imposed previous
ly on the content and distribution of sapwood in such sleepers. 
The removal of these restrictions has enabled the Forest De
partment to obtain 50 per cent more sleepers for the same 
volume of logs as was cut before. This, indirectly, has led to 
the reduction in prices, thus enabling chir (Pinus longifolia) 
sleepers to compete satisfactorily with low priced metal sleepers. 
Even under pressure, the treatability of heartwood varies from 
species to species. The treating characteristics of about a hun
dred species have been studied and classified. (l) There are 
many species which are very refractory to treatment, and if any 
process for treating these species can be devised it will greatly 
help in the present shortage of durable or treatable species. In 
this connexion it is proposed to investig_ate the high pressure 
process, recently tried in Australia, and also to investigate 
other possibilities. 

In India, it has been customary to use about 5 to 6 lb_ per 
cub. fL of creosote-fuel oil mixture for sleepers, and 3 to 5 lb_ 
per cub. ft. in the case of piling. These absorptions are on the 
low side and could, with advantage, be increased. 
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With Ascu, absorptions of 0.42 to 0.48 lb. per cub. ft. for 
poles have been employed. Experiments with Celcure showed 
that best absorptions are obtained with water solution pre
servatives when the wood is near the fibre saturation point. 

While the effect of form and size has been considered, (14) 
for prescribing absorption, the question of density of the timber 
has not been considered by wood preservation technologists. 
This deserves examination. 

USES OF TREATED TIMBER AND THEIR SERVICE LIFE 

Railway sleepers 

As in the United States of America, the railways in India 
have proved the economy of using treated timber. Consequent
ly, they are its biggest consumers. There are about 50,000 miles 
of railway track of which nearly half is on wooden sleepers. 
The following statement gives a picture of wooden sleeper 
requirements both for replacement and for construction of 
new lines: 

Expenditure on 
wooden sleepers 

Wooden sleepers 
required 

1941 1945 
Anticipated annual 
requirement for the 

next few years 

Rs. 10,200,000 Rs. 17,000,000 Rs. 50,000,000 

1,325,000B.G. 1,370,000B.G. 3,600,000B.G. 
l,OOO,OOOM.G. 1,560,000M.G. 2,500,000M.G. 

800,000N.G. 675,000N.G. 
780,000 1,125,000 

Special Special 

Total 3,905,000 4,730,000 6,100,000 

B.G. Broad Gauge, M.G. Meter Gauge, N.G. = Narrow 
Gauge. 

The main type of wooden sleepers used in this country is 
of rectangular cross section and the usual sizes are: B.G. 9 ft. 
x 10 in. x 5 in.; M.G., 6 ft. x 8 in. x 4!;2 in.; N.G., 5 ft. x 7 in. x 
4!/z in.; L.N.G., 5 ft. x 6 in. x 4 in. and special sizes. Centre 
heart is excluded. Half-round sleepers are not used to any great 
extent. Specifications for the various grades are issued by the 
Sleeper Control Officers and the railways concerned. 

The most important sleeper wood is sal (Shorea robusta) 
which is a naturally durable species. Heartwood sleepers of 
this species consequently form about 50 per cent of the wooden 
sleepers in the various railway systems. Well chosen sleepers 
of this species give an average life of twelve to sixteen years 
(sometimes twenty years) in the line. Next in order of prefe
rence are the creosoted soft wood chir etc., sleepers which form 
about 25 per cent of the wooden sleepers in service. These 
have given and are giving very satisfactory service. Treated 
sleepers of various hardwoods form 10 to 20 per cent and 
sleepers of various durable hardwoods like teak (Teet ana gmn
dis), irul (Xylia xylocarpa), mesua (Mesua ferrea) hopea (Hopea 
sp.) etc. make up the rest. In 1911, the average renewals for 
twenty-two railways in the USA was 262 sleepers per mile, and 
in 1935 for 27 railways only 95 sleepers per mile. On a per
centage basis this works out to 8.73 per cent in 1911 and 3.2 
per cent in 1935, and it is estimated that when all the sleepers 
in the track in the USA are replaced by treated ones the annual 
renewal should be reduced to 4 per cent or less. The average 
renewal for India, based on the total number of B.G. and 
M.G. sleepers and the corresponding sleeper requirements 
(which may include the construction of new lines), gives the 
average as 5 to 6 per cent. With the decrease in the available 
supplies of naturally durable species (this has been accentuated 

as a result of the war) the more extensive use of treated sleepers 
has become imperative, and it is anticipated that in addition 
to the existing treating plants, more plants, with an annual 
capacity of 4.35 million cub. ft., will come into operation. In 
this connexion the results of service tests carried (15) out by 
the Forest Research Institute on various species in the different 
railway systems of the country, are of interest. In all, over sixty 
species have been tested. Of this over 100,000 sleepers have 
been treated with creosote or creosote-fuel oil mixtures or 
similar compositions, about 3,000 treated by the Powell process 
and the rest by various other treatments. The brief results of 
this investigation are summarized below. Powellized sleepers 
give very good results in the dry areas, satisfactory results in 
the moderately wet areas, but poor results in wet areas (rainfall 
over 50 in. per annum) . Experimental sleepers treated with 
Celcure have also given satisfactory results in the North West
ern Railway. Those treated with Ascu (with anti-splitting treat
ment) have also done well in the North Western Railway; the 
results obtained with chir (Pinus longifolia) being particularly 
good. Sleepers treated with heavy creosotes and creosote-fuel oil 
mixtures have done well. Large scale trials with creosoted soft 
wood sleepers in the North Western Railway have given an 
average life of eleven to eighteen years, depending on the 
species. In the wet areas of Assam well-creosoted sleepers 
have given good results. Hollong (Dipterocarpus macrocarpus) 
sleepers in experimental lots have given an average life of over 
sixteen years and are expected to give over twenty years. In 
large-scale service tests, the Dibru Sadiya Railway estimate an 
average life of about eighteen years. As a result of these trials 
it appears that at least thirty species of Indian timbers arc 
suitable for railway sleepers. 

An examination of the results of experiments with treated 
sleepers also indicate that in most cases their removal from 
the track is due to mechanical wear. Any method of increasing 
the mechanical life of sleepers, therefore, deserves considera
tion. Towards this end experiments have been undertaken in 
the Forest Research Institute on the production of composite 
sleepers, with inferior timbers for the core and compreg bearing 
plates glued on. 

Poles 

Wooden poles, for telegraph and electricity transm1sswn, 
have not been used extensively in India. The largest number 
are in Mysore and Travancore and the total in use now is 
about 150,000. The anticipated requirements are about 45,000 
per annum for the next few years. The timbers so far used are 
sal (Shorea robusta), chir (Pinus longifolia), teak (Tectona 
grandis) and ballagi (Poeciloneyron indicum). (16) Creosote 
and Ascu are the preservatives employed. Extensive data re
garding the service life of treated poles are not yet available. 
Creosoted as well as Ascu-treated poles installed in the test 
yards of the Forest Research Institute over ten years ago are 
still in sound condition. The experience of Ascu-treated poles 
in Mysore and Travancore is said to be satisfactory and a life 
of fifteen to twenty-five years is anticipated. The present short· 
age of steel should encourage the more extensive use of treated 
poles. 

Marine structures 

The resistance of Indian timbers to marine borers has been 
discussed earlier. The timbers that are in use in the various 
Indian harbours are: gurjan (Dipterocarpus sp.), teak (Tec
tona grandis), pyinkodo (Xylia dol'abiriformis), irul (Xylia xy-
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locarpa), Jarrah and creosoted Douglas fir. Creosote treatment 
is adopted in Cochin, while at Vizagapatam, members are 
either creosoted or treated with Ascu. The absorptions adopted 
are rather low and, therefore, heavier absorptions are suggested 
for better results. 

Buildings etc. 

In India, not much of the timber used for building purposes 
is treated. With the shortage of building materials of all kinds 
and lack of supplies of the naturally durable woods like sal 
(Shorea robusta) and teak (Tectona gran dis), it is expected that 
extensive use will be made of treated timber whereby even the 
less durable species may become acceptable. 

SAP STAIN 

Considerable losses in the trade are incurred due to sap stain. 
Timbers like semul (Bombax malabaricum), gokul (Ailanthus 
gran dis), vellapiney (Vateria indica), pajJita (Sterculia campa
nulata) etc., when green, are easily susceptible to attack by 
mould and stain fungi. This is a matter of serious concern to 
the packing case, tea chest, match and plywood industries. 
Experiments carried out at the Institute indicate that the most 
effective chemicals for control of stain are Santobrite (sodium 
pentachlorophenate, I per cent) and Lumbasan (Ethyl mercury 
chloride 0.25 per cent. (17) At present, chemical control of sap 
stain is not carried out to any great extent as the above che
micals are not available. Adoption of control measures are 
nevertheless necessary, since they are likely to save consider
able waste. 

PROTECTION OF PLYWOOD 

Treatment of plywood is a difficult task. Government speci
fications, for commercial plywood, demand protection of pro
tein glue lines, and protection of veneers of non-durable species. 
The importance of this will be realized from the fact that about 
150 million sq. ft. of plywood is the expected annual demand, 
of which nearly I 00 million sq. ft. are required for tea chests 
alone. Plywood for tea chests has to be free from both odorous 
and toxic chemicals and, therefore, the selection of a suitable 
chemical which is toxic to lyctus and not to man presents dif
ficulties. So far, boric acid is the common preservative employed 
for the purpose. Other methods of protection adopted by the 
industry are: strapping up of panels in units comprising suf
ficient panels to form a cube boxed in by panels on all sides. 
These cubes are then stacked with narrow battens (of heart
wood of a durable species or treated ones) between each in 
the vertical tiers. Yet another method recommended is to stack 
the panels in solid blocks in a clear vertical alignment and 
apply varnish to the edges of the transversely sawn faces. The 
top and bottom faces in the pile should be covered with a 
varnished sheet of veneer. Suitable cheap varnishes are kirilac 
in spirit, and sodium silicate (likely to stain). Using up of the 
oldest stocks first and strict observance of mill hygiene are 
also recommended. Some firms also provide their stores with 
insect-proof doors, as an added protection. 

Recent work done at the Forest Research Institute (18) in
dicates that even casein glue can be protected by the addition 
of 5 to 10 per cent of sodium pentachlorophenate. Best results 
were obtained when both veneers and glue were treated, fol
lowed by veneers alone, and then the glue line alone. The 
treated veneer seems to protect the glue line from fungus 
infection; water resistant paints also give some protection. 
Finished plywood could also be treated with creosote, as well 
as Ascu, without delamination. However, when such treated 

plywood was installed in the open the creosoted ones resisted 
delamination better. Plywood treated with these chemicals is 
for use other than for the manufacture of tea chests. 

PROTECTION OF FIBRE BOARDS 

In a tropical country, like India, protection of fibre boards 
against termites and fungi is essential, since unprotected boards 
are destroyed in a comparatively short period of a few months. 
Various types of boards treated with different preservatives like 
zinc meta arsenite, copper sulphate, rotenone, derris root, sul
phur, lead arsenite, Ascu, pentachlorophenol etc., have been 
tested at the Institute. Ascu and copper sulphate and penta
chlorophenol in sufficient quantities have given satisfactory 
results over seven years. 

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE 

Treatment of timber with fire retardant chemicals is not 
practised to any appreciable extent in the country. This may 
be due to the high cost of the process. However, research on 
the subject has been and is being carried out at the Forest 
Research Institute. The natural resistance of over 50 species 
of Indian timbers to fire has been studied (19) and a consider
able amount of work done on the mechanism of fire retardant 
action, both from the physical and chemical aspects. 

• * * 

From the foregoing brief survey it will be seen that wood 
preservation is destined to play a vital part in the post-war 
reconstruction of the country. While much has been achieved 
much more remains to be done. In the words of Sir Harold 
Boulton, "'N'e are by no means at the end of our tether in our 
studies as to how to render most suitable for every sort of work 
in fair and honest competition with concrete, steel and other 
materials, that material which is the most amenable and ac
ceptable know to mankind for an infinite variety of purposes, 
namely wood". 
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Methods of Wood Preservation and Their Uses With 
Reference to Over-all Economies in Consumption 
J. N. RAY 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments on the preservation of wood have been undertaken in India since 1866. 
India could never be self-sufficient in the matter of its sleeper supply. At present about 42 per cent of the total 

length of the railways in India is on wooden sleepers. Laboratory and field experiments have showed that though Indian 
pine and certain other softer timber could be treated by simple open-tank process, the harder species were better treated 
under pressure. The sleepers treated with various water-soluble wood preservatives such as ammoniacal copper sul
phate with potassium dichromate as fixing agent, dinitrophenol and sodium fluoride were inferior to creosote-treated 
timber. The life of water-treated timber is also shorter than when treated with creosote. 

The economy of treated sleepers has always been viewed from the point of costs. Dipterocarpus, which has very 
little commercial use, has been mostly experimented upon in India. The life of dipterocarpus sleepers treated under 
ideal conditions has been found to be nineteen years against three to four years for untreated sleepers of the same spe· 
des. The life of salis increased by 8 years on treatment (from twelve years "untreated" to 20 years "treated"); chir pine 
from 4·5 to 21 years; fir from 3 to 16 years; dipterocarpus from 3 or 4 to 19 years; and mesua from6·7yearsto20 
years. 

The treatment of bamboo used as army tent poles was successfully accomplished during the war with zinc chloride. 
With the progress of hydro-electric installations in India, the demand for transmission poles will be colossal. In 

view of the steel scarcity, the obvious solution will be the use of treated timber transmission poles. 

Wood under normal conditions of use is liable to destruction 
caused by termites, fungi, marine borer, mechanical wear and 
tear, weathering etc. There are some timbers such as teak, sal, 
etc., whose heartwood is repellent to these destructive agencies, 
and these therefore give a reasonably long life with normal use. 
Even in these species the sapwood is perishable. In practically 
every country the question of wood preservation has received 
consideration for a century or so. In Europe and USA it has 
already reached the position of a well-organized industry; in 
others it is still in its infancy. 

In a broad sense, wood preservatives include paints, var
nishes and similar exterior coatings which chiefly prevent the 
wood from coming into direct contact with sunlight and mois
ture and thus prevent external infection. However, in this 
paper, the discussion is confined only to impregnation of 
chemical preservatives to increase the life of wood or wood 
products, to resist attack by fungi, insects and marine organisms. 
The number of substances tried successfully as wood preserva
tives is enormous and includes simple chemical salts or mixtures 
of various complex organic compounds, marketed under dif
ferent trade names. 

Generally, wood preservatives must be toxic to wood-destroy
ing organisms, safe to use and with good penetration into wood. 

These should not corrode iron or metal fixtures or leach out 
easily. Where appearance is important, the preservatives must 
be colourless and capable of being satisfactorily painted or 
varnished. Obviously, no particular preservative can have all 
these desirable features. But the different uses to which treated 
wood is to be put will determine the best substance to be em
ployed. For instance, creosote, the most widely used preserva
tive, is offensive smelling and difficult to paint over. Mercuric 
chloride is a good antiseptic but it is very poisonous to men or 
domestic animals. Many water soluble preservatives in spite of 
fixing agents are subject to partial leaching out, when subjected 
to alternate drying and wetting in exposed locations. Copper 
salts by themselves arc in disfavour because of their liability 
to corrosion of iron fastening in timber which, of course, can 
be minimized by addition of chromates as in Cellcure or Ascu. 

The preservatives commonly used can be divided into the 
following groups, e.g., 

(i) Coal tar groups comprising creosote, etc.; 
(ii) Inorganic compounds of zinc, copper and mercury; 
(iii) Fluorine and boron compounds; 
(iv) Petroleum products such as naphthenates; 
(v) Chlorinated phenols. 

Coal tar creosote is particularly useful for outdoor works 
.: 
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where timber is in contact with ground or exposed to termites, 
borers and marine organisms. It is highly toxic and its per
manence in wood is quite satisfactory. This accounts for its 
general acceptance as a standard. It can be conveniently used 
by a number of processes from simple brushing to complicated 
pressure treatments. Owing to its oily nature, it minimizes the 
cracks and splits when the timber is exposed to extremes of 
climate. Inorganic salts in water solutions have found wide use 
but their scope is limited in tropical countries like India with 
heavy rainfall in places where the chemicals may leach out. 
They cannot retard cracks and splits and, therefore, the un
treated portions of the interior may become exposed to destruct· 
ive organisms nullifying the effect of treatment. Chemicals like 
potassium dichromate are sometimes used as fixing agents to 
retard leaching but they cannot prevent subsequent cracks and 
splits. This, however, can be minimized by prior seasoning and 
deeper penetration followed by oil treatment but this would 
involve extra cost. Fluorine and boron compounds have not 
been very extensively used owing to high cost. Sodium fluoride 
is excellent for the immunization of sapwood against pin-hole 
borers and moulds. Boric acid is used for similar purposes 
chiefly in plywood. Borax inhibits the development of stain 
and mould in freshly peeled veneers. The metallic compounds 
of naphthenic acid (a by-product of petroleum oil) such as 
copper naphthenates, are being increasingly used in the wood 
preserving industry for their stability, high toxicity and solu
bility in kerosene and crude oil and so on. Reasonable pene
tration can be secured in sapwood even without the use of 
pressure or heat which are difficult to arrange in small-scale 
treatment. Chlorinated phenols have come into use since about 
1936, and of the whole group, pentachlorophenol is considered 
to be the best. They are no doubt expensive but because of 
high toxicity even in low concentrations, they give excellent 
protection against fungi, borers etc. They can be prepared 
either in oil or water solutions but the former give better re
sults. These, however, are not easily available in India and 
need to be imported. 

Considerable advance has been made recently in the en
gineering technique of wood preservation to meet the divergent 
requirements of the various species of timber and regulate the 
degree of absorption. The processes vary from mere surface 
painting to complete impregnation under high pressures. The 
most common processes are: 

(i) "Open tank" process in which the timber is first heated 
in the preservative and then allowed to cool down when the 
cells get impregnated with the preservative owing to the partial 
vacuum created by the expulsion of air from the cells during 
the heating process, 

(ii) "Full cell" process by which the preservative is forced 
into wood after creating a preliminary vacuum, and 

(iii) "Empty cell" process in which the wood is subjected to 
an initial air pressure and then the preservative is forced under 
pressure and finally the surplus preservative is recovered by 
creating a final vacuum. 

There are various modifications in these processes to suit 
different conditions and they are known by the name of their 
respective inventors. Generally, the absorption is lowest in open 
tank and highest under full cell process. In the case of refrac
tory timbers (especially conifers) they are incised at close in
tervals and the impregnation takes place through the cut ends 

----------------------
of the cells so as to form a continuous layer all round the 
surfaces. 

Coming to the question of the development of wood preser
vation in India, it will appear that as in other countries, here 
also the idea originated with the railways. The demand for 
renewal and new construction is usually so heavy that it in· 
valves a heavy drain on the timber resources of any country -
particularly if they are not of durable type. India has no doubt 
a very large supply of naturally durable species, i.e., Sal, Teak, 
lrul (X·ylia Spp.) Nahor (Mesua) etc., but these are not uni
formly distributed throughout India. Though previously the 
supply of these species in the regions of their natural habitat 
was plentiful, the North Western Railway found it rather dif
ficult to meet the demand satisfactorily. Their nearest source 
of supply was the coniferous forests of the Himalayas with pines 
and firs, which had no doubt the necessary strength of a 
sleeper but were of poor durability. Attempts were therefore 
made as early as 1854 to treat indigenous pine and in 1866 a 
creosoting plant was imported. But the plant had to be aban
doned and sold as scrap on the ground of uneconomical cost 
of treatment. The chief cause of failure was, however, the ap· 
plication of European principles to Indian conditions without 
any modification to allow for the difference in the climate as 
well as the anatomy of Indian timber. 

It was thought at one time that India could never be self· 
sufficient in the matter of sleeper supply and the deficit has 
been met by metal sleepers and imported creosoted sleepers. 
The latter, however, did not prove very successful under In
dian conditions in all cases. At present, about 42 per cent of 
the total length of the railways is on wooden sleepers and the 
most common species is Sal forming nearly 53 per cent. This 
species is quite plentiful in Northern and Eastern India and 
without any treatment has a life of about twelve to sixteen 
years. South India being remote from the sal zone uses un
treated 1\Jesua Spp., Hopea Spp. and Xylia- the former two 
giving a life of six to seven years. Scattered areas in Central and 
Western India use substantial amounts of Indian teak both in 
the form of half-round and in rectangular section with an aver
age life of sixteen to twenty-five years respectively. In the north· 
western portion of India, creosoted sleepers have been used 
mostly by import in early years. 

Though the necessity for wood preservation was felt as early 
as 1854, no serious work was started in India till about the 
beginning of this century when the Forest Research Institute 
began experiments with Indian species. The laboratory and 
field experiments showed that though Indian pine and certain 
other softer timber could be treated by simple open tank pro
cess, the harder species including some of the Dipterocarpus 
spp. were better treated under pressure. Pressure cylinders 
were improvised and the research continued. This was further 
supplemented by sending consignments of sleepers to England 
for completing the experiment. 

Encouraged by the results of the experiments, large-scale 
treatment of pine sleepers started with the open-tank process 
which was replaced by pressure treatment in 1921 when a 
pressure plant was established at Dhilwan (East Punjab). Since 
then it has been possible to carry out field tests with sleepers 
treated with various water soluble wood preservatives such as 
ammoniacal copper sulphate, copper sulphate with potassium 
dichromate as fixing agent, dinitrophenol and sodium fluoride. 
In all cases the record in the track confirm the inferiority of 
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water soluble preservatives to creosote mainly owing to the 
subsequent development of cracks. The life is estimated as 
follows: 

Species 

Chir pine ... . 
Fir ......... . 

Water solution 
treatment 

10 to 11 years 
8 to 10 years 

Creosoted 

20 to 22 years 
14 to 18 years 

"Ascu" treated chir sleepers with anti-splitting oil treatment 
has been reported to have given quite satisfactory results in the 
dry region of the Punjab. 

The economy of treated sleepers has always been viewed 
from the point of costs sal being taken as the standard. This 
explains why all research work has been confined to the treat
ment of non-durable auxiliary species such as dipterocarpus, 
etc. which had very little commercial use. As a matter of fact, 
the schemes for treated sleepers came under active consideration 
when, some time in 1923, sal sleepers had become fairly ex
pensive. The Railway Board appointed Messrs. Parker and 
Allum, the former of the Forest Department and the latter of 
the Railways, to examine the question of treating sleepers with 
preservative and also to resolve the conflict of interest between 
the Forest Department seeking the maximum price for sleepers 
and the Railway seeking cheap sleepers. The Committee re
commended a number of treating plants as a solution but only 
one had started functioning in Assam since 1929 but this also 
stopped at the end of 1934 when the price of sal sleepers came 
down considerably. The first lot of treated sleepers in Assam 
gave very poor results and a good many of them had to be 
written off as the sleepers were cut long in advance of the actual 
installation of plants and they were already infected by the 
time they could be treated. In spite of these mistakes, the 
average results were good and the estimated life of Diptero
carpus sleepers treated under ideal conditions is taken to be 
nineteen years against two to three years for untreated sleepers 
of the same species. To sum up present knowledge, the relative 
economy in the use of treated sleepers is indicated in the fol
lowing table: 

Species 

Sal ...................... . 
Chir Pine ............... . 
Fir ...................... . 
Dipterocarpus Spp. . ...... . 
Nahor (mesua) ........... . 

Estimated life in years 
Untreated Treated 

14 
4 to5 

3 
3 to 4 
6to7 

20 
21 
16 
19 
20 

The next development started with the hydro-electric instal
lations in India for their large demand of transmission poles. 
Records are available to compare the efficacy of the different 
preservatives such as wood-tar creosote, coal-tar creosote and 
Ascu - a water soluble preservative, newly patented some time 
in 1935. The general opinion even here is that coal-tar creosote 
has a superiority overall water soluble preservatives. 

Further development took place during the last war when 
the protection of bamboos gained increased importance in view 
of their large use as Army tent poles. While the inner wall of 

------~···--

the bamboos is not very easily permeable to the movement of 
liquids, it does appear to be permeable to zinc chloride. In this 
connexion, treatment by Boucheric (sap displacement) process 
extending over five to six days has been found to give immunity 
against termites and borers. 

The plywood industry - though still in its early develop
ment - has taken up the treatment of veneers. The species of 
timber used by this industry are usually of non-durable type 
required to be used in green conditions. The veneers are rich 
in sap content and therefore easily susceptible to borer attacks. 
Copper naphthenates, pentachlor phenol, zinc chloride etc. are 
coming into increasing use to secure the necessary immunity. 

The unsatisfactory progress in wood preservation in India 
is chiefly attributable to the occurrence of naturally durable 
species available at a reasonable price and the easy facilities 
for getting metal or iron substitutes. During the post-war period, 
the whole position is altered. The last war made heavy inroads 
on the forest resources of the country. The forests have been 
overcut, rendering the supply position extremely difficult. The 
railways have always insisted on a specification of "free from 
sap and box heart", which requires only large trees of the few 
selected naturally durable species to produce the sleepers. Un· 
fortunately such trees are no longer plentiful and, at the present 
moment, they procure roughly 50 per cent of their actual re
quirement. Under the duress of such circumstances, they may be 
obliged to alter their design, in the light of what is actually done 
in USA where white oak with durable heartwood but perishable 
sapwood is used in more or less squaresectionsafterpreservative 
treatment. This would make it possible for them to use small 
trees and tree tops which under present practices are left in 
the forests. They will also be obliged to make extensive use of 
the non-durable species after preservative treatment. It is not 
likely that they would be in a position to make up the deficit 
by more extensive use of metal sleepers. \Vith further progress 
of the hydro-electric schemes in the country, the demand for 
transmission poles will be colossal and in view of the steel scar
city, the obvious solution will be the use of treated wood trans
mission poles. Even in housing programmes and industrial ex
pansions involving long spanned roof trusses, treated wood will 
have to be used in replacement of steel trusses. The same will 
be the case with bridge girders. Special industries like plywood 
bobbins, etc., will have to use preservatives in increasing quan
tities for reasons already explained. 

In spite of past set-backs, it can be expected that in the future 
wood preservation will play a very important role in the na
tional economy of the country. As a matter of fact, the Railway 
Board have now decided to install additional creosoting plants 
in Bareilly (U.P.), Raipur (C.P.) and Podanur (Madras). But 
their success will naturally depend upon co-ordinated policies 
to be pursued among the various government and private or
ganizations to keep a control on market fluctuations on timber 
prices, to standardize the designs of engineered products and 
to evolve safeguards against non-adherence to specifications so 
as to avoid giving a bad name to such products of treated timber. 

I am indebted to Mr. C. Purkayastha, Development Officer 
(Timber), Directorate General of Industries and Supplies, New 
Delhi, for much of the material in this article. 
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Protection of Logs After Felling in Tropical Forests1 

P. SALLENAVE 

ABSTRACT 

Description of a method whereby logs, after felling, were treated to protect them from attacks by insects and 
fungi. 

The preservative used is cryptogil E.A.6., composed of pentachlorophenol, with an admixture of several other 
polychlorous phenols dissolved in an oil and emulsified with 20 per cent water. The emulsion is applied to the logs by 
means of a vaporizer. The emulsion, once dry, cannot be washed off by rain or by immersion. 

This treatment was applied in April 1948 to eighteen logs of Limbo (Tenninalia superba Engl. and Diels) in the 
French Middle Congo, under various conditions (two months after felling, immediately on cutting, various strengths of 
emulsion, etc.) The logs were then transported to the Technical Forestry Section at Nogent-sur-Marne (France) where 
they were examined between September and December 1948. A nineteenth, untreated, log served as pilot sample in the 
experiment. 

The results were striking. The number of attacks by insects on the surface of the eighteen treated logs was from 
thirty to forty times less than those on the pilot sample, and the attacks were 3 em. to 5 em. deep at the most, whereas 
the pilot log was attacked to the core. Moreover, there were almost no attacks by fungi. 

The very fragile wood was thus fully protected, in spite of a long period of exposure to bad weather. 
The treatment increases the price of the wood by barely 1.17 per cent. 

Anyone who has any knowledge, however superficial, of tro
pical forests knows that many varieties of trees yield wood 
which is attacked immediately after felling by xylophagous in
sects and fungi. These creatures and organisms are certainly 
much more active in the hot and damp climates where they 
live than in our temperate European climate, and cause losses 
which, though perhaps difficult to calculate, are in any case 
considerable. 

Thus excessively perishable timber is abandoned while still 
standing, both in small plantations meeting local needs and in 
large plantations supplying the export market. The result of 
this practice is that the forests are drained of usable species and 
become richer in the so-called non-commercial varieties. This 
state of affairs is so obvious in certain plantations that more 
than half of the commoner varieties are left standing. The 
·water and Forestry Services often have to instruct planters to 
destroy these common varieties, which interfere with reaffore
station activities, for instance; the planters have to fell them 
and leave them to rot where they have fallen or to ring them, 
so that the trees die. These methods, though necessary for the 
future of the plantations, are destructive and wasteful. 

Other varieties are a little less sensitive, like Triplochiton 
scleroxylon ( ayous in the Cameroons, samba in the Ivory Coast), 
Pycnanthus kombo Warb. (ilomba in the Ivory Coast), the 
bombax varieties and Canarium Schweinfurthii Engl. (aiel;!), 
Alstonia congensis (emien), etc., and in particular Terminalia 
superba Engl. and Diels (!rake in the Ivory Coast, limbo in the 
French Congo and limba in the Belgian Congo). 

These species may be used if they are removed from the 
forests immediately and if they are sawn up and dried (often 
kiln-dried) very rapidly. If, however, the removal is not quick 
enough, and if the logs remain in the timber yard for some 
time before they are shipped, the damage is done: the wood 
is entirely eaten by insects or entirely rotted and becomes un
usable. In present circumstances, removal unfortunately does 
not always occur as quickly as it should. Heavy losses in wood 
and also in money and labour may resnlt from this. 

Hence the usefulness of a method which would prevent at· 
tacks by insects and fungi immediately on felling, or, in a 
word, a method of protecting the wood. 

Such a method would make it possible quite safely to carry 
on lumbering on a substantial scale in easily accessible forests. 
It would also make it possible to export the wood to European 
and American markets, where these varieties, which are usually 
soft and have few knots would be very easy to sell. 

It is no exaggeration to say that a perfectly reliable method 
of this kind would give new value to plantations now regarded 
as exhausted and would thereby change the methods of tropical 
forestry. 

Planters have realized this for a long time and have sought 
to preserve their logs: wood which is liable to deterioration, but 
is well-shaped, grows rapidly and is easily accessible, has been 
felled and immediately covered with products which were sup: 
posed to preserve it, such as lime wash, pitch or fuel oiL The 
results were, however, extremely uncertain and often disap· 
pointing: although some logs appeared to be protected, all the 
wood would frequently be attacked and would arrive at the 
port of destination entirely spoiled. Whole consignments of 
limbo (Terminalia superba) and ayous (Triplochiton sclero
xylon) arrived at Le Havre or at Bordeaux riddled with insect 
holes, and of little commercial value. By contrast, the results 
of experiment described below strike us as entirely conclusive. 
vVe consider that the process used can fundamentally alter the 
utilization of certain tropical species. In view of this we feel 
it would be of advantage if others were made acquainted with 
the process. 

EXPERIMENT ON PRESERVATION OF LOGS OF LIMBO 

(TERMINALIA SUPERBA) ON FELLING 

Some information on the species of wood 

Limbo (Terminalia superba) is a common species in the 
forest of Mayomba and the French Middle Congo2, where it 
occurs in almost pure stands in easily accessible areas. The trees 
are very beautifully shaped: they have very tall and perfectly 
straight trunks (20 to 30 metres under the branches), and are 
almost cylindrical, with few abutments. Their crests are not 
very large. The diameter is never very great, varying on the 
average from .60 metres to 1 metre at shoulder level, but with 
a very low coefficient of taper. 

1 Original text: French. 
2 It is also the main variety in the forests of the Belgian Congo. 
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The tree develops rapidly (the trees are usable at the age of 
forty to sixty years) and is easy to replant. 

The wood usually has little sap, is of a light yellowish-white 
colour, very homogeneous, sometimes has well-marked rings of 
growth, is fine-grained and has a nacreous lustre. 

Its hardness and density are average (.5 to .6 density and 15 
per cent moisture). Its contraction rate is low, it has few knots 
and its mechanical resistance is good. 

Limbo is easily worked and takes glue and varnish well. 

Some logs have brown patches with black veins at their core 
and around their knots, which make them attractive to cabinet
makers. 

Hence it would seem that owing to its abundance, the beauty 
of its boles and the good quality of its wood Limbo should be 
one of the most important varieties of trees exported by French 
Equatorial Africa. That is not so, however, because the wood 
is extremely sensitive to attacks by insects and fungi: imme
diately on felling, scolytids and bostrychids penetrate the whole 
surface of the trunk. The sawn-off ends and apertures in the 
trunk are quickly attacked by fungi, which penetrate into the 
wood and finally cause it to ferment and rot. It is therefore 
essential to protect the timber against attacks, since, otherwise, 
it often arrives in Europe several months after felling com
pletely spoiled. The surface is covered with holes (200 to 400 
per sq. metre) reaching to the core of the log, and fermented 
to a depth of l metre or 1.50 metres at each end. Some logs 
are not even worth sawing up. 

PLACE AND DATE OF FELLING 

The experiment was carried out on eighteen logs. 

Ten logs were treated on 7 and 9 April 1948, immediately 
on felling and stripping, in the timber-yards of the Societe 
Africaine d' Entreprise in the French Middle Congo, at kilo
metre 75 on the Pointe Noire- Brazzaville railway. 

Eight logs were treated on 3 April 1948 in the timber-yard 
at Pointe Noire, approximately two months after felling. 

Preservative used and method of treatment 

The product used was cryptogil E.A. 6, manufactured in 
France by the Progil Company.3 

The products consists of pentachlorophenol, with an ad
mixture of small quantities of other polychlorous phenols, dis
solved in a concentrated solution in oil. Before use it is simply 
emulsified in 20 to 40 per cent water. 

The application is also easy, with the help of a vaporizer 
exercising a pressure of 7 to 8 kg. per sq. cm.4 The logs should 
be absolutely covered by the solution. When the water has eva
porated, cryptogil E.A. 6 is insoluble: it penetrates the super
ficial area of the wood and forms an external coating which 
cannot be removed by subsequent washing (rain or immersion 
in water). 

Cost of Treatment 

The cost of treating these eighteen logs, which represented 
44.6 cub. metres of wood, was calculated as follows in metro
politan France, per cub. metre: 

70 francs for cryptogil E.A. 6, including the wasted packing. 

3 The Pechiney Company in France manufactures a similar product 
under the name of xylophene. 

• The vaporizer must not contain copper, which decomposes penta
chlorophenol. The joints and parts should be made of oil-resisting 
synthetic rubber. 

70 francs for labour (stripping, handling of logs, preparat8m 
of emulsion, spraying) . 

Thus, the total per cub. metre is 140 metropolitan francs. 

lt should be noted that this cost applies to experimental 
treatment, which is obviously expensive. The emulsion was 
sometimes used in highly concentrated form. The labour was 
not trained for this new work. 

The cost in industrial use should therefore be lower. 

Limbo can at present be sold in France at the port of dis
embarkation at 15,000 francs per ton, or approximately 12,000 
francs for the same amount in cub. metres of logs. The increase 
due to cost of treatment would therefore only amount to 1.17 
per cent at the most. 

Results 

The treated logs were despatched from Pointe-Noire in June 
1948 and arrived at the Technical Forestry Section of Nogent
sur-Marne (Seine) in July 1948. 

They were then examined one by one. 

The results of that examination may be summarized as 
follows: 

A. Pilot sample log 
Cut in April 1948 in the timber yards of the Societe de 

l'Afrique Equatoriale in the Middle French Congo. 

No protection. 

Arrived in France in September 1948. 

Sawn up in December 1948. 

Number of superficial holes on arrival: approximately 5,500, 
or 450 per sq. metre. 

Depth of the attacks: the wood was riddled with holes to the 
core. Only the central portion, black, approximately 20 em. in 
diameter, had not been attacked. 

The number of holes in the sawn off parts varied between 
100 and 400 per sq. metre. Nearly all the holes were black. 
They contained many hatching places for scolytids, and the 
evolutionary cycle of the insect was complete, consisting of eggs, 
larvae, pupae and fully developed young insects. 

Moreover, the wood was rotten at both ends to a depth of 
50 to 60 em. and to a depth of 8 to lO em. at the sides. 

Thus, the wood was absolutely spoiled. 

B. Group of eight logs 
Cut in January and February 1948 and whitewashed after 

felling. 

Transported to Pointe-Noire. Treated with a 20 per cent 
solution of cryptogil E.A. 6 on 3 April 1948, after scraping in 
dry weather. At that time they were alive with insects, which 
were killed by the cryptogil. 

They reached France in September 1948 and were placed 
under observation. 

Number of Attacks. In the case of five logs, the number of 
superficial attacks per square metre was between eight and 
twenty-nine. In the case of three logs, the number was between 
110 and 174. 

On arrival in France, active attacks could only be observed 
on three logs, and these were very few (approximately l per 
cent of the visible attacks). 

During the hot days of October 1948, however, African in
sects (platypodidae, bostrychids and brentids) flew from one 
log to another, and one log thus suffered nine fresh attacks. 
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Depths of attacks. In the case of five logs, no attack by in
sects penetrated more than 5 em. 

In the case of one log, an active hole reached a depth of 
20 em., with ramifications. Approximately .01 cub. metres of 
wood was thus spoiled. 

In the case of another log, a small light patch seemed not 
to have been covered by the solution. Live insects and a hole 
21 em. deep were found on that patch. The loss of wood 
amounted to .015 cub. metres at the most. 

Finally, one log contained about 15 holes, empty and ringed 
with brown, 12 em. deep, without ramifications. These attacks 
spoiled approximately .12 cub. metres of wood. 

Attacks by fungi on that consignment were negligible. The 
logs sawn up in September and October were slightly rotted 
to a depth of 5 to 10 em. at the end. The resulting loss wass 
negligible (the ends of logs always have to be cut in order to 
remove the metal S-hooks). 

The logs sawn up in January 1949, or nine months after 
cutting, were attacked to a somewhat greater extent: there was 
visible rotting to a depth of 30 to 40 em. at the end, but hardly 
visible at the sides. It would seem, however, that the anticryp
toganic action of the preservative began to wear off after six or 
eight months. 

It may be concluded that the treatment makes the timber 
fungus-proof for six months. 

It may be said that of the total volume of 15.28 cub. metres 
in that consignment, losses due to attacks by insects and fungi 
amounted to not more than .2 cub metres, or approximately 
.3 per cent; but the treatment was only applied one or two 
months after cutting. 

C. Group of ten logs 

These logs were felled in April, 1948 and were stripped and 
treated with cryptogil E.A. 6 less than twenty-four hours after 
felling. 

The treatment was applied in four different ways. Three 
logs were treated by spraying with a 20 per cent solution; four 
logs were treated by spraying with a 40 per cent solution; two 
logs were treated with the same 40 per cent solution, applied 
with a brush; finally, one log was only partially treated and 
small areas of the log remained uncovered. 

These ten logs arrived in France in September, 1948 and 
were examined. 

The number of superficial attacks on the nine fully-treated 
logs was extremely small, being 3 to 39 per sq. metre. By con
trast, 195 attacks per sq. metre were found on the partially 
treated log; they were very irregularly distributed, and the 
treated surfaces were almost without holes, whereas the un
treated surfaces were riddled with perforations. 

On two of the logs there was no insect activity, and all the 
attacks seemed to be inactive. 

On seven logs, there were a few active holes, between two 
and eleven per log. 

On the partially treated log, however, there was considerable 
activity under untreated surfaces; 95 active holes were found on 
a small area of 56 by 35 em. 

As regards penetration of the attacks, all the fully treated 
logs only bore superficial attacks of never more than 6 em., 
but usually merely 3 to ~J. em., in depth. The living insects 
found in a few of those channels were only just beginning their 

attack and were in the initial stage of their evolution (eggs and 
young larvae). 

The untreated areas of the partially-treated log, however, 
contained much deeper and larger holes, reaching 20 em. in 
depth, and exhibited the full evolutionary cycle of the platy
podidae, as in the pilot sample log (eggs, small and large larvae, 
pupae and young insects). 

Attacks by fungi were also negligible; each end of the log 
was slightly rotted to a depth of 5 to 10 em. 

Hence it may be claimed that the loss of wood due to attacks 
by insects and fungi is insignificant in the case of the logs treated 
immediately after felling, for all those attacks were very super
ficial and were practically eliminated by sawing off the extre
mities, by evening oft (slabs and planks) when the log was sawn 
lengthwise and by rounding oft when the log was peeled. 

CO"'CLUSIONS 

Attacks by insects 
The reaction of insects to the treatment by cryptogil E.A. 6 

may be learned from the brief remarks made above. 

(a) Cryptogil undoubtedly prevented any attack on the nine 
logs which were fully treated immediately after felling, and 
these logs left the timber-yard without a single hole. After a 
c~rtain time, however, (one or two months) the effect of the 
treatment began to wear off. The insects were able to begin 
their attacks: most of them must have died within a short time, 
and left their holes unfinished (shallow holes, empty or con
tained corpses). A few exceptionally resistent insects, or those 
which had used empty galleries already partially bored, were 
able to survive; they laid their eggs and the evolution could 
only continue until the young larva stage. Those were the ac
tive holes we found on the arrival of the wood. Those attacks 
continued at Nogent. 

(b) In the case of the eight logs treated two months after 
cutting at Pointe-Noire, the cryptogil killed all the insects 
which at that time must still have been near the surface (except 
for the few very deep holes, where insect life continued). In
deed, the attacks on logs treated two months after felling do 
not seem to be much more serious than those on logs treated 
immediately after felling. 

(c) By contrast, the untreated pilot sample log and the un
treated areas of the partially treated logs show much deeper 
attacks and a much more advanced evolution of the insect, 
with pupae and fully developed young insects. These attacks 
are therefore older. 

Attacks by fungi 

The treatment seems to render timber almost completely 
fungus-proof for approximately six to eight months. After that 
time, rain and bad weather seem to affect the anticryptogamic 
properties of the preservative and the attacks may recommence, 
although not seriously. 

Several practical deductions may be made from these re· 
marks. 

(a) Time of treatment. The treatment should be applied as 
soon as possible after felling, but a delay of several days, to 
await a sunny day, for instance, does not seem to be harmful, 
since, although the insects may have begun their borings, they 
will all be killed. 

(b) Method of treatment. Spraying should be used, since 
treatment with a brush or broom seems to be much less effective. 
In any case, the logs should be entirely stripped. 
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(c) Strength of solution. As 20 per cent and 40 per cent 
solutions seem to have much the same effect, 20 per cent solu
tion should be used. 

(d) Second treatment. The effect of cryptogil E.A. 6 ap
parently begins to wear off after a certain period (three to five 
months). If absolute protection is required, a second treatment 
can be applied, possibly just before shipment (treatment by 
spraying or soaking). 

This second treatment is unnecessary if the wood is sawn up 
very soon after felling. 

In any case the extremely interesting results obtained in con
nexion with this consignment of Terminalia superba Engl. and 
Diels leads us to advise the application of this protection pro
cess to all wood in tropical forests which is liable to attack, 
such as Terminalia superba Engl. and Diels, Terminalia ivo
rensis A. Chev., Pycnanthus kombo Warb., Mitragyna stipu
losa 0. Kze., Ceiba pentandra Gaert. 

The products used would be polychlorous phenols, especially 
pentachlorophenols, dissolved in oil and emulsified with water. 

We are sure that this process will make it possible to utilize 
many species of wood which are at present too fragile for 
export. 

In any event, this is an experiment which should be deve
loped and extended on an increasingly large scale. 

ANNEX 

Remarks on certain insects attacking Terminalia superba 
Engl. and Diels. 

Species found 

Some live insects were collected and were identified by the 
Entomological Laboratory of the Tropical Agriculture (Tech
nical) Section at Nogent. They were all African insects belong
ing to the following groups: 

Scolytids . . . . . . . . . xyleborus mascarensis Eichh. 
xyleborus sp. 

Platypodidae . . . . . Platypus hintsi Schf. 
Brenthidae . . . . . . . Rhinopteryx foveipennis Thomas 

Anidognathus Caikii. Bolkan 

Another scolytid, a large bostrychid ( 10 mm. long), was col
lected, but it was in such a bad condition that it could not be 
classified. The Platypodidae were by far the most numerous. 
Their primary borings penetrate radially into the wood to a 
depth of 4 to 6 em., and then run off at a tangent to the rings 
of growth, for 2 to 3 em. They lay their eggs in clusters at the 
bottom of the borings. Sometimes there are bifurcations which 

also contain clusters of eggs. The larvae seem to develop quite 
rapidly (possibly one to two months after laying) and live in 
the holes with the fully-developed insects, seemingly without 
making further borings. The primary attacks of the platypo
didae do not exceed 5 to 6 em. (exceptionally 7 em.) in depth: 
this has been ascertained by examining hundreds of borings. 
Nevertheless, the complete cycle of evolution (larvae, pupae, 
fully-developed young insects) gives rise to mucl-~ deeper at· 
tacks (20 to 22 em.), as found in one log. We are unable to 
say whether these deep borings were made by fully-developed 
insects or by larvae on the point of transformation into pupae. 
In any case, the larvae make hatching places for the pupae. 

The Scolytids were much less numerous. The xyleborus 
species make radial holes of small diameter: we found neither 
their eggs nor their larvae. A large black bostrychid digs radial 
holes of large diameter and lays eggs spaced out at intervals 
at a depth of 3 em. upwards. The maximum depth of these 
holes for laying eggs is 5 to 6 em., but the secondary holes bored 
by the larvae of the bostrychids, or by other insects using those 
large holes for laying eggs (brenthidae in particular), go much 
deeper. \Ve found a hole in one log which was 21 em. deep. 
They contained large larvae (of bostrychids or brenthidae) and 
fully-grown live brenthidae. 

It would seem, therefore, that primary attacks do not exceed 
a depth of 4 to 6 em., whatever the type of insect concerned. 
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The Main . 
1n France1 Problems of Timber Protection 

C. JACQUIOT 

ABSTRACT 

In certain fields of utilization of interest to public services which are large consumers of timber-the railways and 
the post, telegraph and telephone services-the problem of timber protection has long since been solved by methods
which have been improved and are still being improved gradually-involving the use of modern industrial installations 
working under the direction of scientific research bodies (Central Timber•testing Laboratory, Industrial Applications 
Section of the National Timber Institute). The problems to be solved are concerned with questions of detail (improve· 
ment of impregnation processes, etc.) or arise from not entirely technical considerations (production cost, supply facili· 
ties). None of these problems is urgent. 

In other fields, however, where the timber, from the time when it is logged, escapes the supervision ot the State 
to be distributed among a large variety of consumers, sufficient attention has not been paid to protective measures by 
those responsible for the lumbering or for the successive stages of timber processing. Moreover, certain pests, hitherto 
sporadic, have multiplied remarkably during the last few years, and damage which to a certain extent could be con· 
sidered as negligible twenty years ago is increasing and threatens, if not checked, to become a national disaster. 

This paper deals with those problems that seem to be the most urgent. 

CAMPAIGN AGAINST "FOXINESS" IN TIMBER LYING IN FELLINGS 

Woods with a low natural resistance to the action of fungi
softwoods and hardwoods poor in tannins (beech, ash, etc.) -
when left in the felling, are liable to be rapidly attacked by 
fast-growing fungi, above all by those of the genus Stereum, 
which produce the changes known as "foxiness". 

These changes, which are easily recognizable by the abnormal 
colour which they cause in the wood, seem, on a superficial 
examination, to have but little effect on the mechanical pro
perties of the wood. It is partly for this reason that neither the 
lumbering undertakings nor their industrial clients have given 
the problem the attention it deserves, and that articles made of 
beech may very frequently be seen showing unmistakable traces 
of the "foxiness" caused by Stereum purpureum. Similarly, a 
visit to a builder's yard reveals that a very considerable propor
tion of the softwood used is affected by the characteristic foxi
ness caused by Stereum sanguinolentum. 

Nevertheless, there are very serious objections to these 
types of foxiness which seriously deteriorate the material at
tacked by them. Foxiness entails above all a considerable loss 
of toughness, and whenever the wood is put to special uses in 
which its mechanical properties are called into play the user is 
badly disappointed. Thus, fox in beechwood prevents its em
ployment in coachwork, and fox in ash- a wood used primarily 
in the manufacture of parts subjected to high dynamic stresses: 
sley arms, sports articles (skis, oars, racquets, etc.) - has led to 
the complete scrapping of certain products. 

This situation has induced the industries to lay down very 
strict sanitary conditions for the supply of timber and at pre
sent the development of this tendency has reached its logical 
conclusion, which is to forestall the evil at its source by insist
ing on the treatment of the logs immediately after felling with 
fungicides capable of preventing Stereum infection. 

As the bark, wherever it is intact, presents an impenetrable 
barrier tO fungi, the preventive treatment is confined to sur
faces where the wood is laid bare: main cut surfaces, cut sur
faces where branches have been removed and accidental tears 
in the bark. 

Any substances may be used provided that they possess a 
sufficiently high sterilizing power: nitrated or chlorinated phe
nols and tar-oils have given very satisfactory results. 

It is preferable to choose non-water-soluble substances, and 
in this connexion tar-oils or pentachlorophenol are particularly 
to be recommended. 

The National Renault Automobile Regie, whose technical 
services maintain close contact with the industrial applications 
section of the National Timber Institute, has taken a com
mendable initiative in this respect, which it is to be hoped will 
be followed by all. This organization, which is a big consumer 
of coachwork timber, particularly beech, requires its suppliers 
to treat the logs with an oil emulsion of pentachlorophenol 
immediately after felling and under its supervision. 

The method of application of the product which tests have 
showed to be the most practical and effective is spraying, which 
is preferable to brushing on the product. 

Many of the larger chemical firms have now developed 
emulsions ready for use and thus the user no longer has any 
need to engage in handling processes which are likely to be 
somewhat dangerous. As regards the equipment, there are some 
entirely satisfactory sprayers on the market. 

The means of combating foxiness are therefore already com
mercialized, and everything seems to indicate that the example 
of the Regie Renault will be followed by all manufacturers for 
whom it is a matter of paramount importance that the mecha
nical properties of the timber should be unimpaired. The re
sultant annual saving in material may be estimated at several 
hundred thousand cubic metres. 

CAMPAIGN AGAINST Tin£ DAMAGE CAUSED BY PLATYPUS CYLINDRUS 

AND XYLEBORUS MONOGRAPHUS 

A series of dry summers, in particular those of 1943, 1944, 
1945 and J9c17, caused an alarming spread of the damage known 
as "black speck" caused in oak logs by two pests: Platypus cy
lindrus (Coleoptera, Platypodidae) and Xyleborus monogra
phus (Coleoptera, Scolytidae). 

Thousands of cubic metres of oakwood had to be down
graded to inferior uses (wagon floors, etc.). 

Experiments already carried out, in particular those concern-
the protection of tropical woods against pests biologically 

similar to the Platypi - several of them belonging to the Platy
podidae -justify the conclusion that the treatment of logs with 
sprayed insecticides constitutes an effective preventive measure. 

1 Original text: French. 
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In view of the insecticidal value of pentachlorophenol, the 
substances indicated for the treatment of oak logs are the same 
as those used for controlling fox in beech, the treatment being 
extended to the whole surface of the log, however, as the Platypi 
and Xylebori enter through the bark. The treatment of the 
cut surfaces, while not necessary for protection against insects, 
has the advantage of shielding the sapwood of oaks from the 
attacks of Stereum hirsutum, which rots it. 

SPREAD OF DAMAGE DUE TO HYLOTRUPES BAJULUS 

(coL. CERAMBYCIDAE) IN FRANCE 

Ilylotrupes bajulus is an endemic species in France and the 
sporadic damage caused by it has always been reported from 
various parts of the country. 

For some time now the frequency of its attacks has increased 
alarmingly and has taken on the proportions of an invasion. 
The coast of Britanny, the Paris area and Central and South 
Western France seem to be the chief centres of invasion, but 
there is no region of France from which severe damage has not 
been reported. The investigation of cases on which the Central 

Preservation of Wood 
J. F. HARKOM 

Timber-testing Laboratory has been consulted shows that not 
only new (five to six years) but also old buildings (eighty years) 
are attacked. 

The problem to be solved entails first of all the systematic 
detection of all centres of infection without waiting for the 
owners or occupants of the buildings to be aroused by the 
decay of the timber-work. The first step is to issue statutory 
provisions and regulations, based either on the principles ap
plied in the Scandinavian countries or on those applied in 
Germany, in order to organize the campaign before being 
faced with a second reconstruction problem. 

These measures should have the following two aims: to 
detect the present attacks in existing buildings in order to 
apply as soon as possible the appropriate remedies for arrest
ing the development of the larvae, after which the methods 
already used in Scandinavia can be applied; and in the con
struction of new buildings, to apply preventive treatment to 
softwoods to protect them permanently from Hylotrupes egg
laying. Pentachlorophenol, which is both an insecticide and 
a fungicide, provides total protection for the timber and should 
be given preference. 

ABSTRACT 

Preservative treatment, where required, increases the life of timber in service from three to four times, reduces 
the drain on the forests, increases the utility of wood, and opens up a market for timber products made from species of 
low natural durability. The chief causes of deterioration of timber in service are decay, insects and marine borers. The 
wood preservatives in common use form three distinct groups (1) toxic oils, (2) salt preservatives soluble in water, and 
(3) solutions of toxic chemicals in oil. The principal non-pressure methods of applying preservatives to wood are by 
brush, spray, dipping, steeping and diffusion. The hot and cold tank process is intermediate between the non-pressure 
and pressure treatments. In pressure treatments the preservative is applied under pressure ia a closed cylinder. The 
increase in life in treated forest products under various conditions of service is from two to four times. The increasing 
use of treatment has reduced the cross-tie requirements of Canadian railways from an annual average of 12,664,689 
for the four-year period 1919 to 1922 to an average of 8,456,361 for the five-year period 1943 to 1947. 

THE FIELD OF WOOD PRESERVATION 

The preservative treatment of wood is one means of con
verting and utilizing a great natural resource. Preservative 
treatment where required not only increases the life of timber 
in service three to four times, thus reducing the drain on the 
forests, but also increases the utility of wood and aids in secur
ing and holding a market for timber products. 

The utilization of preservatives for wood has suffered, in 
common with the general use of wood products, from the 
limited recognition accorded in engineering and scientific text
books to wood as a material of construction. Consequently a 
great deal of wood is still used untreated, when it could very 
profitably be treated. The destructive agents which attack 
wood in service will be discussed below. A common factor is 
that all are very efficient in destroying wood under certain 
conditions. Consequently the protective measures must be tho
rough. It has been found that pressure treatment with preserva· 
tives affords the most effective protection. This requires the 
assembly of wood products at central treating plants and the 
increased cost due to shipping and handling greatly retards the 
use of treated lumber. 

In Canada, as in many other countries, the treatment of 
railway ties has been the foundation on which the wood-pre
serving industry has been established, the volume of business 
being sufficient to attract capital and facilitate the erection of 
treating plants. 

The use of preservatives unfortunately shows a tendency to 
lag at this point. Many wood products requiring treatment 
consist of small units widely distributed. The small consumer 
is not sufficiently interested or informed to attempt proper 
treatments and the large commercial treating companies find 
that overhead and transportation charges are too high to enable 
miscellaneous small orders to be profitably handled. Small local 
treating plants could, in many instances, be a paying side line 
of another business. 

DESTRUCTIVE AGENTS 

The decay of wood is caused by the brrowth in the wood of 
low forms of plant life known as fungi. The terms "wet rot" 
and "dry rot" are sometimes rather loosely used. Wet rot might 
be considered to describe the large group of fungi which bring 
about the decay of ordinary timbers such as fence posts, rail
way ties and similar products. Dry rot can be used to describe 
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a limited group of fungi, one of which is known as Merulius 
lachrymans. These fungi possess the property of conducting 
water through their mycelia and this type of decay can thus 
spread from wet to dry wood. 

Very fortunately timber in service in Canada is comparative
ly free from destruction by insects such as termites. 

Wood submerged in fresh water will last indefinitely, but 
sea water, in many parts of the world, including the Atlantic 
and Pacific coasts of Canada, is infested with marine borers, 
which burrow in the wood for shelter and food and eventually 
totally destroy it. 

WOOD PRESERVATiVES 

Since the only common wood preservative that has proved 
to be effective against marine borers is creosote, and, in prac
tice, the preservatives that are used to protect timber from 
decay usually prevent the attack of insects, most of the develop
ment and use of preservatives has been for the protection of 
wood from decay. To arrest decay in a piece of timber for from 
thirty to forty years calls for very special characteristics in the 
preservative. Consequently while many chemicals have been 
suggested or tried in the past only a few have proved to be 
effective in service at a reasonable cost. 

As far as is known wood-destroying fungi are inhibited or 
killed by absorbing a toxic chemical which is in solution in 
the moisture in the wood. A preservative therefore must con
tinue to feed a small but sufficient amount of toxic material 
to the moisture in the area of the wood penetrated by the 
preservative. Therefore, the preservative to be effective must 
be expendable, but at a very slow rate, so that the toxic reserve 
will not be exhausted in a few years. Creosote has proved to 
possess this property to a marked degree and protects wood 
for longer periods, and under a wider range of conditions, 
than any other preservative. 

The wood preservatives in common use form three distinct 
groups: 

(I) Toxic oils; 
(II) Salt preservatives soluble in water; 
(III) Solutions of toxic chemicals in oils. 

Toxic oils 

Coal-tar CTeosote. As used in wood preserving this creosote 
is a distillate of coal tar produced to meet specifications such 
as those issued by the American Wood Preservers' Association. 
It is toxic to wood-destroying fungi, marine borers, and in
sects; relatively insoluble in water and low in volatility. 

Wate1·-gas-tar creosote. This is a distillate of the tar produced 
in the manufacture of carburetted water gas. vYhen used as a 
wood preservative it is probably mixed with coal-tar creosote. 

Wood-tar creosote. This is a distillate produced during the 
destructive distillation of wood. Is not used to any extent as 
a wood preservative. 

Coal tar. Tar has been used to a limited extent as a sub· 
stitute for creosote. When tar distilled at a low or medium 
tempen.ture is used the penetration in the treated timber is 
nearly as deep as with a 70 : 30 creosote-coal-tar mixture. 

Creosote-mal-tar solutions 
Creosote-petroleum solutions 

Tar and petroleum are used with creosote in proportions as 
high as 50 per cent to reduce the cost of the preservative. 

The above preservatives are difficult to paint over, are not 
used where the colour and odour are objectionable. 

Salt preservatives 

Zinc chloride 
CopjJer sulphate 
l'.fercuric Chloride 
Chromated :zinc chloride: 

77.5 per cent zinc chloride 
I 7.5 per cent sodium dichromate 

Tanalith: 
25 per cent sodium fluoride 
25 per cent arsenic 
37H per cent sodium chromate 
l2H per cent dinitrophenol 

Zinc-meta-anenite: 
60 per cent trivalent arsenic 
40 per cent zinc 

The wood treated with salt preservatives has no objectionable 
odour and can be painted after drying. Copper sulphate and 
mercuric chloride are too corrosive to be used in steel treating 
equipment. 

Solutions of toxic chemicals in oil 

There has been a demand for a relatively colourless and 
odourless preservative that can be applied to wood in finished 
dimension without causing swelling, shrinking, or raising of the 
grain, and without interfering with subsequent application of 
stain, varnish or paint. To meet this demand there have been 
placed on the market toxic chemicals dissolved in petroleum 
solvents. These have been used to a considerable extent for the 
treatment of window sash and similar items by dipping or 
brushing. In recent years due to occasional shortages of creosote 
and the desire to obtain a clean treatment for poles, pentachlo
rophenol and copper naphthenate have been used in petro
leum solvents, in pressure treatments, as extenders with creo
sote, or alone. Little information is available on the service life 
of timber so treated. 

PREPARATION OF TlMBER FOR TREATMENT 

When circumstances prohibit air-seasoning, artificial condi
tioning is resorted to. Steaming at pressures up to 20 lb. per 
sq. in. followed by a vacuum, or heating in oil in the cylinder 
at asmospheric or reduced pressure, are used. Other methods 
such as solvent or vapour drying have been suggested as pos
sible developments. Kiln drying is usually unsuitable for the 
larger sizes of timber treated. 

WOOD PRESERVING PROCESSES 

To protect wood from decay an adequate quantity of the 
preservative must be placed beneath the surface. Many inven
tors and promoters are inclined to forget that wood is used 
for the storage of liquids in barrels and make extravagant 
claims regarding penetration. Such claims often meet with some 
success commercially, since there is an unsatisfied demand for 
some quick, cheap process. However, the more expensive pres
sure treatments have proved to be the cheapest, due to the 
longer service life obtained, and all but a small percentage of 
the wood treated annually is processed by pressure in a cylinder. 

The principal non-pressure methods of treatment are by 
brush, spray, dipping, steeping and diffusion. The hot and col~l 
tank process is intermediate between the non-pressure and. 
pressure treatments since atmospheric pressure is applied dur·. 
ing the cold bath. 
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The Boucherie process is used for the treatment of poles 
with copper sulphate. 

ECONOMIES OF TREATMEN.l' 

Desirable as treatment is from a conservation standpoint 
users will choose the cheapest construction material that serves 
their purpose. The best market for treated timber is where it 
will meet the requirements of the user and a service life of 
from twenty to thirty years is desired. In this range, when the 
annual charge for various materials is computed, treated tim
ber will often be found to be the cheapest, as shown by typical 
uses, such as highway bridges and similar structures. Com
putation of the annual charge requires data on the first cost 
of the timber erected in place and the service life to be expected 
from treated and untreated timber. 

SERVICE UFE OF TREATED TIMBER PRODUCTS 

Cross-ties. The life of railway ties is greatly influenced by 
mechanical wear. Crushing under the rail seat, decay around 
the spikes, splitting and checking are the chief causes of failure. 
For this service, therefore, the preservative is only required to 
protect the tie for the period of the mechanical life. Ties treated 
with zinc chloride have an average life of from fifteen to twenty 
years. When treated with creosote or mixtures of creosote and 
tar or creosote and petroleum oil the life is from twenty to 
thirty years depending on where used, in main line or secon
dary tracks. 

Untreated ties will have a service life of from four to ten 
years. Only a limited number of the more durable white oak 
and cedar ties can now be obtained. 

Poles. Treated poles are not subjected to mechanical wear 
and, although conditions at the ground line are very favourable 
for decay, more so than for ties, creosoted poles will have a life 
of thirty-five and possibly forty years when properly treated. 

Poles treated with salt preservatives will have an average life 
of sixteen years. 

Untreated poles will have a service life of from eight to 
eighteen years. 

Piles. Since treated piles are chiefly used either for wharves, 
where marine borers may be active, or under masonry caps for 
foundations to buildings, where the maximum life is required, 
creosote is practically the only preservative in general use. 
When subject to the attack of marine borers the treated piles 
will last from fifteen to thirty years and, under masonry caps, 
the life expectancy is generally accepted as equal to the obso
lescence of the supported structure. 

Untreated piles are usually only suitable for temporary con
struction. 

Structural Timbers. Practically all the older service records 
on treated bridges are for creosoted structures and these indi
cate an average life of about thirty-five years. There is reason 
to believe that the salt treatments discussed above, in the 
section on preservatives, could be used more extensively to 
protect the component parts of bridges and similar structures 
that are not in contact with the ground. 

CONSERVATION OF Tii\IBER RESOURCES 

The conservation of forest resources by preservative treat
ment can be demonstrated by quoting the available statistics 

on the ties used in Canada and the United States during the 
past thirty-five years. The total number of ties placed in track 
in Canada decreased from an annual average of 12,664,689 for 
the four-year period 1919 to 1922 to an average of 8,456,361 
for the five-year period 1943 to 1947. This reduction was due 
to the increasing use of preservative treatment which increased 
from 168,679 ties in 1919 to 5,540,045 in 1947. 

In the United States the average number of ties used per 
mile of track decreased from 256, during the five-year period 
of 1911 to 1915, to 127 during the five-year period 1943 to 
1947. 

It is evident that, without treatment, the drain on the forest 
resources would be much greater. However, the chief benefit is 
that species of low natural durability can be protected from 
attack and the range of species available for use extended, re
sulting in a more even utilization of timber .stands. 

The wood-preserving industry has also processed, and made 
acceptable to users, timber products such as cross-ties, poles, 
piles, and mining timbers, manufactured from smaller trees, 
thus providing and holding a market for a crop rotation on 
forest lands. · 
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The Preservation of Wood 
ERIK RENNERFEL T 

Before the Second World War, the treatment of poles, 
sleepers etc. was generally with imported coal-tar creosote. The 
difficulty that arose in importing this product compelled the 
wood-preserving firms to use salts as wood preservatives instead, 
the two most used being Boliden salt and Tanalith U (Basalit 
UA). As no definite data were available for determining which 
of these salts was the most suitable for Swedish conditions, the 
State Power Board began a laboratory investigation to ascer
tain their respective efficacies. In 1941 the basis of these in
vestigations was extended by a committee, designated The 
Wood Preservation Committee of the State Communication 
authorities, consisting of delegates from the State Railways, the 
State Board of Telegraphs and the State Power Board. Boli
dens Gruv AB was also represented on this Committee. 

A number of different investigations were then initiated. 
A laboratory investigation on the wood-block method was pu
blished in 1946 in volume 35, number 10 of the Bulletin of the 
State Forest Research Institute. That investigation comprised 
Tanalith U, Boliden salt, Boliden fluorine salt and coal-tar 
creosote. Creosote gave the best results, but the preservative 
salts also proved satisfactory. In 1943 the Committee started 
accelerated service tests with the same wood preservatives. The 
wood used in the experiments was all from Scots pine (Pinus 
silvestris), and consisted of sapwood stakes measuring 50 em. x 
5 em. x 2 em., treated with different quantities of the preserva
tives, and of round poles measuring 2.23 and 0.73 metres in 
length and 15 em. to 20 tm. in diameter, to which the normal 
quantities of the respective preservatives were applied. The 
stakes and poles were set out in four experimental plots three 
on arable land and one on sandy soil - in south Sweden. 

These plots have since been inspected twice yearly. The decay 
of both stakes and poles was judged visually on a five-grade 
scale. A portable apparatus for the judging of badly decayed 
stakes by determining their bending strength was designed. 
The load on this was adjusted so that the stakes would break 
in the apparatus if their original strength had been reduced 
by 80 per cent. Such broken stakes were removed from the 
experimental plots. 

Cresote treatment has so far proved best. Only a few stakes, 
which had been treated with only 50 per cent of the normal 
quantity of creosote, are now showing slight signs of decay. 
Boliden salt has proved the best of the preservative salts. Prac
tically all the poles treated with the normal quantity of this 
preservative are still undamaged after six years' exposure, and 
the damage to the stakes is also relatively slight. Tanalith U 
has given results inferior to Boliden salt on these experimental 
plots. 

The field trials take a long time before any results are ob
tained. With a view to accelerating the decaying process, trials 
were therefore arranged by the Committee in a mine and in 
a greenhouse. Decay was slower in the mine than on the arable 
plots, but in the greenhouse it was much more rapid. 

In recent years the need for economizing wood has been in
creasingly realized also in Sweden. Every opportunity of saving 
wood must therefore be seized. As part of these efforts, the 
Wood Preservation Committee is planning to enlarge its pro
gramme of investigations in co-operation with the Swedish 
vVood Research and Forest Research Institutes. A modern plant 
for pressure treatment of wood of varying dimensions has been 
installed at the vVood Research Institute, and a decay chamber 
in which treated wood should decay much more quickly than 
in field trials on arable land is being built at the Forest Research 
Institute. By extended CO·operation, not only with manufac
turers of wood preservatives but also with users of treated wood, 
it is hoped to increase the use of treated wood, and to find the 
most suitable treatment for every purpose. 

Apart from the trials mentioned above, several other official 
investigations are also proceeding. Creosote is still relatively 
costly and difficult to obtain from abroad. A native coal-tar 
creosote is obtained from coal from the Hi:iganas-Billesholm 
AB, which at present is the object of comprehensive field trials. 
Another oil that is also being tested is shale oil obtained by 
the distillation of oil shade, of which there are fairly large 
deposits in Sweden. Laboratory experiments on the wood block 
method indicate that shale oil is apparently equivalent to coal
tar creosote. 

Boliden salt, exploited by Bolidens Gruv AB, is the domi
nant preservative salt in Sweden. It contains arsenic, chromium 
and zinc, the prescribed normal quantity is 10.5 kg. per cub. 
metre of wood, and it is- as we have already said- a good pre
servative. Wood treated with Boliden salt is now on sale in 
many places in Sweden. In the meantime experiments are be
ing made to find out whether its effect could be increased by 
dipping the salt-treated wood in creosote or shale oil. 

Other preservative salts are also being tried. AB Fi:irenade 
Svenska Traimpregneringsverk, a company established by a 
number of forest-owing enterprises is, for instance, experiment
ing with a salt composed mainly of arsenic acid and copper 
chromate. This salt becomes well fixed in the wood, and has so 
far given good results in laboratory tests. It is estimated that 
5.5 kg. to 6 kg. of it will be required for each cub. metre of 
wood. 

The only wood used in Sweden for pressure treatment is 
Scots pine, Pinus silvestris. This is of course a drawback, since 
pine-wood suitable for poles is getting scarce in some districts, 
while spruce is more easily obtainable. Experiments with treat
ment of green spruce by the osmose method have therefore 
lately been initiated, using as preservative a salt of approxi
mately the same composition as Tanalith. 

Much timber is spoilt in Swedish mines by decay fungi. The 
Iron Masters' Association has therefore put in hand an inves
tigation to ascertain the conditions that cause mine timber to 

decay. These experiments are carried out not only on untreated 
wood hewn and stored in various ways, but also on wood treated 
with various preservatives. 
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Wood Preservation in the United States and its Relation 
to the Conservation of American Forests 
RALPH H. MANN 

I am in complete accord with the various authors who have 
indicated that timber preservation, through the extended use 
of service-proven wood preservatives and modern treatment 
processes, is a primary factor in the conservation of the world's 
forest ·resources through the extension of the service life of 
timber, as well as the general utilization of otherwise non
duarable species of trees in the forests of the world. 

A few brief notes have been prepared citing for you the 
record of accomplishments in the field of wood preservation in 
the United States, over the past half century. 

Although pressure impregnation of forest products began in 
England in 1838, when John Bethel took out his Letters Patent 
for "rendering wood, cork and other articles more durable, 
etc.," wood preservation, on a large scale, may be said to have 
begun in the United States, about fifty years ago. 

At the time of the birth of the Republic, Continental United 
States was covered with primeval forests, with the exception of 
the western plains and the Rocky Mountains regions. In the 
settlement and development of this new nation, great forested 
areas were cleared to provide agricultural lands and to provide 
rights of way for the extensive rail transportation systems. Al
most to the end of the nineteenth century, which marked the 
end of the railway construction era, timber was considered as 
an encumbrance to national development. Its preservation was 
not a primary factor then. 

During the railway construction era, when hundreds of 
thousands of miles of track were built, the basic material used 
was wood; for ties, bridges, buildings, poles and other struc
tures. Naturally durable structural timber was in abundance. 
It was cheap, near at hand and the young nation teemed with 
men trained in its use. Timber then was the primary material 
of construction used in the development and expansion of 
these United States of America. 

However, long before the turn of the twentieth century, rail
way engineers were the first to discover that the finest grades 
of our most durable woods decayed, or were attacked by insects. 
The cost of early replacement of ties, bridge structures, etc., 
became excessive, and it then was imperative that means be 
sought to prolong the useful service life of timber. 

Railway cross-ties 

A study of the tie service records, as compiled by the Tie 
Service Records Committee of the American Railway Engineer
ing Association and of the American Wood Preserver's Asso
ciation is cited as evidence that wood preservation has resulted 
in very real conservation both of U.S. forest resources as well as 
of the economic resources of American railroads. It should be 
pointed out also, that wood-preservation has permitted wide
spread utilization of otherwise non-durable species of timber, 
which, when pressure-treated, have given much longer service 
in track than our most durable species (white oak) used un
treated. 

A study of railway tie service records indicate that today, 
the United States saves from 14 to 23.5 million trees per year, 
through the pressure preservative treatment of railway cross-

ties alone as compared with forest depletion thirty-five and 
fifty years ago. 

The tie record of the last thirty-five years 

During the period 1910-1915, at which time larger and larger 
numbers of treated ties were being installed, the average rate 
of annual replacement of ties per mile was 250 ties. In the last 
five years (1944-1948) the average requirements were 122 ties 
per mile. Therefore, during the last five years, the United States 
railways have saved an average of 42,348,928 cross-ties annually. 
(128 ties X 330,851 miles of track). 

Conservatively estimating that three ties may be made from 
one tree, an indicated saving of 14,116,976 trees have been 
effected. This huge saving in forest depletion has been made 
possible through the American railway's general utilization of 
pressure-preserved wood cross-ties alone, during the past thirty
five years. This saving amounts to 3,600,000 cub. metres of 
wood per year. 

The fifty-year tie record 

The 1949 "Proceedings" of the American Railway Engineer
ing Association (page 868) in an historical paper prepared by 
Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, states that: 

In 1898, an average of 304 cross-ties per mile were required 
by the U.S., and Canadian railways. 

In 194 7, an average of 117 ties per mile were installed in 
the 379,025 miles of those tracks. 

Using 1947 miles of track (379,025) and the rate of renewals 
that prevailed in 1898 or 304 cross-ties per mile, it would have 
required in 1947 to meet the need 115,232,720 ties- Cross-ties 
installed in 1947, 44,345,925 ties; Difference- net required in 
194 7, 70,886,795 ties. 

Using these area figures, the saving in trees amounts to 
23,628,932 or over 6 million cub. metres of wood per year. 

By the same figures, the annual saving today in dollars to 
the U.S. and Canadian railroads, amounts to over$ 283,500,000 
or about$ 775,000 per day. 

It must be remembered too that these immense savings over 
the past thirty-five and fifty years are due, in a major part, to 
preservative treatment of cross-ties alone. 

The proportion of annual cross-tie volume to total volume 
of preservatively treated wood in the United States in 1948 
was about 43.3 per cent. It is my considered opinion that the 
over-all conservation of trees in the forests of the United States 
during the year 1948 was from two to two and one-half times 
the indicated savings noted, which for the fifty-year period 
amounts to from 47,257,864 to 59,097,330 trees. 

Similar economies, both in forest conservation and in dollars, 
have likewise been realized by American communication and 
electric-power distribution industries through wood preserva
tion, to say nothing of the economies resulting from the use 
of pressure-treated wood in marine terminals, highway bridges, 
on the farm and in general building construction. 

Modern wood preservation in the United States not only 
conserves our forest resources, but also permits of the economic 
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utilization of non-durable and fast-growing species of timber 
to supplement an otherwise inordinate drain upon the more 
durable species of timber produced in American forests. 

Modern wood preservation is especially adaptable to present
day forestry good practice. It permits, for instance, the utiliza
tion of the necessary forest thinnings, which are usual in well
managed reafforestation projects. It permits the preservative 
treatment of such thinnings, for fence posts, poles, etc., which 
otherwise would be wasted. 

For the past fifty years, America's wood-preserving industry 
has actively practised conservation and utilization of Forest 
resources in the United States. 

In 1947 the U.S. Forest Service reported that out of a total 
of 265 wood-preserving plants in operation in the United 
States, 188 used pressure impregnation processes. 

Research projects in the field of wood preservation in the 
United States, are many and are continuing. The art of wood 
preservation is not static. Present progress in the art has been 
phenomenal - the future is bright. Recent progressive features 
include the production of "fireproofed" structural timber; pre
fabricated laminated construction; new method of conditioning 
green timber for treatment and modern methods of utilization 
of treated timber in the finished structure, as well as in the field 
of preservatives. 

Through its pressure-treatment, wood has become a separate 
and distinct modern material of construction. It should be 
designed, specified and installed as such. 

American railway engineers have never found a satisfactory 
substitute for wood for railway cross-ties. Neither has an econo
mic substitute been found for the wood pole, for use in the 
great network of power and communications lines throughout 
the United States. 

During the past five years (1944-1948) the average annual 
requirements for ties and poles alone in the United States, 

amounted to 216,415,675 cub. ft. or 6,125,493 cub. metres of 
wood. With the exception of about 5.5 per cent of the cross
ties, all these woods were preservatively treated. 

For the conservation and utilization of the forest resources 
of the United States wood preservation is, without doubt, 
essential to the forest economy of the United States. 

In conclusion and in regard to the role played by wood 
preservation in the broad field of forest conservation, the 
several papers presented at this session point to the following 
self-evident truths: 

I. Timber is the only renewable natural resource placed 
upon our world by the Creator for the use of mankind. 

2. For certain uses in this modern world, there is no satis
factory substitute material for wood (railway cross-ties and 
poles are cited as outstanding examples). 

3. Wood preservation has permitted the utilization of the 
fast-growing species of timber, which without preservative treat
ment, are economically useless, thereby providing a continuous 
and adequate source of supply. It compensates for the depletion 
of the durable species of timber of slow growth which cannot 
be maintained in ample supply. 

4. Modern wood preservation which provides against damage 
caused by decay and insects, as well as against marine borers, 
has made it possible for one tree to do the work of many trees. 

5. The type of preservative used should be determined on 
the basis of actual service experience. Although laboratory tests 
of preservatives are excellent indicators of what may be ex
pected of them in actual service, American experience has 
indicated that laboratory tests are not the final criteria. 

6. The splendid papers on the subject which have been 
presented at this United Nations conference have proved that 
wood preservation is a vital essential in the conservation and 
utilization of the forest resources of the world. 

Improved Pulping Processes - Utilization of Waste Liquors 
ERIK HAGGLUND 

ABSTRACT 

The manufacture of paper pulp has increased sharply due mainly to the operation of new sulphate factories in 
North America, since expansion in Europe has stopped due to a shortage of wood. The technical development has 
shown itself especially in the manufacture of sulphate pulp, in advancements in bleaching techniques, and in the con• 
siderable improvements made in chemical recovery and heating economy. The shortage of raw materials has led to an 
increased use of foliaceous woods for both sulphite and sulphate pulps, as well as a great interest, especially on the 
American continent, in the manufacture of so-called "semi-chemical" pulp in high yield. 

The utilization of waste liquor in the sulphite process has been greatly developed, especially in Sweden. At pres· 
ent, the utilization is directed towards the economically profitable evaporation and burning, which has reduced the 
coal consumption in the sulphite industry by 50 per cent. In this connexion, a factory in America has converted to the 
use of magnesium as a base instead of calcium. By this means it has been possible to eliminate the formation of gypsum 
scale during evaporation. 

Sulphate cooking combined with previous hydrolysis, with dilute sulphuric acid, has brought about the use of even 
alkali prepared pulp for the manufacture of artificial silk and cellulose wool. Sulphite pulp treated with alkali has com· 
pletely replaced cotton lint as raw material for the preparation of acetate silk. 

Interest in the utilization of lignin as a tanning agent as well as a thermoplastic material is very great. 

The question of the preparation of wood pulp must be 
divided into two parts. First, those which are to be used for 
paper and paper products; and, second, those which are to be 
used as raw materials in chemical processes (dissolving pulps). 

The following is a short survey of development in the first 
of these fields. 

During the last hundred years, the manufacture of wood 
pulp has shown a great year to year increase in total production. 
In certain countries, especially in Europe, this expansion b,as 
stopped due to an acute shortage of wood. As yet, however, 
this serious obstacle has not affected the United States of 
America or Canada. This development tendency has, more-
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over, in the last few years been characterized by new construc
tion of sulphate factories, whereas expansion within the sul
phite industry has been insignificant. The fundamental cause 
for this can be found in the fact that the sulphate technique 
can be used for all types of wood, whereas the sulphite method 
can only be used with spruce and a few foliaceous woods. The 
advancement in the sulphate pulping technique is due mainly 
to the ability to bleach the pulp to a high degree of whiteness 
with little or no loss of strength. Furthermore, the scientific 
method of alkali recovery, which has considerable importance 
in the improvement of heating economy, has made the industry 
self-supporting in both heat and power. 

The shortage of raw materials has, in certain parts of Europe 
and even in certain parts of the USA, led to an increased 
interest in the use of foliaceous woods for the preparation of 
paper pulp. In Sweden, in this connexion, birch wood has to 
a large extent begun to be used as raw material for bleached 
sulphate paper pulp, since it is possible to prepare a very white 
pulp of surprising strength by bleaching with chlorine dioxide. 
This is remarkable since birch fibres are only about one-third 
as long as pine fibres. 

This fact opens the possibility of utilization of the immense 
wood supply in the tropical forests for the preparation of paper 
pulp. 

Nevertheless, sulphite paper pulp still has great importance 
for certain types of paper, where sulphate pulp is not as suitable, 
particularly for all kinds of grease-proof paper, tissue paper etc. 
When sulphite pulp manufacturing is made more economical 
by the scientific recovery of waste liquors, now mainly lost in 
the waste water, it will gain in economic importance. In order 
to avoid polluting natural water supplies, efforts have been 
made during the last few years to evaporate and burn the 
sulphite liquors. This has been accompanied by various changes 
in operation in such factories so that the sulphite pulp, which 
was heretofore prepared from calcium bisulphite cooking acid, 
is prepared from bisulphite cooking acids using ammonium, 
sodium or magnesium as the base. This question will be dealt 
with again later in connexion with the use of waste liquors. 

Changes in conditions of sulphite cooking procedure make 
it possible, to a greater extent than is the case with the sulphate 
process, to prepare pulp in a high yield. Interest in this so
called "semi-chemical pulp" has been and is still very great, 
mainly due to the fact that in this case wood is actually saved. 
An increase in pulp yield from about 50 per cent to 70 per 
cent or more, calculated from the dry weight of the wood, is 
without doubt possible; in any event, if one combines cooking 
with defibring by mechanical means. This question, which has 
been worked on for a long time, has nevertheless not yet led 
to any large-scale industrial development due partly to the 
fact that the type of pulp obtained has not been suitable for 
the paper industry, and partly to the fact that the cheaper 
calcium bisulphite cannot be used but instead the cooking must 
be done with sodium sulphite which, through economic neces
sity, cannot be wasted but must be regenerated by one means 
or another. As is known, semi-chemical sodium sulphite pulp 
has been manufactured only in the USA on a commercial scale 
and, at present, only in a small amount when only foliaceous 
woods are used. In this direction, however, vigorous research 
is being carried on which it is hoped will lead to further dev
elopments in this field. 

Progress in the manufacture of pulps for economical use, 

especially for viscose and acetate silks, has been very great 
during the last few years. Here basic research on cellulose 
structure and reaction tendencies as well as the relationship 
between these and the finished products have been of great 
importance. By further study in this field we can hope for still 
greater progress. 

The yearly increasing demand for artificial silk and cellulose 
wool has caused a proportionately larger amount of prepared 
pulp to be set aside for this use. Up until only a short while 
ago, only specially prepared sulphite pulp could be utilized for 
this purpose. Sulphate pulp, prepared from wood or other cel
lulose containing material, was found to be less satisfactory for 
viscose silk (rayon) mainly due to the difficulty in filtration of 
the viscose solution. Without doubt this is connected with the 
properties of the carbohydrates that accompany cellulose, es
pecially the easily hydrolyzed wood polyoses. If these are re
moved by so-called "prior hydrolysis", for example with dilute 
H2S04 at high temperature, before the sulphate cooking takes 
place, one obtains, after bleaching, a pulp that has shown itself 
to be excellent for the preparation of rayon, especially that 
kind which lends itself to cord rayon. Sulphate cooking com
bined with prior-hydrolysis can even be used for preparation 
of highly valued rayon-pulp from foliaceous woods or even 
straw. 

Pulp for the preparation of acetate silk has been prepared 
during the last few years from sulphite pulp by means of suit
able warm alkali treatment. By this means a pulp is obtained 
which shows excellent reactivity, is completely converted by 
the acetylation process without leaving a residue, and com
pletely dissolves in the organic solvents used in the preparation 
of the spinning solution. This new manufacture of "dissolving 
pulps" has found extensive use and at present almost all cel
lulose required for acetate silk is prepared from warm alkali 
treated sulphite pulp. 

Even for other cellulose derivatives, such as methyl, ethyl and 
carboxy-methyl cellulose, improved wood cellulose has found 
increasing use. This field also is undergoing great development. 

Regarding the manufacturing process, attention to the ur
gent need to reduce wood consumption has, for a long time, 
been connected with the question of reducing loss from the 
barking process. Drum barking has been extensively used and 
is satisfactory for the preparation of bleached pulp since any 
discoloration due to incomplete removal of the bark can be 
eliminated by the bleaching process. Knife barking is now only 
used in certain factories that prepare strong sulphite pulp of 
great purity, but even in this case there are many exceptions. 
The earlier demand in the sulphate industry for high quality 
logs has been lowered since it has been found that wood of 
much smaller dimensions or even with fungus decay can be 
made use of without any appreciable decrease in quality. In 
some Swedish factories, a kind of friction barking, using rotat· 
ing chains, has been initiated. This method appears to be pre
ferable for floated wood. Wood loss is negligible and the wood 
is actually cleaner of bark than when drums are used. 

A great deal of interest has been shown in the question of 
waste and by-products from the pulp manufacturing process. 

Mention has been made earlier of the improvements made 
in the utilization of the heat content of the so-called "black
liquor" obtained from the sulphate manufacturing process. 
This has led to exceptionally good results and in connexion 
therewith a decrease in the loss of alkali in the recovery process. 
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Earlier, the loss of alkali, calculated from the amount of sodium 
sulphite used, was about 170 to 140 kg. per ton of pulp; but 
this loss has been decreased by scientific improvements to about 
50 to 60 kg. 

The high cost of coal, together with a desire or perhaps a 
necessity to prevent the pollution of water-supplies with sul
phite liquors, has created, in certain countries, great interest 
in the question of scientifically evaporating and burning the 
sulphite liquor. The factories that have attempted this have 
had, and still have, great difficulties to overcome in the eva
poration due to the formation of a gypsum scale in the heating 
tower of the evaporation apparatus. The technical develop
ments that have Leen made in Sweden in recent years have, 
to a considerable extent, been based on the work accomplished 
by the committee of the Cellulose Industries' Central Labora
tory. It can now be definitely stated that liquor evaporation 
can be accomplished in a technical and economical manner. 
From what previously had to be considered as a cost item, one 
can now obtain a considerable profit. Half the amount of coal 
previously required for the sulphite process can now be realized. 
The difficulty in evaporation due to the formation of gypsum 
scale has caused some factories to use other bases than calcium 
for the preparation of cooking acids. Thus, several years ago, 
a factory in Sweden utilized a method whereby the liquor, after 
fermentation, was evaporated and burned in a Tomlinson 
oven in the same manner as black-liquor. The inorganic melt 
obtained was freed after dissolution from its content of hy
drogen sulphide by treatment with carbonic add. The hy
drogen sulphide was oxidized to sulphurous acid and then 
reused in the manufacturing process. In America, magnesium 
bisulphite has been successfully used for cooking. The sulphite 
liquor is evaporated and burned. The ash formed thereby is 
composed of magnesium oxide which is reused for the prepara
tion of additional cooking acid. The sulphurous acid obtained 
from the combustion is taken up by the magnesium base. Final
ly, ammonium bisulphite cooking add is used in a factory in 
Norway and one in America. In the Norwegian factory the 
liquor is evaporated to dryness and used as a tanning agent. 

It must be said that the results of the chemical exploitation 
of waste liquors are as yet modest when one considers the 
enormous amount of substances the production has to deal 
with. 

The most extensive industry based on waste liquor is, with
out doubt, the manufacture of sulphite alcohol. World produc
tion at present probably surpasses 200 million litres, an amount 
which, with full production, could be two or three times as 
great if the American sulphite industry should go in for its 
production to a large extent. This development is naturally 
dependent upon the degree to which it is possible to manu
facture alcohol synthetically at a lower price than sulphite 
alcohol. 

The exploitation of the sugar content of sulphite liquors for 
the preparation of so-called "fodder yeast" became of great 
interest during the war, especially after it was possible to master 
the difficulty of strong foaming accompanying the yeast cul
tivation. The yeast fungi used here are capable of utilizing all 
of the sugar content of the sulphite liquor. By its obvious con
tribution to overcoming the difficulties arising from water
supply pollution by waste liquors, the preparation of fodder 
yeast has been of interest even in countries that sufler no short
age of protein-containing fodder or food products, such as 
America. The yeast obtained is, as protein nourishment for 

-------

animals, considerably more expensive than soya beans, similar 
to concentrated foods, but much cheaper than meat. If it were 
possible in the food products field, even under normal con
ditions, to be assured of a sufficient demand for food yeast, 
this manufacture could be easily encouraged. 

Chemical decomposition of lignin sulphonic add, in sulphite 
liquor, with alkali, after treatment with other substances, has 
led to an extensive manufacture of vanillin. This method 
should be able to replace older methods of preparation. The 
production of two American factories is sufficient for the entire 
country's needs. This is, in itself, a pleasant development, but 
does not solve the problem of the use of sulphite liquor as a 
chemical raw material. 

The same can also be said of the manufacture of tanning 
agents from sulphite liquor. Highly concentrated lignin sui
phonic acid can be used as an extender for tanning agents for 
certain types of leather. This, in combination with certain syn
thetic tanning agents, is as efficient as natural tanning agents. 
Further development in this field is awaited with expectancy. 

The use of sulphite liquor for other less qualified purposes, 
such as glue, calcium chloride, binding medium etc., can be 
overlooked here even if in some cases it can be of some im
portance locally. Present and future research must concern it
self with the conversion of lignin in such a way as to make use 
of its aromatic character. 

Turpentine, formed in the sulphate process from wood pitch, 
is obtained in Swedish factories in a yield of about 6 to 8 kg. 
per ton of pulp. This contains mainly a and fJ pinene and a 
lesser amount of carene. Of the products obtained from the 
purification operation, the so-called "residue oil" is interesting. 
It contains, among other things, terpene alcohols of similar 
composition to those in American "pine-oil". It has found 
some use as a flotation agent. The carene found in the turpen
tine can be used for the preparation of cymene and toluene. 

Greater value is attached to the resin- and fatty acids found 
in the pitch. The yield of these is, of course, dependent upon 
the content of pitch in the wood and upon the length of storage 
time. It has been shown that during storage a large proportion 
of the resin-acids and fatty acids are converted into hydroxy· 
acids, which, with the methods now used in the sulphate fac
tories, cannot be extracted. On the basis of these circumstances 
the yield of "talloil" is very variable. In the Swedish factories 
it amounts to between 20 and 80 kg. per ton of pulp. 

The further processing of "talloil" is accomplished by means 
of repeated vacuum distillation, completely or partially with 
superheated steam. It is possible in this manner to separate, 
to a large extent, the fatty acids and resin-acids. That fraction 
which contains mainly fatty acids is used for the preparation 
of soap. From the resin fraction, abietic acid is obtained which 
melts to a colophony which has been found useful in the sizing 
of paper. The cracking residue has not as yet found any satis
factory use. The value of all of these products is naturally quite 
small in comparison with the value of the pulp, but they are 
contributions, nevertheless, to the lucrativeness of the sulphate 
paper industry. 

Lignin contained in the "black-liquor", that can be pre
cipitated with acids, especially cooking acids, has been ob
tained in some American factories and attempts have been 
made to utilize it as thermoplastic material for the preparation 
of laminates or as a constituent in press board pulp. 
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The Chemical Utilization of Wood in the United States 
W. F. HOLZER 

ABSTRACT 

The pulp, paper and board industry, which is the largest one using wood as a chemical raw material, is, in securing 
its supply, actively participating in the programme to prevent depletion of this natural resource, and to extend the use· 
fulness of wood through preparation of by-products. In making this replaceable resource permanent, much wood for· 
merly lost in forest and sawmill waste is being utili%ed. Wood species in every section of the country, which have 
hitherto been considered unsatisfactory, are being converted into products of good quality. As a further phase of the 
programme, the yield from wood is being raised where the product is able to absorb pulps of high-yield type. 

The non-fibrous residues of the pulping processes are being intensively studied as raw materials for the chemical 
industry. Thus far, products of only limited demand have been made from the vast amounts of available material. The 
very modest success in the field merely serves to emphasi%e our meager fundamental and practical knowledge of lignin. 

In the chemical utilization of wood, by far the most important 
field is that of pulp, paper and board, in which the raw material 
is wood fibre. In this field there are three major opportunities 
of extending our natural resource: 

I. Improvement in recovery of raw material, 
2. Increase of yield from the processes, 
3. Utilization of waste and by-products of the processes. 

IMPROVEMENT IN THE RECOVERY OF RAW MATERIALS 

Because of the nature of the forests and of the terrain in the 
Pacific Northwest, economic considerations have caused greater 
amounts of wood to be left in the logged-over areas there than 
anywhere else in the country, and these remarks on wood re
covery are primarily on that section. 

From surveys made in 1926 and 1927, Hodgson (l) 1 states 
that an average of 42 cords per acre, cordwood size or larger, 
were left in logged areas of this region. The increasing scarcity 
of prime logs has forced use of lower grades, but more impor
tant, these lower grades find a market in the expanded paper 
and board industries which are capable of recovering value 
from logs worthless for lumber. 

Pre-logging andre-logging (2), (3) 

It is being found that the small, the low grade, or the pe
Iective logs are best handled in an operation separate from 
the main logging, although in recent years a better recovery is 
being realized in the primary operation. 

Light equipment which is highly mobile and handled by 
small crews is being developed for the purpose of going into 
an area ahead of the main operation to take out small trees 
that would otherwise be left. Similar equipment can go into 
an area after logging to collect the wood not taken. The first 
is known as pre-logging, the second as post or re-logging. 

Such methods along with other improved techniques have 
succeeded in reducing wastes in some cases to as little as four 
cords per acre. 

Thinnings (4) 

An important loss in a natural forest is mortality due to over
crowding during growth. An area starting with 1,000 or more 
stems per acre in the first few years may have less than 50 stems 
per acre at maturity. The early crowding is desirable for pro
duction of the best logs, but good forest practice will also re
cover, in periodic cuts, wood which would otherwise be lost in 
competition, and at the same time keep the remaining stand 
growing at the maximum rate. The small trees from the first 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 

thinnings would have no value except as pulpwood, but in the 
Pacific Northwest alone it is estimated that full recovery of the 
thinnings, when achieved, will increase the potential produc
tivity of the land by 10 to 15 per cent. 

Sawmill waste (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) 

When logs are sawed into lumber there are inevitable losses. 
Pulp mills are often located near concentrations of such waste 
and convert it to pulp. Studies have also been made on the 
production of alcohol or other chemicals from sawmill wastes, 
but no commercial operation is being regularly carried on. 

In the sawmill of the pulp mill itself, new methods of barking 
and chipping wood are saving enormous quantities. Bark is 
being removed hydraulically with jets of water und pressure of 
800 to 1,500 pounds per square inch. As a companion to the 
hydraulic barker, large chippers are being developed with discs 
up to 175 inches in diameter which will take whole logs up to 
40 in. in diameter and 20 to 30 ft. long. The savings in wood 
with the use of these two pieces of equipment are impressive. 
Depending on the efficiency of previous equipment, savings 
from lO per cent up to 20 per cent have been reported. 

Low-grade wood 

In forests which have reached maturity and beyond, many of 
the living trees have started to decay. A relatively small amount 
of deterioration makes a log unfit for lumber. On the other 
hand, a pulping process can absorb appreciable amounts of 
decayed wood without serious effect. 

In discussing the effects of decay on pulping and pulp quality 
it should be specified that only that material which enters the 
digester is effective. Decayed wood which crumbles and is 
screened out in the wood preparation has no effect on the 
process other than loss in yield from the original amount of 
wood. 

The effects of decay which have remained with the chips to 
the digester are as follows: 

I. Pulp yields are lowered. On the basis of wood weight, 
losses may be only 3 to 5 per cent. However, since decay lowers 
wood density, thus reducing the digester charge, production 
may sustain a loss of as much as 25 per cent. 

2. Decayed wood is more difficult to pulp than sound wood. 
The acidic products of decay render lignin soluble with greater 
difficulty, and this change must be compensated by increased 
pulping time, temperature or chemical. 

3. The pulp colour is darkened. Stain from decay persists 
through the cook, but may be destroyed by bleaching. In some 
grades the colour is of little consequence. 
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4. The pulp strength is lowered. Since serious degradation 
will result in complete loss of fibre, strength losses are usually 
limited to about 10 per cent. The paper, however, is usually 
brittle and generally lower in quality. 

The recognition of the ability of the paper and board in
dustry to absorb large amounts of decayed wood has been the 
foundation of the extensive re-logging programmes that have 
been carried on during the last five or six years in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

General remarks 

All of the above items - recovery of logging wastes, utiliza
tion of sawmill wastes, collection of thinnings and use of de
cayed wood - are active and established programmes in the 
Pacific Northwest, except that collection of thinnings is in an 
experimental and organizational state. 

The possibility of such programmes depends, first, on a suf
frcient amount and concentration of such salvage material to 
make the collection economic, and, second, on an established 
industry within reasonable transportation distance capable of 
utilizing this class of material. These principles have been in 
use for generations in some countries. However, their adap
tation to the specific conditions of the Pacific Northwest re
quire much study and experimentation. 

UTILIZATION OF NEW SPECIES 

Hardwoods (10), (II), (12), (13) 

In every section of the United States one of the most critical 
problems in forest industries is that the demand for softwoods 
is exceeding the present growth rate, and that except in the 
Pacific Northwest there is an accelerating trend for natural re
placement of the diminishing softwoods with less desirable 
hardwoods. This condition is summarized in Table I. 

Table 1. Timber Supply, Growth and Drain 1944-1945 

(All figures in millions of cubic feet) 

Pacific 
Northeast South Lake States Northwest 

Timber stands: 
Softwoods .... 16,694 58,332 7,000 115,499 
Hardwoods ... 32,591 72,542 16,200 1,723 

Annual growth: 
Softwoods .... 692 3,520 178 1,211 
Hardwoods ... 1,602 2,871 634 32 

Annual drain: 
Softwoods .... 555 3,703 323 2,613 
Hardwoods ... 1,052 2,785 424 5 

In every section except the Northeast the cut of softwoods 
exceeds the growth, and in that section much of the new growth 
is difficult of access and comprises balsam fir, a short-lived 
species that cannot be recovered efficiently, so that even here 
the desirable softwoods are disappearing. 

These few data bring out the need for developing means of 
using hardwoods in order to reduce the drain in softwoods. 

While predominant species of hardwoods vary with the re
gion the problem remains the same. The species of hardwoods 
most commonly involved are: Northeast, Birch, beech, maple, 
uak; South, Oak, gum; Lake States, Aspen. 

Commercial application of many published suggestions has 
resulted in continually increasing volume of hardwood usage. 

Pulping of hardwoods 

In varying extent almost every known pulping process is 
applied commercially to hardwoods. Comments on each process 
follow: 

I. Soda. Because of low yields and strength this process is 
confined to relatively small quantities of filler pulp, and there 
are no signs of expansion. 

2. Ground-wood. Particularly well suited to soft-textured 
aspen and use is expanding. The harder and denser hard
woods produce a dark pulp which is weak and full of shives 
because of fibre damage in grinding. 

3. Kraft. Used to produce pulp both at high yields for board, 
and at normal yields for paper. Hardwoods are admirably 
suited for high yield board pulps because their short fibre and 
low lignin content make them easy to defibre, and their high 
hemicellulose adds stiffness to the board. 

4. Sulphite. Usually used for paping-making pulps, and best 
suited for aspen. It is sometimes used in high yield cooking 
with chemical purification to preserve hemicelluloses for ex
tremely fast beating. 

5. Neutral sulphite. Particularly useful on hardwoods and 
especially at high yield because of its specific action on lignin 
and mild action on hemicelluloses. Its slow action is compen
sated by the low lignin content. Pulps can be used either at 
high yield for board, or can be purified for paper-making. Al
though the former predominates, the strength of the latter is as 
good as from softwoods. The principal disadvantage of the 
process is lack of suitable chemical recovery. 

Douglas fir 

In the Pacific Northwest the greatest species change in pulp
wood usage in the last decade has been the utilization of 
Douglas fir. This is primarily a lumber tree, but its stands are 
so preponderant in that region that consumption of its low
grade wood in pulping is necessary. 

This species cannot be pulped by the sulphite process be
cause of a flavanone material in the heartwood (14), but is 
readily cooked in the kraft process. Aside from the over-mature 
logs, wood of this species available for pulping includes saw
mill waste, and small trees from new stands too small for 
lumber. These latter make the best pulpwood, and because of 
their small heartwood content are being used successfully in 
ground-wood, for which the older wood is unsuited. In addition 
to being a major raw material for the kraft pulp industry in 
that section, it is supplying an expanding insulating board 
industry. 

Lodge-pole pine 

The extensive stands of lodge-pole pine between the Cas
cade Mountains and the Rocky Mountains have seen little 
commercial use. Although it has been known for some time 
that a good kraft pulp could be made from the wood, trans
portation has been too high to allow this species to compete 
with more favourably located supplies. In the last few years, 
however, appreciable amounts have been shipped as far as 
Winsconsin. 

General 

The consumption of these species which were formerly 
ignored is of extreme importance to the timber situation in 
every region. Better utilization of all species reduces the drain 
on standing timber reserves, and especially on the more desir-
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able types. At the same time it will permit the foresters to 
expand the stands of the more valuable softwoods which in 
some sections are already critically short. 

INCREASE OF YIELD BY MEANS OF PULPING PROCESSES 

New process development has been chiefly in application 
of high-yield or semi-chemical pulps. Such a tendency is natural 
from the desire on one side to use forest wastes and to extend 
the raw material as has been discussed, and the expansion on 
the other side of the board industry. These high-yield pulps 
because of their high lignin content, which makes the fibres 
stiff and nearly impossible to hydrate, cannot be used in paper, 
and are produced especially for the various types of boards. 

Asplund process (16) 

The Asplund Process, which was developed in Europe, con
sists of steaming chips until the lignin is plastic, then with the 
chips still under full steam pressure, disintegrating them in a 
disc type refiner. This produces a crude fibre that can be used 
with very little further refining in felt for roofing paper or in 
corrugating board. For insulating board considerable further 
refining is necessary. 

By adding a reaction chamber ahead of the defibrator the 
chips can be given a prolonged treatment, and a variety of 
pulps produced by addition of varying amounts of a cooking 
chemical. The pulp yield can be adjusted between 90 per cent 
and about 60 per cent depending on the degree of hardness 
desired. 

Neutral sulphite process (13) 
The neutral sulphite principle was used by Cross and Bevan, 

but a commercial process was not developed until about 1925. 
A single mill made pulp from softwoods for about ten years, 
and then the process was dormant until revived recently for 
semi-chemical work especially on hardwoods. 

As has been said, the neutral sulphite has a specific but 
rather slow action on lignin, but this mild action also preserves 
the hemicelluloses. The removal of lignin soon softens the 
chips and makes them easy to defibre while the slow removal 
of hemicelluloses preserves the yield. Good semi-chemical pulps 
at 80 to 85 per cent yield are being made. The process is parti
cularly good for hardwoods because of their low lignin, and 
is at somewhat of a disadvantage with the higher lignin content 
softwoods because of its slow action. 

Chemical usage will range from 7.5 per cent to 15 per cent 
of chemical on the weight of wood depending on the degree of 
cooking desired, cooking temperatures will range up to about 
170 degree C, and cooking time from two to six hours depend
ing on the degree of cooking needed. The exceptionally good 
strengths of these pulps has been mentioned. In addition, they 
are much lighter in colour than kraft pulps, and much more 
easily bleached. 

Refining in hot kraft black liquor (17) 

A method which works on the same principle as the Asplund, 
that of defibring partially cooked chips while the lignin is in 
a plastic state from heat, was developed in an eastern Canadian 
mill. The kraft pulp is cooked raw, to a yield of 55 to 60 per 
cent, blown, diluted with hot black liquor to about 2.5 per 
cent, and defibred in a disc refiner. It is claimed that test liner 
board made from the high-yield pulp is as strong or stronger 
than that made from normal paper pulp that was used formerly. 

UTILIZATION OF LIQUORS 

In 1947 sulphite pulp production in the United States was 
2,792,000 tons and kraft 5,276,000 tons, a total of 8,068,000 
tons. In round figures this means that 4 million tons of lignin 
and 2 million tons of carbohydrates were contained in the 
waste liquors. Practically all of the kraft black liquor was 
burned for chemical and heat recovery, and the preponderant 
percentage of the sulphite liquors was discarded. 

The problem of utilization of waste pulping liquors has 
confronted the pulp industry throughout the world for many 
years. Success in developing useful products has been limited. 
While large numbers of suggestions have been made, and a 
number have been put to commercial use, the demand for 
any one product has been so limited that the production of 
one small mill would supply the entire market. Thus far the 
only use which could approach a universal solution to the 
problem has been concentration and burning of the liquor to 
recover heat values and cooking chemicals. While this is an 
answer to utilization, it represents only a low value of recovery. 

Production of alcohol 

The conversion of hexose sugars in sulphite waste liquor to 
alcohol is a process in more general use in Europe than in the 
United States where there are two competing processes, fer
mentation of molasses, and synthesis from hydrocarbons, both 
of which can produce alcohol more cheaply. 

It is obvious then that production of alcohol from sulphite 
waste liquor is economic only when the price is high due to 
scarcity of the product, or when the manufacture of alcohol 
is only one step in a series of processes for complete utilization 
of the waste liquor. 

There are currently three plants in North America, two in 
eastern Canada, and one in the western part of the state of 
Washington, producing alcohol from sulphite waste liquor. 

One of the Canadian plants is making vanillin as a second 
product, and the plant in Washington is marketing dried cal
cium lignosulfonate under the name of lignosite (17) as a dis
persing agent for cement. 

Production of yeast ( 18) , ( 19) , (20) 

The carbohydrates in sulphite waste liquor, both hexoses 
and pentoses, may be used to produce yeast which is suitable 
as a protein food for both animals and humans. The process 
has been in commercial use in Europe, and reached consider
able proportions in Germany during the war. 

As a co-operative venture of the sulphite pulp mills of Wis
consin, the first pilot plant of commercial size has been con
structed at Rhinelander, Wisconsin, to utilize waste liquor 
from 50 tons of pulp a day. The plant is designed from, but 
improved over, the Waldhof process in Germany, and Is 
growing Torula utilis yeast. 

A study of the amino-acids shows that the yeast is inter
mediate in protein value between that of vegetable and animal 
origin. It can supplant vegetable protein, but cannot com
pletely take the place of animal protein. As a protein food, 
yeast would be in competition with oil-seed residues such as soy 
bean and cotton-seed meals. However, yeast is also a rich source 
of the B-complex vitamins, and as such is more valuable than 
as a source of protein. Its greatest market as a component of 
stock and poultry food would be in the north-eastern and 
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Pacific North-western sections of the United States where local 
production of foods with these values is limited. 

Calcium lignosulphonate- other uses (21) 

The first commercial recovery of calcium lignosulphonate was 
by the Howard process which has been in operation in Roth
schild, Wisconsin since 1936. Products of this plant are vanillin 
and derived phenols, tanning agents, dispersing agents and 
chemicals for boiler-water treatment. Expansion of this process 
has been limited by the fact that, as mentioned at the beginning 
of this section, one mill supplied the market for the products. 

The literature is filled with references on suggested uses for 
sulphite waste liquor, but few have achieved any significance. 
To name a few of the more important aside from those above: 

I. Adhesives - principally linoleum cement, 
2. Core binder in foundries, 
3. Soil conditioner, 
4. Soil stabilizer for roads, 
5. Carrier for insecticides, 
6. Emulsions, 

and many others that failed to reach commercial production. 

The use of bases other than calcium (22), (23) 

The calcium base in sulphite waste liquor has been a hin
drance to evaporation and burning as a means of disposal with 
recovery of heat. Both magnesia and ammonia are used com
mercially for the primary reason of facilitating liquor disposal. 
Both bases were first used on full scale in Scandinavia, and 
now two mills in the United States use the ammonia base and 
one is starting the use of magnesia. There are no reports that 
the change of base has caused any outstanding change in cook
ing or in pulp qualities. 

The use of a soluble base permits evaporation of the liquor, 
burning for heat recovery and in some cases recovery of the 
cooking chemicals. Enough heat is generated in burning to 
evaporate the liquor and cook the pulp. 

A unique feature of the magnesia base liquor is that magne
sium oxide and sulphur dioxide are formed quantitatively and 
can be recovered in a cyclic process. Sulphur dioxide can be 
recovered from burning of ammonia-base liquor, but it is 
doubtful whether significant quantities of ammonia would be 
found. It has been proposed that ammonia-base liquor could 
be evaporated and sold for fertilizer because of its nitrogen 
and humus contents. 

Alkali lignin (21), (24), (25), (26), (27), (28) 

The lignin in the black liquors from kraft or soda pulping 
is, with the exception of three mills, burned to recover chemicals 
and heat. Two soda mills and one kraft mill recover part of the 
alkali lignins from their liquors by precipitation with carbon 
dioxide from flue gases. Essential differences between soda and 
kraft alkali lignins are that the former comes almost entirely 
from hardwoods, whereas the latter comes largely from soft
woods and contains about 1.5 per cent sulphur. The uses, how
ever, are similar if not the same. 

One interesting use is as an impregnant of paper with the 
lignin being precipitated on the fibre in the beater. The im
pregnated paper has about 10 per cent of phenolic resin added 
to it to improve its moulding properties. Sheets are laminated 
and pressed in a conventional hot press. 

In their present state of development, lignin moulding 
powders are of low quality. The colour is dark brown to black, 
moulding conditions are severe, strength properties only fair 

and moisture resistance is low. At best they are a diluent and 
extender for more expensive resins. 

One of the most unusual uses of soda lignin for which it 
seems specifically adapted is as an organic expander for the 
negative plate of a lead-acid storage cell. It is almost universal
ly used in all batteries now manufactured in the United States. 

Other applications where alkali lignin has met some success 
are: 

I. As a film former in protective coatings (used in the form 
of lignin ethers), 

2. As a mould lubricant in moulding plastics (used as lignin 
stearate), 

3. As a dispersing agent in asphalt emulsions, 
4. As an agent to reduce the cold flow of asphalt, 
5. As a substitute for carbon black, 
6. As a base exchange material, 
7. As a boiler water treatment. 

As under lignin sulphonates no use has been found for 
alkali lignins which would require more than an insignificant 
percentage of the amount available. 

SUMMARY 

The most important phase of the chemical utilization of 
wood in the United States in recent years has been in co
operation with forest management to extend and preserve our 
natural resource of timber, yet at the same time secure an 
adequate supply of wood for current needs. This has included 
harvesting of wood waste, utilization of low-grade wood, utiliza
tion of less preferred species and increase of yield in our pulp
ing processes. Considerable work is under way in many centres 
to discover uses for waste liquors in valuable by-products. 

When we consider that we recover only about 75 per cent 
of the cellulose in a normal pulping process for paper, and 
must retain considerable lignin in a pulp, thereby limiting its 
uses, in order to increase recovery, and when we consider that 
the results in utilization of lignin by-products are so meagre as 
to be disappointing, the need for fundamental research on 
lignin is brought out in bold relief. The proof that industry 
has recognized this is shown by the fact that two groups of 
mills, one in the State of Wisconsin, the other in the State of 
Washington, are sponsoring fundamental research programmes 
on lignin. The chemistry of lignin is extremely complex and 
only by such concerted effort will substantial progress be made. 
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Utilization of Wood Waste and Bark 
ALFRED J. STAMM 

ABSTRACT 

Available wood residues in the United States are compared with the annual amount of agricultural residues, and 
fuels and important mineral production. 

Utilization is considered from the standpoint of (a) using wood cuttings for the manufacture of small wood items, 
(b) using wood residues for the manufacture of fibre products, and (c) using wood residues for removing extractives 
or conversion of the wood components into other valuable chemical products. The latter utilization process is con
sidered under the headings (a) extraction, (b) destructive distillation, (c) hydrolysis and fermentation, (d) hydrogena
tion, (e) oxidation, and (f) miscellaneous methods. 

No one approach alone can be expected to solve the utilization problem. Integrated use of several approaches 
frequently appears desirable. 

INTRODUCTION 

Finding new and improved means for economically utilizing 
wood residues and inferior species is not only of importance 
(rom a utilization standpoint, but it is of importance from the 
broader standpoints of forest management and planning for 
a future balanced forestry budget. Finding uses for woods re
sidues that would pay for clearing would help materially in 
reafforestation, forest management and fire control. For the 
present it would be preferable, however, to concentrate on the 
utilization of already accumulated wood residues that exist in 
large quantities at various wood processing plants. 

AVAILABLE RAW MATERIAL IN THE UNITED STATES 

Table I gives the amount of wood cut annually in the United 
States broken down into the amount used for the purpose for 
which it is cut, wood residue used for other purposes than those 
for which it is cut (largely as a fuel in the plants where the 
residue originates), and the residue that is totally unused (one
quarter mill residue and three-quarters woods residue), to
gether with the standing timber lost due to fire, insects, and 
storm. The figures are given in tons of oven-dry wood so that 
they may be compared with figures for farm residues, fuel, and 
mineral resources. It is of interest that the total wood drain 

Table 1. Annual Drain or Production of Various Commodities 

in the United States 

Commodity 

Forest drain from cutting operations 
Wood used for purpose cut ......... . 
Wood used for other purposes than those 

for which cut ................... . 
Cut wood totally unused ........... . 
Standing timber lost due to fire, insects, 

and storm ...................... . 

Farm residue ..................... . 
Farm residue not needed for return to 

the soil ........................ . 

Petroleum ........................ . 
Coal ............................ . 
Iron and steel .................... . 
Copper .......................... . 
Aluminum ....................... . 

JYei~ht in millions 
of tons 

30ll> 
601C 

23a 

200 l 
r 

100 I 

250 I 
630 I 

60 ~ 
0.8 

J 0.5 

Item }lfo. in the 
bibliography 

54, 56 

46 

51 

a Based on oven-dry weight and average density of 30 lb. per cub. ft. 
b 90 per cent mill residue, 10 per cent woods residue. 
c 25 per cent mill residue, 75 per cent woods residue. 

per year is practically equal to the total farm residue and not 
much smaller than the annual petroleum production. The 
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amount of mill residue plus woods residue that is entirely un
used is equal to the total iron and steel production. If valuable 
large scale uses could be found for wood residues many plants 
would prefer to process all of their residue and use other fuels 
for power production. This, together with standing dead 
timber would double the amount of available raw material. 
The figures thus show that there is sufficient raw material for 
a tremendous new or expanded industry. 

METHODS OF PROCESSING 

The various possible uses for wood residues may be divided 
into three different groups, (a) salvaging of solid wood cuttings 
for various established uses, (b) utilizing the fibres for various 
types of paper or synthetic boards, (c) subjecting the wood 
substances to various types of chemical processes to remove 
naturally contained materials of value or to convert part or 
all of the wood components into different chemical products. 

WOOD CUTTING 

The first utilization approach is the simplest and in general 
requires the smallest investment. Its chief shortcoming is that 
many of the potential products, such as short length lumber 
and dimension and cut stock can often be made cheaper from 
larger and higher grade timber. To offset the greater handling 
cost, products of greater monetary value might be made. One 
such application that falls in the chemical field is to make 
small resin-treated compressed products (compreg products) 
from normally wasted short pieces of wood (47, 48, 49, 50) .1 

Although such an operation might prove to be quite profitable 
it would use only a small fraction of available wood residue. 

FIBRE PRODUCTS 

The second approach to the problem of utilizing wood resi
dues by processing them into fibres for the manufacture of 
paper, paperboard, and building board is now being practised 
to some extent and shows promise of considerable expansion. 
As papermaking and better utilization of raw materials and 
by-products is the subject matter of another report given at 
this meeting, only the use of wood fibres in making of board 
and moulding materials will be considered here. The problem 
of using more wood residues in paper, paperboard, and build
ing board manufacture is largely an economic one. Slabs and 
edgings are suitable for processing in present equipment as 
evidenced by their increasing use in this way. In the western 
states several integrated sawmills and pulpmills remove the 
bark from their logs with hydraulic barkers and use the slabs 
and edgings for pulp. Such co-operative and integrated opera
tions are possible only when the lumber mills and pulpmills 
are relatively near each other. The more isolated small lumber 
mills have so far been unable to dispose of their residues in 
this way. Their only salvation is to use the residues themselves. 
In no case would they have sufficient wood residue to justify 
building a conventional pulpmill and only in cases where the 
readily available residue exceeded, say, 50 tons a day on a sus· 
tained basis, would it pay to build a conventional board mill. 
Efforts have hence been made to work out means of processing 
wood residues on a considerably smaller scale for the produc
tion of coarse fibres and fibreboards (20, 21, 24, 39, 40, 53). 

Investigations at the United States Forest Products Labora
tory and elsewhere have shown that acceptable fibreboards can 
be made from almost any species of wood by mechanically 
processing either steamed or raw chips in an attrition mill and 

1 Numbers within parenthesis refer toi terns in the bibliography. 

forming the boards from a dilute slurry of these pulps in water 
in a simple hand operated deckle box or suction box, followed 
by drying without pressure or under pressure (20, 21, 40). 
Relatively large amounts of sawdust can be used together with 
some longer fibred stock. In this case it is desirable to add 
fifteen to twenty-five per cent of a hydrated pulp or reprocessed 
newspaper (55). Appreciable amounts of bark can be included 
in the same way as sawdust if the colour of the product is not 
considered critical. The inclusion of appreciable amounts of 
sawdust and bark does weaken the product, but the boards are 
nevertheless strong enough for a number of uses (20, 39). 

Forming the boards in batch suction boxes followed by 
handling the boards by a vacuum lift device has proved success
ful in small-scale commercial operations of a western company, 
as well as in pilot plant operations at the United States Forest 
Products Laboratory (21). Making boards in this way will, of 
course, increase the manufacturing cost over that of the large 
existing plants that use continuous forming equipment. It is, 
however, only through simplification of the board-forming 
steps that small-scale operations are possible. It is felt that the 
saving resulting from use of existing wood residues within the 
parent plant instead of buying expensive pulpwood will in 
a large measure offset the greater manufacturing cost. Another 
means of overcoming the differences in manufacturing costs 
between large mechanized and small batch operated plants is 
for the plant to make a board of a type that it can use in its 
own regular product, such as a plywood mill or furniture plant 
making core stock for panels or furniture. Recent tests at the 
United States Forest Products Laboratory have shown that 
wet-felted fibre boards when press-dried at a low pressure to give 
a specific gravity of about 0.5 show considerable promise for 
usc as a core material (29) . 

The equipment needed for such a small-scale plant, together 
with approximate costs as of 1947 and approximate operating 
costs have been estimated by the United States Forest Products 
Laboratory for a plant processing 20 tons of wood residue per 
day for the production of insulating board (21). Equipment 
and payroll costs should be increased by about 50 per cent to 
cover current increases. This would make the plant investment 
about $400,000. Existing plants that would not require ad
ditional ground, buildings or steam facilities would not have 
to make as large an investment. Placing a value of $4.00 per 
dry ton on a wood residue used and providing for the use of 
20 per cent of waste papers as a binder at $20 per ton, 18 million 
sq. ft. of one-half in. thick insulating board could be made 
per 300-working-day year at a cost of $556,000 or about three 
cents per square foot. These figures, although only approxima
tions, indicate that under present conditions insulating board 
could be made that will sell for a reasonable profit. Hard
boards could be manufactured at about the same cost per unit 
weight. A hot press would cost more than a kiln, but it could 
be operated more efficiently. 

There has been a great deal of interest in making board 
materials from wood residues by a dry or semidry process. This 
interest in dry forming is not surprising. Making up a pulp 
slurry in water containing 2 per cent or less of fibre, removing 
the water by filtration, suction and evaporation, as is done 
in making wet-felted fibreboards, does seem wasteful. This 
procedure, however, gives formation and strength properties at 
low specific gravities that have not as yet been attained by any 
dry-forming process. The fact that no binder has to be used in 
wet-felted boards more than makes up for the seemingly in-
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volved wet-forming steps. Wet-felted fibreboards containing no 
binder but about 2 per cent of a resin-alum or asphalt emulsion 
size stand up better in the Bureau of Standards weathering 
test (7) consisting of alternate soaking in water, steaming, freez
ing, and drying than do any of the dry-formed boards so far 
tested, with the exception of those containing sizable amounts 
of expensive synthetic resins. Nevertheless there is a demand for 
a good dry-formed board. 

Many binders have been tried in making dry or semi-dry 
formed boards. Among the most important of these which 
have found some commercial use are Portland cement (8) 
and magnesium oxichloride and oxisulphate (34). The object 
of using wood residue rather than gravel or stone as the ag
gregate is to produce a cheap product that is considerably 
lighter in weight with better thermal insulation properties than 
normal concrete, and can also be readily sawn. Wood sawdust 
to cement ratios of 5 : I to 1 : 1 have been used giving densities 
ranging from 40 to 100 lb. per cub. ft. in contrast to 140 lb. 
per cub. ft. for normal cement. Blast furnace slag and pumice, 
however, give equally low densities and give a product that is 
less subject to cracking on freezing. Wood extractives tend to 
retard the setting of cement (8) . This effect has been minimized 
by adding small amounts of calcium chloride or precipitating 
silica from a solution of sodium silicate on the wood particles 
prior to using. Products with reasonably good compressive 
strengths have been made but the flexural strength is only 
about one-tenth that of wet-felted fibreboards of the same 
density. The use of coarse excelsior in place of sawdust gives 
a somewhat lighter board with a better flexural strength. The 
worst shortcoming of this type of board is that it tends to crack 
when absorbed water freezes within the structure. This has 
been overcome to some extent by coating the surface with water 
resistant bitumens. 

Magnesium oxichloride and oxisulphate cements have the 
advantage over Portland cement in that they set up much more 
rapidly in the presence of wood. When the ratio of sawdust to 
cement is I : 1 or less and the product has a density of 70 lb. 
per cub. ft. or more the product is harder than normal cement 
or brick (34), and has fair weather-resistance. A lighter product 
can be made with excelsior than with sawdust. 

Many natural glues such as gelatin, casein, soya bean glues 
and resin and byproducts have been tried as binders. Even 
when binder contents as high as 40 per cent are used, the 
product is considerably less strong for its weight than conven
tional wet-felted fibreboards and the water resistance and 
weathering properties are generally poor except when appre
ciable amounts of the more expensive synthetic resins are 
used (9). 

Urea resins in concentrations of 20 to 40 per cent giYe boards 
with good dry strength properties but poor weathering resist
ance. Such boards, which are now being made to a limited 
extent, should be used only under dry conditions. 

Phenolic resins give boards with considerably better weather
ing resistance than urea resins and. with quite good strength 
properties. The amount of resin needed increases rapidly with 
a decrease in the specific gravity of the product. When the spe
cific gravity is 0.9 or above as little as ten per cent of resin 
is needed. When the specific gravity is 0.5 about 30 per cent 
of resin is needed to make a good board. One of the larger 
millwork companies is now making a dry formed board with 
a specific gravity of about 0.9 in this way from hammermilled 
ponderosa pine mill residues. It apparently is proving to be 

quite suitable for door and kitchen cabinet panels. Similar 
boards are reported to be made in England. 

It is also possible by a steam (1, 5, 6, 22, 23, 27, 28, 38, 52) 
acid (11, 41) or alkaline hydrolysis to free the lignin from the 
cellulose of wood and remove the more hygroscopic hemicel
luloses and obtain a product that has superior plastic properties 
to normal wood. When chipped wood is subjected to a very 
high pressure steam cook followed by passing through an at
trition mill, a pulp is obtained that is suitable for making 
hardboards by the wet-felting process. without the use of a 
binder. Masonite is made in this way (5, 6, 52). When sawdust 
is used, preferably that from a hardwood, a moulding powder 
can be made that requires only half the amount of phenolic 
resin that is normally used in high pressure phenolic moulding 
powders with wood flour ( 11, 22, 41 ). Such moulding powders 
were made to a limited extent during the Second World War. 
Although these moulding powders give a product with properties 
comparable with normal phenolic moulding powders they flow 
less readily and consequently cannot be moulded with as great 
a speed. If and when phenolic resins become less available such 
moulding powders may again be made in the United States. 
In countries where phenolic resins have to be imported the use 
of hydrolysed wood moulding powders may prove profitable 
at the present time. 

There has long been a need for a cheap hand-moulded pro
duct that does not require expensive presses for moulding. 
Unfortunately most of the products of this type in which saw
dust is the filler tend to shrink, distort, and crack due to the 
fact that water-borne binders are used. Solvents must be present 
for the material to become tacky enough to form. When the 
solvent evaporates shrinkage occurs. A liquid alkyd type of 
thermo-setting resin, diethylene glycol maleate, has been found 
by the Forest Products Laboratory to give the desired tack and 
sets to give a good bond without the need of a solvent (9). 
Objects moulded with this resin do not shrink as they set due 
to the fact that the liquid is converted on heating to an infusible 
solid without any evaporation occurring. Unfortunately as 
much resin as sawdust by weight must be used to give the 
desired tack and bond. The product, however, has high water 
resistance and strength properties approaching those of high 
pressure moulding compositions. This sawdust binder mix 
appears suitable for the making of objects in a small shop in 
quantities insufficient to make it profitable to use expensive 
high pressure moulds. 

There are thus quite a number of different types of products 
of a synthetic board or moulded-object nature that could under 
proper circumstances be made from wood residues. Wet-felted 
fibreboards without a binder at present appear to be the most 
promising. 

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

Using wood residues for the manufacture of various chemical 
products bas a distinct advantage over the two previously des
cribed means of using wood residues in that for most processes 
the original form of the wood, the bark content, and frequently 
the species, are only of minor importance. Even the inclusion 
of fire-killed and partially decayed wood may not materially 
affect the yields of products. 

Chemical processing methods may be divided into (a) ex
traction, (b) destructive distillation, (c) hydrolysis, in some 
cases followed by fermentation, (d) hydrogenation, (e) oxida
tion and (f) miscellaneous methods. 
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EXTRACTION METHODS 

Of these various processing methods, extraction is the most 
exacting as to the nature of the raw material for it involves 
removal of specific soluble materials naturally present in vari
ous species rather than a chemical conversion of cellulose and 
lignin to other products. Extractives, which are isolated from 
various species and parts of trees, vary in amount from a few 
tenths per cent up to about 30 per cent of the weight of the 
raw material. 

Essential oils are obtainable from the wood of Eastern red 
cedar (Juniperus virginiana), the needles of various conifers, 
such as white spruce (Picea glauca), eastern hemlock (Tsuga 
canadensis), red cedar, the northern white cedar (Thuja occi
dentalis) and western red cedar (Thuja plicata), the bark of 
such trees as sweet birch (Betula lertta), and the roots of the 
sassafras tree (Sassafras albidum) (10, 44). They are isolated by 
steam distillation. Sweet birch oil (similar to oil of wintergreen) 
is obtained in yields of only about 0.2 per cent (10). The 
various conifer-leaf oils are obtained in yields of only 0.2 to 
1.0 per cent (36). Cedar-wood oil is obtained in the somewhat 
better yields of I to 3 per cent while sassafras oil is obtained in 
yields of 6 to 9 per cent from the bark of the roots but only 
about I per cent of the roots as a whole (10). Because of the 
collection problem the recovery of these essential oils from the 
various parts of trees has not been a very lucrative industry. 
If the extraction were followed by a hydrolysis of the residue 
to sugars as will be described later, the essential oil extraction 
might become a more lucrative, larger-scale industry. 

The most important extractive of wood from an industrial 
standpoint is the oleoresin obtained from old stumps of long
leaf and slash pines. The wood as a whole contains only 4 to 
6 per cent of resin, while the stumps contain 15 to 30 per cent 
of resin as a result of the less resinous sapwood having decayed 
or fallen away. Up to the present time it has been profitable 
to use only the old stumps. Present plants processing from 
150 to 1,500 tons per day processed 1,550,000 tons of stump
wood in 1947 to produce 12 million gallons of turpentine and 
757,500 barrels of resin (520 lb. each) (51). It has been esti
mated that at the present rate of production all accessible 
stwnpwood will be used up in another twenty years. It is hoped 
that economical methods for extracting the mill residues of the 
resinous pines will be developed prior to that time. In order 
to make the handling of such large volumes of wood profitable 
this extraction industry will very likely have to be combined 
with a hydrolysis of the extracted chips to produce sugars. 
Hydrolysis of the spent chips following extraction looks pro
mising under present conditions and is being seriously con
sidered by several naval stores plants. 

Tannins are extracted with hot water from the wood or bark 
of several species (10). The most important source of tannin 
is the wood of the quebracho tree which grows in South 
America. The chief source in the United States has been from 
the wood of the chestnut tree from which 5 to 15 per cent of 
tannin is extracted followed by pulping of the residual chips. 
This is an excellent illustration of integrated operations. Un
fortunately, as a result of the chestnut blight this species is 
disappearing in the United States. 

Tannin is also obtainable from the bark of such species as 
eastern and western hemlock (Tsuga canadensis and Tsuga 
heterophylla), tan oak (Lithocarpus densiflora), swamp chest
nut oak (Quercus prinus), and black oak (Quercus emoryi and 
Quercus kelloggii). Of these, chestnut oak and eastern hemlock 

barks have been most extensively used for tannin production. 
The extraction of western hemlock bark looks promising for 
use in expanding the industry (45). 

Several species of wood contain water-soluble gums such as 
the arabo-galactan of tamarack (Larix occidentalis and Larix 
laricina), and mesquite (Prosopis juliflora). A plant was in 
operation some years ago for a short period extracting the 
chips of old western larch stumps that contain 15 to 18 per 
cent of arabo-galactan. The water extract was concentrated and 
then oxidized with nitric acid to mucic acid (37). Mucic acid 
was sold for use in baking powders for releasing the carbon 
dioxide. The process was not a financial success. lt is conceiv
able, however, that an integrated process, in which the residual 
chips remaining after water extraction are hydrolysed to sugars, 
could be made to operate profitably. 

DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION METHODS 

Charcoal production is the oldest of the chemical wood-pro
cessing industries. For years charcoal burning was carried out 
in open pits without by-product recovery. This is still done 
today to a limited extent in portable or semi-portable kilns 
(2, 3, 19). 

Most of the charcoal produced in the United States is made 
in externally-fired by-product ovens in which the destructive 
distillation takes place in buggies which can be readily rolled 
into or out of the ovens (2, 19). Although the process is efficient 
from the standpoint of handling of the wood it is quite in
efficient thermally because of the poor temperature control 
and low rate of heat transfer. Little effort has been made to 
correct these shortcomings in the United States due to the fact 
that destructive distillation of wood has not been a lucrative 
industry since the price of charcoal has been unstable and the 
volatile by-products, methyl alcohol, acetone; and acetic acid 
have been produced cheaper synthetically (4). The 'expanded 
demand for charcoal during and since the Second World War 
have again created an urge to improve the industry. There 
has been a great deal of interest lately in the German Reichert 
process (32) and the Belgian Lambiotte process (25) both of 
which involve the use of more efficient internal gas-heated 
retorts (30). 

These processes, like the oven process, use sizable pieces of 
wood. They are suitable for utilizing inferior species cut espe
cially for the purpose, and possibly slabs, but not for mill resi
dues as a whole. The most successful process in the United 
States for utilizing fines is the Stafford process. This process 
has been in successful operation for a number of years in a 
large plant that has sizable quantities of wood residue (2, 19). 
Warm dry hogged wood is fed continuously into the top of a 
well-insulated '{ertical cylinder at the bottom of which a heavy 
bed of charcoal is maintained. The exothermic distillation 
reaction furnishes the heat necessary for bringing the descend
ing wood to the distillation temperature. 

Another process for the continuous destructive distillation of 
subdivided wood, the Seaman process, involves passing the 
material through a slightly inclined, either externally or inter
nally heated, rotating cylinder. Plants of this type are not in 
operation at present, but recent research on the process has 
again aroused interest in it (33). Research is under way on 
the development of other types of continuous-feed destructive 
distillation and less decomposition of the volatile by-products 
distillation and less de composition of the volatile by-products 
(30). If these are succesful, wood distillation may again become 
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an important means of chemically processing inferior woods 
and mill residues. 

HYDROLYSIS METIIODS 

Wood hydrolysis at present appears to be the most promising 
means of chemically utilizing wood residues. The hydrolysis of 
the carbohydrate portion of wood to sugars followed by the 
fermentation of the sugars to alcohol was developed to a com
mercial stage in the United States prior to the First World 
War. The process was successfully operated at Georgetown, 
South Carolina, and Fullerton, Louisiana, for a number of years 
(43). Exhaustion of readily available wood-residue supplies 
near the plants and the introduction of cheap blackstrap m-:>
lasses from Cuba finally caused the plants to close. 

During the period between the First and Second World 
Wars research on wood hydrolysis in the United States was 
limited to tests on the production of plastic powders. The 
Germans, however, became very active during this period and 
developed the Bergius and Scholler processes which were in 
active operation up to the end of the Second World War. The 
Scholler process, the more successful of the two, used dilute sul
phuric acid as a hydrolysis medium quite similar to the earlier 
American process, but carried on the digestion for considerably 
longer periods of time, thus increasing the completeness of 
hydrolysis. Research carried on during the Second World War 
at the Forest Products Laboratory under the sponsorship of 
the Office of Production Research and Development of the 
War Production Board showed that the Scholler process, al
though efficient from the standpoint of carbohydrate utilized, 
was not so efficient as it should be from the standpoint of 
production of fermentable sugar, steam consumption, and time 
required. The long exposure of the charge to acid was causing 
the decomposition of part of the sugar that was produced. 

The Madison wood-sugar process was developed with this 
background in mind (13, 16). It gives a higher yield of fer
mentable sugar in three to four hours than the Scholler process 
does in eighteen to twenty hours. Instead of subjecting sub
divided wood residue to the steeping action of a series of charges 
of dilute sulphuric acid at elevated steam pressures for about 
an hour each, the new process involves continuously flowing 
dilute sulphuric acid through the bed of hot chips after a short 
steeping with the original make-up acid under a gradually in
creasing temperature schedule. The increasing temperature 
schedule is designed to supply heat just as it is needed. The 
easily hydrolysable hemicelluloses are hydrolysed off first at 
a temperature which causes little decomposition followed only 
when needed by the more drastic hydrolysing conditions to 
convert the more chemically resistant portions of the carbo
hydrate to sugar. The sugar content of the liquor leaving the 
digester is initially about 15 per cent. When it drops to about 
I per cent the cook is discontinued. The average sugar content 
of the liquor is then about 5 per cent. The yield of sugar from 
various species of wood calculated on a dry, bark-free basis 
ranges from about 45 to 55 per cent. 

The hexose part of the wood sugars is readily fermentable 
to ethyl alcohol. Softwood species, such as Douglas fir, that are 
low in pentose sugars will yield up to 65 gallons per ton of 
alcohol on a dry, bark-free basis (13, 16). Wood residues, such 
as slabs with bark contents up to 30 per cent, give yields of 
40 to 50 gallons of alcohol per dry ton (13). 

This new hydrolysis procedure combined with continuous 
neutralization of the sugar solution under pressure is the basis 

for the large alcohol plant that was built with government 
support at Springfield, Oregon, for processing 200 to 300 tons 
of wood residues per day. This plant operated one of its five 
digesters successfully in trial runs after a few mechanical modi
fications. The operators were not financially able to put the 
whole plant into proper operation and as a consequence the 
plant has been idle for a long time while a new operator was 
being sought. Indications are that after a few changes are made 
in the plant it can produce alcohol quite profitably. 

Although the original objective in hydrolysing the carbo
hydrates in wood to sugars was for the production of alcohol 
(13, 16, 26), the wood sugar can be utilized in a number of 
other ways. It can be merely concentrated by evaporation to 
a molasses with a sugar concentration of 50 per cent for animal 
feeding (14). It, as well as the still bottoms from an alcohol 
plant, can be used for growing yeast. A number of other fer
mentation products can be obtained under properly controlled 
growth conditions such as acetic, butyric, and lactic acids, ace
tone, butanol, butylene glycol, and glycerine. None of these 
has been developed as yet to the commercial production stage, 
but they all show distinct commercial possibilities. 

Molasses production for animal feeding shows the greatest 
promise for utilizing large quantities of wood residue (14). 
If the feeding tests now under way prove that wood molasses 
is practically equal to blackstrap molasses in food value, very 
large amounts of it could be used. At present about 100 million 
gallons of molasses are used for feeding purposes annually in 
the United States. If it were fed only to cattle and dairy cows 
at the rate of 3 lb. per day per head, which can be done with 
blackstrap molasses, present consumption could be increased 
seventy-five-fold. It would require all mill residues and about 
two-thirds of all wood residues occurring in the United States 
to produce this amount. Such large amounts of wood residue 
would probably never be used in this way. The figures show, 
however, that the expansion of this industry need not be cur
tailed by a limited demand for the product as would be the 
case for practically all other products. 

Molasses production has another distinct advantage over the 
production of alcohol or yeast from wood residues in that it 
creates no pollution problem. Still bottoms from the Spring
field alcohol plant would have the stream pollution equivalent 
of a city of about 100,000 people. Growing yeast on the still 
bottoms would reduce this value by about one-half. Molasses 
could also be made in a smaller plant than alcohol. According 
to present methods a plant making ethyl alcohol from wood 
residues would have to process about 200 tons of wood residue 
(dry weight basis) per day to operate profitably. A molasses 
plant, on the other hand, could process from 30 to 50 tons of 
wood residue (dry weight basis) profitably under present econo
mic conditions. This makes possible many more plant sizes. 
Research is now under way to try to simplify molasses produc
tion so that it could be profitably processed from 5 to 10 tons 
of wood a day. This would open the possibilities of farm co
operatives where a farmer could haul in a ton of low-quality 
wood-lot wood to the plant and take home an equivalent 
amount of molasses containing 50 per cent sugar. 

Feeding tests are well under way in comparing wood mo
lasses with blackstrap molasses, beet molasses, and other feeds 
(16). The results to date are quite favourable. A number of 
potential manufacturers are awaiting further pilot plant data 
as to manufacturing costs and confirmatory feeding data before 
starting to build plants. 
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Yeast grown on wood-sugar is about half protein and is high 
in the vitamin, riboflavin, which may help make it a valuable 
protein animal feed (31). It was made extensively from wood
sugar in Germany during the Second World War both for 
human and animal consumption. Recent tests at the United 
States Forest Products Laboratory indicate that the Waldhof 
propagator developed in Germany, with slight modifications, 
appears the most suitable thus far developed for growing yeast 
with a minimum consumption of air. Yeast yields of 40 per 
cent of the weight of the wood-sugar are readily obtainable. 
When made from the total wood-sugar a yield of about 400 lb. 
of yeast per ton of wood residue, calculated on a dry, bark-free 
basis, is obtainable. About 60 lb. of yeast can be made from 
the still bottom residue left after making ethyl alcohol from 
a ton of softwood residue, calculated on a dry, bark-free basis. 
When hardwoods are used the yield will be increased to about 
100 lb. Further feeding tests are needed to determine the value 
of wood-sugar yeast in the United States. 

HYDROGENATION METHODS 

The problem of profitably utilizing the soluble lignin residue 
in pump mill effluent and the solid lignin residue remaining 
when the carbohydrate portion of wood is hydrolysed to sugar 
is an acute one. Lignin has higher fuel value than the wood 
itself so it can in a number of cases be economically used as 
a fuel. In the isolated solid form it shows some promise as a 
soil conditioner. These, however, are low value uses. Lignin 
recovered from the waste liquor of the soda pulping process 
shows promise in plastics as a resin extender. The insoluble 
form of lignin obtained as a by-product of wood hydrolysis has 
so far shown no promising plastic applications. Other proposed 
means of utilizing lignin do not at the present appear promis
ing for large-scale use with the exception of hydrogenation. 

Lignin isolated by the various pulping methods or that re
mains as a solid residue after wood hydrolysis, when dissolved 
in a high boiling stable organic liquid or suspended in water 
containing an alkali, will react with hydrogen gas at elevated 
temperatures and pressure in the presence of a metallic or 
metallic oxide catalyst (12, 17, 18, 35, 42). Suitable catalysts are 
Raney nickel, copper chromite, and palladium oxide. Three 
types of liquid products, namely, neutral oils, cyclic alcohols, 
and phenolics, together with a high boiling tar-like residue are 
obtained. The yields will vary with the type of lignin, the cata
lyst, and the reaction conditions. The cyclic alcohols have been 
shown to have high antiknock properties when added to gaso
line for use in internal combustion engines, and they also have 
toxic and good solvent properties. The phenolics are mixtures 
of both resin forming and nonresin forming types. Possibilities 
of using them in plastics are still unknown. The neutral oils 
appear suitable for fuels and possibly the heavier fractions 
could be used for lubricating purposes. If and when petroleum 
shortages occur it would be possible to make I 10 gallons of 
liquid fuel from a ton of wood residue calculated on a dry, 
bark-free basis by hydrolyzing the carbohydrates to sugars, fol
lowed by their fermentation to alcohol, and hydrogenation of 
the lignin residue under conditions to an optimum yield 
of neutral oils. 

When wood rather than lignin is subjected to hydrogenation 
under mild conditions the cellulose is left in the form of a pulp 
and the lignin is converted to the three types of liquid products. 
When the hydrogenation conditions are drastic, the cellulose 
is broken down into sugars and a mixture of various polyhydric 
alcohols, including glycerine. 

Practically all the research on hydrogenation of lignin and 
wood up to the present time has been carried out in batch 
units. Continuous hydrogenation equipment has just been 
installed at the United States Forest Products Laboratory. 
Studies with this equipment will better indicate the commercial 
possibilities of this type of utilization. 

OXIDATION AND OTHER METHODS 

A number of valuable partial oxidation products are obtain
able from wood and wood components. For example, wood, 
cellulose, lignin, and isolated wood sugars can be oxidized to 
make oxalic acid. The manogalactan extract obtainable from 
western larch in high concentrations can be oxidized with nitric 
acid to mucic acid as was previously described (37). Other pos
sibilities that have received little attention are the reaction of 
wood and wood components with chlorine and other halogens. 

BARK UTILIZATION 

Bark until recent years has received little attention, both 
from a research and a utilization standpoint, except in the case 
of a few species for the extraction of tannins. The most ex
tensive work on bark utilization in the United States has been 
carried on by private enterprise. The work has been concen
trated on the separation of Douglas fir bark into different 
fractions containing varying proportions of fibrous and corky 
material. The most fibrous fraction finds use as an ingredient 
for increasing the impact strength of plastics. Intermediate 
fractions find use as glue extenders and reactant fillers for phe
nolic moulding powders. A corky fraction will react with alhe
hydes as does phenol to form resins. One fraction is finding 
use in dusting insecticides. Still another fraction is being sold 
as a soil conditioner substitute for peat moss. 

More extensive research on the chemical composition of bark 
from various species of wood should eventually lead to more 
extensive utilization of bark in general. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From this survey it may be concluded that there are a number 
of promising means of increasing the utilization of wood resi
dues. No one approach can be expected alone to solve the 
problem. The nature of the residue as well as the economic 
conditions will in some cases indicate that making of dimension 
stock items is preferable, while in others fiber products or 
chemically derived products should be produced. Even in a 
single plant it appears that integrated utilization of the waste 
may be the most efficient. For example, the removal of valuable 
extractives may be economically followed by destructively dis
tilling or hydrolysing the residue. Hydrolysis may be profiitably 
followed by hydrogenation of the lignin. 

Although it is known how to make a great array of products 
from wood residues, there is little available information on 
production costs. A potential processor should carefully study 
his possible markets as well as determine manufacturing costs 
before making significant investments. There is still need for 
much more fundamental research, applied process research, 
pilot plant research, and economic surveys before it will be 
possible to decide on the best commercial way to utilize each 
type of wood residue occurring in each region. The amount of 
available raw material is so great and its economic use so im
portant that such research and surveys should be greatly ex
panded all over the world to accomplish a high degree of 
utilization of wood residues. 
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Chemical Utilization of Wood 
OLLI ANT-WUORINEN 

ABSTRACT 

During the war and immediately after the end of the war a fairly comprehensive wall-board industry has been 
developed in Finland. Its capacity is about 100,000 tons per year divided between seven industrial establishments. Most 
of the mills are working in accordance with the Swedish Defibrator method. On estimating the economic significance of 
this industry, special attention is paid to the fact that it can be established with considerably lower costs per production 
unit than the cellulose industry, and thus it can also profitably work as relatively small units and in this way success· 
fully comply with the amounts of waste wood at hand. 

In Finland the hydrolysis of wood has so far been developed only on pilot plant scale according to a new Finnish 
wood saccharification method. In addition to a high sugar yield it has been considered important for the sake of fuel 
economy to come up to as high sugar concentrations of raw sugar solutions as possible. The second important aim 
which has also been attained on pilot plant scale has been the manufacture of pure crystalline glucose as one of the 
main products of the wood saccharification industry. This is necessary on account of the economy of the new branch of 
industry, because crystalline glucose is a more valuable product than alcohol or yeast which otherwise would be the 
only main products at least as long as it has not been possible to solve the problem of the chemical utilization of 
lignin. 

I have been asked to describe the technical methods whereby 
in Finland sawmill waste, and waste wood in general, is con
verted into wall boards, sugar, yeast, etc. Of such processes, 
only the preparation of wall board from sawmill waste has been 
practised in Finland on a technical scale. However, before 
describing the volume of this industry in Finland, I should like 
to say a few words about the economic aspects in our country 
of sawmill waste and waste wood. 

Waste wood does not exist in Finland in the same sense as 
it does in many other countries, because the price of a calorie 
in our country is very high and all wood waste that can be 
collected for industrial use therefore possesses a relatively high 
value as heating material. Sawmill waste is naturally formed 
in our sawmills as everywhere else but that part of it which 
can be converted into chips, and used in the cellulose industry 
is no waste in the economic sense but has a full raw material 
value. On the other hand, that part of the sawmill waste, like 
sawdust, which is not used for the manufacture of wood-flour, 
is burned under the boilers and in terms of money also has a 
relatively high value. I therefore wish to stress the point that 
no "free" raw materials are available "gratis" for the wood
working industry we are dealing with here. 

In Finland there arc altogether seven wallboard mills with 
a total capacity of approximately 100,000 tons. Roughly one
half of the production consists of porous board, the other half 
being hard board. With one exception these mills were built 
either during the later phases of the war or after it. Likewise 
with one exception they all use the Swedish Defibrator method. 
The raw material consists of chips made from sawmill waste 
which could just as well be used as a raw material in cellulose 
industry. The essential feature of the Defibrator process is that 
the chips which have first been preheated to 150 to 170 degrees 
C are ground between fast-revolving metal cogs. At this tem
perature the lignin of the wood is plasticized whereby the 
defibration of the wood material is made possible. One ton 
(dry weight) of the wallboard requires 8 cub. metres of chips, 
about 750 kwh. of energy and approximately 5 tons of steam. 
Of the price of the product, 35 per cent is calculated to fall on 
the raw material, 30 percent on energy and steam, 12 per cent 
on capital expenses, 5 per cent on labour and the remaining 
IS per cent on diverse expenses. 

.\s far as can be foreseen at present, the prospects of an 

extension of the wallboard industry in Finland arc small. The 
economic significance of this industry, apart from the fact that 
it naturally produces an important quantity of an export ar
ticle for which there is a big demand, is chiefly that the building 
costs per ton of product are only about one-half of the corres
ponding costs in the cellulose industry. Largely for this reason, 
the wallboard industry can operate economically in consider
ably smaller units than is usual in the cellulose industry now
adays. This also explains why it has been profitable to found 
this industry in sites where sufficient raw material has not been 
available for the larger units of the cellulose industry. 

The compression of sawdust into boards, suitable for the 
building and furniture industries, has not yet been developed 
into an industrial stage in Finland. However, Professor Siimes, 
at the Technical Research Institute in Helsinki, has carried out 
noteworthy investigations in this field. Laboratory results are 
very encouraging, but the process has not yet reached pilot 
plant stage. 

Instead, we have acquired considerable experience in the 
last years of a new J<'innish method of hydrolysing wood, which 
has been tested in a fairly big pilot plant. This new method 
is based on a circulation of dilute sulphur dioxide solution by 
a mechanical circulating pump through chipped wood material. 
For a complete hydrolysis of each digester-load of chipped 
wood, eight portions of the saccharifying liquid are allowed 
to act upon it at temperatures ranging from 165 to 195 degrees 
C and under the corresponding pressures. The same sacchari
fying solution is used in several successive digesters. This re
quires a battery of hydrolysis digesters through which the flow 
of the solution is directed according to a special flow chart. 

Aqueous solutions of sulphur dioxide have been used already 
in earlier attempts to hydrolyse wood. However, for reasons 
which are difficult to explain afterwards, earlier investigators 
in the field of wood hydrolysis drew from their experiments the 
conclusion that aqueous solutions of sulphur dioxide could 
only be used for the saccharification of the hemicellulose con
stituents of wood while, in their opinion, the cellulose proper 
resisted the hydrolysing effect of these solutions·. 

It was then experimentally proved that this conclusion was 
fallacious, and that the total carbohydrate constituents of wood 
can be readily hydrolysed into monosaccharides with sulphur 
dioxide solutions. Moreover, incontestable proof was furnished 
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that in sulphur dioxide solutions the destruction of the sugar 
was much less than in a sulphuric acid solution of the same 
hydrolysing effect, at temperatures necessary for the hydrolysis. 
Hence it became apparent that sulphur dioxide solutions were 
better suited as a basis of technical wood hydrolysis than were 
other dilute acid solutions employed for this purpose. 

This low destructive effect on sugar makes it possible to 
allow the same sulphur dioxide solution to act on different 
portions of wood in successive digesters. The sugar solution 
that is obtained from the battery of digesters will therefore 
be much more concentrated than when each portion of the 
sulphur dioxide solution would act only on one charge of chips 
in the digester. Numerous attempts have been made to develop 
a similar procedure especially for those methods that are based 
on dilute sulphuric acid solutions, since the working expenses 
of the process, both as regards the preparation of the sugar 
liquid and its subsequent use, naturally depend on the sug~r 
concentration of the liquid obtained. However, hot sulphunc 
acid solutions are known to effect an extensive destruction of 
sugars and such attempts have therefore been unsuccessful as 
far as this acid is concerned. 

The procedure at present employed at the pilot plant, where 
the new method is being tested, makes it possible to hydrolyse, 
in a battery of six digesters, altogether twenty-four charges of 
wood in twenty-four hours, i.e., four charges per digester. This 
means that in a plant, operating on a technical scale, with six 
40 cub. metre digesters- such a plant has been preliminarily 
discussed - a total of 192 tons of wood (dry weight) can be 
treated in twenty-four hours, as each digester can be charged 
with 200 kg. (dry weight) of wood per cub. metre, using the 
steam filling-device which is generally employed in the cellulose 
industry. According to experience so far gained, the sugar yield 
exceeds 55 per cent of the dry weight of wood, so that in the 
above instance the output would be about 110 tons reducing 
sugar per day. 

According to the hydrolysis chart used at our pilot plant, 
three portions of crude sugar solution are drawn off from each 
digester. The first of these portions is designated A-liquid, and 
the two others B1- and B2-liquids. When Northern pine is used 
as raw material, the average sugar concentration of the A-liquid 
from a 40 cub. metre digester battery would be about 10 per 
cent and that of the B-liquids about 6 per cent. 

The A·liquid contains the major part of the monosaccha
rides that are derived from the hemicellulose constituents of 
the raw material, while the two B-liquids contain almost ex
clusively sugars formed from the cellulose proper. The total 

sugar yield is divided between the A- and B-liquids so that the 
combined sugar content of the two B-liquids is slightly higher 
than that of the A-liquid alone. 

For the utilization of the A-liquid there are at present avail
able only various fermentative processes which naturally also 
include the manufacture of yeast. On the other hand, pro
longed research has lead to a process whereby crystalline pure 
glucose can be produced from the B-liquids, whose sugar con
tent consists mainly of glucose. The yield of crystalline glucose 
reaches up to 15 per cent of the dry weight of the wood. The 
rest of the sugar in the B-liquids remains in the molasses which, 
together with the A-liquid, is used as raw material in the fer
mentation industry. 

We must now consider the fact that, at least under conditions 
prevailing in northern Europe, the production price of sugar 
normally exceeds that of alcohol. Alcohol, unfortunately, is the 
sole product of large-scale fermentation industry into which 
that part of the sugar which cannot be obtained in crystalline 
fonn, can be converted. For these reasons it is quite evident 
that the economic aspects of the new process depend decisively 
on the percentage of the sugar that can be obtained in crys
talline form. If we also consider the fact that there is in north
ern Europe no very cheap raw material, not to speak of prac
tically free waste wood, the economy of the process must be 
based on the manufacture of crystalline glucose as one of its 
main products. The wood saccharification industry must be in 
a position to pay for its wood raw material the same price as 
the cellulose industry does. 

The wood saccharification industry is practically self-sup
porting in regard to the steam it requires, provided that the 
lignin formed as hydrolysis residue is used as fuel. The con
version of this lignin into products, whose value is essentially 
higher than that of fuel, is a most fascinating problem which 
is being investigated in numerous laboratories throughout the 
world. It seems to me, however, that this problem will remain 
unsolved, at least technically, until some wood saccharification 
plants can be operated economically on the basis of a simul
taneous production of crystalline glucose and alcohol. How
ever, as soon as the lignin problem has found an economically 
advantageous solution, it naturally follows that the wood sac
charification industry will show a tremendous increase. Already 
its present economic aspects make the wood saccharification 
industry very valuable in countries with large forests but other
wise scant natural resources. The utilization of wood by hy
drolysis thus opens up new vistas for the industry in many 
countries where wood is the chief natural raw material. 
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Utilization of Sawmill Refuse and Bark 
C. C. HERITAGE 

E.G. LOCKE 

ABSTRACT 

The following topics are discussed in this paper: ( 1) The nature and composition of sawmill refuse, (2) the utiliza• 
tion of whole sawmill refuse, (3) the separation of bark from wood, (4) the utilization of bark, (5) the utilization of 
bark-free wood refuse for fibre boards, and (6) the utilization of wood refuse for molasses, alcohol and yeast. 

Sawmill refuse refers to the pieces or particles of the log produced by its processing to usable pieces of rectangular 
section and of practical length of the desired dimension, quality and surface characteristics. The material is extremely 
heterogeneous, being composed of large irregular slabs from butt logs, normal slabs and edgings, sawdust of several 
particle sizes, trimmer ends, planer ends, shavings and sawdust in which bark and sound and decayed wood are com· 
bined in various ways. 

Whole, run-of-the-mill sawmill refuse has its major use as fuel. Only through the separation of bark from the 
wood- preferably by the use of log barkers before processing- can the maximum value of sawmill refuse be obtained
maximum value in highest use and greatest return. Douglas-fir bark is currently being separated and processed for a 
variety of products. Fibreboard is being produced from the bark-free wood refuse. 

Hogged wood produced from sawmill refuse has been technically proven to be suitable for the production of al· 
cohol, wood molasses or wood yeast. A commercial plant has been built at Springfield, Oregon, for the production of 
alcohol from sawmill refuse. Its operation has been on a partial, experimental basis and the economics remain to be 
proven. Wood molasses and wood yeast have been produced in the laboratory pilot plants. Both products appear to be 
feasible for future development but semi-commercial and commercial plant operation will be required to prove their 
feasibility. 

The development of integrated utilization plants to use the output of the products of our forests, including that 
by-product raw material commonly referred to as sawmill refuse, will permit the intensive management of the forest 
for its maximum production in quality and quantity. 

The following topics are discussed in this paper: 

I. The nature and composition of sawmill refuse. 

2. The utilization of whole sawmill refuse. 

3. The separation of bark from wood. 

4. The utilization of bark. 

5. The utilization of bark-free wood refuse for fibre boards. 

6. The utilization of wood refuse for molasses, alcohol and 
yeast. 

THE NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF SAWMILL REFUSE 

Sawmilling of logs is conducted for the purpose of converting 
masses of wood of approximately circular cross section of highly 
variable dimensions and quality to usable pieces of rectangular 
section and practical length of the desired dimensions, quality 
and surface characteristics. It is essentially a process of sub
division, drying and finishing, and segregation into classes with 
respect to discontinuities and abnormalities of the wood struc
ture. The pieces or particles of the log produced by this pro
cessing not recovered as lumber are collectively referred to as 
sawmill refuse. 

Those who have not had occasion to study sawmill refuse as 
a raw material seldom visualize its heterogeneity, which charac
teristic has been and still is the principal stumbling block to its 
utilization other than for fuel. From the standpoint of kinds 
of material present there are three; bark, sound wood and 
decay. Each of these may be present singly or in any combina
tion. From this standpoint of particle size and shape, there are 
large irregular slabs from the butt logs, normal slabs and edg
ings, sawdust of several particle sizes, trimmer ends, and planer 

ends, shavings and dust. Furthermore a portion of the refuse 
is green and the remainder kiln-dried, heartwood and sapwood 
are indiscriminately mixed, and decay may be of any degree of 
advancement resulting from lignin or cellulose consuming 
fungi or both. 

The problem of the economics of utilization is further com
plicated by technically unsatisfactory units of measurement. 
A log is bought and sold on an empirical estimate of the 
volume of green lumber which can be cut therefrom known as 
"board-feet log scale". From the "gross scale" based on the 
two end diameters and the length, various deductions for 
deviation from normal quality are made to arrive at the "net 
scale". As for the measurement of the refuse itself, the "unit" 
is employed which is generally considered to be that quantity 
of material contained in a gross volume of 200 cub. ft. The 
actual weight will, of course, vary depending on the form of 
the refuse, whether run-of-mill, blocks, chips or hogged par
ticles. The yield of refuse can therefore be dealt with only on 
the basis of "units" per thousand board-feet net log scale; this 
is both technically and economically unsatisfactory but is the 
only basis available. In the planning of capital expenditures 
for refuse utilization it is therefore necessary to carry out suf
ficient field tests on the specific logs to be used and the refuse 
produced therefrom to secure a reliable yield figure applicable 
to the particular plant contemplated. 

A recent study of such a specific situation involving the usual 
integrated rough log sawmill, dry kilns, and planing mill pro
duced the following analysis; the location being western Wash
ington and the species Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia): 

Log consumption per year, 200 million feet net log scale. 

Total refuse produced, 1.58 units per 1,000 ft. net log scale. 
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Annual refuse production, 316,000 units, classified as follows: 

Dry . . .. . .. .. ... . . .. .... .. . 
Green, of least value consisting 

of sawdust, bark and decay 
Sound rough chippable pieces 
Sound rough pieces not 

chippable ... . .. . .. . . . .. . 

Sound bark-free chippable 
pieces ... . ... .... .... ... . 

Sound bark-free pieces 
not chippable .. ... ... . . . . 

TOTAL ..... . . ... . . 

Unit< 

69,300 

123,200 
43,900 

7,800 51,700 

62,400 

9,400 71,800 

316,000 

It is clear from this analysis that one must approach the uti
lization of sawmill refuse with adequate knowledge of the 
volume of the various constituents available and recognition 
of the problems of low-cost segregation involved. The econo
mics are clearly that if the refuse has no current use, its value 
is nil; if it has use, its value depends on the current realization 
or the cost of other mater ials as substitutes if it is taken away 
from its current use. Such for example is the cost of the next 
cheapest fu el. 

TilE UTILIZATION OF WHOLE RUN-OF-MILL SAWMILL RE F USE 

It would, of course, be ideal from the standpoint of plant 
simplicity to process the whole refuse into a usuable product 
which could be sold at a price giving the purchaser acceptable 
value. This has been done for years by comminution or "hog
ging" to a granular, handleable bulk commodity known as 
hogged fuel, used for steam generation. The pre-war price in 
the Pacific North-west was about $0.75 per unit; however, the 
next cheapest fuel when substitution is required because the 
supply is needed for other processing, now makes its value not 
less than $ 5.00 per unit. Although such utilization has much 
to commend it where competing fuels are not cheap and water 
transportation is available, as in the Pacific North-west, never
theless such an answer to this utilization problem cannot be 
considered as achieving an end-use commensurate with the in
trinsic value of the various constituents contained in the refuse. 

Also for a number of years dry hogged refuse and dried 
green hogged refuse have been screw-compressed at high pres
sures with concomitant ge neration of heat and consequent 
elevated temperatures to small cylindrical logs and smaller 
briquettes known as Pres-to-logs (I) .1 T hese products have a 
density of 80 lb. per cub. ft. and, being of low moisture content, 
ignite readily but burn slowly. They find a ready market for 
domestic use and replace charcoal as a railroad dining car fuel. 
In the Pacific North-west, the miniature logs retail for $ 11.67 
a ton providing a return somewhat greater than for hogged 
fuel, thus constituting a step forward in utilization technique 
of widespread applicability. 

Technically it is possible to produce from the whole refuse 
such products as soft or hardboards, charcoal and its accom
panying chemicals, and products of acid hydrolysis such as 
wood molasses with microbiological conversion to organics and 
yeast. However, the consuming public is becoming more and 
more insistent upon a high product-compliance with use re
quirements, which necessitates, in the case of mill refuse as a 
raw material, that it be processed to segregate the constituent 

'Numbers within ·pa rentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
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desired in the condition and form most beneficial to product 
quality, at the lowest possible manufacturing cost. 

TH E SEPARATION OF DARK F ROM WOOD 

Bark is the principal contaminant of sawmill refuse and is, 
of course, an entirely different material from wood. Consider
ing the difficulties introduced into sawmilling by the sawing of 
rough logs, the savin gs to be made by removal of bark prior to 
sawing, and the greatly enhanced value of the bark-free refuse 
produced, it is amazing that the barking of saw logs has not been 
developed and practised long since. Although it is perhaps 
technically possible to separate bark particles from comminuted 
refuse from rough logs, it is certainly simpler, more practical 
and more economical to remove the bark from the log as the 
first sawmilling operation. The advantages to the sawmill are 
a higher yield of the higher grades of -lumber made possible by 
better judging of the log by the sawyer, no blocking of the 
equipment by bark refuse, much less cleaning of the mill. 
longer saw life and so on - factors which reduce the manufac
turing cost of lumber by not less than $ .50 per 1,000 ft. board 
measure. 

T here are several proven principles of sawlog barker design. 
The best from the standpoint of bark-free wood, wood-free 
bark, capital cost and operating cost has not yet been crystal
lized. The degree of perfection required in the separation of 
bark and wood depends upon the use to be made of the two 
materials. Wood particles in the bark need not be entirely 
absent since separa tion of them has not been too difficult to 
accomplish. Bark particles in the wood refuse should be kept 
to a minimum since many of the products to be made from 
the refuse require cleanness and white colour of product. 

The underlying principles of sawlog barking thus far of 
commercial interest in achieving a reasonably perfect separa
tion of wood and bark may be enumerated as follows: 

(a) Abrasion of log on log as in the Ormell or Waterous 
barker. 

(b) Shearing and abrasion by loops of chain as in the Astrom 
barker. 

(c) Compression and shearing by a blunt pressure tool or 
roller as in the Weyerhaeuser Compression peeler log barker 
(2) . (Figure 1.) 

Figure I. Weyerhaeuser compression peeler log barker a t Plywood 
Mill, Longview, Washington 
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Figure 2. W eyerhaeuser hydraulic sawlog harker installed on log haul, Longview, W ashington 
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(d) Shearing and tearing by a high pressure jet of water as 
in the Weyerhaeuser hydraulic sawlog barker. (Figure 2.) 

Of these, (a) the Ormell barker is used on the smaller saw· 
logs of the southern region of the USA, the Astrom barker (b) 
is employed on pulp logs verging on sawlog size and is now 
being developed for larger logs, and the two \Veyerhaeuser 
barkers are currently in use on the largest logs of the Pacific 
North-west, (c) on peelers and (d) on sawlogs. The cost of 
compression barking of peeler logs is about $ 0. 75 MFLS. The 
cost of hydraulic barking of saw logs is somewhat less. 

THE UTILIZATION OF BARK 

Bark is a heterogeneous material which from the process 
engineer's standpoint contains cork-like material, hard or scle
renchyma tissue and soft or parenchyma tissue. In various 
species or the same species, the cork may be present in amounts 
varying from substantial masses to minor percentages of scales 
or flakes; the hard tissue varies in form from long fibres through 
prickly spindles to tiny pellets or stone cells; the soft tissue is 
usually present in major percentage. Typical approximate 
compositions, per cent by weight, of the bark of certain Pacific 
North-west species are: 

Douglas fir H'estern hemlock White fir 
Pseudotsuga Tsuga Abies 

taxifolia heterophylla concolor 

Cork . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 25 5 40 
Hard tissue: 

Fibre ........... 40 
Stone cells ...... 45 45 

Soft tissue ......... 35 50 15 

As in the case of run-of-mill refuse, it is this heterogeneity 
which makes it difficult if not impossible to develop utilization 
of the bark as is. 

Plans for profitable commercial processing and utilization of 
bark are best based upon these fundamentals: 

Separation of cork, hard tissue and soft tissue. 

Complete utilization of all the material, not just one con-
stituent. 

Complete elimination of wood particles. 

Retention of valuable water solubles. 

These factors in addition to general economy of processing 
call for the use of dry unit operations in the separation of the 
three constituents, which in turn calls for the bark raw material 
to be as nearly in the natural form as possible. The use of a 
mechanical barker is thus preferable to a hydraulic one. 

The commercial experience of the \Veyerhaeuser Timber 
Company is entirely with the bark of Douglas-fir, originating 
on the large mature peeler logs as delivered to the plywood 
plant where the compression type of barker is employed, pro
ducing a very nearly wood-free raw material. The plant process 
(3) for separation of the constituents is based upon relative 
friability at controlled moisture content. The unit operations 
in sequence and continuous are shredding, air suspension dry
ing, primary screening, dry ball milling, secondary screening 
and air fractionation. The bark products produced are basically 
five in number: cork, two of hard tissue (fibre) of differing 
purity and two of soft tissue (powder) of differing purity. None 
of the products currently produced is 100 per cent pure con
stituent, this phase of the development being deferred until 

the commercial justification for such quality could be evaluated. 
It is now clear that many uses and markets cannot be reached 
except by pure constituents. Accordingly pilot plant produc
tion of pure cork and fib~e is now under way. 

The commercial utilization of bark constituents is wholly 
a matter of development of markets such that the customer 
receives attractive utility for a price he can afford to pay. In 
general a highly developed industrial economy is required to 
provide the potential, and to realize a reasonable percentage 
of this potential many months of technical effort are required. 
Cork is amorphous, water repellant, highly thermoplastic and 
chemically reactive. Hard tissue is of fibre form, tough, highly 
lignified, non-absorbent but readily compounded and bonded. 
Soft tissue is of fine particle size, free flowing, bulky, absorbent, 
readily compounded and chemically reactive. Broadly, com
pared with woody tissue, the bark constituents contain much 
greater amounts of solubles or extractives, much more material 
which reacts as lignin in the standard analytical procedure and 
much smaller amounts of cellulosic material. 

The markets for the bark constituents include a variety of 
adhesives, thermosetting moulding compounds, a variety of 
thermo-plastics, soil conditioning, insecticidal dusts, binders, 
hot pressed boards, elastomer compounding, resin manufacture, 
flooring cements, protective coatings, oil well drilling fluids 
and many others. 

The first Weyerhaeuser bark products plant is not large, 
having a production rate of somewhat over a ton per hour . 
Such a plant involves a capital cost of about $ 10,000 per daily 
ton. Manufacturing costs are low by virtue of the continuous 
flow of material through relatively simple dry-unit operations 
but even so it is difficult to reach eastern markets at an accept: 
able delivered price because of the high freight cost of the long 
haul from the Pacific North-west. 

The constituents of bark are new, low cost, versatile, unique
ly useful, industrial raw materials which some day will be 
employed in large volume. In the meantime the technology 
of their use is in its infancy. 

THE UTILIZATION OF BARK-FREE WOOD REFUSE FOR FIBRE BOARDS 

The prior removal of bark greatly enhances the value of 
sawmill refuse. The normal layout of sawmill and planing mill 
readily permits the segregation of green from kiln-dried refuse, 
the possible avenues of utilization being quite different. Green 
materials lends itself to the production of whole wood fibre (4), 
semi-chemical pulps or full chemical pulps via chipping pro
vided the pieces of waste are of such size and shape as to be 
chippable, whereas kiln-dry material moves in the direction of 
wood particle boards via hot pressing of shavings and hogged 
material having a binder, usually resinous, incorporated there
in. \Vith two or three exceptions the manufacture of wood 
particle boards from dry refuse has not been developed in the 
United States, the preference being to produce Pres-to-logs or 
generate steam and electrical power. 

The use of green refuse for fibre or pulp of good quality 
presupposes the segregation or removal of sawdust and the 
absence of decay ·involving cellulose attack. A considerable 
degree of decay involving lignin attack only may be tolerated 
depending on the product to be produced. Here again as in the 
case of run-of-mill refuse from rough logs, it would be ideal if 
all the constituents of bark-free refuse could be processed into 
one product of commercial utility and attractive value, but this 
does not appear to be likely of early accomplishment. Hence 
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sawdust, decay and non-chippable pieces are to be segregated 
from the sound chippable pieces of wood, for fibre or pulp. 
The unsolved engineering problem is to accomplish this segre
gation mechanically and automatically at low cost. 

Fibreboards sometimes referred to generically as "Wall
boards" are generally classified by density, the soft or insu· 
1ation boards lying in the range of 12 to 20 lb. per cub. ft., 
the hardboards in the range of 55 to 70 lb. per cub. ft. 

Soft board has been produced in the United States for many 
years, originally from sawmill refuse, later from pulp wood, 
recently in one or two plants again from refuse (5). The 
majority of the plants, especially those consuming pulp wood, 
employ stone grinders to convert the bolts to slush fibre, the 
only stock preparation being the wet screening out of oversize 
and the addition of water-proofing agents. The remainder of 
the mills prepare their stock by chipping, Asplund defibring (6) 
and refining in disc attrition mills in water suspension to the 
required particle-size distribution and degree of hydration. 
The latter technique permits the use of any wood pieces capable 
of being chipped and provides more versatile operation of the 
plant to meet problems of quality, hence utility of product. 
Since successful companies are operating by both techniques, 
it is probable that there is not a great difference either in 
capital cost or operating cost. 

The felting of the aqueous fibre suspension to the wet mat 
is accomplished continuously either upon single or double 
cylinders of large diameter, or upon a standard Foudrinier wet 
end. The latter seems to be favoured in recent designs again 
because of versatility. The standard dryer is one of multideck 
tunnel design, the wet mat having been slit into large boards, 
the boards moving through the dryer on rollers, the drying 
medium being air heated directly or when natural gas is avail
able, the gases of combustion being applied directly to the 
board. Surface coated boards (7) in plank and tile form are 
popular in the United States, the coating being applied as an 
aqueous slurry either prior to drying as a part of the board 
machine operation, or as a dry board finishing operation, the 
former having substantial cost advantages. 

A large increase in productive capacity for soft board has 
been made in the United States in the last several years and 
at present the market is considerably overproduced. It is doubt
ful that in normal times a plant making less than 125 to 150 
million sq. ft. per year of Y2 in. thick board (150 tons per day) 
can be made to operate profitably. This is roughly a machine 
8 ft. wide running at 40 ft. per minute. So far as the United 
States is concerned, a continuous process is imperative. Capital 
costs are in the range of $ 40,000 to $ 50,000 per daily ton of 
capacity. It is therefore evident that a large wood supply must 
be available and strong financial backing must be assured. 
Special conditions of very low cost wood, labour, steam or 
power would permit somewhat smaller-scale operation. 

The basic problem in soft board manufacture is to achieve 
the required ruggedness of product without exceeding a density 
of about 17 lb. per cub. ft. 

In the field of hardboard, there has been until recently one 
major producer in the United States operating on the so
called explosion process for chips. Recently, however, there 
has been considerable activity in the planning and construction 
of relatively small plants (8) using other types of processes. 
There are three in commercial operation, two in Oregon and 
one in Washington and two others under construction. Of 

these five, one employs the wet continuous process based upon 
Asplund defibrators and disc refiners; two employ a wet "board
by-board" process based upon Asplund defibrators and the use 
of added binders such as phenolic resins; one employs a board
by-board process and one a continuous process, using fibre 
from disc-refined steamed chips with an added binder, the 
felting being done "moist", that is, without the use of suspend
ing water. 

Certain of these more recent plants have not produced a 
product thinner than y.j in., so the success that may be had with 
standard Ys in. material remains to be seen. 

It seems reasonably certain that small productive capacity 
such as 50 million sq. ft. per year of Ys in. thickness, and the 
forming of boards intermittently (board-by-board) are economic 
handicaps which may be serious in normal times. On the other 
hand the new processes appear to be less costly than the older 
one and particularly the continuous felting of the sheet with· 
out recourse to an aqueous suspension of fibre is an economic 
advance. 

As in the case of soft board, the attainment of adequate 
mechanical properties without recourse to densities higher than 
60 lb. per cub. ft., together with an attractive appearance, con· 
stitute the technical problem. The accomplishment of these 
results by employment of low cost fibre and continuous pro
cessing is essential to favourable economics. 

THE UTILIZATION OF WOOD REFUSE FOR MOLASSES, 

ALCOHOL AND YEAST 

Douglas-fir sawmill refuse in hogged form containing not 
more than 10 per cent sawdust and 25 per cent bark has been 
converted in the laboratory pilot plant of the Forest Products 
Laboratory, U.S. Forest Service, to a wood-sugar solution (9). 
Subsequently fermentation of the neutralized solution resulted 
in yields of 190-proof ethyl alcohol averaging 52 gallons per ton 
(dry basis) of wood (10) (11). Because dry bark will produce 
alcohol at a rate of only 14 gallons per ton while dry wood 
substance yields 64.5 gallons, as much bark as possible should 
be removed before the processing and used for other purposes. 
Sawdust in the raw material must be kept at a minimum to 
permit percolation of the dilute sulphuric acid solution through 
the column of wood in the digester. This, again, from an 
economic viewpoint, emphasizes the desirability of separating 
wood, prior to processing, into its various components (bark, 
wood substance and decay) and physical forms. 

The hydrolysis process is dependent upon the conversion, 
through acid hydrolysis, of the cellulose and hemicellulose con
tained in wood to a 5 per cent sugar solution. With Douglas 
fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) the hexose sugars approximate 84 
per cent and the pentose sugars 16 per cent. This general ratio 
holds true for all conifers. The hardwoods or broadleaf species 
will have pentose concentrations up to 30 per cent. Conse
quently, for the production of alcohol, the conifers are prefer
able since the hexose, which is largely glucose, is the sugar 
fermented to ethyl alcohol. 

The potential success of the process lay in the conversion 
of the wood-sugar solution to a variety of products. Besides 
industrial alcohol, a wood molasses and a wood yeast have been 
produced on laboratory-pilot-plant scale at the Forest Products 
Laboratory (12). Additional products such as butanol and 
acetone, butylene glycol, glycerol and lactic-acid are possible 
and have been produced on a laboratory basis. 
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Both wood molasses and wood yeast have been and still are 
being intensively studied and evaluated for stock and poultry 
feed by a number of the agricultural experiment stations and 
commercial feed mixing companies (13). Torula yeast produced 
from wood sugar appears best suited as a high-vitamin con
centrate in mixed poultry feeds, for feeding in conjunction 
with wood molasses to swine, and as a part of the starting 
ration for dairy calves. Wood molasses appears to be best suited 
as a preservative for grass or legume silage, or as a carbohydrate 
feed for beef and dairy cattle, swine, sheep and poultry. These 
observations are taken from work which has been done in the 
agricultural experiment stations in Oregon, \Vashington, Idaho 
and Montana. 

Yeast for its protein alone probably will not compete with 
other sources of protein feed but when the vitamin content, 
principally the "B" complex, is taken into account, it appears 
to be in a favourable economic position. Both these feed mate
rials, made from wood substance not suitable for lumber, ply
wood or pulp, may prove to be a partial answer to the feed 
problems of areas deficient in carbohydrate or protein (14). 

At Springfield, Oregon, a full-scale commercial plant for 
producing ethyl alcohol from Douglas-fir hogged fuel has been 
built at a cost of $ 3, 100,000. Unfortunately, it has been ope
rated only on a partial, experimental basis. The major difficulty 
is in the percolation section where the cellulose in wood is 
converted to a sugar solution. As yet the optimum conditions 
for this operation have not been determined. In other words, 
the data from the laboratory pilot plant have not been trans
lated into full-scale equipment. No difficulties were encoun
tered at the Springfield plant in the fermentation or distillation 
sections. These operated according to the design. The plant 
was desigaed to produce 11,000 gallons of 190-proof ethyl 
alcohol from 221 tons of dry wood substance at the rate of 
52 gallons of alcohol per ton. A total of 50.000 gallons of 
product was produced during the experimental runs and sold 
in the Chicago market for denaturing purposes. The product 
proved highly satisfactory. Obviously, though, a considerable 
period of experimental or pilot plant operation must be carried 
on at this plant before it is possible to prove the economics 
of the process. To date only the technical soundness of the 
process has been proven. 

From the laboratory pilot plant operation and the partial, 
experimental operation of the Springfield plant, it has been 
estimated that the cost of producing alcohol from this process 
is $ 0.30 per gallon with wood delivered at the plant at $ 2.00 
per unit. No credit is given for the by-products in calculating 
this figure. From the Springfield plant for each ton of dry bark
free Douglas-fir wood processed, according to pilot plant data, 
64.5 gallons of 190-proof alcohol, 850 lb. (dry basis) of residue 
(essentially lignin), IY2 gallons of methanol, !Yl gallons of fur
fural, 1 Y2 gallons of fuse! oil, 145 lb. of pentose sugar in dilute 
solution, 200 lb. (dry basis) calcium sulphate and 450 lb. of 
carbon dioxide may be produced. Considerable quanlities of 
organic acids are also present as salts in the spent beer. At the 
present time no provision is made for the recovery of by
products. Taking these into account, the cost of alcohol pro
duction may be as low as$ 0.16 per gallon. 

\Vood molasses (15) in a plant which would have raw mate
rial requirements comparable to those of the Springfield alcohol 
plant, could be produced for as low as $ 0.05 per gallon. The 
capital investment would be approximately$ 1,500,000. A plant 
producing approximately 50 tons of molasses per day and 

consuming 55 units of wood, which could be supplied as a by
product from the production of 100,000 board-ft. of lumber 
and having a capital investment of $500,000, would produce 
molasses at a cost of about$ 0.08 per gallon. 

Yeast appears to be more suitable for manufacture in <t 
small-scale plant. Again, a plant which would require about 
55 units of hogged fuel per day could produce dried yeast with 
a protein content of approximately 50 per cent at a cost o( 
$0.075 per lb. The output of such a plant would be ten tons 
per day. In a plant five times this size - comparable to the 
Springfield alcohol plant in raw material requirements -yeast 
could be produced at somewhat less than $ 0.05 per lb. The 
10-ton yeast plant, which appears feasible, would require an 
investment of approximately$ 750,000. 

The economics of all these products produced from a wood
sugar solution would be very greatly affected if a satisfactory 
use could be found for the lignin residue. 1 t shows promise as 
a soil mulch, as a conditioner of insecticide dust, as a com
ponent of wallboards and as a raw material for the manu
facture of high purity charcoal. This 30 per cent of the raw 
material certainly holds the key to greatly decreased costs. 

The importance of the industrial development of plants for 
manufacturing products through the hydrolysis of wood to the 
management of forest land should be emphasized. Here is an 
operation which is not too highly selective of its raw material 
supply and might be referred to as a scavenger operation. The 
major requirement for the raw material is its chemical com
position rather than its fibre strength or physical form. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The nature and composition of the sawmill refuse from or
dinary rough log sawmill operations gives a material which in 
its original state is not the most desirable for utilization other 
than as fuel. By combining the recent advances in barking logs 
before sawmilling, sawmill refuse can be separated into its 
major components. By proper arrangement of refuse conveyors, 
the separation of the various physical forms of wood is more 
easily accomplished. By making these separations. the refuse 
of a sawmill may be used to greatest advantage. 

Probably the major key to intensive management of tlle 
forest resource is the development of integrated utilizati&n 
centres which can use more of the material brought from the 
woods to the sawmill, as well as permit more material to be 
removed from the timber land. The practical application of 
science and engineering to resource management is essential. 
Then, through the development of processes and the integra
tion at plants for the utilization of bark, wood in solid form. 
wood for fibre products and wood for chemical products, the 
answer will be found whereby the forest may be intensively 
managed to produce its maximum in quality and quantity. 
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Wood Waste and Bark Utilization in Australia 
R. F. TURNBULL 

ABSTRACT 

Wood and bark are not utilized completely in Australia. Waste in various forms from forests, sawmills and 
veneer mills probably exceeds 100 million cub. ft. per annum, some of which is used for (a) industrial and household 
fuel, (b) pulp-wood, (c) charcoal wood and (d) small dimension stock. Industries that can utilize wood in complementary 
forms are being encouraged. Sawdust is burned at the rate of 10,100 tons monthly for steam raising; a small quantity 
used at sawmills for other purposes; 5,900 tons monthly used industrially for floor covering, cleaning agents, soil dress• 
ings, etc. and for manufactured items such as wood-flour, flooring and tiles; and about 41,600 tons monthly are dumped 
or destroyed at centres of production. Research is being directed towards the preparation of sawdust-cement and 
sawdust-resin mixtures. The utilization of bark is almost entirely for tanning purposes, a limited number of species 
with high tannin content in the bark being stripped and whole trees of one eucalypt being ground and leached. Studies 
of the barks of stringy types have not revealed promising sources of fibre. 

The utilization of wood waste and bark in Australia is in 
general an unsolved problem. Logs acceptable to industry re
present only a small proportion of the forest stand and the 
recovery of sawn, hewn or peeled timber from current log 
supply is far from complete. Waste in the forest, in the sawmill, 
in the veneer mill and in other conversion plants is higher than 
in European or American countries because of the nature of 
Australian logs, the quality of forest in which they occur, and 
Lhe prevalence of small conversion plants operating in localities 
remote from centres where uses might be found for material in 
very small dimensions. In a few localities certain integrated 
industries have found uses for wood in all its various forms, 
but the circumstances are exceptional. 

Slabs, edgings, dockings and heart waste probably exceed 
I ,200 million super feet1 per annum. At steam-powered saw
mills they provide useful fuel and are generally fed by hand 
into the mill boiler furnaces. Sawmills usually have more than 
sufficient wood waste for their own power requirements, and 
those also utilizing sawdust for steam raising and those employ
ing other means for generating power have large quantities 
of slabbage for disposal. There is an active demand for wood 
waste for household fuel, and sawmills within economic trans
port distance of large- to medium-sized centres of population 
find a ready sale for sawmill waste as firewood, particularly if 
it is cut into blocks 12 to 14 in. long. The geographic distribu
tion of forests and conversion plants, however, allows only a 
small proportion to contribute to domestic and industrial fuel 
needs. In some plants wood waste is hogged for boiler fuel. 
Waste from a number of sawmills in one region contributes 
to the raw material requirements of a factory manufacturing 
fibre building boards. Another industry is in an advanced stage 
of planning in which the waste from several sawmills will be 

1 I super foot = 1/ 12 cubic foot. 

chipped, converted into pulp and manufactured into container 
board. 

The existing pulp and paper industries play important parts 
in intensifying the utilization of Eucalyptus regnans F. vM., 
E. gigantea Hook. f. and some associated species and also 
Pinus radiata D. Don, and accept these timbers in the form 
of (l) thinnings removed in small diameters during forest im
provement work, (2) split wood from areas either worked over 
by sawmills or lying outside the present range of their opera
tions, and (3) offcut material arising in the course of saw
milling. 

An industry integrating charcoal-iron production with wood 
distillation and sawmilling is working in a forest regarded as 
too low in quality at present for sawn timber production only. 
and is using Eucalyptus marginata Sm., E. calophylla R. Br., 
and E. redunca Schau. var. elata Bent h. in all sizes and qualities 
occurring in that forest. 

Progress has been made in several region towards the utiliza
tion of small dimension stock cut into small cross-sectional 
dimensions and short lengths from slabbage of species with 
favourable machining characteristics. At some plants substan
tial volumes are cut into turnery stock or are converted in an 
annex to the sawmill into handles, dowels, skewers or special
ties, and into case stock, furniture sections or blocks for par
quetry flooring. 

Sawdust production rates have been surveyed and found to 
be 58,000 tons per month throughout Australia. Out of this 
quantity 10,100 tons are reported to be utilized for steam rais
ing, a further 300 tons used at sawmills for other purposes, 
and 5.900 tons despatched from sawmills for various uses, 
leaving 41,600 tons per month to be dumped or destroyed at 
centres of production. The woodflour industry maintains a 
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steady demand for about 250 tons per month of sawdust from 
a restricted range of species, including Araucaria cunninghamii 
Ait., Pinus radiata, Eucalyptus regnans and some imported 
timbers, and the output from these is supplied to manufac
turers of linoleum, explosives, plastics and certain fillers. Some 
sawdust is used by butchers, other shopkeepers and proprietors 
of dancing academies for spreading loose on floors as a cover· 
ing or cleaning agent. Furriers accept some grades of sawdust 
for cleaning purposes. Fish curers burn small quantities in 
smoke kilns. Some sawdusts form ingredients of fire lighting 
aids. Production of humus and soil dressing from sawdust is 
practised in a few special cases. Several firms have engaged for 
some years in the production of magnesite type flooring and 
tiles. 

As these and other minor industries leave large quantities of 
sawdust unused, research has been directed towards the pre
paration of sawdust-cement and sawdust-resin mixtures and 
determination of their properties. A number of sawdust-resin 
boards has been made experimentally and test areas of saw
dust-cement concretes laid down. At the present time large 
scale commercial use has not developed. 

The utilization of bark is almost entirely for tanning pur
poses. Stripping of bark from Acacia species, principally Acacia 
pycnantha Benth. (golden wattle) and Acacia decurrens Willd. 
or mollissima Willd. (green or black wattle) is well organized 
and approximately 22 mills in eastern Australia undertake 
the drying and grinding of about 4,500 tons per annum of 
wattle bark. Another available tanning bark is stripped from 
Eucalyptus astringens Maid. (brown mallet) in western Austra
lia. About 800 tons per annum is ground for use in Australian 
tanneries, and a further 650 tons per annum is exported to 

European and other countries where it is used for producing 
a tanning extract. The species Eucalyptus redunca var. elata 
(wandoo) is hogged with the wood of that species for produc
tion by counter-current leaching processes of a tanning extract 
marketed under the name of "Myrtan". For this purpose the 
whole tree is taken, including bark, trunk and timber down to 
6 in. in diameter at the smallest end. Attention has been given 
by research workers to other barks as sources of tannin, and a 
number of eucalypts have been found to contain 20 to 30 
per cent tannin in their barks, but are too widely scattered 
to be regarded as workable commercially. The production of 
an extract from the bark of Eucalyptus diversicolor F. vM., 
which is available in large quantities at karri sawmills, has been 
receiving consideration and it is hoped that an industry may 
be developed to use it at an early date. Other eucalypts of the 
ironbark and red gum groups and some mangroves may be 
worth further investigation. The barks of some Callitris species 
(cypress pines) have been investigated and although they have 
been found to contain high percentages of tannins the gross 
quantity available per annum is not sufficient to sustain an 
industrial plant of economical size. The barks of the eucalypts 
of the stringybark type have been studies in relation to their 
possible value as substitues for sisal hemp fibre, but they have 
been found to be less attractive in colour and also in strength, 
and appear to merit consideration only for the manufacture 
of low-grade binder twine. 

Essential oils suitable for medical and perfumery uses have 
been found in the bark or wood of various timbers, and in 
the past a few have been produced commercially. Sandalwood 
oil and huon pine oil are two examples, but the latter is not 
in production at the present time. 

The Pereiro, Wild Plant of the Drought Region of Brazil, 
and Its Wax 
JAYME SANTA ROSA 

ABSTRACT 

This paper is devoted to the study of a plant called "pau pereiro" (Aspidosperma Pirifolium Mart.) which grows 
wild in the drought areas of north-eastern Bra:z:il. The plant is well adapted to its environment and furnishes timber for 
local use. It is a host to the insect Ceroplastes psidii (Chav.). 

The insect produces a resinous material known as "cera de pereiro" (pereiro wax) which, when free from the usual 
impurities, is used, though in a very restricted area and little known outside it, for the preparation of thread for sewing 
leather goods. 

In a summary study some characteristics were determined which would suggest the use of this wax as a possible 
substitute for shellac, at least in some of tis applications, or other industrial purposes which a better knowledge of its 
properties might indicate. 

The main purpose of the author in discussing this subject is to find wild plants in the extensive semi-arid region of 
Bra:z:il which might turn out to be of economic value for the betterment of the living standard of the most needy pop• 
ulation. 

On the other hand, the forest resources of the region are being rapidly consumed; rea £forestation is imperative. 
The reasonable exploitation of useful trees indirectly impels the man of the caatinga to protect and enlarge his plant 
patrimony. This is the author's secondary object. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this report attention is drawn to the pereiro (pear tree), 
a plant growing wild in the semi-arid region of north-eastern 
Brazil, and to its wax. This plant is a native resource that ought 
to be protected and propagated since it yields timber. Besides, 

it is a means for obtaining a wax that offers possibilities for 
industrial application. 

DESCRIPTION AND OCCURRENCE 

The pereiro, which is also called pau pereiro (pear tree 
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wood) of the Apocinaceae family (Aspidosperma pirifolium 
Jl1art.), is a tree of regular size, with a grey bark, characteristic 
leaves and a fruit resembling that of the European pear tree. 
Various species of shrubs and trees belong to this family (I) .1 

The most characteristic of the caatinga2 is, however, the piri
folium, which sometimes makes up 50 per cent of the flora. 
It is found in certain places in the drought region of the north
east, generally in the most arid. Of the vegetation that formerly 
existed, in the areas of lesser rainfalls, only these species have 
remained that are more resistant to long drought and make 
less demands on the soil, like the pereiro. 

On an excursion from Fortaloza (Ceari) to Pirapora (Minas 
Gerais) to study and determine the floral character of the 
caatinga and its agricultural suitability, Albert Loefgren, for· 
mer Chief of Botany of the Inspetoria Federal de Obras Contra 
as Secas (Supervision of Federal Works Against Droughts) (2), 
found the pereiro at various points on his way. 

Philipp von Luetzelburg (1 ), who was a botanist and a phyto
geographer of the lnspetoria Federal de Obras Contra as Secas, 
travelled in various directions between 1912 and 1922 through 
the region devastated by droughts; his studies were meant, first 
of all, to establish bases for future improvement of the north
east, a region poor in timber and trees. He frequently cites the 
pereiro in his excursions. 

In the description of the travels both botanists made, they 
comment on the growth of this plant in the south and south
east of Piaui; in the municipalities which make up the Serid6, 
in Rio Grande do Norte; in the triangle of Pedra Lavrada
Santa Rosa-Soledade, in the area between Tapero:i, Cabaceiras 
and Alagoa do Monteiro, and in the corner limited by Caja
zeiras, Souza, Pombal and Patos, in Paraiba; along the Pageu 
valley, in Pernambuco; in the area between the rivers Vasa
Harris and Sao Francisco, in Bahia. 

It is most likely that the plant occurs in many other places 
in the north-east besides those mentioned by the two botanists 
of the I.F.O.C.S. There are, for instance, statements made by 
other sources, on the occurrence of this plant in some points of 
Ceara, in the sertoes (backlands) of the middle-west and west 
of Pernambuco and in the western parts of Alagoas and Sergipe. 

USEFULNESS OF TilE PEREIRO 

In the naked, hard soils of the caatinga the pereiro develops 
poorly. In some cases it does not even reach the size of a tree 
showing a shrubby aspect. But in soils just a little more fertile, 
its growth is remarkable. 

The pereiro is much appreciated as a supplier of rafters. 
The more developed trees yield timber for construction pur
poses, especially for furniture. It has a good appearance, is 
durable, compact, of a yellowish colour and not very hard. 

WAXES AND RESINS PRODUCED BY INSECTS 

Industry uses great quantities of waxes and resins produced 
by insects. The most common example of a wax obtained from 
an insect is beeswax. The lac resin, which has been exploited 
in India since before the Christian era, is also produced .by an 
insect, Laccifer lacca (Kerr) of the Coccidae family. 

The lac insects live in swarms in the soft and succulent bark 
of certain trees sucking the juice and producing a resinous 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
2 The term "caatinga" is the generic name given to all the drought

resistant vegetation of the semi-arid region. 

substance which covers their bodies and protects them against 
exposure and enemies. These incrustations are nothing but 
raw lac or stick-lac; when ground and washed they constitute 
seed-lac; the processed product, free from natural impurities 
and in thin laminas such as appear in the market, is shellac. 

Shellac is used in numerous ways by industry as, for instance, 
in varnishes and polishes of different kinds, gramophone 
records, electric insulating coatings, shoe preparations, in the 
manufacture of ammunition and fireworks, sealing wax, thin 
coating of chocolates and sweets, mirror adhesives, hat binders 
etc. Shellac is of the very highest commercial importance. 

There are a number of genera of the Coccidae family which 
furnish waxes. The Chinese insect wax, also of economic value, 
especially in China and Japan, is obtained from the Coccus 
ceriferus (Fabr.) or Coccus pela (Westwood). It is used in the 
manufacture of candles, for polishing furniture and leather, 
in processing silk and cotton fabrics, in sizing and glazing 
papers, in electric insulation, in the manufacture of shoe 
polishes, finishing products etc. 

Koyama (3) reports on studies of a wax produced in the area 
of Ichigo, Japan, by Erytherus pola (Chevannel), which yielded 
87 per cent. Teng-Han Tang and his collaborators (4) from 
China worked with a quite different wax from the well-known 
Chinese insect wax obtained in the neighbourhood of Tsingtao. 
Mischio Kono, a Japanese investigator who studies the waxes 
of the Coccidae, many times with the collaboration of Ryuno
suke Maruyama, published, from 1933 to 1939, the results of 
his research work on waxes produced by the species of Cera
coccus muratae Kuw. (1933), Pulvinaria horri Kuw. (1934), 
[ceria purchasi Mask. (1935), Prontapsis yanonensis Kuw. 
(1936), Sakakiapsis pentagona Tar. (1937) and Tachardina 
theae Green et Mann (1939). The waxes were produced by 
insects found in Japan and Formosa (5). 

The genus Ceroplastes, family of Coccidae, is known as a 
wax producer. The Ceroplastes rubens inhabits two species of 
acacia found in French Equatorial Africa. In India, the same 
insect furnishes a white wax, the arjun wax, a name derived 
from the host Terminalia arjuna (6). 

In Japan the waxes of Ceroplastes such as C. rubens, C. ceri
ferus and C. floridensis (8) have been well studied. In Argen
tina, the C. bergi which infests various plants including fig and 
peach trees, is quite common; Piaggio studied the waxy secre
tion of this insect (9). In Brazil, Mollan tested the wax of C. 
grandis, which feeds on the Mimosa acutifolia, an ornamental 
tree in the streets of the city of Sao Paulo (I 0). 

THE WAX OF THE PEREIRO 

The wax of the pereiro3 is also produced by a Ceroplastes; 
the insect lives in the bark of the pereiro. 

In 1939, the author gathered on a farm in the Serido region, 
in the south of Rio Grande do Norte, a certain quantity of 
waxy incrustations (consisting of insect bodies coated with an 
abundant layer of wax). 

Studies, which were not finished until the following year, 
consisted of determining some charact.-ristics of the melted wax 
and of tests in purifying it and extr:tcting ir by salvents. Certain 
aspects of the chemical comoosition we1e to be discussed later 
on, and finally, the industrml appliCatiOns. The author could 
not, however, go ahead witl these studies, since he had to deal 
with other problems. 

3 We keep to the name ofpereiro wex as being the popular designation. 
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Hoping that these studies will be contmuect Dy som~:one who 
can devote sufficient attention to the subject, the author wishes 
to submit these notes, well aware that they can only be con 
sidered a start. As the pereiro wax is a solid solution of different 

omponer:ts, many of which are subject to changes in com
'I}.Jsition under th~ influ.,:nce of certain factors, the results of 
[r~~se res-:arches can only be of a rather relative value. Below 
some data are given relative to the product obtained by quick 
melting and followed by filtration: 

Softening point (of the soft fraction) 
Melting point (idem) ............. . 
Saponification value . . . . . . . . .... . 
Acid value ...................... . 
Iodine value ..................... . 

67 degrees C 
70 degrees C 

115 

56 
60 

The wax obtained by melting is of a colour that varies from 
chestnut to light yellow; the reddish-yellow colouring matter 
existing in diminutive quantity does not affect the colouration 
in an appreciable degree. However, when obtained by hot 
alcohol, it showed small reddish stripes and spots here and 
there. 

In attempts to extract the product by solvents, the experi
ments were made with ethyl alcohol, petroleum ether, benzol, 
carbon tetrachloride chloroform, trichlorethylen and isopropyl 
alcohol; used separately, none of them dissolved completely. 
A complete extraction was got when employing ethyl alcohol 
first and then benzol, both by heat treatment. The results of 
these extractions were: 

Per cent qf raw wax 

Ethyl alcohol dissolved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.3 
Benzol dissolved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.7 
Remains (vegetal remains, insect remains, 

dusts) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.8 
Losses (difference) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 

100.0 

For initial studies in the laboratory there is already some idea 
as to the composition of this wax. It is a resinous matter sepa
rating into two fractions: one of minor specific gravity, clearer, 
and with a lower melting point; the other harder and darker. 
(The melting point given above refers to the lighter fraction.) 

Some properties of the wax might be improved with respect 
to its possible application as a protective coating, if the softer 
fraction was separated, which might be done by means of se
lective solvents or by adequate chemical treatment. On the 
other hand, it would be convenient to retain at least part of 
this fraction as a plasticizer. 

A great diminution in the plastic flow of the melted wax 
(for instance in filtration tests) was observed when the influence 
of heat acted on the substance for some time. This diminution 
in the fluidity is probably due to polymerization of some parts 
of the components. An increase in weight was also noted in 
some samples when tested for solubility, which seems to indicate 
phenomena of absorption or even chemical reactions with 
active groups of the solvent. 

It must be stressed that the samples used for the tests were 
somewhat old. It is well known that aging influences the dimi
nution of the solubility and the increase in viscosity of products 
of this kind. 

For the purpose of classifying the insect, the author sub
mitted incrustations of the wax and pereiro twigs with incrus
tations to Dr. Angelo M. da Costa Lima, Professor of Agricul-

tural Entomology at the Escola Nacional de Agronomia, who 
gave the following information: Order: Homoptera - Super
family: Coccoidea - Family: Coccidae - Species: Ceroplastes 
psirJii (Chavannes 1848). Dr. Costa Lima found a micro-hyme
noptera, probably of the superfamily Chalcideidea, that para
sitizes on the insect. 

In Serido the pereiro wax is prepared by melting the incrusta
tions collected from the twigs of the trees and filtering the mate
rial through coarse woven cotton to eliminate impurities. As yet 
there is no actual trading in this product. Some farmers have 
prepared it for use on the farm. It is used in the waxing of 
thread for sewing leather goods, such as saddles, harnesses etc. 
Certain local shoemakers also employ this wax. They prefer it 
to any other material, alleging that it better protects the thread 
against water. 

The author has no knowledge whether the wax is to be found 
in other semi-arid regions of the north-east where the pereiro 
grows, outside Serido. At any rate, it seems worthwhile to study 
the habits of Ceroplastes psidii and find out what are the best 
conditions of the hosts to receive the guests. The wax must be 
studied from the technological point of view. 

Should this product turn out to be of practical interest, other 
measures must be taken. It is, for instance, imperative that the 
inhabitants of the zones of occurrence be informed as to the 
best means of assisting nature in the largest production of wax. 

The pereiro wax may perhaps be considered as a substitute 
for shellac, at least in some of its applications. Perhaps it will 
show other technical characteristics which would make it a 
product deserving greater attention. For all these reasons, it 
ought to be definitively studied. 

CONCLUSION 

From the above notes on the "pau pereiro" and the con
siderations developed concerning its wax, it appears that this 
substance might possibly be a product of industrial utility. It is 
necessary, however, that the studies be continued in order that 
its properties and characteristics become better known. 

The principal aim of the author in discussing this subject is 
to find, in the extensive semi-ariel area of Brazil, wild-growing 
plants which might be turned to economic value, thus improv
ing the living standard of the most needy populations. 

On the other hand, the floral resources of the region are 
being rapidly consumed; reafforestation is imperative. The 
reasonable exploitation of useful trees implies, indirectly, the 
caatinga-man's duty to defend and increase his floral patrimony. 
This is the author's secondary object. 
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The Rational Exploitation of Parana Pine 
R. DESCARTES DE GARCIA PAULA 

ABSTRACT 

The author deals with the present position as regards reserves and exploration of the Parana pine, one of the a bun· 
dant forest species of Brazil. He states that the area covered is approximately 150,000 sq. km. which contains over 
200 million trees suitable for felling, and that out of a total of about 1 million trees felled per year, about 54 per cent, 
or over 2 million cub. metres of timber, is wasted in the form of debris. He points out that this debris represents ex
cellent raw material for the pulp, cellulose, paper and other industries. 

As the araucaria of Brazil has nearly twice as fast a rate of growth in its habitat as the pines and firs of Northern 
Europe and North America, there are great possibilities in the region called Araucarilandia for the industries processing 
pulp, cellulose, paper and other derivatives, 

Brazil has one of the richest forest reserves in the world both 
in quantity and in quality, despite merciless devastation and 
irrational exploitation that has been going on since discovery 
days. Consequently, some species have disappeared completely, 
like the "Brazil wood" (Caesalpina enchinata). The reserves 
that have been saved and where we may still find a plentiful 
and great variety of timber growth, are located in the extreme 
north inside the great "Hylaea Amazonica"; in the north-west, 
within the boundaries of the Hylaea, and in the south of the 
country, mainly in the great plateau of the Serra do Mar, in 
the States of Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sui. 

The great majority of native woods are found in random 
arrangement in the forest labyrinth without a social character
istic or natural grouping, which makes the exploitation more 
difficult, especially when the forests advance spontaneously 
from the sea coast where transport facilities are fair - to the 
hinterland, where population is scattered and resources are 
few. 

One of Brazil's native species stands out by reason of its 
characteristic of growing in great and homogeneous formations 
which look like artificial forests ( 1 ).ct This is the Parana pine, 
the only representative of the coniferous family native to 
Brazil. 

A great part of the Brazilian pine forest has already been 
destroyed for use as timber and for processing into cellulose 
pulp. This exploitation has been ruinous because it was done 
with great waste and without reafforestation so that the great 
timber lands have been transformed into useless deserts.2 

1 Numbers within parentheses refer to items in the bibliography. 
2 This situation is changing, thanks to the planning of the lnstituto 

Nacional de Pinho, which has initiated a programme of reafforestation 
and prohibits old destructive methods of timberland usc. 

Under the programme, the l.N.P. has planted, up to December 
1948, approximately 14 million pines, and the plan for 1949 is to plant 
2,500,000. In 1948, an additional 2 million trees were planted by 
individual groups. It is now generally recognized that the existing 
natural resources can only be preserved by a rational programme of 
use and replacement, so that the benefits of these resources may be 
transmitted to future generations. 

The southern regions, despite this destruction, still have 
reserves of araucaria. According to occurrence, these regions 
may be divided into three categories (2): 

I. Forests with preponderance of pines. 
2. Mixed forests including pines. 
3. Fields with scattered pines. 

Only in the State of Santa Catarina has a census been taken 
(in 1945) to verify its forest reserve (2). At that time the State 
had about 90 million native pines. Eighty million of these trees 
were found in a region of the first category above occupying 
48,000 sq. km. In the State of Parana there are an estimated 
100 million pine trees in an area of 62,900 sq. km. of the same 
category. Finally, in the State of Rio Grande do Sui there is 
an area of 39,000 sq. km. of the first category, containing an 
estimated 60 million trees. \'\le may therefore estimate at about 
200 million the number of araucaria trees growing in Brazil in 
forests of the first category. 

Since the average useful cubature of a pine trunk is 2.2 cub. 
metres, 3 the Araucarilandia the name given by the renowned 
Brazilian botanist Hoehne (l) to the region has a total of at 
least 400,400,000 cub. metres of lumber in the forests of the 
first category, for use as timber and, as we shall see later, a 
greater volume of residual wood for other industrial uses. 

Under the present system of exploitation only 46 per cent 
of the trees are available for use in industry; the remaining 
54 per cent is destroyed in the forest - except for a small per
centage that is used as fuel in the mill. 

For this abandoned wood we must consider a plan of rational 
exploitation which includes using tree-parts normally wasted, 

3 Experience has shown that the size of the tree increases as its 
habitat ranges southward. For example, while the average trunk in 
the State of Sao Paulo yields 2 cub. metres, that ofRioGrande do Sui 
yields 3 cub. metres. (It is understood that the average for the whole 
region is 2.2 cub. metres). This indicates that conditions for growth 
are better in the south, and suggests that it is logical to locate plan· 
tations, undertaken in the course of reafforestation, in the direction 
of more rapid growth. 
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Scale: 330 km to the inch 
Araucarilandia or Pine Timberland, Southern Brazil 

such as the stumps, tip branches, branches, the tree cuttings 
made to bring the trunk to plane surfaces, sections wasted in 
eliminating knots etc.; the quantities salvageable from these 
sources represent a considerable percentage of the tree total. 
For example, there are an average of thirty branches per tree, 
each forming a pseudo-cylinder of 2 to 4 metres long and 7 to 
10 em. in diameter, or about 0.450 cub. metres of useful ma
terial. The knots, of which there are an average of 35 per tree, 
weigh from I to 5 kg. each, or an average of 70 kg. 

Let us see, rapidly, what is the quantity of material available 
in Araucarilandia: 'We know that each pine tree in the jungle 
has a useful total volume of about 4 cub. metres, and if from 
each tree only 46 per cent or 1.800 cub. metres is used, what 
is lost amounts to 2.200 cub. metres per tree. Since in a year 
about l millions trees are cut from forests of the first category, 
what is wasted in the forests and in the mills amounts to more 
than 2 million cub. metres of probable useful material. 

We may estimate the material wasted annually as follows: 

Wood from the trunks, between knots 1,000,000 cub. metres 
Wood from branches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450,000 cub. metres 
Wood from the first planing operation 600,000 cub. metres 
Knots ............... __ . . . . . . . . . . . 70,000 tons 

The figures obtained are based only upon the material wasted 
in the forests and at the mills; if we add to these losses the 
losses accruing from carpentry etc., we would then agree with 
Glessinger (3) that the total loss is greater from 65 to 85 
per cent! 

In Canelas, in the State of Rio Grande do Sui, there is at 
present a small plant for the production of chemical pulp 
using exclusively the residues from the timber industry. In 
the States of Parana and Santa Catarina there are also small 

factories founded during the last war, using the above-men
tioned residues (chiefly branches) for the production of mecha
nical pulp. That these residues (except the knots) arc good 
raw material for transformation into pulp, cellulose and deriva
tives, is proved by their use in the veteran Fabrica de Papel de 
Cacltoeirinha and in the huge and very modern Fdbrica de 
Papel de Afonte Alegre (both in the State of Parana), both of 
them using all the wood from each tree for conversion into 
forms of industrial cellulose. 

The impressive number of uses that can be served by planned 
utilization of the Parana pine is shown in the following out
line: 

Plan for Integral Use of Parana Pine 
A. Main trunk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lumber 

Branches and secondary 
tree parts . . . . . . . . . \Vood sections. Pulp, cellulose and de

rivatives and by
products of the cel
lulose industry 

Knots. . . . . . . . Plastics 
Lacquer 

B. Utilizable wood total .. , . , .. , .. , , , . 
Tars and charcoal 
Pulp, cellulose and de

Knots ... 

UTILIZATION AS WOOD 

rivatives, and by
products of the cel
lulose industrv 

Plastics · 
Lacquer 
Tars and charcoal 

The Parana pine is a type of light, white pine applicable to 
all the uses of a material of this category, and especially ap
plicable as box-wood. However, in contradistinction to pine
wood of European or American origin, the Parana variety is 
not highly resinous. With the well known processes of impreg
nation, lamination, immunization, aging and plywooding, one 
obtains a wood for the most diversified applications. 

J\1ECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL PULP, CELLULOSE 

Both laboratory tests and industrial operations have demon
strated that materials of the finest quality may be produced 
from the pine of the wild forest growth. It is with reason that 
the Engineer Karl Zappert (·1) speaks as follows concerning 
the quality of the fibre: 

Mechanical pulp. "It has been verified that the fibre of Pa
rana pine is not alone longer than that of the European variety, 
but is also tougher, and for this reason suffers less damage 
during the defibcring process. Consequently, the mechanical 
pulp of Brazil is superior in physical properties to any im
ported pulp. Newsprint in Brazil, made of national pulp, is 
less likely to break under the stresses of printing rolls, and 
without doubt, is stronger than any imported newsprint con
taining equal percentages of pulp and filler." 

Sulphite pulp. "Except for the fact that the length and 
toughness of the Parana fibre exceeds that of the imported", 
continues Zappcrt, "there is no practical difference in the two 
celluloses. Because of the toughness of the Parana fibre, it has 
been found that the resultant paper is superficially rough, but 
it is believed that within a few months, the product fmm Monte 
Alegre will, in all respects, equal the imported". (Italics sup
plied). 

Kraft pulp. "The length of the Parana fibre strongly recom
mends its use in the production of Kraft papers. The Monte 
Alegre Kraft installation hns been operating for two years 
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produciug a cellulose considered supaior to the imjJOrted 
Kraft". (Italics supplied). 

Plan for utilization. For the rational utilization of the forest 
reserves in the pulp, cellulose and related industries, suggestions 
are made along two lines (I) Small factories - like Ganelas in 
Rio Grande do Sui - for the conversion of all wood wastes 
either into beaten pulp, or into sulphite or Kraft cellulose, the 
product being sent to central factories for use as paper or in 
derivative industries; (2) large factories - like that of C. I. 
Klabin - for the conversion of all utilizable wood from each 
tree, into the products listed in the outline above. 

It is well known that the best results, for the production of 
any type of pulp, are obtained from plantation crops of pine 
in which every step is in accordance with an economic plan: 
Trees are of uniform size and age, with a diameter between 
12 to 20 em., wood is homogeneously white and mostly trunk 
and free from knots, facilitating cutting, transport and handl
ing in the factory operations of scouring and debarking. 

Few plant species and few regions lend themselves to indus
trialization as well as the pine "araucaria" of Brazil's "Arau
carilandia". The rapid growth rate of this species is an im
portant factor in the economic evaluation of its advantages 
over European and other American varieties of pine, normally 
used in the paper industry, for it attains cutting size in approxi
mately half the time of the others. 

According to Oliveira (5), the following data define the pine 
cultivated in the State of Sao Paulo (b): 

"Planted in squares of 1.50 metres, the first pruning is con
ducted in from nine to twelve years, at which time the trees 
have reached an average height of 8 metres and a trunk dia
meter of 10 em. In between twelve to fifteen years, the trees 
will have attained an average height of 10 metres and a trunk 
diameter of 15 em., or a wood potential of from 200 to 250 
cub. metres per hectare. The wood is always white and without 
pith until the tree is from twenty-five to thirty years of age". 

UTILIZATION AS PLASTICS 

"Bakelite" from the knot. The knot consists of a blood-red, 
fine-grained, dense wood structure of high specific gravity and 
hardness; it is impregnated with a substantial percentage of 
a resin of a phenolic type (25 to 30 per cent). When pulverized 
and condensed with formaldehyde by the well-known Bakelite 
process, a moulding compound of good quality is obtained. 
Variations of the process, including extraction of the phenolic 
resin by any convenient process and using this resin to enrich 
other material, are obvious. 

Lacquer or vanish. During the war, efforts were made to 
produce a varnish from the resin extracted from the knot, 

Summary of Discussion 

.\Ir. KING briefly summarized the paper entitled "',Yood 
Preservation in Great Britain" prepared by Mr. Richardson. 
Creosote had been in use in Great Britain for a very long time 
and pressure impregnation was by far the most common method 
of wood preservation. It had given excellent results, there 
being ample evidence of timber so creosoted being in good 
condition after eighty years. 

but the results were not good and the plan was abandoned. 
Studies to perfect the process of a Bakelite-like and artificial 
shellac are being conducted at the Instituto Nacional de Tec
nologia. 

Tars and charcoal. By the destructive distillation of the pine 
knots, a tar is produced rich in phenols and cresols and is 
especially indicated for use as an impregnating agency for 
wood preservation, and additive for rubber products and as 
a base for protective coatings. 

The charcoal, because of its characteristics of compact struc
ture and grain size, is particularly suitable for the production 
of activated carbon. 

UTILIZATION OF OTHER WOODS 

While the prime object of this paper is to describe the arau
caria and its possibilities, it is unnecessary to mention that the 
same arguments apply to other precious timbers of Brazil. 
Among these are imbuia (Phoebe porosa), the canela sassafrass 
(Ocotea cymbarium) and others, producers not only of wood 
but also of essential oils. All these species suffer from the lack 
of a programme which includes immediate reafforestation. 

PROGRAMME FOR THE FUTURE 

Such, in brief outline, is the story of a great resource which 
we must not continue to destroy as we have until now. It is 
essential for the future that we embark upon a rational pro
gramme of reafforestation in conjunction with our exploration 
of the riches to which we have fallen heir. The excellent com
mercial possibilities of the araucaria, presently native, justify 
its replanting in plantations for the pulp, cellulose and deri
vative industries. 

Note that the region called Araucarilandia is, in a great part, 
traversed by rivers and streams in abundance- a great necessity 
to a pulp and paper industry - and that the streams include 
many waterfalls, suggesting the possibility of a hydro-electric 
power programme intimately linked with that of the lumber
land industrialization. 
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The war had given a great impetus to the use of preservatives 
of the organic solvent type such as copper naphthenate and 
pentachlorophenol. Creosote had proved to be such an effective 
preservative, however, that organic solvents were chiefly used 
where the smell of creosote was considered a hindrance. 

The Forest Products Research Laboratory was engaged in 
the study of preservatives against decay, insects, marine borers, 
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weathering and fire. Its work was being strongly influenced by 
research in connexion with colonial development programmes. 

The CHAIRMAN drew the attention of those present to four 
papers which had been submitted on the subject under dis
cussion whose authors were not present. Two of these were 
entitled "Methods of \Vood Preservation and their Uses, with 
Special References to Over-all Economies in Consumption" 
and had been prepared by S. Krishna and D. Narayanamurti 
of India and by .J. N. Ray, also of India, respectively. The third 
paper was on "Protection of Logs of ·wood after Felling in 
Tropical I'orests" by P. Sallenave, while the fourth was en
titled "The Main Problems of Timber Protection in France", 
whose author was C . .Jacquiot. 

Mr. GREAVES introduced the paper on "The Preservation 
of Wood" prepared by Mr. Harkom which emphasized the fact 
that preservative treatment where required not only increased 
the life of timber three to four times but increased utility of 
timber products as well. In Canada the wood preserving in
dustry had begun with the treatment of railway ties which had 
offered a volume of business sufficient to attract capital. The 
paper analysed the compositon of the three principal groups 
of wood preservatives in common use; toxic oils, salt preserva
tives soluble in water, and solutions of toxic chemicals in oil. 
An advantage of the use of salt preservatives was that the 
wood had no objectionable odour and could be painted after 
drying. There was as yet little information available on the 
service-life of timber treated with toxic chemicals in oils. 

The extended service-life of timber products when treated 
with preservatives was illustrated by figures on railway ties, 
poles, piles and structural timbers. Ties, which had a service
life of four to ten years when untreated, lasted from fifteen to 
twenty years when treated with zinc chloride, and from twenty 
to thirty years when treated with creosote. Creosoted poles of 
non-durable species would have a life of tltirty-fi ve to forty 
years and similar poles treated with salt preservative an average 
of sixteen years. Untreated poles of non-durable species would 
average eight years, and untreated cedar eigteen years. Creo
sotcd piles when used for wharves would la~t from fifteen to 
thirty years, and when used as foundations of buildings under 
masonry caps they had a life expectancy equal to the obsole
scence of the supported structure. Nearly all of the older service 
records for structural timbers involved creosoted structures and 
indicated an average Ji[e of thirty-five years. 

The effect of preservative treatment on the conservation of 
timber resources was amply illustrated by statistics on railway 
ties used in Canada and the lJ nited States during the past thirty· 
five years. In the United States the average number of ties 
used per mile of track decreased from 256 in 1911-1915, when 
there was little preservative treatment, to 127 in 19,13-1947, 
when such treatment had become practically universal. The 
paper pointed out that by the use of wood preservatives, species 
of low natural durability could provide useful timber, resulting 
in a more even utilization of timber stands. 

Mr. RICHTER presented the paper also entitled "The Pre
servation of Wood" on recent experiences in Sweden prepared 
by Mr. Rennerfelt. The difficulty that Sweden had experienced 
during the war in importing coal-tar creosote compelled wood
preserving firms to usc salts as preservatives, the most common 
being Boliden salt and Tanalith. A special committee had been 
established by the state communication authorities in 1941 
to determine which salt would be most suitable for Swedish 
conditions. In 1943 the committee had begun to carry out 

accelerated service tests with Tanalith, Boliden salt, Boliden 
fluorine sah and coal-tar creosote, using Scots pine wood of 
various shapes and lengths. The experimental plots were being 
inspected twice a year and so far creosote treatment had proved 
the best; all poles treated with that preservative were still 
undamaged after six years' exposure. Tanalith had given results 
inferior to Boliden salt on the experimental plots. In order to 
speed up the decaying process, tests had also been made in 
a mine and a greenhouse, and a decay-chamber which would 
speed up the process of decay wnsiderably was being built at 
the Forest Research Institute. 

Creosote was still relatively costly in Sweden and compre
hensive field trials were being carried out on a native coal-tar 
creosote, as well as shale oil obtained by the distillation of 
oil shale. 

Holiden salt, the dominant preservative salt in Sweden, con
tained arsenic, chromium and zinc. A normal application re
quired 10.5 of salt per cub. metre of wood. Another salt 
experimented with was composed mainly of arsenic acid and 
copper chromate and would require approximately 6 kg. per 
cub. metre. 

Mr. MANN presented his paper which emphasized the con
servation aspect in the use of service-proven wood preserva
tives. Almost to the end of the nineteenth century timber in 
the United States had been considered an encumbrance to 
national development. Railway engineers had been the first 
to discover that the finest grades of the most durable woods 
decayed or were attacked by insects. The cost of constant re
placement of ties and bridge structures became excessive for 
the railways and that had been the impetus to the development 
of wood preservatives. Mr. Mann cited statistics to show that 
the saving in railway cross-ties alone through the use of pre
servatives as compared with thirty-five and fifty years ago 
amounted to from 14 to 23.5 million trees annually in the 
United States. The saving to railroads in dollars was equivalent 
to about S 775,000 per day. The speaker estimated that cross
ties amounted to t3 per cent of wood treated in the United 
States so that the figure could be multiplied by two and a half 
times to indicate the total effect of preservative treatment of 
wood on forest drain. 

:VIr. Mann emphasized that modern wood preservation was 
adaptable to good forestry practices such as the utilization of 
forest thinnings as fence-posts and poles. The art of wood pre
servation had recently produced such innovations as "fire
proofed" structural timber, prefabricated laminated construc
tion, and new methods of conditioning green timber. 

Mr. TvNSTELL said he had failed to notice any mention of 
the use of paint in wood preservation. Paint was the great 
preservative against weathering but most of the papers seemed 
to have in view protection against fungi and insects. 

Mr. KING noted that in the total field of conservation of 
natural resources, wood preservation had been one of the most 
successful examples. The chief reason was that persons using 
it could observe an immediate economic advantage from pre
servative treatment, while in the case of other natural resources 
the aim of conservation seemed to them to be too remote. The 
success of wood preservation indicated that the economic 
motive was one of the strongest impulses to conservation. 

Mr. VELANDER introduced the paper on "Improved Pulping 
Processes and the Utilization of Waste Liquors" prepared by 
Professor Erik Hagglund of Sweden. 
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Since the increase in the manufacture of wood pulp in 
Europe had been hampered by the shortage of wood, recent 
developments had taken place largely in Canada and the United 
States. Development had mainly been directed towards the 
construction of new sulphate factories, and expansion within 
the sulphite industry had been insignificant. The reason was 
that the sulphate technique could be used for all types of wood, 
whereas the sulphite method could only be used with spruce 
and a few deciduous woods. The advance in the sulphate pulp· 
ing technique was due mainly to the ability to bleach the pulp 
to a high degree of whiteness with little or no loss of strength. 
Furthermore, the scientific method of alkali recovery, which 
had considerable importance in the improvement of heating 
economy, had made the industry self-supporting in both heat 
and power. 

The shortage of raw materials had led to an increased in
terest in the use of deciduous woods for the preparation of 
paper pulp. In Sweden, birchwood had to a large extent begun 
to be used as raw material for bleached sulphate paper pulp, 
since it was possible to prepare a very white pulp of surprising 
strength by bleaching with chlorine dioxide. That fact opened 
up the possibility of utilizing the immense wood supply of the 
tropical forests for the preparation of paper pulp. 

However, changes in conditions of sulphite cooking proce
dure h<Jd made it possible, to a greater extent than was the 
case with the sulphate process, to prepare a so-called semi
chemical pulp in a high yield. An increase in pulp yield from 
50 per cent to 70 per cent or more was undoubtedly possible. 
The cooking, however, had to be done with the more expensive 
sodium sulphite and semi-economical sodium sulphite pulp 
had been manufactured on a commercial scale only in the 
United States. 

The increasing demand for artificial silk and rayon had 
caused a proportionately larger amount of paper pulp to be 
set aside for that use. Sulphate pulp had been found to be less 
satisfactory than specially prepared sulphite pulp, mainly 
owing to the difficulty in filtration. It was hard to clean the 
solution because of the properties of the carbohydrates that 
accompany cellulose, especially the easily hydrolyzed wood 
polyoses. If they were removed by so-called "prior hydrolysis", 
with sulphuric acid at high temperature for example, before 
the sulphate cooking took place, it was possible to obtain, after 
bleaching, a pulp that had shown itself to be excellent for the 
preparation of rayon. Sulphate cooking combined with prior 
hydrolysis could then be used for the preparation of valuable 
rayon pulp from deciduous woods or even straw. Pulp for the 
preparation of acetate silk had been prepared from sulphite 
pulp by means of suitable warm alkali treatment. The new 
manufacture of "dissolving pulps" had found extensive use, 
and almost all cellulose required for acetate silk was currently 
prepared from warm alkali-treated sulphite pulp. Improved 
wood cellulose was being increasingly used for other cellulose 
derivatives, such as methyl. ethyl and carboxy-methyl cellulose. 

A great deal of research had been devoted to the question 
of waste and by-products from the pulp manufacturing process. 
Much improvement had been made in the utilization of the 
heat content of the so-called "black liquor" obtained from the 
sulphate manufacturing process. Earlier, the loss of alkali, cal
culated from the amount of sodium sulphate used, was about 
140 to 170 kg. per ton of pulp. That loss had been decreased 
by scientific improvement to about 50 to 60 kg. The high cost 
of coal had created great interest in the question of scientifically 

evaporating and burning the sulphite liquor. There were great 
difficulties in evaporation, due to the formation of gypsum 
scale. Technical developments in Sweden in recent years made 
it possible to state definitely that liquor evaporation could be 
accomplished in a technical and economical manner. Half the 
amount of coal previously required for the sulphite process 
could thus be saved. Magnesium bisulphite had been successful· 
ly used for cooking in the United States. Ammonium bisulphite 
cooking add had been used in Norway and the United States 
and no difficulty had been experienced from scaling during 
evaporation. 

The most extensive industry based on waste liquor was the 
manufacture of sulphite alcohol. Current world production 
probably exceeded 200 million litres. In Sweden, the alcohol 
was used as motor spirit. Development was naturally dependent 
upon the degree to which it was possible to manufacture alcohol 
synthetically at a lower price than sulphite alcohol. 

The sugar content of sulphite liquors could be used to pre
pare yeast. The yeast obtained was considerably more expensive 
than soya bean meal but was much cheaper than meat. Vanillin 
and tanning agents were also manufactured from sulphite 
liquor. 

In Sweden, turpentine, formed in the sulphate process from 
wood pitch, was obtained in a yield of about 6 to 8 kg. per ton 
of pulp. It contained mainly A and B pinene and a lesser 
amount of carene. The carene found in the turpentine could 
be used in the preparation of cymene and toluene. 

Greater value was <Jttached to the resin and fatty acids found 
in the pitch. These could be separated to a large extent and 
the fatty acids used for the preparation of soap. From the resin 
fraction, abietic add was obtained which melted to a colophony 
which had been used in the sizing of paper. The value of all 
those by-products was small in comparison with the value of 
the pulp, but they were a contribution to the lucrativeness of 
the sulphate paper industry. 

:Mr. HoLZER gave a summary of his own paper on "The 
Chemical Utilization of Wood in the United States". 

The most important field in the chemical utilization of wood 
was that of pulp, paper and board, in which the r<.tw material 
was the wood fibre. There were three major opportunities of 
extending the natural resource in that field: improvement in 
the recovery of the raw material, an increase in pulp yield 
from the processes used, and utilization of the waste and by· 
products of those processes. 

He referred briefly to the waste of wood left in logged-over 
areas. That waste could be reduced by pre-logging and relog
ging operations separate from the main logging. Light equip
ment could be used to take out small trees which would other
wise be left. The recovery of thinnings. small trees formerly 
lost by mortality from over-crowding, was good forest practice 
which increased the potential productivity of the land. 

There was inevitable waste when logs were sawed into 
timber. Pulp mills were often located near concentrations of 
such waste in order to convert it to pulp. In the mill operations 
of the pulp mills themselves, new methods of barking and 
chipping wood were saving large quantities. 

Since pulping processes could absorb appreciable amounts 
of decayed wood without very serious effects, low-grade wood 
from over-mature forests could also be utilized in the pulp 
mills. However, pulp yield was lowered and a slow cooking 
was needed because decayed wood was more difficult to pulp 
than sound wood. 
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The utilization of new species for pulping was an important 
question. The demand for softwoods was exhausting the cur
rent growth rate almost everywhere, and there was a great need 
to develop means of using hardwoods in order to reduce the 
drain on softwoods. Almost every known pulping process was 
applied commercially to hardwoods. He commented on several 
of those processes with special mention of the neutral sulphite 
process as being particularly useful with hardwoods. He also 
commented on the utilization for pulping of new species such 
as the Douglas fir and the lodgepole pine. The consumption 
of species which had formerly been ignored was of extreme 
importance to the timber situation. It reduced the drain on 
standing timber reserves and permitted foresters to expand 
the stands of the more valuable softwoods which were already 
in critically short supply in some areas. 

The paper went on to discuss the increase of yield by means 
of pulping processes. It was usual for 50 per cent of the tree 
to be lost in the cooking and any advance in technique should 
mean a large saving. High yield pulps had a high lignin content 
and could not be used in paper, but they were suitable for 
the production of various types of boards. Reference was made 
to the Asplund process, the neutral sulphite process and the 
process of refining in hot kraft black liquor, all of which pro
duced high yield pulps. 

The paper then passed to the utilization of waste liquors. 
The problem of using waste pulping liquors had confronted 
the pulp industry for many years and though many suggestions 
had been made, the demand for any one product had been 
so limited that the production of one small mill supplied the 
entire market. 

Reference was made to the production of alcohol from the 
hexose sugars in sulphite waste liquor. That process was in 
general use only in Europe, since in the United States it 
could not compete economically with other means of producing 
alcohol. The carbohydrates in the waste liquor could be used 
to produce yeast, intermediate in protein value between that 
of vegetable and animal origin. It was more expensive than the 
vegetable protein but had a B complex vitamin content that 
might make it more attractive. 

There were other uses for sulphite waste liquors, involving 
the production of vanillin, and derived phenols, tanning agents, 
dispersing agents, and chemicals for boiler water treatment. 
Other suggestions were for use in adhesives, core binder in 
foundries, soil conditioners and stabilizers, carriers for insecti
cides and emulsions. 

The calcium base in sulphite waste liquor had been a hin
drance to evaporation and burning for recovery of the fuel 
value, still the chief means of utilizing waste liquor. Both 
magnesia and ammonium had been used commercially primari
ly because they facilitated liquor disposal. The use of a soluble 
base permitted evaporation of the liquor, burning for heat 
recovery, and in some cases recovery of the cooking chemicals. 

The lignin in the black liquors from kraft or soda pulping 
was generally burned to recover chemicals and heat. In a few 
cases, however, part of the alkali lignins from those liquors 
was recovered by precipitation with carbon dioxide. The lignin 
could be used to impregnate paper and had also been used 
successfully as a dispersing agent in asphalt emulsions, as a 
substitute for carbon black, as a base exchange material and 
as a boiler water treatment. The utilization of lignin by
products was not far advanced and the need for fundamental 
research on the complex chemistry of lignin was great. 

Recapitulating his argument, Mr. Holzer said that the utili
zation of grades, species and wood wastes not previously suit
able, the increased yield in some fields, and activity in using 
waste liquors were helping to reduce the drain on forests in 
the same way as advances in techniques of wood preservation 
had clone. 

Mr. ARIES opened the discussion of the two papers with a 
reference to the tropical hardwoods of Latin America. The 
increasing shortage of softwoods meant that the pulping of 
tropical woods would probably develop greatly in the next 
twenty years, and the "jungle" countries might well become 
pulp exporters rather than importers. 

The most significant technical advance had been the per
fecting of the neutral sulphite semi-chemical process for pulp
ing, which was ideally suited to tropical woods. As many as 
thirty different species had been pulped simultaneously with 
success. That was an important feature in view of the virtual 
economic impossibility of segregating many of the tropical 
woods, which grew in dense mixed stands. Increased quantities 
of tannin would probably be obtained as a by-product of such 
pulping operations. Many tropical woods had barks rich in 
tannin which could undoubtedly be extracted in a preliminary 
leaching operation. 

Current pulp production in Latin America was less than 
two per cent of production in Canada and the United States, 
but it was probable that the percentage would increase in the 
next twenty years to as much as fifteen to twenty per cent of 
North American production. 

Mr. HARRISON gave an account of a French experiment in 
the simultaneous cooking of several species, reported at the 
Preliminary World Pulp Conference held by the FAO in Mon
treal in the spring of 1949. 

The French Government had imported from French West 
Africa some 200 tons of tropical wood of twenty-four different 
species. A certain amount of laboratory work was done on 
cooking processes for those woods, and finally a large-scale 
experiment was tried in a commercial sulphate mill producing 
pine pulp. Four cooks were run, including numbers of species 
ranging from five to the final twenty-four, and the results 
produced paper of encouraging quality, the chief defects being 
due to pine residues in the mill's pipes. In view of the com
parative success of the experiment, the French authorities 
proposed to erect a pilot plant in western Africa for further 
research into the whole topic of simultaneous pulping of mixed 
tropical woods. 

Mr. CoMPTON said that, broadly speaking, the non-utilized 
material or waste was greater in the forest industry than in 
any other. In the United States normal utilization was about 
40 per cent of the total tree and the percentage was smaller 
in other countries. The industries of the world operated on 
resources, one-third of which were replaceable and two-third; 
irreplaceable. Since forests were one of the few replaceable 
resources, he considered that research into forest problems of 
utilization and conservation deserved the best minds available 
in the scientific world. 

Mr. VELANDER said that there were other chemical ways of 
using wood which had not been mentioned- possibly as being 
too rudimentary and old-fashioned. He referred to the produc
tion of charcoal and tar. The extraction of tannin agents was 
more complicated. The cruder processes might, perhaps, be of 
interest in under-developed areas, since it was not possible to 
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introduce modern methods into such areas without long pre
paration_ 

Mr. ARIES said that in Mexico and Guatemala there was a 
good demand for charcoal and an attempt was being made to 
satisfy it. Tanneries in Latin America produced their own 
crude but adequate tannin. The product was variable and 
uncontrolled, but much progress was expected in the near 
future. 

Mr. STAMM summarized his introductory paper on "The 
Utilization of Wood Waste and Bark". He emphasized the 
importance of greater utilization of wood residues and stated 
that they could be used either in salvaging the dimension stock 
or making fibre or chemical products. The manufacture of 
various chemical products was the most promising way of 
utilizin~ wood residues of all types in large quantities. In his 
paper he had dealt with the following chemical processing 
methods: extraction, destructive distillation, hydrolysis, hydro
genation and oxidation. 

Extraction was the most exacting method as regards the 
nature of the raw material required, since certain definite 
species and sometimes even definite parts of a tree had to be 
used. Essential oils, oleoresin and tannins were obtained 
through extraction. The residue after extraction was used for 
fuel, except in the case of chestnut when the residue could be 
used for pulping. 

With regard to the second processing method, research was 
being carried out on the development of new types of con
tinuous feed destructive distillation methods, which should give 
more rapid controlled distillation and less decomposition of 
the volatile by-products. 

Hydrolysis seemed to be the most promising method, as a 
very large proportion of the wood could be used. Although 
the original objective in hydrolysing the carbohydrates in wood 
to sugars had been for the production of alcohol, the wood
sugar could be utilized in a number of other ways. It could be 
concentrated by evaporation to form molasses for animal feed
ing and for growing yeast. Molasses production for animal 
feeding showed the greatest promise for utilizing large quan
tities of wood residue. The figures indicated that there was 
no need for the expansion of the industry to be curtailed by 
a limited demand for the product, as would be the case for 
practically all other products. It would of course be impossible 
to produce yeast from wood-sugar as cheaply as soya bean meal 
was produced, but the added expense might well be compen
sated by the high vitamin B content of the yeast. 

Finally, Mr. Stamm said it was interesting to note that it 
would be possible to make llO gallons of liquid fuel from a 
ton of wood residue by hydrolysing the carbohydrates to sugars, 
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followed by their fermentation to alcohol, combined with 
hydrogenation of the lignin residue. 

Mr. ANT-WUORINEN summarized his paper on the "Chemical 
Utilization of Wood in Finland". He emphasized that, in Fin
land, wood waste possessed a relatively high value as heating 
material and it could not, therefore, be regarded as a free raw 
material, as was the case in some other countries. His paper 
described the wallboard industry which had been developed in 
Finland and the new wood saccharification method. 

Mr. HERITAGE summarized the paper on the "Utilization of 
Sawmill Refuse and Bark" which he had prepared in collabo
ration with :Mr. Locke. The paper dealt with the nature and 
composition of sawmill refuse, the utilization of whole sawmill 
refuse, the separation of bark from wood, the utilization of 
bark, the utilization of bark-free wood refuse for fibre boards, 
and the utilization of wood refuse for molasses, alcohol and 
yeast. 

The CHAIR;\fAN regretted that there was no one present to 
summarize the three remaining papers which had C-"en sub
mitted on the subject under discussion. Those papers were: 
"Wood Waste and Bark Utilization in Australia" by :Mr. R. F. 
Turnbull; "The Pereiro, Wild Plant of the Drought Region 
of Brazil, and Its Wax" by Mr . .Jayme Santa Rosa; and "The 
Rational Exploitation of Parana Pine" by Mr. de Garcia Paula. 

Mr. ARIES referred to the production of wood molasses men
tioned in Mr. Stamm's paper and said that the main obstacle 
to the expansion of that industry lay in the fact that the exist
ing production already exceeded the demand. Vast quantities 
of molasses were being produced in Cuba and sold at four 
cents a gallon. It would therefore be more economical to pur
chase molasses from Cuba than to set up plants in the United 
States, except in inland regions where the transportation would 
be costly. There was already a sugar glut in the dollar area 
and the countries outside that area were increasing their sugar 
production so as to be able to meet their own needs. The com
petition of blackstrap molasses would have to be taken into 
account. 

Mr. STAMM agreed that the first plants for the production of 
wood-sugar should be situated in inland regions, where mo
lasses could not be obtained so cheaply from abroad because of 
the cost of transportation. The success of the wood-sugar in
dustry would depend for the time being on the price of black
strap molasses, but if the consumption of wood-sugar molasses 
for animal feeding increased, as he had predicted in his paper, 
then the industry would become a good business proposition. 

The CHAIRMAN concluded the final meeting of the forests 
section and expressed his appreciation to all the authors of 
papers and to the participants for the interesting and stimulat
ing discussions which had taken place. 
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